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PREFACE
This user guide assumes that a reader is a competent user of the Microsoft Windows 
operating system. If you lack sufficient knowledge or have any questions concerning 
the concepts or terms used in this documentation, please refer to relevant user 
guides for this operating system. This user guide is intended for reading from the 
point of view of both the VideoNet system’s administrator (a user who will configure 
the system) and the VideoNet system’s operator (a user who will only work with the 
system and will not configure it).

This user guide, in the integrated help format, can be opened directly while 
working with VideoNet system, by pressing the F1 button in any window of the 
system.

ABOUT THE SYSTEM
The VideoNet system is a digital video surveillance and event logging system 
designed to ensure protection of facilities, such as banks, large-scale and small-scale 
industrial enterprises, offices, storage facilities, country mansions, computer centres, 
hotels, universities, car parking areas, residential buildings, etc.
VideoNet is a state-of-the-art multi-purpose security complex that provides functional-
ity for video surveillance, video and audio recording, controlling security sensors and 
relay outputs as well as transmission of video and audio signals both from local and 
remote video cameras and microphones. The system allows you to connect a wide 
range of devices, such as video/audio capture devices, analog and IP cameras, 
microphones, security sensor controllers, relay output controllers, and to configure 
their parameters by using software tools.
The system can register all events as well as record video and audio data to a 
computer’s hard disk in a special data format that ensures a very high data compres-
sion degree without quality deterioration.
A built-in player allows you to view any saved video fragments of the required 
moments whenever you need. Therefore, you will be able to fully reconstruct the 
event.
The system is fitted with additional software detection and analysis modules that 
allow the system to detect motion, on a standalone basis, in the sector selected 
by the operator both by local and remote cameras, to register any foreign object 
appearing on the guarded territory, to make video or audio recording, if necessary, 
and to alert the operator of unauthorized intrusion. Additionally, the system enables 
you to set reactions in response to certain events. Thus, you secure yourself against 
unforeseen events. VideoNet offers you an opportunity to react swiftly and prevent 
many foreseeable threats.
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1. VIDEONET SYSTEM. BRIEF OVERVIEW
The VideoNet system offers a user-friendly interface and massive opportunities for 
its setup and operation, such as working with graphic plans of guarded facilities, 
an upgraded player, a new Analytics environment with intelligent archive search, a 
possibility of integration with your software using the VideoNet Integration Module 
(VIM) subsystems.
The VideoNet interface allows the operator to switch between different windows of 
the system. As a result, the system’s operator can instantly react to any changes 
at the guarded facility. You can organize your work with the system in the most 
comfortable way, according to your tasks.
The system offers screen modes that you can set up individually for each screen 
of the system’s workstations. You can set its behavior and configure the schedule 
by using the system’s tools. It will allow you to control guarded facilities, yet the 
quality of control will not depend on the operator’s attentiveness and quick reaction. 
In accordance with the configured schedule (which can actually contain both the 
execution schedule for certain tasks and reactions to certain events), the system will 
react to the events that happen; register motion and control abandoned objects by 
cameras for which relevant detectors are set up; perform audio and video recording; 
make video and audio pre-recording; start PTZ patrols; send alarm audio signals to 
the system’s operator; notify other system’s operators of the hazard, etc. All events 
that occur in the system will be registered in the event log.
VideoNet has a built-in player for recordings made using cameras and microphones. 
By using this component of the system, you can play back video and audio record-
ings, archive and filter them, and export clips.

In order to make recording by cameras and microphones, the VideoNet system 
offers a powerful subsystem for registration of video and audio data that involves 
the following capabilities:

• high speed of working with large-size archives (hundreds of gigabytes, 
terabytes);

• clarification of the reason why the system has recorded some video or audio 
data;

• establishing a storage location for recorded data depending on the reason, 
time or source of this recording;

• availability of preliminary recording that allows you to register the events that 
happened some time before an alarm situation occurred;

• transferring large volumes of information from one server to another;
• replacing drives without interruption of the system’s operation;
• various storage periods for data in volumes depending on the established 
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storage time of data in the volume;
• additional protection of video and audio data in volumes (password for mount-

ing the volume).
To ensure long-term information storage, the system allows for archiving video and 
audio data to special-purpose volumes.
The VideoNet system also supports Intel Quick Sync Video technology on comput-
ers with Intel processors. This technology is used to decode video in H.264 and 
H.265 formats, and works during:

• video broadcasts;
• playback of video from the archive;
• the work of the detectors.

If necessary, the use of Intel Quick Sync Video can be disabled for a specific 
computer in the VideoNet configuration file.

You can check whether a specific processor supports Intel Quick Sync Video 
technology at ark.intel.com.

The system provides four working environments: Configuration, Surveillance, 
Analytics and ACS.

http://ark.intel.com
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• Configuration environment
This environment is intended for:

• adding devices to the system configuration and configuring their parameters;
• configuring screen parameters;
• configuring detection by audio and video devices;
• configuring face and licence plate recognition;
• configuring PTZ control and recording parameters;
• configuring the system’s schedule;
• configuring access to the system’s functions;
• configuring the network environment;
• making graphic plans of the guarded facility.

The Configuration environment interface сontains:
1. environment page groups;
2. tree of elements;
3. properties of elements area;
4. VideoNet control menu;
5. configuration control panel;
6. date and time area;
7. toolbar.

The system includes 30 configuration pages which are united into the following page 
groups: Devices, Recording, Databases, System Behavior, VideoNet Network, 
Interface Settings, Graphic Plans, Guarding Partitions, Access to the VideoNet, 
Updates Center. Each page has its own toolbar.

The VideoNet Control Menu is designed for switching between the VideoNet 
environments during the operation and configuration of the system, for changing 
users of the system and receiving general information about the system (the 
About and Licenses menu items).
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• Surveillance environment
This environment is intended for:

• broadcasting video locally and over the network;
• emergency video and audio data recording and recording by schedule;
• playback of video and audio records locally or over the network;
• starting video switchers (sequence of cameras changing in the window);
• analyzing the events that occurred in the system by using the Event log.

The Surveillance environment interface contains:
1. VideoNet control menu;
2. screen mode panel;
3. user command panel;
4. floating window panel;
5. date and time area;
6. display screen mode area.

Display screen mode area may contain the following windows: video windows, 
event panel, event log, graphic plan panel, player, long-running operations window, 
tag window, device window, command panel, face window, POS window, access 
point window, access gate point window.
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• Analytics environment
This environment is intended for:

• information search across databases by requested parameters;
• simultaneous analysis of events from multiple sources;
• displaying query results in custom formats with an extensive set of playback 

and navigation tools;
• generation of reports of various types and forms: working time estimation, 

work schedule violations registration etc.
The Analytics environment interface contains:

1. VideoNet control menu;
2. report selection panel;
3. date and time area;
4. report generation area;
5. toolbar.

The Analytics environment is an efficient tool for post-analysis of information. It 
allows users to search by video and audio data as well as text records obtained 
from the VideoNet system and stored in databases. The sources of these data are 
the video surveillance system (VSS), fire and intrusion alarm system (FIAS) and 
access control system (ACS).
The environment provides the creation and work with reports such as integral, 
events, analytical and heat map.
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• ACS environment
The VideoNet system permits to create groups for access through barriers and to 
include a company’s employees in them as well as to keep records of and classify 
employees. To solve these tasks, the Access Control System (ACS) environment 
is provided.
The ACS environment interface contains:

1. environment page groups;
2. VideoNet control menu;
3. configuration control panel;
4. toolbar;
5. list of elements;
6. date and time area;
7. properties of elements area.

The ACS environment provides 18 configuration pages united into the Access 
Control System (ACS) and Work Time Logging System (WTLS) page groups.
VideoNet also offers a wide range of extension products. You can integrate VideoNet 
with external systems that interact on a message exchange basis. It is possible to 
integrate this system with point-of-sale software which permits to match video images 
and cash register checks, both real-time and recorded.
Before you start working with this system, you need to install it and set initial param-
eters. This will be covered in the next chapter of this user guide.
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2. GETTING STARTED WITH VIDEONET
2.1. Computer and OS requirements
Hardware and software requirements for the computer on which the VideoNet 
system will be installed are as follows:
CPU 64-bit

Minimum: Intel Core i3-530 processor
Recommended CPU parameters depend on the required number of connected 
cameras.

RAM Minimum 4 GB
Recommended for 64-bit operating systems:

• 8 GB for systems with up to 16 cameras;
• 16 GB for systems with up from 16 cameras to 32 cameras;
• 32 GB for systems with over 48 cameras.

Attention! When you use video capture boards, the PAE mode must be 
disabled.
Attention! Pre-recording requires additional RAM size (see Section 3.2.6)

Operating 
system (64 bit)

Microsoft Windows Server 2016 (versions 1709 and higher);
Microsoft Windows Server 2019;
Microsoft Windows Server 2022;
Microsoft Windows 10 Home/Pro/Enterprise (versions 1903 and higher);
Microsoft Windows 11 Home/Pro.

Graphics card Minimum: OS-determined (128 MB, DirectX 9 support)
Note: To select the graphics card chipset manufacturer, it is recommended 
to use the list of tested equipment.

Display Minimum: 1280x1024.

File system NTFS; it is recommended to use a 64 KB cluster size for formatting the disks 
on which video archive volume files are placed.
Attention! Other file systems are not supported.
Note: It is recommended to disable the system recovery feature on logical 
disks on which video archive volume files are placed.
Note: When using RAID controllers, it is recommended to install the Battery 
BackUp Unit and enable the Write Back Cache function.

Database 
Management 
Systems Used

Microsoft SQL Server 2008;
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2;
Microsoft SQL Server 2012;
Microsoft SQL Server 2014;
Microsoft SQL Server 2016;
Microsoft SQL Server 2019 Express.

Attention! Starting resource-intensive applications on the same computer may 
adversely affect the VideoNet system’s performance. It is not recommended 
to install third-party applications, other than those which are part of Windows, 
on this computer.

Attention! When using detectors and/or recognition modules, the technical 
requirements for a computer may differ from those stated in this section. To 
clarify the requirements, contact the SKYROS Corporation for consultation.

https://www.videonet.ru/materinskie-platyi.html
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Attention! Antivirus software that automatically scans files on the computer can 
significantly reduce the system’s recording and playback performance. In case 
of using such software, it is recommended to (depending on available settings):
• disable the check of volume files (.vnsd);
• disable the check of all files, leaving only the check of program files;
• disable the check of the disks on which volume files are located;
• disable automatic check for all disks.

Attention! When working with VideoNet system, the computer is not allowed to 
go into hibernation mode (“sleep mode”). When turning on the computer, which 
was in hibernation mode, VideoNet system must be restarted.

Attention! When working with VideoNet system, it is necessary to use a 64-bit 
operating system.

Attention! It is not recommended to use Punto Switcher program when you 
work with VideoNet.

To improve the VideoNet system’s performance, it is recommended to install 
Microsoft DirectX Version 9.0c or later on the computer. You can find the 
DirectX setup program on Microsoft’s website.

Technical requirements to software for working with VideoNet system through 
Web access from mobile devices or desktop personal computers are described 
in the section 3.5.2.1.

To learn more about the hardware requirements for your VideoNet surveillance 
solutions, you can use a calculator on the website www.videonet9.com.
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2.2. Installation and initial settings of the VideoNet 
system

When all system requirements are satisfied, you may proceed with the installation 
the system. You can find a detailed description of the VideoNet system’s installation 
process in the Installation manual. Once the installation has been successfully 
completed, reload your computer and start VideoNet from the Start menu.

Attention! For the Axis IP cameras to work correctly, a path to the VideoNet 
system’s setup folder must contain only symbols or English letters.

Attention! If VideoNet system has been updated, the first system start may 
take a long time.

1. At the first startup of the VideoNet system, the Automatic Configuration 
Wizard will start. The wizard provides the initial configuration of the system neces-
sary to work with it. Click Next.
If it is not required to change default settings, click they Use default settings button, 
and go to Step 7.

Attention! By default, the Automatic Configuration Wizard will also start at 
subsequent logging in. To disable this option, remove the Open the Wizard 
Each Time the Configuration Environment Starts check box in the first step.

2. In this step, the wizard will offer you to select the use of the multiplexing mode 
for detected video capture boards. If needed, set the multiplexing mode for the 
video capture boards that you have selected, and click Next.
The multiplexing mode makes it possible to double the number of video outputs for 
the PowerVN8 and TitanVN16, video capture boards, and increase their number by 
four times for other types of video capture boards.
If no video capture board is found, the system will automatically skip this step and 
go to Step 3.
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If the user will later disable the multiplexing mode for the video capture board, 
all cameras connected to the multiplexed inputs will be disconnected.

3. In this step, the wizard will search for IP devices.

4. While searching, the system authenticates devices. For this purpose, the 
most frequent default credentials of the relevant manufacturer are used. Based 
on the search results, the wizard displays the parameters of the selected devices 
(IP address, port, protocol, brief description, login, device access password, and 
status of the device that demonstrates its availability for the system) that you can 
change, if needed.
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Some IP devices may support several protocols. Typically, they include the ONVIF® * 
protocol and a device manufacturer protocol. ONVIF® is a special protocol that uses 
a standardized method of video data transmission over the network.

By using the icon  you can automatically copy a login and password used on one 
device to another device’s login and password fields. To do this, left-click the icon 

 and drag it to the same icon of the device to which you want to copy the data.  

Click the icon  to verify the correctness of entered data and update the device 

status. If the credentials are correct, the status  is assigned to the device; if they 

are incorrect, the status is .
Click the Check button to simultaneously check the data of all devices in the list.
By clicking the Add device button, you can add one or more IP devices that were 
not found during the initial search.

Select the devices that you need to add to the system configuration from the list; 
then click Next.
*ONVIF is a trademark of Onvif, Inc.
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5. If no volume is created in the system, you will have to create a new volume. 
Set the size of a created volume, by removing the Use all available space on 
drive check box, or, if necessary, leave this check box. After you set the volume 
parameters, click Next.

If at least one volume is created in the system, the largest volume is selected 
for further configuration steps.

Attention! It is not recommended to create volumes on the system disk!

6. In this step, the wizard will offer you to select the mode of recording by earlier 
added (Step 3) sources.
When the Enable mixed recording mode (permanent recording and recording 
upon detection according to schedule) radio button is selected, you are able 
to configure the recording schedule. The Recording schedule configuration area 
consists of the following elements: Period band (1), Period start delimiter (2), Period 
end delimiter (3), Period band between sliders (4). Using delimiters, set the required 
permanent recording period. The period change step is 5 minutes.
Select the recording mode, and then determine the necessary settings. Click Next.

Attention! When you need to change the recording mode (mixed recording and/
or recording upon detection), consult Section 3.4.1.
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7. The page that contains consolidated information about the selected system 
settings will be opened. To continue, click Apply.
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8.  The page that informs about the successful system configuration saving will 
be opened. Click Close to close the wizard.
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2.3. VideoNet system license
You may have no access to some of the system’s features described in this user 
guide, such as working over the network, due to license restrictions. Some features 
and restrictions that your license may contain are described in tables below.

To learn more about features and restrictions of the system, please visit 
www.videonet9.com or, if you have the system installed, familiarize yourself 
with the content of the license.

In order to view the content of the system’s license:
1. Select the Licenses item in the VideoNet control menu.
2. In the appeared menu list, select the name of the computer, which license you 

want to view.
3. The page that contains the license for the selected computer will be opened.

To update your VideoNet license, please contact the SKYROS Corporation technical 
support service or any of the corporation’s dealers. You can find the list of dealers 
on VideoNet’s website (www.videonet9.com).
Table 1. Functional capabilities of the VideoNet system
Name Description

Basic Video license The presence of this license allows you to work with video

Basic ACS license The presence of this license allows you to work with access control 
and management systems

Basic FIAS license The presence of this license allows you to work with fire and 
intrusion alarm systems

Working with LCD-
panel

The presence of this license allows you to work with LCD-panel 
on this computer

Graphic plans The presence of this license allows you to create and display 
graphic plans on this computer.

Intelligent search 
for data in the video 
archive

Allows you to use the analytics module for post-analysis and filtering 
of the saved data by various parameters.

Multicast Ability to configure Multicast channels on this computer.

QUEST equipment 
integration module

The presence of this license allows the use of QUEST equipment

BOLID equipment 
integration module

The presence of this license allows the use of BOLID equipment

HIKVISION equipment 
integration module

The presence of this license allows the use of HIKVISION equip-
ment

GATE equipment 
integration module

The presence of this license allows the use of GATE equipment

VIZIT equipment 
integration module

The presence of this license allows the use of VIZIT equipment
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Name Description

INTREPID II equip-
ment integration 
module

The presence of this license allows the use of INTREPID II 
equipment

TREZOR equipment 
integration module

The presence of this license allows the use of TREZOR equipment

TREZOR-IP equip-
ment integration 
module

The presence of this license allows the use of TREZOR-IP equip-
ment

ZKTeco equipment 
integration module

The presence of this license allows the use of ZKTeco equipment

Integration with ЕТС The presence of this license allows you to exchange data with 
the ЕТС

ACS. Checkpoint The presence of this license allows you to work with the passage 
point window in the Surveillance environment.

ACS. Access control 
office

The presence of this license allows you to create passes and 
assign them to employees and vehicles in the ACS environment.

Working time logging 
report

The presence of this license allows you to work with analytical 
reports related to the working time of employees

Alcohol testing results 
report

The presence of this license allows you to work with the analytical 
report Alcohol test results.

Support for access 
verification for PERCo 
ACS

The presence of this license allows verification of access objects 
using VideoNet at facilities equipped with PERCo ACS.

“Fault Tolerant“ 
configuration support 
for INTREPID II 
equipment

The presence of this license allows you to maintain a fault-tolerant 
configuration of the perimeter security system.

Sending data to the 
monitoring environ-
ment

The presence of this license allows you to send data to the 
Diagnotex system

VideoNet VIM. Broad-
cast

The presence of this license allows third-party software to receive 
broadcasted audio and video data from devices of the VideoNet 
system using the VideoNet integration module (VIM).

VideoNet VIM. Play-
back

The presence of this license allows third-party software to interact 
with the archive of VideoNet system records using VIM.

VideoNet VIM. 
Messages

The presence of this license allows third-party software to work 
with VideoNet system events using VIM.

VideoNet VIM. 
Management

The presence of this license allows third-party software to send 
commands to devices of the VideoNet system using VIM.

Connecting to OPC 
server

The presence of this license allows you to connect to the OPC 
server, except for the MM-8000 model from Siemens
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Name Description

Connecting to 
Siemens MM8000 
OPC server

The presence of this license allows you to connect only to the OPC 
server model MM-8000 from Siemens

ACS. Cars checkpoint The presence of this license allows you to see the window of the 
access gate point in the Surveillance environment.

CAME equipment inte-
gration module

The presence of this license allows the use of CAME equipment

REST API event trans-
mission module

The presence of this license allows to send event messages to 
external systems via the REST API

ECHD Server The presence of this license allows you to add an ECHD server 
to the computer

Table 2. License restrictions of the VideoNet system
Name Description

Total amount of cameras (IP 
+ analog)

Restriction on the maximum number of cameras (IP, analog 
and connected via IP-servers) connected to this computer.

Limit of the number of chan-
nels on PowerVN8-HD cards

Restriction on the maximum total number of channels on 
PowerVN8-HD and PowerVN8-HD2 cards, for which “full-
function use” is allowed (the ability to receive 25 frames/sec).

Minimum required number of 
channels on PowerVN8-HD 
cards

Restriction on the minimum required number of channels on 
PowerVN8-HD and PowerVN8-HD2 cards, for which “full-
featured use” is allowed (the ability to receive 25 frames/sec).

Limit of the number of chan-
nels on PowerVN4-AHDM 
cards

Restriction on the maximum total number of channels on 
PowerVN4-AHDM cards, for which “full-function use” is 
allowed (the ability to receive 25 frames/sec).

Minimum required number 
of channels on PowerVN4-
AHDM cards

Restriction on the minimum required number of channels 
on PowerVN4-AHDM cards, for which “full-featured use” is 
allowed (the ability to receive 25 frames/sec).

Number of POS devices Restriction on the number of POS devices.

Number of connections (web 
access and mobile applica-
tions)

Restriction on the number of connections using a web 
browser and a mobile client

Number of Tevian face 
recognition channels

Restriction on the number of Tevian face recognition chan-
nels

Number of available body 
temperature detectors

Restriction on the number of body temperature detectors

Number of FIAS, ACS 
controllers and PSS devices

Restriction on the maximum number of fire alarm controllers, 
ACS and PSS devices.

Number of connected 
breathalyzers Alkobarrier

Restriction on the number of connected Alcobarrier 
breathalyzers

Number of PSS Restriction on the maximum number of perimeter security 
systems.
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Name Description

Number of Verint devices 
(single channel)

Restriction on the number of single-channel Verint devices

Number of Verint devices 
(multi channel)

Restriction on the number of multi-channel Verint devices

Number of “Autouragan-
Slow“ license plate recogni-
tion channels

Restriction on the number of channels for license plate 
number recognition “Avtouragan-Slow”

Number of “Autouragan-
Fast“ license plate recogni-
tion channels

Restriction on the number of channels for license plate 
number recognition “Avtouragan-Fast”

Number of “Automarshal-30“ 
license plate recognition 
channels

Restriction on the number of channels for license plate 
number recognition “Automarshal-30”

Number of “Automar-
shal-270“ license plate 
recognition channels

Restriction on the number of channels for license plate 
number recognition “Automarshal-270”

Number of “Base“ license 
plate recognition channels

Restriction on the number of channels for license plate 
number recognition “Base”

Number of channels broad-
casted over RTSP

Restriction on the number of channels that can be selected 
for broadcasting to the ECHD

Number of channels for the 
neural network “Personal 
protective equipment”

Restriction on the number of detectors that use the neural 
network “Personal protective equipment” of any size

Number of channels for the 
neural network “Protective 
masks”

Restriction on the number of detectors that use the neural 
network “Protective masks” of any size

Number of channels for the 
neural network “Fire and 
smoke”

Restriction on the number of detectors that use the neural 
network “Fire and smoke” of any size

Number of channels for the 
neural network “Special cars”

Restriction on the number of detectors that use the neural 
network “Special cars” of any size

Number of channels for the 
neural network “Firearms”

Restriction on the number of detectors that use the neural 
network “Firearms” of any size

The 3G boards are “old-generation” boards. They include TinyVN4 Pro2, 
TinyVN4 Pro3, PowerVN4 Pro2, PowerVN4 Pro3, PowerVN4 Pro4, and TitanVN8 
Pro boards.
The 4G boards are boards with DSP TMS. They include PowerVN8, and 
TitanVN16 boards.
CCTV – closed circuit television.
FIAS – Fire and Intrusion Alarm system.
ACS – Access Control System;
PSS – Perimeter Security System.
A Server is a computer to which video/audio capture equipment is directly 
connected. A client computer is connected to the Server to receive data over 
the network. No equipment is connected to it.
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• External systems
Also license regulates the ability to connect such external systems as:

• “Mobile card” system;
• Frontol system;
• R-Keeper system;
• SuperMag system;
• CSDD system;
• Pilot system;
• Shtrih-M system;
• UPS system;
• ABT system;
• Glory, Glory500, Glory UW-F, Newton, Laurel, Magner350, BPS C1, BPS C4 

and BPS 200 banknote counting machines;
• BPS (data transfer via FTP).

For more details about external systems refer to the section 3.1.2.16 of this guide.
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2.4. VideoNet control menu
The VideoNet control menu is displayed on the control panel of each VideoNet 
environment.

To open the VideoNet control menu:
1. Click the VideoNet control menu button in the upper left corner of the screen.
2. This will open the drop-down menu consisting of the following items:

• List of environments;
• About;
• Licenses;
• Get information about the system;
• Close environment;
• End user session;
• Exit VideoNet.

Menu item Description

List of environ-
ments

The list of environments contains working environments available in 
the VideoNet system. The availability of a certain environment on the 
list depends on user rights and the license scope. This list allows you 
to run the VideoNet environments and switch between them as you 
work. If the environment is running, a check box next to its name on 
the list will be selected.

About When you select this menu item, the dialog box that contains information 
about the product, its version, developer name and copyright will be 
opened. When you click More, the dialog box containing the list of 
modules used by VideoNet will be opened.

Licences This menu item contains a list of the VideoNet network computers. 
When you select a computer, the dialog box that displays the license 
scope will be opened.

Get information 
about the system

When you select this item, the VNinfo.exe application starts running. 
This application helps get information in case of any VideoNet system’s 
failure to forward it later to the technical support service.

Close environ-
ment

Selecting this menu item allows you to close the environment which 
window is currently open. You need to clear the check box next to the 
closed environment name in the list of environments.

End user session Selecting this menu item allows you to end user session to be able to 
log on to the system using another user name.
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Menu item Description

Close VideoNet Selecting this menu item closes the VideoNet system.

If some menu item or environment name is not available in the VideoNet control 
menu, it is most likely that you lack the relevant right. Access rights differentiation 
is to be performed by the system administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

2.4.1. Closing and changing the user
You may close the system or end user session to log in by using another user 
account.

To close the system:
1. Call up the VideoNet control menu in the upper left corner on the screen and 

select the Close VideoNet menu item.

• Or click the icon  on the Windows task bar to call up the VideoNet 9 
Process Control Manager and select the Close VideoNet item.

2. The VideoNet system will close.

If the Close VideoNet item is not available on the VideoNet Control Menu, it is 
most likely that you do not have the right to shut down the system. Differentiating 
access rights is to be performed by the system administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

To log in to the system by using another user account:
1. Open the VideoNet Control Menu in the upper left corner of the screen and 

select the End User Session menu item.

• Or click the icon  on the Windows task bar to call up the VideoNet 9 
Process Control Manager menu and select the End User Session menu 
item.

2. The Log in to the VideoNet dialog box will be opened.

3. Enter the Login you want to use to log in.
4. Enter your password and press Log in.
5. Then you will enter the system.

If you are unable to log in to the system by using a certain user account, it is likely 
that either there is no such user in the system or you have entered an incorrect 
password. Consult your system administrator (Adding users and passwords to 
the system should be performed the system administrator, see Section 3.9.2).
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3. SETTING UP THE VIDEONET SYSTEM’S  
CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

This section describes how to set up all features and elements of the system. 
Each subsection starts with theory that introduces basic concepts and terms and 
describes them. The second part details the system configuration procedures 
step by step. Unless you are a system administrator, it will be sufficient just to 
read the theoretical part of this chapter.

Before you start working with the VideoNet system, you need to successively 
configure it. Setting up the system configuration parameters is a multi-stage process 
that requires a general understanding of the system’s concept. The VideoNet system 
allows you to set up the configuration parameters according to your objectives and 
requirements.

The system configuration comprises a set of devices and settings of the 
system schedule, video and audio recording, detection, and PTZ control as well 
as network settings and access settings.

If your system has already been configured and you do not need to change any 
of its parameter settings, you may confine yourself to reading only the terms 
and concepts in this chapter.

Attention! Starting from VideoNet 9.1 SP6 (build number - 26531) version, 
the system does not support import of VideoNet 8 system configuration. If you 
need this function, install VideoNet 9.1 SP6 (build number - 26325) or later 
system version.

It is highly recommended to set up the system configuration parameters in the 
sequence this chapter describes. In order to set up and configure the system 
parameters the following page groups are provided:

• Devices (see section 3.1);
• Recording (see section 3.2);
• Databases (see section 3.3);
• System Behavior (see section 3.4);
• VideoNet Network (see section 3.5);
• Interface Settings (see section 3.6);
• Graphic Plans (see section 3.7);
• Guarding Partitions (see section 3.8);
• Access to the VideoNet (see section 3.9);
• Updates center (see section 3.10).
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3.1. Devices. Devices page group

To broadcast, record and play back, perform detection by video and audio data 
from a camera or microphone, respectively, to manage relays and security 
sensors as well as PTZ controls, you need to add the relevant devices to the 
system configuration.

The VideoNet system allows you to manage the connection of external devices and 
their subsequent configuration. Various types of devices that can be connected to 
the VideoNet system are described in section 3.1.1.
The Devices page is intended for working with devices in the VideoNet system 
(see section 3.1.2).
You can perform the following operations on devices:

• adding (see section 3.1.2.2);
• disconnecting, connecting, switching and deleting (see section 3.1.2.3);
• configuring device parameters (see section 3.1.2.4).

3.1.1. Types of devices

 Camera 
Intended for generation and transmission of a video signal to a video capture device. 
Before you add a video camera to the configuration, you need to physically connect 
it to one of video inputs of the video capture board or IP server. In the device tree, 
a video camera must be connected to the video input of the video capture board 
or IP server.
IP device
Intended for information transmission over the network using the TCP/IP protocol.
The VideoNet system differentiates between two types of IP devices:

 IP server
Intended for connecting multiple cameras (restriction on the number of concur-
rently connected cameras depends on the modification of a certain device and 
the license purchased) and transmission of their images over the network using 
the TCP/IP protocol.

 IP camera
A camera for transmitting video data using the TCP/IP protocol.

 Microphone
Intended for generation and transmission of an audio signal to an audio capture 
device. Before you add a microphone to the configuration, you need to physically 
connect it to one of audio inputs of the audio capture board, IP camera, or IP server. 
In the device tree, a microphone must be connected to the audio input of the audio 
capture device.
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 Sensor
Intended for detecting the status of the system’s objects. The following models of 
boards that have sensor controllers can be connected to the system: TinyVN4 Pro3, 
PowerVN4 Pro2, PowerVN4 Pro3, PowerVN4 Pro4, PowerVN8, PowerVN8-
AHDM, PowerVN8-HD, PowerVN8-HD, PowerVN8-HD2, TitanVN8 Pro, 
TitanVN16, MB-RIO USB. In addition, some IP devices (IP camera/IP server), 
FIAS and PSS devices also have inputs for the connection of alarm sensors.

 Relay
Intended for connecting relay outputs. The following models of the boards that 
have relay output controllers can be connected to the system: TinyVN4 Pro3, 
PowerVN4 Pro2, PowerVN4 Pro3, PowerVN4 Pro4, PowerVN8, PowerVN8-
AHDM, PowerVN8-HD, PowerVN8-HD2, TitanVN8 Pro, TitanVN16, MB-RIO 
USB. In addition, the relays can be connected to some IP devices (IP camera/IP 
server), FIAS and PSS devices.

 Capture board
A device for capturing audio and video signals as well as for controlling the status of 
security sensors and connecting relay outputs. Currently, the system supports the 
following types of capture boards: PowerVN4 Pro2, PowerVN4 Pro3, PowerVN4 
Pro4, PowerVN4-AHDM, PowerVN8, PowerVN8-AHDM, PowerVN8-HD, TinyVN4 
Pro2, TinyVN4 Pro3, TitanVN8 Pro, TitanVN16, MB-RIO USB and multimedia 
audio capture device.

 Mobile device
Intended for broadcasting sound through the microphone of a mobile device. Adding 
a mobile device to the VideoNet system configuration is described in section 3.1.2.13.

 System controller
It enables operating with Pan Tilt devices, calling Pan Tilt preset and starting patrol 
programs. With the help of system controller you can also switch quickly between 
screen modes of the local computer and to program working with a large number 
of monitors. You can connect to VideoNet system such system controllers as AXIS 
T8310, Panasonic WV-CU650 and Hikvision DS-1005KI.

Attention! Starting with the VideoNet 9.1 SP3 version, technical assistance and 
updates related to the support of the functioning of the Panasonic WV-CU650 
system controllers are unavailable. We recommend using AXIS T8310 system 
controllers for working in the VideoNet system.

 QUEST adapter
QUEST adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups devices belonging 
to QUEST vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 QUEST-IP adapter
QUEST-IP adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups devices belonging 
to QUEST vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.
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 BOLID adapter
The BOLID adapter is a special software (driver) installed on a local computer that 
allows configuring third party hardware and communication with this hardware. In 
the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 Hikvision adapter
Hikvision adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups all devices belong-
ing Hikvision vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 GATE adapter
GATE adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups all devices belonging 
GATE vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 VIZIT adapter
VIZIT adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups all devices belonging 
VIZIT vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 CAME adapter
CAME adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups all devices belonging 
CAME vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 ZKTeco adapter
ZKTeco adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups all devices belonging 
ZKTeco vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 Branch of devices
This is an information loop that unites (both physically and in the device tree) the 
controllers connected to the computer using this loop. In the device tree, the branch 
of devices connects to the Adapter.

 ACS controller
Intended for controlling access. The ACS controller processes the information that 
comes from readers and manages actuators (e.g. a lock), using a built-in relay. In the 
device tree, the ACS controller connects to the Adapter and the branch of devices.

 Intercom
The Intercom in the VideoNet system combines intercom equipment responsible for 
both access control and call. For example, for the VIZIT vendor, this is a combination 
of the functions of the Intercom Control Unit (BUD) and the Intercom Call Unit (BVD) 
of the VIZIT equipment. Intercom is designed to control access to the courtyard 
or the entrance of an apartment building, and provides audio/video communication 
of the call device located at the door of the entrance or the gate with an apartment 
handset and also processes information from the reader and controls the lock with 
the help of the built-in relay.
In the device tree, the Intercom can be connected to the VIZIT or CAME adapter.

 Access point
This is a set consisting of a controller and a controllable barrier. The access point 
is a place where access is actually controlled. It can be, for example, a door, a 
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turnstile, a gate, or an entrance security booth fitted with a reader, an actuator, an 
electromechanical lock, and other required means.
In the device tree, the access point connects to the intercom and ACS controller 
that will process the information from readers and manage actuators located in the 
access point.

 Access gate point
Intended for controlling and providing access to the vehicles added to the ACS 
database using configured schedule in the ACS environment.

 Passage point
Intended for controlling and providing access to the employees added to the ACS 
database using configured schedule in the ACS environment.

 Control Panel
Intended for status monitoring and collecting information from the system devices, 
alarm indicating, managing enabling guarding and disabling guarding, and controlling 
relay outputs. In the device tree, Control Panel connects to the branch of devices.

 FIAS controller
Intended for processing the information received from sensors and relay outputs as 
well as for managing these devices. In the device tree, the FIAS controller connects 
to the FIAS control panel or branches of devices.

 Loop
Intended for transmitting the information from alarm boxes about the parameters 
they control to the FIAS controller. In the device tree, the loop connects to the 
FIAS controller.

 INTREPID II adapter
INTREPID II adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups PSS devices 
belonging INTREPID II vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the 
computer.

 INTREPID II system
INTREPID II system is an element of the device tree, which groups PSS devices 
belonging INTREPID II vendor.
In the device tree, the INTREPID II system connects to the INTREPID II adapter.

 INTREPID II devices
This devices are intended to work with the INTREPID II perimeter security system. 
INTREPID II devices include the following devices:

• MicroPoint Processor II (PM II);
• MicroTrack™ Processor II (MTP II);
• Relay Output Module II-8 (ROM II-8);
• Relay Output Module II-16 (ROM II-16);
• Alarm Input Module II (AIM II);
• MicroWave 330;
• Link Unit II (LU II)

Adding INTREPID II devices system terminal to the VideoNet configuration is 
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described in Section 12.1.1.

 TREZOR adapter
TREZOR adapter is an element of the device tree that groups the TREZOR-K control-
lers and the TREZOR vendor’s PSS devices connected to them. The TREZOR-K 
controller in the VideoNet system is represented as an element of the device tree 
TREZOR system. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 TREZOR-IP adapter
TREZOR-IP adapter is an element of the device tree that groups the TREZOR-K02 
controllers and the TREZOR vendor’s PSS devices connected to them. The TREZOR-
K02 controller in the VideoNet system is represented as an element of the device 
tree TREZOR system. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.

 TREZOR system
TREZOR system is an element of the device tree, which groups PSS devices 
belonging TREZOR vendor.
In the device tree, the TREZOR system connects to the TREZOR adapter or the 
TREZOR-IP adapter.

 TREZOR devices
This devices are intended to work with the TREZOR perimeter security system. 
TREZOR devices include the following devices:

• Linear block TREZOR-BL
• Vibration detection device TREZOR-V04
• Microwave detection device TREZOR-M50
• Microwave detection device TREZOR-M100
• Microwave detection device TREZOR-M200
• Microwave detection device TREZOR-M300
• Radio wave detection device TREZOR-R01
• Radio wave detection device TREZOR-R02

Adding TREZOR devices system terminal to the VideoNet configuration is described 
in Section 12.1.2.

 External system
The VideoNet system allows users to connect external systems. The external system 
with respect to VideoNet is either any device (for example, a banknote counter) 
connected to a computer having VideoNet installed or an application running on 
a local or remote computer. For more details about configuring and working with 
external system refer to section 3.1.2.16.

 POS system terminal
Intended for connecting external systems. It is available only after an external 
system is added. Adding a POS system terminal to the VideoNet configuration is 
described in Section 3.1.2.16.1.

 OPC server
Intended for the organization data comunication with objects of process control 
systems. For more information about connecting and configuring the OPC server, 
see Chapter 13.
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 ECHD server
Intended for organizing access from the Unified Data Storage and Processing 
Center (ECHD) to the video data of certain sources intended for the ECHD (ECHD 
channels). Adding an ECHD server to the VideoNet system configuration is 
described in section 3.1.2.17.

3.1.2. Devices page
The Devices page consists of a toolbar (see Section 3.1.2.1), a device tree and an 
element properties area.

To start working with devices on the Devices page:
1. Select the Devices page on the navigation panel.
2. In the device tree’s view by connection, open the Computer node, with which 

properties you want to work.
3. Select the device to configure.
4. In the properties of elements area, editable device properties will be displayed.

• Device tree
The devices that are incorporated in the VideoNet system are displayed as a tree. 
The device tree has two types (methods of grouping devices):

• By type (this method of representation does not display the structure of 
connections);

• By connection (in this method of representation, devices are displayed the 
way they are connected to each other).
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Also, a device tree contains the Disconnected node that includes disconnected 
cameras, microphones, and other devices. This node is displayed when you enable 
the device tree’s view by connections, and only if there is at least one disconnected 

device. Disconnected devices have a  mark in the lower-right corner of their icon. 
For a description of disconnecting and connecting devices, see section 3.1.2.3.
Devices in the device tree can be in following states:

• correct ;

• partially correct ;

• incorrect ;
• license restriction .

The device is in an incorrect state, if a value of at least one mandatory parameter is 
missing, or if the parameter value falls outside the tolerance range.
The device is in a partially incorrect state, if it does not have an incorrect status, 
however, being connected to the device that is in an incorrect state or refers to at least 
one such device. Also, a partially incorrect state may exist in case of minor errors 
(e.g. a camera name is duplicated, or an unrecommended screen resolution is used).
A device is in the license restriction state if it exceeds the limit on the number of 
devices set by the license.

3.1.2.1. Toolbar of the Devices page
Buttons Hot Keys Description
Add Opens a list of devices avail-

able for adding, or starts the 
Add New Devices Wizard.

Camera Ctrl+1 Adds an analog camera to 
the system configuration.

IP device Ctrl+2 Adds an IP device to the 
system configuration.
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Buttons Hot Keys Description
Microphone Ctrl+3 Adds a microphone to the 

system configuration.

Sensor Ctrl+4 Adds a sensor to the system 
configuration.

Relay Ctrl+5 Adds a relay to the system 
configuration.

Video capture 
board

Opens the Add New Devic-
es Wizard on the page 
where you select the model 
of the video capture board.

Mobile device Adds a mobile device to the 
system configuration.

System control-
ler

Adds a system controller to 
the system configuration.

A C S  d e v i c e 
group

Opens a list of ACS devices 
available for adding.

QUEST 
adapter

Adds the QUEST adapter 
to the system configuration.

QUEST-IP 
adapter

Adds the QUEST-IP adapter 
to the system configuration.

BOLID 
adapter

Adds the BOLID vendor 
adapter to the system 
configuration.

Hikvision 
adapter

Adds the Hikvision vendor 
adapter to the system 
configuration.

GATE 
adapter

Adds the GATE vendor 
adapter to the system 
configuration.

VIZIT 
adapter

Adds the VIZIT vendor 
adapter to the system 
configuration.

CAME 
adapter

Adds the CAME vendor 
adapter to the system 
configuration.

ZKTeco 
adapter

Adds the ZKTeco vendor 
adapter to the system 
configuration.

Branch of 
devices

Adds a branch of devices 
to the system configuration.

ACS 
controller

Adds the ACS controller to 
the system configuration.

Intercom Adds an Intercom to the 
system configuration.

Access 
point

Adds an access point to the 
system configuration.
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Buttons Hot Keys Description
Access gate 
point

Adds an access gate point 
to the system configuration.

Passage 
point

Adds a passage point to the 
system configuration.

FIAS device 
group

Opens a list of FIAS devices 
available for adding.

BOLID 
adapter

Adds the FIAS devices 
adapter to the system 
configuration.

Branch of 
devices

Adds a branch of devices 
to the system configuration.

Control 
panel

Adds the control panel to the 
system configuration.

FIAS 
controller

Adds the FIAS controller to 
the system configuration.

Loop Add a loop to the system 
configuration.

PSS device 
group

Opens a list of PSS devices 
available for adding.

INTREPID II 
adapter

A d d s  t h e  I N T R E P I D 
II adapter to the system 
configuration.

INTREPID II 
system

Adds a INTREPID II perim-
eter security system to the 
system configuration.

INTREPID II 
devices

Opens a list of INTREPID II 
PSS devices available for 
adding.

TREZOR 
adapter

Adds the TREZOR adapter 
to the system configuration.

TREZOR-IP 
adapter

Adds the TREZOR-IP 
adapter to the system 
configuration.

TREZOR 
system

Adds a TREZOR perim-
eter security system to the 
system configuration.

TREZOR 
devices

Opens a list of TREZOR 
PSS devices available for 
adding.

External system Opens the Add New Devic-
es Wizard on the page 
where you select the type 
of external system.

POS terminal/
Banknote 
counter

Adds an external system 
terminal to the system 
configuration.
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Buttons Hot Keys Description
OPC server Adds the OPC server to the 

VideoNet configuration.
ECHD server Adds the ECHD server to the 

VideoNet configuration.
Open Add 
New Hardware 
wizard

Ins Starts the Add New Devic-
es Wizard.

Delete Deletes a selected device 
from the configuration. 
Contains commands for 
deleting devices.

Delete Del Deletes a selected device 
from the configuration.

Delete with all 
the connections

De le tes  the  se lec ted 
device and all the devices 
connected to it, from the 
configuration.

Connect Connects a selected device 
to another available device.

Disconnect Disconnects a selected 
device from another device.

Do not show 
inputs

Hides audio and video inputs 
of devices (IP cameras, IP 
servers, capture boards, 
etc.). Available for the “by 
connection” view.

Open 
Automatic 
Configuration 
wizard

Calls up the Automatic 
Configuration Wizard (see 
Section 2.2).

3.1.2.2. Adding devices to the system configuration
In order to add a new device:
1. Select the Devices page on the Configuration environment’s navigation panel.

2. Click the button  in the toolbar on the Devices page.
• Or right-click, in the tree of elements, the name of the computer to which 

you want to connect another device, and select Add –> Add New Hardware 
Wizard in the shortcut menu.

3. The Add New Hardware Wizard will start. Select the computer from the 
drop-down list on which the search for devices will be carried out. Select a 
device addition method: Automatic search of new hardware installed on 
this computer, automatic search of IP devices, automatic search of FIAS/
ACS/PSS devices installed on this computer, external system or manual 
search (selecting the type and model of the device from the list). Click Next.
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• Adding devices automatically
When you select automatic search of new devices, the system searches for and 
identifies newly installed devices on the computer. Then it offers the user to select 
the device to be added to the system configuration from the detected devices.

1. Select the device from the list and click Next.
Automatic search can only detect audio/video capture devices. If all devices that 
the system can detect are added, then, in case of automatic search of devices, 
the system will display a notification that no new device can be found and offer you 
to go to manual selection of devices.

When you add a device to a remote computer, only manual selection of devices 
is available in the Add New Hardware Wizard.

2. The system will offer you to specify the name of the device. Click Next.
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When you add such devices, as a video camera, microphone, or sensor, you 
need to connect them to the respective devices in the tree.

3. Click Close to close the wizard.
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• Adding IP devices automatically
When you select automatic search of IP devices, the system attempts to detect 
IP devices (IP cameras and IP servers) and identify them.

1. Do Steps 1 through 3 for adding new devices, and select automatic search 
of IP devices.

2. In this step, the wizard will offer you to select IP devices (IP cameras and IP 
servers) to add to the system from the list of detected devices. Select IP devices to 
connect from the list, by selecting their check boxes.
Optionally, you may perform a more detailed search, by clicking the respective 
button. Note that detailed search may take much time.
Click Next and go to Step 3 of this algorithm.

3. While searching, the system authenticates devices. For this purpose, the most 
frequent default credentials of this manufacturer are used. Based on the search 
results, the wizard displays the parameters of the selected devices (IP address, port, 
protocol, brief description, login, device access password, and status of the device 
that demonstrates its availability for the system) that you can change, if needed.
Some IP devices may support several protocols. Typically, they include the ONVIF® 

protocol and a device manufacturer protocol. ONVIF® is a special protocol that uses 
a standardized method of video data transmission over the network.
If the device supports the ONVIF® protocol, it is selected by default.
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By using the icon , you can automatically copy a login and password used on 
one device to another device’s login and password fields. To do this, left-click the 

icon  and drag it to the same icon of the device to which you want to copy the 
data.

Click the icon  to verify the correctness of entered data and update the device 

status. If the credentials are correct, the status  is assigned to the device; if they 

are incorrect, the status is .
Click the Check all button to simultaneously check the data of all devices in the list.
By clicking the Add device button, you can add one or more IP devices that were 
not found during the initial search.

Select the devices that you need to add to the system configuration from the list, 
then click Next.

4. Click Close to close the wizard.
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• Adding FIAS/ACS/PSS devices automatically
When you select automatic search for FIAS/ACS/PSS devices, the system 
attempts to find FIAS/ACS/PSS devices and identify them.

1. Make Steps 1-3 to add a new device. On Step 3, select the Automatic search 
of FIAS/ACS/PSS devices installed on this computer device adding option, and 
then select a computer from the dropdown list.

2. Select the type (ACS, FIAS or PSS) and manufacturer of this hardware. Click 
Next.

3. If you have selected the ACS hardware type and the QUEST-IP or Hikvision 
hardware brand at the previous step, then go to Step 7.
If you have selected the ACS hardware type and the QUEST hardware brand at 
the previous step, a page containing a list of COM ports for which you can search 
for hardware connected will be opened.
Select the COM ports on which the system must search for ACS controllers. Specify 
the speed of data transmission via the COM port for each COM port. By default, 
all detected COM ports are selected. Click Next and go to Step 7.
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Data transmission speed depends on jumper settings on the ACS controller itself. 
If you are not aware of the speed the ACS controller transmits data via the COM 
port at, select automatic speed selection. Note that automatic speed selection 
increases search time, but at the same time improves the output reliability.

4. If you have selected the FIAS hardware type on Step 2, a page will be opened 
where you need to select the method of adding devices (by searching or by importing 
from Orion-Pro software) and how to connect the controllers (via the control panel 
or directly). When choosing import from Orion-Pro software, you must specify the 
access parameters of the BOLID adapter installed on the local computer.

Click Next and go to Step 7.
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5. If you have selected the PSS hardware type on Step 2, a page on which you 
need to select the perimeter security system. You can add a new system and specify 
its name, or select an existing system from the drop-down list.
Click Next.

6. If the PSS Intrepid II or TREZOR was selected in the previous step, a page 
containing a list of COM ports for which you can search for connected equipment 
(see step 3 of this algorithm) will open.
If the TREZOR-IP PSS was selected at the previous step, then a page will be opened 
that allows you to set the IP address, IP port, Login and Password for connecting 
to the TREZOR-K02 device and receiving a list of TREZOR devices from it. To go 
to the next step, click Next.

7. Wizard will start searching for ACS/FIAS/PSS devices. After the system finds 
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the devices, the wizard page containing the search results will be opened.
For the ACS hardware, this page will look as follows:

The page displays the found devices, which you can add to the configuration, in the 
form of a tree. By default, the wizard will highlight all the found devices.
For each device in the tree, an icon that denotes its status is shown.

This icon appears for devices that the current configuration of the system has no 
information about.

This icon appears for the devices that the current configuration has information 
about, but they did not respond when polled by the Add New Hardware Wizard

This icon appears for the devices which information in the current system configura-
tion is different from the parameters received from device polling.

This icon is displayed for the devices that the current system configuration already 
has information about and this information has not been changed. The devices in 
the tree are unavailable for editing and dimmed.

On the right side of the page, buttons are displayed that allow you to select a group 
of devices with the same status. To cancel the selection, use the Deselect button.
For the FIAS devices, this page will look as follows:
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Attention! If some control panels happen to share the same address as a 
result of incorrect hardware mounting, they will be unavailable for selecting and 
subsequent adding to the system.

Select the option in the Parameters of adding devices field, if you want to add 
access points to all inputs of new ACS controllers or loops/relays/sensors (for 
FIAS controllers).
If you have selected the option to add access points, loops and/or relays at the previ-
ous step, at this step the wizard will check for possible restrictions on the number 
of end devices that your license may have.
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For the PSS devices, this page will look as follows:

To go to the next step, click Next.
8. Click Close to close the wizard.
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• Adding devices manually
When adding devices manually, the user can personally select the type and model 
of the device that he is going to add.

1. Do Steps 1 through 3 of a new device addition algorithm. On Step 3, select 
the Select type and model of added device from the list option to add a device.

• Or click the button  in the toolbar next to the Add button to call up a list 
of devices. The list of devices to add manually and the Add New Hardware 
Wizard start item will be displayed.

2. A page for selecting the device type will be opened. Select the type of the 
connected device and click Next.
If you have selected an IP device, the wizard will go to Step 5; if you have selected 
the System controller, the wizard will go to Step 14; if a camera, microphone, 
sensor, relay, terminal, FIAS/ACS/PSS devices, Mobile device have been 
selected, it will go to Step 16.
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3. A page for selecting the device model will be opened. Select the device model 
and click Next.

4. A page for setting additional parameters will be opened. Select Parameters, 
click Next; then the wizard will go to Step 16.
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5. The Device connection page will be opened.

In this step, you will have to specify connection parameters for the IP device. In the 
Type field, specify the type of the IP device. In the IP address field, specify the IP 
address, URL address, or a unique name of the IP device (e.g., http://192.168.0.90, 
http://mycamera:80/ or mycamera:80). The port may be unspecified; then a default 
port will be used. For example for the RTSP protocol, default port 554 will be used, 
and for HTTP – port 80.
In the access parameters field, specify the user name and password to connect 
to the IP device.
You can find the information about initial settings in the installation guide for this 
device. You can also use Automatic Search of IP devices, not to enter the parameters 
manually, by clicking Searching IP devices on the network.
Click Next.

6. If you have selected the IP camera in the previous step, then on this page 
you need to specify the protocol. In this step, select Automatic protocol selection 
(in this case, the system will automatically select the manufacturer), or the device 
manufacturer’s protocol from the list.
Note that, apart from IP device manufacturers, the list also includes ONVIF®, RTSP 
and HTTP protocols. These are special protocols that use a standardized method of 
video data transmission over the network. If your camera supports these protocols, 
you can select them.
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Click Next.
7. If you have selected the RTSP protocol in the previous step, then on this page 

you need to specify the parameters of streams. This page displays the Video and 
Audio panes, that contain the tables for specifying parameters of streams. Streams 
number is displayed in the first column of the table and in the URL column You need 
to specify its URL-address.

Click Add stream button to add the video stream. Click  button to delete stream. 
Only the parameters of one stream can be specified for IP-cameras on the Audio 
pane.
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If you have selected the HTTP protocol in the previous step, then on this page you 
can specify only the parameters of video streams.
Click Next.

8. If you specify IP server in step 5, the protocol selection window will open. Do 
step 6 and then click Next.

9. If you have selected the RTSP protocol in the previous step, the page for 
specifying the number of Video and Audio channels will open. Maximum number 
of video channels – 32, and for audio – 16.
If you have selected the HTTP protocol in the previous step, then on this page you 
can specify only the parameters of video streams.
Click Next.

10. The set streams parameters page will open. Do step 7 and then click Next.
11. If you specify DVR in step 5, then will open the page on which you need to 

specify the manufacturer and model of DVR devices. Select the manufacturer and 
model of the connected IP devices.
If you have not found the necessary devices in the model list, then set the Unable 
to find the required model. Try to connect the device via RTSP checkbox.
To go to the next step, click Next.
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12. Do Steps 9 through 10 and then click Next.
13. The system will search for IP devices, and then a page on which the wizard 

will display a notification about detecting an IP device with specified parameters (if 
the device is detected), or about the unavailability of such devices, or connection 
errors, will be opened.
Click Next. The wizard will go to Step 16.

14. A page for selecting the system controller type will be opened. Select the 
type of the device and click Next.
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15. A page for setting additional parameters will be opened. In Automatically 
set output free after inactivity time-out filed specify time interval for the system to 
free an output, if it is not used by operator for Pan Tilt control. If you have selected 
the Panasonic WV-CU650 system controller in the previous step, then on this page 
you need to specify the COM port to which the device is connected. Click Next.

16. The system will offer you to specify the device name and (if necessary) the 
device to which it should be connected. Click Next.

17. Click Close to close the wizard.
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• External system
When selecting External system option, the user can go to the addition of an 
external system.

1. Do Steps 1 through 3 of a new device addition algorithm. On Step 3, select 
the External system option to add a device.

• Or click the button  in the toolbar next to the Add button to call up a list of 
devices. and click External system.

2. A page for selecting the external system type will be opened. Select the external 
system type and click Next.

3. Select the type of the POS system being connected from the drop-down list. 
Type the name that this system will have in VideoNet into the Name field.
You can specify a file containing a description of terminal operations for the selected 
type of the POS system or of the banknote counter in the Configuration file field. 
(It is recommended to use the default file provided by the system).
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Click Next.

Attention! If you need to use any other configuration files, you need to contact 
our technical support service.

Attention! If you select the MobileCard or Frontol point-of-sale systems, the 
Configuration file field is unavailable.

4. Click Close to close the wizard.

3.1.2.3. Disconnecting, connecting, switching and deleting devices
To disconnect a device:
1. Right click on the device you want to disconnect.
2. Select Disconnect from the context menu.
3. The device will be disconnected.

To connect a disconnected device:
1. Right-click on the disconnected device that you want to connect and select the 

Connect command from the context menu.
2. Device connection window will be opened.

3. In the drop-down list, select what you want to connect the device to and click 
Connect.

4. Device will be connected.
Devices in the tree can also be switched to other inputs and outputs.

To switch a device:
1. Select the device you want to switch in the tree. To select multiple devices at 

once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift keys.
2. Right-click the device and select Switch from the context menu.
3. Device connection window will be opened.
4. In the drop-down list, select where you want to switch the device and click 

Connect.
5. Device will be switched.

You can also connect (unconnected) and switch devices by dragging and dropping 
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them in the tree.

To delete a device:
1. Select the Devices page on the Configuration environment’s navigation panel.
2. Highlight the device which you want to delete in the device tree.
3. Press the Delete button on the page toolbar.

• Or right-click the device that you need to delete and select the Delete item 
in the shortcut menu.

• Or press Delete on the keyboard.
4. The device deletion dialog box will be opened.

5. If you also want to delete all the devices connected to the deleted device, select 
the Delete with all the connections item in the shortcut menu.

6. Click Yes to confirm deletion of the selected device.

You can re-add the devices that have been deleted from the system, by using 
the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2).

To delete several devices at a time:
1. Highlight the device in the device tree and, holding the Shift key (if you want 

to highlight several devices at a time) or the Ctrl key (if you want to highlight 
several devices selectively), highlight the devices that you want to delete 
simultaneously. To highlight the devices in the tree, use the left mouse button.

2. Do Steps 3 through 6 of the previous algorithm.

3.1.2.4. Setting up device parameters
In order to view or change the properties of the selected device:
1. Highlight the device in the device tree.

In the properties area, the properties of the highlighted device will be displayed.
2. Replace parameter values with the required values.
3. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

In order to change the properties of multiple same-type devices simultane-
ously:
1. Highlight the device in the device tree and, holding the Shift key (if you want 

to highlight several devices of this type at once) or the Ctrl key (if you want to 
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highlight several devices of this type selectively), highlight the devices, which 
properties you want to set up concurrently. To highlight the devices in the tree, 
use the left mouse button.

2. Do Steps 2-3 of the previous algorithm.
To view and change device properties, the Properties area is used. The properties 
area opens when you highlight a respective device in the list.
The Properties area contains panes, which number depends on a specific device. 
For each device, the General pane will be displayed; all devices have this pane. 
The pane composition may slightly vary depending on the device type.
In the General pane, you may change the device name, if needed, as well as view 
a brief description of the device.

Moreover, for some devices, you can specify a unique number by which the device 
will be identified in the system. For this purpose, you need to select a respective check 
box. The system will automatically assign the lowest number available for this type 
of devices. You may change the number that the system assigned, unless it violates 
uniqueness of numbering for devices of this type. This unique number may be used 
to access the device, by using hot keys, or at working with the system controller.

Attention! It is important to understand that the correct operation of the system 
requires unique numbering for all same-type devices located both on local and 
remote computers in the network. When you add a remote computer to your 
system configuration, it is highly recommended to assign unique numbers to 
computer devices.

For part of the devices (cameras, IP cameras, microphones), you can select or 
remove the Collect data for analytics check box that will enable you to collect data 
for the Analytics environment from each particular device. Also, you can select 
the Enable pre-recording check box that makes it possible to record and view a 
fragment of video stream from the cameras made during a specified period of time 
before the event.
If video stream broadcasted from IP camera bounces, you may select the Use 
buffering check box. This option allows to specify buffering time in the range of 
100 to 2000 ms.

Attention! You can save and view camera/microphone pre-recording on the 
hard disk only when normal recording for this camera/microphone is activated 
in the system. Otherwise, it is impossible to view pre-recording.
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3.1.2.5. Video and audio capture boards
A video/audio capture board is a device which contains one or more digitization 
devices, such the Cx2388x, NVP6114, RN6318A/RN6598 chips or with DSP TMS. 
The table below lists all types of video/audio capture board families manufactured 
by SKYROS Corporation and their variations inside these families:

Power Titan Tiny

Cx23880 boards
VN4 Pro2 
VN4 Pro3 
VN4 Pro4

VN8 Pro VN4 Pro2
VN4 Pro3

Boards with DSP TMS VN8 VN16 -

NVP6114 boards VN4/8-AHDM
VN8-HD2 - -

RN6318A/RN6598 
boards VN8-HD - -

Attention! The TinyVN4 Pro2 boards and ASUS P8H67-M motherboard are 
incompatible. If they are used together, such effects, as board non-recognition 
and/or impossibility to load the computer may occur.

Besides, the system allows connect MB-RIO USB boards intended for receiving 
signals from the sensors and relays.
Also VideoNet system allows using of standard audio capture devices. Such devices 
in VideoNet are called multimedia audio capture devices.
The board device

In the Board’s properties area, you need to specify the board name by which this 
device will be identified in the system, if there are several devices of this type.
In addition, in the Board’s properties area in the Parameters pane, you can Enable/
disable multiplexing mode as well as Enable/disable hardware control of system 
performance. Enabling hardware control of the system’s performance allows you 
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to perform a hard reset of the device in case of failures that result in its inoperability.
With the multiplexing mode enabled, additional video inputs of the board will appear 
in the device tree for working with a composite video signal in the multiplexing mode. 
Connect the cameras in the device tree to the board inputs to which your cameras 
are physically connected.
To control the guarded facility by way of processing of the data received from the 
sensors as well as to manage relay outputs, you need to select the Enable sensors/
relays on additional MB-RIO board check box and specify to which board inputs 
the sensors are connected.
In case you do not use additional MB-RIO-type boards for working with security 
sensors and relay outputs, remove the Enable sensors/relays on additional 
MB-RIO board check box. The device list will not display the Sensors and Relays 
inputs for the selected board. In the Chip Calibration pane, you may set up video and 
audio signal digitization parameters for each of the Cx2388x devices that included 
in the board. In this case, different settings for different types of the boards will be 
displayed in this pane.
• Cx2388x boards
The Cx2388x boards include the following boards (see Table at the start of Section 
3.1.2.5): TitanVN8 Pro, PowerVN4 Pro2, PowerVN4 Pro3, PowerVN4 Pro4, 
TinyVN4 Pro2, TinyVN4 Pro3. 
After you have installed a video/audio capture board on the computer and connected 
actuators to it, you need to add the board to the system configuration and perform 
the connection of cameras and microphones that are physically connected to video 
and audio inputs of the board in the device tree.
Video/audio capture boards are added to the system configuration by using the 
Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2). When being added, the boards 
are detected by automatic hardware search tools. Video/audio capture boards are 
displayed in the device tree as a single device.
After you have added the board, you need to configure its properties (see the 
algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4). You may define the board properties in the General 
and Parameters panes. Setting up the devices parameters in the General pane is 
described in Section 3.1.2.
In the Chip calibration pane, you can find the Enable S-Video mode and Disable 
internal AAA check boxes for the boards of this type.
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In the Color Rendering Mode field, select the Enable S-Video mode check box, 
if you want this device to work in the S-Video mode. It is important to understand 
that, in this case, the board’s Cx2388x chip will work only with the S-Video signal 
in the real-time mode.
When connecting, it is necessary to use an additional video input panel for working 
with the S-Video signal and enable the multiplexing mode on the board.
By selecting the Disable internal AAA check box, you may disable internal auto-
matic amplification adjustment (AAA), if you want to use external AAA. Automatic 
amplification adjustment is used to improve video signal quality.
• Boards with DSP TMS
The boards with DSP TMS include PowerVN8 and TitanVN16 boards (see Table 
at the start of Section 3.1.2.5).
After you have installed a video/audio capture board to the computer and connected 
actuators to it, you need to add the board to the system configuration and perform 
the connection of cameras and microphones that are physically connected to video 
and audio inputs of the board, in the device tree.
Video/audio capture boards are added to the system configuration by using the Add 
New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2).
When being added, the boards are detected by automatic device search tools. 
Video/audio capture boards are displayed in the device tree as a single device.
After you have added the board, you need to configure its properties (see the 
algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4).
The Chip calibration pane is not available for the boards with DSP TMS, because 
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these boards do not require additional manual chip settings.
• NVP6114 boards
Among the boards with NVP6114 chip are PowerVN4-AHDM, PowerVN8-AHDM 
and PowerVN8-HD2 boards.
After you have installed a video/audio capture board to the computer and connected 
actuators to it, you need to add the board to the system configuration and perform 
the connection of cameras and microphones that are physically connected to video 
and audio inputs of the board, in the device tree.
Video/audio capture boards are added to the system configuration by using the Add 
New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2).
When being added, the boards are detected by automatic device search tools. 
Video/audio capture boards are displayed in the device tree as a single device.
After you have added the board, you need to configure its properties (see the 
algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4). You may define the board properties in the General 
and Parameters (for PowerVN8-AHDM and PowerVN8-HD2) panes. Setting up 
the devices parameters in the General pane is described in Section 3.1.2.4.
The Chip calibration pane is not available for the NVP6114 boards, because these 
boards do not require additional manual chip settings.
• RN6318A/RN6598 boards
Among the boards with RN6318A/RN6598 chip are PowerVN8-HD boards.
After you have installed a video/audio capture board to the computer and connected 
actuators to it, you need to add the board to the system configuration and perform 
the connection of cameras and microphones that are physically connected to video 
and audio inputs of the board, in the device tree.
Video/audio capture boards are added to the system configuration by using the Add 
New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2).
When being added, the boards are detected by automatic device search tools. 
Video/audio capture boards are displayed in the device tree as a single device.
After you have added the board, you need to configure its properties (see the 
algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4). You may define the board properties in the General 
and Parameters panes. Setting up the devices parameters in the General pane is 
described in Section 3.1.2.4.
The Chip calibration pane is not available for the RN6318A/RN6598 boards, 
because these boards do not require additional manual chip settings.
• MB-RIO USB boards
The MB-RIO USB boards include the MB-RIO 4/16 - USB rev.3.1 boards.
After you have installed the MB-RIO USB board to the computer and connected 
actuators to it, you need to add the board to the system configuration and perform the 
connection of sensors that are physically connected to the board, in the device tree.
MB-RIO USB boards are added to the system configuration by using the Add New 
Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2).
When being added, the boards are detected by automatic device search tools. 
MB-RIO USB boards are displayed in the device tree as a single device.
After you have added the board, you need to configure its properties (see the 
algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4). You may define the board properties in the General 
and Parameters panes. In the General pane, you may change the device name, if 
needed, as well as view a brief description of the device. In the Parameters pane, 
you can specify the device ID according to which, it will be identified in the system. 
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The ID must match the numeric ID specified on the board. The numeric ID may be 
specified in the range from 0 to 15.
• Multimedia audio capture device
You can add multimedia audio capture device into the system configuration using 
the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2). During adding multimedia 
audio capture device can be detected by means of automatic device search. In the 
device tree multimedia audio capture device is displayed as a single device. For 
each device 1 audio input is displayed.
After adding a multimedia audio capture device it is necessary to configure its 
properties. You can set up its properties on the General pane. On this pane, you can 
change the device name, if needed, as well as you can assign a unique number to 
the device. By this number the device will be identified in the system in case there 
are several devices of that type.

3.1.2.6. Sensors
You need to use MB-RIO USB boards or additional MB-RIO boards to work with 
sensors. Therefore, in order to correctly set up parameters of the sensors connected 
to the inputs of one of these boards, it is necessary to select the Enable sensors/
relays on the additional MB-RIO board check box in the Parameters pane on 
the Board page. Then the inputs of the sensors will appear in the device tree. The 
number of inputs depends on the board model.
MB-RIO USB board is an independent device. The board has 16 inputs of the 
sensors.
In addition, some IP devices (IP camera/IP server) also have inputs for the connec-
tion of alarm sensors. The number of inputs depends on the device model.
In addition, the sensors can be connected to a loop of fire alarm systems. You select 
the type of the loop depending on the type of sensor (see Section 3.1.2.15.5).

If you enable the option of adding loops and relays to FIAS controllers in the 
automatic search FIAS/ACS/PSS devices, sensors automatically added to 
the inputs of the loop sensor in the device tree.

So, if the sensor is connected physically, then you need to add the sensor to the 
system configuration, in order to activate the sensor scanning. You can add the 
sensor in two ways:

• using the Ctrl+4 keyboard shortcut;
• using the Add New Hardware Wizard.

When added, the sensor is not detected by automatic device search tools.

In order to add the sensor to the configuration and connect it to the video 
capture device:
1. Highlight the capture board to which the sensor should be added, or a free 

sensor input of the capture board in the device tree. In the first instance, the 
sensor will be automatically added to a free input with the lowest number. In 
the second instance, the sensor will be added to the highlighted free input.

2. Press the Ctrl+4 keyboard shortcut.
• Or right-click the sensor input and select Add device: Sensor in the shortcut 
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menu.
• Or start the Add New Hardware Wizard and add the sensor.

Adding the sensor to the MB-RIO USB board, IP device or FIAS loop is performed 
in the same way.
After you have added the sensor to the configuration, you need to configure its 
properties. The sensor properties may be defined in the General, Partitions and 
Access panes.

In the General pane, you may set the sensor name as well as its type: normally closed 
or normally open. In addition, it is necessary to set reaction time in milliseconds (ms).
For a sensor connected to the FIAS loop, you can only change the name on this pane.
In the Partitions pane, you may set the partitions to which the configured sensor 
relates. Select the check boxes against those partitions from the list to which it 
should be related.
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured sensor, which 
consists of the tables containing access rights for each role of the system. In order 
to assign access rights, highlight the system’s user role, and select the check boxes 
for the actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.

3.1.2.7. Relays
In order to work with relays, just like with sensors, it is necessary to use MB-RIO 
USB boards or additional MB-RIO boards. Therefore, in order to correctly set up 
parameters of the Relays connected to the inputs of one of these boards, you need 
to select the Enable sensors/relays on the additional MB-RIO board check box 
in the Parameters pane on the Board device page. If you have not selected this 
check box in the pane, the Relays will not be available in the tree of elements.
MB-RIO USB board is an independent device. The board has 4 relay outputs, which 
are always displayed in the device tree.
In addition, the relays can be connected to some IP devices (IP camera/IP server). 
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The number of relays depends on the device model.

In order to add the relay to the configuration and connect it to IP device:
1. Highlight the IP device to which the relay should be added, or free relay 

output of the IP device in the device tree. In the first instance, the relay will 
be automatically added to a free relay output with the lowest number. In the 
second instance, the relay will be added to the highlighted, free relay output..

2. Press the Ctrl+5 keyboard shortcut.
• Or right-click the relay output, and select Add device: Relay in the shortcut 

menu.
• Or start the Add New Hardware Wizard, and add the relay.

The properties area of the Relay device contains the General, Partitions, and 
Access panes.

In the General pane, you may set the sensor name as well as its normal state: 
closed or opened.
In the Partitions pane, you can set the partitions to which the configured relay 
relates. Select the check boxes against those partitions from the list to which it 
should be related.
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured sensor, which 
consists of the tables containing access rights for each role of the system. In order 
to assign access rights, highlight the system’s user role, and select the check boxes 
for the actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.

To manage Relays, use the Surveillance environment control panel.

3.1.2.8. Microphone
The VideoNet system supports microphones that are connected to audio capture 
devices or IP devices.

In order to add a microphone to the configuration and connect it to an au-
dio capture device or IP device:
1. Highlight the capture board (or an IP device) to which a microphone should be 

added, or an audio input of the capture board (or an IP device) in the device 
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tree. In the first instance, the microphone will be automatically added to a free 
audio input with the lowest number. In the second instance, a microphone 
will be added to the highlighted, free audio input.

2. Press the Ctrl+3 keyboard shortcut.
• Or right-click the audio input, and select Add device: Microphone in the 

shortcut menu.
• Or start the Add New Hardware Wizard, and add the microphone. When 

added, the microphone is not detected by automatic hardware search tools.
After you have added a microphone to the configuration, you need to configure 
its properties. The microphone properties may be defined in the General, Audio 
signal amplification, Partitions, and Access panes.
In the General pane, you may set the microphone name as well as enable several 
options.

By selecting the Collect data for analytics check box, a user is able to perform 
post-analysis of microphone recordings in the Analytics environment.
By selecting the Use the microphone to broadcast audio to IP devices check 
box in the properties of the microphone, you can broadcast the sound through the 
IP device speakerphone.
The Enable pre-recording check box enables you to listen to a fragment of the 
recording made before the event, even if continuous recording is not performed.

Attention! Pre-recordings accumulated by a camera/microphone are saved to 
the hard disk only when normal recording by this camera/microphone is activated 
in the system. Otherwise, it is impossible to view (and listen to) the pre-recording.

In the Audio signal amplification pane, you may set sound volume level of the 
audio signal incoming from the microphone. You can change sound volume level by 
using software tools. Sound volume level is adjusted by using a sound amplification 
factor scale. These factors may be either less than unity, which corresponds to audio 
signal loss, or greater than unity, which corresponds to audio signal gain. The tuning 
scale values are specified in decibels (dB).
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In order to adjust sound volume level incoming from the microphone:
1. Click the Check sound volume level button. If the microphone is connected 

correctly, you will hear the sound from this microphone.
2. Move a sound volume control slider to the left/to the right to turn up/ turn down 

sound volume level; sound volume level will dynamically change.
3. Set the required sound volume level.

In the Partitions pane, you may set the partitions to which the configured microphone 
relates. Select the check boxes against those partitions from the list to which it 
should be related.
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured microphone which 
consists of the tables containing access rights for each role of the system. In order 
to assign access rights, highlight the system’s user role and select the check boxes 
for the actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.

3.1.2.9. Analog video camera
You may add an analog video camera to the system configuration, by using the 
Add New Hardware Wizard.
When added, a video camera is not detected by automatic device search tools.

In order to add an analog video camera to the configuration and connect it 
to the video capture device:
1. Highlight the capture board to which the camera should be added or a free video 
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input of the capture board in the device tree. In the first instance, the camera 
will be automatically added to a free video input with the lowest number. In the 
second instance, the camera will be added to the highlighted free video input.

2. Press the Ctrl+1 keyboard shortcut.
• Or right-click the video input and select Add device: Camera in the shortcut 

menu.
• Or start the Add New Hardware Wizard and add the video camera.

We should note here that an analog camera can be connected to an IP server. You 
may add and connect it according to the algorithm described above.
Once you have added video cameras to the configuration, you need to configure 
its properties. The video camera properties may be defined in the General, Filters, 
Digitization, Microphone Synchronization, PTZ control, Partitions, Access, and 
Multicast channels panes in the camera’s properties area.
The General pane
In the General pane, you may change the camera name in the respective editing field.

Collecting Data for Analytics
By selecting the Collect data for analytics check box, a user is able to perform 
post-analysis of camera recordings in the Analytics environment. You can select and 
remove this check box individually for each camera.
Specify unique number of the device
When you add a camera to the configuration, you may assign a unique number to it. 
The number is assigned automatically, on a continuous basis, for the whole system, 
when you select the Specify unique number of the device check box. Also, you 
may change the unique number of the camera, unless it violates the numbering 
uniqueness of the video cameras in the configuration.
The unique video camera number will serve as an access number to the device. By 
using this number, you will be able to select the required video camera to manage 
it by using hot keys on the keyboard or from system controller.

Controlling the system with the help of hotkeys is described in the chapter 4. 
Work with the system controller is described in the section 4.13. Adding system 
controller and its parameters configuring are described in the section 3.1.2.12.

Pre-recording
To be able to reconstruct the situation that occurred at the facility some seconds/
minutes before the alarm, you need to select the Enable pre-recording check box 
in the General pane and set up the pre-recording parameters. To set up, click 
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Settings under the check box. Settings parameters include the recording duration 
before the alarm, resolution, recording quality, and frame rate.
By default, recording starts 5 seconds before the alarm, with a 704x576 resolution, 
good quality and without any recording rate limitations.
Saved Frame
Saved frame is an image that is saved to the configuration to display a camera in 
the lists and on the settings pages.
A saved frame is used to set up detectors (in the absence of broadcast) in the 
Configuration environment and to set up requests in the Analytics environment.
In the highlighted area, a frame saved from the camera or any image from the 
graphic file is displayed.
Every time the configuration is applied, an attempt to save a frame from each camera 
of the configuration is made, if the frame has not been saved before.
In case a saving attempt failed, the caption “Frame is not specified” will be displayed 
in the saved frame area.
You may also save the current frame from the video camera, by clicking Update; in 
this case, an old frame will be permanently rewritten with a new one.

When editing the source properties, you may load the frame from the file. The 
file should be in a .jpg format and it may not exceed 1 MB. The file image is 
compressed to reach the necessary size and is used for the saved frame.

The Filters pane
In the Filters pane, you may connect and configure special image processing 
algorithms that eliminate or minimize some image distortions. When you go to this 
pane, a preview window where you can see the filter-processed image appears.
Currently, the VideoNet system contains two filter groups: general and used for 
video image digitization (available on the Digitization pane).
The general filters include Remove spherical distortion, which occurs when you 
use wide-angle lens cameras (VNLensCorrectionTM technology), Remove image 
vibration (VNImageStabilizationTM technology) as well as Automatic contrast 
normalization and gamma correction.
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Filter Description

VNLens
CorrectionTM

You may enable the VNLensCorrectionTM Filter option to remove spheri-
cal distortion; then the field containing a correction slider will become 
active. By default, the slider is set to “min” (no correction performed). 
Moving the slider to the right changes the extent of influence of inverse 
spherical transformation from 0 to 100, with all changes being imme-
diately seen in the preview window. The slider set to “max” represents 
the maximum effect of the distortion removal algorithm. By default, this 
option is disabled.

VNImage
StabilizationTM

Software stabilization of vibration, waves, and other undesirable image 
motion. By default, this option is disabled.

Contrast 
Normalization 
and Gamma 
Correction

This function improves the image contrast and adaptively controls 
image brightness. It is recommended for use in order to receive a 
more “saturated” image and for working in changing lighting conditions 
(morning, evening). 

You can set up the filters through a preview window only for a camera that has 
been earlier added to the local computer configuration. When you set up a recently 
added camera, which is not included into the configuration yet (the Apply button 
not pressed), a preview window is not displayed, but the filter settings are applied.

Attention! If the camera for which the filters are being set up is recording, all 
manipulations with filter settings will affect the recorded video image.

The Digitization pane
For cameras connected to the Cx2388x video capture device, you may configure 
digitization parameters in the Digitization pane, by using the Brightness, Contrast, 
Saturation, and COMB Filter sliders.

Digitization parameter Variation range Default value

Brightness 0 - 255 128

Contrast 0 - 255 60

Saturation 0 - 255 110

COMB filter 0 - 1023 38
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The COMB filter (2D filter) is intended for removing artifacts which appear in the 
video image as a result of analog-to-digital signal conversion. The advantage of 
the COMB filter is that it represents hardware filtration. At the time of digitization, 
the chip has the greatest amount of information about the video signal; therefore, 
hardware filtration during digitization gives better results than the application of 
filters to the digitized signal.
When you move the slider of the COMB filter parameter settings to the left, the 
total number of artifacts in the video image decreases. However, a visible number 
of image lines also decreases in this case.
When you move the slider of the COMB filter parameter settings to the right, the 
total number of artifacts in the image, by contrast, increases. However, a visible 
number of image lines also increases in this case.

Attention! It is highly recommended to use the default CoMB filter parameter 
equal to 38, which is optimal.

If necessary, the default system parameters may be restored, by clicking the 
Restore default values button in the pane.

For cameras connected to the PowerVN8 and TitanVN16 video capture boards, 
you may also configure digitization parameters in the Digitization pane, by using 
the Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, and COMB Filter sliders.

Digitization parameter Variation range Default value

Brightness 0 - 255 127

Contrast 0 - 255 127

Saturation 0 - 255 127

COMB filter 0 - 4 2

If necessary, you may restore the default parameters set in the system. To do 
this, you have to click the Restore default values button.

In order to improve the image quality, deinterlacing is used; it is achieved due to 
motion compensation during digitization. The compensation function is used when the 
VNInterlaceFilter™ check box is selected, which is available for cameras connected 
to video capture boards with Cx2388x chip and PowerVN8 and TitanVN16 boards.
A radio button located under the check box allows you to select one of the two filter 
operation modes: a faster mode (“fast”), or the mode that ensures a higher image 
quality (“high quality”). The “high quality” mode gives a higher quality image and 
helps avoid “staircasing” on an object boundaries. The “fast” mode operates faster; 
computer resources are not so critical for it, and it may be used when the system 
operates on less performing processors.

The VNInterlaceFilter™ digitization parameters and contrast normalization are 
detailed in Appendix 1.

Attention! If your camera is connected to PowerVN4/8-AHDM, PowerVN8-HD 
and PowerVN8-HD2 video capture board, then the option of VNInterlaceFilter™ 
is disabled in the camera properties.

Besides, for the cameras that are connected to the PowerVN8 and TitanVN16 
video capture boards, you may specify the necessity to use Dynamic Flow™ 
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technologies, by selecting a respective check box in the Digitization pane, when 
the multiplexing mode is on.
This technology is intended for adaptive digital processing of switched signals and 
serves to ensure optimal operation in the multiplexing mode.
For cameras connected to the PowerVN4/8-AHDM video capture board, you may 
configure digitization parameters in the Digitization pane, by using the Brightness, 
Contrast, and Saturation sliders.

Digitization parameter Variation range Default value

Brightness 0 - 255 136

Contrast 0 - 255 136

Saturation 0 - 255 95

For cameras connected to the PowerVN8-HD and PowerVN8-HD2 video capture 
board, you may configure digitization parameters in the Digitization pane, by using 
the Brightness, Contrast, and Saturation sliders.

Digitization parameter Variation range Default value

Brightness 0 - 255 148

Contrast 0 - 255 145

Saturation 0 - 255 118

When the camera is connected to the PowerVN8-HD and PowerVN8-HD2 video 
capture board, the Resolution 700 TVL (960H) option becomes available in the 
Digitization pane. If your camera supports a resolution 700 TVL (960H), this option 
must be enabled. Otherwise, the proportions of the camera image will be distorted. 
By default, this option is enabled.

The Microphone Synchronization pane
In the Microphone Synchronization pane, you may set a list of synchronous 
microphones for a particular camera. Synchronous microphones are the 
microphones from which you want to broadcast, record and play back the sound 
synchronously with video broadcast, recording and playback from this camera.

In order to add or remove microphones from the Synchronous list, use arrow 
buttons located in the pane. Any microphones added to the system may be appointed 
Synchronous with the camera. You may map any number of microphones to the 
camera. Moreover, the same microphone may be appointed as synchronous for 
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several cameras at once. You may enable synchronous sound for a broadcasted 
camera in the video window by using  button.
The PTZ control pane
In order to successfully configure PTZ control, select a control protocol for analog 
PTZ cameras from the list.

Attention! Camera’s PTZ control is available for PTZ cameras only, and only 
if the Configure PTZ control for the camera check box is selected for such 
camera.

Protocol Description

Panasonic WV-CS Panasonic’s protocol for WV-CS (WV- CSR600, WV-CS600A, 
WV-CSR400, WV-CS400A, WV-BSR30, WV-BS300) series 
cameras.

Li-Lin Li-Lin’s camera control protocol.

Pelco P Pelco’s camera control P-protocol.

Pelco D (Digital 
Coaxitron)

Pelco’s camera control D-protocol. The full protocol name is Pelco 
Digital Coaxitron.

Pelco P (EyeView) Pelco’s P-protocol modification for cameras manufactured by 
EyeView.

Pelco D (EyeView) Pelco’s D-protocol modification for cameras manufactured by 
EyeView.

SKYROS SKYROS Corporation’s protocol for managing a universal PTZ 
controller.

Samsung Samsung’s camera control protocol.

KT&C KPC-line KTC’s protocol for KPC-202CZH camera control.

Fastrax II Fastrax II camera family control protocol.

JVC (JCBP-S) JVC’s protocol for JVC TK-C676 camera control.

CNB Control protocol for CNB’s cameras.

Galact Control protocol for Galact’s cameras.

Galact 6xx/7xx Control protocol for Galact’s cameras.

GANZ ZC-S122P/123P Control protocol for GANZ ZC-S122P/123P cameras.
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In the Connection field, specify the COM port number to which the device is 
connected as well as the index of the device by which it will be identified, if there 
are several devices of this type connected to the same COM port.

It is prohibited to connect several devices that use different control protocols 
to the same COM port.

In the pane, you may set the speed of left/right and upward/downward camera 
rotation.

Attention! If the Galact 6xx/7xx, SKYROS, CNB, or KT&C KPC line protocols 
are selected, setting the device rotation speed is not available.

Also, you may enable the Automatically resume the patrol in a time interval, 
Examination of failures, and Log PTZ control capture options.
Option Description

Automatically 
resume the patrol

If the device receives a command to go to preset or one of the 
users requests control and receives it during the patrol, the patrol 
automatically discontinues. When you select this option, the patrol 
will attempt to automatically restore in a specified time interval.
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Option Description

Examination of 
failures

When you select this option, the system will register in the event 
log all failed attempts to start patrolling or go to preset by schedule 
because of the device control capturing. The event log will register 
an examination of failures type event, and the description of the 
event will specify the patrolling device; camera; user and computer 
that captured the device control.

Log PTZ control 
capture

When you select this option, the system will register all cases of the 
PTZ control capturing by users in the event log.

Attention! When the Galact 6xx/7xx or SKYROS protocol is selected, the 
Automatically resume the patrol option is not available.

Attention! In the VideoNet system there are 4 user priorities for configuring 
rights for controlling Pan Tilt cameras. In more detail configuring user priorities 
is described in 3.9.2 section.

If you want to go to configuring presets and patrols on this stage, click the respective 
button. You will go to the PTZ control page (the System Behavior group) on the 
navigation panel (see Section 3.4.4).

The Partitions pane
In the Partitions pane, you can set the partitions to which a configured camera 
relates. Select the check boxes against those partitions from the list to which it 
should be related.

The Access pane
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured camera, which 
consists of tables containing access rights for each role of the System. In order to 
assign access rights, highlight the System’s user role, and select the check boxes 
of those actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.
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The Multicast channels pane
In the Multicast channels pane, you may enable broadcasting to multiple consum-
ers (Multicasting), change existing multicast channels, or create and set up new 
multicast channels.

For each channel, you may change the following default settings:
• address and port;
• TTL (time-to-live);
• resolution (values ranging from 384x288 to 768x576, default value is 768x576);
• quality (values ranging from ‘low’ to ‘very high’, default value is ‘good’);
• frame rate (from 0.1 to 25 frames per second; default is 25 frames per 

seconds).

3.1.2.10. IP camera
You can add an IP camera to the system configuration, by using the Add New 
Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2). When you add an IP device, the Add 
New Hardware Wizard automatically determines that this device is an IP camera.
In the device tree, an IP camera is not connected to video capture devices, and 
when viewed ‘by type’, the IP camera is displayed in the IP camera partition. If 
viewed ‘by connection’, the IP camera is displayed as a nested element of that 
computer to which it is connected.
VideoNet supports IP cameras produced by all leading global manufacturers. You 
can find a full list of IP device models at http://www.videonet9.com/ip-devices.html.
Moreover, VideoNet may use the ONVIF®, HTTP, and RTSP protocols, which makes 
it possible to support a wider range of IP cameras.

Attention! It is highly not recommended to order video data from the same IP 
camera using several computers or applications at a time.

Attention! Mobotix two-lens IP camera does not support sound operation.

Attention! For the Axis IP cameras to work correctly, a folder path for the 
VideoNet system setup must contain symbols or only English letters.

http://www.videonet9.com/ip-devices.html
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Attention! This version of VideoNet supports working with IP cameras with a 
resolution of up to 16 megapixels.

If an IP camera is fitted with built-in microphones or supports the connection of 
external microphones, sensors or relays, then audio inputs, sensor inputs or relay 
outputs will automatically appear in the device tree, after such IP camera is added 
to the configuration. To broadcast the sound from the microphone connected to or 
built in the IP camera, you need to add a microphone and connect it to the audio 
input (see Section 3.1.2.8).

In VideoNet 9, only one microphone can be connected to an IP camera, no 
matter how many microphones the IP camera supports.

To activate the sensors and relays connected to the IP camera, you need to add them 
and connect to the sensor inputs or relay outputs (see Section 3.1.2.6 or 3.1.2.7).
You can manually update the IP camera data, if another device (IP camera or IP 
server) is detected at the address specified in the IP camera’s properties, while you 
are working with the system.

To manually update IP camera data:
1. Call up the IP camera shortcut menu in the device tree by right-clicking.
2. Select the Update Parameters item in the shortcut menu.
3. Click Yes in the appeared dialog box to confirm parameters update.

4. After updating, a window showing the IP camera parameter updates will appear. 
Click Close to continue your work in the system.

Attention! If you use sensors, relays, as well as the broadcast of sound through 
the IP device speakerphone (depending on model), you must update the 
configuration of the camera.

If the IP camera data updating has been successfully completed, the system will 
update the IP camera information in the device tree. If a new IP camera is fitted 
with microphones or support supports the connection of external microphones, the 
audio inputs, sensor inputs or relay outputs, then audio inputs, sensor inputs or 
relay outputs will be automatically added to the device tree for this camera.The IP 
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camera in the device tree will be in the correct state .
If some errors occurred during the IP camera data updating, the system will display 
the following notification: “IP device update error. IP device must be connected and 
active”. The IP camera in the device tree will go to the incorrect state .
If it turns out, during the IP camera data updating, that the current configuration does 
not match the device parameters, the system will display the following notification: 
“As a result of the update of IP device information, some other device has been 
detected at the specified IP address. Probably, the device has been replaced. Please 
modify the configuration accordingly to avoid the system malfunction.” IP device in 
the device tree will go to a partially incorrect state .
After you have added an IP camera to the configuration, you need to set up its 
properties (see algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4). You may define the IP camera proper-
ties in the General, Connection, Settings, Filters, Internal memory, Microphone 
Synchronization, PTZ control, Partitions, Access and Multicast channels panes.
Configuring an IP camera parameters in the General pane is similar to the process 
described for an analog video camera (see Section 3.1.2.9).
You can use buffering option, if video stream broadcasted from IP camera bounces.
This option allows to specify buffering time in the range of 100 to 2000 ms. Please 
note that for buffering additional hardware resources are required.

Also, if you are setting up a panoramic (fisheye) camera, it is possible to turn on 
the dewarp mode.

Dewarp mode allows you to compensate for the distortion of the spherical image 
from panoramic cameras and view it in one of the easy-to-read flat modes. There 
are three dewarp modes available for selection - Panorama Wide, Panorama Double 
and Panorama Narrow.
Also in the General pane displays the version of the device metadriver, you can 
choose from among available by clicking the Change button.
Setting up the IP camera parameters in the Microphone Synchronization, Parti-
tions, Access, and Multicast channels panes is similar to the process described 
for an analog video camera, see Section 3.1.2.9. Setting up IP camera parameters 
in other panes is described below.

The Connection pane
In the Connection pane’s IP address field, the IP camera address specified when 
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the device was added to the configuration is displayed. It may be the IP address, 
DNS, or URL address of the IP camera (e.g. http://192.168.0.90, http://mycamera:80/ 
or mycamera:80). In the Access parameters field, a user name and password for 
connecting to this IP camera are specified. If necessary, you may change the IP 
camera address as well as specify new access parameters for this IP camera, by 
pressing the Change button.
Besides, you may change internal parameters of the IP device using manufacturer’s 
software tools (configurable internal parameters depend on an IP camera type). 
For this purpose, press the Change... button in the IP Device parameters field, 
and make settings in the external application that contains the IP device internal 
parameter settings menu.
In the Network protocol field select UDP/TCP data transfer protocol, and if neces-
sary, set the Keep-alive checkbox.

The Settings pane
In the Compression format for requested/Saved video signal field, specify the 
compression format that will be used by default to compress images from this IP 
camera when requesting video for broadcast and saving video image.
Select the Use IP.DelayLessTM technology option, if you want to avoid video stream 
re-order. Specify desired resolution and quality values that can be achieved from 
this IP camera while recording and broadcasting. If necessary, you may set the 
frame rate per second from 0.1 to 60 fps. The default value is 25 frames per second.

Attention! For IP cameras and IP servers, in the properties of which 
the compression format H.264 or H.265 is selected, the set frame rate 
per second must be greater than or equal to the distance between 
key frames. The distance between key frames is specified in the internal settings 
of the camera and can be denoted as GOP (group of picture), GOV (group of 
view), I-frame interval or similar. For the exact name of the setting, refer to the 
instruction manual or the setting guide for the selected equipment.
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The Filters pane
In the Filters pane, you may connect and configure special algorithms that eliminate 
or minimize some image faults. When you go to this pane, a preview window where 
you can see the filter-processed image appears.

Currently, the VideoNet system supports the following set of filters for IP cameras: 
Remove spherical distortion, which occurs when you use wide-angle lens cameras 
(VNLensCorrectionTM technology), Remove image vibration (VNImageStabiliza-
tionTM technology) as well as Automatic contrast normalization and gamma correction.
Filter Description

VNLensCorrectionTM You may enable the VNLensCorrectionTM Filter option to 
compensate spherical distortion; then the field containing a 
correction slider and scale will become active. By default, the 
slider is set to “min” (no correction performed). Moving the slider 
to the right changes the extent of influence of inverse spherical 
transformation from 0 to 100, with all changes being immediately 
seen in the preview window. The slider set to “max” represents 
the maximum effect of the distortion removal algorithm. By 
default, this option is disabled.
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Filter Description

VNImageStabilizationTM Software stabilization of vibration, waves, and other undesirable 
image motion. By default, this option is disabled.

Contrast normalization 
and gamma correction

This function improves the image contrast and adaptively 
controls image brightness. It is recommended for use in order 
to receive a more “saturated” image and for working in changing 
lighting conditions (morning, evening).

Setting up filters by using a preview window is available only for the camera that 
has been added to the local computer configuration earlier. When you set up a 
recently added camera that has not yet been included in the system’s database 
(the Apply button is not pressed), the preview window is not displayed, though the 
filter settings are applied.

Attention! If the camera for which the filters are being set up is recording, all 
manipulations with the filter settings will affect the recorded video image.

The Internal memory pane
VideoNet system supports IP devices that have internal memory and support Profile G. 
The data can be saved from the IP device’s memory to the local volume of the 
VideoNet system and then can be accessed for operation. The Internal memory 
pane is displayed in the properties of IP devices that support Profile G.

On the Internal memory pane, you can specify the volume to which the data received 
from the IP device will be stored. To do this, click the Select volume button and in 
the appeared dialog window select the volume for the record.
It is recommended that you use the volume that is used to record data on the 
Recording functions page. By default, the data is saved to the local volume with 
the most free space.
If disconnecting from the device happens, the system can automatically retrieve the 
lost data from the device’s internal memory after the connection is restored. To do 
this, you need to select the respective check box. Data retrieve begins 3 minutes 
after the connection is restored.
Enable the Time synchronization option, if you want the device’s local time to be 
automatically synchronized with the time of the computer to which the device is 
connected.

Attention! If you update the VideoNet 9 system to a newer version, you must 
update the parameters of the IP camera equipped with internal memory, if it 
was previously added to the system configuration.
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The PTZ control pane

Attention! If you want to control an IP camera’s PTZ (provided that this IP 
camera model supports this functionality), you need to enable the Configure 
PTZ control for the camera option in the PTZ control pane in the selected 
camera’s properties area.

In this pane, you may set the speed of left/right and upward/downward rotation of 
the camera by using sliders.

You may also enable the Automatically resume the patrol in a time interval, 
Examination of failures, Log PTZ control capture options.
Option Description

Automatically 
resume the patrol

If the device receives a command to go to preset or one of the 
users requests control and receives it during the patrol, the patrol 
automatically discontinues. When you select this option, the patrol 
will attempt to automatically restore in a specified time interval.

Examination of 
failures

When you select this option, the system will register in the event 
log all failed attempts to start patrolling or go to preset by schedule 
because of the device control capturing. The event log will register 
an Examination of Failures type event, and the description of the 
event will specify the patrolling device; camera; user and computer 
that captured the device control.

Log PTZ control 
capture

When you select this option, the system will register all cases of the 
PTZ control capturing by users in the event log.

If you want to go to configuring presets and patrols on this stage, click the respective 
button. You will go to the PTZ control page (the System Behavior group) on the 
navigation panel (see Section 3.4.4).

Attention! In the VideoNet system there are 4 user priorities for configuring 
rights for controlling Pan Tilt cameras. In more detail configuring user priorities 
is described in 3.9.2 section.

• Thermographic Dahua IP cameras
Dahua DH-TPC-BF5421-T and Dahua DH-TPC-BF2221P-TD IP cameras can be 
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added to the VideoNet system configuration. In combination with the reference 
“black body” (DH-TPC-HBB-AHW or JQ-D70Z), they can be used for remote 
measurement of human body temperature. For more information about setting up 
thermographic cameras and functions, providing measuring and logging temperature, 
see Appendix 4.

3.1.2.10.1. Multistreaming IP camera
Multistreaming IP camera can broadcast several video streams with different param-
eters. The number of streams depends on the camera performance capabilities.
To add multistreaming IP camera to configuration one can use Add New Hardware 
Wizard (refer to the Section 3.1.2.2 for more details). During the hardware discovery 
process the Wizard will automatically detect that the certain device is an IP camera 
and supports multistreaming. After the camera is added to configuration, its settings 
must be configured (refer to cthe chapter 3.1.2.4 for more details).
Configuration of multistreaming IP camera is similar to configuration of ordinary 
IP camera as described in see Section 3.1.2. In additional, The Stream Settings 
pane will appear instead of the Settings pane.

Stream settings pane
The pane contains a table with IP camera streams. In the table, you can specify 
which of the streams will be used for recording, and which for broadcast or detection. 
The number of streams depends on the properties of the camera.
In the Emergency recording column you can select only one of the streams. By 
default, the selected stream has a maximum resolution and video codec with minimal 
compression. This stream is needed to launch emergency recording, for example, 
from Devices panel or with the Graphic plans (If the record command is sent to the 
device, rather than a single stream).

In the Default broadcast column you can select only one of the streams. By default, 
the selected stream has a medium resolution and video codec, which is not used for 
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recording. This stream is needed to broadcast into a video window when you select a 
source (If the broadcast command is sent to the device, rather than a single stream).
In the Broadcast enabled column you can specify stream that are allowed to 
broadcast on the camera. By default the option is enabled for all streams. This 
option is always enabled for the thread that was selected for broadcast. Broadcast 
enabled option is automatically selected if another thread is selected in the Default 
broadcast column.
In the Detection column, you can select only one of the streams. By default, the 
selected stream has a maximum resolution of about 384 x 288, MJPEG video codec 
and is not used for recording.
In the Pre-recording column you can specify streams that are allowed to pre-
recording. If pre-recording has been enabled and configured before you have included 
multistreaming for the camera, then the Pre-recording option will be enabled for 
the stream of recording and pre-recording settings will be saved.
The Fullscreen mode column, you can select the stream that will be used by 
default to switch to fullscreen mode. You can select only one stream. By default, 
this stream is used for broadcast. The option can be enabled only for streams that 
are permitted for broadcast.
If necessary, you may change the stream name in the respective editing field.
Configuring settings of the streams on this pane are similar to configuring IP camera 
settings on the Settings pane (refer to the Section 3.1.2.10 for more details).

Attention! If you updated VideoNet 9 system to a newer version, make the 
necessary settings.

3.1.2.11. IP server
An IP server is intended for connecting several cameras (restriction on the number 
of concurrently connected cameras depends on the modification of a certain device 
and purchased license) and/or microphones and transmitting image and/or sound 
over the network by using the TCP/IP protocol.
The IP server is added to the system configuration by using the Add New Hardware 
Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2). When you add an IP device, the Add New Hardware 
Wizard automatically determines that this device is an IP server.
When added, the IP server is detected by the Automatic search of IP devices tools.
In the device tree, the IP server is displayed in the IP server partition, if viewed ‘by 
type’. If viewed ‘by connection’, the IP server is displayed as a nested element of 
the computer to which it is connected.
Depending on the modification, the IP server may have several video and audio 
inputs to which cameras and microphones can be connected. If the IP server 
supports the connection of sensor inputs or relay outputs, then sensor inputs or 
relay outputs will be automatically added to the device tree for this IP server. The 
number of inputs/outputs depends on the IP server model.
After you have added the IP server to the configuration, it is necessary to configure 
its properties (see algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4). You may define the IP server device 
name, the use of buffering, and select the metadriver version in the General pane. 
The buffering settings used are the same for all cameras connected to IP server.
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The device properties area also contains the Connection and Settings panes. 
Configuring the IP server parameters in the Connection and Settings panes is 
similar to the process described for an IP camera (See Section 3.1.2.10).
The Settings pane for the new IP servers versions is not available, since the video 
parameters setting is performed individually for each camera of the IP server on 
the Streams settings pane. Determination of the new or the old IP server version 
is carried out by analyzing metadriver version.
If the IP server has internal memory and supports Profile G, then the Internal 
memory pane appears in the properties of the connected cameras (See Section 
3.1.2.10).

Attention! If you update the VideoNet 9 system to a newer version, you must 
update the parameters of the IP server equipped with internal memory, if it was 
previously added to the system configuration.

• IP audioserver PowerVN8-AudioIP rev.2.1.
A special case of the IP server is the IP audioserver PowerVN8-AudioIP rev.2.1. 
manufactured by SKYROS corporation.
Adding this IP audioserver to the system configuration is done in the same way as 
other IP servers.
IP audioserver PowerVN8-AudioIP rev.2.1. has 8 audio inputs to which micro-
phones can be connected.
After you have added the IP audioserver to the configuration, it is necessary to 
configure its properties (see algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4).
The device properties area contains the General and Connection panes.
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You may define the IP audioserver name in the General pane.
Configuring the IP audioserver parameters in the Connection pane is similar to the 
process described for an IP camera (See Section 3.1.2.10).

For the initial configuration of the IP address and password of the IP audioserver, 
the AudioIP utility is used, which is installed on the computer along with VideoNet 
9.1 in the same directory (default: C:\Program Files (x86)\SKYROS\VideoNet 
9). Working with the utility is described in the document AudioIP_utility.en.pdf, 
located in the Documentation folder in the same directory.

3.1.2.12. System controller
VideoNet system supports connecting the system controllers and joysticks. You can 
add system controller into the system configuration using the Add New Hardware 
Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2).

Before adding the device into system configuration, it is necessary to connect 
it to computer. Axis T8310 and Hikvision DS-1005KI should be connected 
through USB port. Panasonic WV-CU650 should be connected through COM 
port. For recommendations on connecting the сontroller, refer to the operating 
manual of the system controller of interest.

Attention! Starting with the VideoNet 9.1 SP3 version, technical assistance and 
updates related to the support of the functioning of the Panasonic WV-CU650 
system controllers are unavailable. We recommend using AXIS T8310 system 
controllers for working in the VideoNet system.

The system controller can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• right-click the computer element in the device tree, select the Add –> System 
controller in the appeared shortcut menu;

• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the System 
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controller item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• start the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2) and add the 

System controller.
During adding system controller cannot be detected by means of automatic 
device search.
After adding a system controller into system configuration it is necessary to 
configure its properties (see algorithm in Section 3.1.2.4). You can set up system 
controller properties on General, Control settings (for Axis T8310 and Hikvision 
DS-1005KI), Computers and Access panes.

The General pane
In the General pane, you may change the system controller name in the respective 
editing field. In Protocol drop-down list you should specify a control protocol, which 
will be used for system controller. For Panasonic WV-CU650 system controller, in 
the COM port field, you should specify COM port, to which this device is connected.

In the case of simultaneous use of the system controller and a computer mouse, 
you can set the Follow the active video window checkbox, which will allow you to 
select a PTZ camera for controlling by the system controller, using the mouse. To 
do this, it will be enough to indicate a video window on the local computer in which 
this camera is selected for broadcast.

Attention! When the Follow the active video window checkbox is set, the 
system controller can control the image only on the monitors of the computer 
to which it is connected.

In Automatically set output free after inactivity time-out filed specify time interval 
for the system to free an output, if it is not used by operator for Pan Tilt control.
To get Pan Tilt controlling back, it is necessary to intercept control of camera again 
(each camera has a unique number in the system. You can specify this number in 
camera properties, see the section 3.1.2.4).
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The Control settings pane

Attention! The Control settings pane is available only for Axis T8310 and 
Hikvision DS-1005KI system controllers.

On the Control settings pane displays a list of system controller buttons and 
VideoNet commands. By default, for each button is assigned VideoNet command. 
You can redefine the function of any button of the system controller by selecting the 
required VideoNet command from the drop-down list.
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For Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller button name KEYPAD_BUTTON_A 
corresponds to the button for switching modes (Select) and KEYPAD_
BUTTON_E corresponds to the button Enter.

A list of commands and a description of the actions they perform are presented in 
the table below.
Command Action

_0 Enter digit 0

_1 Enter digit 1

_2 Enter digit 2

_3 Enter digit 3

_4 Enter digit 4

_5 Enter digit 5

_6 Enter digit 6

_7 Enter digit 7

_8 Enter digit 8

_9 Enter digit 9

Camera Select camera

CameraNext Switch to the camera with the next number

CameraPrev Switch to the camera with the previous number

Esc Reset

Login Log in to the system

Logoff Log out of the system

Monitor Select monitor

PlayerBack Start rewind in the player

PlayerClear Clear playlist in player

PlayerForward Start fast forward in the player

PlayerNextRecord Play the next record in the player

PlayerNextStep Move to the next frame in the player

PlayerOpen Open the player

PlayerPlayPause Enable play/pause in the player

PlayerPrevRecord Play the previous record in the player

PlayerPrevStep Move to the previous frame in the player

PlayerShowHideMovie Show/hide buttons on the toolbar in the player

PlayerZoomInRecords Decrease the scale of the timeline in the player

PlayerZoomOutRecords Increase the scale of the timeline in the player

PTLChosePreset Select a telemetry preset

PTLDown Start moving the PTZ camera down

PTLDownLeft Start moving the PTZ camera down and to the left

PTLDownRight Start moving the PTZ camera down and to the right
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Command Action

PTLFocusAuto Enable PTZ autofocus

PTLFocusIn Reduce the focal length of the PTZ camera

PTLFocusOut Increase the focal length of the PTZ camera

PTLIrisClose Close the diaphragm of the PTZ camera

PTLIrisOpen Open the diaphragm of the PTZ camera

PTLLeft Start moving the PTZ camera to the left

PTLRight Start moving the PTZ camera to the right

PTLStop Stop PTZ camera movement

PTLTraceStart Start the patrol of the PTZ camera

PTLTraceStop Stop the patrol of the PTZ camera

PTLUp Start moving the PTZ camera up

PTLUpLeft Start moving the PTZ camera up and to the left

PTLUpRight Start moving the PTZ camera up and to the right

PTLZoomIn Zoom in the image of the PTZ camera

PTLZoomOut Zoom out the image of the PTZ camera

ScreenMode Select screen mode

ScreenModeFull Expand video window to full screen

ScreenModeNext Switch to monitor mode with the next number

ScreenModePrev Switch to monitor mode with the previous number

UserCommand Execute user command

Window Select video window

The Computers pane
If the Follow the active video window checkbox is not set for the system controller, 
it can be used to control the image on the monitors of not only the local computer, but 
also other computers of the VideoNet network. To do this, create a list of computers 
on the Computers pane.
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To add computers to the computers list:
1. Click the Add button on the Computers pane.
2. The Add computer dialog box will be opened.

3. Select the required computers from the list and click the Add button. If you 
want to allocate all computers, select the check box against the All computers.

4. This will add the computers to the computers list.

To delete computer from the list:
1. Select the computer that you want to delete. To highlight several computers at 

a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Delete button below the list.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

The Access pane
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured system controller, 
which consists of tables containing access rights for each role of the System. In order 
to assign access rights, highlight the System’s user role, and select the check boxes 
of those actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.
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3.1.2.13. Mobile device
The VideoNet system supports mobile devices connected via Web access to stream 
audio through the microphone of the mobile device. The VideoNet application must 
be installed on your mobile device.

Attention! For correct work, a media server should be configured in the 
VideoNet mobile application. Configuration can be done via Web access, see 
section 3.5.2 for details.

The mobile device can be added to the system configuration using these methods:
• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the Mobile 

device item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the computer in the device tree and selecting Add device: 

Mobile device from the shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the mobile device appears in the Mobile device partition when 
viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the mobile device is displayed as 
a nested element of the computer it connects to.
In the mobile device properties area, you can configure the following parameters:

Device name Enter the name of the mobile device. The name should be unique.

User Select a user from the drop-down list. In the VideoNet mobile application, 
when you configure the media server, you also need to specify the selected 
user

A microphone is connected to the mobile device, by default the name of the 
microphone takes the value from the User setting of the mobile device.

For microphone connection, see section 3.1.2.8
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3.1.2.14. ACS device group
You can connect the access management and control system (ACS) devices to 
VideoNet. In terms of their interaction structure, these devices form a tree in the 
system. Therefore, a connection diagram for the devices also looks like a tree. Fig. 
3.1.2.14-1 shows one of the possible schemes for physical connection of devices.

Fig. 3.1.2.14-1. Possible scheme for physical connection of ACS devices  
for working with VideoNet

Fig. 3.1.2.14-2 provides a hardware connection diagram as shown in the tree on 
the Devices page.

Fig. 3.1.2.14-2. ACS hardware connection diagram as shown in the tree on the 
Devices page

3.1.2.14.1. Adapters
Adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups all devices of the same vendor 
(manufacturer). In the VideoNet system, the list of available vendors is determined 
by the license. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.
The adapter can be added to the system configuration using following methods:

• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the  button next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the ACS device 

group –> Adapter <Name> item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the computer in the device tree, select the Add –> Adapter <Name> 

in the appeared shortcut menu.
When viewed by type in the device tree, the adapters appears in the Adapters 
partition. When viewed by connection, the adapter is displayed as a nested element 
of the computer.
• QUEST, QUEST-IP, Hikvision and CAME adapters
In the properties area of the QUEST, QUEST-IP, Hikvision and CAME adapters, 
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their type is displayed.
• GATE adapter
In the properties area of the GATE adapter, its type is displayed, and the IP port is 
configured (by default, 1716).
• VIZIT adapter
In the properties area of the VIZIT adapter, its type is displayed, and the IP-port for 
setting Intercoms is configured (by default, 1716).
• ZKTeco adapter
In the properties area of the ZKTeco adapter:

• the adapter type is displayed;
• the IP address of the computer to which the adapter is being added is specified 

(by default, the IP address field displays the network address of the computer 
to which the adapter is connected in the system/VideoNet network defined 
by the system itself);

Attention! If you use multiple network cards and/or VPN on the computer to 
which the ZKTeco adapter is connected, be sure to check the correctness of 
the specified IP address.

• the IP port is configured (by default 8080).
In the settings of ZKTeco devices, there is a Menu – Communication – Cloud Service 
Settings item. To work with ZKTeco devices using VideoNet, in this paragraph you 
must specify the IP address and IP port of the ZKTeco adapter and uncheck HTTPS.
• BOLID adapter
For more information about the properties of the BOLID adapter, see section 
3.1.2.15.1.

3.1.2.14.2. Branch of devices
As shown in the connection scheme (see Fig. 3.1.2.14-1), the controllers are 
connected to the computer either via Ethernet or to a COM port using a connecting 
cable through the interface converter. When doing so, multiple branches of devices 
can be connected to the same computer.
The branch of devices is an information loop that unites (both physically and in 
the device tree) controllers connected to the computer using a single information 
loop. In the device tree, the branch of devices connects to the QUEST, Bolid or 
GATE adapter.
The branch of devices can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• right-click the adapter <Name> element in the device tree, select the Add –> 

Branch of devices in the appeared shortcut menu;
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the Branch of 

devices item in the appeared shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the branch of devices appears in the Branch of devices parti-
tion when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the branch of devices is 
displayed as a nested element of the adapter it connects to.
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In the QUEST type branch of devices properties area, you can configure the 
following parameters:

Name Specify a name for the branch of devices. The name must be 
unique.

Type The system automatically specifies the type of the access control 
system this branch of devices connects to.

COM port number Specify the ID number of the COM port the branch of devices 
connects to.

COM port speed Specify the speed this branch controllers work at.

In the GATE type branch of devices properties area, you can configure the following 
parameters:

Name Specify a name for the branch of devices. The name must be 
unique.

Type The system automatically specifies the type of the access control 
system this branch of devices connects to.
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Connection type Specify the type of connection. If the“Via COM port” type is selected 
the COM port number parameter will be displayed. If the“Via an 
Ethernet converter” type is selected the IP-address ana IP-port 
parameters will be displayed.

COM port number Specify the ID number of the COM port the branch of devices 
connects to.

IP-address Specify the IP-address of branch of devices.
This field is required.

IP-port Specify the IP-port of branch of devices. 5000 by default.
This field is required.

3.1.2.14.3. ACS controller
The ACS controller serves to control access. The ACS controller processes infor-
mation coming from readers and manages actuators (e.g. a lock) using a built-in relay.
In the device tree, the ACS controller connects to the branch of ACS devices or 
the QUEST adapter (controller with the Ethernet connection).
The ACS controller can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the ACS device 

group –> ACS controller item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the branch of devices or the adapter in the device tree and 

selecting Add –> ACS controller from the shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the controller input in the device tree and selecting Add device: 

ACS controllers from the shortcut menu.
In the device tree, ACS controllers appear in the ACS controllers partition when 
viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the ACS controller is displayed 
as a nested element of the branch of ACS devices or the adapter it connects to.
• QUEST ACS controller connection
If ACS controller is connected to the branch of devices of QUEST adapter, you can 
configure the following parameters in the ACS controller properties area:
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Name Specify the controller name. The name must be unique. 

Model Select the controller model from the drop-down list. Brief description 
of the selected model will be shown below.

Reader type Select the type of the reader connected to this ACS controller: 1-Wire 
(Touch Memory), Wiegand-26 (Proximity) or Wiegand-34 (Proximity).

Configuration Specify the ACS controller configuration: one-door or two-door. 
This field will be unavailable for editing, if the model of this ACS 
controller supports anti-passback mode.

Controller address The system automatically specifies the controller address in the 
information loop.

If ACS controller is connected to the QUEST-IP adapter, you can configure the 
following parameters in the ACS controller properties area:
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Name Specify the controller name. The name must be unique. 

Model Select the controller model from the drop-down list. Brief description 
of the selected model will be shown below.

Reader type Select the type of the reader connected to this ACS controller: 1-Wire 
(Touch Memory), Wiegand-26 (Proximity) or Wiegand-34 (Proximity).
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Configuration Specify the ACS controller configuration: one-door or two-door. This 
field will be unavailable for editing, if the model of this ACS controller 
supports anti-passback mode.

IP address Specify the IP address of the ACS controller.

IP port Specify the IP port of the ACS controller.

RS-485 address Specify the RS-485 address of the ACS controller.

Password Specify the password of the ACS controller.

For the initial configuration of the IP address and password of the QUEST 
ACS controller, the QuestIP utility is used, which is installed on the computer 
along with VideoNet 9.1 in the same directory (default: C:\Program Files (x86)\
SKYROS\VideoNet 9). Working with the utility is described in the document 
QuestIP_utility.en.pdf, located in the Documentation folder in the same directory.

Request options pane
This pane permits to configure the following parameters:

Connection 
created

The number of 
attempts in the 
request

You can specify the number of failed attempts to send 
commands, after which the "no connection" state will be 
fixed between the system and the ACS controller.

Request timeout You can specify the time during which the system is 
awaiting a response to a request from the ACS controller. 

The interval 
between 
requests

You can specify the time after which the system will 
perform the following request attempt of the ACS 
controller.

No 
connection

The number of 
attempts in the 
request

You can specify the number of attempts to send 
commands, after which the "connection created" state 
will be fixed between the system and the ACS controller.

Request timeout You can specify the time during which the system is 
awaiting a response to a request from the ACS controller. 

The interval 
between 
requests

You can specify the time after which the system will 
perform the following request attempt of the ACS 
controller.

• Hikvision ACS controller connection
You can configure the following parameters in the properties area of the ACS 
controller, that is connected to the Hikvision adapter:
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Name Specify the controller name. The name must be unique. 

Adress Specify IP-adress and IP-port of the ACS controller (for example 
192.168.1.1:1800)

Model Select the controller model from the drop-down list. 

Reader type Select the type of the reader connected to this ACS controller: 
Wiegand-26 or Wiegand-34.

Encoding data in 
Hikvision format

Check the box if a Hikvision reader is connected to the controller. If a 
reader from another manufacturer is connected to the controller - the 
checkbox must be unchecked.
If the status of the parameter Encoding data in Hikvision format 
does not match the connected device, the card codes will be incor-
rectly interpreted by the controller.
By default, the box is checked.

Login Specify the login of the ACS controller.
This field is required.
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Password Specify the password of the ACS controller.
This field is required.

NTP server 
address

Specify NTP server address

NTP server port Specify NTP server port

Sensors, relays and access points can be connected to the Hikvision ACS controller. 
To do this, right-click in the device tree on the ACS controller and select Add from 
the shortcut menu.
• GATE ACS controller connection
If ACS controller is connected to the GATE adapter, you can configure the following 
parameters in the ACS controller properties area:

Name Specify the controller name. The name must be unique. 

IP-address Specify the IP-address of ACS controller.

IP-port Specify the IP-port of ACS controller. 5000 by default.

Address RS-485 Specify the address of RS-485 interface of the ACS controller

Model Select the controller model from the drop-down list. 

Controller type Select the controller type - normal or parking place. If the parking 
place type is selected, the «Mode» parameter won’t be available.

Reader type Select the type of the reader connected to this ACS controller: 
OneWire, Wiegand-26 or Wiegand-34.

If ACS controller is connected to the GATE branch of devices, you can configure 
the following parameters in the ACS controller properties area:
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Name Specify the controller name. The name must be unique. 

Address RS-485 The RS-485 interface address is automatically specified, depending 
on to which input of the branch of devices the ACS controller is 
connected.

Model Select the controller model from the drop-down list. 

Controller type Select the controller type - normal or parking place. If the parking 
place type is selected, the «Mode» parameter won’t be available.

Reader type Select the type of the reader connected to this ACS controller: 
OneWire, Wiegand-26 or Wiegand-34.

Regardless of the type of connection, for the normal controller type, you can 
additionally configure following parameters:

Mode Select the mode of ACS controller: One-door, Two-door, Turnstile, 
Gateway, Obsolete. For the GATE-8000 controller the obsolete 
mode is unavailable.

Delay of relay 
activation

Specify the delay of relay activation. Default value is 0 ms.

Mode of reaction to 
events

Check the box if you want to configure reactions for certain events.

If you checked the Mode of reaction to events, then the reaction settings window 
will be available to you.

In the Event column following options are available for selection:
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• The door release button is pressed;
• No access. Unauthorized key;
• Pass by key is allowed;
• No access. Mismatched schedules;
• The door is opened on command from the computer;
• No access. The door is locked;
• Breaking of the door;
• Holding of the door;
• Pass is complete;
• Alarm sensor is triggered;
• Sticking of a button;
• Prohibition of attempted recurrence;
• Invalid code was entered;
• Successful passage confirmation;
• Invalid confirmation card;
• Invalid confirmation card;
• Pass was not made;
• The door is closed;
• Data0 sticking to the ground;
• Data1 sticking to the ground;
• Guest key pass is permitted.

You can also select a Channel (1 or 2), Control object (Output 1-8, Free pass), Action 
(Enable or Disable) and Time.
Regardless of the type of connection, for the parking place controller type, you can 
additionally configure following parameters:

Lower limit of the 
pass counter

Specify the lower limit of the pass counter, that is, the minimum 
number of cars in the parking area. When the counter reaches the 
lower limit, subsequent departures are not allowed.

Upper limit of the 
pass counter

Specify the upper limit of the pass counter, that is, the maximum 
number of cars in the parking area. When the counter reaches the 
upper limit, subsequent entries are not allowed.

Pass counter Specify the pass counter value, that is, the current number of cars 
in the parking area. At each entry (departure) the value of the pass 
counter increases (decreases) by one.

Request options pane
This pane permits to configure the following parameters:
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Connection 
created

The number 
of attempts 
in the 
request

You can specify the number of failed attempts to send 
commands, after which the "no connection" state will be 
fixed between the system and the ACS controller.

Request 
timeout 

You can specify the time during which the system is 
awaiting a response to a request from the ACS controller. 

The interval 
between 
requests

You can specify the time after which the system will 
perform the following request attempt of the ACS 
controller.

No connection The number 
of attempts 
in the 
request

You can specify the number of attempts to send 
commands, after which the "connection created" state 
will be fixed between the system and the ACS controller.

Request 
timeout 

You can specify the time during which the system is 
awaiting a response to a request from the ACS controller. 

The interval 
between 
requests

You can specify the time after which the system will 
perform the following request attempt of the ACS 
controller.

• ZKTeco ACS controller connection
In the properties area of the ACS controller connected to the ZKTeco adapter, you 
can configure the following parameters:
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Name Specify the controller name. The name must be unique.

Number Specify the controller number. This number allows you to 
distinguish this controller from other ZKTeco controllers 
that send access events.
The controller number is specified in the internal settings 
o f  the  ZKTeco dev ice  in  the  Menu –  In format ion  – 
Device Information – Serial number item.

Model Select the controller model from the drop-down list.
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Identification mode Select the identification mode from the drop-down list.
The following modes are available for selection:

• By code or key or face or palm;
• By PIN (the value of the PIN for ZKTeco parameter for a 

person in the ACS database);
• By PIN and code (the value of the PIN for ZKTeco and the 

Access code for ZKTeco parameters for a person in ACS DB);
• By key;
• By code or key;
• By code and key;
• By face;
• By face and code;
• By face and key;
• By palm ;
• By palm and key;
• By palm and face.

Identification event 
type

Select the type of identification event from the drop-down list - 
entrance or exit.

Measure the 
temperature

Check the box if you want to enable the measurement of people’s 
temperature using the controller’s infrared camera.
This parameter is displayed only if the ProFace X controller model 
is selected.

Maximum allowed 
temperature, C

Specify the maximum allowed temperature for human passage. The 
default is 37°C.
This parameter is displayed only if the Pro Face X controller model 
is selected, and is available only if the Measure the temperature 
box is checked.

Deny access when 
the permitted 
temperature is 
exceeded

Check the box if you want to disable access for people whose 
temperature exceeds the value of the Maximum allowed tempera-
ture parameter.
This parameter is displayed only if the Pro Face X controller model 
is selected, and is available only if the Measure the temperature 
box is checked.

Correct the meas-
ured temperature 
by

Specify the value by which you want to adjust the temperature 
measured by the device. The entered value will be added to the 
measurement result received from the device, and the resulting 
adjusted value will be taken into account in the system.
It may be necessary to correct the measured temperature in case of 
incorrect temperature determination by the device. For example, if the 
device overestimates the temperature by 1 degree, then the value 
“-1” must be set in this field. This will help to avoid the non-admission 
of people with normal temperature.
This parameter is displayed only if the Pro Face X controller model 
is selected, and is available only if the Measure the temperature 
box is checked.

Detect the pres-
ence of a mask

Check the box if you want to enable the detection of the presence 
of a medical mask.

Deny access when 
mask is missing

Check the box if you want to enable a denying of access of people 
in the absence of a medical mask on them.
This parameter is available only if the Detect the presence of a mask 
box is checked.
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Allow visitor 
access when their 
temperature is 
appropriate and/or 
visitor is wearing a 
mask

Check the box if you want to allow access to people who do not 
have a face identifier for ZKTeco in the system, if their temperature 
corresponds to the required values and/or they are wearing a mask.
This parameter is available only if the identification mode By face 
is selected and the Measure the temperature and/or Detect the 
presence of a mask is checked.

Network waiting 
time, s

Specify the time value after which the event of loss of communication 
with the device is generated. By default - 30 sec.

Failover frequency, 
s

Specify the value of the frequency of reconnection to the device in 
case of failure. By default - 30 sec.

Identification modes are combined with temperature measurement and detection of 
the presence of a mask as follows:

1. To pass, a person must present the identifier specified for the controller in the 
Identification mode parameter;

2. If the Measure the temperature and/or Detect the presence of a mask 
parameter is enabled in the controller settings, then the person must show the device 
a face to measure temperature and/or detect the presence of a mask.

3. If, at the same time, the Deny access when the permitted temperature is 
exceeded and/or Deny access when mask is missing parameter is enabled in 
the controller settings, then a person will be allowed access only if the conditions 
for temperature and/or the presence of a mask are met.

4. If the Deny access when the permitted temperature is exceeded and Deny 
access when mask is missing parameters are not enabled, then the person will 
be allowed to pass (in case of successful identification), and information about his 
temperature and/or the presence of a mask will be provided in a message from the 
device as a reference.
Also in the properties of the controller there is a button Delete all data from the 
controller, which allows you to delete all data about all employees from the controller. 
Deleting data from the controller is only available if an access point is connected 
to the controller.

Attention! Before starting the operation of ZKTeco controllers, after they are 
configured and connected to the VideoNet system, it is mandatory to delete 
data by clicking Delete all data from the controller.

In the process of using ZKTeco controllers with VideoNet, it is not allowed to make 
changes to the controller settings through their user interface (on the controller 
panel), as this may lead to incorrect operation of VideoNet with these controllers.
At the same time, you can use the controller interface to add palm descriptors to 
employees, in order to use palms as identification tools. After that, you will need 
to import the palm descriptors into VideoNet. The import of biometric data for all 
employees in the ACS database is described in section 6.1.1.4, and the import of 
palm descriptors for a specific employee is described in section 6.1.1.2.
If you want to use employees’ faces as a means of identification, then you need 
to add photos to employees. Recommendations for photos and their addition to 
employees for building descriptors are described in section 6.1.1.2.
• General ACS controller properties

Every day VideoNet checks the ACS controller schedule. If this schedule is different 
from the schedule configured in the ACS environment, the controllers uploading 
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starts. You may specify the schedule uploading time in the respective field.

Attention! Option to load the schedule in specific time is not available for GATE 
controllers.

In case of ACS controller malfunctioning, it may be needed to completely re-load the 
information about all keys and all schedules onto it. You can re-load this information 
onto the controller using the Load schedule button.

Attention! When you click the Load schedule button, controllers switch over to a 
non-operating state in which neither any events come from them (i.e. controllers 
not polled) nor people pass through these controllers (i.e. controllers blocked). 
The reloading process may be quite time-consuming (up to 5 minutes); reloading 
duration depends on the number of keys and schedules.

Besides, you can find out the status of the controller connection to the VideoNet 
system in its properties. The current controller state is shown in the respective field. 
The following controller states can exist:

• Loading schedule;
• Schedule loaded;
• Schedule restart required;
• No connection.

3.1.2.14.4. Intercom
The Intercom in the VideoNet system combines intercom equipment responsible for 
both access control and call. For example, for the VIZIT vendor, this is a combination 
of the functions of the Intercom Control Unit (BUD) and the Intercom Call Unit (BVD) 
of the VIZIT equipment. Intercom is designed to control access to the courtyard 
or the entrance of an apartment building, and provides audio/video communication 
of the call device located at the door of the entrance or the gate with an apartment 
handset and also processes information from the reader and controls the lock with 
the help of the built-in relay.
In the device tree, the Intercom can be connected to the VIZIT and CAME adapters. 

The existence of a physical connection of the VIZIT intercom using the RS-485 
interface allows you to configure the intercom settings and load the schedule.

The Intercom can be added to the system configuration using following methods:
• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the ACS device 

group –> Intercom item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the VIZIT or CAME adapter in the device tree and selecting Add 

–> Intercom from the shortcut menu.
In the device tree, Intercom appear in the Intercoms partition when viewed by type. 
When viewed by connection, the Intercom is displayed as a nested element of the 
VIZIT/CAME adapter it connects to.
• VIZIT intercom connection
In the Intercom properties area, you can change the Intercom name. The name 
must be unique.
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Connection parameters pane
This tab allows you to configure the following settings:

Use RS-485 Check the box if the Intercom is connected to a computer using the 
RS-485 interface. This type of connection allows you to adjust the 
parameters of the Intercom and load the schedule. When the box is 
checked, the Connection Type and Address RS-485 fields are avail-
able, as well as the Read parameters and Read schedule buttons.

Connection type Specify the type of connection. If you select the “Via COM port” type, 
the COM port and Address RS-485 fields are displayed. If you select 
the “Via Ethernet-converter” type, the fields IP address, IP port and 
Address RS-485 are displayed.

COM-port Specify a COM-port number. This parameter is displayed if the “Via 
COM-port” connection type is selected.

IP-address Specify an IP-address of the Ethernet-converter. This parameter is 
displayed if the “Via Ethernet-converter” connection type is selected.

IP-port Specify an IP-port. This parameter is displayed if the “Via Ethernet-
converter” connection type is selected.

Address RS-485 Specify a RS-485 address.

Load parameters 
into controller

Check the box if you want to load parameters to the controller. When 
you check the box, the Load schedule button becomes available. If 
this option is not enabled, the Read parameters and Read schedule 
buttons are available.

If the Intercom is connected using the RS-485 interface and the parameters Use 
RS-485 and Load parameters into controller are active, you can learn about the 
communication status of the Intercom with VideoNet system. The current Intercom 
state is shown in the respective field. The following Intercom states can exist:

• Loading schedule;
• Schedule loaded;
• Schedule restart required;
• No connection.

In case of Intercom malfunctioning, it may be needed to completely re-load the 
information about all keys and all schedules onto it. You can re-load this information 
onto the Intercom using the Load schedule button.
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Attention! When you click the Load schedule button, Intercom switch over 
to a non-operating state in which neither any events come from them (i.e. 
intercoms are not polled) nor people pass through (i.e. intercoms are blocked). 
The reloading process may be quite time-consuming (up to 5 minutes); reloading 
duration depends on the number of keys and schedules.

If the option Load parameters into controller is disabled, you will only be able to 
read the parameters and schedules from the Intercom.

BUD settings pane
The use of configured BUD settings is possible only if the Intercom is connected using 
the RS-485 interface and the Use RS485 option is enabled on the Connection pane.

The following general parameters are displayed on this tab (regardless of the 
selected BUD type):
BUD type Specify BUD type - BUD-485 (entrance) or BUD-485R (gate)
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Enable general 
code

Check the box if you want to enable use of a general code, entering 
which allows access.

General code Specify a general code (no more than 4 digits)

Concierge number Specify a number for calling a concierge (no more than 4 digits)

Lock open duration Specify time for which the lock opens (from 1 to 20 seconds)

Time to call Specify time before the call starts (from 2 to 6 seconds).

Talk volume Specify talk volume (from 0 to 9 relative units).

Service volume Specify service volume (from 1 to 5 relative units).

BUD priority Specify intercom control unit priority (from 1 to 4). The priority 
setting is important in the situation when the apartment numbers 
are being dialed simultaneously on two call units at a time when 
the communication line of the intercom was already occupied, for 
example, with a concierge desk.

Language Specify voice message language (Russian, English, Czech or 
Chinese)

Lock type Specify type of lock (electromagnetic or electromechanical).

Type of BVD 
messages

Specify type of sound signals about intercom operating modes 
(voice or tonal).

When selecting the BUD-485 type, the following additional parameters are displayed:
Number of apartments Specify the number of apartments (200 or 400). 

Keys in the apartment 
no more than

The value is displayed depending on the selected number of 
apartments - 12 for 200 apartments and 6 for 400.

Key list Specify the type of the key list - by apartment or continuous.

Numbering of apart-
ments

Specify the type of numbering of apartments - ordinary (3-digit) 
or hotel (4-digit).
Hotel (4-digit) numbering of apartments is not available if the 
“Number of apartments” parameter value is 400.

Enable use of individual 
code

Check the box if you want to enable use of individual code, 
entering which allows access, for the intercom.

Enable callback to the 
apartment

Check the box if you want a sound signal in the apartment 
when there is an entry using a key belonging to the tenant of 
the apartment.

Beginning of hundreds Specify from which number the apartment numbers start (from 
0 to 6).
This parameter is available only if the Number of apartments 
is 400.

List of BUD485R associ-
ated with the device

Displays the names of BUD485R, which include this BUD485 
or with which it is associated.

When selecting the BUD-485R type, the following additional parameters are 
displayed:
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Concierge entrance 
number

Specify a concierge entrance number

Associated 
BUD485

Displays the names of BUD485 which are included in this BUD485R 
or with which this BUD-485R is associated

Attention! Apartment keys should be linked in an ACS environment with a 
specific employee, instead of whose last name you can register an apartment 
number (For example: “Apt. 1“, “1”, “Apt. 1, Green family”). Creating and 
configuring access parameters for passing through the access point of an 
intercom is made on the Employees page (see section 6.1.1).

Request options pane
This pane permits to configure the following parameters:

Connection 
created

The number 
of attempts 
in the 
request

You can specify the number of failed attempts to send 
commands, after which the "no connection" state will be 
fixed between the system and the ACS controller.

Request 
timeout 

You can specify the time during which the system is 
awaiting a response to a request from the ACS controller. 

The interval 
between 
requests

You can specify the time after which the system will 
perform the following request attempt of the ACS 
controller.

No connection The number 
of attempts 
in the 
request

You can specify the number of attempts to send 
commands, after which the "connection created" state 
will be fixed between the system and the ACS controller.

Request 
timeout 

You can specify the time during which the system is 
awaiting a response to a request from the ACS controller. 

The interval 
between 
requests

You can specify the time after which the system will 
perform the following request attempt of the ACS 
controller.
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• CAME intercom connection
In the Intercom properties area, you can set the following parameters:

Name Specify the intercom name. The name must be unique. 

IP-address Specify an IP-address. It must correspond to the value 
set via the web interface of the intercom (for details, 
see  the  ins t ruc t ions  fo r  the  CAME equ ipment ) . 
This field is required.

IP-port Specify an IP-port. It must correspond to the value 
set via the web interface of the intercom (for details, 
see  the  ins t ruc t ions  fo r  the  CAME equ ipment ) . 
This field is required.

3.1.2.14.5. Access point
An access point in the VideoNet system is an aggregator of the functions of a block-
ing device connected to a controller controlled relay and located in a place where 
access control is actually carried out. Examples of access points are - a door, a 
turnstile, a gate, or an entrance security booth equipped with a reader, an actuator, 
an electromechanical lock and any other required means.
In the device tree, the access point connects to the controller or intercom that 
processes information from readers and manages actuating devices located in the 
access point. 
The access point can be added to the system configuration using these methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the ACS device 

group –> Access point item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the ACS controller or Intercom in the device tree and selecting 

Add –> Access point from the shortcut menu
• right-clicking the access point output in the device tree and selecting Add device: 

Access Point from the shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the access point appears in the Access Points partition when 
viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the access point is displayed as a 
nested element of the ACS controller or Intercom it connects to.
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• QUEST ACS controller access point connection
General pane

In the access point properties area, you can change the name of the access point, 
specify its type (a door or a turnstile) as well as to specify the type of event when 
passing, i.e. what type of event the readers consider this passing to be: entry or 
exit. The type of event when passing depends on the controller configuration and 
on physical position of readers relative to the door (turnstile). 
Note that the appearance of the Type of event when passing field depends both 
on the controller type (standard or having an anti-passback feature) and on the 
controller configuration (one-door or two-door).
For a standard ACS controller (no anti-passback) in a two-door configuration, the 
field will look as follows:

Time characteristics pane

This pane permits to configure the following parameters:

Control pulse 
duration

Specify the relay actuation time necessary to open/close a locking 
device.

Opening wait time Specify the time given to open the door after relay actuation.

Closing wait time Specify the time given to close the door after it has been opened.

For additional information about the Locking device control pulse duration, 
Door opening wait time, Door closing wait time parameters, see an operation 
manual for a certain device.
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• Hikvision ACS controller access point connection

In the access point properties area, you can change the its name.

General pane

This tab allows you to configure the following settings:

Door opening sensor type Select the door open sensor type - normally open or normally 
closed.

Door open button type Select the door open button type - normally open or normally 
closed.

Opening time of the lock Specify the time that the lock will be in the open state.

Maximum permitted door 
opening time

Specify the maximum allowed time for the door to be in 
the open state.

Closing the lock when 
closing the door

Check the box if you want to lock the door when it closes.

Duress code Specify the duress code with which the duressed employee 
can open the access point. The duress code can include 
up to 8 digits.

Super-password Specify the super-password by which this access point can 
be opened. A super-password can include up to 8 digits.

Dismiss code Specify the dismiss code, with which you can turn off the 
buzzer of the card readers of this access point. The dismiss 
code can include up to 8 digits.
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Default identification mode Select the default authentication mode:
• by card;
• by card or password;
• by card and password;
• by fingerprint;
• by fingerprint or password;
• by fingerprint and password;
• by card or fingerprint;
• by card and fingerprint;
• by card, fingerprint and password.

Reader 1 and Reader 2 pane

This tab allows you to configure the following settings:

Green LED polarity Select the polarity of the green LED - anode or cathode.

Red LED polarity Select the polarity of the red LED - anode or cathode.

Buzzer polarity Select the polarity of the buzzer - anode or cathode.

Minimum interval between 
readings

Specify the minimum time interval between key reads.

Enter password timeout Specify the time interval for entering the password.

Checking the number of 
unsuccesfull attempts to 
pass

Check the box if you want to check the number of unsuc-
cessful access attempts

Maximum number of 
unsuccesfull attempts to 
pass

Specify the maximum allowed number of unsuccessful 
attempts to pass.

Case intrusion check Check the box if you want to enable case intrusion check

Allowed disconnect time Specify the allowed shutdown time
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• BOLID controller access point connection
General pane

In the access point properties area, you can change the name of the access point 
and specify the type of event when passing, i.e. what type of event the readers 
consider this passing to be: entry or exit. 
The type of event when passing depends on the controller configuration and on 
physical position of readers relative to the door (turnstile). Note that the appearance 
of the Type of event when passing field depends both on the controller type 
(standard or having an anti-passback feature) and on the controller configuration 
(one-door or two-door).
For a standard controller (no anti-passback) in a two-door configuration, the field 
will look as follows:
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• Gate ACS controller access point connection

In the access point properties area, you can change the access point name and 
configure settings:
Relay time Specify the lock relay turning on time when the passage 

is allowed.

Pass time Specify the time after the lock relay is turned on, during 
which the door can be opened without an alarm.

Maximum open time Specify the time during which the door may remain open 
after completing the passage.

Confirmation timeout Used for passage modes with confirmation (tracking mode, 
confirmation mode and code entry mode). Specify the time 
interval during which the passage must be confirmed (by 
card or code).

Also for the access point connected to the normal type controller with Wiegand 
reader type you can configure identification modes:

Accompany mode Check the box if you want to turn on passage with accom-
panying mode for this access point. By default, passage 
through this access point without accompanying will not be 
possible. At the same time for specific employees, you can 
configure the right to pass without accompanying or to act 
as an accompanying employee on the Employees page 
(see section 6.1.1.2).

Code entry mode Check the box if you want to turn on identification by key 
and code for this access point. By default, passage through 
this access point without a code entry will not be possible. At 
the same time for specific employees, you can configure the 
right to pass without a code entry on the Employees page 
(see section 6.1.1.2).

For the access point connected to the parking place type controller you can 
additionally configure following settings and identification modes:
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Gate closing delay Indicate the time after which the gate will be closed after 
the passage.

Timeout for closing the 
gate

Specify the time after which the gate will be closed in case 
of refusal from the passage (For example: the car began a 
cycle of passage, its key was approved and the gate was 
opened, but then it did not go forward, but passed back 
and left).

Confirmation mode Check the box if you want to turn on passage with confirma-
tion mode for this access point. By default, passage through 
this access point without a confirmation will not be possible. 
At the same time for specific employees, you can configure 
the right to pass without a confirmation or to act as a confirm-
ing employee on the Employees page (see section 6.1.1.2).

Attention! When setting up identification modes, you need to make sure that 
the modes you have selected match those set directly on the GATE hardware.

• ZKTeco ACS controller access point connection
The properties area of the access point connected to the ZKTeco controller contains 
the General, Time characteristics, Special capabilities, Partitions and Access 
panes.

General pane

This pane allows you to configure the following parameters:
Name Specify the name of the access point

Door opening sensor type Select the door opening sensor type - no, normally open 
(default) or normally closed.

Duress code Specify a duress code that a duress employee can use 
to open this access point. The duress code can include 
numbers and letters from 1 to 8.
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Super password Specify the super password with which this access point 
can be opened. The super password can include numbers 
from 1 to 8.

Time characteristics pane

This pane allows you to configure the following parameters:
Opening timeout Specify the time provided to open the door after the relay 

is triggered to open the lock (from 1 to 99 seconds, by 
default - 5).

Closing timeout Specify the time provided to close the door after it is opened 
(from 1 to 255 seconds, by default - 10).

• VIZIT intercom access point connection

In the access point properties area, you can change its name.
• CAME intercom access point connection

In the access point properties area, you can change its name and reader serial 
number.
The Reader serial number field is required. The value of this field should not match 
the value of similar fields for other access points of the same intercom.
The Reader serial number is programmed during manufacture and can be found 
under the heading SN (serial number) on the label on the back of the device (for 
example, A881A8 or 097348).
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• General properties of access points
Special capabilities pane

Checking the Testing for alcohol (prefix of the key) (unavailable for intercom 
access points) box allows you to organize alcohol testing for people passing through 
the access point. When you check the box, the input field becomes available in 
which you need to enter the prefix of the key number (access card), which is not 
present in any key in the VideoNet system. The same prefix of the key number must 
be configured in the breathalyzer connected to the access point. If the type of key 
used by the ACS controller has a prefix with a slash (“/”), then the slash must also 
be specified in the input field. Only if the prefix of the key number in the breathalyzer 
matches the input field, the analytical report Alcohol test results (see section 
5.1.6.15) will be generated correctly.
For more information on connecting a breathalyzer and setting up alcohol testing 
see Appendix 5.
Partitions pane

The Partitions pane specifies the partitions the configured access point belongs 
to. Select the check boxes of those partitions on the list that it should be related to.

Access pane
The Access pane contains a matrix of access to the configured access point that is 
composed of the access rights tables for each role in the system. To assign access 
rights, highlight a system user role and check the check boxes for the actions allowed 
or prohibited to it in the access rights table.

3.1.2.14.6. Access gate point
Access gate point is intended for control of vehicles added to the ACS database 
and for their schedule-based access configured by ACS. In the device tree, the 
access gate point connects to the computer.
The access gate point can be added to the system configuration using these 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the ACS device 

group –> Access gate point item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the computer in the device tree and selecting Add device: 

Access gate Point from the shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the access gate point appears in the Access Gate Points parti-
tion when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the access gate point is 
displayed as a nested element of the computer it’s connected to.
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After adding access gate point to the configuration, its properties should be config-
ured on panes General, Access parameters, Actuator, Limitations for decision 
making, Partitions and Access.

General pane
The following parameters can be configured on this pane:

Name Specify a name for the Access gate point. Preferably it should be a unique name

Direction This parameter sets the direction in which the given access gate point is used 
— entrance, departure or bidirectional (used for both entry and exit).

Access parameters pane
Composition of the parameters for this pane depends on the selected value of the 
Direction parameter on the General pane. Depending on the choice, it becomes 
possible to configure Access Parameters for Entrance, Departure or both directions 
of movement at the same time.

Access order Indicate the order of access through the access gate point:
• by licence plate;
• by key;
• by key and licence plate (first the key needs to be 

submitted);
• by licence plate and key (first the licence plate 

needs to be recognized);
• any (key+licence plate);
• by key or licence plate.

Second identifier waiting 
time, sec

Specify second identifier waiting time (key or licence plate).
This parameter is available only when choosing an access 
order with double identification - by key and licence plate, 
by licence plate and key, any (key+licence plate).
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Access by key. Warn about 
licence plate mismatch

Check the box if you want to make access always available 
only by the key, but at the same time control the licence 
plate by camera. Enabling this option allows you to warn 
that the key of the access object may be stolen.
This parameter is available only when choosing an access 
order with double identification - by key and licence plate 
or by licence plate and key.

Camera Specify the camera with which the recognition of licence 
plates will be performed. The selection is made from 
cameras for which the module is configured (see section 
3.4.3.1.2).
This parameter is available for any access order, except 
for access by key only.

Direction of licence plate 
movement

Specify the direction of licence plate movement relative 
to the camera image - any, down-up or up-down. This 
parameter is intended for cutting off licence plates moving 
in the frame in the opposite from the selected direction.
This parameter is available for any access order, except 
for access by key only.

Block access in the oppo-
site direction after granting 
access for, sec

Check the box if you want to block access in one direction 
for a certain time after providing access in another. During 
the set time, the provided identifiers in the blocked direction 
will be ignored.
This parameter should be used under the following condi-
tions:

• the same actuator was selected for entry and exit;
• for the camera of one of the directions of the 

waypoint, Any direction of movement of the licence 
plate is selected.

Enabling this parameter will help to avoid an error situation 
when, after making a decision on granting access, the same 
number will be detected on another camera or key on the 
reader and a decision will be made on granting access in 
the opposite direction.
This option is only available when bidirectional access gate 
point is selected.

Attention! Operation of the access gate point, for which the access order using 
the key is configured (by key, by key and licence plate, etc.), is possible only if 
there is a connection of a controller, the access point of which is used as the 
actuator of this access gate point, with VideoNet.

Actuator pane
This pane allows you to associate access gate point with an actuator.

An access point or a relay can be selected as an actuator.

The access point connected to the ZKTeco controller cannot be selected as 
an actuator.
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To select an actuator:

1. In the Actuator pane’s properties area beside the Device field, click  the 
button. A window with a list of available devices will be opened.

2. Pick out the device and click Select.
If a Relay is selected, additional parameters are available:

Command Close or open command can be selected for the relay.

Control pulse duration Relay triggering time needed for opening or closing of the locking 
device is set by this parameter.

Limitations for decision making pane
This pane allows setting constraints for decision making about comparing recognized 
licence plate with an ACS database.

The Ignore regional codes when making a decision option is needed to ensure 
that the region codes are not compared when the licence plate is recognized. The 
decision will be made only on the serial characters and the registration number.
Allow decision by licence plates, if the number of unrecognized characters is 
not more than option is used for allowing comparison with ACS database of licence 
plates with number of unrecognized characters not exceeding the specified value. 
This value should be specified between 1 and 3 in the corresponding field. 1 is the 
default value. If none of these two options are enabled, licence plates with at least 
one unrecognized character won’t be compared to the ACS database. If both options 
are enabled, then licence plates with specified number of unrecognized characters 
in the series and registration number are available for decision-making.

Access pane
The Access pane contains a matrix of access to the configured access gate point 
that is composed of the access rights tables for each role in the system. To assign 
access rights, highlight a system user role and check the check boxes for the actions 
allowed or prohibited to it in the access rights table.

Partitions pane
The Partitions pane specifies the partitions the configured access gate point belongs 
to. Select the check boxes of those partitions on the list that it should be related to.
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3.1.2.14.7. Passage point
Passage point is intended for control of employees added to the ACS database and 
for their schedule-based access configured by ACS. In the device tree, the Passage 
point connects to the computer.
The Passage point can be added to the system configuration using these methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the ACS device 

group –> Passage point item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the computer in the device tree and selecting Add device: 

Passage point from the shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the Passage point appears in the Passage points partition when 
viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the Passage point is displayed as 
a nested element of the computer it’s connected to.
After adding passage point to the configuration, its properties should be configured 
on panes General, Access parameters, Actuator, Partitions and Access.

General pane
The following parameters can be configured on this pane:

Name Specify a name for the passage point. Preferably it should be a unique name

Direction This parameter sets the direction in which the given passage point is used — 
entrance, exit or bidirectional (used for both entry and exit).

Access parameters pane
Composition of the parameters for this pane depends on the selected value of the 
Direction parameter on the General pane. Depending on the choice, it becomes 
possible to configure Access Parameters for Entrance, Exit or both directions of 
movement at the same time.
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Access order Indicate the order of access through the passage point:
• by face;
• by key;
• by key and face (first the key needs to be submit-

ted);
• by face and key (first the face needs to be recog-

nized);
• any (key+face);
• by key or face.

Second identifier waiting 
time, sec

Specify second identifier waiting time (key or face).
This parameter is available only when choosing an access 
order with double identification - by key and face, by face 
and key, any (key+face).

Access by key. Warn about 
face mismatch

Check the box if you want to make access always available 
only by the key, but at the same time control the employees 
face by camera. Enabling this option allows you to warn 
that the employees key may be stolen.
This parameter is available only when choosing an access 
order with double identification - by key and face, by face 
and key, any (key+face).

Camera Specify the camera with which the recognition of faces 
will be performed. The selection is made from cameras 
for which the module is configured (see section 3.4.3.2.2).
This parameter is available for any access order, except 
for access by key only.

Similarity level over, % Indicate the minimum level of similarity between the recog-
nized face and faces in the database during verification.
This parameter is available for any access order, except 
for access by key only.

Attention! Operation of the passage point, for which the access order using 
the key is configured (by key, by key and face, etc.), is possible only if there is 
a connection of a controller, the access point of which is used as the actuator 
of this passage point, with VideoNet.

Actuator pane
This pane allows you to associate passage point with an actuator.

An access point or a relay can be selected as an actuator.

The access point connected to the ZKTeco controller cannot be selected as 
an actuator.

To select an actuator:

1. In the Actuator pane’s properties area beside the Device field, click the  
button. A window with a list of available devices will be opened.

2. Pick out the device and click Select.
If a Relay is selected, additional parameters are available:
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Command Close or open command can be selected for the relay.

Control pulse duration Relay triggering time needed for opening or closing of the locking 
device is set by this parameter.

Access pane
The Access pane contains a matrix of access to the configured passage point that is 
composed of the access rights tables for each role in the system. To assign access 
rights, highlight a system user role and check the check boxes for the actions allowed 
or prohibited to it in the access rights table.

Partitions pane
The Partitions pane specifies the partitions the configured passage point belongs 
to. Select the check boxes of those partitions on the list that it should be related to.

3.1.2.15. FIAS Hardware
You can connect fire and intrusion alarm system (FIAS) devices to VideoNet. In the 
system, these devices form a tree in terms of their interaction structure. Therefore, 
a device connection diagram also looks like a tree. Fig. 3.1.2.15-1 shows a version 
of physical hardware connection diagram.

Fig. 3.1.2.15-1. Physical FIAS hardware connection diagram for working with VideoNet
Fig. 3.1.2.15-2 shows a hardware connection diagram as shown in the tree on the 
Devices page for the physical FIAS hardware connection version shown above 
(see Fig. 3.1.2.15-1).
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Fig. 3.1.2.15-2. FIAS hardware connection diagram as shown in the tree on the 
Devices page

3.1.2.15.1. BOLID adapter
An BOLID adapter is a special software (driver) installed locally or on a network 
computer that allows configuring third-party hardware and setting up communication 
to this hardware. In VideoNet, the adapter is represented as a device and it has a 
set of parameters that need to be configured. In the device tree, it connects to the 
computer.
The access point can be added to the system configuration using these methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the FIAS device 

group –> BOLID adapter item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the computer in the device tree and selecting Add device: BOLID 

adapter from the shortcut menu.
When viewed by type in the device tree, the BOLID adapter appears in the Adapt-
ers partition. When viewed by connection, the BOLID adapter is displayed as a 
nested element of the computer.
In the BOLID adapter properties area, you can configure the following parameters:

Adapter type VideoNet automatically specifies the adapter type.

VideoNet server 
port

Specify the adapter port. The port must not be occupied by another 
operating system application. The default port is 8090.

CoreOrion server 
port

Specify the server port. The port must not be occupied by another 
operating system application. The default port is 8080.

Login Specify a user name. The default name is ADMINISTRATOR.

Password Specify an access password. The default password is ORION.
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Every day VideoNet checks the controller schedule. If this schedule is different from 
the schedule configured in the ACS environment, the controllers loading starts. You 
may specify the schedule uploading time in the respective field. To disable automatic 
downloading of the schedule, set the corresponding flag.
If both the VideoNet system and the Orion Pro software are installed on your 
computer, you can enable the option Working with Orion Pro to be able to manage 
devices, and also view the their statuses in both the VideoNet and Orion Pro. If the 
setting is disabled, the Orion Pro software may not work correctly.
If necessary, you can enable the option Disable sending commands to Bolid 
devices. In this case, you can send commands only from Orion Pro, but you can 
also view their statuses in VideoNet.

Attention! The functions provided by the settings Working with Orion Pro and 
Disable sending commands to Bolid devices are only supported by Orion 
Pro software versions released earlier than 01.01.2021.

3.1.2.15.2. Branch of devices
As shown in the connection diagram (see Fig. 3.1.2.15-1), the controllers connect 
to the COM port of the computer on which “BOLID adapter”, a special driver, ‘is 
installed using a connecting cable. When doing so, multiple controller branches can 
be connected to the same computer (each one to a single COM port).
The branch of devices is an information loop that unites (both physically and in the 
device tree) the controllers connected to the computer using a single information 
loop. In the device tree, the branch of devices connects to the BOLID adapter.
The branch of devices can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:
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• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• right-click the Bolid adapter element in the device tree, select the Add –> 

Branch of devices in the appeared shortcut menu;
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the Branch of 

devices item in the appeared shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the branch of devices appears in the Branch of devices parti-
tion when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the branch of devices 
is displayed as a nested element of the adapter it connects to.
In the branch of devices of type Orion properties area, you can configure the 
following parameters:

Name Specify a name for the branch of devices. The name must be 
unique.

Type The system automatically specifies the type of the access control 
system this branch of devices connects to.

COM port number Specify the ID number of the COM port the branch of devices 
connects to.

COM port speed Specify the speed this branch controllers work at.

In the Used to connect field, you must select the way to connect the controllers to 
the device branch. The controller can be connected via the control panel or directly.

3.1.2.15.3. Control panel
The Control panel is designed to control the state and to collect information from 
the system devices, to indicate alarms, to manage enabling guarding and disabling 
guarding, and to control relay outputs. In the device tree, Control panel connects 
to the branch of FIAS devices.
The Control panel can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the FIAS device 

group –> Control panel item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the Branch of devices element in the device tree, select the Add 

–> Control panel in the appeared shortcut menu;
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• right-clicking the Control Panel input in the device tree and selecting Add 
device: Control panel from the shortcut menu.

In the device tree, Control panel appears in the Control panels partition when 
viewed by type. When viewed by connection, Control panel is displayed as a 
nested element of the branch of devices it connects to.
In the Control panel properties area, you can configure the following parameters:

Name Specify the Control panel name. The name must be unique.

Model Select a Control panel model from the drop-down list. Brief 
description of the selected model is given below.

Address The system automatically specifies the Control panel 
address in the information loop.

3.1.2.15.4. FIAS controller
The FIAS Controller serves to process the information coming from sensors, relay 
outputs and ACS access points (only for C2000-2 and C2000-4 models; for details 
on the properties of the BOLID controller’s access point, see section 3.1.2.14.5), 
as well to manage these devices. In the device tree, the FIAS controller connects 
to Control Panel or Branch of devices.
The FIAS controller can be added to the system configuration by using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the FIAS device 

group –> FIAS controller item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the Branch of devices or Control Panel in the device tree and 

selecting Add –> FIAS controller from the shortcut menu;
• right-clicking in the device tree the FIAS controller input and selecting Add 

device: FIAS controller from the shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the FIAS controllers appear in the FIAS controllers partition 
when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the FIAS controller is displayed 
as a nested element of the Branch of devices or Control Panel it connects to.
In the FIAS controller properties area, you may configure the following parameters:
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Name Specify the name of the controller. The name must be unique.

Model Select a model of the controller from the drop-down list. Brief 
description of the selected model is given below.

Address The system automatically specifies the address of the controller in 
the information loop.

Log device events 
in the event log

Check the box if you want to log events of the controller in the event 
log.

For the FIAS controllers with the ability to work with ACS devices, the property 
area contains additional parameters. Depending on the controller model, you can 
configure the following parameters:
Version Select a version of the controller from the drop-down list.

Reader type Select the type of the reader connected to this controller: 1-Wire 
(Touch Memory), Wiegand-26 (Proximity) or Wiegand-34 (Proximity).

Configuration Specify the FIAS controller configuration: one-door, two-door, 
turnstile, barrier or gateway.
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Access zone 
number for 
entrance

Specify the number of the access zone passing to which is controlled 
by means of the reader. You can set values ranging from 0 to 65535 
(65535 means an undefined zone).

Initial access zone 
number for exit

Specify the number of the access zone in which the reader is 
located. You can set values ranging from 0 to 65535 (65535 means 
an undefined zone).

Attention! The access zone numbers must match the zone numbers 
programmed in the controller.

Besides, you can find out the status of the controller connection to the VideoNet 
system in its properties. The current controller state is shown in the respective field. 
In case of controller malfunctioning, it may be needed to completely re-load the 
information about all keys and all schedules onto it. You can re-load this information 
onto the controller using the Load schedule button.

3.1.2.15.5. Loop
A loop serves to transmit information from alarm boxes (sensors) about the param-
eters they control to the FIAS controller. In the device tree, a loop connects to the 
FIAS controller.
The loop can be added to the system configuration by using following methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the FIAS 

device group –> Loop item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-clicking the FIAS controller in the device tree and selecting Add –> 

Loop from the shortcut menu;
• right-clicking in the device tree the loop input and selecting Add device: 

Loop from the shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the loop appears in the Loops partition when viewed by type. 
When viewed by connection, the loop is displayed as a nested element of the 
FIAS controller it connects to.
In the loop properties area, you can configure the following parameters:

Name Specify the name of the loop. The name must be unique.

Type Select a type of the loop from the drop-down list. Depending on a 
sensor connected to the loop, you can select from security, fire or 
special types.
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Address The system automatically specifies the loop address depending on 
the input number the loop connects to.

3.1.2.16. External systems
The VideoNet system allows users to connect external systems. The external system 
with respect to VideoNet is either any device (for example, a banknote counting 
machine) connected to a computer having VideoNet installed or an application 
running on a local or remote computer.
The essence of the interaction between the systems is that they can exchange 
messages about various events they have registered. When the systems receive 
such messages, they can execute different reactions.
Within the Total.POS platform responsible for VideoNet’s interaction with POS 
systems, the support has been implemented for the:

• CSDD, Frontol, R-Keeper, MobileCard, Pilot, Supermag, AVT and Shtrih-M 
software for the POS terminals;

• Newton, Laurel, Glory, Glory500, Glory UW-F, Magner350, BPS C1, BPS 
C4 and BPS 200 banknote counting machines.

VideoNet system supports R-Keeper 7 software. If you have any questions or 
suggestions on the joint work of R-Keeper and VideoNet, please contact the 
technical support service of SKYROS Corporation.

Also in VideoNet working with data sent by BPS banknote counting machines over 
a local network (similar to sending to an FTP server) is supported. To work with this 
data, you must add a BPS (data transfer via FTP) external system and its terminal 
to the VideoNet configuration.
VideoNet interaction with these systems allows synchronizing images received from 
the surveillance cameras with the operations of the check generation or banknote 
counting.
If some system is not on the list of the systems supported by the Total.POS platform, 
you can integrate it with VideoNet only by using the Total.POS basic protocol that 
permits to transmit information about external system terminal operations. The 
procedure for working with the Total.POS basic protocol is described in the Total.
POS Basic Protocol document.
Banknote counting machines are designed to make a cashier’s work automatic 
when he/she has to count and verify authenticity of large cash amounts. The inte-
gration with these devices allows connecting images received from the VideoNet 
cameras to the Banknote counter operations recorded in the counter’s report 
(check).
VideoNet provides the features of configuring communication with terminals, 
generating a database of terminal operation, connecting cameras to terminals as 
well as configuring parameters of overlaying check data over a video image. You can 
use either synchronous video broadcast with the terminal operation log displayed 
or optional check data overlaying when capturing or exporting the video stream.
To integrate VideoNet with any external system, you need to make sure first that 
your electronic key license permits you to integrate VideoNet with this external 
system, and then you can start installing it.
To connect VideoNet to the external system, use the Devices page particularly by 
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adding this external system to the VideoNet configuration.

You can connect any number of POS systems to the VideoNet system.

The number of connected terminals is determined by the license.

The External system can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• right-click the computer element in the device tree, select the Add –> External 

system in the appeared shortcut menu;
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the External 

system item in the appeared shortcut menu.
In the device tree, a External system appears in the External system partition when 
viewed by type. When viewed by connection, a External system is displayed as 
a nested element of the computer it is connected to.
In the properties area of the General pane, you can change the name of the system 
and specify the path to the configuration file containing the description of terminal 
operation (except for the MobileCard and Frontol software packages).

To get additional information about connecting and configuring an external 
system, contact our technical support at support@videonet9.com.
The possibility or impossibility to connect external systems to the VideoNet 
system depends on the license recorded in your electronic key.
If you are interested in having your application connected as an external system 
to VideoNet, contact our company’s developers at support@videonet9.com.

3.1.2.16.1. POS system terminal
In the device tree, a POS system terminal is connected to an external system.
The POS system terminal can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• right-click the External system element in the device tree, select the Add –> 

POS terminal/Banknote counter in the appeared shortcut menu;
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the POS 

terminal/Banknote counter item in the appeared shortcut menu.
In the device tree, a POS system terminal appears in the POS system terminal 
partition when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, a POS system 
terminal is displayed as a nested element of the external system it is connected to.
After you have added the POS system terminal to the configuration, you need to 
configure its properties. The properties of the POS system terminal can be specified 
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in the General, Connected cameras, Settings and Access panes in the terminal 
properties area. When you configure a POS system terminal for the banknote 
counter, an additional COM port parameters pane appears in the properties area.

General pane
This pane serves to set up the interaction between VideoNet and terminals. You 
can change a POS system terminal name, specify its number and, depending on 
the device, configure its connection parameters.
For POS systems the port to connect to is specified.

For banknote counters (except BPS C1) a COM port to which a device connects 
to is specified.

To configure a COM port, click the Properties button. This will open the port proper-
ties window. Configure the required parameters and click OK.

For BPS C1 banknote counters IP-address and IP-port to which a device connects 
to are specified.
In addition, you can set or clear the Record banknote numbers checkbox (set by 
default) for this money-counting machine. If this flag is cleared, the numbers of the 
counted banknotes will not be displayed in the subtitles on the video, and information 
about them will not be entered in the Trading Journal.
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Attention! To work with BPS C1 banknote counters .NET Framework 4.6.2 or 
higher must be installed on your computer.

For the terminal of the BPS (data transfer via FTP) external system, specify the 
IP-port to connect to, as well as the path to the folder where cheques are stored.
In addition, for this terminal, You can choose the action with the cheque after it is 
processed by the system - delete or save.

Connected cameras pane
In the Connected cameras pane, you can specify a list of cameras to be 
connected to this terminal. Connected cameras – are the system’s cameras 
selected for captioning when working with an external point-of-sale system.

To add or delete cameras from the Connected cameras list, use arrow buttons 
provided in this pane. Any cameras added to the system can be assigned as the 
cameras Connected to the terminal. You can match any number of cameras with 
the terminal, however, a camera may be related to a single terminal only.

Settings pane
If you highlight a related camera in the previous pane, you will be able to select 
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check fields to be displayed in captions in the Settings pane.

You can either select a certain field’s check box or include all the fields at once, by 
clicking the check box of the respective operation. Clearing the check box of this 
operation automatically disables all the fields relating to it.
You can save the settings you have made to use them later on for configuring other 
cameras, by selecting the Use as Default Settings check box.
This parameter is valid only for the active terminal and only for the cameras that will 
be added and related to the terminal after this parameter is enabled.
To enable/disable captioning, you need to click the Configure subtitles button at the 
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top of the pane. You will go to the Configure subtitles page (see Section 3.6.2) on 
which you need to select/clear the Show subtitles check box in the properties area.

Access pane
The Access pane provides a matrix of access to the terminal being configured that 
consists of the access rights tables for each role in the system. To assign access 
rights, highlight a system user role and select the actions allowed and prohibited to 
it in the access rights table.

3.1.2.17. ECHD server
The VideoNet system provides connection to a Unified Data Storage and Process-
ing Center(hereinafter referred to as ECHD) by the second type in accordance with 
the regulations for transmitting information about video surveillance objects to the 
ECHD state information system from local video surveillance systems (hereinafter 
referred to as the Regulations). The VideoNet system has been included in the 
register of compatible equipment with ECHD control systems by the second type of 
integration since 12.10.2022.
The ECHD server is a virtual device that provides the transfer of information about 
video surveillance objects to the state information system ECHD.
In the device tree, the ECHD server is connected to a computer, and only one ECHD 
server can be added to one computer.
The ECHD server can be added to the system configuration using following methods:

• using the Add New Hardware wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• right-click the computer element in the device tree, select the Add –> ECHD 

server in the appeared shortcut menu;
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the ECHD 

server item in the appeared shortcut menu.
In the device tree, a ECHD server appears in the ECHD servers partition when 
viewed by type. When viewed by connection, a ECHD server is displayed as a 
nested element of the computer it is connected to.
In the properties area of the ECHD server, you can configure its name and 
properties. ECHD server properties can be configured on Settings and ECHD 
channels panes.

Settings pane
This pane allows you to configure the following parameters:
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IP-address By default, the field displays the network address in the VideoNet 
system/network of the computer to which the ECHD server is 
connected and to which requests from the ECHD will be received. 
This address is also used when generating a URL for connecting 
to the camera stream, which is defined for transmitting information 
to the ECHD.

RTSP port Specify the RTSP port (1 to 65535, by default - 554).

Port for incoming 
connections

Specify the port for incoming connections (1 to 65535, by default - 80).

Attention! If you use multiple network cards and/or VPN on the computer to 
which the ECHD server is connected, be sure to check the correctness of the 
specified IP address in the network in which the ECHD operates. As a rule, 
this address is determined and agreed with the representatives of the ECHD.

ECHD channels pane
This pane allows you to add to the ECHD server the channels of cameras included 
in the list of video surveillance cameras, information from which is to be transferred 
to the ECHD. The VideoNet system allows you to transfer video data of channels 
to the ECHD in the following modes:

1. Online broadcast of channels for playback on ECHD tools;
2. Online playback of video data of channels from the VideoNet archive for the 

required period for playback on ECHD tools;
3. Uploading the necessary part of the VideoNet archive with recordings of 

channels to the ECHD archive.
The VideoNet system also allows you to transfer to the ECHD the results of process-
ing video images by video analytical algorithms, in accordance with Appendix 6 
to the Regulations:

• information about the fact of detection of a person’s face in the frame;
• information about the boundaries of the area in which a face is detected on 

the frame;
• frame with detected face.

To do this, the Face detector must be added to the camera (see section 3.4.2.13), 
and the Faces checkbox in the Sources table must be checked for the channel.

To add an ECHD channel:
1. Click the Add button located below the table.
2. The Add sources window opens. In this window, only cameras connected to the 
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same computer as the ECHD server and streams using the H264 compression 
format are available for selection.

Attention! Cameras connected to capture boards are not available for adding.

3. Select the required sources and streams and click the Select button.
4. The selected sources and streams are displayed in the Sources table.

The Sources table contains the following information:
Source This column displays the source icon, camera name and stream (for 

a multi-streamed camera).

Computer This column displays the name of the computer to which the source 
is connected.

Faces Check the box in this column if you need to transfer the data about 
the faces of people detected on the video of the selected channel, 
and frames with detected faces.
The checkbox is not checked by default.
Checking the checkbox is available only for cameras to which the 
Face detector has been added on the Detectors page (see section 
3.4.2.13), and only for those streams that are selected for detection 
in the camera settings (for multistreaming cameras, see section 
3.1.2.10.1).

Stream parameters This column displays the following stream parameters - quality, 
resolution, bit rate, format.

URL This column displays the URL to connect to the stream.
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Attention! The transmission of data about faces by the VideoNet system is 
initiated by the ECHD by subscribing to receive event data in accordance with 
the rules of the Regulations. If VideoNet is restarted, face data transfer (see 
the Faces column) will not be automatically resumed. It is necessary to re-
subscribe to the events of the required ECHD channel.

To delete an ECHD channel:
1. Select the channel you want to delete. To select multiple channels at once, 

hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Delete button. The uninstall dialog box appears.

3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
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3.2. Recording and archivation. Recording page group

In order to make video and audio recording, you need to preset recording 
parameters for cameras and microphones, and specify the information storage 
and hard drive space where the system will save video/audio data to. You may 
create recording functions and add cameras and microphones to them. To 
make created recording functions activate upon a certain event, you need to 
make relevant settings on the Schedule page. Also, you will be able to make 
emergency recording from the video window after you set up its parameters on 
the Emergency Recording page. The System allows you to assign a storage 
location for the recorded information, and such storage parameters, as storage 
duration and cleanup method.
If you want to save important records, you can either create special-purpose 
archiving functions for the camera or microphone, or archive the required records 
manually, by using other system tools.

For configuring video and audio recording settings, the Recording page group 
is intended. The Recording page group includes the following pages: Archive, 
Record types, Recording functions, Emergency recording, Pre-recording, and 
Archiving functions.

3.2.1. Recording and archivation. Introduction
One of the most important functions of VideoNet as a surveillance system is the 
registration of video and audio data. VideoNet’s tools ensure:

• high speed of working with large-size archives (hundreds of gigabytes, 
terabytes);

• determination of a storage location for recorded data (drive, folder, etc.) 
depending on the reason, time and source of this recording;

• making pre-recording that allows you to register the events that took place 
some time before the alarm situation occurred;

• transferring of large data volumes from one server to another;
• replacing data storage devices without interruption of the system operation;
• setting up different data storage periods.

The VideoNet system makes it possible to create an unlimited number of tasks 
for recording by cameras and microphones. Recording parameters may be set up 
individually for each source. At any specific time, multiple tasks for recording by a 
particular camera/microphone may be active in the system.
For example both twenty-four-hour recording by camera (first parameter set) and 
recording upon a motion sensor activation for this camera (second parameter set) 
may be simultaneously set in the schedule, and along with that the operator may 
enable emergency recording by this camera (third parameter set). In such cases, 
the system allows you to distribute data streams depending on the reason and 
source of recording. For this purpose, the system provides special data storages, 
volumes. Volumes ensure a flexible data storage and make it possible to allocate 
archive files in arbitrary catalogues on arbitrary logical disks.
You may organize recording from different sources (cameras, microphones) to 
different volumes, by working with the Recording Settings and VideoNet schedule, 
so that:
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• certain volumes contain recordings from certain cameras (microphones) only;
• certain volumes contain recordings made for some reason (alarm, user 

command, permanently by schedule, etc.) only;
• by using any other convenient way.

In this case, you may configure different data storage periods for each of the volumes 
depending on the relevance of the data. Moreover, you may easily determine the 
reason why the system has made a certain recording that has been saved to the 
archive. For this purpose, VideoNet provides recording types accompanied by prior-
ity that are assigned to each record. Priority allows the system to select the highest 
priority record in case of simultaneous recording from the source. The system tools 
make it possible to set up a mechanism that establishes the interrelation between 
the recording type and the event that caused this recording.
The VideoNet system allows you to archive the most important records to special 
volumes customized for longer storing. In this case, you can configure archivation 
in such a way as to allow the system to copy the particularly recordings that you 
need to the selected volume.

3.2.1.1. Recording. Basic concepts
To make recording by cameras and microphones, you need to preset the location 
and parameters of the video and audio data storage, i.e. the archive. The archive 
is a combination of volumes added to the system configuration.

Fig. 3.2.1.1-1. Archive and Volumes
After you have configured video and audio archive parameters, you need to deter-
mine which cameras/microphones will be recording, with which parameters, and to 
which volumes. For this purpose, the system provides recording functions (see 
Fig. 3.2.1.1-2).
To be able to reconstruct the situation that happened at the facility some seconds/
minutes before the alarm, you need to set up pre-recording parameters. All 
values of such options, as the cameras and microphones that you want to make 
pre-recording, recording parameters, and data storage duration are to be set in the 
pre-recording settings.

Fig. 3.2.1.1-2. Recording function
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It is also necessary to set up correspondence between the event that caused the 
recording, and the type assigned to such recording. It will allow you to establish the 
reason why a certain recording has been made.
To make emergency recording, it is also necessary to set up its parameters: 
resolution, quality, and recording rate.
The system may start emergency recording upon the operator’s command from 
the video window, devices window, or graphic plan window.
Recording may also be started according to the schedule – on a planned basis; alter-
natively, in case of alarm, it may be normal (planned) recording and pre-recording. 
In this case, recording is made according to the settings for the recording function 
specified in the respective task. Video and audio data will be stored in accordance 
with the volume distribution that you have set: depending on the recording source, 
the reason of the recording, or the recording time.

Fig. 3.2.1.1-3. Emergency recording
As an example, Fig. 3.2.1.1-3 illustrates the loading of an emergency recording task 
upon the operator’s command. Camera recording will be made in accordance with 
the parameters specified in the settings of emergency recording by sources; the 
data will also be saved to the volume specified in these settings.
Fig. 3.2.1.1-5 shows the loading of a recording task when the system has registered 
a camera alarm. By the Detector Event, the Start video/audio recording reaction 
for this camera (if appropriate schedule settings are available) is executed. The 
reaction loads the recording function, and the system assigns to this record the 
“alarm” type, which is intended for the detector event (a record type for this event 
may be any other, if appropriate settings are available). The information is saved to 
the volume specified in the function settings.
Fig. 3.2.1.1-4 shows the loading of the task for permanent recording by cameras 
and microphones. By the daily event, the Start video/audio recording reactions by 
these cameras and microphones are executed (if appropriate settings are available).
The reactions load recording functions, and the system assigns to these records 
the“daily” type, which is specified for the “time interval” event (a record type for this 
event may be any other, if appropriate settings are available). The data are saved 
to the volumes specified in the function settings.
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Fig. 3.2.1.1-4. Permanent camera and microphone 
recording

Fig. 3.2.1.1-5. Alarm recording

 Volumes
As mentioned above, a volume is intended for storing audio and video data recorded 
by cameras and microphones in the system. A volume may consist either of one 
or several components, files, which size you can specify by using the system tools.
Components may be located in arbitrary catalogues on arbitrary logical disks. Using 
several components in a volume helps unite the free disk space located on different 
logical disks (both local and remote) into single information storage, by using the 
system’s tools.
The volume to which cameras and microphones should be recording is specified in 
the recording function that allows you to distribute video and audio data streams 
into volumes, depending on the reason of recording and/or a source of recording.
Fig. 3.2.1.1-6 shows a version of configuration parameters settings that allows you 
to record audio and video data from all sources located on Floor 1 and 2 to different 
volumes as well as make emergency recording to a dedicated volume.
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Fig. 3.2.1.1-6. Distribution of video and audio data streams depending on the reason 
of recording and a source of recording, by using volumes

If the archive volume runs out of free space while recording, then, to add new 
records, the VideoNet system (if appropriate settings are available) deletes the oldest 
records on the volume and replaces them with new data incoming to this volume. 
This process is known as cyclic cleanup (or cyclic recording).
For each volume, the cyclic cleanup process is independent.
For example a high significance camera recordings may go to a large-size volume, 
and they will be stored there for a long time. Yet, recordings from less significant 
cameras may go to smaller volume(s). Also, the cyclic recording process is inde-
pendent for each volume – the information from a more significant camera will not 
be erased by the information from less significant cameras.

Fig. 3.2.1.1-7. Cyclic recording
Shared Archive Accessing
The archive has a client-server shared accessing. The system uses volumes (or 
rather their components, files) in an exclusive mode, i.e. at any specific time, only 
one computer on which the VideoNet system is started can work with the volume.

Fig. 3.2.1.1-8. Client-server accessing
To access the server computer’s archive, it is not required to arrange network 
resources on it and connect them as network drives on the client computer. When you 
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attempt to access the archive, the client computer works with the archive located on 
the server computer, by using the same network connection through which real-time 
video and audio transmission and configuration exchange occur.
The client-server accessing enables you to:

• reduce network load due to optimal data stream organization;
• enhance the system performance while playing back remote archives;
• organize viewing remote archives in situations where it is impossible to 

access network resources using the Windows tools, for example, when you 
work over the Internet.

Setting up network connection between computers is described in Chapter 3.5.

3.2.1.2. Archivation. Basic concepts
Archivation is intended for copying the most relevant video and audio data to the 
volumes that have been specifically created to ensure a longer data storage period. 
In this case, you may set up archivation in such a way as to allow the system to copy 
the recordings you exactly need to archive to the selected volume.
You may specify the following archivation parameters:

• volumes from which you need to copy the data;
• the record types you want to copy;
• the sources you want to copy the recordings from;
• the time interval you want to copy the recordings for.

A volume to which information is copied is known as a target volume. Volumes from 
which you need to copy video and audio data are known as source volumes for 
archivation. Apart from source volumes, source archivation data include archivation 
sources, i. e. cameras and microphones which recordings need to be copied, as 
well as time intervals added for these sources, i.e. the time intervals, the recordings 
for which need to be archived.
Archivation is a long-running operation, and you may monitor the execution of trig-
gered archivation processes and control them. To monitor and control long-running 
operations, use the long-running operations window (see Section 4.4).
The system allows you to archive recordings both automatically (according to 
the system’s schedule, see Section 3.4.1.3.3) and manually, from the player (see 
Section 4.2.7). To archive by schedule, you need to configure the archiving function 
parameters and add the Start Archivation reaction to the schedule.
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3.2.2. Archive page. Configuration

Archive page is used for creating and deleting volumes, as well as connecting 
existing volumes.
This page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and the Properties 
area of elements (3).

Tree of elements displays all system computers and the volumes located on these 
computers.
In the properties area of the Computer element, information about the selected 
computer’s hard disks and the volumes on them is displayed.
If necessary, you may receive a more updated summary, by pressing the Update 
information button.
Also, in the properties area, there is the Archive Adaptation pane that allows you 
to see the information about the last archive adaptation date, recommendations for 
volume component allocation, and, if needed, to perform the adaptation which is 
aimed at searching the fastest mode of archive operation on the hardware platform 
of the selected computer.
For each computer, the Update information and Archive adaptation buttons 
perform the functions described, if the VideoNet system is started on the computer 
which properties are viewed, and if there is a connection to it. If the system has 
been disabled (after the configuration information of the current computer has been 
updated), then after you press the button, a notification warning that the command 
cannot be currently executed because VideoNet is not started on the remote 
computer, will appear.

You may receive information about hard disks:
• at the first start (after installation) of the system of the disk/drive owner’s 

computer;
• upon the Update Information command, if VideoNet is started on the disk/

drive owner’s computer.
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3.2.2.1. Archive adaptation
The Archive adaptation pane serves to adapt the video and audio recording archive 
to the hardware platform of the computer. The adaptation process is the optimization 
of the VideoNet system’s parameters for faster data recording to computer disks.
The pane contains the fields that let you know the date of the last adaptation as well 
as the list of logical disks that are recommended for archive allocation. The list of 
recommended partitions includes all local logical disks, including the fastest one, as 
well as those which underperform in comparison with the fastest disk by no more 
than 20%. This means that if the performance of all logical disks is approximately 
the same, the value “Any hard disk” will be displayed in the recommended disk field.

To perform archive adaptation, do the following:
1. In the tree of elements, select a local computer which archive you want to adapt.
2. In the computer properties area, go to the Archive adaptation pane, and click 

the Perform adaptation button.
3. The VideoNet Archive Adaptation Wizard page will be opened. You will see 

a dialog for selection of logical disks which performance parameters will be 
measured. By default, all detected local disks are selected for adaptation. You 
may remove check marks from those partitions, on which you do not want to 
allocate the VideoNet archive.

4. On the following page, you will see a list of restrictions on the disk operation 
during the adaptation, which may affect its correctness, if not observed. Also, 
this page specifies the requirement for free disk space which the system needs 
for test recording. To start adaptation, click Next.
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5. Once adaptation process has been completed, you are able to see speed 
measurement results for all local disks available in the system. The table 
provides the rates of recording to the disks before and after adaptation. To go 
to the following step, click Next.

6. The Close VideoNet Archive Adaptation Wizard page will be opened, offering 
you to click the Ready button. At this stage, you will not be able to go back to 
the previous step or cancel the Wizard operation.

Once the Wizard has been closed, the values of the last adaptation time and the 
list of recommended logical disks will update. The changes in VideoNet’s modes 
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of operation with controllers will come into effect after you click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

The VideoNet system measures the performance of local fixed disks only. 
Logical partitions located on USB drives will not be displayed in the measurement 
results window.

If some system failure or error occurs (e.g. no free space on one of the disks) 
during adaptation, the adaptation process will be interrupted.

3.2.2.2. Creating a volume
Volumes are located on computers and displayed in the tree of elements of the 
archive as nested elements.

To create a volume:
1. In the Archive page’s tree of elements, select Computer on which a volume 

will be created.
2. Click the Create Volume button on the Archive page’s toolbar.

• Or call up the shortcut menu by right-clicking, then go to the Create Volume 
item.

3. The Create Volume window will be opened. Enter a name for the created 
volume, or select one of default names from the drop-down list. It is highly 
recommended, for convenience, to give descriptive names to created volumes.

4. Specify whether it is necessary to use volume in this configuration. If so, 
you need to select the respective check box.

If this check box is not selected, the system will not use the created volume for 
data recording.

5. Specify whether it is necessary to allow cyclic recording for this volume. If 
so, you need to select the respective check box.

If this check box is not selected, cyclic recording will not be performed within the 
created volume.
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6. Specify maximum data storage time in the volume. For this purpose, you 
need to select the respective check box and specify the number of days. If this 
check box is not selected, cyclic recording in the volume will start when it is 
completely filled with data.

7. Click Next to continue.
8. In this step, you have to specify the path to the volume component and enter 

the component name (the component file extension should be .vnsd).

As mentioned above, a volume is a set of one or more components. A volume 
component is a file that may be located in an arbitrary catalog on an arbitrary logical 
(whether local or remote) disk.
By default, the system appoints the first added component as a master component: 
It contains general information about the volume parameters.
If one of the components (unless it is a master component) is lost, the system 
can continue working with this volume.
Creating a volume of multiple components enables you to unite free disk space 
located on different logical disks into a single volume. Therefore, if one of the hard 
disks fails, you will not lose the entire information which the volume contains.

If you do not know the path to the component, press the button , located 
next to the edit field. The Folder View dialog box will be opened. Select the 
folder in which you want to allocate a component file and click OK. The path 
will be automatically placed in the edit field.

Attention! When VideoNet works with network storage (NAS), it is necessary 
to ensure connection of this network storage in the operating system, using the 
iSCSI protocol. Connecting network storage in the operating system using the 
SMB / CIFS protocols (for example, sharing drives / folders in Windows) in this 
situation is unacceptable.

9. Remove the Use all available space on drive check box, if you want to 
specify the required volume component size. You can specify the component 
size in MB/GB/TB.

10. If you want to add one more component to the created volume, select the 
respective check box on the wizard page and click Next. Do Steps 8 through 9 
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of this algorithm. Otherwise, remove the respective check box and click Next. 
Also, you may later add components to the volume in the Volume Components 
pane.

11. In this step, you may set a password for subsequent volume mounting. In this 
case, a password will be requested when you attempt to connect such volume. 
You will not be able to mount the volume unless you provide the password. 
Select the Use volume mounting password check box to enter and confirm 
the password. Click the Create Volume button.

12. The Create Volume Wizard closing page will be opened. Click Close.

13. The created volume will appear in the tree of elements.
You may create an unlimited number of volumes. To add one more volumes to the 
system configuration, you need to do Steps 1 through 12 of the previous algorithm.

Once you have finished adding volumes and editing their parameters, click the 
Apply button on the toolbar.

To allocate archive (volumes), it is recommended to use the NTFS file system 
disks.

When you organize a volume over the network, you need to use a stable 
communication channel.
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3.2.2.3. Configuring volume parameters
The properties area of the Volume element contains the General parameters, 
Volume components, Current volume state, Volume mounting password and 
Records in the volume panes.

The General parameters pane

The pane contains the volume name that you can change as well as the following 
options: Use volume in configuration, Allow cyclic recording for this volume, Set 
maximum data storage time in the volume, days (for how many days recordings 
should be stored in the volume until they are rerecorded).
The “Maximum storage depth in the volume in days” option is triggered 
using the Change button. In the dialog box that will be opened, specify the number 
of days to store the data or select do not limit the storage time option if you want the 
volume to begin circular cleaning when it is completely filled with data.

The Volume components pane
The pane contains a list of information about the volume components: File (compo-
nent) name, its size, the component path as well as the total volume size.
A master component is a component that contains general information about the 
volume parameters. This component is highlighted in orange and marked with text. 
Besides, you may add components to the selected volume in this pane.

To add a volume component to the system configuration:
1. Click the Add component button.
2. The Add component window will be opened. Specify the path to the volume 

component and enter the component name (the component file extension 
should be .vnsd).
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3. Remove the Use all available space on drive check box, if you want to 
specify the required volume component size. You can specify the component 
size in MB/GB/TB.

In the diagram on the right, you may see the occupied disk memory, available space, 
and the memory which a new volume component will occupy.

4. Click the Create button.
5. The created volume component will appear in the general list of components.

The volume component file will be finally created only after you click the Apply button 
on the configuration control panel. Up to this point, you are able to delete volume 
components, if needed. Once the file has been created, the volume component 
becomes undeletable.

To delete a volume component from the general list of components:
1. Aim the mouse cursor at the volume component that you want to delete.

2. Click the appeared  button.
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3. The volume component will be deleted from the list.

Attention! The master component of the volume cannot be deleted.

Attention! Creating a volume component file is a time-consuming process, 
and it may take up to one minute after the configuration is applied (especially 
in case of network configuring).

Attention! The loss of a master component makes it impossible to work with 
the volume and converts the volume to the “invalid” state.

Attention! It is undesirable to create a volume component file on the system disk.

The Current volume state pane
This pane displays the information about the current volume state as well as the 
size of the occupied and available space in the volume.
The volume may have the following states:

• normal;
• invalid (see Note above);
• not used in the configuration (the Use volume in configuration check box 

is removed in the General Parameters pane).

If needed, you may receive detailed information about the current volume state.

To get information about the volume:
1. Click the Get detailed information button.
2. A Detailed information about volume state dialog box will be opened.
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You may get information about the following volume parameters:

Parameters Description

Recording time of the 
first record that is not 
protected from the cyclic 
recording

This field displays the information about the creation date 
and time of the very first recording on the volume that is not 
protected from deletion at cyclic recording.

Recording time of the last 
record

This field displays the information about the creation date 
and time of the last recording on the volume.

Analyze records for the 
last

In this field, you must specify the period of time for which the 
system must analyze the recordings.

Recorded This field displays the information about the size of the data 
recorded to the volume.

Volume capacity in the 
current recording mode

This field displays approximate time, expressed in days, 
during which the system may record to this volume, 
provided that recording to the volume will be made with the 
same recording parameters that were used at the specified 
analysis time.

3. Click Update to repeat data gathering.
4. Press Close to close the window.

The Volume mounting password pane
In this pane, you may enable the Use volume mounting password option and 
enter the password, so that a user could later mount the volume, by specifying the 
correct password only. By default, a volume mounting password is not specified.

Attention! Specifying a volume password takes some time and it is not 
recommended to disconnect the volume from the system during this time.
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Also, in this pane, you may change the password. To change the password, you need 
to click the Change button and specify the old password in the appeared window. 
Then the current password will be reset, and you will be able to set a new password.

Attention! Setting a password for a volume takes some time and it is not 
recommended to disable the volume from the system during this time.

The Records in the Volume pane
The pane contains a list of records as well as a list of recording functions that are 
configured to this volume. When you double left-click the name of the recording 
function, the system will redirect you to the Recording functions page that contains 
the properties of the necessary function.
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3.2.2.4. Adding an existing volume
To connect an existing volume:
1. In the Archive page’s tree of elements, select Computer to which you want 

to connect the volume.
2. Press the button  on the toolbar next to the Create Volume button. A drop-

down list will be opened. Select the Connect Existing Volume item.
• Or call up the shortcut menu by right-clicking, then go to the Connect 

Volume item.
3. The Connect Existing Volume window will be opened. Enter the name of 

the imported volume, under which it will be present in the system. It is highly 
recommended, for convenience, to give descriptive names to the volumes that 
are added to the configuration.

4. Specify whether it is necessary to use the volume in this configuration. To do 
this, select the Use volume in configuration check box.

If this check box is not selected, the system will not use the imported volume for 
data recording.

5. Specify whether it is necessary to Allow cyclic recording for this volume. 
To do this, you need to select the respective check box.

If this check box is not selected, cyclic cleanup will not be performed within the 
added volume.

6. Specify the path to volume master component file (master component file 
extension should be .vnsd). As mentioned above, the volume consists of one 
or more components, one of them being a master component. The master 
component contains general information about the volume parameters; if this 
component is lost, it will be impossible to import the volume. Click Next.

The system will attempt to find other components of the imported volume (if any).
7. If the system fails to find all volume components, the wizard will warn about it 

and display a list of undetected components.

Attention! You have to enter the file path to a remote computer only manually.

Attention! When VideoNet works with network storage (NAS), it is necessary 
to ensure connection of this network storage in the operating system, using the 
iSCSI protocol. Connecting network storage in the operating system using the 
SMB / CIFS protocols (for example, sharing drives / folders in Windows) in this 
situation is unacceptable.
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8. Specify the path to the undetected component file; then click Next.

9. The Connect Existing Volume Wizard closing page will be opened. Click 
Close.

10. The imported volume will appear in the tree of elements together with all its 
components.

You may import an unlimited number of volumes to the configuration. To add another 
volume to the system configuration, you need to do Steps 1 through 10 of the 
previous algorithm.

Once you finished adding volumes and editing their parameters, click the Apply 
button on the toolbar.

3.2.2.5. Deleting a volume from the system configuration
To delete a volume from the system configuration:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the volume that should be deleted and click 

the Delete Volume button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the volume name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Delete 

menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several volumes at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
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3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
4. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

Attention! Deleting a volume from the configuration will not result in the physical 
deletion of the volume files from the hard disk.

3.2.3. Record types page. Configuring record types
A record type allows you to determine the reason why the record has been made. The 
system provides several standard record types, such as permanent, alarm and user. 
You may also create your own record types and assign necessary colors to them.
Together with a record type, the notion of recording priority is introduced. Priority 
allows you to distribute records according to their significance.
Records of different types are marked with different colors in the player, and you may 
filter the record types displayed on the tracks while the archive is being analyzed.
The Record types page contains the Record types and Events panes.
In the Record types pane, a user may determine priority, edit or delete existing 
record types as well as add new record types.

By default, the list includes three standard record types:
• Alarm – red;
• Permanent – blue;
• User – orange.
These record types are undeletable; you may not change their color while editing 
either. However, you can rename these record types and change their priority.

3.2.3.1. Adding a new record type
To add a new record type:
1. Open the Record Types pane on the Record types page.
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2. Click the Add button in this pane. The Add new record type dialog box will 
be opened.

3. Assign a name to the new type and select a color from the list of available colors.
4. Click the Add button.
5. The new type will be added to the end of the record type list.

3.2.3.2. Setting record type priority
The priority of record types depends on their position in the list: The higher the record 
type position in the list is, the higher its priority is. To change the priority of record 

types, use the buttons  and  on the right side of the list. You can change the 
priority for any record type, including the default types. To do this, you need to 
highlight the type in question and move it to the required position using the buttons.
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3.2.3.3. Editing and deleting record types
When you edit record types, you may change only their names. To enable editing, 
click the Edit button or double-click with the right mouse button the selected type 
in the list.

To delete a record type from the list:
1. Highlight the record type to be deleted in the record type list.
2. Click the Delete button.
3. The record type deletion dialog box will be opened.

4. Click Yes if you want to delete this record type.

When you delete a record type, the records to which this record type has been 
assigned are not deleted. Such records are marked as “?????”– unknown 
record type.
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3.2.3.4. Record types and events in the schedule
The Events pane contains a list of all event types in the system’s schedule and also 
specifies a record type they belong to. You can change event types by selecting 
them from a drop-down list. When a user creates a new record type, it automatically 
appears in the drop-down list; therefore you can associate new record types with 
the events right after they have been created.

Attention! Any changes to the record types will be applied and used in the system 
after you click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.2.4. Recording functions page

The recording function is a collection of sources (cameras and/or microphones), 
for each of which the parameters of the recording in the volume are configured. 
Cameras and microphones differ in their recording parameters. For cameras, 
the recording function specifies such parameters as recording quality, video image 
resolution, frame rate per second, etc. For microphones, recording quality is specified.
Apart from sources and recording parameters, the function also specifies a volume 
to which recorded data will be stored. This allows you to allocate records for storage 
according to the functions that created them.
The number of recording functions that you may create in the system is unlimited. 
You may include any cameras and microphones in each of these recording func-
tions, among them those that belong to other computers (in this case, recording 
will be performed over the network).
As stated above, recording tasks (according to the recording function parameters) 
are typically schedule-triggered. You need to add the Video/Audio Recording 
reaction to the schedule for a particular event. This reaction specifies thee relevant 
recording functions.
For example, to make permanent recording from the sources that have been added 
to the recording function, you need to add the Video/Audio Recording reaction 
to the Daily event schedule (“every 1 day” time interval) and select the required 
recording function from the reaction parameters.

The tree of elements on the Recording Functions page contains computers 
connected to the system and recording functions that relate to a certain computer.
The computer’s properties area displays the computer name as well as the panes 
which number is equal to the number of the computer volumes. For each volume, the 
pane specifies a list of recording functions configured to record data to this volume. 
If such functions are unavailable, the relevant notification will appear.
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3.2.4.1. Adding a recording function
To add a recording function:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the computer to which a recording function 

should be related.
2. Click the Add recording function button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the selected computer and select the Add recording function 
item.

3. The Add New Recording Function Wizard window will be opened. Assign the 
name to the function and select the volume for recording in the respective 
fields. Click Next.

4. The wizard window will display a tree-like list of recording sources that are 
currently available and specify the computers to which they are connected. 
Analog cameras, IP cameras, IP cameras streams or microphones can act 
as recording sources. Select the check boxes against the sources from which 
data will be recorded.

5. If required, remove the Use default recording quality for the selected 
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sources check box. Click Next.
You can change the default recording quality for the selected sources both while 
you are adding a recording function and after you have added it.

6. If the Use default recording quality for the selected sources check box 
is selected, go to Step 7. If this check box has been removed, set recording 
parameters successively for each source.

For analog cameras, IP cameras and IP server cameras, you may specify video 
recording resolution and quality as well as limit their frame rate.

When setting the frame rate limit for IP cameras, it is necessary to take into account 
the setting of the reference frame rate set in the camera web-interface. For example, 
if the camera settings indicate that there should be one reference frame per 25 
frames, then at a frequency of 10 frames per second, the reference frame will fall in 
the period from the second to the third second of recording. In this case, recording 
to the archive begins only from the moment the first reference frame appears. When 
recording by detection or another event, when, due to the rare occurrence of refer-
ence frames, the first seconds of an event may not be recorded, it is recommended 
to set such a frequency of reference frames at which at least one reference frame 
will fall in every second of recording. We recommend that you use pre-recording 
(see section 3.2.6), which allows you to save the video a few seconds before the 
start of the event that launches the recording function.
For microphones, you may specify digitization parameters when recording audio.
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For the microphones IP cameras is recommended to use codecs with sampling 
frequency of 8 kHz, and for local microphones - 44.1 kHz. By default, Microsoft 
CCITT G.711 codec is used for all types of microphones.

MP2L2 and G.722.1 codecs are not supported by VideoNet system.

When you add multiple sources to the recording function, set up video recording 
parameters separately as follows:

• simultaneously for all cameras connected to Cx2388x boards;
• simultaneously for all cameras connected to boards with DSP TMS;
• simultaneously for all cameras connected to RN6318A/RN6598 board;
• simultaneously for all cameras connected to NVP6114 board;
• simultaneously for all IP cameras (IP cameras streams) that have the same 

resolution and video codec (if these parameters do not coincide, each source 
should be configured individually);

• simultaneously for all IP cameras (IP cameras streams) with the DelayLessTM 
restriction that have the same resolution and video codec;

• simultaneously for all cameras connected to IP servers;
• simultaneously for all cameras with the DelayLessTM restriction that are 

connected to IP servers.
For more details about how to set up recording parameters of sources see Section 
3.2.4.2. Click Next.

Attention! If the parameters (resolution, video codec) mismatch, each source 
should be configured individually.

7. The Closing the Add New Recording Function Wizard page will be opened.
If the Enable permanent twenty-four-hour recording check box is selected, a task 
for permanent twenty-four-hour video and audio data recording will be automatically 
added to the Schedule page.
If the check box is not selected, the task will not be added, and you will be able to 
select the Create a task in a schedule button. After you click this button, you may 
go to the Schedule page where a new task will be created and you will be able to 
start configuring it. Task configuration is described in Section 3.4.1.1.
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8. Click Close to close the wizard.
9. The created recording function will appear in the tree of elements.

In the tree of elements, recording functions for which no task in the schedule has been 
created are highlighted in light gray, reminding you that you need to create a task.

3.2.4.2. Configuring recording function parameters
To configure recording function parameters:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the recording function which parameters 

you want to change.

2. If required, change the recording function name in the properties area and 
select a volume from the system’s volumes.

If the Enable permanent twenty-four-hour recording check box is selected, a task 
for permanent twenty-four-hour video and audio data recording will be automatically 
added to the Schedule page.
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If this check box is not selected, the task will not be added and you will be able to 
select the Create a task in a schedule button. After you click this button, you may 
go to the Schedule page where a new task will be created and you will be able to 
start configuring it. Task configuration is described in Section 3.4.1.1.

3. In the Sources field, select sources to include in the recording function. Adding 
and deleting sources is described in Section 3.2.4.3.

4. Select the source in the Sources field and open the Recording parameters 
for the source pane.

For cameras, IP cameras and IP cameras streams, you may set resolution, 
quality and maximum frame rate limit expressed in frames per second. By default, 
the Control tempo frames per second check box is removed, and the limitation 
is not applied (maximum frame rate specified). The frame rate can range between 
0.1 and 60 frames per second.
In addition to pre-configured quality presets, you may determine your own recording 
parameter values for a selected source by using additional controls. To do this, click 
the In detail button located to the right of basic controls.

In the dialog box that will be opened, set new recording parameters by using this 
dialog box controls.

Parameters Description
Image size Use this control to set the required image size.

Sharpness Use this control to set up sharpness: The higher the sharpness 
is, the higher the image edge definition is, though the frame size 
is also greater. The optimum value ranges from 5 to 7, but it may 
vary depending on such parameters as illuminance or momentum.
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Parameters Description

Sensitivity Use this control to set up sensitivity. The VideoNet system uses 
streaming video coding algorithms and stores the complete 
information about reference frames only. When other frames are 
recorded, only the difference between the current frame and the 
previous frame is recorded. The coding of reference frames only 
is independent of the previous frames. The higher the sensitivity 
parameter is, the more information about intermediate frames 
is saved, thus improving the image quality. The optimum value 
ranges from 4 to 6.

Attention! For IP cameras and IP cameras streams with the Use IP.DelayLessTM 
option is enabled in their properties (see Section 3.1.2.10), the In detail button is 
not available. For cameras that are connected to the IP server in which properties 
the similar option is enabled, the In detail button is not available either.

If a microphone is selected as a source, you can specify the digitization parameters 
of audio on the Recording parameters for the source pane.

5. Once the recording parameters have been configured, click the Apply button 
on the configuration control panel.

You may configure recording parameters for multiple sources of one type (for 
cameras using the same codec) at a time. To do this, highlight them in the list of 
sources, by using the left mouse button and holding down the Ctrl or Shift key.

3.2.4.3. Adding and deleting recording function sources
To add a source to the created recording function:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the recording function to which a source 

should be added.
2. Click the Apply button in the properties area of the recording function.

• Or right-click the recording function in the tree of elements and select 
the Add sources… item in the appeared shortcut menu.

3. The Add Sources Wizard will be opened.
4. Repeat Steps 4 to 6 of the recording function addition algorithm (see Section 

3.2.4.1). A notification that the sources have been added to the recording 
function will appear.

5. Click the Close button.
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To delete a source from the created recording function:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the recording function from which the source 

should be deleted.
2. In the properties area of the recording function, highlight the source you need 

to delete.
To highlight several sub-modes at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

3. Click the Delete button under the list of sources for this recording function.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

4. The recording source deletion dialog box will be opened.

5. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Attention! Deleting all sources from the list will result in the recording function 
deletion.

3.2.4.4. Deleting a recording function
To delete a recording function:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the recording function that should be deleted.

To highlight several recording functions at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Delete recording function button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the recording function to be deleted and select the Delete 
recording function item in the appeared shortcut menu.

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
3. The recording function deletion dialog box will be opened.

4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
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3.2.5. Emergency recording page
Emergency recording means registering video/audio data from a camera/micro-
phone upon the operator’s command from the video window, device window or 
graphic plan window. For emergency recording, you may:

• specify the volume to which the system will save data that come from emer-
gency recording cameras and/or microphones;

• configure audio and video recording parameters (quality, frame rate limit, etc.).
A tree of elements in the emergency recording page consists of the system’s devices 
that can be displayed by type or by connection.
The Emergency recording page’s toolbar contains the Add exception, Delete 
exception, Return to default settings buttons which you may use to perform the 
respective actions. Default settings imply recording to a local volume that has the 
largest recording space available. The recording source parameter settings are the 
same as default settings that are set automatically when you connect devices to 
the system.

If needed, you can configure individual emergency recording parameters for each 
source.

3.2.5.1. Configuring emergency recording parameters
In order to configure emergency recording parameters for the entire system that 
differ from the current source settings, you need to do the following:

1. In the tree of elements, highlight the device which emergency recording 
parameters you need to configure.

2. In the properties area of the device, set the required values for these parameters. 
Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

Emergency recording parameters differ for various types of devices (there is only one 
common parameter: the volume to which emergency recording will be performed). 
For analog cameras and IP cameras, such emergency recording parameters as 
resolution, quality and frame rate limit are specified. In addition, these parameters 
are specified for the IP cameras streams it’s selected for recording by default. For 
microphones, only the digitization parameters is set; it determines the recorded 
sound format and the compressor used.
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3.2.5.2. Adding an exception
To configure emergency recording parameters for a particular computer that differ 
from the current source settings or from this source’s emergency recording param-
eters set up for the entire system, you need to add an exception. To do this, you 
need to do the following:

1. In the tree of elements, highlight the device which emergency recording 
parameters you need to configure.

2. Click the Add exception button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the device and select the Add exception item in the shortcut 

menu that will be opened.
3. The dialog box will be opened.

4. Select the computer from the drop-down list and click the Add button.
5. In the tree of elements, a new element specifying the name of the selected 

computer–exception–will appear. This exception will be a nested element for 
the source.

6. Go to the created exception in the tree of elements. In the properties area of 
the element, set the required parameter values.
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7. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

Attention! You may add only one exception for each device on every computer. 
This is accounted for by the nature of exception.

Attention! The settings specified in the exception for a computer are applicable to 
this computer only. These settings will not affect emergency recording parameters 
of other computers in the system.

You can configure up to 10 exceptions for each source.

3.2.5.3. Deleting an exception
In order to return emergency recording parameters of the selected computer to 
the values accepted for the entire system, it will be sufficient to delete the created 
exception. For this purpose, you need to do the following:

1. In the tree of elements, highlight the exception that you need to delete.
2. Click the Delete exception button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the exception to be deleted and select the Delete exception 
item in the shortcut menu that will be opened.

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
3. The exception deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion; then click the Apply button on the configura-

tion control panel.

Attention! The exception deletion will return emergency recording settings on 
the selected computer to the values accepted for the entire system rather than 
to default values.

3.2.5.4. Returning to default values
In some cases, you may need to return the values of emergency recording parameters 
to default values. To do this, you need to perform the actions listed below.

1. In the device tree, highlight the Entire System root partition.
2. Click the Return to default settings button.

In this case, all emergency recording settings for all devices (both the entire system 
settings and exceptions) will be reset to default values. The elements that have been 
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changed will be in bold type in the tree of elements.

In case you need to return default settings for particular elements of the system, act 
according to the following algorithm.

1. In the tree, highlight the elements which parameter values you need to reset 
to default values.

Note that only groups of same-type elements are available for this operation.
2. Right-click to call up the shortcut menu.
3. Select the Return to default values item.

In this case all emergency recording settings will be reset to default values, yet 
only for highlighted devices. If the device exceptions rather than devices have been 
highlighted, default settings will be set for highlighted exceptions only. The elements 
that have been changed will also be in bold type in the tree of elements.

3.2.6. Pre-recording page
Pre-recording allows you to save the video by source several seconds (from 1 to 
60) before the start of the event that launches the recording function (alarm, operator 
command, etc.).
In addition to the standard parameter set (recording quality, frame rate limit, etc.) for 
each source included in pre-recording, you may specify data storage time.
The system uses the computer’s RAM to make pre-recording. The size of RAM 
used directly depends on the selected storage time for each source as well as on 
recording quality, frame rate and resolution. However:

• no data are recorded to hard disk(s);
• the system’s (CPU’s) loading is not increasing.

The data accumulated from a camera/microphone are saved to the hard disk when 
you enable normal recording from this camera/microphone in the system. For 
example the system’s schedule may be “programmed” in such a way that some 
alarm event may trigger alarm recording by one or more cameras. This is when a 
‘preliminary’ fragment from these cameras is saved to the volume specified in the 
normal recording function parameters.
By combining pre-recording and normal recording reactions, you can configure 
the system’s schedule to solve practically any task: preliminary recording may be 
used not only as ‘pre-alarm’, but also as the recording that ‘precedes some event’.
In this case you are able to simultaneously make both preliminary (e.g. high quality) 
and permanent (e.g. low quality) recording from each source.
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Attention! Pre-recording is possible on a local computer which volumes are 
configured for recording. Only devices (microphones, analog and IP cameras) 
locally connected to this computer can be pre-recording sources.

Attention! The VideoNet system analyzes the computer’s approximate RAM 
size and allows you to use no more than half of it for recording. If you attempt 
to enable pre-recording which exceeds the allowed limit, the system will give 
an error notification.

3.2.6.1. Enabling pre-recording
To enable pre-recording for some device (or device group), do the follow-
ing:
1. Click the Enable pre-recording button on the toolbar.

The Enable Pre-recording Wizard will be opened. In the wizard’s window, only the 
computers on which you may enable pre-recording and devices connected to them 
will be displayed.

2. Select the required devices and click the Turn on button.
Pre-recording for these devices with default recording parameters will be enabled 
in the system. These devices will be displayed in the tree of elements.

3. If you need to change pre-recording parameters, highlight the device in the 
tree of elements and set the required values in the element’s properties area.

Storage time is a pre-recording parameter for each device. It denotes a time span 
before the event that will be saved and demonstrated to the user, i.e. pre-recording 
duration.
For analog cameras, IP cameras streams and IP cameras, such pre-recording 
parameters, as resolution, quality and frame rate limit are specified. For micro-
phones, only the digitization parameters is set; it determines the recorded sound 
format and the compressor used.

Attention! In the system, you may create and configure only one pre-recording 
case for each source with certain settings.

Attention! You can enable pre-recording in the camera or microphone properties 
in the Devices page’s General pane (see Section 3.1.2.4). To go to pre-recording 
configuration, use the Settings button.
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3.2.6.2. Disabling pre-recording
To disable pre-recording for some device (or device group), do the following:

1. In the tree of elements, highlight the devices for which you need to disable 
pre-recording.

You may simultaneously disable pre-recording for different types of devices.

2. Click the Disable Pre-recording button on the toolbar.
The system will display the pre-recording disabling confirmation window.

3. Click Yes if you want to confirm disabling.
Pre-recording for these sources will be disabled and the sources will be no longer 
displayed in the Pre-recording page’s tree of elements.

3.2.7. Archiving functions page
The archiving function represents a set of sources (cameras and microphones) 
which records you need to archive according to specified parameters. The archiving 
function specifies such time period parameters, as period, time and days, the 
records for which should be archived.
Besides, source volumes from which data will be archived and the target volume 
to which data will be archived are specified as the archiving function parameters.
You may create any number of archiving functions in the system and include an 
arbitrary cameras and microphones, even those that belong to other computers, in 
each archiving function.
The data archivation operation (in accordance with the archiving function param-
eters) is schedule-triggered. The Data Archivation reaction is typically added to 
the schedule for a certain event (most often, the Time Interval event). The relevant 
archiving function needs to be specified in the properties of this reaction.
The archiving function page’s tree of elements displays all computers with 
configured volumes as well as archiving functions related to them. In the computers’ 
properties area, the archiving functions grouped by volumes to which they record 
data are shown. If no data are archived to a certain volume, the respective notifica-
tion will appear.
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The properties area of archiving functions consists of the General, Record types 
and Sources panes.
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The General pane shows the archiving function name, the volume to which this 
function records data as well as the computers and volumes from which this function 
archives data.
The Record types pane contains a list of record types (default or user-defined) that 
exist in the system. The current function will archive the types selected with check 
boxes and it will not archive unchecked types, accordingly.
The Sources pane specifies the sources for which archivation will be performed. 
Besides, this pane specifies the recording period, the records for which are to be 
sent to the archive.
For example let us assume that for Archiving Function 1, the following data are 
specified in the properties area:

• in the General pane: the function name Archiving Function 1; Archive data to 
Volume 1; Archive data from the computer TECHWRITER2; in the volumes 
for archivation, the checkbox is selected for Volume 2;

• in the Record types pane, the Alarm type check box is selected;
• in the Sources pane, Camera 1 connected to the computer TECHWRITER2 

is specified; Archive data for the period ‘yesterday’, ‘24 hours’.
This means that there is Volume 2 located on the computer TECHWRITER2 in the 
system. It may probably have alarm records from the source Camera1 that is also 
connected to the computer TECHWRITER2.
If Archiving Function 1 finds relevant alarm records for the previous 24 hours (if 
appropriate schedule settings are available) in Volume 2, the archiving function will 
archive (copy) them to Volume 1.
You may trigger such archiving function according to the schedule (see Section 
3.4.1, ”The Schedule Page”).

3.2.7.1. Adding an archiving function
To add an archiving function, do the following:
1. Click the Add archiving function button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the Computer element in the tree of elements, select the Add 
Archiving Function item in the appeared shortcut menu.

2. The Add Archiving Function Wizard window will be opened. Specify the 
name of the archiving function and select the volume to which data will be 
archived. Click Next.
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3. Select the computer and then the volume on the selected computer which 
data will be archived. Click Next.

In the following window, select the record types that will be archived. Click Next.
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4. Specify the recording sources for archivation: All or Selectively.
Selecting the All Sources option will result in archiving all records from all sources 
of the source volumes which have identical parameters. If you select the Select 
Sources option, you will be able to select the required sources from the configuration 
and specify archiving parameters for them.

Click Next to continue. If you have selected All Sources, go to Step 7. If you have 
specified Select Sources, go to Step 6.
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5. Select the recording sources for archivation from the tree. Click Next.

6. Specify time periods for archivation. Click Next.

A user may specify to archive the records for one previous day, for several days 
(the number to be specified), or for the previous or current week. It is also possible 
to specify time intervals (24 hours or a particular time interval between the start and 
end points in time, the records for which should be archived) and days of the week 
when archivation should be performed.

7. The system will give a notification that the archiving function has been created. 
The system will use this function after you add it to the schedule. To switch to 
the Schedule page, click the Create a Task in a Schedule button. For more 
details about how to work with the schedule, see Section 3.4.1.
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You may add the recording sources which records the archiving function will 
process to an already existing function.

3.2.7.2. Adding and deleting archiving function sources
To add sources to the existing archiving function:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the archiving function to which you need 

to add a source.
2. Click the Add button in the archiving function’s properties area in the Sources 

pane.
• Or right-click the archiving function and select the Add sources… item.

3. The Add Sources to the Archiving Function Wizard window will be opened.
4. Do Steps 6-8 of the archiving function addition algorithm (see Section 3.2.7.1).

To delete a source from the archiving function:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the archiving function from which a source 

should be deleted.
2. In the properties area of the archiving function, highlight the source that should 

be deleted.
To highlight several sources at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

3. Click the Delete button under the list of sources for this archiving function.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
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5. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Attention! Deleting all sources from the list will result in the archiving function 
deletion.

3.2.7.3. Deleting an archiving function
To delete an archiving function:
1. In the tree of elements, highlight the archiving function which you need to 

delete.
To highlight several archiving functions at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

2. Click the Delete archiving function button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the archiving function to be deleted and select the Delete archiv-

ing function item in the shortcut menu that will be opened.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

3. The archiving function deletion dialog box will be opened.

4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

When you delete an archiving function, the records which this function has 
copied to the target volume will not be deleted. They will remain in the same 
volume where the data have been archived to.
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3.3. Databases page group
VideoNet system allows you to create and simultaneously use several databases 
of a certain type. The following types of databases can be created in the system:

• ACS databases;
• licence plates databases.

Working with databases is performed on the ACS databases and Licence plate 
databases pages that are part of the Configuration environment Databases page 
group.

3.3.1. ACS databases page
ACS Databases page is used for creating and editing properties of access control 
and management system databases.
This page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and the Properties 
area of elements (3).

Tree of elements displays all system computers, as well as the ACS databases 
related to a particular computer.
Tree of elements can be represented in two ways: either computers and databases 
are grouped By connection (in this view, elements are displayed as they are 
connected to each other) or By bases.
Computers in the tree of elements can have one of the following statuses:

• No connection  (there is no connection with this computer);
• ACS DB server  (the computer is the primary or backup ACS DB server);
• Possible ACS DB server  (there is a connection with this computer and it 

has a base ACS license);
• Does not have an ACS license  (there is a connection with this computer, 

but it does not have a basic ACS license);
• ACS license error  (there is a connection with this ACS database server, 

but it does not have a basic ACS license).
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General, Face recognition server and ACS servers panes are displayed in the 
Properties area of elements, when you select the ACS database.
• Behavior of the ACS database when updating VideoNet 9.1 SP4 and earlier 
versions of the system
When updating from VideoNet 9.1 SP4 (and earlier versions) to a system version later 
than 9.1 SP4, one of the computers in the VideoNet network that have a basic ACS 
license and at least one Access point or Access gate point will be automatically 
selected as the main server of the existing ACS database. All other computers of 
Videonet network that meet the above mentioned conditions will become backup 
servers of the ACS database.
Before working with the database contents in the ACS environment, it is recom-
mended to check the selection of the main server and, if necessary, change the 
current main database server to one of the backup servers. For a description of 
changing the main server of the ACS database, see section 3.3.1.1.

3.3.1.1. Creating and configuring properties of the ACS database
Only one ACS database can be created on each computer in the system.

To create ACS database:
1. Select the computer that will be the main server of the created ACS database 

on the ACS databases page in the tree of elements.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click on the computer name to open the shortcut menu. Select the 
Add menu item.

In the tree of elements for the selected computer will be added the ACS database 
with the default name “DB of ACS Computer name”.

3. If it is necessary you can change the name of the ACS database on the General 
pane. It should be noted that the system cannot have several ACS databases 
with the same name.

4. Next, click the Apply button on the Configuration environment control panel 
to create the ACS database. After applying the configuration, You will be able 
to configure the properties of the created database.
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Face recognition server pane

Face recognition server pane is used to select a computer with a face recognition 
module (see section 3.4.3.2) in order to provide access control based on face 
recognition. This computer will be used to generate face descriptors for the ACS 
database that is being configured.

To select face recognition server:
1. Click Select new recognition server button. The Recognition server selec-

tion wizard will start and the Specify recognition server window will open.
2. Select a Computer from the list of system computers where the face recognition 

module is available. Click Next.

3. After that, the Recognition server selection wizard will write information about 
the selected recognition server to the ACS database properties.

4. When writing is complete, the Recognition server selection wizard will display 
information about the results of its work.
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ACS servers pane

ACS servers pane is used to determine computers whose devices will work with the 
ACS database, as well as to select computers for reserving access of ACS devices 
to the ACS database.
Reserving access of ACS devices to the ACS database is necessary to ensure 
timely loading of controllers, and also working of access gate points and passage 
points. If the connection with the Main server of the ACS database is interrupted, 
the role of the ACS server will be performed by another computer that hosts the 
instance of the ACS database.
In the table on the ACS servers pane, the first line always shows the computer 
that the configured ACS database is connected to and which is the Main server of 
the ACS database.

To add a computer to work with and reserve access to the ACS database:
1. Click the Add button. The Select computer window will be opened.
2. Select a Computer from the list of system computers that have a basic ACS 

license and are not used for working and reserving other ACS databases. 
Click Select.
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3. Selected computer will be added to the table.

To delete a computer to work with and reserve access to the ACS database:
1. Select the computer in the table that you want to delete from the list of available 

for working and reserving access to the ACS database.
2. Click the Delete button.
3. A warning about deleting will be shown. Click Yes.
4. The computer will be deleted from the table.

As a result of deleting the computer from the table Computers for work and 
reserving access to ACS DB after applying the configuration:

• ACS devices connected to this computer will be removed from the database 
schedule and will not be available for selection in the schedule of the ACS 
environment for this database;

• The database backup will be deleted from this computer.
You can change the main database server to any of the backup servers in this 
database.

Attention! Before changing the main server ACS database, it is recommended 
to shut down this database in the ACS environment. Changes made in the ACS 
database during the change of the main server may be lost.

To change the main ACS database server:
1. Click Change main server. The Wizard for selecting the main database 

server for the ACS will be launched.
2. Select the new main database server from the list of computers in the Comput-

ers for working and reserving access to ACS DB table (with the exception 
of the current main server). Click Next.
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3. Confirm the change of the main server by selecting the Select computer 
Computer name as the main ACS database server option. Click Next.

4. The Wizard for selecting the main database server for the ACS will display 
information about the results of its work.

The change to the main server of the ACS database takes effect after the configura-
tion is applied.

Access pane
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Access pane is used to configure access rights to the ACS database.
After creating the ACS database, the user who created the database gets the rights 
to view and edit it, create and restore its backup copy, as well as to export and import 
a copy of the database.
In addition to this pane, you can change access rights to the ACS database by 
configuring rights on the Roles page (see section 3.9.1.1).

3.3.1.2. Creating and restoring a backup copy of the ACS database
To create a backup copy of the ACS database:
1. In the tree of elements on the ACS Databases page, select the ACS database 

that you want to back up.
2. On the toolbar, click the Reserve button. ACD DB backup window will be 

opened.
3. In this window, specify the save path and file name. If you are creating a backup 

copy of the ACS database located on a local computer, you can select a folder 
and specify the file name in the standard Windows dialog window by clicking 
the  button, or specify them manually. If you are creating a backup copy of 
the ACS database located on a remote computer, the save path and file name 
can only be specified manually.

4. Click Next. A backup copy of the ACS database will be created.

To restore the ACS database from a backup:
1. In the tree of elements on the ACS Databases page, select the ACS database 

that you want to restore.
2. On the toolbar, click the Recover button. ACS DB recovery window will be 

opened.
3. In this window, specify the path to the backup file with the .vnab extension. 

If you are restoring an ACS database located on a local computer, you can 
select the file path in the standard Windows dialog window by clicking the 
button, or specify it manually. If you are restoring an ACS database located on 
a remote computer, the path to the backup file can only be specified manually.

Attention! You can restore the ACS database only using a previously created 
backup copy of this database.

4. Click Next. 
5. You will see a warning about replacing data. Click Next to confirm continuing 

restoration.
6. ACS DB will be restored from the backup copy.

3.3.1.3. Import and export of the ACS database
To export the ACS database:
1. In the tree of elements on the ACS Databases page, select the ACS database 
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that you want to export.
2. On the toolbar, click the Export button. ACS DB export window will be opened.
3. In this window, specify the save path and file name. If you are exporting data 

from an ACS database located on a local computer, you can select a folder and 
specify the file name in the standard Windows dialog window by clicking the 

 button, or specify them manually. If you are exporting data from an ACS 
database located on a remote computer, the save path and file name can only 
be specified manually.

4. Click Next. Data from the ACS database will be exported.

To import data to the ACS database:

Attention! Starting with VideoNet 9.1 SP7, it is not possible to import data from 
copies of the ACS database created in VideoNet 9.1 SP6 and earlier versions 
of the system.

1. In the tree of elements on the ACS Databases page, select the ACS database 
data in which you want to replace by importing.

2. On the toolbar, click the Import button. ACS DB import window will be opened.
3. In this window, specify the path to the file to import with the extension .vnacs. If 

you are importing data to the ACS database located on a local computer, you can 
select the file path in the standard Windows window by clicking the  button, 
or specify it manually. If data is being imported to the ACS database located on 
a remote computer, the path to the file for import can only be specified manually.

4. Click Next. 
5. You will see a warning about replacing data. Click Next to confirm continuing 

import.
6. Data from the file will be imported to the ACS database.

3.3.1.4. Deleting the ACS database
To delete the ACS database:
1. On the ACS databases page in the tree of elements, select the database you 

want to delete.
2. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click on the name of the ACS database to open the shortcut menu 
and select the Delete menu item.

• Or press the Delete key on your keyboard.
To select multiple databases at once hold Ctrl or Shift keys.

3. Deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. Next, click the Apply button on the control panel of the Configuration environ-

ment.
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3.3.2. Licence plate databases page
The licence plates that pass through the control zone can be recognized by the 
Automatic number plate recognition module (see Section 3.4.3.1). For the events 
of their recognition (see Section 3.4.1.2.9), you can configure the reactions (see 
Section 3.4.1.3.1). The licence plates, for the recognition of which the system must 
react in a specific way, can be grouped by thematic feature (for example, “the passage 
to the territory is allowed”, “executive management cars”). For each group in the 
VideoNet there should be the licence plate database with the corresponding content.
It is recommended to create the licence plate database on the computer that has 
cameras with the Automatic number plate recognition module. This is due to 
the fact that the comparison of recognized numbers becomes impossible if the 
connection lost between the computers that have recognized and the computers 
that have had licence plate database.
The Licence plate databases page has the Tree of elements (1), the Properties 
area of elements (2) and the Toolbar (3).

Computers which connected to the system and the databases of licence plates 
which related to the computers are displayed in the tree of elements. General, 
List of licence plates and Access panes are displayed in the Properties area of 
elements.

3.3.2.1. Licence plate database creation
You can add one or more databases of licence plates in the configuration of the 
computer.
To work with the Licence plate databases page you should have access rights. 
The configuration of which is described in section 3.9.1.

To create a licence plate database:
1. Select the computer for which you want to create a licence plate database on 

the Licence plate databases page in the tree of elements.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
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• Or right-click on the computer name to open the shortcut menu. Select the 
Add menu item.

In the tree of elements for the selected computer will be added the licence plate 
database with the default name “Licence plate database 1”.

3. If it is necessary you can change the name of the licence plate database on 
the General pane. It should be noted that the system cannot have several 
databases of licence plates with the same name.

4. Click the Apply button on the control panel of the Configuration environment 
to be able to add licence plates to the licence plate database created.

After the database of licence plates has been created, all users who have rights to 
work with Licence plate databases page get the rights to view, edit, and export it. 
To change access rights to the created licence plate database use Access pane or 
configure rights on the Roles page (see Section 3.9.1.1).

To add a vehicle to the licence plate database:
1. Click the Add button on the Toolbar of List of licence plates.

If the Add button is inactive, make sure that after the addition the licence plate 
database the system configuration has been successfully applied. New line of 
characteristics of the vehicle will be in the list of the licence plates. The area to 
set the corresponding characteristics is displayed below.

A new line will appear in the list of licence plates, and an area for entering vehicle 
parameters will appear below the table.
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2. Specify the licence plate and model of the vehicle and select a color from the 
dropdown list. In the Comment field, you can add a comment to the vehicle.

To delete a vehicle from the licence plate database:
1. Select the vehicle in the list of licence plates.
2. Click the Delete button on the Toolbar of List of licence plates pane.
3. Confirm deletion.

Information about the vehicle will be deleted from the licence plate database created.

3.3.2.2. Import and export the licence plate database
To quickly transfer licence plates from other systems to the VideoNet you can import 
licence plates from a text file in CSV or TXT format.

To import the list of licence plates:
1. Click the Import button on the toolbar.

The standard dialog box of Windows File Open will be opened.
2. Select the file in CSV or TXT format for import and click Open button.
3. The window Wizard of Import of BD will be opened. Specify the parameters for 

parsing the text data contained in the imported file.
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Select in the File Encoding field the encoding used in the imported text file from the 
drop-down list. By default the system uses UTF-8 encoding.
In the field Delimiters set the flag opposite the symbol that separates the values 
in the file into separate columns. You can select several delimiters at once. The 
results of the changes are reflected in the table at the bottom of the wizard window. 
If from the proposed delimiters there is no one which is used in the imported file, 
you need to select the Other flag and set the symbol in the corresponding field. If 
It is necessary to combine sequential delimiters and delete empty fields, should set 
the flag Treat consecutive delimiters as one. The option is automatically turned 
on if more than one delimiter is selected.
In addition, you can specify Text Qualifier. It is possible to Select values such as «“», 
«‘», «none». Quotation marks («) are selected by default. If the system detects text 
qualifier quotation marks («), all the text before the next text qualifier is imported as a 
single value, even if it contains delimiters. To go to the next step click the Next button.

4. Specify the correspondence between the imported data and the vehicle 
parameters.

The wizard page contains a table that is a sample of the parsing of the imported data. 
If the first line in the imported text file is the column headings of the DB, enable the 
option “The first table row of imported file contains data titles” to exclude the import 
of the data of the first line.
Columns of the table should be compared with the vehicle parameters listed in the 
drop-down list. Parameter Number is required for comparison. Take attention that 
parameters should not be repeated. The cells in which the same parameters are 
selected are highlighted with a red frame. To go to the next step click the Next button.

5. At this step you should select the option to import data.
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If you select «Add new data about new licence plates», the system will check 
the coincidence of the new data from the file and the data already existing in the 
system. The licence plates cannot be repeated, and if they are matched, the data 
is not replaced.
If you select «Execute import rules when licence plates match» in the system and 
in the imported file go to step 6 to configure the replacement rule when the licence 
plates match.
If you select “Complete replacement of licence plates data”, the system will delete 
all data about the vehicle and replaces them with data from the file.
If you select the first or third items, you will go to step 7.

6. The wizard page will be opened to configure the import rule.

Select the vehicle’s parameters, the coincidence of which values with the data from 
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the file requires the use of the replacement rule for the other parameters. The list 
of parameters for selection consists of the parameters selected in step 5, which 
are associated with the file data. Select a rule to replace the parameter values and 
click Next.
Importing data from the file will begin.

7. After the import is complete, information about its results will be displayed. To 
close the wizard click the Close button.

To export the licence plate database:
1. Click the Export button On the toolbar of List of licence plates pane.
2. Standard Windows file saving window will be opened.
3. Select the directory to save the licence plate database and the file name.
4. Click the Save button.

3.3.2.3. Deleting the licence plate database
To delete the licence plate database:
1. Select the computer, from which you want to delete the licence plate database, 

on the Licence plate databases page on the tree of elements and open the 
list of databases.

2. Select the licence plate database on the tree of elements and click the Delete 
button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click on the name of the licence plate database to open the shortcut 

menu and select the Delete menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on your keyboard.

To select multiple licence plate databases at once hold CTRL or Shift keys.
3. Deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. Click the Apply button in the Control Panel of the configuration environment.
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3.4. System Behavior page group

In order to configure the system behavior in response to particular events, it is 
necessary to determine reactions to these events. An event in the system may 
include a security sensor signal, detected motion, recorded audio signal level 
excess, restored or lost network connection, operator’s command, etc. The 
response to any of these events may include displaying an alarm message, 
a sound signal, starting video and audio registration, triggering a PTZ control 
patrol, sending e-mail, etc.

The VideoNet system allows you to add tasks to the system’s configuration. The 
tasks contain events and reactions determined for these events. Actually, by creating 
events and reactions, you “forecast” the occurrence of certain events and determine 
how the system should react to these events. To create the system’s schedule, 
use the Schedule page. The ability to correctly configure the schedule is a clue to 
understanding the principles of the system’s operation in general.
The system’s schedule looks like a tree of tasks. Each task means the events that 
may occur and the reactions that should follow in response to them.

Fig. 3.4-1. Tasks, events and reactions in the system’s schedule
In addition to the Schedule page, the System Behavior page group contains the 
Detectors, PTZ control, Event panel and Trading journal pages. On these pages, 
you may enable the detection of certain changes registered by cameras and/or 
microphones (see Section 3.4.2, “The Detectors page”), configure camera routes 
(patrols), specify which events and from which devices will be displayed on the 
alarm panel when you work with the Surveillance environment, as well as configure 
filtering terminal operations.

3.4.1. Schedule page
On the Schedule page, you may specify the system behavior in case of certain 
events, permanent actions and actions that occur on schedule, in the traditional 
meaning of this word.
This page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and the Properties 
area of elements (3).
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To cause the system to perform some actions, you need to create a new task in 
the tree of elements and add an event that causes the action to start and a reac-
tion (the required action itself) to it. The computer on which the task is created is 
a coordinator computer. It verifies the truth/falseness of conditions and sends 
commands to execute/stop reactions.
Reactions are executed on the computer that owns the entity (volume, user command, 
camera, etc.) depending on the type of reaction; therefore it is recommended to 
create tasks on the same computer to ensure correct and fast schedule operation.
If you want to expand/collapse all attachments computer in the tree of elements, 
select the Expand all/Collapse all item in the shortcut menu. In addition, you can 

arrange elements of a tree on your own, using the  (Move up/down) 
buttons on the toolbar or shortcut menu items of the same name.
Also on the Schedule’s page Toolbar, you can see the New Task, Block element, 
Make a Copy, Delete, Add event and Add reaction buttons. The search bar is 
located above the tree of elements.
New task button becomes unavailable when you select the “Entire System” item 
and when you select a task automatically created by the system.
The Block Element button allows you to check the elements that the system will 
not take into consideration and perform. This button can be applied, for example, to 
incorrect and partially incorrect elements which are undesirable to delete, yet they 
interfere with the normal operation of the system. The blocked Event will not be veri-
fied for truth. The blocked Reaction will not be accepted for execution. The blocked 
Task will not be recognized by the system as an element of the system behavior.
The Make a Copy button allows you to copy the selected element in the tree, except 
for the root element (the entire VideoNet system, all events of one task, all reactions 
of one task) and the computer.

3.4.1.1. Tasks in the schedule
A task means a set of actions (schedule reactions) that can be fully performed, 
independently of other tasks. The task should have a group of start conditions and 
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a group of end conditions.
Tasks in the schedule have a changeable Name and Execution interval that 
determines how often the truth verification of the event, with the subsequent reaction 
to the presence or absence of this event, should be performed. Possible values 
range from 0 to 86,400 seconds (= 1 day). The value of zero means that the interval 
is not used and the subsequent mandatory truth verification of the event in every 
N seconds does not occur. Therefore, if the execution interval is equal to zero, one 
reaction will get actuated for each event, irrespective of the event’s duration. If the 
execution interval is not equal to zero, the reaction starts executing when the event 
occurs (i.e. when the event becomes true). However, if the reaction has already 
ended and the task’s execution interval is not over yet, the next truth verification for 
the event occurs. If the event is still true (e.g. lost connection), the reaction keeps 
starting once again until the execution interval is terminated. Yet, the reaction does 
not end when the execution interval terminates.

3.4.1.1.1. Adding tasks to the system configuration
To add a new task to the schedule, make the following steps:
1. In the tree of elements, go to the computer for which the task is created.
2. Click the New task button on the Schedule page’s toolbar.

• Or right-click on the selected computer and select New task from the context 
menu.

A new task will be added to the tree of elements together with the nested Events 
and Reactions nodes that will essentially represent a set of elements nested into 
them. In this case, the nodes will be empty by default. The added task and its nested 
nodes will be printed in bold type.
Once you have added the new task, you are now able to configure events for this 
task and reactions to them by filling the respective task nodes. For more details 
about how to work with events and reactions, see below.
Moreover, after you have created the new task, you may specify its execution 
interval. This interval allows you to trigger the reaction with a desired frequency 
while the event is true. When you switch to the task in the tree of elements, you 
may change its name.
For example you may configure the task by using the execution interval so as to 
make the system give a signal about the lost connection with a certain device every 
5 minutes until the connection is restored. Alternatively, you may configure the 
recording function to actuate every hour and be on for 5 minutes.
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In some cases, you may need to add and use the task as a reaction to the event 
(group of events). To add a new reaction task, do the following:

1. In the tree of elements, go to the task for which the reaction is created.
2. Click the Add reaction button on the toolbar and select the Task item in the 

drop-down list that opened.
A new reaction task will be added to the tree of elements together with sub-folder 
elements: Events and Reactions. In this case, the folder elements will be empty. The 
added reaction task will be a nested element for Reactions in the tree of elements.
You can also move the created task to another computer in the network.

To move a task to another computer:
1. In the tree of elements, select the Task that you want to move.

To select multiple tasks, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Right-click on the task and select Move to in the context menu that will be 

opened. A context list of computers will be opened.
• Or drag the task to the required computer while holding down the left mouse 

button.
3. In the opened context list, select the computer where you want to move the 

Task and click on it with the left mouse button.
4. The Task will move to the selected computer.

3.4.1.2. Events
There are two types of events: instantaneous (e.g. an operator’s command or 
VideoNet’s core start) and long-lasting (e.g. the device state) that exist for some 
time in the system.
Apart from that, you may specify the type of merging of nested events as AND/OR 
for the Events node. This means that if the AND type is specified, the task actuates 
and it will trigger its reactions only when all events of this task occur simultaneously. 
If the OR type is specified, the task triggers its reactions when any of the listed 
events occurs.
Besides, you may combine these types by adding not only single events, but also 
group of events. In turn, you may configure the type of event merging for the events 
included in groups. These features allows you to adaptively configure the triggering 
of the system’s tasks for practically any conditions, and you do not need to create a 
separate task for each case when same-type reactions to various events or complex 
event combinations are required.
The Single condition remaining “true” time interval option is available for the 
AND type. It allows you to specify the period during which the instantaneous event 
is considered true when it triggered. During this time, the system is waiting, when 
other instantaneous events will be activated to start the reaction. The default time 
is 0.5 seconds.
The event types that you can add to the Events node and a brief description of 
each event are given below.
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Event Description

Group of events A nested node – Group of events – is added to the Events node. 
Here you can specify the type of merging for the events placed in 
this group.

One-time Becomes true on a specified day and at a specified time. You may 
also specify the duration of this event: It becomes instantaneous, if 
the specified duration is zero, and long-lasting – in other cases. Truth 
verification for this event type is not repeated after it has ended (the 
exception is a long-running task).

Daily This event type is verified for truth every day or once in several days at 
a specified time. You may set truth verification start and end dates as 
well as the event duration and frequency of verification during the day.

Weekly This is an event type that is verified for truth on each specified day of 
the week (every Monday and/or Tuesday, and/or Wednesday, etc.), 
or every weekend or every business day, or daily. Just like in the 
previous type, you may set the truth verification start and end dates as 
well as the event duration and frequency of verification during the day.

Monthly The type of event that is verified for truth at a specific date in each 
specified month. For this type, you can specify the start and end dates 
of the truth verification, as well as the execution time.

Detector event Becomes true when the selected detector detects a certain event. 
You may specify the computer, source, detector that is configured 
on the selected computer for the selected source, event type, preset 
name and detection zone number in the selected preset. For more 
details about detectors and detection, see Section 3.4.2.

Device event An event type that becomes true when the system receives a 
message from a certain device that some specified event has 
occurred.

Log event The Event becomes true when an entry is made to the event log. 
For this event type, you may select a message type and name; set 
the message text in the event log; select the computer in which event 
log the entry has been made or the object to which this entry relates; 
specify whether all references to the object in the system will be 
tracked as well as specify how often this event may be registered.

Licence plate 
recognition event

Becomes true when the Automatic number plate recognition module 
recognizes a licence plate. You can select computer, source, event 
type, movement direction and car’s licence plate. For more details 
about Automatic number plate recognition module see section 3.4.3.1

Face recognition 
event

It becomes true when the face recognition module is activated. You 
can specify the computer, source, event, gender, emotion and age of 
the person. You can read more about the module in the section 3.4.3.2

POS system event Becomes true when receiving a message from an external point-
of-sale system that an event that meets the configured filtration 
parameters has occurred.

OPC server event Becomes true when receive parameters from the OPC server.
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Event Description

Device or partition 
state event

This is an event type that becomes true when a certain device gives 
a message that some specified event has occurred in the system. 
For events of this type, you may select the system’s device or the 
guarding partition it belongs to or choose the selected device event 
from the drop-down list.

User command The event actuates when the operator gives a certain command to the 
system. For more details about user commands, see Section 3.6.4.

Start VideoNet core An event that will become true when VideoNet is run on the computer 
will be added to the Events node. The computer is specified in the 
properties area of the Start VideoNet core element.

3.4.1.2.1. Adding events or group of events to the task
To add an Event or Group of events to the Task (to the Events node), you need 
to do the following:

1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Events node of the task to 
which you want to add an Event or Group of events.

2. Click the Add event button on the Schedule page’s toolbar.
• Or right-click to call up the shortcut menu and go to the Add event item.

3. In the drop-down list, select the Group of events item or the event type that 
you need to add.

The system will add an event of the type you need to the Events node. Once the 
event has been added, you are now able to configure the events.

7
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3.4.1.2.2. One-time event
One-time events can be useful when you need to start a reaction (reactions) just 
once, yet at a specified time. For example when you hold some event, you need to 
start the reaction of video camera recording from the beginning till the end of the 
event or to start the e-mail sending reaction at a certain time.
If the event is instantaneous, the end time and the event duration are not specified. 
If the event is long-lasting, the expected event duration and the end time, if needed, 
are set.

To configure a one-time event, you need to:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Events node and highlight 

the added one-time event.
2. In the General pane, set the Start date and start time of the event as well as 

end time, if needed.
3. In the Duration pane, select the type of event - continuous or instant.
4. If you have chosen a continuous event, select the check box and set the event 

Duration, if needed.
5. Once you have configured the event properties, click the Apply button on the 

configuration control panel.

If the Events node contains several events of the AND type associations and 
at least one of them is instant, then the task will be executed only if (a reaction 
is launched), if all events occur simultaneously.

Since the event truth verification starts anew every time you re-start the core, 
a one-time event may be triggered as many times between the start and end 
times as you re-start the core. If the end time is not specified, the event will not 
be triggered again when you re-start. Meanwhile, the duration of the triggered 
event depends both on the Duration parameter and the end time.

3.4.1.2.3. Daily event
A daily event lets you to configure the execution of daily actions or actions that 
repeat every second, third, etc. day at a specific time.

1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Events node and highlight 
the added Daily event.

2. In the General pane, set the Start date and Execution time for the event (start 
and end times of the event) as well as the End date, if needed.

3. In the Additional pane set the event repeating frequency by days: every first 
day, every second day, etc.
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4. Also select the type of event - continuous or instant.
5. If you have chosen a continuous event, select the check box and set the event 

Duration, if needed.
6. Select the Period check box and specify the time interval for the period, if 

needed.
7. Once you have configured the properties of the events, click the Apply button 

on the configuration control panel.

For a daily event, you have to specify the Start date and the End date, if needed. 
The event Execution time determines the time interval during which the event will 
be verified for truth on particular days.
On the Additional pane, you can change the frequency of checking the event by 
days (the event is true not every day at a specified time, but every second, third, 
etc. day at a specified time), select the type of event, and also set (by setting the 
corresponding flag in advance) Duration and repetition Period of the event.
For example, you set the Start date and Stop date of the event, as well as the 
event Execution time from 16:00 to 19:00. The event is required to be performed 
every 1 day. Also, the event is continuous, and its Duration is 10 minutes, the 
Period is 30 minutes.
Then the event will be true from the start date to the stop date daily from 16:00 to 
19:00 every half hour for 10 minutes.

3.4.1.2.4. Weekly event
Weekly events are used to set the events that repeat on certain week days, rather 
than on particular dates or with a fixed repetition frequency. For example you may 
set an event that is true only on business days or weekend or tie the event to one 
or more days of the week (every Tuesday, every Monday, Wednesday and Friday).
Configuring weekly events is identical to configuring daily events, except for 
configuring event repetition by days.
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To make it easier to select the week days to which the event is tied to, select the 
Weekly template or the Daily / Weekdays / Weekends option from the drop-down 
list on the Additional pane. In the first instance, a list of the week days together with 
their check boxes will appear below. You may select them to be able to configure 
the event. In the second instance, you will see a set of radio buttons that allow you 
to set up the event execution on business days, weekend, or daily.
Also, you must configure all the parameters of the event, similarly to the setting of 
the daily event (see section 3.4.1.2.3).

3.4.1.2.5. Monthly event
Monthly events are used to specify events whose repetitions are not tied to specific 
dates, but to months. For example, You can specify an event to be repeated every 
20th of the certain months.
Setting up monthly events is similar to setting up daily events, except for the Dura-
tion and Period parameters (not available for monthly events).

Also, you must configure all the parameters of the event, similarly to the setting of 
the daily event (see section 3.4.1.2.3).

3.4.1.2.6. Detector event
Add this event type to the system’s task, if you want the system to react in a 
certain way to the actuation of the detector on the source (camera, microphone). 
The events of this type are instantaneous. Use the Enabling Detector reaction to 
perform detection. Additionally, you may specify a detection preset for the selected 
source in the system and, if needed, the zone in which detection will be performed 
according to the configured parameters.
To create and configure preset parameters for camera detection and detection 
zones, use the Detectors page (see Section 3.4.2).
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To configure the properties of the event:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Events node and highlight 

the added Detector event.

2. In the General pane’s properties area of the element, select the required 
computer from the drop-down list.

3. Select the source (microphone or camera) on which you want to perform 
detection from the drop-down list.

4. Select a detector configured for the selected source from the drop-down list.
5. Select the detection preset for the selected source from the drop-down list. In 

this case, the system will perform detection according to the detection param-
eters configured in the preset. If you want the system to perform detection by 
any of the loaded presets, specify Any in the drop-down list.

6. If you have selected the preset which you want to use for detection, you may 
also specify the detection zone. To do this, select the necessary zone number 
from the drop-down list. In this case, the system will perform detection in the 
specified zone according to the configured preset parameters.

Attention! The zone number selection is not available for a sabotage detector 
and a sound detector.

7. If a crossing detector or a neural network object type detector has been 
selected as a detector, you may also select an event type for it.

8. If a neural network object type detector is selected as the detector, you can 
also select the object type from the list of types specified when configuring 
the detector (see section 3.4.2.16).

If the Information event type is selected, then only those objects that are defined 
in the  (detection) column in the Types of detected objects table in the detector 
settings will be available for selection in the object type field.
If the Alarm event type is selected, then only those objects that are defined in the 

 (alarm) column in the Types of detected objects table in the detector settings 
will be available for selection in the object type field.

9. On the Additional pane, you can configure several additional options for fixing 
an event.

You can set the time interval that is responsible for the frequency of response to an 
alarm message from the detector by image, by enabling the option Register event 
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one time per s.
You can also set a time interval that the message about the event must be recorded 
in the event log or subtitles no more frequent than, by enabling the option Print 
subtitles/add to the event log no more often than once in, s.
If you check the Add message into event log box, when an event occurs, the 
message associated with this event will be entered in the event log.
If you set the Add subtitle message about this event flag, when an event occurs, 
the message associated with this event will be displayed on the video window as 
a subtitle. You can configure the position of the subtitle area and other subtitle 
characteristics on the Subtitles settings page (see section 3.6.2).
If you set the Send e-mail flag, when an event occurs, the message associated 
with this event will be sent to your e-mail address. When this option is enabled, the 
Address, Connection parameters, and Test e-mail panes become available, where 
you need to configure the parameters for sending an e-mail.
When sending an e-mail the subject and text of the message are formed by the 
system automatically. E-mail subject will correspond to the event name that is 
generated when it is configured, and e-mail text will contain information about the 
event details.

Address pane
On the Address pane, enter e-mail addresses in the To and Copy fields.

To field is mandatory. You can enter multiple recipient addresses in the To and Copy 
fields, separated by semicolons.

Connection parameters pane
On the Connection parameters pane, you can select a mail server (see Section 
3.4.7).

If the Set as default mail server option is enabled in the settings of one of 
the mail servers, this server will be automatically selected on the Connection 
parameters pane.

To select a mail server, click the   Select mail server button. The Select mail 
server window will be opened.
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Select the desired mail server in the Select mail server window and click Select. 
If necessary, you can use the search in the window.

Test e-mail pane
On the Test e-mail pane, you can test sending an e-mail.

The Send test e-mail button becomes available when all required fields are filled in.
When you click the Send test e-mail button, an empty test e-mail is sent to the e-mail 
addresses specified on the Address pane, taking into account all the configured 
parameters. If for some reason the e-mail could not be sent, a dialog box will be 
opened with a warning. You can stop sending an e-mail by clicking the Stop button.

10. Once you have configured the event properties, click the Apply button on the 
configuration control panel.

• Additional settings for Sabotage detector events, Object counter events 
and Face detector events
If a sabotage detector is selected as a detector, you may configure the event proper-
ties in the More pane.

In the More pane, you may specify the time interval after which the alarm should be 
discarded. Alternatively, you may set the Unlimited alarm duration option, if you 
do not want to limit alarm duration with any interval.
If you have selected an object counter, face detector, intersection detector or 
direction detector as a detector, use the More pane to set the condition that an 
event should be registered: 

• the number of objects is equal to the specified value (for example, only fifth 
event is registered);

• the number of objects is greater than or equal to the specified value (for 
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example, events are registered only starting from the tenth event);
• the number of objects is less than or equal to the specified value (for example, 

events are registered only until the thirtieth event);
• after a specified number of events (for example, after every 10 objects).

If you have selected a body temperature detector as a detector, then on the 
Detector pane, you must set the following parameters for fixating the event:

• condition (greater than, less than, equal to, or not equal to the specified value);
• temperature value in degrees Celsius;
• temperature value errors (for conditions “equal” and “not equal”).

Attention! It is important to understand that when you add Detector Events to the 
schedule, you instruct the system to register the occurrence of this event only. To 
make the system react to this event, you need to configure appropriate reactions.

Attention! An detector event will actuate only if a reaction to enable this detector 
has been configured earlier.

3.4.1.2.7. Device event
Add this type of event to the system task if you want the system to react in a certain 
way to an event received from a device. The events of this type are instantaneous.

To configure the event properties:
1. On the Schedule page in the tree of elements, go to the Events node and 

highlight the added Device event.

2. On the General pane next to the Object field, click the button .
3. This will open a list of available devices.
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4. Highlight the object you are interested in and click Select.

5. Select an event for this object by clicking the  button next to the corre-
sponding field. 

6. A window with a list of available events will be opened. The content of the list 
will depend on the type of the object selected earlier.

7. Highlight the event you are interested in and click Select.
If an access or passage point was selected in step 2, then for this device it will be 
possible to select the Department, Employee and Key in the corresponding fields. 
Fields are available when a specific device event is selected.

8. If necessary, on the Additional pane, configure additional event fixation options 
similarly to the Detector event (see section 3.4.1.2.6).

9. Once you have configured the event properties, click Apply on the configuration 
control panel.
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3.4.1.2.8. Log event
A Log event is instantaneous and it cannot have durability, unlike the events 
described above. It becomes true when a message containing the values that satisfy 
the specified conditions appears in the log event.

In the Event pane, you must select the Type and Title of the message, as well as 
the message Text, if necessary.
After you have specified the Type and Title of the message, you may either specify 
the text or not. In this case, if the text is not specified, the system will react to all 
messages of the specified Type and Title. If the text is specified, the system will 
react to all messages that contain this text, including where it is part of a larger text.
For example if the specified text is “Camera 1”, all event log messages that contain 
this text will be displayed, even if an object other than a camera is selected in the 
Object pane. For example if this camera is connected to the IP server, you may 
receive all messages from the server that relate to Camera 1 after you select the 
relevant settings.

Attention! In order to correctly react to events, the Text in the field of the same 
name must be case sensitive. For example, if you specify the text “camera 1”, 
events containing the text “Camera 1” will not be found.

In the Computer pane, you may set the computer which registered messages in 
the event log will be considered an event.
The Object pane allows you to select the object type and, specifically, an object 
of this type (e.g. one of multiple cameras, etc.).
If necessary, configure additional event fixation options on the Additional pane 
similarly to the Detector event (see section 3.4.1.2.6).
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3.4.1.2.9. Licence plate recognition event
Add this type of event to the system’s task if you want the system to react in a certain 
way to events formed by the system during licence plate recognition modules work. 
These types of events are instant. Additionally, you can specify a recognition preset 
by selected source.
To create and configure licence plate recognition preset parameters and licence 
plate recognition zone, use the Recognition page (see Section 3.4.3.1).

To configure the event properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Events node and highlight 

the added Recognition event.
2. In the General pane’s properties area of the element, select the necessary 

computer from the drop-down list.
3. In the Source field select a camera from which you wish an event be received.

4. Select an event for the source from the drop-down list. Following events are 
available for selection:
• Licence plate recognized (Licence plate is recognized automatically);
• Licence plate recognized not exactly (licence plate is recognized automatically, 

but part of symbols wasn’t recognized);
• Licence plate defined by operator (licence plate was entered by operator during 

passage in the moment of decision making or it was edited by the operator 
after automatic recognition fixating).

5. If it’s necessary, you can select direction of vehicle movement relative to the 
camera.

6. You can select the Licence plate checkbox, if you wish to turn on checking for 
a match with a licence plate database.

7. Select matching condition (Coincidence with or Mismatch with).
8. Select the necessary database in the licence plate database field.

If the Licence plate recognized not exactly event is selected, checking for a 
match with a licence plate database will be unavailable.

9. If necessary, in the Additional pane, configure additional event fixation options 
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similarly to the Detector event (see section 3.4.1.2.6).
As opposed to the Detector event, when the Send e-mail option is enabled, the 
e-mail text will also contain the photo generated when the number was recognized.

10. Once you have configured the event properties, click the Apply button on the 
configuration control panel.

3.4.1.2.10. Face recognition event
Add this type of event to the system’s task if you want the system to react in a 
certain way to events formed by the system during face recognition modules work. 
These types of events are instant. Additionally, you can specify a recognition preset 
by selected source.
To create and configure face recognition preset parameters and face recognition 
zone, use the Recognition page (see Section 3.4.3.2).

To configure the event properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Events node and highlight 

the added Face recognition event.
2. In the General pane’s properties area of the element, select the necessary 

computer from the drop-down list.
3. In the Source field select a camera from which you wish an event be received.

4. Select an event for the source from the drop-down list. Following events are 
available for selection:
• Face is recognized (descriptor was formed for the face);
• Face substitution (photo was used instead of the person’s face).

5. Specify the gender of the person whose face is recognized (any, male, female, 
undefined).

6. Choose a recognized emotion (any, unknown, anger, fear, joy, neutral, sadness, 
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surprise).
7. You can also specify the age of the person whose face is recognized (from 0 

to 100).
8. In addition, you can set a condition associated with the presence of a mask on 

the recognized face by setting the Mask flag and specifying the desired value. 
The following values are available for selection:
• absent;
• medical mask;
• balaclava;
• mask (without type);
• any.

Attention! It is necessary to take into account that when setting certain values 
of such parameters as gender, emotion, age of a person and mask, an event will 
work only when all the specified conditions are met. These parameters should 
be used for recognition in certain, previously known purposes.

9. Recognized faces can be compared with the ACS database of faces. To do 
this, check the Recognized face box.

10. When compared with ACS face databases You can set the minimal similarity 
level in percent and set the sign of matches (matches with or does not match 
with).

11. You can also set up a comparison of the recognized face with employees of 
a specific department (and its subsidiaries) or a specific employee from the 
ACS database. To do this, check the box Taking into account Departments/ 
Employee and select the necessary department or employee.

12. If necessary, configure additional event fixation options similarly to the Detector 
event (see section 3.4.1.2.6).

As opposed to the Detector event, when the Send e-mail option is enabled, the 
e-mail text will also contain the photo generated when the face was recognized and 
photo from the database if there is a match.

13. Once you have configured the event properties, click the Apply button on the 
configuration control panel.

3.4.1.2.11. POS system event
Add this type of event to the system task if you want the system to interact with the 
point-of-sale system connected, by receiving and registering its events that meet 
the configured filtration parameters.

To configure the event properties:
1. On the Schedule page in the tree of elements, go to the Event node and 

highlight the added POS event.
2. On the General pane, open the Terminals drop-down list. This drop-down 

list contains all ID numbers and names of the terminals that have ever been 
configured in VideoNet. You can select one or more terminals you are interested 
in by using check boxes in the drop-down list or you can select all the terminals 
by checking the All item at the top of this list.
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3. The Products field allows you to perform sampling by some product, or a list 
of products, or all products. By default, no limitations on products are applied. 

To edit the parameters, click the button  next to the field. This will open the 
dialog box for configuring a list of products. Enter a list of the products you are 
interested in in the left column and set the and/or condition in the right column. 
To add/delete lines, use the buttons +/-. After you fill in the list of products and 
set the conditions, click OK.

4. You can select the With condition element check box to activate an additional 
group of filtration parameters. Following that, you will be able to select filtration 
by price or by discount per item. Using the “from” and “to” fields, specify the 
necessary range of values.

5. You can select the Total check element check box, which you will be able 
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to select filtration by discounted check total. Using the “from” and “to” fields, 
specify the necessary range of values.

6. You can select the Contain any of checked operations check box. You can 
select one or more standard terminal operations that you are interested in by 
selecting check boxes in the drop-down list. Alternatively, you can select all the 
operations by checking the All item at the top of the list.

7. You can specify the terminal operations that are to be displayed in the POS 
window in the Show operations not linked with a cheque field.

8. If necessary, in the Additional pane, configure additional event fixation options 
similarly to the Detector event (see section 3.4.1.2.6).

9. Once you have configured the event properties, click Apply on the configuration 
control panel.

3.4.1.2.12. OPC server event
Add this type of event to the system task if you want the system receive parameters 
(tags) from OPC server.

For more detailed information about external management refer to the Chapter 13.

To configure the event properties:
1. On the Schedule page in the tree of elements, go to the Event node and 

highlight the added OPC server event.
2. In the properties area of the element on the Select tags pane, select the tags 

that you want to meet the configured filtration parameters.

You can configure filtering separately for integer, real and string tags on the corre-
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sponding panes.
3. Specify the range boundary values that will be compared with the values of the 

selected integer and real tags.
If you want the system to generate an event when one of selected tags enters into 
the range, enable the corresponding option. Please note that the boundary values 
refer to the range.
If you want the system to generate an event when one of selected tags comes out 
of the range, enable the corresponding option.

4. Specify a reference value that will be compared to the value of the selected 
string tags.

If you want the system to generate an event when one of the selected string tags 
matches the reference value, enable the corresponding option.
If you want the system to generate an event when one of the selected string tags is 
different form the reference value, enable the corresponding option.

5. Select the Add message into event log check box on the Additional pane, if 
you want the system to display a certain event log entry, when a event occurs. 

If you set the Add subtitle message about this event flag, when an event occurs, 
the message associated with this event will be displayed on the video window as 
a subtitle. You can configure the position of the subtitle area and other subtitle 
characteristics on the Subtitles settings page (see section 3.6.2).
Enter the message text for the event log in the Message text field. If necessary, you 
can also specify a time interval, then event message is not displayed in the event 
log until this time has elapsed.
You can also set a time interval that the message about the event must be recorded 
in the event log or subtitles no more frequent than, by enabling the option Send/
titrate/add message no more often than once in, s.
In addition, you can enable the Send e-mail option. For a description of this option, 
see section 3.4.1.2.6.

3.4.1.2.13. Device or partition state event
The Device or partition state enables you to configure event actuation both by a 
device or guarding partition state and certain events received from them, e.g. alarm.

1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Events node and highlight 
the added Device or partition state event.

2. On the General pane next to the Object field, click the button .
3. This will open a list of devices and guarding partitions available.
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4. Highlight the object you are interested in and click Select.
5. Select the State group for the object from the drop-down list. The content of 

the list will depend on the type of the earlier selected object.

6. Select the State of the object from the drop-down list. The content of the list 
will depend on the earlier selected group of the object.

7. If necessary, you can also specify a time interval, then event message is not 
displayed in the event log or subtitles until this time has elapsed.

8. Once you have configured the event properties, click the Apply button on the 
configuration control panel.

3.4.1.2.14. User command event
Add this event type to the system’s task, if you want the system to register an 
operator’s command. Before the system’s operator is able to give a command to 
the system from the Surveillance environment’s User command panel, you need 
to add the relevant Operator command event to the configuration.
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For example if you want the system to start video/audio data recording on the 
operator’s command, you need to create a command on the User Commands page 
(Interface Settings page group) (see Section 3.6.4), in advance; then add the User 
command event to the system’s schedule and add the Video/Audio recording 
reaction to it (see Section 3.4.1.3.2).

To configure the event properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Events node and highlight 

the added User command event.

2. In the General pane’s element properties area, select the required command 
from the drop-down list.

3. If necessary, in the Additional pane, configure additional event fixation options 
similarly to the Detector event (see section 3.4.1.2.6).

4. Once you have configured the event properties, click the Apply button on the 
configuration control panel.

Attention! To make the system react to button-clicking on the User command 
panel, you need to configure appropriate reactions for it.

3.4.1.2.15. Start VideoNet core event
For the Start VideoNet core event, you specify only that computer for which 
VideoNet’s core start is registered.
To select the computer, go to the Start VideoNet core event in the tree of elements 
and select the computer from the drop-down Computer Name list in the element’s 
properties area. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

3.4.1.3. Reactions
There are two types of reactions: one-time (e.g. beep or frame capture) or long-
lasting (video/audio recording or detector enabling) that exist until their operation is 
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completed or the task ending condition actuates.
In addition, you may set the execution order for nested reactions in the Reactions 
node. To do this, you need to select the Parallel or Serial options in the properties 
area of the General pane’s Reactions node. When you select the Parallel option, all 
reactions of the Reactions node will be executed simultaneously; when you select 
the Serial option, they will be sequentially performed one by one.
You may add not only single reactions, but also tasks and group of reactions to the 
Reactions node. In turn, you may also specify the execution order for the reactions 
included in groups. All these features allow you to adaptively configure the system’s 
task for practically any conditions.
Objects that can be added to the Reactions node and their brief descriptions are 
given below.
Name Type Description

Task Task A task that can be used as a reaction to the event 
(group of events) is added to the Reactions node.

Reaction group R e a c t i o n 
group

A nested Reaction group node is added to the 
Reactions group. Here you can specify the exe-
cution order for reactions placed in this group and 
add nested reactions. If the group of reactions 
contains at least one long-lasting reaction, it will 
be considered long-lasting.

Start video/audio 
recording

Cont inuous 
reaction

This reaction triggers video/audio data recording 
according to the Recording Functions settings.

Start archivation Cont inuous 
reaction

This reaction triggers the task to archive records 
according to the archiving function settings. 
Archiving is done by copying records from source 
volumes to the target volume.

Enable detector Cont inuous 
reaction

This reaction enables the computer’s selected 
source detector and triggers its preset.

Enable recognition 
module

Cont inuous 
reaction

This reaction enables the computer’s selected 
source recognition module and triggers its preset.

Pause Cont inuous 
reaction

By adding this reaction, you can make pauses 
between the runs of other reactions.

Stop video/audio 
recording

O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction stops video/audio data recording.

Retrieve and store 
remote recording 
from a source

O n e - t i m e 
reaction

The reaction allows you to retrieve data from the 
internal memory of the device and store them in 
the target volume.

Disable detector O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction stops detector working.

Disable recognition 
module

O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction stops recognition module working.

Start patrol/preset O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows you to run a certain PTZ control 
preset or patrol for the selected camera.
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Name Type Description

Send command O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction sends a command to change the 
state to a device, guarding partition or the entire 
system. This reaction allows the system’s element 
to automatically enable or disable guarding, discard 
alarm and close/open outputs of relay devices.

Reset the anti-
passback

O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows, upon the occurrence of a 
certain event, to reset the prohibition of repeated 
passage to the zone selected in the reaction from 
all keys.

Select screen mode O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows you to automatically set sourc-
es into a certain mode (screen mode or spot chan-
nel). In the settings, you may specify the mode and 
select a broadcast source for each video window.

Positioning on the 
graphical plan

O n e - t i m e 
reaction

The reaction allows you to open a screen mode 
when a certain event occurs, containing a graphic 
plan with a given positioning.

Send a message to 
the events panel

O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows a message that specified in the 
settings to be displayed on the event panel.

Reset object 
counter

O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction resets the number of the counted 
detector objects when a certain event occurs.

Run application O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction helps run any executable file (*.exe) 
on the computer.

Beep O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows you to play an audio file of 
your choice when a certain event occurs. You may 
configure the number of repetitions and pauses 
between these repetitions.

Send e-mail O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction sends e-mail messages to specified 
addresses if a certain event occurs. It is possible 
to attach files to e-mail messages.

Send SMS message O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction sends sms message to specified 
telephone number if a certain event occurs.

Capture frame O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows you to save the image from 
a certain camera to the file and send it via e-mail, 
if needed.

Titration O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows a message that specified in the 
camera settings to be displayed on video images 
from this camera.

Create report O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows users to save a report to 
the disk as a file or send it via e-mail to specified 
e-mail addresses by using a report template in the 
Analytics environment.

Log entry O n e - t i m e 
reaction

This reaction allows you to display a message 
specified in its event log settings.
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3.4.1.3.1. Adding a Reaction or Group of reactions to the Task
To add a Reaction or Group of reactions to the Task (to the Reactions node), 
you need to do the following:

1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node of the Task 
to which you want to add a Reaction or a Group of reactions.

2. Click the Add reaction button on the Schedule page’s toolbar.
• Or right-click to call up the shortcut menu; then go to the Add reaction item.

3. Select the Group of reactions item or the reaction type you need to add from 
the drop-down list.

The system will add a reaction of the type you need to the Reactions node. Once 
the reactions have been added, you may start configuring them.

Any added and non-configured event will be marked as incorrect. After you 
correctly configure the event properties, it will become correct and the mark 
will disappear.

3.4.1.3.2. Start video/audio recording reaction
The Start video/audio recording reaction triggers recording from particular 
recording sources with particular recording parameters, according to the recording 
function settings.
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want to actuate a particular recording 
function when a certain event occurs.

Attention! To make this reaction to work, you need to add a recording function 
to the system configuration first and configure its parameters on the Recording 
Functions page. Section 3.2.4 describes how to assign, create and configure 
recording functions.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Recording reaction.
2. In the General pane’s element properties area, select the recording function 

which you want to use to record video/audio data from the drop-down list.
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3. If necessary, specify the recording duration. This parameter determines the 
period of time when it is necessary to perform recording after some event has 
actuated (a condition becoming true) with regard to the following restrictions:
• if the event is instantaneous (zero duration) or long-lasting, but its duration 

= 0, the recording continues for the specified recording duration, but no later 
than the task completion;

• if the event is long-lasting (the specified duration ranges from 1 second to 
24 hours), the recording lasts as long as the condition is true, but no longer 
than the specified recording duration and no later than the task ending;

• if the event is infinite (duration not specified), the recording lasts no longer 
than the specified reaction duration, yet no later than the task completion.

If duration is not specified:
• If the event is instantaneous or long-lasting, but the event duration is equal 

to 0, the recording will start and last until the reaction is stopped in a forced 
manner or completed;

• If the event is long-lasting (specified duration ranges from 1 second to 24 
hours), the recording will start and last as long as this condition is true, but 
no later than the task completion;

• if the event is infinite (duration not specified), the recording will start and last 
until the task is completed.

You can also stop video/audio data recording by enabling the Stop Video/Audio 
recording reaction.

4. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

3.4.1.3.3. Start archivation reaction
The Start archivation reaction triggers the task to archive records of particular type 
made from certain sources for the time period and on the volumes specified in the 
archiving function settings. You will archive records by way of copying them from 
source volumes to the target volume.
When triggered, this reaction creates a low-priority long-running operation with a life 
period of 15 days on the computer where the target volume is located. The system’s 
tools allow you to monitor the triggered archiving processes and control them. For this 
purpose, the system provides a Long-Running Operations window (see Section 4.4).
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want to enable the archiving 
function when a particular event occurs.
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Attention! To ensure the correct reaction execution, you need to add the 
archiving function to the system configuration in advance and configure 
its parameters on the Archiving Functions page. To learn more about the 
concept of archivation as well as assigning, creating and configuring archiving 
functions, see Section 3.2.7.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Archivation reaction.
2. In the General pane’s element properties area, select the archiving function 

which you want to use to archive video/audio data from the drop-down list.

3. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

Attention! It is highly recommended to configure the Start Archivation reaction in 
the schedule of that computer where the target volume for archivation is located. 
This is due to the fact that a long-running archivation operation is created on that 
computer where the target volume is located. If there is no connection to that 
computer when the reaction actuates, the system will not be able to inform you 
that it is impossible to start the reaction. In this case, an attempt to re-start the 
reaction will not be made, because the Start Archivation reaction is a one-time 
reaction (unlike the Video/Audio Recording reaction).

Note that if the Start Archivation reaction, which creates a long-running 
archivation reaction with the same parameters as other reactions in the Long-
Lasting Operations window have, is started several times in succession, it will 
not result in creation of a new long-running reaction.

3.4.1.3.4. Enable detector reaction
It is mandatory to add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want to configure 
detection in the schedule. Before you get started with detection configuring in the 
system’s schedule, it is highly recommended to read Section 3.4.2 which introduces 
basic terms and concepts required for configuring detection and also details the 
preliminary configuration of detection parameters.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Enabling detector reaction.
2. In the General pane’s element properties area, select the necessary computer 

from the drop-down list.
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3. Select the camera / microphone which you want to use to perform detection 
from the drop-down list.

4. Select the detector configured for the selected source from the drop-down list.
5. Select the preset which parameters you want to use for detection from the 

drop-down list.
6. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 

the configuration control panel.

3.4.1.3.5. Enable recognition module reaction
It is mandatory to add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want to configure 
recognition module in the schedule. Before you get started with recognition module 
configuring in the system’s schedule, it is highly recommended to read Section 
3.4.3 which introduces basic terms and concepts required for configuring recogni-
tion module and also detail the preliminary configuration of recognition module 
parameters.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Enable recognition module reaction.

2. In the General pane’s element properties area beside the Computer field, click 
the button. Select the necessary computer from the drop-down list.

3. Click the  button beside the Source field. Select the necessary camera 
from the drop-down list.

4. Select the module configured for the selected source from the drop-down list.
5. Select the preset which parameters you want to use for recognition from the 

drop-down list.
6. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 

the configuration control panel.
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3.4.1.3.6. Pause reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the system to make pauses 
between the reaction runs. Triggering this reaction discontinues the running of 
subsequent reactions of the current task for the time period specified in the reaction 
parameters.

Note that it is reasonable to use the Pause reaction when serial reactions 
are performed, i.e. when you select the Serial reaction execution order in the 
properties of the Reactions node.

You can use the Pause reaction, for example, in the following situations:
• To delay the enabling of the system’s guarding (Send Command “Enable 

Guarding” reaction), thus postponing subsequent reactions of this task. It is 
useful, for example, when you need time to leave the guarded site after you 
have enabled guarding for the system.

• To delay subsequent task reactions when you are managing the devices, for 
example a relay output controller. Here some time should pass between the 
opening and closing of the door by the system.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reaction’s node and 

highlight the added Pause reaction.
2. In the General pane’s element properties area, specify the delay duration. The 

delay duration may range from one second to 23 hours 59 minutes 59 seconds.

3. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.
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3.4.1.3.7. Stop video/audio recording reaction
The Stop video/audio recording reaction stops recording from certain recording 
sources with certain recording parameters, according to the recording function 
settings.
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want to stop the execution of a 
certain recording function when a certain event occurs. When actuated, this reaction 
cancels the task to record from the sources included in the selected function and 
set to record on schedule.

Attention! This reaction does not cancel the tasks for recording from the sources 
received when other recording functions were triggered. Neither does it cancel 
the tasks for emergency recording from the source.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Stop Recording reaction.
2. In the General pane’s element properties area, select the Recording function 

which source recording task you want to stop from the drop-down list.

3. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

3.4.1.3.8. Retrieve data from the source’s internal memory reaction
Add this type of reaction to the system task, if you want the system to copy data 
to the volume from the internal memory of the source when a certain event occurs.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go to the Reactions node and 

highlight the added Retrieve and store remote recording from a source 
reaction.

2. Click the button  next to the Source field on the General pane.

3. This will open a window containing a list of the sources.
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4. Select the source in this list and click Select.
5. Select the time period in the Get data for field. You can select the following 

values: previous hh:mm, interval from the last 24 hours, today, yesterday.

If you select “previous hh:mm” of the item, then the «Time period» field appears. 
Please specify the time period for retrive data from the device memory.
If you select the “interval from the last 24 hours” item, two areas for specifying a 
time span will appear.

6. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-
tion control button.

3.4.1.3.9. Disable detector reaction
The Disable detector reaction interrupts the detector’s operation by certain sources.
Add this type of reaction to the system task, if you want to stop the detector opera-
tion when a certain event occurs. When activated, this reaction cancels the task to 
enable schedule-triggered detection by a source.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go to the Reactions node and 

highlight the added Disable detector reaction.
2. In the element properties area in the General pane, select a computer from the 

drop-down list which task for detection by the source you want to discontinue.
3. Select a camera or a microphone from the drop-down list that you want to 

stop detecting.
4. Select a detector from the drop-down list that has been configured by the 

selected source.
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5. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-
tion control panel.

3.4.1.3.10. Disable recognition module reaction
The Disable recognition module reaction interrupts the modules’s operation by 
certain sources.
Add this type of reaction to the system’s task, if you want to stop the recognition 
module operation when a certain event occurs. When activated, this reaction cancels 
the task to enable schedule-triggered recognition by a source.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go to the Reactions node and 

highlight the added Disable recognition module reaction.

2. In the element properties area in the General pane, select a computer from the 
drop-down list which task for recognition by the source you want to discontinue.

3. Select a camera from the drop-down list that you want to stop recognizing.
4. Select a Module from the drop-down list that has been configured by the 

selected source.
5. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-

tion control panel.

3.4.1.3.11. Start patrol/preset reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the system to position the 
selected camera to a certain PTZ control preset or trigger the necessary patrol 
for the camera when a certain event occurs.
To ensure the correct reaction execution, you need to add a camera to the system 
configuration in advance and configure PTZ control for it. Adding and configuring 
devices in described in Chapter 3.1.
You also need to add the required PTZ control preset or patrol for the camera that 
supports PTZ control to the system configuration.
For more details about how to create PTZ control presets and patrols, see Section 
3.4.4.
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To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added reaction. At this stage, the reaction will be named as Not selected 
until you configure its properties.

2. In the General pane’s element properties area, select the camera which you 
want to control when a certain event occurs from the drop-down list.

3. Select the necessary preset or patrol which needs to be run when the reaction 
actuates from the drop-down list.

4. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

In VideoNet system there are 4 user priorities for PTZ devices controlling: highest, 
high, normal and low (priorities setup for system users and basic concepts are 
described in Section 3.9.2; PTZ devices controlling and control interception are 
described in Section 4.6.12).
User with higher priority can intercept control from user with lower priority. By 
default, the system has normal priority, therefore when starting Start patrol/preset 
reaction the system will try to intercept control of PTZ device (specified in this reac-
tion properties). After control capturing the system will start patrol program or call 
preset, depending on reaction properties setup.
It is important to understand, that the system will be able to intercept control of PTZ 
device to start patrol program or to call preset, if user with lower priority, i.e. with 
low priority, is controlling it at the moment. If user with high or highest priority is 
controlling PTZ device, then the system won’t be able to intercept control and the 
patrol program won’t be started.
If the system manages to intercept control of PTZ device, then it starts patrol 
program and calls preset, and after that releases this device from controlling. Later 
any user will be able to capture or resume the control over this PTZ device, thus 
interrupting the triggered patrol (or switching to other preset), After the user stops 
controlling this PTZ device, the patrol will be renewed, if the Automatically resume 
the patrol in check box is selected in the PTZ control’s camera properties (see Section 
3.1.2.9 and 3.1.2.10) and if less time than specified in the camera properties passed 
after the camera has been released from controlling.

Use the Start VideoNet Core event, then the Start patrol/preset reaction will 
be triggered when the VideoNet system startup.
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5. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-
tion control panel.
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3.4.1.3.12. Send command reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the system to send a 
command to change the state to a device, guarding partition or the entire system, 
when a certain event occurs. The commands are given in the following table:
Element type Command

Partition Discard alarm
Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding
Block access / Unlock access

Camera Alarm
Discard alarm
Enable guarding / Disable guarding

IP camera Alarm
Discard alarm
Enable guarding / Disable guarding

Microphone Discard alarm
Enable guarding / Disable guarding

Sensor Discard alarm
Enable guarding / Disable guarding
Remote control

Relay Close / Open

Access point
Passage point

Discard alarm
Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Open pass
Block access / Unlock access

Access gate point Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Open
Block/Unlock

Segment Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding

Tamper Discard alarm

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Send command reaction.

2. In the General pane’s element properties area, select a device or guarding 
partition for which you need to use the command when a particular event 
occurs from the drop-down list.

3. Select the command which you need to execute when the reaction actuates 
from the drop-down list.

4. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.
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3.4.1.3.13. Reset the anti-passback reaction
Add this type of reaction to the system task if you want, when a certain event occurs, 
to reset the prohibition of repeated passage to the zone selected in the reaction 
from all keys.
The anti-passback zones are created on the Anti-passback zones page of the ACS 
environment (see Section 6.1.8).

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Reset the anti-passback reaction.

2. In the General pane’s element properties area, next to the ACS DB field, click 

the  button and select the desired ACS database in the dialog box that will 
be opened.

3. Next to the Zone field, click the  button, select the desired anti-passback 
zone in the wizard window that will be opened and click Next. Then click Close.

4. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.
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3.4.1.3.14. Select screen mode reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the required sources to 
automatically switch to a certain mode (this may be an additionally configured spot 
channel or any of the screen modes) when a certain event occurs. In the reaction 
settings, you may not only specify the mode to which the system will switch, but 
also set the sources which you want to broadcast for each of its window. For more 
details about how to configure the modes, see Chapter 3.6.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Select screen mode reaction.
2. In the General pane’s element properties area, next to the Computer field, 

click the  button and select the desired computer in the dialog box that will 
be opened.

3. Select the Screen which the system should start to control when this reaction 
actuates from the drop-down list.

When you select a spot channel, you need to pre-configure its parameters on the 
Spot channels page. (see Section 3.6.3).

4. Next, you need to choose one of the modes of this screen, or temporary 

screen mode. To do this, click the  button next to the Screen mode field 
and select the desired mode in the window that will be opened.

5. In the Source list pane, you need to determine which sources and to which 
mode windows the system will arrange when the reaction actuates. Click the 
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Add source button.
6. The Add source dialog box will be opened. Select the computer on which the 

required sources are located and select them from the list. Click the Add button.
7. The selected sources will appear in the list.

Each source of this list is included in its own drop-down list; here you can also select 
another source for the computer.

Click the button  located against each source, if you need to delete it from the list.
8. Now you need to determine the windows to which the system will allocate 

each of the added sources. To do this, select the necessary window from the 
drop-down list of windows located next to the source.

For temporary screen mode you specify only sources (no more than 144). Windows 
can not be selected. Mode is created according to the number of sources. All windows 
have the same size and aspect ratio in the mode.

9. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply reaction on 
the configuration control panel.

3.4.1.3.15. Positioning on the graphical plan reaction
Add this type of reaction to the system task, if you want the screen mode with a 
graphical plan to open and positioning performed on one of its elements when a 
certain event occurs. For more information on configuring graphical plans, see 
chapter 3.7.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go to the Reactions node and 

highlight the added Positioning on the graphical plan reaction.
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2. Click the button  next to the Computer field on the General pane. Select 
the necessary computer in the opened window.

3. Select the monitor from the drop-down list.
4. Now you need to select one of the modes of this monitor in the drop-down list. 

The list contains only the modes in which there are windows of graphic plans.
5. From the next drop-down list, select the graphic plans window.

6. Click the button  next to the Graphic plan field on the General pane. Select 
the necessary graphic plan in the opened window.

7. Click the button  next to the Position field. The Select viewpoint window 
will be opened. The window contains the tabs: devices, points of view and 
graphical representations. The Devices tab contains a list of devices located 
on this plan. The Points of view tab contains a list of points of view located 
on this plan. For each point in the list, information is displayed about the scale 
and angle of the plan’s rotation. The Graphical representations tab contains 
a list of graphical representations located on this plan. For each graphical 
representation, information about the plan and the guarding partition with which 
it is associated is displayed.

8. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-
tion control button.

3.4.1.3.16. Show a message on the events panel reaction
Add this type of reaction to the system task, if you want the system to display a 
certain message on the event panel when a certain event occurs.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go to the Reactions node and 
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highlight the added Show a message on the events panel reaction.
2. In the properties area of the element in the General pane, type the text that the 

system must display as a response to the event that has occurred.

3. Select the Request message read receipt check box, if you want the operator 
to confirm message receipt every time the message appears on the event panel.

4. If you want the read receipt to be accompanied by a read receipt entry in the 
event log, select the respective check box.

5. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-
tion control button.

3.4.1.3.17. Reset object counter reaction
Add this type of reaction to the system task, if you want the system to reset the 
value of the counted detector objects number when a certain event occurs.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go to the Reactions node and 

highlight the added Reset object counter reaction.

2. In the properties area of the element in the General pane, select the required 
computer from the drop-down list.

3. Select a source (a microphone or a camera) from the drop-down list.
4. Select a detector of the source which counter you want to reset from the 

drop-down list.
5. Select a preset for detection by the selected source from the drop-down list.
6. Select the required zone number from the drop-down list.
7. If you want to Save counter readings in a log, check the corresponding box.
8. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-

tion control panel.
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3.4.1.3.18. Run application reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the system to run some 
external application or an executable file, when a particular event occurs.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Run application reaction.
2. In the Computer pane’s element properties area, select the computer on which 

the external application will be run from the drop-down list.

3. In the Application pane, specify the path to the required external application 

file. If you do not know this file path, click the button .

Attention! For remote computers, you need to enter the file path manually only.

4. Specify the application launch parameter string, if required.
5. In the Run on behalf of the user pane, select on which behalf – the current 

user or the system you want to run the application file.
6. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 

the configuration control panel.

3.4.1.3.19. Sound message reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the system to play a particular 
audio file when a particular event occurs. You may configure the number of repetitions 
and pauses between repetitions for an audio message.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Beep reaction.
2. In the General pane’s element properties area, select the computer on which 

the audio file will be played from the drop-down list.
3. Select the Send sound to the IP device check box, if you want to play the file 

was performed through the IP device speakerphone. If check box is selected, 
you will be able to select the device that support work with the speakerphone. 
Select the device from the list.
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4. Specify the path to the required audio file (the system supports wav and mp3 
files only) in the relevant edit field. If you do not know the file path, click the 

button .

Attention! For remote computers, you need to enter the file path manually only.

5. Click the Play button if you want to listen to the contents of the file.
6. Specify the repeat times and pause between an audio file repetitions.
7. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 

the configuration control panel.

3.4.1.3.20. Send e-mail reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the system to send you an 
e-mail message to the specified addresses when a certain event occurs. If needed, 
you may attach files to the message.

Attention! To ensure correct reaction execution, you need to install and configure 
an e-mail client (e.g. MS Outlook, MS Outlook Express) on the computer. If 
an e-mail client is not installed or configured on your computer, contact your 
system administrator.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Send e-mail reaction.
2. In the Address pane’s element properties of area, enter e-mail addresses 

into the To and Copy fields. The To field is mandatory. You can enter several 
addresses separating them with a semicolon to the To and Copy fields.

3. Enter the subject of the message into the Message pane’s Subject field.
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The text of the message should be entered in the respective edit field. The entered 
text length is not limited. If you select the Enable text formatting check box, the 
control panel will appear above the edit field and the text format will be HTML.
The control panel contains standard text formatting elements: font, font size, bold, 
italic, underlined, align left, center, align right, list, increase indent, decrease indent.

4. In the Attachments pane, add the files to be sent together with the message, 
if necessary. You may attach a file of any type.

To do this, click the Attach file button; in the window that will be opened, select the 
file that you want to attach to your e-mail message and click Open.
To highlight several files at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
Selected files are displayed in the pane as a list.

Click the button , located next to the file name, if you need to delete it.
To configure the sending of an image from a certain camera together with the 
message, you can enable the Send frame via e-mail option. Select the camera and 
configure the image settings to send it by e-mail. Specify the image size (ranging 
from 96x64 to 2560x1920 pixels) and the compression quality of the JPEG format 
using the slider.

Attention! If you specify a larger image size than your camera supports, the 
maximum size image that this camera supports will be attached to the message.

5. On the Connection parameters pane, you can select a mail server (see 
Section 3.4.7).

If the Set as default mail server option is enabled in the settings of one of 
the mail servers, this server will be automatically selected on the Connection 
parameters pane.
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To select a mail server, click the   Select mail server button. The Select mail 
server window will be opened.

Select the desired mail server in the Select mail server window and click Select. 
If necessary, you can use the search in the window.

6. In the Test e-mail pane, you can test sending an e-mail message.

When you click the Send test e-mail button, an empty test message is sent to the 
e-mail addresses that are specified in the Address pane, with all the configured 
parameters applied. If test message sending has failed for some reason, an alert 
dialog box will be opened. You can interrupt message sending by clicking Stop.
To make the Send test e-mail button clickable, you need to fill in all mandatory fields 
(highlighted in red) in the reaction properties.

7. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-
tion control panel.

3.4.1.3.21. Send SMS message reaction
Add this type of reaction to the system task, if you want the system to send text to 
the telephone number you specify in case a certain event occurs.

Attention! To make this reaction work, you need to insert a SIM card modem 
into a USB drive of the computer. Make sure that you have a positive SIM card 
balance.
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To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go to the Reactions node and 

highlight the added Send SMS reaction.

2. In the element properties area in the General pane, type a telephone number 
of the subscriber a text message will be sent to.

3. In the respective field, type the text that this message will contain. The limit is 
70 symbols.

4. In the drop-down list, select the port your modem is connected to.
5. If necessary, specify a time interval during which no more than one message 

can be sent. Unless the check box is selected, the message will be sent every 
time this event occurs.

3.4.1.3.22. Capture frame reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the system to save an image 
from a certain camera to the file in the required compression format.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Capture frame reaction.

2. In the Camera pane’s element properties area, specify the camera which 
image you need to save to the file.

3. In the Capture frame pane, specify the catalog to which you need to save the 
file. Select the Create child folders option, if you need to create subfolders 
for every 24 hours.

4. In the Image parameters pane, specify the image size (ranging from 96x64 to 
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4096x3072 pixels) and compression format that will be used when saving the 
frame. If you select JPEG compression format, you can select the compression 
quality from 1 to 10 using the slider.

Attention! If you specify a larger image size than your camera supports, the 
maximum size image that this camera supports will be saved.

5. The Text information pane contains the option that allows you to place text 
information upon a saved frame, when enabled. The information contains the 
name of the camera, the date and time of saving the frame. Select the location 
of text information in the saved frame from the drop-down list.

6. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.
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3.4.1.3.23. Titration reaction
Add this type of reaction to the system task, if you want the system to display a 
certain message on video images from the camera, when a certain event occurs.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go to the Reactions node and 

highlight the added Titration reaction.

2. In the properties area of the element in the General pane, type the text that the 
system must display as a response to the event that has occurred.

3. Select the cameras or video streams to display the typed text in their video 
images in the video window.

Note that you should use the Subtitles settings page of the Interface Settings 
page group to enable captioning in video images and configure it (see Section 
3.6.2).

4. After you have configured the reaction properties, click Apply on the configura-
tion control panel.
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3.4.1.3.24. Create report reaction
Add this type of reaction to the system task if you want the system to create a report 
based on the template created in the Analytics environment (see Chapter 5), save 
it to the disk, and then send it via e-mail to the addresses you specify, every time a 
certain event in the system occurs.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the tree of elements on the Schedule page, go over to the Reactions node 

and highlight the added Create report reaction.

2. In the element properties area in the General pane, select a template that you 
want to use to create a report from the drop-down list.

3. Select a report file format from the drop-down list.
4. If the report has a brief and full form, select which one to use when creating 

the report.
5. Also, select which column in the report to sort data by. You can sort in ascending 

or descending order.
6. Then select a report print template from the drop-down list.
7. If necessary, set the Number report lines flag.
8. Also the General pane provides two options: Save to disk and Send e-mail. 

At least, one of these options should be selected. If you want the system to 
save the report to the disk, select the respective check box. In this case, the 
Save to disk settings pane will appear in the reaction properties, on which 
you have to specify the path to save the report.

Select the Send e-mail check box if you want the system to send the report via 
e-mail. In this case, the Send e-mail settings and Send test message panes will 
appear in the reaction properties.
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The fields of the Send to e-mail settings pane and the Send test e-mail pane 
are similar to the fields and the pane described for the Send e-mail reaction (see 
section 3.4.1.3.20).

3.4.1.3.25. Log entry reaction
Add this reaction type to the system’s task, if you want the system to display a 
certain event log entry when a particular event occurs.

To configure the reaction properties:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, go to the Reactions node and highlight 

the added Log entry reaction.
2. In the General pane’s element properties area, enter the text that the system 

has to display in response to the event that occurred.

3. Once you have configured the reaction properties, click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.
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3.4.1.4. Copying Tasks, Events and Reactions
If necessary, you may copy the created task to the tree of tasks. It will eliminate the 
need to add events, reactions and conditions for them once again. You may also 
copy the configured events or reactions from one task to another.

To copy the task:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, select the computer.
2. Highlight the task you need to copy. To highlight several events, hold down 

the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. Click the Make a copy button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click to call up the shortcut menu and select the Make a copy item.
4. A new task will appear in the tree of elements on the same level with the initial 

task. The name of the copied task will be just the same as the name of the 
initial task, except for the “_Copy #” mark, where # is an unoccupied sequence 
number, starting from 2 (e.g. Task 1_Copy or Task 1_Copy 3). The task will be 
added to the tree of elements together with all attachments.

To copy the event:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, select the task.
2. Open the Events node and highlight the event that you need to copy. To 

highlight several events, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. Click the Make a copy button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click to call up the shortcut menu and select the Make a copy item.
4. In the current Events node, the copy of the initial event that has the same 

name will appear.

Note that it is impossible to copy the Events and Reactions nodes.

To copy the reaction:
1. In the Schedule page’s tree of elements, select the task.
2. Open the Reactions node and highlight the reaction that you need to copy. 

To highlight several reactions, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. Click the Make a copy button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click to call up the shortcut menu and select the Make a copy button.
4. In the current Reactions node, the copy of the initial event that has the same 

name will appear.

3.4.1.5. Blocking and deleting Tasks, Events and Reactions
When you need to temporarily exclude a certain task / event / reaction from being 
processed by the system’s schedule, you may block it. This operation does not delete 
a task / event / reaction from the system configuration; it just temporarily blocks it 
allowing you to restore it later with the original settings. In turn, the deletion operation 
permanently deletes a task / event / reaction from the system configuration.

To block a task / event / reaction:
1. Highlight the task / event / reaction that you want to block in the tree of 
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elements. To highlight several tasks / events / reactions, hold down the Ctrl 
or Shift key.

2. Click the Block element button on the toolbar.
• Or call up the shortcut menu and select the Block item.

3. The blocked task / event / reaction will become gray in the tree of elements 
and the icon  appears against it.

You may block not only separate events / reactions, but also the Events and 
Reactions nodes of the tree.

To unblock the task / event / reaction:
1. Highlight the blocked task / event / reaction that you want to unblock in the 

tree of elements. To highlight several tasks / events / reactions, hold down 
the Ctrl or Shift key.

2. Click the Block element button on the toolbar.
• Or call up the shortcut menu and select the Unblock item.

To delete the task / event / reaction:
1. Highlight the task / event / reaction that you want to delete in the tree of 

elements. To highlight several tasks / events / reactions, hold down the Ctrl 
or Shift key.

2. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.
• Or call up the shortcut menu and select the Delete item (for the Events and 

Reactions nodes of the tree, select the Delete nested events / reactions 
item).

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Attention! The deletion of the task will result in the deletion of all events and 
reactions for this task.

Attention! The system allows for deleting blocked elements.

Attention! You may not delete the Events and Reactions nodes of the tree. 
You may delete only their attachments.
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3.4.2. Detectors page
The system allows you to detect motion, locate abandoned objects, detect sabotage 
by cameras, count objects that pass through the camera’s field of view, react to a 
change in the objects’ motion direction, detect the line crossing, detect smoke or 
fire, identify types of objects, determine the length of the queue as well as register 
excess volume level of the sound that comes from microphones. 
In order to be able to detect by cameras and microphones, you need to add devices 
to the system configuration, configure their detection presets and scheduled detector 
operation on the Schedule page. The user-friendly interface allows you to configure 
detection parameters as precisely as possible.
On the Detectors page, you may configure detection for each device (microphone, 
analog camera, IP camera). This page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements 
(2) and the Properties area of elements (3).

The Detectors page’s tree of elements displays the devices for which you can 
configure detectors.
The properties area of each device contains buttons used for creating the detectors 
applicable to the device.
The VideoNet system differentiates between video detectors, i.e. detectors on 
cameras, and audio detectors, i.e. detectors on microphones.
VideoNet provides the ability to configure detection parameters for each camera 
separately. You can create several detectors of different kinds for each camera, and 
for each of the detectors several detection presets, highlighting one or several key 
detection zones in each of the presets. For each of the zones selected in the preset, 
you can also configure your own detection parameters.

Video detector preset
The video detector preset determines the camera detection parameters within each 
detection zone.

Detection zone
A detection zone is an area where detection occurs. Each zone has its identification 
number. Zone numbering enables you to unambiguously identify the zone within 
the camera’s field of view where the motion, an object or an alarm object has been 
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detected. Setting several detection zones in the preset eliminates the necessity 
to control objects throughout the entire field of view of the camera.
In the field of properties, detectors are grouped by types: basic video detectors, 
neural network video detectors, built-in video detectors and audio detectors.

3.4.2.1. Types of detectors
• Basic video detectors
Motion detector

A motion detector is intended for detecting object 
motion. When video surveillance in the guarded terri-
tory is on, in most cases, there is no need to detect 

motion in the entire camera-controlled area. It is sufficient to control just several key 
areas, such as for example doors. This is the most effective method of site control 
because it allows you avoid false alarms. If the system detects the motion in one 
or more zones by the camera that is broadcasted in the video window, the moving 
objects in the camera’s video image will be enclosed in red boxes (see Section 
4.6.13).
Adaptive object detector

An adaptive object detector is intended for detecting 
moving objects, yet it is fundamentally different from 
the motion detector in terms of performance. Using 

the adaptive object detector allows you to get:
• an advantage in visual tracking of the object, namely: the precise enclosing 

of a moving object in a red box due to the use of the advanced mathematic 
tracing algorithm for the moving object. As a result, the system treats the 
moving object as a single entity rather than a set of frame-to-frame changes. 
Even if a part of the object did not move (e.g. a person moved only his/her 
hand), the adaptive object detector will highlight the whole object as moving;

• a smaller number of presets required due to the fact that the detector adapts 
to changing video scene conditions. For example when lighting conditions 
change (day/night), the adaptive object detector automatically adapts to new 
lighting conditions and still effectively operates. It eliminates the necessity to 
configure different motion detection presets for day and night;

• a small number of motion detection errors due to the use of the algorithm for 
processing camera noise and dynamic noise (of different origin).

Abandoned object detector
Sometimes you need to control the objects located 
on the guarded territory to ensure security. The 
abandoned object detector makes this task easier by 

automating the operator’s work. The detection of appearing and disappearing objects 
in the camera’s field of view as well as the surveillance over the objects which position 
does not have to change are automatic. The appearance or disappearance of the 
guarded object is an alarm event for the abandoned object detector. For example 
an alarm event will be a loss of a car from the parking area or unauthorized stay of 
the car for a longer period that it has been specified.
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Attention! The car moving within the camera’s field of view is not an alarm 
event. To detect the acts of moving, use motion detectors.

If the system detects the presence of an alarm object in one or more zones by the 
camera that is broadcasted in the video window, the alarm objects in the camera’s 
video image will be enclosed in red boxes.
Object counter

There are some cases when you need to register the 
number of objects that pass through the controlled 
area. An object counter helps solve this task by regis-

tering automatically the number of the objects that appear in the camera-controlled 
zone. The separate “Object counter” detector should not be mixed with the same-
name parameter of direction and crossing detectors which count detected objects.
You can make the number of objects detected in one or more zones of the camera’s 
video image display in this camera’s image in the video window. (see Section 4.6.13).

Attention! The object counter is able to detect objects only when they are 
visually separated from each other. For example if several boxes are piled on 
one another on the conveyor belt or lie too close to one another, the object 
counter will treat them as one object.

Attention! The object counter is able to register an object only if it is present in 
the detection zone for no less than one second.

Sabotage detector
Video surveillance systems often face a task to detect 
a loss of the so-called “desired” video signal. To solve 
this task, the VideoNet system uses a sabotage 

detector which analyzes on a real time basis the contrast changes in the local frame 
regions from the video stream received from the camera. The sabotage detector 
automatically selects the frame regions for you to assess the contrast change over 
time. If the contrast change in these regions exceeds some relative threshold, it 
comes to a decision that the “desired” video signal has been lost.
A sabotage detector identifies the following situations:

• disconnecting a camera from the power supply;
• defocusing;
• lens covering or light-striking;
• partial signal loss;
• a camera turnaway;
• video image noise level exceeding the expected value.

A sabotage detector is not sensitive to precipitation exposure (e.g. snow), object 
motion, minor camera vibration and high fluctuations of the video signal bright-
ness which typically occur when the hardware automatic adjustment of the signal 
amplification (AAA) actuates.

Attention! When a sabotage detector actuates, alarm on the camera is triggered. 
The alarm is triggered no matter whether the camera is on guard or not.

The system allows you to configure an alarm message displaying in the event 
panel (see Section 4.11) in case of sabotage detected on the camera. You may also 
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specify in the system that the operator should log the alarm message confirmation 
in the event log. It will allow you to receive some information about the operator’s 
attentiveness and carefulness as well as reconstruct the event scene (see Section 
3.4.1.2.6).

Attention! The correct operation of the sabotage detector requires high-contrast 
video scene images. For example if the camera is pointed at a one-color, 
uniformly lit wall, the sabotage detector will not be able to identify whether the 
camera is focused or not. If you point the camera to some other object in the 
guarded site, for example a lamp, the sabotage detector will work in a correct way.

Intersection detector
In some cases, the operator needs to track the 
crossing of a conventional boundary by the object as 
well as approaching this line from a certain direction. 

The VideoNet allows you to track such events using the Intersection Detector. It 
helps track the location of the object in question in relation to the assigned alarm 
line and attention line. The intersection detector differentiates between two events: 
approaching the alarm line (the object is between the attention line and alarm line) 
and crossing the alarm line from the specified unauthorized direction. In the first 
instance, the detector actuates in the Attention mode, in the second instance – in 
the Alarm mode. Thus, the VideoNet system ensures early danger alert and instant 
operator’s reaction.
Direction detector

The VideoNet system allows you to track the motion 
of objects in a more precise way, by using the Direc-
tion Detector. The detector analyzes the object’s 

motion direction by way of computing its trajectory. In the detector settings, you may 
set the directions to trigger the detector. The detector is triggered when the object 
motion direction coincides with one of the specified directions.
Face detector

VideoNet makes it possible to detect human faces in 
the camera’s control zone using the Face Detector. 

You can specify in the detector settings that the faces detected should be counted 
and then saved to the database to work with them later. When you do so, only human 
faces are saved to the database, while other body parts, objects and the background 
are ignored. If the system registers human faces on the camera that is broadcasted 
in the video window in one or more zones, then the faces will be enclosed in red 
boxes in the video image from this camera.
Smoke detector

The smoke detector is intended to detect smoke in a 
protected area. The detector analyzes the video 
image and detects the change in the color of the gray 

shades. Thus, the VideoNet system ensures early warning of a fire and instant 
operator’s reaction.
Fire detector

The fire detector is intended to detect fire in a 
protected area. The detector analyzes the video 
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image and detects the change in the color of the red and yellow shades. Thus, the 
VideoNet system ensures early warning about the occurrence of a fire and instant 
operator’s reaction.
• Neural network video detectors

Attention! For the operation of neural network detectors, the following technical 
requirements for the hardware and software installed on the computer must be 
taken into account:

Graphics card Architecture: Pascal or later (for example, video cards 
of the GeForce 10 Series family and newer);
Video memory: at least 4 GB (the required volume 
depends on the neural networks used and their 
quantity);
Drivers: 378.49 WHQL versions or newer;
CUDA technology version: 6.0 or newer;
Memory bus width: 128 bits or more.

Operating system 64 bit

CUDA libraries In addition to VideoNet, CUDA libraries must be 
installed. For installation description, see VideoNet 
Installation manual.

Neural network object type detector
This detector belongs to the category of detectors using 
an object recognition algorithm based on convolu-
tional neural networks. The neural network object type 

detector provides unambiguous identification of objects of certain types in the frame. 
If the system captures an object of a given type in the field of view of the camera 
broadcast in the video window, then the object will be highlighted in the video image 
from the camera with a rectangle with a mark about its type (see section 4.6.13).
Neural network queue length detector

 The queue length detector uses a mathematical object 
recognition algorithm based on convolutional neural 
networks. The neural network queue length detector 

reacts to the accumulation of the types of objects selected in the settings in the 
observed zone.
The detection of several objects of a given type in the camera’s control zone and 
their presence at one point of the frame for more than a certain time will be recorded 
by the detector as the formation of a queue. If the system captures an object of a 
given type in the field of view of the camera broadcast in the video window, then the 
object will be highlighted on the video image from the camera with a rectangle with 
a mark about its type and number in the queue (see section 4.6.13).
• Built-in video detectors
If VideoNet detects that the camera has a built-in detector, then in its properties 
area there will be an additional pane Built-in source detectors. The pane contains 
buttons for selecting built-in detectors that are supported by the VideoNet system. 
The built-in detectors include motion detector, intersection detector, object 
counter, entries and stays detectors of the object in the detection area and 
body temperature detector. The availability of the choice of a detector depends 
on the properties of the camera.
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• Audio detectors
Sound detector

Permanent noise level may vary from premise to 
premise on the guarded site depending on the specific 
nature of each premise. The VideoNet system allows 

you to configure sound detection parameters for each microphone depending on the 
noise level in the premise where it is located. You may configure one or more sound 
detection presets, to set maximum allowable sound volume levels and maximum 
allowed durations of unwanted sounds.
Sound detector preset
The sound detector preset determines sound detection parameters: volume level 
and duration thresholds for the sound signal that comes from the microphone. If the 
sound signal volume level exceeds the established threshold value and this sound 
signal duration exceeds the actuation time specified in the settings, the system will 
register such sound signal as unwanted sound.
Therefore, you can configure several presets with different detection parameters for 
each camera. You can configure a sound detector for each microphone. Use the 
Detectors page to configure presets and detection zones in the VideoNet system.
Once you have added and configured detection presets, you may get started with 
detecting. To do this, you need to go to the Schedule page and specify the settings 
for a detector on camera or on microphone. The VideoNet system allows you to 
configure in the schedule the automatic execution of the system’s reactions to 
detected motion; detected number of objects; appearing and disappearing objects, 
or sabotage by the camera in the presets’ detection zones using the loaded presets 
for detectors on cameras. You may also configure reactions to the detected sound 
in the system’s schedule, using the loaded presets for detectors on microphone.

3.4.2.2. Adding and configuring detectors
To add a detector:
1. Go to the System Behavior page group and open the Detectors page.
2. In the tree of elements, select the device to which you want to add the detector.
3. Click the button with the name of the desired detector in the device properties 

area.
• Or click the Add button on the toolbar and select the desired detector from 

the drop-down menu.
• Or right-click on the device in the tree of elements and select the desired 

detector from the context menu.
A detector with default settings will be created.

To add a neural network detector:
1. Go to the System Behavior page group and open the Detectors page.
2. In the tree of elements, switch to the By connection view.
3. Select the computer whose cameras you want to add the neural network 

detector to.
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4. Click the Test button. A check will be made to see if the selected computer has 
CUDA libraries installed and at least one video card that provides work with 
neural networks. If the computer’s video card does not support CUDA technology 
or the required CUDA libraries and drivers are not installed on the computer, it 
will be impossible to work with neural network detectors.

Installation of CUDA libraries on a computer is carried out separately from 
VideoNet and is described in the VideoNet Installation manual.

5. In case of successful testing of the possibility of using neural network detectors, 
the GPU pane with the name of the video card and its conditional serial number 
will appear in the computer properties area. There will be as many GPU panes 
as there are video cards on the computer that support neural networks. The 
VideoNet system allows you to run specific neural networks on each video card.

6. Click the Add button. The Select neural network window will be opened.
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7. Select one of the neural networks installed on your computer and click the 
Select button. The neural network will be added to the List of used neural 
networks table.

Installation of neural networks on a computer is carried out separately from 
VideoNet and is described in the VideoNet Installation manual.

Attention! Only those neural networks for which the amount of video memory 
remaining on the video card is sufficient will be available for addition, taking 
into account:
• 900 Mb occupied by CUDA 11.4 on first boot;
• the amount of video memory occupied by previously added neural networks.

8. Click the Test button to test the performance of neural networks on a video card.
9. In case of successful performance testing of neural networks on a video card, 

in the table List of used neural networks the maximum number of frames per 
second available for each neural network will be displayed in the Max. FPS field.
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If necessary, you can delete neural networks by selecting them in the List of used 
neural networks table and pressing the Delete button (or the Del key on your 
keyboard). After deleting the neural network, it is necessary to repeat the testing 
according to step 8 if other networks remain in the List of used neural networks table.

10. In the tree of elements, select the camera to which you want to add a detector. 
In the camera properties area on the Neural network detectors pane, groups of 
buttons with neural network detectors will be displayed, according to the number 
of GPU panes in the properties of the computer to which the camera belongs.

11. Click the button with the name of the required detector in the camera proper-
ties area.
• Or click the Add button on the toolbar and select the required detector from 

the drop-down menu.
• Or right-click on the device in the tree of elements and select the required 

detector from the context menu.
A detector will be created with the default settings and name: <detector type> 
(GPU<#>) - <Neural network abbreviation>.
You can add several neural network detectors of the same type to one camera if 
there are neural networks in the List of used neural networks table that have not 
yet been selected in the settings of other detectors of this type added to this camera.
The properties area of the basic and neural network detectors consists of five 
parts: a list of presets (1), buttons for creating and configuring detection zones 
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(2), a demonstration display (3), the Detection zone parameters area (4), and 
the Detection operation settings area (5).
The size of the demonstration display depends on the width of the detector proper-
ties area.

To resize the demonstration display:
1. Move the mouse cursor over the border between the tree of elements of the 

Detectors page and the element properties area. The cursor will change to a 
double-sided arrow .

2. Press the left mouse button and, holding the button, drag the border to the left 
or right side.

3. The size of the demonstration display will change proportionally.

Fig. 3.4.2.2-1. Detector properties area
The built-in detector properties area contains the Detection operation settings 
area and the Edit... button. The button allows you to go to the internal settings of 
the camera, since the setting of the detection parameters of the built-in detectors is 
not supported by VideoNet tools.
The microphone sound detector properties area consists of a list of presets (1), a 
Detection setup area (2), and a Detection operation settings area (3).
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Fig. 3.4.2.2-2. Sound detector properties area

To set up the detector:
1. Select the necessary detector in the tree of elements.
2. For detectors by cameras, adjust the aspect ratio of the video in the demonstra-

tion display using the /  Fit to content/Fit to video window buttons in 
the area of buttons for creating and configuring detection zones.

The aspect ratio of the video in the demonstration display is the same for all 
detectors of the same type in the tree of elements.

3. Designate the boundaries of detection zones in the detector properties area 
for detectors by cameras.

For each zone, you can set your own detection parameters (for example, the propor-
tions and sizes of detected objects for each zone may be different from other zones).
You can read more about detection zones in section 3.4.2.5.

4. Configure the detection parameters in the Detection zone parameters area 
or in the Detection operation settings area.

5. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel if all changes are 
correct, or Cancel if you want to cancel the changes you have made.
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3.4.2.3. Detection configuration buttons
In the properties area of the detector on camera, the following buttons used for 
defining and configuring detection are located:
Button Description

Create a new preset.

Protect the whole window from detection, mask the entire visibility 
scope.

Select the whole window as a detection zone.

  
Highlighters of various sizes used to highlight detection zones.

  
Green, red and blue highlighters that designate the respective 
mask colors.

Hide / show the detected object parameters on the demo display. 
It is used for configuring object proportions and sizes.

/
Fit to content/Fit to video window buttons are used to change 
the aspect ratio of the video in the demonstration display.

Clicking this button allows you to view how a preset with specified 
parameters works. You cannot change parameters while testing.

When you click this button, you create and open a new task in 
the schedule for which the Enabling detector reaction is enabled.

3.4.2.4. Adding, renaming and deleting presets by detectors
To create a preset by detector, do the following:
1. In the tree of elements, select the detector (for the device to configure detection), 

for which you need to create a new detector operation preset.

2. Click the button  in the Presets List (1) (Fig. 3.4.2.2-1) in the element 
properties area.
• Or right-click any existing preset and select the Add preset item from the 

shortcut menu.
A preset with default parameters will be created in the system; it will be named 
Preset N, where N is an ordinal number of the created preset.
You may rename a preset, if you double-click its name with the left mouse button. 
Alternatively, you may right-click the preset that you need to rename and select the 
Rename item from the shortcut menu.
To delete a preset, right-click the preset and select the Delete item in the shortcut 
menu.
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3.4.2.5. Working with detection zones
The VideoNet system allows you to create several detection zones located in different 
areas of the frame and set individual detection settings for them.
For example, consider the case when the camera is monitoring a controlled area 
(CA). It is advisable to divide the entire field of view of the camera into a zone that 
is located inside the CA border and a zone outside the CA. At the same time, in 
the territory outside the CA, it is sufficient to carry out detection only in front of the 
CA entrance.
Thus, three camera detection areas are formed, of which one area is not detected, 
and the other two areas can be detected with different settings.

The demonstration display screen shows the area of view of the selected camera. 
It is possible to mask part of the demonstration display using the corresponding 
detection area setting buttons, so that the masked part will not be detected. By 
default, demonstration display masking is not applied. If desired, the color of the 
mask can be changed by pressing the corresponding color button to the left of the 
demonstration display (see section 3.4.2.3 and Fig. 3.4.2.2-1).
First of all, it is necessary to select in the camera visibility area those areas that 
the system will process during the detection and fixation of objects. To do this, the 
required areas should be cleared from the mask using one of the three markers to 
the left of the demonstration display (see section 3.4.2.3 and Fig. 3.4.2.2-1).
Smaller markers allow you to more clearly define the boundaries of the detection 
zone and reduce the distance between them. Larger markers allow you to quickly 
select large areas.
The detection areas cleared from the mask are called detection zones. The system 
assigns a unique number to each detection zone, which makes it possible to uniquely 
identify this zone. In each of the presets, the numbering of the zones starts from “1”.
In order to apply the mask to the entire area сlick the Protect the whole window 

from detection  button located on the left of the demonstration display (in this 
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case, the system will not perform detection throughout the entire field of view of the 
camera). The numbers of all the zones deleted in this case will be released.
To remove the mask from the entire area сlick the Select the entire window as a 
detection zone  button located on the left of the demonstration display (in this 
case, the system will perform the detection throughout the entire field of view of the 
camera). The entire field of view of the camera will represent a detection zone and 
will be numbered as “1”.

To designate a detection zone on the demo display:
1. Apply the mask to the entire camera’s field of view;
2. Select a highlighter of the required size, by pressing the respective button on 

the left of the demonstration display;
3. Holding the left mouse button, remove the mask from the area in which you 

want to perform detection. The highlighted area will be given a unique number.

To remove a detection zone from the demo display:
1. Select a highlighter of the required size, by clicking the respective button located 

on the left of the demonstration display (see section 3.4.2.3);
2. Holding the right mouse button, mask the highlighted area. The zone number 

will be released.
If several detection zones are selected in one preset, then all selected zones will 
be numbered within the preset. The system carries out numbering according to the 
principle of assigning the newly allocated zone the smallest of the free numbers 
from 1 to 99. The zone number is displayed in the upper left corner of the zone.
You can merge several zones into one detection zone, in this case the zone will 
be assigned the lowest of all the numbers of the combined zones, and all other 
numbers will be released.

Attention! When you merge several zones into one, change the zone number 
or delete the zone, zones are not renumbered automatically in the system’s 
schedule. It is highly recommended to configure the numbering in the schedule 
accordingly, in case of any zone numbering change. Otherwise it may cause 
incorrect schedule operation and result in incorrect detecting.

To configure identical detection parameters for several zones at a time, highlight 
the required zones on the demonstration display by using the left mouse button and 
holding down the Ctrl key.
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3.4.2.6. Configuring motion detector
The VideoNet system allows you to configure parameters individually for each 
detection zone of a motion detector highlighted in the preset. To configure the 
parameters of motion detection zones, use detection configuration buttons located 
on the left of the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3), and controls located in the 
Zone parameters area. (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-1).

Fig. 3.4.2.6-1. The properties area of the Motion detector element

Parameter Description
Specify 
proportions and 
size

This radio button group lets you specify approximate aspect ratio 
between the width and height of the object. If the object’s aspect 
ratio does not match the aspect ratio range that you set, the motion 
of such object will not be detected.
If you check the All or Any proportions radio button, the objects of 
any proportions, according to the specified sizes, will be detected.
When you check the radio button, a schematic view of the object will 
appear on the demo display. You can set the maximum and minimum 
sizes of detected objects by using the highlighters located on the 
boundaries of the schematic diagram of larger and smaller sizes, 
respectively. If the sizes do not match the specified proportions, the 
system will switch the radio button to the appropriate option.
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Ignore objects less 
than

This control is available only when you check the All radio button for 
proportions and sizes. It allows you to specify in conventional units 
the minimum size of the object which motion can be detected. The 
motion of all objects which sizes are smaller that the specified size 
will not be detected.

Error when setting 
the aspect ratio

This control is available when you check any radio button for 
proportions and sizes, except All or Any proportions. It allows you 
to set the error for the aspects that you have selected.

Object contrast 
against the 
background

This control determines the alarm level of the object’s contrast against 
the background. The higher the contrast level is, the greater contrast 
between the object and the background should exist so that a detector 
could detect its motion.

Sensitivity 
threshold

This control determines detector sensitivity threshold. Object motion 
will This control determines detector sensitivity threshold. Object 
motion will be detected only when object brightness exceeds specified 
sensitivity level.

Detalization This control determines the video resolution used by the detector. It 
improves the accuracy of video analytics.

Note that detection zone parameters are configured experimentally and therefore 
require a multiple repetition of the stages of the algorithm given below. For 
convenience, it is recommended to configure motion detection parameters in the 
preset testing mode.

To configure a motion detector preset:
1. Select a camera in the Detectors page’s tree of elements and then select the 

nested Motion detector element.
2. In the motion detector’s properties area, select the required preset from the list 

of presets (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-1).
3. Select the detection zone from the drop-down list or on the demo display. If 

you want to specify identical parameters for several zones at a time, highlight 
the zones on the demo display by using the left mouse button and holding the 
Ctrl key.
To begin with, it is required to set such detection parameters as to allow the 
system to register all changes that occur in the camera’s field of view. To do 
this, you need to set all configuration controls to their end positions (Steps 4-5).

4. Check the radio button which most closely corresponds to the required propor-
tions from the Specify proportions and Size group and set the Error when 
setting the aspect ratio slider to the minimum value.
• Or check the Any proportions radio button and set the object’s images of 

the max and min sizes to maximum and minimum, respectively, on the demo 
display.

• Or check the All radio button and move the Ignore objects less than slider 
to the minimum value.

5. Set sliders of sensitivity and contrast to maximum and minimum correspondingly.
6. Click the Test preset button (the button will change its name to Stop testing) 

located under the demo display. The system training which is necessary for the 
detector’s operation will start. The training may take some time.
For convenience of configuration, red boxes which demonstrate the motion of 
objects in the zone will appear on the demo display. The system will register 
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changes in detection zones.
Now you need to change detection parameters step by step, setting aside 
the changes that will be non-significant for each detection zone (Steps 7-10).

7. If you want the system, in case of minimal difference between moving object and 
background, to detect motion, then it is necessary to reduce sensitivity level. 
For example, if you need to detect motion of a grey object on a grey asphalt 
pavement at dusk. To do that, alternating clicking and releasing Test preset / 
Stop preset toggle button, move the slider to the left until the system starts to 
detect motion of needed objects.

8. If you want to exclude detecting such objects as for example leaves on the 
trees and so on (that is objects, motion of which forms simultaneously several 
areas, in which motion will be detected), then you should increase contrast 
level. To do that, alternating clicking and releasing Test preset / Stop preset 
toggle button, move the slider to the right until the system starts to detect motion 
only of needed objects.

9. By pushing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button, change the proportions 
and sizes (max and min) of the object on the demo display until you get the 
proportions and sizes of the target object (an object that you want to detect). 
To change the object sizes and proportions, you need to drag the respective 
corners of its frame using the mouse (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-2).

Fig. 3.4.2.6-2. Object size and Proportion configuration controls

For convenience, you may use the button , located on the left of the demo display, 
in order to hide / show the object (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-1).

10. Click the Test preset button to test the detection parameters you have 
configured. If the testing showed that the system does not detect motion for 
some objects or, on the contrary, it detects motion for the objects which motion 
it should not detect, repeat Steps 7 through 10.

11. If the system correctly detects motion of objects, push the Test preset / Stop 
preset toggle button to complete configuration and click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

3.4.2.7. Configuring adaptive object detector
The VideoNet system enables you to configure the parameters individually for each 
detection zone of an adaptive object detector highlighted in the preset. To configure 
detection zone parameters, use detection configuration buttons that are located on 
the left of the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3) and controls located in the Zone 
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parameters area which are identical to the motion detector buttons and controls 
(see Fig. 3.4.2.6-1).
Parameter Description

Specify propor-
tions and size

This radio button group lets you specify approximate aspect ratio 
between the width and height of the object. If the object’s aspect ratio 
does not match the aspect ratio range that you set, the motion of such 
object will not be detected.
If you check the All or Any proportions radio button, the objects of 
any proportions, according to the specified sizes, will be detected.
When you check the radio button, a schematic view of the objects will 
appear on the demo display. You can set the maximum and minimum 
sizes of detected objects by using the highlighters located on the 
boundaries of the schematic diagram of larger and smaller sizes, 
respectively. If the sizes do not match the specified proportions, the 
system will switch the radio button to the appropriate option.

Ignore objects 
less than

This control is available only when you check the All radio button for 
proportions and sizes. It allows you to specify in conventional units 
the minimum size of the object which motion can be detected. The 
motion of all objects which sizes are smaller that the specified size 
will not be detected.

Error when setting 
the aspect ratio

This control is available when you check any radio button for propor-
tions and sizes, except All or Any proportions. It allows you to set 
the error for the aspects you have selected.

Object contrast 
against the back-
ground

This control determines the alarm level of the object’s contrast against 
the background. The higher the contrast level is, the greater contrast 
between the object and the background should exist for the detector 
to be able to register its motion.

Detalization This control determines the video resolution used by the detector. It 
improves the accuracy of video analytics.

Attention! The efficiency of a detector’s operation largely depends on the 
configuration of detector parameters. Therefore it is very important to be able 
to correctly configure detection zone parameters. 

Note that detection zone parameters are configured experimentally and therefore 
require a multiple repetition of the stages of the algorithm given below. For conveni-
ence, it is recommended to configure the parameters of an adaptive object detector 
in the preset testing mode.

To configure an adaptive object detector preset:
1. Select the camera in the Detectors page’s tree of elements and then select 

the nested Adaptive object detector element.
2. In the adaptive motion detector properties area, select the required preset from 

the presets list (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-1).
3. Select the detection zone from the drop-down list or on the demo display. If you 

want to set identical detector parameters for several zones at a time, highlight 
the zones on the demo display by using the left mouse button and holding 
down the Ctrl key.

To begin with, it is required to set such detection parameters as to allow the system 
to register all changes that occur in the camera’s field of view. To do this, you need 
to set all configuration controls to their end positions (Steps 4-5).
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4. Check the radio button which most closely corresponds to the required propor-
tions from the Specify proportions and Size group and set the Error when 
setting the aspect ratio slider to the minimum value.
• Or check the Any proportions radio button and set the object’s images of 

the max and min sizes to maximum and minimum, respectively, on the demo 
display.

• Or check the All radio button and move the Ignore objects less than slider 
to the minimum value.

5. Set the contrast slider to the minimum value.
6. Click the Test preset button (the button will change its name to Stop testing) 

located under the demo display. The system training which is necessary for the 
detector’s operation will start. The training may take some time. The system 
will register the slightest changes in detection zones, including various noises.

For convenience of configuration, red boxes which show the motion of objects in 
the zone will appear on the demo display.
Now you need to change detection parameters step by step, setting aside the 
changes that will be non-significant for each detection zone (Steps 7-9).

7. By pushing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button, move the slider to the 
right until the system starts registering the motion only of the objects you need.

8. By pushing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button, change the object’s 
proportions and sizes (max and min) on the demo display until you get the 
required proportions and sizes of the target object (an object that you want to 
detect). To change the object’s sizes and proportions, you need to drag the 
respective corners of its frame using the mouse (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-2).

For convenience, you may use the button , located on the left of the demo display, 
in order to hide / show the object (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-1).

9. Click the Test preset button to test the detection parameters you have config-
ured. If the testing showed that the system does not detect motion for some 
objects or, on the contrary, detects motion for the objects which motion it should 
not detect, repeat Steps 7 through 9.

10. If the system correctly detects motion of objects, push the Test preset / Stop 
preset toggle button to complete configuration and click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

3.4.2.8. Configuring object counter
The VideoNet system enables you to configure parameters individually for each 
detection zone of the object counter highlighted in the preset. To configure the object 
counter detection zone parameters, use detection configuration buttons located on 
the left of the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3) and controls located in the Zone 
parameters area (see Fig. 3.4.2.8-1).
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Fig. 3.4.2.8-1. The properties area of the Object counter element

Parameter Description

Specify propor-
tions and size

This radio button group lets you specify approximate aspect ratio 
between the width and height of the object. If the object’s aspect 
ratio does not match the aspect ratio range that you set, the motion 
of such object will not be detected.
If you check the All or Any proportions radio button, the objects of 
any proportions, according to the specified sizes, will be detected.
When you check the radio button, a schematic view of objects will 
appear on the demo display. You can set the maximum and minimum 
sizes of detected objects by using the highlighters located on the 
boundaries of the schematic diagram of larger and smaller sizes, 
respectively. If the sizes do not match the specified proportions, the 
system will switch the radio button to the appropriate option.

Ignore objects less 
than

This control is available only when you check the All radio button 
for proportions and sizes. It allows you to specify in conventional 
units the minimum size of the object which motion can be detected. 
The motion of all objects which sizes are smaller that the specified 
size will not be detected.

Error when setting 
the aspect ratio

This control is available when you check any radio button for propor-
tions and sizes, except All or Any proportions. It allows you to set 
the error for the aspects you have selected.
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Parameter Description

Object contrast 
against the back-
ground

This control determines the alarm level of the object’s contrast 
against the background. The higher the contrast level is, the greater 
contrast between the object and the background should exist so that 
a detector could register its motion.

Detalization This control determines the video resolution used by the detector. It 
improves the accuracy of video analytics.

Attention! The efficiency of a detector’s operation largely depends on the 
configuration of detector parameters. Therefore it is very important to be able 
to correctly configure detection zone parameters.

Note that detection zone parameters are configured experimentally and therefore 
require a multiple repetition of the stages of the algorithm given below. For conveni-
ence, it is recommended to configure the parameters of an object counter in the 
preset testing mode.

To configure an object counter preset:
1. Select the camera in the Detectors page’s tree of elements and then select 

the nested Object counter element.
2. In the object counter properties area, select the required preset from the presets’ 

list (see Fig. 3.4.2.8-1).
3. Select the detection zone from the drop-down list or on the demo display. If you 

want to set identical detector parameters for several zones at a time, highlight 
the zones on the demo display by using the left mouse button and holding 
down the Ctrl key.

To begin with, it is required to set such detection parameters as to allow the system 
to register all changes that occur in the camera’s field of view. To do this, you need 
to set all configuration controls to their end positions (Steps 4-5).

4. Check the radio button which most closely corresponds to the required propor-
tions from the Specify proportions and size group and set the Error when 
setting the aspect ratio slider to the minimum value.
• Or check the Any proportions radio button and set the object’s images of 

the max and min sizes to maximum and minimum, respectively, on the demo 
display.

• Or check the All radio button and move the Ignore objects less than slider 
to the minimum value.

5. Set the contrast slider to the minimum value.
6. Click the Test preset button (the button will change its name to Stop testing) 

located under the demo display. The system training which is necessary for the 
detector’s operation will start. The training may take some time. Then object 
detecting in the configured detection zones will start.

For convenience of configuration, red boxes which show the motion of objects in the 
zone will appear on the demo display, and the number of the objects will be displayed 
in the upper left corner of the demo display. These boxes will be displayed only in 
the preset testing mode; they are not displayed in the video surveillance mode. The 
system will register the slightest changes in detection zones, including various noises.
Now you need to change detection parameters step by step, setting aside the 
changes that will be non-significant for each detection zone (Steps 7-9).
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7. By pushing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button, move the slider to the 
right until the system starts registering the motion only for the objects you need.

8. By pushing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button, change the object’s 
proportions and sizes (max and min) on the demo display until you get the 
required proportions and sizes of the target object (an object that you want 
to detect). To change the object’s sizes and proportions, you need to drag 
the respective corners of its frame using the mouse (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-2). For 

convenience, you may use the button , located on the left of the demo 
display, in order to hide / show the object (see Fig. 3.4.2.8-1).

9. Click the Test preset button to test the detection parameters you have config-
ured. If the testing showed that the system does not detect motion for some 
objects or, on the contrary, detects it for the objects which motion it should not 
detect, repeat Steps 7 through 9.

10. If the system correctly detects motion of objects, push the Test preset / Stop 
preset toggle button to complete configuration and click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

3.4.2.9. Configuring sabotage detector
VideoNet does not allow for creating separate detection zones for a sabotage detec-
tor. However, you may create presets with different detection settings. To configure 
sabotage detection parameters, use the controls located in the Zone parameters 
area. (see Fig. 3.4.2.9-1).

Fig. 3.4.2.9-1. The Sabotage detector element properties area
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Parameter Description

Sensitivity to the 
fast image change

This control determines the alarm level of the image change in the 
frame. The higher the sensitivity level is, the smaller the number of 
changes between the images in the old frame and in the new frame 
should be for the detector to be able to register the sabotage.

Attention! The efficiency of a detector’s operation largely depends on the 
configuration of detector parameters. Therefore it is very important to be able 
to correctly configure detection zone parameters.

Note that detection zone parameters are configured experimentally and therefore 
require a multiple repetition of the stages of the algorithm given below. For conveni-
ence, it is recommended to configure sabotage detection parameters in the preset 
testing mode.

To configure a sabotage detector preset:
1. Select the camera in the Detectors page’s tree of elements and then select 

the nested Sabotage detector element.
2. In the sabotage detector properties area, select the required preset from the 

presets list (see Fig. 3.4.2.9-1).
First, it is required to set such detection parameters as to allow the system to register 
all changes that occur in the camera’s field of view.

3. Set the Sensitivity to the fast image change slider to the maximum value.
4. Click the Test preset button (the button will change its name to Stop testing) 

located under the demo display.
In case of the slightest difference between the object on which the camera is focused 
and the background, the system will detect sabotage on the camera. The caption 
“Sabotage” will appear in the center of the demo display.

5. By pushing the Test preset/Stop preset toggle button, change the sensitiv-
ity to the fast image change until you get the necessary sensitivity level for 
sabotage.

6. Click the Test preset button to test the detection parameters that you have 
configured. If the testing showed that the system does not detect sabotage in 
some cases or, on the contrary, detects it in cases where it should not, repeat 
Steps 5 and 6.

7. If the system correctly detects the sabotage on camera, push the Test preset/
Stop preset toggle button to complete configuration and click the Apply button 
on the configuration control panel.

3.4.2.10. Configuring intersection detector
The VideoNet system enables you to configure the parameters individually for each 
detection zone of a intersection detector highlighted in the preset. To configure 
crossing detection zone parameters, use detection configuration buttons that are 
located on the left of the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3) and controls located in 
the Zone parameters area (see Fig. 3.4.2.10-1).
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Fig. 3.4.2.10-1. The properties area of the Intersection detector element

Parameter Description

Specify propor-
tions and size

This radio button group lets you specify approximate aspect ratio 
between the width and height of the object. If the object’s aspect 
ratio does not match the aspect ratio range that you set, the motion 
of such object will not be detected.
If you check the All or Any proportions radio button, the objects of 
any proportions, according to the specified sizes, will be detected.
When you check the radio button, a schematic view of the objects will 
appear on the demo display. You can set the maximum and minimum 
sizes of detected objects by using the highlighters located on the 
boundaries of the schematic diagram of larger and smaller sizes, 
respectively. If the sizes do not match the specified proportions, the 
system will switch the radio button to the appropriate option.

Ignore objects less 
than

This control is available only when you check the All radio button for 
proportions and sizes. It allows you to specify in conventional units 
the minimum size of the object which motion can be detected. The 
motion of all objects which sizes are smaller that the specified size 
will not be detected.

Error when setting 
the aspect ratio

This control is available when you check any radio button for propor-
tions and sizes, except All or Any proportions. It allows you to set 
the error for the aspects you have selected.
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Parameter Description

Object contrast 
against the back-
ground

This control determines the alarm level of the object’s contrast against 
the background. The higher the contrast level is, the greater contrast 
between the object and the background should exist so that a detector 
could register its motion.

Detalization This control determines the video resolution used by the detector. It 
improves the accuracy of video analytics.

Count objects 
detected within a 
zone

This parameter allows you to count detected objects in the current 
zone.

Attention! The efficiency of a detector’s operation largely depends on the 
configuration of detector parameters. Therefore it is very important to be able 
to correctly configure detection zone parameters.

After you click the Additional parameters button, the advanced intersection detector 
parameters will be displayed. 

The Time for the object to be merged with background after stop scale allows 
you to specify the time (sec), during which the system continues detecting the object 
that stopped. After that, if the object is still motionless, the system discontinues 
detecting, considering this object to be a part of the background.
If it is necessary to eliminate false detector actuation resulting from intense camera 
vibration, select the Compensation of camera intense vibration check box.
Note that detection zone parameters are configured experimentally and therefore 
require a multiple repetition of the stages of the algorithm given below. For conveni-
ence, it is recommended to configure the parameters of a intersection detector in 
the preset testing mode.

To configure a intersection detector preset:
1. Select the camera in the Detectors page’s tree of elements and then select 

the nested Intersection detector element.
2. In the intersection detector’s properties area, select the required preset from 

the presets list (see Fig. 3.4.2.10-1).
3. Select a detection zone from the drop-down list or on the demo display. If you 

want to set identical detection parameters for several zones at a time, highlight 
these zones on the demo display by using the left mouse button and holding 
down the Ctrl key.

To begin with, it is required to set such detection parameters as to allow the system 
to register all changes that occur in the camera’s field of view. To do this, you need 
to set all configuration controls to their end positions (Steps 4-5).
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4. Check the radio button that most closely corresponds to the required proportions 
from the Specify proportions and size group and set the Error when setting 
the aspect ratio slider to the minimum value.
• Or check the Any proportions radio button and set the object’s max and min 

size images to maximum and minimum, respectively, on the demo display.
• Or check the All radio button and move the Ignore objects less than slider 

to the minimum value.
5. Set the contrast slider to the minimum value.

6. Switch to the Edit crossing lines mode, by clicking the button , located on 
the left of the demo display. Left-click to set the initial and terminal points of the 

alarm line. To switch back to the zone editing mode click the button  again.
7. To change the length and/or direction of the created alarm line, rotate it clockwise 

or counterclockwise and/or change its size, by holding one of the extreme points 
with the left mouse button. The direction is shown with a red arrow. When you 
change the direction, the line crossing will be detected from the opposite side. 
By default, the line crossing side is on the left of the line drawing direction.

8. When you set the alarm line, a red dashed line which is called an attention 
line is automatically drawn on the demo display. Using a point on the attention 
line, specify the distance to the alarm line. The zone between these lines is 
called a special attention zone. When an object inside this zone is moving 
toward the alarm line, the detector is triggered in the “Attention” mode. You 
need to determine the distance between the alarm line and the attention line 
by test and specify it so as to enable the operator make the necessary decision 
in between the actuation of the “attention” and “alarm” modes.

You can move crossing lines within the demo display using the left mouse button.

You may delete crossing lines either by reducing the alarm line length to zero 
or by pressing the Delete key.

9. Press the Test preset toggle button (it will change its name to Stop testing) 
located under the demo display.

The system will register the slightest changes in detection zones. Now you need to 
change detection parameters step by step, setting aside insignificant changes for 
each detection zone (Steps 10-12).

10. Alternate pushing and releasing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button 
to move the slider to the right until the system starts registering only the objects 
you need.

11. Alternate pushing and releasing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button 
on the demo display to change the object’s proportions and size (max and 
min) until you get the required proportions and size of the target object (an 
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object that you want to detect when it appears in the zone). To change size 
and proportions, you need to drag the respective corners of its frame using the 
mouse (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-2).

For convenience of configuration, you may use the button , located on the left 
of the demo display to hide / show the object (see Fig. 3.4.2.10-1).

12. Press the Test preset toggle button to test the detection parameters you have 
configured. If the testing showed that the system does not detect some cases of 
line crossing or, on the contrary, gives false alarms, repeat Steps 10 through 12.

13. If the system correctly detects the line crossing, release the Test preset / Stop 
preset toggle button to complete configuration and click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

Attention! A intersection detector can detect no more than 20 objects at a time 
in the specified zone.

The detector produces a set of boxes that enclose the currently tracked target 
objects.

The drawn lines are displayed only for the current (selected) detection 
configuration zone.

“Attention” is triggered when an object approaches the alarm line (the object 
is between the attention line and the alarm line); “Alarm” is triggered when the 
object crosses the alarm line from the specified side.
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3.4.2.11. Configuring direction detector
The VideoNet system enables you to configure parameters individually for each 
detection zone of a direction detector highlighted in the preset. To configure 
parameters of the motion direction detection zones, use the detection configuration 
buttons located on the left of the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3) and controls in 
the Zone parameters area (see Fig. 3.4.2.11-1).

Fig. 3.4.2.11-1. The properties area of the Direction detector element
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Parameter Description

Specify propor-
tions and size

This radio button group lets you specify an approximate aspect ratio 
between the width and height of the object. If the object’s aspect 
ratio does not match the aspect ratio range that you set, the motion 
of such object will not be detected.
If you check the All or Any proportions radio button, the objects 
of any proportions, according to the specified size, will be detected.
When you check a radio button, a schematic view of the objects will 
appear on the demo display. You can set the maximum and minimum 
size of detected objects by using the thicker and thinner highlighters 
located on the schematic diagram boundaries, respectively. If the 
size does not match the specified proportions, the system will switch 
the radio button to the appropriate option.

Ignore objects less 
than

This control is available only when you check the All radio button for 
proportions and size. It allows you to specify in conventional units 
the minimum size of the object which motion can be detected. The 
motion of any objects smaller than specified will not be detected.

Error when setting 
the aspect ratio

This control is available when you check any radio button for propor-
tions and size, except All or Any proportions. It allows you to set 
the error for the aspects you have selected.

Object contrast 
against the back-
ground

This control determines the alarm level of the object’s contrast 
against the background. The higher the contrast level is, the greater 
contrast between the object and the background should exist so that 
a detector could register its motion.

Travel direction This control allows you to set the directions. When the object moves 
along these directions the detector will be triggered. Directions are 
set separately for each detection zone.

Detalization This control determines the video resolution used by the detector. It 
improves the accuracy of video analytics.

Count objects 
detected within a 
zone

This parameter allows you to count detected objects within the 
current zone.

Attention! The efficiency of a detector’s operation largely depends on the 
configuration of detector parameters. Therefore it is very important to be able 
to correctly configure detection zone parameters.

After you click the Additional parameters button, the advanced direction detector 
parameters will be displayed.

The Time for the object to be merged with background after stop scale allows 
you to specify the time period (sec), in which the system continues detecting the 
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object that stopped. If the object is still motionless after this time is over, the system 
stops detecting and considers this object to be a part of the background.
Note that detection zone parameters are configured by test and therefore require a 
multiple repetition of the stages of the algorithm given below. For convenience, it is 
recommended to configure a direction detector parameters in the preset testing mode.

To configure a direction detector preset:
1. Select the camera in the Detectors page’s tree of elements; then select the 

nested Direction detector element.
2. In the object counter properties area, select the required preset from the presets 

list (see Fig. 3.4.2.11-1).
3. Select a detection zone from the drop-down list or on the demo display. If you 

want to set identical detection parameters for several zones at a time, highlight 
the zones on the demo display by using the left mouse button and holding 
down the Ctrl key.

To begin with, it is required to set such detection parameters as to allow the system 
to register all changes that occur in the camera’s field of view. To do this, you need 
to set all configuration controls to their end positions (Steps 4-5).

4. Check the radio button which most closely corresponds to the required propor-
tions from the Specify proportions and size group and set the Error when 
setting the aspect ratio slider to the minimum value.
• Or check the Any proportions radio button and set the object’s max and min 

size images the to maximum and minimum, respectively, on the demo display.
• Or check the All radio button and move the Ignore objects less than slider 

to the minimum value.
5. Set the contrast slider to the minimum value.
6. Specify the directions to trigger the detector if an object is moving within them. 

You may specify the object motion detection by using the circle divided into 
sectors. Select the directions in question by left-clicking the relevant sectors. 
In this case, the selected sectors will become yellow. If you left-click the sector 
again, it will go back to the initial state, i.e. the detection for this direction will 
be cancelled. You may click any combination out of eight sectors available. By 
default, no direction is selected and the detector is not triggered.

7. Press the Test preset toggle button (it will change its name to Stop testing) 
located under the demo display.

The system will register the slightest changes in detection zones. Now you need to 
change detection parameters step by step, setting aside insignificant changes for 
each detection zone (Steps 8-10).

8. Alternate pushing and releasing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button to 
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move the slider to the right until the system starts registering only the objects 
you need.

9. Alternate pushing and releasing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button 
on the demo display to change the object’s proportions and size (max and min) 
until you get the required proportions and size of the target object (an object 
that you want to detect when it appears in the zone). To change the object’s 
size and proportions, you need to drag the respective corners of its frame using 
the mouse (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-2).

For convenience of configuration, you may use the button  located on the left of 
the demo display to hide / show the object (see Fig. 3.4.2.11-1).

10. Press the Test preset toggle button to test the detection parameters you have 
configured. If the testing showed that the system fails to detect some objects 
or, on the contrary, detects the objects it should not detect, repeat Steps 8 
through 10.

11. If the system correctly detects object motion, release the Test preset / Stop 
preset toggle button to complete configuration and click the Apply button on 
the configuration control panel.

3.4.2.12. Configuring abandoned object detector
The VideoNet system enables you to configure parameters individually for each 
abandoned object detection zone highlighted in the preset. To configure detection 
zone parameters of the abandoned object detector, use detection configuration 
buttons located on the left of the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3) and controls 
located in the Zone parameters area (see Fig. 3.4.2.12-1).

Fig. 3.4.2.12-1. The properties area of the Abandoned object detector element
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Parameter Description

Specify proportions 
and size

This radio button group lets you specify an approximate aspect ratio 
between the width and height of the object. If the object’s aspect 
ratio does not match the aspect ratio range that you set, the motion 
of such object will not be detected.
If you check the All or Any proportions radio button, the objects 
of any proportions, according to the specified size, will be detected.
When you check a radio button, a schematic object view will appear 
on the demo display. You can set the maximum and minimum size 
of detected objects by using thicker and thinner highlighters located 
on the schematic diagram boundaries, respectively. If their size does 
not match the specified proportions, the system will switch the radio 
button to the appropriate option.

Ignore objects less 
than

This control is available only when you check the All radio button 
for proportions and size. It allows you to specify in conventional 
units the minimum size of the object which can be detected when 
it appears. The appearing objects which size are smaller that the 
specified size will not be detected.

Error when setting 
the aspect ratio

This control is available when you check any radio button for propor-
tions and size, except All or Any proportions. It allows you to set 
the error for the aspects you have selected.

Detection time This control allows you to set a time interval after which the detector 
will be triggered, if an object has disappeared or appeared (i.e. in 
case of an alarm object).

Reset time This control allows you to set a time interval after which the system 
stops informing the operator about appearing or disappearing 
objects. As a result, the detection is no longer displayed in the 
video window (detection display in the video window is described 
in Section 4.6.13).

The level of sensi-
tivity to brightness

This control determines the level of detector sensitivity to brightness. 
The object will be detected only when object brightness exceeds 
specified sensitivity level. The higher the sensitivity level is, the 
greater brightness between the object and the background should 
exist so that a detector could register an alarm object.

The level of sensi-
tivity to saturation

This control determines the level of detector sensitivity to saturation. 
The object will be detected only when object saturation exceeds 
specified sensitivity level. This parameter allows to more accurately 
detect the object, ignoring, for example, the shadow of the object. 
To use this parameter, you need to select the Use sensitivity to 
the refrigerant saturation check box.

Include objects into 
the background 
after detection

This option allows you to include objects in the background, if they 
have already been detected.

Detalization This control determines the video resolution used by the detector. 
It improves the accuracy of video analytics.

Note that detection zone parameters are configured by test and therefore require 
a multiple repetition of the stages of the algorithm given below. For convenience, it 
is recommended to configure abandoned object detection parameters in the preset 
testing mode.
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To configure an abandoned object detector preset:
1. Select the camera in the Detectors page’s tree of elements and then select 

the nested Abandoned object detector element.
2. In the abandoned object detector properties area, select the required preset 

from the presets list (see Fig. 3.4.2.12-1).
3. Select the detection zone from the drop-down list or on the demo display. If you 

want to set identical detector parameters for several zones at a time, highlight 
the zones on the demo display by using the left mouse button and holding 
down the Ctrl key.

To begin with, it is required to set such detection parameters as to allow the system 
to register all changes that occur in the camera’s field of view. To do this, you need 
to set all configuration controls to their end positions (Steps 4-5).

4. Check the radio button which most closely corresponds to the required propor-
tions from the Specify proportions and size group and set the Error when 
setting the aspect ratio slider to the minimum value.
• Or check Any proportions radio button and set the object’s max and min 

images to maximum and minimum, respectively, on the demo display. If 
you want to detect objects that are located at an angle, you can rotate the 
schematic object view. To rotate the schematic object view place your mouse 
pointer over the marker . Then click the left mouse button and as you hold 
it down, rotate the schematic object view. To return the schematic object view 

to the initial position, click the button .
• Or check All radio button and move the Ignore objects less than slider to 

the minimum value.
5. Set the The level of sensitivity to brightness slider to the maximum value.
6. Select the detection time and reset time.
7. Press the Test preset toggle button (it will change the name to Stop testing) 

located under the demo display. The system will collect the information neces-
sary for the detector’s operation and then start controlling objects in configured 
detection zones. The system will register the slightest changes in detection 
zones. In this case, you will see red boxes that denote appearing or disappearing 
objects on the demo display. If you want the system to more accurately detect 
the object, enable the Use sensitivity to the refrigerant saturation option 
and set the The level of sensitivity to saturation slider to the maximum value.

Now you need to change detection parameters step by step, setting aside insignificant 
changes for each detection zone (Steps 8-10).

8. Alternate pushing and releasing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button 
to move the slider to the left until the system starts controlling the position of 
the objects you need.

9. Alternate pushing and releasing the Test preset / Stop preset toggle button to 
change the object’s proportions and size (max and min) on the demo display 
until you get the required proportions and size of the target object (an object that 
you want to control). To change the object’s size and proportions, you need to 
drag the respective corners of its frame using the mouse (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-2).

For convenience of configuration, you may use the button  located on the left of 
the demo display to hide / show the object (see Fig. 3.4.2.12-1).

10. Press the Test preset toggle button to test the detection parameters you have 
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configured. If the testing showed that the system does not detect a change in 
position for some objects or, on the contrary, detects it for the objects which 
position change it should not detect, repeat Steps 8 through 10.

11. If the system correctly detects abandoned objects, release the Test preset / 
Stop preset toggle button to complete configuration and click the Apply button 
on the configuration control panel.

After you configure the abandoned object detection parameters and click the Test 
preset button to test the settings, the system will collect the necessary information 
for the detector’s operation: It will store a non-alarm state in the guarded zone to 
be considered as a reference state. Saving the reference state takes just several 
seconds (for switched cameras, it requires a little bit more time-–up to 10 seconds).
Every time the detector is running, the current guarded zone state will be compared 
to the reference state according to the configured detection parameters. If the system 
detects significant changes in the guarded zone against its reference state, alarm 
will be registered on the detector camera.
It is also important to realize that if some insignificant changes occurred in the 
guarded zone and the system treated such changes of state as non-alarm, the 
zone’s reference state will be automatically updated.
The same will happen after the alarm reset time for the detector camera expires. 
For example if some valuable thing is stolen from the guarded zone, the system 
will register the disappearance and keep informing you about the alarm on the site 
until the reset time expires. After that, the alarm informing will discontinue and the 
reference state of the zone where the stolen valuable thing is no longer present 
will update.

Attention! If an object occupies more than 80 percent of the detection zone, 
the detector camera will not register it as an alarm object. It helps avoid false 
alarms when an object which size is over 80 percent of this zone appears in the 
detection zone. It may be for example a bird flying in front of the lens or a short-
time blackout, etc. Therefore it is highly recommended to take into consideration 
the size of guarded objects or of the objects that may appear in this zone, when 
you configure detection zones.
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3.4.2.13. Configuring face detector
VideoNet allows configuring parameters individually for each detection zone of the 
face detector highlighted in the preset. To configure the parameters of detection 
zones of the face detector, use detection configuration buttons located to the left of 
the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3), and controls located in the Zone parameters 
area (see Fig. 3.4.2.13-1).

Fig. 3.4.2.13-1. The properties area of the Face detector element

Parameter Description

Resolution 
requested

This parameter serves to set image resolution requested from a camera. 
Setting higher resolution values improves detection of small-size faces, 
but also increases the load on the computer resources.

Display resolu-
tion

This parameter serves to set image resolution that will be used for 
displaying in the Analytics environment and for creating frames in the 
face window of the Surveillance environment.

Restrict fps 
when requested

This parameter serves to limit frames per second (FPS). The default 
FPS is 12.

Save face to 
database

This parameter serves to save every face detected to the VideoNet 
database. This option is enabled by default.

Count detected 
faces

This parameter serves to count faces detected by the detector in the 
active zone.
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Attention! The detector efficiency largely depends on detection parameters 
settings. Therefore, it is very important to be able to configure detection zone 
parameters correctly.

Note that detection zone parameters are configured experimentally and therefore 
you will have to reiterate the stages of the algorithm given below. For convenience, 
we recommend to configure face detector parameters in the preset testing mode.

To configure a preset for the face detector:
1. Select a camera in the tree of elements on the Detectors page, and then select 

the Face detector nested element.
2. In the face detector properties area, select the required preset from the presets 

list (see Fig. 3.4.2.13-1).
3. Select a detection zone in the drop-down list or on the demo display. If you 

want to set the same detection parameters for multiple zones at once, highlight 
these zones on the demo display, using the left mouse button and holding 
down the Ctrl key.

First, you need to set such detection parameters as to allow the system to capture 
all faces within the camera coverage area.

4. Set the maximum and minimum face size images on the demo display to 
maximum and minimum, respectively.

5. Click the Test preset toggle button (this button name will change to Stop 
testing) located under the demo display. Human face detecting will start in the 
configured detection zones.

To make configuring easier, each detected face will be enclosed in a red box on the 
demo display and the number of detected faces will be appear in the top left corner 
of the demo display (provided that the Count Detected Faces parameter is enabled). 
If the detector pre-analyzes the object, then the object is enclosed in an orange box.
Now you need to change detection parameters step by step, by successively reject-
ing the changes that will be insignificant in each of the detection zones (Steps 6-7).

6. By alternating clicking and releasing the Test preset / Stop testing toggle 
button, modify face sizes (max and min) on the demo display until you get 
required target face sizes (the size of the face which appearance in the zone you 
want to capture). If the detected face size is less than the specified maximum 
size or greater than the specified minimum size, the system will detect this face.

To change face sizes, you need to pull the respective box frame elements using the 
mouse (see Fig. 3.4.2.6-2).
Note that the smaller the minimum face size is, the more intensive the computer’s 
CPU utilization will be.

For convenience, you may use the button  located to the left of the demo display 
to show/hide face parameters on the demo display (see Fig. 3.4.2.13-1).

7. Click the Test preset toggle button to test the detection parameters you have 
configured. If the testing showed that the system fails to capture all the human 
faces appearing in the zone or, conversely, it captures the faces it should not 
capture, repeat Steps 6 and 7.

8. If the system captures human faces correctly, release the Test preset / Stop 
testing toggle button to complete setting-up and click Apply on the configuration 
control panel.
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3.4.2.14. Configuring smoke detector
VideoNet allows configuring parameters individually for each detection zone of the 
smoke detector highlighted in the preset. To configure the parameters of detection 
zones of the smoke detector, use detection configuration buttons located to the left of 
the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3), and controls located in the Zone parameters 
area (see Fig. 3.4.2.14-1).

Fig. 3.4.2.14-1. The properties area of the Smoke detector element

Parameter Description

Detalization This control determines the video resolution used by the detector. It 
improves the accuracy of video analytics.

To configure a preset for the smoke detector:
1. Select a camera in the tree of elements on the Detectors page, and then select 

the Smoke detector nested element.
2. In the smoke detector properties area, select the required preset from the 

presets list (see Fig. 3.4.2.14-1).
3. Click the Test preset toggle button (this button name will change to Stop 

testing) located under the demo display. The system will collect the informa-
tion necessary for the detector’s operation and then start controlling objects 
in configured detection zones. If the system detects smoke in the detection 
zones, smoke will be denoted by red boxes on the demo display. The detector 
continuously compares the two adjacent video frames and determines the color 
changes in the gray scale.

4. If necessary, you can change the Detailing parameter to improve the accuracy 
of the video image analysis.

5. To complete configuration and click the Apply button on the configuration 
control panel.
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3.4.2.15. Configuring fire detector
VideoNet allows configuring parameters individually for each detection zone of 
the fire detector highlighted in the preset. To configure the parameters of detection 
zones of the fire detector, use detection configuration buttons located to the left of 
the demo display (see Section 3.4.2.3), and controls located in the Zone parameters 
area (see Fig. 3.4.2.15-1).

Fig. 3.4.2.15-1. The properties area of the Fire detector element

Parameter Description

Detalization This control determines the video resolution used by the detector. It 
improves the accuracy of video analytics.

To configure a preset for the fire detector:
1. Select a camera in the tree of elements on the Detectors page, and then select 

the Fire detector nested element.
2. In the fire detector properties area, select the required preset from the presets 

list (see Fig. 3.4.2.15-1).
3. Click the Test preset toggle button (this button name will change to Stop 

testing) located under the demo display. The system will collect the informa-
tion necessary for the detector’s operation and then start controlling objects 
in configured detection zones. If the system detects a fire in the detection 
zones, the fire will be denoted by red boxes on the demo display. The detector 
continuously compares the two adjacent video frames and determines the color 
changes in the gradations of red and yellow.

4. If necessary, you can change the Detailing parameter to improve the accuracy 
of the video image analysis.

5. To complete configuration and click the Apply button on the configuration 
control panel.
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3.4.2.16. Configuring neural network object type detector
The neural network object type detector is designed to determine the presence of 
object types selected in the settings in the observed zone. This detector allows you 
to quickly and with minimal error determine the specified type of object in the field 
of view of the camera. If the system detects an object of a given type in the field of 
view of the camera broadcasted in the video window, then the object will be outlined 
by a rectangle with a mark about its type on the video image from the camera.
Adding and general principles of setting up detectors are described in section 3.4.2.2.
To configure the parameters of the detection zones of the object type detector, the 
settings buttons located to the left of the demonstration display (see section 3.4.2.3) 
and the controls located in the Detection zone parameters and the Detection 
operation settings areas (see Fig. 3.4.2.16-1) are used.

Fig. 3.4.2.16-1. The properties area of the Object type detector element
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Detection zone parameters area
In the Detection zone parameters area, you can configure the following parameters 
of the neural network object type detector:
Parameter Description

Selection of the 
detection zone

This parameter allows you to select a configurable detection 
zone

Neural network This parameter allows you to select a neural network from a list 
of used neural networks

Types of detectable 
objects

This parameter allows you to select the types of objects that will 
be detected and the types of objects that will trigger the detector 
alarm. The table contains the names of the types of objects 
defined by the metadata for the neural network selected in the 
Neural network drop-down list.
If the type is not selected in any of the columns, the appearance 
and disappearance of an object of this type will not be detected.

Ignore objects or parts 
of them smaller than a 
specified size

This control allows you to specify the minimum size of the object 
(from 1% to 50%, by default 3%), the appearance of which can 
be detected by the detector. The appearance of objects in the 
zone with smaller dimensions than the specified ones will not 
be detected.

Detection operation settings area
In the Detection operation settings area, you can configure the following parameters 
of the neural network object type detector:
Parameter Description

The frame rate for 
detector

This parameter allows you to specify the number of frames per 
second that the detector should transmit to the neural network 
for object recognition.
The maximum frame rate value available for specifying is 
calculated taking into account the total performance of all 
neural networks of the computer and the maximum frame rate 
processed by the neural network selected for the detector, and 
is displayed in the field to the right of the input field for the set 
frame rate.

Enable permanent 
operation of preset

This option allows you to enable the preset to run continuously 
without manually setting the schedule. When this option is 
turned off, the Create a task in a schedule button below 
becomes active, clicking which redirects to the Schedule page.

To configure a preset for the neural network object type detector:
1. In the tree of elements of the Detectors page, select the neural network object 

type detector.
2. In the detector properties area, select the required preset from the presets list 

(see Fig. 3.4.2.16-1).
3. Select a detection zone in the drop-down list or on the demonstration display. 

If you want to set the same detection parameters for multiple zones at once, 
highlight these zones on the demonstration display, using the left mouse button 
and holding down the Ctrl key.

4. Select the neural network that you want to use for detection from the Neural 
network drop-down list containing networks that have not yet been selected in 
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other neural network detectors of this type added to the same camera.
5. In the Types of detectable objects table, select the types of objects that will 

be detected in order to highlight them on the frame with a rectangle (column 
) and the types of objects that will trigger the detector alarm (column ).

Object types marked only with the checkbox  (detection) will be highlighted by a 
green rectangle in the video window when they are detected. In this case, the object 
detection event will not be generated.
Object types marked only with the checkbox  (alarm), when detected, will be 
highlighted by a red rectangle in the video window and cause an alarm in the video 
window if the camera is armed.
The activation of the checkbox  (alarm) leads to the automatic activation of the 
checkbox  (detection). Disabling the checkbox  (detection) leads to the automatic 
deactivation of the checkbox  (alarm).

6. Also, in the Types of detectable objects  table, set the recognition probability 
for each selected type of objects. To do this, click on the value in the Probability 
column and change it using the arrows.

When the detector is working, objects whose type recognition probability is lower 
than the value specified in the Probability column for this type will not be detected 
by the detector and highlighted in the video window.
When testing the detector, the actual probability of recognizing the type of object 
will be displayed at the top of the frame surrounding the object. When the detector 
is working, the actual probability of object type recognition will not be displayed in 
the video window in the Surveillance environment.

7. Adjust the minimum size of the object, the appearance of which can be detected 
by the detector, using the Ignore objects or parts of them smaller than a 
specified size parameter or by pulling the border of the orange rectangle 
located in the lower right corner of the demo display (its size corresponds to 
the value of the Ignore objects or parts of them smaller than a specified 
size parameter).

8. Specify the frame rate required for the detector to transmit frames to the neural 
network in the The frame rate for detector parameter.

9. Click the Test preset button (the button will change the name to Stop testing) 
located under the demonstration display. Object detection testing will begin in 
the configured detection zones.

On the demo display, the detected objects will be highlighted with rectangles (green 
if a checkbox  (detection) is set for the object, or red if a checkbox   (alarm) is 
set for the object) indicating the type of object and the probability of its recognition.

10. If testing has shown that the system does not detect object types in all cases, 
or detects object types incorrectly, try changing the configured parameters to 
get the desired result.

If the system detects object types correctly, click the Stop testing button to complete 
the configuration and click the Apply button on the Configuration environment 
control panel.
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3.4.2.17. Configuring neural network queue length detector
The neural network queue length detector is designed to detect clusters in the 
observed zone of the types of objects selected in the settings. The detection of 
several objects of a given type in the camera’s control zone and their presence at 
one point of the frame for more than a certain time will be recorded by the detector 
as the formation of a queue. If the system detects an object of a given type in the 
field of view of the camera broadcasted in the video window, then the object will be 
highlighted with a rectangle on the video image from the camera with a note about 
its type and number in the queue.
Adding and general principles of setting up detectors are described in section 3.4.2.2.
To configure the parameters of the detection zones of the queue length detector, the 
settings buttons located to the left of the demonstration display (see section 3.4.2.3) 
and the controls located in the Detection zone parameters and the Detection 
operation settings areas (see Fig. 3.4.2.17-1) are used.

Fig. 3.4.2.17-1. The properties area of the Queue length detector element

Detection zone parameters area
In the Detection zone parameters area, you can configure the following parameters 
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of the neural network queue length detector:
Parameter Description

Selection of the 
detection zone

This parameter allows you to select a configurable detection 
zone

Neural network This parameter allows you to select a neural network from a list 
of used neural networks

Types of detectable 
objects

This parameter allows you to select the types of objects that will 
be detected and the types of objects that will trigger the detector 
alarm. The table contains the names of the types of objects 
defined by the metadata for the neural network selected in the 
Neural network drop-down list.
If the type is not selected in any of the columns, the appearance 
and disappearance of an object of this type will not be detected.

Ignore objects or parts 
of them smaller than a 
specified size

This control allows you to specify the minimum size of the object 
(from 1% to 50%, by default 3%), the appearance of which can 
be detected by the detector. The appearance of objects in the 
zone with smaller dimensions than the specified ones will not 
be detected.

Number of objects in the 
queue

This control allows you to set the number of objects (from 1 to 
15, default - 5), upon reaching which the detector will consider 
that a queue has formed.

Time since the 
formation of the queue

This control allows you to set the time interval after which, if a 
queue has formed, the detector will trigger.

Detection operation settings area
In the Detection operation settings area, you can configure the following parameters 
of the neural network queue length detector:
Parameter Description

The frame rate for 
detector

This parameter allows you to specify the number of frames per 
second that the detector should transmit to the neural network 
for object recognition.
The maximum frame rate value available for specifying is 
calculated taking into account the total performance of all 
neural networks of the computer and the maximum frame rate 
processed by the neural network selected for the detector, and 
is displayed in the field to the right of the input field for the set 
frame rate.

Enable permanent 
operation of preset

This option allows you to enable the preset to run continuously 
without manually setting the schedule. When this option is 
turned off, the Create a task in a schedule button below 
becomes active, clicking which redirects to the Schedule page.

To configure a preset for the neural network queue length detector:
1. In the tree of elements of the Detectors page, select the neural network queue 

length detector.
2. In the detector properties area, select the required preset from the presets list 

(see Fig. 3.4.2.17-1).
3. Select a detection zone in the drop-down list or on the demonstration display. 

If you want to set the same detection parameters for multiple zones at once, 
highlight these zones on the demonstration display, using the left mouse button 
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and holding down the Ctrl key.
4. Select the neural network that you want to use for detection from the Neural 

network drop-down list containing networks that have not yet been selected in 
other neural network detectors of this type added to the same camera.

5. In the Types of detectable objects table, select the types of objects that will 
be detected in order to highlight them on the frame with a rectangle (column 

) and the types of objects that will trigger the detector alarm (column ).
Object types marked only with the checkbox  (detection) will be highlighted by a 
green rectangle in the video window when they are detected. In this case, the object 
detection event will not be generated.
Types of objects marked with the   (alarm) checkbox will be highlighted in the video 
window when they are detected by a rectangle of:

• orange color if there is no queue;
• red color and trigger an alarm in the video window (if the camera is armed) 

if the number of objects has reached the value of the Number of objects in 
the queue parameter set in the detector.

The activation of the checkbox  (alarm) leads to the automatic activation of the 
checkbox  (detection). Disabling the checkbox  (detection) leads to the automatic 
deactivation of the checkbox  (alarm).

6. Also, in the Types of detectable objects  table, set the recognition probability 
for each selected type of objects. To do this, click on the value in the Probability 
column and change it using the arrows.

When the detector is working, objects whose type recognition probability is lower 
than the value specified in the Probability column for this type will not be detected 
by the detector and highlighted in the video window.
When testing the detector, the actual probability of recognizing the type of object 
will be displayed at the top of the frame surrounding the object. When the detector 
is working, the actual probability of object type recognition will not be displayed in 
the video window in the Surveillance environment.

7. Adjust the minimum size of the object, the appearance of which can be detected 
by the detector, using the Ignore objects or parts of them smaller than a 
specified size parameter or by pulling the border of the orange rectangle 
located in the lower right corner of the demo display (its size corresponds to 
the value of the Ignore objects or parts of them smaller than a specified 
size parameter).

8. Specify the number of objects that the detector should consider as a queue 
using the Number of objects in the queue parameter.

9. Specify the time after which the detector will be triggered in case of a queue 
formation using the Time since the formation of the queue parameter.

10. Specify the frame rate required for the detector to transmit frames to the neural 
network in the The frame rate for detector parameter.

11. Click the Test preset button (the button will change the name to Stop testing) 
located under the demonstration display. Object detection testing will begin in 
the configured detection zones.

If the checkbox   (detection) is set for the detected objects, then on the demonstra-
tion display they will be highlighted by a green rectangle with a note about the object 
type and its number in the queue.
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If the checkbox   (alarm) is set for the detected objects, then on the demonstration 
display they will be highlighted by an orange rectangle with a note about the object 
type and its number in the queue. If the detection results satisfy all the specified 
conditions, the detector will record the formation of a queue. In this case, the orange 
rectangle of the object in the queue will change its color to red.

12. If testing has shown that the system does not detect the queue in all cases, 
or detects in cases where there is no queue, try changing the configured 
parameters to obtain the desired result.

If the system detects the queue correctly, click the Stop testing button to complete 
the configuration and click the Apply button on the Configuration environment 
control panel.

3.4.2.18. Configuring sound detector
The VideoNet allows you to configure sound detection parameters for each micro-
phone. Moreover, you may create up to 99 sound detection presets for a single 
detector microphone. To configure sound detection parameters, use the controls on 
the sound detection configuration panel (see Fig. 3.4.2.18-1).

Fig. 3.4.2.18-1. The properties area of the Sound detector element

Parameter Description

Volume of sound 
to be detected

This control allows you to set the alarm volume level for a sound signal. 
A detector microphone will be able to detect a sound signal, only if the 
signal volume level is higher than the established volume level.

Reacting 
duration

This control allows you to set sound signal duration. The system will 
detect a sound signal which volume level is above the alarm level if its 
duration exceeds reacting duration.

The alarm level of the sound signal volume is determined by test. For convenience, it 
is recommended to configure sound detection parameters in the preset testing mode.

To configure a sound detector preset:
1. Select a detector microphone and then a Sound detector for this microphone 

in the Detectors page’s tree of elements.
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2. In the sound detector properties area (see Fig. 3.4.2.18-1), select the required 
preset from the presets list.

3. Before you start configuring sound detection parameters, press the Test preset 
toggle button located next to the presets list. While configuring, you will need 
to determine the permanent noise level and set the maximum duration for 
unwanted sounds. The Current volume of the audio signal indicator demon-
strates the volume level of the sound signal that comes on the microphone.

4. You can determine the permanent noise level in the premise as described 
below. To make it easy, set the volume level slider to maximum and the duration 
slider — to minimum.

5. Gradually lower the alarm threshold for the volume level, by moving the volume 
level slider to the left. As soon as the permanent noise level exceeds the alarm 
threshold that you have specified, the indicator’s color will change. You will see 
the caption “Sound volume level has been exceeded”.

6. Move the slider one position to the right. Thus, the allowable volume level for 
the permanent noise typical of the premise where a detector microphone is 
located has been determined. The sound signal which volume level exceeds 
the alarm threshold is an unwanted sound.

7. Now you need to determine the maximum allowable unwanted sound duration. 
If the unwanted sound duration exceeds the value you have specified, the 
system detects the sound signal volume excess.

8. To complete the configuration, release the Test preset / Stop preset button 
and click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.4.3. Recognition page
On the Recognition page you can add and configure modules designed to uniquely 
identify an object of a certain type. This page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of 
elements (2) and the Properties area of elements (3).

3.4.3.1. Automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) module
The VideoNet system allows you to recognize licence plates and provides:

1. Automatic number plate recognition when the vehicle passes through the 
control zone, its registration in the system of licence plates with the indication of the 
date, time and direction of movement of the vehicle;

2. Playing in the player records of the specified passage event;
3. Search for the vehicle by its licence plate;
4. Scheduled reaction to the event of licence plate recognition including the 

comparison of the licence plate with the existing licence plates in the user databases;
5. Controlling the access of the vehicle on the territory in accordance with the 

established timetable;
6. Search for a fixed event of licence plate recognition by the criteria: licence 

plate, date and time, response to recognition, direction of the vehicle;
7. Construction of reporting information of the selected criterias about the 

passage.
To receive this opportunity, when you purchase a license for VideoNet, you must 
specify the names of the modules that will be used by VideoNet for licence plate 
recognition. Currently the following recognition modules are available: «AutoMar-
shal», «AutoUragan» and «Base». If your license includes the possibility of using 
several modules, then you will need to select one of them when configuring the 
module parameters for a particular camera in the Software module for licence-plate 
recognition field (see section 3.4.3.1.2).
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Attention! To use the «AutoMarshal» recognition module you need to copy the 
«AutoMarshal» license file to the VideoNet root folder.

To initialize the recognition of licence plates in the passage zone, you need to:
1. Add cameras (which installed to monitor the passage zone) to the system 

configuration on the Hardware page (see Section 3.1.2.2);
2. Add the Automatic number plate recognition module for selected cameras 

in the System Behavior page group on the Recognition page (see Section 
3.4.3.1.1);

3. Configure the Automatic number plate recognition module (see Section 
3.4.3.1.2).

3.4.3.1.1. Adding the Automatic number plate recognition module
To add the Automatic number plate recognition module follow the steps described 
below.

1. Go to the System Behavior page group and open the Recognition page;
2. In the tree of elements select the device for which you want to configure the 

operation of the Automatic number plate recognition module;
3. Click the button Automatic number plate recognition in the properties of 

element area
• Or click the button “Add” on the toolbar and select the Automatic number 

plate recognition module in the drop-down menu.
• Or right-click on the device in the tree of elements and select the Automatic 

number plate recognition module from the context menu.
The Automatic number plate recognition module will be added with the default 
settings.

3.4.3.1.2. Configuring Automatic number plate recognition module
In the properties of elements area of the Automatic number plate recognition 
module the module’s information and settings are located.
The properties of element area of the Automatic number plate recognition 
module consists of five parts (see the figure): the Name of the created preset, 
Configuring recognition zone buttons, the Demo display, the Preset settings 
area, the Additional data area to the licence plate recognition result.
Demo display is designed to test the work of the preset. Besides the image from 
the camera demo display contains a parameter for selecting the representation of 
the licence plate and data on the reliability of determining Automatic number plate 
recognition:
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Parameter Description
The image of licence 
plate

Allows you to select the mode of displaying the recognition result 
of the licence plate: halftone or binary. If the program module 
does not allow receiving a binary image, then the corresponding 
mode is unavailable for selection.

Large symbol size 
allowed

Displays information about the permissible range of the symbol 
size of the recognized licence plate, at which the licence plate 
can be determined with a high degree of reliability. The system 
receives this data from the used recognition software module. 
The dimensions are in pixels.

Large symbol size The size of the largest symbol obtained as a result of licence 
plate recognition is indicated in pixels. If the size corresponds 
to the range of acceptable values, this increases the reliability 
of the licence plate recognition.

Reliability Displays information about the probability of a correct licence 
plate recognition. The higher this value, the greater the 
probability of successful licence plate recognition.

The following parameters affect on the operation of the Automatic number plate 
recognition module, which are configured in the Preset parameters area:
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Software module for 
licence-plate recogni-
tion

Specify a software module, that you want to use for licence plate 
recognition. Module selection is available only if your license 
allows using more than one module.

Maximum number of 
attempts to refine a 
licence plate

Allows you to specify the maximum quantity of licence plate 
recognition in the process of crossing the passage zone, which 
is necessary for making the final decision on licence plate 
recognition. This parameter is required when you want needed 
when it is required to limit the licence plate recognition of the 
same licence plate. It is possible to specify a value in the range 
from 2 to 10. Default value is 5.

Ignore re-recognition 
of licence plate for

It is designed to exclude repeated entry of information into plate 
log about the same recognized licence plate for a certain time. 
Such situation can arise when the vehicle stops in the passage 
zone and its licence plate briefly obstructed by any object. With 
subsequent licence plate recognition, it will be re-recognized. It 
is possible to specify a value in the range from 1 to 300 seconds. 
The default value is 10.

Ignore the licence plate 
moving through the 
frame 

Check the box if you want the recognition module to ignore 
licence plates moving in the frame in a certain direction - up 
or down.

Minimum allowed size 
of licence plate

You can specify the minimum width and height of the recognized 
licence plate. Values are specified as a percentage of the 
video window size (and also displayed in pixels). The specified 
parameters are displayed on the demo display in the form of 
a yellow frame.
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Maximum allowed size 
of licence plate

You can specify the maximum width and height of the recognized 
licence plate. Values are specified as a percentage of the 
video window size (and also displayed in pixels). The specified 
parameters are displayed on the demo display in the form of a 
orange frame.

Keep aspect ratio Check the box if you want to take into account the aspect ratio 
when changing the minimum and maximum size of the licence 
plate.

Capture quality Specify the quality level of image capture of a licence plate in 
the recognition zone. You can choose low, normal or high quality.
This parameter allows you to select the ratio between the quality 
and performance of the system. The lower the quality selected, 
the faster the processing takes place, but this increases the 
likelihood of skipping or incorrect recognition of distorted (dirty, 
low contrast, etc.) licence plates, and vice versa.
This parameter is displayed if the AutoUragan recognition 
module is selected.

Preprocessing quality Specify the quality level of character recognition of the fixated 
licence plate. You can choose low, normal or high quality.
This parameter allows you to select the ratio between the quality 
and performance of the system. The lower the quality selected, 
the faster the processing takes place, but this increases the 
likelihood of skipping or incorrect recognition of distorted (dirty, 
low contrast, etc.) licence plates, and vice versa.
This parameter is displayed if the AutoUragan recognition 
module is selected.

Additional processing 
of similar characters

Check the box if you want to enable additional processing of 
similar characters. This can improve the recognition quality of 
certain types of licence plates.
This parameter is displayed if the AutoUragan recognition 
module is selected.

Additional unreliable 
recognition mode

Check the box if you want the recognition results to include 
characters with low recognition reliability.
For example: region code 78 was recognized with low reliability. 
If the checkbox is selected, the recognition result will include 
characters 78 (even if the real number has a region code of 76 
or 18). If the checkbox is disabled, instead of characters with 
low reliability, the recognition results will include “asterisks” (“*”).
This parameter is displayed if the AutoUragan recognition 
module is selected.

Minimum reliability Specify the minimum reliability of licence plate recognition.
This parameter allows you to select the ratio between the quality 
and performance of the system. The lower the quality selected, 
the faster the processing takes place, but this increases the 
likelihood of skipping or incorrect recognition of distorted (dirty, 
low contrast, etc.) licence plates, and vice versa.
This parameter is displayed if the AutoMarshal recognition 
module is selected.
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Reduce false positives Check the box if you want to reduce the number of false positives. 
When this option is enabled, some numbers recognized with low 
reliability may be ignored.
This parameter is displayed if the Base recognition module is 
selected.

Mode 1 (simple) Check the box if you want to use the recognition mode based 
on detecting the entire licence plate with simple adaptive image 
processing.
Due to the fact that almost 100% of the licence plates recognized 
using Mode 1 fall into the recognition results using Mode 2 (as 
well as additional), the use of Mode 1 is not recommended.
This parameter is displayed if the Base recognition module is 
selected.

Mode 2 (bridge 
removal)

Check the box if you want to use the recognition mode based on 
detecting the entire licence plate with adaptive image processing 
based on the removal of small bridges.
Recognition results using Mode 2 include almost 100% of the 
licence plates recognized by Mode 1, as well as some licence 
plates that are not recognized in Mode 1.
For quality recognition it is recommended to use in conjunction 
with Mode 3.
This parameter is displayed if the Base recognition module is 
selected.

Mode 3 (block process-
ing)

Check the box if you want to use the recognition mode based on 
detecting the entire licence plate with block image processing.
For quality recognition it is recommended to use in conjunction 
with Mode 2.
This parameter is displayed if the Base recognition module is 
selected.

Mode 4 (adaptive 
processing)

Check the box if you want to use the recognition mode based 
on allocating parts of the licence plate with simple adaptive 
image processing.
It is not recommended to use Mode 4 separately from other 
methods, since it does not guarantee accurate recognition and 
has a high probability of false positives. At the same time, Mode 
4 recognizes some licence plates that are not recognized by 
other modes.
For quality recognition it is recommended to use in conjunction 
with Modes 2 and 3.
This parameter is displayed if the Base recognition module is 
selected.

Detalization Determines the resolution of the video stream used by the 
Automatic number plate recognition module.

Enable permanent 
operation of preset

When adding the “Automatic Number Plate Recognition” module, 
this option for “Preset 1” is enabled by default and the task 
“Continuous recognition by:” is automatically created on the 
Schedule page. When this option is disabled, the button “Create 
a task in a schedule” located below becomes active, the click of 
which redirects to the Schedule page. In the “Recognition by:” 
task that appears, you can configure the Event (see section 
3.4.1.2.9) yourself, which will trigger the “Enable recognition 
module” reaction.
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For quality recognition using the Base module, it is recommended to use a 
combination of Modes 2 and 3, or Modes 2, 3 and 4. Select the appropriate 
checkboxes in the Advanced parameters in the Preset Parameters area.

If it’s necessary in the Additional data area to the licence plate recognition result 
you can set the following parameters:

Set traffic directions 
names

Allows you to specify the names of directions of moving, which 
will be logged in plate log. If the parameter is not selected, the 
Default direction of plate log records the default values: "To the 
camera " and "From the camera".

Additionally save 
recognition moment’s 
image from cameras

Allows you to specify up to two cameras in addition to the camera 
with Automatic number plate recognition module that fix the image 
at the time of recognition. The frames from them will be saved 
at the time of recognition and will be available when viewing the 
licence plate recognition event.

To configure the Automatic number plate recognition module:
1. On the Recognition page in the tree of elements select the camera and then 

the sub-item Automatic number plate recognition module;
2. By default a preset is created with the name «Preset 1». If necessary you can 

configure its parameters and change the name. The addition, renaming and 
deletion of presets are performed similarly to the given actions on detectors 
(see Section 3.4.2.4);

3. Use the buttons to the left of the demo display to form a recognition zone. The 
zone is formed in the same way as the detection zone (see Section 3.4.2.5);

4. Set the maximum number of attempts to licence plate recognition;
5. Set the time during which the system should not re-record recognition licence 

plate in the plate log;
6. Click the button Test preset beneath the demo display (button will change the 

name to Stop testing). The licence plate recognition will begin in recognition 
zone. If a licence plate is recognized, VideoNet will surround it with a red 
frame. In this case, the result of recognition will appear next to the licence 
plate image, and in the corresponding fields will be displayed the value of the 
largest symbol size of the recognized licence plate and the percentage of the 
recognition reliability;

7. If testing shows that the licence plates are not recognized correctly, you should 
try changing the camera location or settings.

When selecting and installing a camera (the image from which will be used), it’s 
necessary to consider the requirements for the correct operation of the recognition 
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module selected when purchasing VideoNet.
Requirements for the «Base» recognition module:

• The vertical angle of the camcorder should be no more than 40 degrees;
• The angle of rotation of the camcorder should not exceed 30 degrees;
• The roll of the image of the number should not exceed 10 degrees;
• The symbol size for reliable recognition must be at least 14 pixels in height;

Requirements for the «AutoMarshal» recognition module:
• The vertical angle of the camcorder should be no more than 30 degrees;
• The angle of rotation of the camcorder should not exceed 30 degrees;
• The roll of the image of the number should not exceed 15 degrees;
• The symbol size for reliable recognition should be in the range of 12-30 

pixels in height;
Requirements for the «AutoUragan» recognition module:

• The vertical angle of the camcorder should be no more than 30 degrees;
• The angle of rotation of the camcorder should not exceed 30 degrees;
• The roll of the image of the number should not exceed 10 degrees;
• The symbol size for reliable recognition must be at least 7 pixels in height;

8. If the system recognizes licence plates correctly, press the Test Preset / Stop 
Test button to complete the configuration and click the Apply button on the 
configuration control panel

After carrying out the above steps, you can turn on the option Set traffic directions 
names of directions and enter the names of the directions in the corresponding 
fields that will be displayed in the plate log and correspond to the movement of the 
licence plate from top to bottom or from bottom to top with respect to the location 
of the camcorder. The indicated directions names will apply to all created presets.
Also, if necessary, you can add cameras to the main camcorder that monitor the 
passage zone and are not used for recognition of licence plate. A frame with an image 
from each camera, as well as a frame from the camcorder selected for licence plate 
recognition, will be available for viewing in the «event details №..» window in 
the plate log (see section Surveillance environment Event log). You can specify 
a maximum of two additional cameras. The selection of cameras is extended to all 
presets that are created.
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3.4.3.2. Face recognition module
The VideoNet system allows you to recognize faces and provides:

1. Person’s registration in the system when it passes through the control zone, 
with the indication of the date, time, gender, age and emotion;

2. Comparison of a face with existing faces in the ACS database;
3. Reaction to the event of face recognition specified in the schedule, including 

a comparison with the faces in the ACS database;
4. Search for recorded face recognition events by criteria: date and time, person’s 

age, emotion, gender;
5. Search for a person by photo.

To receive this opportunity, when you purchase a license for VideoNet, you must 
specify the names of the modules that will be used by VideoNet for face recognition. 
Currently the Tevian face recognition modules is available. 

The Tevian face recognition module is not included in the VideoNet installation 
kit and is installed separately. The installation process for the Tevian face 
recognition module is described in the VideoNet Installation manual.

To initialize the face recognition in the control zone, you need:
1. Add cameras (which installed to monitor the control zone) to the system 

configuration on the Hardware page (see Section 3.1.2.2);
2. Add the face recognition module for selected cameras in the System Behav-

ior page group on the Recognition page (see Section 3.4.3.2.1);
3. Configure the face recognition module (see Section 3.4.3.2.2).

• Recommendations for the organization of facial recognition
To ensure the correct operation of the Face recognition module, the following require-
ments for the image of a person in the frame for which recognition is performed 
must be fulfilled:

1. The image of the face in the frame should be clear, not smeared and evenly 
lit. The presence on the face of individual shadows or highlights will significantly 
reduce the likelihood of correct identification of a person;

2. The background on which the face is located should be uniform and light;
3. The angle of rotation of the face in the frame should not exceed 15 degrees 

vertically and horizontally;
4. The recommended distance between the pupils on the face image is at least 

60 pixels.
Based on the above requirements, the following recommendations have been formed 
on the organization of the face control/recognition zone:

1. It is recommended to use a dedicated camera for face recognition, which 
provides control of the required field of view with a satisfactory resolution;

2. It is advisable to install the camera at the level of an average height person’s 
head, in order to ensure that the vertical deflection angle of the face is no more 
than 15 degrees;

3. The direction of movement of people in the control zone should be directly to 
the camera;

4. It is necessary to ensure even illumination of persons in the detection zone, 
and the absence of a complex background behind people (an acceptable background 
is a light uniform wall or floor);
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5. It is desirable that the movement of people in the control zone is ensured at a 
quiet pace. The minimum time of passage of the control zone in which the resulting 
image from the camera meets the above requirements is 1 second. Stopping a 
person in the control zone, for example, using a turnstile, will have an additional 
positive effect on the quality of recognition.
Based on the need to fulfill the above requirements and depending on the selected 
control zone (corridor, walk-through with a turnstile, controlled entrance to the door, 
etc.), the camera for face recognition is selected, installed and configured.
Choosing, installing and configuring a camera designed for face recognition can be 
considered successful and completed correctly, if on each frame the recording from 
this camera, made in the control zone in the interval of 1 second, you can verify that 
the above requirements are met.

3.4.3.2.1. Adding face recognition module
To add the face recognition module follow the steps described below.

1. Go to the System Behavior page group and open the Recognition page;
2. In the tree of elements select the device for which you want to configure the 

operation of the face recognition module;
3. Click the button Face recognition module in the properties of element area

• Or click the button “Add” on the toolbar and select the Face recognition 
module in the drop-down menu.

• Or right-click on the device in the tree of elements and select the Face 
recognition module from the context menu.

The Face recognition module will be added with the default settings.

3.4.3.2.2. Configuring face recognition module
In the properties of elements area of the face recognition module the module’s 
information and settings are located.
The properties of element area of the face recognition module consists of four 
parts: the Name of the created preset, Configuring recognition zone buttons, 
the Demo display and the Preset parameters area.
Demo display is designed to test the work of the preset.
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The following parameters affect on the operation of the face recognition 
module, which are configured in the Preset parameters area:
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Software module for 
face recognition

Specify the software module that you want to use for face 
recognition. The following modules are available for selection:
• Tevian-ALG1;
• Tevian-ALG2;
• Tevian-PRECISE.
The value of this parameter affects the speed of recognition.

Resolution Specify the frame resolution that will be input to the recognition 
module - standard, high or maximum.
The value of this parameter affects the speed of recognition.

Limit FPS for video 
request, frames per 
second

Specify the limit on the number of frames processed per second. 
The value should be selected depending on the performance 
of your system.
The value of this parameter affects the CPU usage.

Limit the detection 
frequency to, frames 
per second

Specify a limit on the frequency of detection. Face detection is 
performed no more often than on a specified number of frames 
per second.
The value of this parameter affects the speed of recognition.

Detection algorithm Specify the algorithm for finding and detecting faces in the 
image - qualitative or fast. Fast algorithm is recommended to 
use only in case of very limited computing resources and for 
tasks that do not require accuracy.
The value of this parameter affects the speed of recognition.

Face detection thresh-
old, %

Specify a detection threshold that determines the confidence 
of the recognition module that the detected object is a face. 
The higher the detection threshold, the lower the number of 
false positives, but this increases the chances of missing a real 
person’s face.

Ignore repeated face 
recognition, sec

Specify the time after which the same face reappearing in 
the recognition zone should be considered new. Setting this 
parameter is necessary due to the fact that in the process of 
being in the frame a person may briefly turn away and be blocked 
by another person.

Save faces to the 
database

Check the box if you want to save the recognized faces in the 
database for logging. By default, the box is checked.

Count faces Check the box if you want to count the number of recognized 
faces. By default, the box is checked.

Mask on the face Check the box if you want to determine the presence of the mask 
on the face during the work of the Face recognition module.

Gender Check the box if you want to determine the gender of the 
person whose face was recognized during the work of the Face 
recognition module

Age Check the box if you want to determine the age of the person 
whose face was recognized during the work of the Face recogni-
tion module

Emotions Check the box if you want to determine the emotion of the 
person whose face was recognized during the work of the Face 
recognition module
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Substitution of the face 
by a photo

Check the box if you want to control cases when an intruder 
uses a photo to hide his face or tries to penetrate an object 
using a photo of one of the employees of this object. Please 
note that such control will require the use of additional computer 
resources.
The value of this parameter affects the speed of recognition.

Substitution probabil-
ity more than

Specify the percentage of probability that the person that passed 
by covered his face with a photo, above which a person’s face 
should be considered substituted.

Enable permanent 
operation of preset

When adding the face recognition module, this option for “Preset 
1” is enabled by default and the task “Continuous recognition 
by:” is automatically created on the Schedule page. When this 
option is disabled, the button “Create a task in a schedule” 
located below becomes active, the click of which redirects to the 
Schedule page. In the “Recognition by:” task that appears, you 
can configure the Event (see section 3.4.1.2.10) yourself, which 
will trigger the “Enable recognition module” reaction.

To configure the face recognition module:
1. On the Recognition page in the tree of elements select the camera and then 

the sub-item Face recognition module;
2. By default a preset is created with the name «Preset 1». If necessary you can 

configure its parameters and change the name. The addition, renaming and 
deletion of presets are performed similarly to the given actions on detectors 
(see Section 3.4.2.4);

3. Use the buttons to the left of the demo display to form a recognition zone. The 
zone is formed in the same way as the detection zone (see Section 3.4.2.5);

4. Configure the necessary parameters for the face recognition module;
5. Click the button Test preset beneath the demo display (button will change the 

name to Stop testing). Face recognition will begin in recognition zone. If a face 
is recognized, VideoNet will surround it with a red frame. In this case, the result 
of recognition will appear next to the face image;

6. If testing shows that faces are not recognized correctly, you should try changing 
the camera location or settings.

7. If the system recognizes faces correctly, press the Test Preset/Stop Test button 
to complete the configuration and click the Apply button on the configuration 
control panel.
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3.4.4. PTZ control page

In order to organize your work with PTZ control for devices, you need to add 
PTZ control presets to the system configuration; they will enable you to store 
camera settings as well as create patrols for these presets. You may then 
easily control cameras from the video window menu by using these presets 
and patrols. You may also use them as reactions to the events that you have 
specified in the Schedule page.

The VideoNet system allows you to create PTZ control presets for PTZ cameras 
as well as configure preset patrols for cameras. The system tools allow you to 
configure internal camera parameters, if it has a menu. You may trigger the presets 
and patrols created on the PTZ control page either on the system’s schedule or on 
the operator’s command from the video window menu. The schedule configuration 
is described in Section 3.4.1.3.11, Start patrol/preset reaction. Starting presets 
and patrols from the video window menu is described in Section 4.6.12.
The system allows to control Pan Tilt device from system controller, and to call 
presets and to start patrols on command from system controller. System controller 
adding to configuration, its parametrs setup and system control from this device are 
described in Sections 3.1.2.12 and 4.13.

3.4.4.1. PTZ control. Introduction

PTZ control device presets

PTZ control presets in the VideoNet system are used for preliminary zooming and 
camera lens position configuration.
The preset means a set of internal parameters (azimuth, declination, focal distance, 
aperture). The camera uses these parameters to switch to the preset.
PTZ control presets are stored in internal memory cells of the device for which PTZ 
control is configured. You may add the created presets to the camera’s patrol.

Patrols
Patrols for PTZ control devices in the VideoNet system allow you to specify the 
sequence of switching from one preset to the next one and set the camera’s delay 
time in each preset.
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3.4.4.2. Working with the PTZ control page

Attention! You can work with devices on the PTZ Control page only if the 
Configure PTZ control for the camera check box is selected on the Devices 
page for the devices you need (analog and IP cameras).

The PTZ control page contains the Tree of elements (1) and the Element proper-
ties area (2).

Fig. 3.4.4.2-1. The PTZ Control page
The Tree of elements contains the cameras of the system for which the Configure 
PTZ control for the camera box is checked. 
Element properties area contains the video window, Presets pane and Patrols 
pane.
In the video window, the camera images are broadcasted. In the video window’s 
lower right corner, the translucent PTZ Control Menu is displayed. This menu 
becomes active when you place your mouse pointer over it.
The Presets pane includes a list of presets and the Add preset and Delete buttons.
The Patrols pane includes the tools for creating and testing camera patrols as well 
as adding and deleting presets from the patrol.

3.4.4.3. Video window and PTZ control menu
The video window broadcasts the image which the camera is currently transmitting. 
In order to change the camera’s position as well as some image settings, use the 
PTZ control menu located in the video window area.
The PTZ control menu contains the following controls (see Fig. 3.4.4.3-1):

• pan and tilt control buttons (1);
• the autofocusing button (2);
• zoom control buttons (zoom) (3);
• the access button to control focal distance, camera rotation speed and sharp-

ness (4);
• When you press this button, the focus (a), step (b) and iris (c) controls appear 

in the PTZ control menu.
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• the Minimize / Expand button for the PTZ control menu (d);
• the button for enabling / disabling PTZ camera control using the mouse 

(TargetClickTM technology) (e);
• the button for opening the Preset and Patrol Start Menu on the broadcasted 

camera (f).

Fig. 3.4.4.3-1. PTZ control menu

Element Description

pan and tilt 
device

Up, down, left, right, up left, down left, down right, up right. To perform control, 
press the respective buttons

zoom Zoom out “-“, zoom in “+”

focus Increase focal distance “-“, decrease focal distance “+”, autofocusing - “a”

iris Close aperture “-“, open aperture “+”

step Increase rotation speed “+”, decrease rotation speed “-“

3.4.4.4. Adding PTZ control presets
You can add PTZ control presets in the Presets pane. Initially, no preset is specified 
for cameras.

To add a new preset to the system configuration:
1. Select a camera or IP camera for which you need to create a preset from the 

tree of elements.
2. In the properties area, configure the camera’s location and the transmitted 

image in the video window (see Fig. 3.4.4.2-1), by using the PTZ Control Menu 
(see Section 3.4.4.3). You can see the current settings in the video window.

3. Click the Add preset button in the Presets pane. The preset addition window 
where you need to specify the preset name and number will appear.
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4. Specify required parameters and click the Add button. A new preset with 
the specified name will appear in the Presets pane. The preset parameters 
(camera location and transmitted image) will be the same as they were in the 
video window when created.

5. Repeat Steps 2 through 4 as many times as you need for each camera.
The list of created presets for each camera will appear in the Presets pane, sorted 
by name. When you click each preset with the mouse, you may view the image 
transmitted by the camera in this preset.

3.4.4.5. Changing preset parameters
To change a created preset name:
1. Select a camera or IP camera for which you need to change a preset name 

from the tree of elements.
2. Double-click the preset name with the left mouse button to highlight it in the 

list and enter a new name.
• Or right-click the preset and select the Rename item in the shortcut menu 

that opened.

To change a surveillance point (vector) of the created preset:
1. Select a camera or IP camera for which you need to change the preset from 

the tree of elements. Then select the preset and left-click on it.
2. Using the PTZ control menu buttons in the video window, configure the camera 

as required and click the Save preset button on the right of the video window.

3.4.4.6. Adding a new patrol
To add a new patrol:
1. Select a camera or IP camera for which you need to add a patrol from the 

tree of elements.
2. Click the Add patrol button in the Patrols pane. The patrol addition window 
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where you may set the patrol name and required presets will be opened.

Fig. 3.4.4.6-1. Patrol addition window

Attention! You may add a patrol only if at least one preset has been added 
for the source.

3. Specify the patrol name and select the preset that will act as a patrol starting 
point or select several presets by holding the Ctrl key.

4. Click the Add button.
This will create a new patrol. The new patrol name will appear in the patrol list. When 
you click the patrol name, you will see the presets included in this patrol as well as 
the Add preset to the patrol, Delete and Test patrol buttons.

You may create an unlimited number of patrols and add the required number of 
presets to them.

To add the next patrols:

1. Click the button  in the end of the patrols list.
• Or call up the shortcut menu by right-clicking the name of any patrol or go to 

the Add patrol item.

2. The patrol addition window will be opened (see Fig. 3.4.4.6-1).
3. Make Steps 3 through 4 of the above algorithm.
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3.4.4.7. Changing patrol parameters
To change a created patrol name:
1. Select a camera or IP camera for which you need to change the patrol name 

from the tree of elements.
2. Double-click the patrol name with the left mouse button to highlight it in the list 

and enter a new name.
• Or right-click the patrol name and select the Rename item in the shortcut 

menu that opened.
If necessary, you may adjust the sequence of presets in the patrol and change the 
camera’s delay time in each preset of the patrol.

To edit patrol parameters:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the preset which position you want to change 

in the patrol’s presets list.
2. By clicking and holding the left mouse button, drag the preset to the necessary 

position in the list. Do the same when you need to change positions of other 
presets.

3. Set the time (sec) of the camera positioning at each of the presets. The default 
time is 5 seconds; you can see it under the preset in the patrols list. When you 
double-click the “5 sec” caption with the left mouse button, the time setting 
field becomes available.

4. Specify the delay time by using the relevant buttons or enter the values using 
the keyboard.

3.4.4.8. Testing patrols
To test a created patrol:
1. Highlight the patrol in the Patrols pane’s patrols list.
2. Click the Test Patrol button. The patrol will run.

While the patrol is being tested, the video window displays the patrol presets accord-
ing to the user-specified sequence and time. The patrol is executed one full time. 
You cannot change the patrol parameters while testing. You may interrupt the test 
patrol execution by clicking the Test patrol button again.
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3.4.4.9. Adding a PTZ control preset to a patrol
To add a preset to a patrol:

Option No. 1.
1. Select a camera or IP camera for which you need to add a preset to the patrol 

from the tree of elements. Then select the patrol.
2. Click the Add preset to the patrol button in the Patrols pane. The Add preset 

window where you may select one or more of necessary presets will be opened.

3.  Click the Add button.
The preset will be added to the patrol. If you select multiple presets, they will be 
added to the patrol in the order of selection.
Option No. 2.

1. Right-click the necessary preset in the Presets pane.
2. Select the Add to patrol item from the shortcut menu.

The patrols list will appear.
3. Select the required patrol and left-click on it. The preset will be added to the 

patrol and displayed in the Patrols pane’s list.

3.4.4.10. Deleting a PTZ control preset from a patrol
To delete a preset from a patrol:
1. Select the patrol in the Patrols pane.
2. Highlight the preset which you want to delete from the patrol in the patrol’s 

presets list.
To highlight several presets at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

3. Click the Delete button.
• Or right-click the preset to be deleted and select the Remove from patrol 

item in the shortcut menu that opened.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

4. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

Attention! The system does not display the Confirm Deletion box when you 
delete presets. Therefore you should use this feature with care.
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3.4.4.11. Deleting a PTZ control preset from the system configuration
To delete a preset from the system configuration:
1. Highlight a preset in the Presets pane’s presets list.

To highlight several presets at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Delete button.

• Or right-click the preset to be deleted and select the Delete preset item in 
the shortcut menu that opened.

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
3. This will delete the preset from the configuration as well as from all patrols in 

which it was used.

3.4.4.12. Deleting a patrol from the system configuration
To delete a patrol from the configuration, right-click the patrol name in the Patrols 
pane’s horizontal list. Select the Delete patrol item from the shortcut menu. This 
will delete the patrol from the system’s configuration.

3.4.4.13. Setting up internal camera parameters
The VideoNet allows you to set up the internal analog camera parameters, if the 
camera supports telemetry and the ability of such configuring. You can set up the 
parameters by using the camera settings menu displayed in the video window. To 

call this menu up, click the button  located under the video window. Besides, 

when you click the button , internal menu navigation buttons appear, allowing 
you to switch between the menu items.

Use the buttons  and  to apply and cancel changes in the camera settings.

Attention! The VideoNet tools do not support navigation in an IP camera’s 
internal settings menu. To switch to setting up internal parameters for IP cameras, 
use the Change... button in the Connection pane. (see Section 3.1.2.10).
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3.4.5. Event panel page

In order to enable an operator to work with device events, it is necessary to 
adjust the system configuration so as to display log entries for these events in the 
event panel. The event panel can be displayed in the Surveillance environment.

The Event panel page allows you to configure the displaying of certain types of 
event log entries from certain devices.
The Event panel page consists of three parts: the tree of elements (1), the Contents 
pane (2), the Displayed Types of Events pane (3).

The tree of elements displays the computers connected to the VideoNet system.
The Contents pane displays a list of the system’s devices and a list of devices to 
receive events from.
The Displayed Types of Events pane presents a table for selecting event log entry 
types that should be displayed in the event panel. The table below shows all the types 
of messages that may appear on the Event panel. They are divided into categories.
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Warning

Access has been denied • • •
Door remains open • •
Guard is failed •
Malfunction • • • • • • • •
Possible key misuse • •
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Unknown key •
Unknown licence plate •

Alarm

Alarm • •
only for 
alarm 
sensor

•
Alarm. Panic alarm. 
Pressing the alarm 
button

•
Alarm. Silent alarm. 
Alarm code entry •
Alarm. Silent alarm. 
Alarm print entry •
Breaking alarm •
Detection by camera •
Fire only for fire 

sensor

Internal detection by 
camera •
Sound detector on 
microphone went off •

Information

Accepted call to the 
apartment • •
Activating alarm input

only for 
alarm 
sensor

Block • • •
Call to the apartment • •
Call to the apartment is 
disabled • •
Cancel emergency open • • •
Cancel activating alarm 
input

only for 
alarm 
sensor

Cannot start patrol or 
switch to preset •
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Close •
Departure •
Emergency open • • •
Entrance •
Entry • •
Entry/exit permit has 
been granted • • •
Exit • •
Finished call to the 
aparttment • •
Guard is off • • •
Guard is on • • •
Intersection detector 
went off – "Warning" 
event

•
Malfunction fixed • • • • • • •
Open •
Passage • •
Passage by emergency 
unlocking • •
Passage was not com-
pleted by timeout •
Passing •
Passing by emergency 
unlocking •
PTZ control capture •
PTZ control capture 
denial •
PTZ control has been 
released •
Recording on camera 
has been finished •
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Recording on camera 
has been started •
Recording on micro-
phone has been finished •
Recording on 
microphone has been 
started

•
Relay is off •
Relay is on •
Reset alarm • •

only for 
alarm 
sensor

• • •
Reset fire only for fire 

sensor

Stop trace •
Succesfull access 
confirmation •
Unblock • • •

To configure event displaying on the Event panel, do the following:
1. Select the computer for which you need to configure the Event panel from the 

tree of elements.
2. In the Contents pane, select the devices which events should be displayed. To 

do this, highlight the necessary device (device group) in the System Devices 
list and click the button . This will move the device to the Devices from 
which events are received list.

To delete the device from the list, highlight it and click the button . 
To highlight several devices at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
The list elements may be displayed By Partitions or By Connections.
You may select groups (e.g. a capture board, partition or IP server) from the lists. 
If you move a group from one list to another, all of its child elements (subgroups 
included) will be moved too.

3. In the Displayed Types of Events pane, select the check boxes of those 
event log entry types that should be displayed in the Event panel’s column 

under the icon .
4. If needed, select the check boxes for the event log entries that require the 

operator’s confirmation. These check boxes should be selected in the column 

under the icon .
5. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel to save changes and 

use them in the Surveillance environment.
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3.4.6. Trading journal page
You can add special filters for POS system terminals and use them for filtering terminal 
operations in the POS window of the Surveillance environment (see Section 4.18).

To add a POS system filter:
1. Highlight the computer in the tree of elements on the Trading journal page.
2. The POS system filters pane will appear in the properties area.

3. Click the Add button located under the list of filters.
4. A new filter will be added to the list of filters. Highlight it. Now you are able to 

configure the filter parameters.
5. If necessary, change the filter name in the respective field.

6. Click the button  next to the Terminals field. The Edit terminals filter 
dialog box will be opened. You can select one or more terminals that you are 
interested in by selecting check boxes.

7. In the Check field, you can select the Text option. In this field you can enter 
arbitrary alphanumeric information to search the text of the check. For example, 
in this field you can enter a banknote number to search for transactions with a 
specified banknote and view video recordings of these operations.

8. The Products option allows you to make sampling by some product, or a list of 
products, or all products. By default, no limitations on products are applied. To 

edit the parameters, click the button  next to the field. The following product 
list configuration dialog box will appear:
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Enter a list of the products that you are interested in in the left column and set the 
and/or condition in the right column. To add / delete lines, use the buttons +/–. After 
you have filled in the list of products and set the conditions, click OK.

9. You can select the With condit element check box to activate an additional 
group of filtration parameters. Following that, you will be able to select filtration 
by price or by discount per item. Using the “from” and “to” fields, specify the 
necessary range of values.

10. You can select the Total check element check box, which you will be able 
to select filtration by discounted check total. Using the “from” and “to” fields, 
specify the necessary range of values.
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11. You can select the Contain checked operations check box. You can select 
one or more standard terminal operations that you are interested in by selecting 
check boxes in the drop-down list. Alternatively, you can select all the operations 
by checking the All item at the top of the list.

12. You can specify the terminal operations that are to be displayed in the POS 
window in the Operations not linked with a cheque field.

13. Click Apply on the configuration control panel.

If the options are not selected in the filter properties, then the results of the filter 
show all checks and all operations.

To delete a filter from the list of filters:
1. Select the filter that you want to delete from the list of filters.
2. Click the Delete button located under the list of filters.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

3.4.7. E-mail servers page
On the E-mail servers page, system objects (mail servers) are created that contain 
the settings necessary for sending messages by e-mail. For example, e-mail servers 
are used in the Send e-mail  reaction (see section 3.4.1.3.20).

Attention! When switching from an older version of VideoNet, e-mail servers 
will be automatically created using the settings that were previously configured 
in the system for sending e-mails.

This page contains the Toolbar (1), the List of e-mail servers (2) and E-mail server 
properties area (3).

The E-mail servers page toolbar displays Add, Delete and Copy buttons.
The Copy button is available only if an e-mail server is selected in the list. When 
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pressed, a copy of the selected server is created.
The list of e-mail servers on the page displays the created servers.
The properties area of each e-mail server contains the General, Server connection 
settings and Test e-mail panes.

General pane
On the General pane, enter the name of the mail server in the VideoNet system. 
The Name field is required.
If you want to use this mail server by default, check the Set as default mail server 
box. Only one mail server can be used by default. The default mail server will be 
automatically selected when configuring all new mailing instances.

Server connection settings pane
On the Server connection settings pane, you can configure the connection 
parameters to the mail server.

In the Mail from field, enter the sender’s e-mail address. The Mail from field is 
required.
In the SMTP server field, specify either the name of the mail server or its IP address.
For example, smtp.mail.ru. In the SMTP port field, enter the port number. By default, 
the port number is set to 25.
If necessary, enable the Use SSL to connect over a secure connection. When using 
SSL, the default SMTP server port number is 587.
Next, enter the user name and password for accessing the mail server.

Attention! Port 465 cannot be used for SSL.

Test e-mail pane
On the Test e-mail pane, you can test sending an e-mail.
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In the To field, enter the e-mail address to which you want to send the test message. 
The To field is required.
The Send test e-mail button becomes available when all required fields are filled in.
When you click the Send test e-mail button, an empty test e-mail is sent to the e-mail 
addresses specified in the To field, taking into account all the configured parameters. 
If for some reason the e-mail could not be sent, a dialog box will be opened with a 
warning. You can stop sending an e-mail by clicking the Stop button.
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3.5. VideoNet Network page group

In order to allocate computational capacity between computers and unite 
geographically distributed sites, you need to install the system on several 
computers located in different sectors of the guarded facility and connected 
through a local area network

To create a single surveillance network, you can combine several VideoNet 
systems, creating one large System. This will allow the transmission of video/audio 
information and other data (including control signals) over the network between 
individual devices. Communication between computers is carried out using the 
TCP/IP protocol. To create a VideoNet network, use the Network configuration 
page (see section 3.5.1).
VideoNet also allows you to interact with the system via web access from mobile 
devices (smartphones and tablets), as well as computers that are not part of the 
VideoNet network. For web access, mobile applications (Android and iOS), a 
browser, and VideoNet Light software can be used. To configure this functionality, 
use the Web access page (see Section 3.5.2).
In addition, VideoNet allows organizing data exchange with third-party programs 
using the API. To configure this functionality, use the Integration page (see section 
3.5.3).

3.5.1. Network configuration page
The Network configuration page is intended for configuring the VideoNet network. 
This page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and the Element 
properties area (3).

The tree of elements displays system segments and computers (local and remote) 
of the network.
A local computer is a computer used to log on. This is an operator’s computer he 
is currently working on.
A remote computer is any other computer on the network with the VideoNet 
software installed on it. If a network connection is established to a computer which 
is, however, not added to the general VideoNet’s system configuration, the system 
will be unaware of this computer and it will not be included on the list.
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The tree of elements’ root node is the Entire System. You may select Controllers 
and their ranks for it. The System Controllers are the computers that ensure the 
interchange of configuration changes between other computers.

To improve the System’s resistance to the connection loss, multiple controllers are 
configured. The system controller list is ranked by connection priority. The first-rank 
controller is the primary (main) controller in the System. Therefore, other controllers 
are mirrors.
The controller’s rank determines the order in which the computer attempts to access 
the controllers. The computers will attempt in the first place to connect to the first 
rank controller. There should be at least one controller in the system.

Attention! You can change the primary controller’s rank only from the primary 
controller (when a user works on the primary controller).

The VideoNet system’s Segment element implies a standard network segment, i.e. 
logically and physically isolated part of the network (local area network) that has its 
own IP address. To access the segment from the outside, a router (NAT) is used. 
Each computer inside the segment has its own address.
You may perform the following actions with computers: add, delete, rename as well 
as configure the parameters of connections between computers. The local computer 
(unless it is the first rank controller) becomes a separate VideoNet system when 
deleted and is automatically appointed as the first rank controller.
The computer may be included either in the Entire System node or the Segment 
node.

3.5.1.1. Adding, setting properties and deleting a Segment
A segment is a node of the tree of elements. Its settings act as group settings which 
specify the external network settings used to access each computer of the segment 
(local area network) from the outside. 
To add a segment, click the Add segment button on the toolbar. This will automati-
cally add a new segment to the system and display it in the tree of elements.
For the Segment, you need to specify the Segment name, Network address as 
well as the Range of incoming ports. However, the names and network addresses 
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of segments within the same VideoNet system should not coincide.
You should also take into consideration that a segment may include several comput-
ers that have their own unique (internal) network addresses and the external network 
address which is the same as the segment’s address.

In the Segment name field, you can specify any unique name that identifies the 
network segment. The name contains from 1 to 255 characters. The default is 
“Segment #”, where # is the sequential number for the entire system.
The Network address field can contain an IP address or a static/dynamic DNS 
address. By default, the network segment address is 127.0.0.1.
For correct operation it is necessary to determine the correct unique Network 
address of the segment and set the Incoming ports. Otherwise, the network 
addresses of the segments will match and the segments will be marked as invalid.
The default range of incoming ports is from 31000 to 31000 + 3 * N-1, where N is 
the number of computers included in the segment. When the range is changed, a 
warning message appears. Please note that you can only set the start port of the 
range, the rest of the range ports are determined by the system automatically.

Attention! The VideoNet system does not check the busyness of the issued 
ports by other applications.

To delete a segment:
1. Highlight the segment in the tree of elements and click the Delete segment 

button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the segment name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the 

Delete menu item.
• Or right-click the Delete key on the keyboard.

2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

When you delete a segment from the network, all the computers included in this 
segment will be transferred to the Entire System root node in the tree of elements.
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3.5.1.2. Computer element
A Computer may belong either to the Entire System root node or to one of the 
segments. However, the Computer may not simultaneously belong to multiple 
segments.
The properties area of the Computer element has the following panes: Network 
settings, Custom settings, Dynamic DNS and Update service.
Custom settings are the exceptions from Network settings. They are used for the 
Computer-to-Computer pair and have a higher priority than external or internal 
Network settings.

Network settings pane
The Network settings pane displays the Computer name and its Network address, 
incoming ports (ports that are used to transmit commands and data flow, accord-
ingly) as well as Disallow data exchange with VideoNet network parameter.
When checking the Disallow data exchange with VideoNet network box after 
the configuration is applied, data exchange between network computers and the 
selected computer will be terminated. Data exchange can be restored only from 
another computer that is allowed to exchange data with the network. It is impossible 
to disallow the exchange of data with the network to the main controller of the System.

If the computer belongs to the network segment, this pane also shows the following 
controls: External network address (the same as the Segment network address; 
unavailable for editing) and Configure incoming ports (these are 3 ports that are 
used to issue commands, transmit data flow and access the database, accordingly).
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Custom settings pane
Custom settings are used for communication between computers and are excep-
tions to the general Network settings for this computer. The settings are specified 
for each Computer from the pair for which the connection is configured.
Custom settings have a higher priority over settings generated by the System from 
internal and external network addresses.
On the Custom settings pane, you can set and/or edit the Network address and 
Incoming ports parameters, similarly to the parameters on the Network settings 
pane.
You can also delete the entry about the Custom settings of the computer-to-
computer connection. In this case, the parameters defined on the Network settings 
pane will be used for interaction between these computers.

You may add new Custom settings (settings exceptions) as well as edit and delete 
the existing Custom settings. To add a new exception, click the Add exception 
button under the custom settings list. The exception creation window will appear.
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Specify all required connection parameters and click Add. This will create an 
exception.

To edit an array of custom settings:
1. Highlight the required pair of computers in the custom settings list.
2. Click the Edit button.

• Or double-click the required pair of computers using the left mouse button.
3. The Edit Exception window will be opened.

4. Change the necessary settings and click Save.

To delete an array of custom settings:
1. Highlight the required pair of computers in the custom settings list.
2. Click the Delete button.

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
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4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Dynamic DNS pane
If the computer has a dynamic IP address that tends to change, then you can use 
the Use dynamic DNS option on the Dynamic DNS pane.

This allows you to assign the computer a static domain name. Other computers will 
be able to connect to this computer without the need to know about the change in 
its IP address.
The domain name is assigned by the system automatically and displayed in the 
corresponding field. The name has the form “#####. Ddns.videonet9.ru”, where 
##### is the number of the computer’s HASP key.
To correctly form a DNS name is necessary that on the computer, where VideoNet 
system is already installed, outgoing connections to 53 and 80 destination ports have 
been allowed. In this case, the DNS name will be guaranteed formed.
You can also specify the update period for the DNS address from 1 to 99 hours. This 
is how often the DNS name is matched to the current IP address and sent to the 
DDNS server. That is, if the IP address changes on the computer and the connection 
is broken, the connection will be restored within the specified time after updating 
the data from the DNS server.

Please note that to organize access from the outside to the VideoNet Web server 
or to VideoNet servers, you need to redirect port traffic from the external address 
of the router to the address of the VideoNet Web server or the selected VideoNet 
server in the local network. By default, for VideoNet web server it is port 80, for 
VideoNet server configured ports are located on the Network settings pane.
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Update Service pane
On the Update Service pane, you can specify incoming ports for the interaction of 
autoupdate services on the computers of the VideoNet network (see chapter 3.10). 
By default, Update service incoming port is 30580, VideoNet incoming port for 
Update Service connections - 30581.

3.5.1.3. Adding computer to the segment and deleting it from the segment
You may add a computer to the segment by dragging it from the entire network 
or another segment to the required segment in the tree of elements. In this case, 
external ports from the range of the segment to which this computer has been 
added will be automatically assigned to the computer. If the administrator manually 
assigns external ports that are outside the segment’s port range to the computer, 
the caption Ports are set manually will appear in the segment properties area of 
the Configure incoming ports control.

When you add a new computer to such segment, the port reassignment confirmation 
box for the computer will appear. When you click Yes, ports will be automatically 
reassigned. If you click No, the earlier assigned ports will remain in place for the 
computer, even if they do not match the port range specified in the segment.
At the same time, the caption Ports are Set Manually will not appear when you 
change the start port range number in the segment properties area.
To delete a computer from the segment, drag it with the mouse to the root node 
of the Entire System tree of elements.

3.5.1.4. Combining computers into a VideoNet network
You can expand VideoNet by adding new computers to the system. Alternatively, 
you may connect to other systems and computers on which VideoNet is installed 
from this system.
The fundamental difference lies in where the connection is initiated from.
This means that the administrator can add a remote computer to the system, 
working with the server computer of the system, which will be the main one, or the 
administrator, working with the local workstation on which VideoNet is installed, 
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can connect to the main computer and connect to the system from this workstation.
To connect, you need to know the name and access password of the VideoNet 
system’s user who has rights to configure the network for the computer you want 
to connect to. The algorithms for adding a computer to the system or connecting to 
the system are identical.

To add a computer to the system:
1. Go to the VideoNet Network page group and open the Network configura-

tion page.
2. Click the Connections button on the toolbar and select the Add to the system 

(Connect to the system) from the drop-down list.
3. The Connection Wizard window will be opened.

4. Enter the network address of the computer to be connected or click the Over-
view to select a computer from the list. Specify the name and access password 
of the VideoNet system’s user who has the rights to configure the network on 
the computer you want to connect to. If necessary, change the network name 
of the computer from which the connection is established as well as incoming 
ports. Please note that the incoming port 3 must be the same port that you 
specified during installation of the VideoNet system. Click Next to continue.

5. Establishing network connection to the computer will start. If successful, the 
configuration merge confirmation wizard window will be opened. Click Next 
to continue.
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6. The merge of computers configurations will start. When completed, the dialog 
box will be opened. Click Yes, if you need to unite the computers into one 
segment. If you click No, the computers will be added to different segments.

7. Once the computer has been successfully added to the network, close the 
Connections Wizard window.

8. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
Please note that computers with the VideoNet 9.1 SP7 system installed and with 
earlier systems cannot be networked and cannot exchange configurations. For 
example, let’s consider two cases:

1. VideoNet 9.1 SP7 system is installed on the computer №1 and the earlier 
system is installed on the computer №2. It is necessary to combine the computers 
in the network. Before you do this, you need to update the VideoNet system of the 
computer №2 up to VideoNet 9.1 SP7 system.

2. There is a network of two computers. The computers have an earlier system 
than VideoNet 9.1 SP7 Cameras are connected to the first computer. The second 
computer is recording the video from the cameras.
Recording and video broadcast from the remote cameras on the second computer 
will work if you want to install VideoNet 9.1 SP7 on the first computer. However, 
the second computer will not have the information, if you add new hardware to the 
first computer. For a successful merger of computer configurations, you must install 
VideoNet 9.1 SP7 on the second computer.
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3.5.1.5. Disconnecting computers from the VideoNet Network
If necessary, you may disconnect the computer from the existing VideoNet system 
configuration. As a result, the disconnected computer will become an independent 
System, and the remaining System will no longer access the disconnected computer. 
To initiate the disconnection process, you must have the relevant rights. Access rights 
configuration and control is a system administrator’s responsibility (see Section 3.9.1).

Attention! It is impossible to disconnect a computer, if it is the only computer 
on the list.

Attention! It is impossible to disconnect a computer, if it is the highest rank 
controller.

To disconnect a computer from the VideoNet system:
1. Highlight a computer that you want to disconnect in the tree of elements and 

click the Disconnect computer button on the toolbar.
2. The Computer disconnection window will be opened. Disconnection of 

the computer will split the system into two independent parts (disconnected 
computer and the rest). Only local settings will remain in the configuration 
of the disconnected computer. All system-wide elements, such as partitions, 
plans, all elements of the ACS environment, system users, etc. will be deleted.

In this step you can specify whether or not to reset the password of the system user 
Administrator on the computer that is being deleted. Select the required option and 
click Next.

3. In this step, the system will check if there is a connection between the configur-
ing computer and the computer to be disconnected as well as the connection 
between the computer to be disconnected and the controller (if the configuration 
is performed on the computer to be disconnected).

If this check shows that at least one condition is not fulfilled, the system will warn 
you that the deletion will be incomplete and a part of the configuration will remain 
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on the “inaccessible side”.

Click Next to continue.
4. A dialog box for confirming the disconnection will be opened.

Click Yes to confirm the disconnection.
5. Once the computer has been successfully disconnected, click the Close button.
6. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

The successful disconnection must delete the following from the System configura-
tion:

• local configuration of the disconnected computer (configuration of devices, 
schedule, screen modes, recording functions, detectors, etc.);

• the disconnected computer entry from the list of controllers.
The successful disconnection must delete the following from the disconnected 
computer configuration:

• local configuration of all computers, except itself;
• all controllers, except itself.
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Attention! If you disconnect the computer from the VideoNet network, all work 
environments on the computer to be disconnected will be closed. If, at the time 
of restarting any working environment on this computer, the application of the 
configuration after disconnecting from the VideoNet network has not yet been 
completed, information about this will be displayed in the loading window. It is 
strictly forbidden to shut down VideoNet before completing the applying of 
the configuration, as this can lead to serious errors in the program.

3.5.2. Web access page
The Web access page of the page group VideoNet network of the Configuration 
environment is intended for setting up work with the VideoNet system using a web 
browser, mobile application or VideoNet Light.

Working with the VideoNet system using web access is described in section 9, 
and Appendix 14 describes the network topology for organizing web access.

The Web Access page contains the Tree of elements (1) and the Elements 
properties area (2).

To work with VideoNet using web access:
1. Check that the PC or a mobile device you are planning to use as a VideoNet 

web client meets the technical requirements in Section 3.5.2.1.
2. In the VideoNet network select the computer that will be used as VideoNet 

web server.
3. Install the VideoNet to this computer, if it has not been installed previously. 

During the installation process, select Install VideoNet Web server (refer to the 
Chapter 3.1 in the VideoNet Installation manual for more details). As a result, 
a site for the VideoNet Web server will be created in IIS (Internet Information 
Services).
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 To configure web access, you have to select a VideoNet server to operate as a web 
server. Please take into account that the said computer should have enough performance, 
because after VideoNet Web Server installation a significant share of performance will 
be spent on web access support.
In case if VideoNet network has only one computer, it can be chosen to be a 
VideoNet web server.

4. Configure the VideoNet system.

Attention! After the VideoNet Web Server is installed or upgraded, and before 
the VideoNet Web client is used, it is necessary to start VideoNet system for 
the final adjustment of IIS (Internet Information Services).

Attention! If you install VideoNet Web Server, turn off the User Account Control 
(UAC) in User Accounts settings.

If a simultaneous transmission from more than 10 different sources (window 
layout 4x3 or 3x4) leads to interrupting transmission, you should change extra 
IIS (Internet Information Services) parameter called Maximum Worker Processes 
property for VideoNetAppPool32bit pool.

The tree of elements contains the Entire system node that unites all the comput-
ers of the system. If any computer is a VideoNet Web server, then in the tree of 

elements it is displayed with  icon.
When the Entire system node is selected, then in the element properties section 
the Access pane appears, where you can set the right to use Web access for each 
role in the system. Rights configuration and management on this pane is performed 
in the way that is described in chapter 3.9 of the current guide (in this chapter the 
detailed description of roles, users creation and management is given).

You can allow Web access to an unlimited amount of users. The license restricts 
only the amount of simultaneous connections to the system via the Web.

The computer properties area contains the Web Server settings and Mobile Client 
settings panes.

Web Server settings pane

The Web server settings pane specifies a folder for temporary files. By default, the 
folder created by the system in the VideoNet root directory when installing VideoNet 
Web Server is specified as the folder for temporary files.
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To increase the speed of reading and writing temporary files, it is advisable 
to create a virtual RAM disk on the computer where VideoNet Web Server is 
installed. If you have created a virtual RAM disk, specify the path to the folder 
for temporary files in the Web Server settings pane.

To select a folder for temporary files:

1. Click the  button.
2. A dialog window will be opened.

3. Select a new directory for temporary files and click OK.
4. The selected path will be automatically displayed in the corresponding line.

Also, in the Web server settings pane, you can configure the video stream param-
eters for the Multicast channel. Adjustment of streams for a Multicast channel and 
video quality settings for each stream allows the administrator to reduce the load 
on VideoNet Web Server and to optimize the data transfer process.
Select a Fixed stream option if you want to specify uniform video quality and display 
settings for every user irrespective of their own video quality settings and display 
resolutions.

To adjust fixed stream settings:
1. In the drop-down list select the necessary screen resolution.
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2. Specify the FPS rate (from 0 to 25) and the video compression rate (from 0 
to 100%) using the corresponding sliders.

3. In the Stream Optimization drop-down list select Yes if you want the frames to 
be transferred in blocks, and select No if you want the frames to be transferred 
one by one.

When the frames are transferred in blocks, the video itself looks smoother, but the 
delay becomes bigger. When the frames are transferred one by one, the smoothness 
degrades, but the delay becomes smaller.
Select a Dynamic stream option if you want to manage video quality characteristics 
and display settings on a per stream basis, allowing some users under some condi-
tions get their own video quality settings and display resolutions.

With a variety of sliders you can specify delta values for screen resolutions (from 0 
to 100%), FPS rate (from 0 to 25) and video quality (from 0 to 6) which will be used 
in evaluation of the user’s actual need for a separate stream.
Example.

• The first user that connects to the VideoNet system using the Web interface 
receives a separate channel for a video transmission, and can view the video in 
the most accurate screen resolution, and specify his own video quality settings.

• The second user that wants to view transmission from the same camera will 
receive a separate channel only if the difference between one of his requested 
video stream parameters (screen resolution, FPS rate, video quality) and any 
of the corresponding parameters of already created stream will exceed the 
delta specified on the Web access page. Otherwise he’ll receive the stream 
with the settings defined by the first user, regardless of his own settings.

• Another user that wants to view transmission from the same camera will receive 
a separate channel only if the difference between one of his requested video 
stream parameters (screen resolution, FPS rate, video quality) and any of the 
corresponding parameters of any of the already created streams will exceed 
the delta specified on the Web access page. Otherwise, the user will receive 
a video stream with the parameters of the channel, the difference with which 
is within the boundaries specified on the Web access page, regardless of the 
settings that the user has set for himself.

Thus the total number of channels will be reduced as well as the load on the VideoNet 
Web Server.
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Mobile Сlient settings pane

The Mobile client settings pane is designed to configure the parameters required 
to connect to the system via the VideoNet mobile application (Android or iOS) or 
VideoNet Light.
Connection is possible via both HTTP and HTTPS (if the server has an SSL certifi-
cate). The default port for incoming connections is HTTP - 80, HTTPS - 443. When 
using HTTPS, you must enter the address of the site to which the SSL certificate 
is issued.
You should configure the Service Connection Ports option to redirect ports. 

3.5.2.1. Computer and OS technical requirements
To work with VideoNet web access properly, the following minimal requirements 
should be met.

Requirements for VideoNet web server
One of the following 64-bit operating systems must be installed on the computer 
that you plan to use as a VideoNet web server:

• Microsoft Windows Server 2016 (versions 1709 and higher);
• Microsoft Windows Server 2019;
• Microsoft Windows Server 2022;
• Microsoft Windows 10 Home/Pro/Enterprise (versions 1903 and higher);
• Microsoft Windows 11 Home/Pro.

Requirements for VideoNet web client
Web access using browser 
on PC

Microsoft Internet Explorer (9, 10, 11);
Microsoft Edge (38.14393.0.0 or higher);
Google Chrome (23.0.xx or higher);
Safari (5.1.7 or higher);
Opera (12.11 or higher).
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Web access using mobile 
application

Android OS 5.1 and above;
IOS 9.0 or higher.

Attention! When using VideoNet Web Server through a browser on a personal 
computer, it is recommended to use the 100% scale of the browser page.

Attention! It is not recommended to use the VideoNet Web Server for more than 
a day, when working through a browser. If necessary, refresh the browser page.

3.5.3. Integration page
The Integration page of the VideoNet network page of the Configuration environ-
ment is intended for setting up data exchange with third-party programs using the API.
The Integration page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and the 
Element properties area (3).

The tree of elements displays all computers in the system, as well as APIs related 
to this or that computer.
The tree of elements can be represented by two options: either computers and APIs 
are grouped By connection (in this view, the elements are displayed as they are 
connected to each other), or By types.
In the element properties area, when you select an API, its settings are displayed.
On the Integration page, the API ETC (see section 3.5.3.1) and Base REST API  
(see section 3.5.3.2) can be connected to computers.
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3.5.3.1. Adding, configuring and deleting API ETC properties
API ETC is an interface designed for organizing data exchange between VideoNet 
and ETC. The API ETC can only be added to the main ACS DB server (see section 
3.3.1.1) in one copy for this main server and if you have the Integration with ЕТС 
license (see section 2.3).
To send access messages to the ETC, the API ETC must be added in the system, 
its parameters must be configured on the Settings pane, and access devices must 
be selected on the Devices pane.

You can use your own SSL certificate when working with the ETC API. To do this, 
install the desired SSL certificate on the computer to which the ETC API is added, 
and then specify the certificate thumbprint in the ETCRestServiceThumbprint 
parameter of the Behavior section of the VideoNet.config configuration file. For 
example:
<Behaviour>
     <ETCRestServiceThumbprint> 6723fc9edbc847cd71cc9d82b4c081c099570ca5 
</ETCRestServiceThumbprint>
</Behaviour>).

To add the API ЕТС:
1. In the tree of elements on the Integration page, select the computer that is 

the main ACS DB server.
2. On the toolbar, click the Add button and select API ETC from the drop-down list.

• Or right-click on the computer name to bring up the context menu and select 
the Add menu item and then API ETC.

In the tree of elements for the selected computer, the API ETC will be added with 
the default name “API ETC Computer Name”.

3. If necessary, on the General pane, you can change the name of the API ETC. 
It should be considered that the system cannot have several API ETCs with 
the same name.

4. Next, configure the properties of the API ETC on the Settings and Devices 
panes.

If you change the main ACS DB server using the wizard (see section 3.3.1.1), 
the API ETC will be moved in the device tree to the computer that has become 
the main ACS DB server.

Settings pane
On the Settings pane, you can configure the following parameters:
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Send messages Check the box if you want to send messages to the ЕТС (by 
default - checked).
If the checkbox is unchecked, then the IP-Address, IP-Port, 
Login and Password parameters will be unavailable for editing.

IP-Address Specify the IP address of the computer to which you plan to send 
messages (not specified by default).
This field is required.

IP-Port Specify the IP port of the computer to which you plan to send 
messages (443 by default).
This field cannot be empty

Login Specify the username of the ЕТС user on the computer to which 
you plan to send messages

Password Specify the password of the ЕТС user on the computer to which 
you plan to send messages

Accept requests Check the box if you want to accept requests from the ЕТС (by 
default - checked).
If the checkbox is unchecked, then the Port for connections 
parameter will be unavailable for editing.

Port for connections Specify the port of the main ACS DB server, through which 
requests should be received (by default - 443).
This field is required.

Devices pane
On the Devices pane, you can specify the access devices (access points, passage 
points and access gate points) for which access messages should be sent.

Attention! Access devices specified in this pane must be connected to the main 
or backup servers of the ACS DB.
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To add devices to the table:
1. Click the Add button to open the Select device window.

2. Check the required devices and click the Select button.
3. Checked devices will be added to the table.

To delete devices from the table:
1. Select the line in the table with the device you want to delete. Use the Shift 

and Ctrl keys to select multiple devices.
2. Click the Delete button.
3. A dialog box will be opened confirming the deletion. Click Yes.
4. Selected devices will be deleted from the table.
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To delete API ЕТС:
1. On the Integration page in the tree of elements, select the API ETC you want 

to delete.
2. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click on the name of the API ETC to bring up the context menu and 
select the Delete menu item.

• Or press the Delete key on your keyboard.
To select several API ETCs at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift keys.

3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. Next, click the Apply button on the control panel of the Configuration environ-

ment.

3.5.3.2. Adding, configuring and deleting Base REST API properties
The base module for transmitting events via REST API (Base REST API) is an 
interface designed to transmit event messages to external systems, related to access 
through an ACS device, formed on the computer to which this module is connected. 
In case of access-related event, a message about which is logged in the System log 
(see section 4.7.1.1), the computer, to which the transmission module is connected, 
sends a message according to the parameters configured for the Base REST API.
To send log events to external systems, Base REST API must be added to the system 
and its parameters must be configured on the Exchange options pane. Adding 
the Base REST API is available only if you have a REST API event transmission 
module license (see section 2.3).
Up to 10 Base REST API modules can be connected to one computer.

To add the Base REST API:
1. In the tree of elements on the Integration page, select the computer to which 

you want to add Base REST API.
2. On the toolbar, click the Add button and select Base REST API from the 

drop-down list.
• Or right-click on the computer name to bring up the context menu and select 

the Add menu item and then Base REST API.
In the tree of elements for the selected computer, the Base REST API will be added 
with the default name “Base REST API Index number”.

3. If necessary, on the General pane, you can change the name of the Base 
REST API. It should be considered that the system cannot have several Base 
REST APIs with the same name.
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4. Next, configure the properties of the Base REST API on the Exchange options 
pane.

Exchange options pane
On the Exchange options pane, you can configure the following parameters:

IP-Address Specify the IP-address of the computer on which the external 
application to which data will be transferred is installed (not 
specified by default).
This field is required.

IP-Port Specify the IP-port of the computer on which the external applica-
tion to which data will be transferred is installed  (80 by default).
This field cannot be empty

Login Specify the login for authorization in the external application of the 
user on whose behalf the events are transmitted.
Login may not be specified if there is no need for authorization.

Password Specify the password for authorization in the external application 
of the user on whose behalf the events are transmitted.
Password may not be specified if there is no need for authorization.

To delete Base REST API:
1. On the Integration page in the tree of elements, select the Base REST API 

you want to delete.
2. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click on the name of the Base REST API to bring up the context menu 
and select the Delete menu item.

• Or press the Delete key on your keyboard.
To select several Base REST APIs at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift keys.

3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. Next, click the Apply button on the control panel of the Configuration environ-

ment.
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3.6. Interface Settings page group

 In order to organize your workspace in the VideoNet system in the optimal way, 
you may configure computer screens to display the system’s environments for 
each computer in the system. In the Surveillance environment, you may set such 
modes that allow you to place a variety of video windows and/or other windows 
on the screen specifying different locations and sizes for them. You will be able 
to easily switch between these modes when you are working with the system 
by using the Screen Mode panel in the Surveillance environment.

In most cases when you use the VideoNet system, the need arises to broadcast 
images from several cameras at a time by using a multi-window configuration. You 
may create and configure the modes for each screen of the system that will meet 
your requirements. The screen mode implies a set of windows, their number, layout 
and size. Each screen mode may contain a (reasonably) unlimited number of 
different-type windows. To configure screen modes, use the Screen Modes page. 
To ensure more efficient operation, you can assign unique numbers to each screen, 
mode and its windows, which will allow you to perform the following actions using 
the system controller (see section 3.1.2.12) or key combinations on the keyboard:

• turn on the screen you need;
• switch from one screen mode to another;
• enable the required video window;
• control the player and other pop-up windows;
• select the required camera in video window you have enabled.

The user-friendly window layout interface in the mode you created significantly 
reduces the time that you spend to configure it.
In addition to the Screen Modes page, the Interface Settings page group contains 
the Subtitles settings, Spot Channels, User Commands and, Sequences pages. 
On these pages, you may configure:

• displaying of the caption overlaid on a video camera image in the video window 
when VideoNet is integrated with external systems;

• the system’s spot channels that allow you to unite several screens into one 
group, if needed; bind them to the screen modes in which camera images 
will be automatically allocated according to the system’s schedule or on the 
operator’s command;

• user commands;
• sequences.
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3.6.1. Screen Modes page
The Screen Modes page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and 
the Properties area of elements (3).

The tree of elements displays computers connected to the system and screen 
modes that relate to a certain computer. The computer properties area includes 
the Computer Screens, Screen Properties and Screen Modes panes.

3.6.1.1. Configuring Screens
The Computer Screens pane shows the screens connected to the computer. Each 
screen looks like a rectangular box with the screen name, display aspect ratio and 
the caption “main” – if this screen is primary for the operating system – shown in 
the middle.

Attention! In VideoNet system you can use no more than 12 monitors for one 
computer.

If needed, you may configure the properties of the screen (or screens in the multi-
screen configuration) using the same-name pane.

To configure the screen properties:
1. In the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements, select the required computer.
2. In the element properties area, open the Computer Screens pane.
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3. Select the screen.
4. Open the Screen Properties pane.

5. If necessary, change the screen name and specify the unique number by which 
this screen will be identified in the system. If needed, you will be able to quickly 
access this screen in the Surveillance environment by using this number. You 
may assign a number ranging from 1 to 50. By default, no number is assigned.

Select the VideoNet system environments that will be allocated on the screen you 
have selected.
Configure all other screens of the system in the same way.

Attention! If you change the configuration of monitors, you should press the 
Update list of monitors button on the Computer Screens pane.

3.6.1.2. Creating Screen Modes
To create a new screen mode:
1. In the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements, select the necessary computer.
2. Click the button  on the toolbar next to the Add screen mode button.
3. The drop-down list will be opened. Select the Create empty screen mode item 

to create a screen mode that does not contain any windows. You will be able to 
add windows later. Besides, you may select the item from the list that enables 
you to create a new screen mode by using the existing mode as a template.

To quickly create an empty mode, call up the shortcut menu by right-clicking the 
computer name in the tree of elements and select the Add screen mode item from 
the menu or click the Add screen mode button on the toolbar.

4. The new screen mode will appear in the tree of elements. If you have created an 
empty screen mode, the name “Mode #”, where # is a figure, will be assigned to 
it, starting from 1. If you have created a screen mode by the existing template, 
the screen mode name will be identical to the template name, except for the 
“_copy” mark (e.g. 2 VW + Player_copy).

Now you may get started with configuring properties of the screen mode you created.
1. Highlight the newly created mode in the tree of elements. In the element 

properties area, a mode construction area and mode properties configuration 
panes will be displayed.
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2. In the General pane, rename the screen mode, if necessary.
3. Select the modeled workspace resolution from the drop-down list. The resolution 

list depends on the screens connected to the computer. By default, the current 
resolution of the selected screen on your computer is selected as the modeled 
screen area resolution.

4. Select the screens to display the current mode.
5. If necessary, select the respective check box to display the Surveillance 

Environment Control Panel in the current mode and place the panel on the 
screen (up/down) anywhere you need.

6. Specify the unique mode number, if necessary. To do this, select the respective 
check box and enter the number. To quickly switch to this mode in the Surveil-
lance environment, use the Alt+Funckeys (e.g. Alt+F1) keyboard shortcuts.

7. In the Access pane, you may control user access to screen mode displaying 
in the Surveillance environment for each role of the system. Access rights 
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configuration and control in the pane is similar to the procedure described in 
Chapter 3.9 (This chapter details how to create and configure roles, and add 
users).

Now you may get started with adding new windows and configuring their loca-
tion. After you have added all windows to the mode, click the Apply button on the 
configuration control panel to save the changes to the configuration you made. You 
may add the following types of windows to the screen mode: video window, player, 
logs, event panel, graphic plans, device window, access point, command panel, 
POS window, face window, access gate point and tag window.

Window type Description
Video window This window is used for working with video data broadcasted 

and played back from cameras.

Player This window is used for working with video and audio data 
recorded from cameras and microphones. You may specify a 
fixed location for this window on the screen.

Logs This window contains logs with the information about all events 
registered in the system. If necessary, you can always browse 
and view the events you are interested in for any time period.

Event panel Add this window, if you want the system to display alarm mes-
sages for the operator on the Event panel when some events 
that require special attention occur in the VideoNet system. 
You may configure alarm messaging on the Event panel page 
(see Section 3.4.5). Alarm message processing is described 
in Section 4.11.

Graphic plans Add this window if you want to be able to work with graphic 
plans in this mode.

Device window This window is used for managing the system’s devices and 
monitoring their states.

Access point This window is used to control the access point, as well as to 
obtain information about its events and state.

Command panel This window displays commands to devices and partitions 
selected in the Device window or in the Graphic Plan window.

POS window This window is used for monitoring terminal operations derived 
from the external POS system.

Face window This window is used to display the detected persons from a 
selected cameras.

Access gate point This window is used to control the access gate point, as well as 
to obtain information about its events and state.

Tag window This window is used for adding, viewing and editing of tags.
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To add a window to the screen mode:
1. In the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements, highlight the screen mode 

you want to add a window in.
2. In the properties area, the mode properties will be displayed.
3. Click the Add window button on the toolbar.
4. The Add Windows to Screen Mode panel where windows are shown as icons 

will be opened.

5. Place your mouse pointer over the window icon.
6. By clicking and holding the left mouse button, drag the icon to the place you 

need in the mode construction area. A rectangular box, which color depends 
on the type of the moved window, will appear in the mode construction area. 
In the upper left corner of the box, you will see the window name. When you 
later add windows, their default names are generated as follows: <window 
type name> <ordinal number within this type>, for example Video Window 1.

7. If necessary, make Steps 4 through 6 to add other windows.

Attention! You may add only one player or event panel window to a screen 
mode.

Now you are ready to further configure the screen mode you have created.
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3.6.1.3. Configuring Windows
Once you have added all necessary windows to the mode construction area, you 
may configure their properties.
To begin with, highlight the screen mode window in the mode construction area 
by left-clicking. The window will be highlighted in orange. The panels for setting 
window properties will appear under the mode construction area. The properties 
of the face window differ from properties of the other windows, so it is described in 
detail in Section 3.6.1.3.1.
The General and Size and position panes will appear under the mode construction 
area.

In the General pane, you may change the default window name, by selecting any 
name of the existing windows of this type from the drop-down list.
Optionally, you may rename the window, by clicking the edit button . However, it 
should be taken into consideration that in this case the window with the same name 
will be automatically renamed in all modes of this computer.
Then, if necessary, specify the unique number used to identify the window in the 
system. By using this number, you will be able to quickly access the window in 
the Surveillance environment. You may assign a number ranging from 1 to 25By 
default, this number is not specified.
For video windows, the General pane contains an additional field for selecting a 
broadcast source.

To select a source:

1. Click the button  next to the Source field.
2. The window containing the list of cameras available for broadcast will be opened.
3. Click the name of the camera you need in the list; then click the Select button.

• Or double-click the camera name with the left mouse button.
4. The selected camera name will appear in the Source field.

Just as when selecting a camera for the video window, select the access point 
for the Access point window. In addition, you can select the data fields in the list. 
The selected data will be displayed in the information about the employee in the 
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Surveillance environment.

Similarly select the access gate point for access gate point window. In addition, 
you can select the data fields in the list. The selected data will be displayed in the 
information pane of the access gate point window in the Surveillance environment.

For Logs window there is an option to select logs for showing, including by default. 
If the Face Log is selected following options become available:

• selection of the computer with face recognition module for searching by face 
in this log;

• the Indication of excess body temperature from field to indicate the 
temperature (from 1 to 50 with an accuracy of 0.1), the values above which 
will be colored red in this log.
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All windows added to the mode may have arbitrary size. Besides, the VideoNet 
system offers a user-friendly interface to configure the windows location on the 
screen and set the position of each window both in percent and in pixels.

To configure the window position and size by using the system’s tools:
1. Open the Size and Position pane.
2. Specify the expected position of the upper left corner of the window in the mode 

construction area, by filling the respective fields with the X and Y coordinate 
values. Based on the coordinate values that you have entered, the window will 
move within the mode construction area.

3. Specify the window size by filling the respective fields with the width and 
height values. This will result in the window size change, which you can see 
in the mode construction area.

The values of all parameters are specified either as percentage of the mode construc-
tion area or in pixels. Select the relevant check box to set the values in pixels. In the 
first instance, the size and therefore the mutual location of objects will not depend 
on the fixed screen resolution. If you change the resolution, all mode elements are 
automatically resized; yet, their proportions remain unchanged and you will not have 
to re-configure all the parameters manually.
For some window types, you may use additional configuration options. Thus, you 
may establish proportions when you specify the video window size. You may select 
from the 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios. As a result, when you change the window width 
or height, the established proportions will be remain unchanged.
The Event panel window offers an additional field where you can specify the number 
of lines in the window, thus setting its height.
The Access point window offers an additional field where you can specify the 
number of events displayed in the history pane of this window.
You may simultaneously configure positions for several windows located in the 
mode construction area. The system’s tools allow you to manually align windows 
in relation to each other.
Besides, you may simultaneously align multiple windows to one of the sides of a 
certain screen mode window.
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To move a window manually:
1. Select the screen mode that you want to edit from the screen mode list.
2. Highlight the window in the mode construction area by left-clicking. The window 

will be highlighted in orange.
3. Holding down the left mouse button, drag the window to the required place in 

the mode construction area.

To resize the window manually:
1. Select the screen mode that you want to edit in the screen mode list.
2. Highlight the window in the mode construction area by left-clicking. The window 

will be highlighted in orange.
3. Place your mouse pointer over any window boundary or corner marker.

The mouse pointer will become a double-headed arrow . By moving the boundary 
or corner, minimize or expand the window until you get the required size.

To allocate several windows at a time by using the system’s tools:
1. Highlight the window to configure all other windows by in the screen mode. 

The window will be highlighted in orange.
2. By holding the Ctrl or Shift key, in this screen mode, highlight the windows 

that you want to configure relative to the window selected in Step 1. The 
windows will be highlighted in orange. To highlight all the windows, use the 
Ctrl+A keyboard shortcut.

3. Specify how the system should align the windows in the mode construction 
area: left or right, up or down. To do this, use the buttons located on the right 
over the mode construction area.

4. The system will align the windows.

To configure the sizes of several windows at a time by using the system’s 
tools:
1. Highlight the window by which you want to configure all other windows in the 

screen mode. The window will be highlighted in orange.
2. By holding the Ctrl or Shift key, in this screen mode, highlight the windows 

that you want to configure relative to the window selected in Step 1. The 
windows will be highlighted in orange. To highlight all windows, use the Ctrl+A 
keyboard shortcut.

3. Specify which – height and/or width – the system should make the same as 
for the window selected in Step To do this, use the buttons located on the right 
over the mode construction area.
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3.6.1.3.1. Configuring the Face window
To configure properties of the face window, the following panes are provided: 
General, Size and Position, Face presentation properties.

In the General pane, you can change the window name and assign a unique 
number to it.
In the Cameras field, you can select cameras to display faces in the face window. 
By default, all the cameras by which the face detector or face recognition module 
have been configured are selected.

To select cameras:

1. Click the button  next to the Cameras field.
2. This will open a window containing a list of the cameras by which the face 

detector or face recognition module have been configured.
3. Select the cameras in this list and click Select.
4. If you have selected several cameras from this list, the Multiple cameras 

selected caption will appear in the Sources field. If you have selected just 
one camera, the name of this camera will appear. If all the cameras have been 
selected, the All cameras caption will appear.

In the Size and Position pane, you can set the window size and position on the 
screen, both in percentage and pixel terms. For more details on how to set these 
parameters, see Section 3.6.1.3.
To display creation dates and times for the frames in the face window, select the 
Show Frame Date and Time check box in the Face presentation properties pane. 
Besides that, for working with the face recognition module, you can check the boxes 
Show full name and Show department.
You can also set here a limitation on the number of shown faces when viewing the 
face window history in the Surveillance environment. Therefore, the window will 
display only the latest found faces within this limitation.
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3.6.1.4. Deleting Windows from the Screen Mode
The VideoNet system allows you to delete windows from screen modes.

To delete a window from a screen mode:
1. Highlight the window that you want to delete in the screen mode by left-clicking; 

then press the Delete key on the keyboard.
• Or right-click the window to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Delete 

menu item.
To highlight several windows at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

2. The dialog box will be opened. Click Yes to confirm.

Attention! If you want to cancel the changes you have made, click the Cancel 
button on the configuration control panel.

3.6.1.5. Creating Screen Submodes
You may create a submode for any screen mode. By default, the submode inherits 
all the properties of the parent mode, and you can change the type, quantity, size and 
location of windows. Adding and removing windows is also available. The submode 
is useful in cases, where for a mode with the same set of windows, different sources 
must be specified or a slightly different set of windows is needed.

To create a screen submode:
1. In the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements, select the necessary computer.
2. Select the screen mode for which you want to create a submode.
3. Click the button  on the toolbar next to the Add Submode button. In this 

drop-down list, select the Create submode item.
• Or right-click the screen mode name to call up the shortcut menu and select 

the Add submode item.
4. The submode named as “Submode #”, where # is a figure starting from 1, will 

appear in the tree of elements for the screen mode. If later submode is removed, 
the released number will be assigned to submode, which will be added later. 
You can create no more than 50 submodes for one screen mode.

The configuration of the screen submode properties is similar to that of the parent 
mode (see section 3.6.1.2).
After you have added and configured the submode, click the Apply button on the 
configuration control panel.
To view the changes made, open the Surveillance environment. Now you will be 
able to open a drop-down list containing submodes of the screen mode to which 
you have added them.
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To delete a screen submode:
1. Select the computer in the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements.
2. Highlight the submode of the screen mode and click the Delete mode button 

on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the submode name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the 

Delete menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several submodes at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

3.6.1.6. Exporting and importing Screen Modes
The VideoNet system allows you to export screen modes into special files having 
a “.vnmm” extension.
If necessary, you may import these screen modes into the system configuration. In 
addition, you can import standard screen modes provided by VideoNet. BasiсModes.
vnmm file containing these modes is located in the Screen Modes folder,that is  
located in the same directory as the installed VideoNet (by default: C:\Program Files 
(x86)\SKYROS\VideoNet 9).

To export screen modes into the file:
1. In the Screen Modes configuration page’s tree of elements, highlight the 

computer which screen modes you want to save and click the Save As button 
on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the computer name to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Save As item.
2. The standard Windows file saving dialog box will be opened.
3. Select the catalog and file name.
4. Click Save.

To import screen modes from the file:
1. In the Screen Modes configuration page’s tree of elements, highlight the 
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computer to load screen modes from the file onto and click the Load from file 
button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the computer name to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Load from file item.
2. The Load Screen Modes window will be opened.

3. Click the Select… button to open the standard Windows file opening dialog box.
4. Select the catalog and file name; then click OK to close the window. To go to 

the next step, click Next.

Attention! The Select button is available only for selecting an import file on the 
local computer. When the file is located on the remote computer, you need to 
specify the file path manually.

5. Select the screen mode load option. If you need to load screen modes selec-
tively, check the relevant item and select the modes from the appeared list. To 
go to the next step, click Next. If you select the load all screen modes item, 
you will go to Step 7.
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6. If the system discovers that the list of loaded screen modes contains the modes 
which names are identical to names existing on this computer, the dialog box 
will be opened.

If a loaded screen mode needs to be renamed, its name is typically supplemented with 
the “_number in order” mark (for example, 2 VW + Player_1, 2 VW + Player_2, etc.).
Click Next to go to the next step.

7. Click the Close button to close the Load Screen Modes window.
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3.6.1.7. Sorting Screen Modes in the Screen Mode panel list
The VideoNet system allows you to change the order of buttons used for switching 
between screen modes on the screen mode panel.

To change the order of buttons used for switching between screen modes:
1. Select the computer in the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements.
2. In the element properties area, open the Computer Screen pane.
3. Select the screen.
4. Open the Screen Modes pane.

5. Place your mouse pointer over the screen mode icon; then move the screen 
mode to the required position in the list, by clicking and holding the left mouse 
button. Do the same, if you need to move other modes.

6. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
To view the changes, open the Surveillance environment and select the screen 
that has been configured. The buttons for switching to screen modes will appear 
on the screen mode panel in the same order as you configured.

3.6.1.8. Copying and moving Screen Modes
In a multi-screen computer configuration, you may copy screen modes from one 
screen to another. When you copy, you replace screen modes. For this purpose, 
you need to do the following:

1. In the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements, select the computer.
2. In the properties area, open the Screen Modes pane.
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3. Right-click the screen image which modes you want to copy to another screen.
4. Select the screen to copy the modes to from the shortcut menu that opened.
5. The dialog box will be opened. Click Yes to confirm the replacement of the 

modes.

You may both copy existing screen modes to other computers of the system and 
create copies of the screen modes on the current computer.

To create a screen mode copy:
1. In the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements, select the computer and open 

the screen mode list.
2. Right-click the screen mode name. Select the Copy To item from the shortcut 

menu that opened and select the computer to create a screen mode copy to 
from the list. The computer list includes all computers of the system, including 
the current computer.
• Or drag the screen to the computer name, by clicking and holding the left 

mouse button and the Ctrl key.
To highlight several screen modes to copy at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

3. When you create a copy on the current computer, this copy that has the copied 
screen mode name and a “_copy” mark (e.g. 2 VW + Player_copy) will appear 
in the screen mode list. Alternatively, when you copy a screen mode to another 
computer of the system and its name happens to be the same as the existing 
screen mode name, you will be asked either to replace the existing screen 
mode or add a “_copy” mark to the copied screen mode name.

You can move screen modes to screen mode lists of other computers of the system.

To move a screen mode to another computer of the system:
1. In the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements, select the computer and open 

the screen mode list.
2. Right-click the screen mode name. Select the Move To item from the shortcut 

menu that opened and select the computer to move the mode to from the list.
• Or click and hold down the left mouse button to move the screen mode to 

the necessary computer.
To move several screen modes at a time, first highlight them by holding down the 
Ctrl or Shift key.

3. If the names of the moved and existing modes are the same, the system will 
ask you either to replace the existing mode or add a “_copy” mark to the moved 
screen mode name.
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3.6.1.9. Deleting Screen Modes from the system configuration
To delete a screen mode:
1. In the Screen Modes page’s tree of elements, select the computer which 

screen mode you want to delete and open the screen mode list.
2. Highlight the screen mode in the tree of elements and click the Delete Screen 

Mode button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the screen mode name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the 

Delete menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several modes at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

3.6.2. Subtitles settings page
On the Subtitles settings page, you may configure displaying of the subtitles 
overlaid on a video camera image in the video window when VideoNet is integrated 
with external systems. The subtitles is any text displayed in the video window while 
broadcasting, playing back, or exporting a clip.
The Subtitles settings page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) 
and the Properties area of elements (3).

The tree of elements (1) displays computers connected to the system and cameras 
belong to a certain computer.
The properties area (2) serves to configure the subtitles display parameters. For 
more details on configuring, see the next section.
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3.6.2.1. Subtitles Settings displaying
To configure subtitles displaying on the video image from the camera:
1. Select a camera in the tree of elements on the Subtitles settings page.
2. In the properties area, the subtitles configuration parameters will appear.
3. Make sure that the Show Subtitles check box is selected, or else parameter 

setting will be unavailable.
4. Set the flag Show banknote numbers if you want to set subtitles with banknote 

numbers for the camera associated with the BPS C1 banknote counter (this 
function is not available for other counters). When the flag is set, an additional 
subtitles area appears, which is configured separately.

5. The demo display broadcasts a real-time video image from the current camera 
and displays the subtitles area with an example of the text to be displayed.

Select the subtitles area you want to configure. Position the subtitles area on the demo 
display in any place at your choice or resize it, if necessary, minding the text position.
To resize the area, use the markers on the area borders or corners.
You can also set the position and size for the subtitles area, by using the Caption 
position in video field. Use this field to specify the coordinates of the top left and 
bottom right corners of the area relative to the window size.

6. Select the Select an example of subtitles from file check box, if you want 

to use your example of the caption available in a text file. Click the button  
to call up the standard file opening dialog box. Specify a file path and name. 
The file extension should be .txt. Click OK. The file path automatically appears 
in the respective field, and the text from the file appears in the caption area.

7. You can format the caption by using the following formatting elements: color, 
font, font size, bold, italic.

If you need the caption font size to scale up or down proportionally every time the 
video window is resized, select the respective check box.

8. Select a text backing color from the drop-down menu and specify the transpar-
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ency degree, by using the slider.
9. Set the value of the Pause before the first shift of the subtitles, s parameter. 

This parameter is responsible for the time after which the subtitles will move 
up one line, in case the existing subtitles can not be displayed once in the 
specified subtitles area.

10. Set the value of the Shift subtitles every, ms parameter, on which the subtitles 
shift speed depends. With it, you can set the time spent on the screen for the 
top (at that time) line of subtitles. After this time, the subtitles will be shifted by 
one line. The subtitle shift continues until the last available subtitle line appears 
in the specified subtitles area.

11. Set the value of the Minimum pause after the last shift of subtitles, s 
parameter. After the last available line is displayed in the subtitles area, the 
subtitle shift stops. After that, the subtitles will be displayed on the screen at least 
the time specified in the Minimum pause after the last shift of subtitles, s 
parameter. The exact time subtitles spend on the screen, after their shift stops, 
is determined by the number of lines displayed in the subtitles area.

12. Click Apply on the configuration control panel.

3.6.2.2. Applying Subtitles Settings for Cameras
If you need to have the same subtitles settings for multiple cameras, you can just 
configure the parameters for a single camera, and then apply these settings to other 
cameras, too.

To apply configured subtitles parameters to other cameras:
1. Select the camera in the tree of elements which settings you want to apply to 

other cameras.
2. Click the Apply settings to... button on the page’s toolbar.

• Or right-click the camera name to call up a shortcut menu. Select the Apply 
settings to... menu item.

3. The Apply settings to cameras box will be opened.
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4. Select the cameras that you need to apply these settings to and click Apply.
5. The subtitles settings will be applied to all selected cameras.

3.6.2.3. Returning to Default Settings
In some cases, you may need to return subtitles parameters to their default values. 
To do this, it is necessary to make the steps listed below.

1. Highlight the camera in the tree of elements which parameters values you need 
to reset to default settings.

To highlight several cameras at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Use default settings button on the page’s toolbar.

• Or right-click the camera name to call up a shortcut menu. Select the Use 
default settings menu item.

3. All subtitles settings will be reset to default settings.

The Use default settings button is unclickable when subtitles parameters of 
the selected cameras are reset to their default values.

3.6.3. Spot channels page
The spot channel allows the system monitors to be used as alarm monitors and to 
automatically display images from certain cameras on them. If necessary, using the 
spot channel, it is possible to combine several monitors into one group and link to 
them modes in which automatic placement of cameras will be carried out according 
to the system’s schedule or at the operator’s command. It is possible to display the 
image in the video window of the temporary mode or in the video window of the 
modes already existing in the configuration.
The spot channel makes it possible to automatically display video image from 
required sources to the temporary mode video windows or to the video windows 
of the modes that already exist in the configuration on certain system’s screens.
In the temporary mode, the system creates a screen mode to which it automatically 
adds the required number of video windows to allocate all selected sources. The 
number of windows created for each screen in the temporary mode does not exceed 
the specified maximum value. If the number of windows selected for camera allocation 
exceeds the number of video windows on the spot channel screens, the system will 
create several pages for each screen and allocate the selected sources on them in 
the optimal way. In this case, switching between pages will take place according to 
the page switch period configured in the spot channel properties.
Besides, you should specify the time period in which the image will be broadcasted 
from each of the selected cameras (source lifetime) in the spot channel settings.
Once the broadcast time for all allocated sources has expired, the system will switch 
to the previous mode for each screen.
By configuring the spot channel, you unite several screens into a single group and 
specify modes for each of them. The cameras that you select will be automatically 
allocated in these modes’ windows on the operator’s command or on schedule (the 
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list of cameras to be allocated is configured in the “Select Screen Mode” reaction 
properties; see Section 3.4.1.3.14).
The Spot Channels page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and 
the Properties area of elements (3).

The tree of elements displays the computers connected to the system and spot 
channels that belong to that computers. The spot channel properties area includes 
the General and Structure panes.

3.6.3.1. Creating and configuring a Spot channel
To create a spot channel:
1. In the Spot channels page’s tree of elements, select the necessary computer.
2. Click the Add Spot Channel button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the computer name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Add 
Spot channel menu item.

3. A spot channel will be added to the tree of elements for the computer.

To configure a spot channel:
1. Select a spot channel.
2. If necessary, change the spot channel name on the General pane and specify 

the time period in which the image from cameras will be broadcasted in the 
spot channel in the Source Lifetime (sec) field. Once the last spot channel 
camera lifetime has expired, the system must switch to the previous mode for 
each of the screens.
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3. If there are more sources to allocate than a spot channel mode can include, 
the system will be switching between these sources at certain intervals. This 
time interval should be specified in the Page switch period (sec) field.

4. Now you are able to get started with configuring the spot channel structure. 
Open the Structure pane.

5. Specify the screens that the system must use for allocation: All local or By 
choice.

If you have specified All Local, select the screen mode (temporary or current) in 
which the system should allocate sources.
If you have specified By choice, select a screen mode for the system’s screens in 
the User monitor for allocation field.
In the drop-down list, you may select the temporary or current mode as well as 
any mode configured for this screen. If it is not required to use a screen, select Not 
Used from the drop-down list.

6. Specify the maximum number of windows that the system will create when 
you construct a temporary mode.

7. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

3.6.3.2. Deleting Spot channels
To delete a spot channel:
1. In the Spot channels page’s tree of elements, select the computer which spot 

channel you want to delete and open the spot channel list.
2. Highlight the spot channel in the tree of elements and click the Delete spot 

channel button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the spot channel name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the 

Delete Spot channel menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several spot channels at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.6.4. User commands page
The VideoNet allows you to place a panel which contains user command execution 
buttons on the Surveillance environment control panel. This panel is known as the 
User command panel. VideoNet system allows you to configure user commands so 
that an operator can initiate the User Command event (see 3.4.1.2.14) and related 
reactions by pressing a button on the user command panel. For example, you can 
configure closing the relay on command or making the system switch to the spot 
channel and broadcast images from certain cameras.
User commands (directly buttons for calling commands) are created on the User 
commands page belonging to the Interface Settings page group in the Configura-
tion environment, while reactions to the user commands are configured on the 
Schedule page (see Section 3.4.1.3).
This section describes only how to create the User Command object and configure 
the User command panel on the Surveillance environment control panel.
The User commands page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and 
the Properties area of elements (3).

The tree of elements displays the computers connected to the system and user 
commands configured on them. The user command properties area includes the 
General, Devices and Access panes.

3.6.4.1. Creating and configuring User commands
To create a user command:
1. Select the necessary computer in the User commands page’s tree of 

elements.
2. Click the Add command button on the page’s toolbar.

• Or right-click the computer name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Add 
Command menu item.

3. In the tree of elements, a command will be added to the computer.
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To configure a user command:
1. Select the command in the User commands page’s tree of elements.

• Or select the computer in the tree of elements; then double-click the command 
name with the left mouse button in the command list of the computer’s 
properties.

2. If necessary, change the command name, specify the unique number in 
the General pane and select the command button view to be displayed in the 
Surveillance environment.

3. In the Devices pane specify cameras that need to be linked with the selected 
command. As a result of linking, these user command can be executed from 
the video window’s context menu (see section 4.6).

To link a camera with a command select it in the Devices for link with the command 
list and press the Move right  button. Selected camera will be moved to the 
Linked devices list.
If You need to remove the link between a command and a camera, select the camera 
in the Linked devices list and press the Move left  button.
To select multiple devices at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift keys.
Items in the lists can be displayed in By type and By connection views.

4. In the Access pane, determine the rights of access to the user command for 
each role in the system. You may differentiate the rights of access to command 
displaying on the User command panel of the Surveillance environment. For 
information about how to configure and differentiate access rights in the pane, 
see Chapter 3.9 (This chapter describes in detail how to create and configure 
roles and add users).
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5. Click the Create a task in a schedule button in the General pane. In this case, 
you will go to the Schedule page of the System Behavior page group, where 
the User command task will be automatically created. This task will include the 
User command event and a reaction to this event that you need to configure. 
Configuring reactions to commands is described in Section 3.4.1.3.

6. Click the Apply button on the Configuration environment control panel to save 
changes in the system configuration.

7. Once you have configured the user command, the user command panel that 
contains a button for the created command will appear on the Surveillance 
environment control panel.

Attention! The commands for which no task is created in the system schedule 
are highlighted in light gray in the User Commands page’s tree of elements, 
and they are not displayed in the User Command Panel of the Surveillance 
environment.

If you have created a command and configured a task for it, the Create a task in a 
schedule button will be replaced by the Edit task button in the command properties 
on the User Commands page. The Edit Task button is used to switch to the Sched-
ule page to the already created task that contains the selected command to edit it.

3.6.4.2. Sorting commands in the User command panel list
The VideoNet system allows you to change the order of buttons on the User 
command panel.

To change the order of commands:
1. Select the computer in the User commands page’s tree of elements.
2. The list of user commands will appear in the element properties area.
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3.  Highlight the command in the list by left-clicking and click the button  or  
to move the command one position up or down.

To highlight several commands at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
You can also change the order of commands in the tree of elements. To do this, 
right-click the command name to open the shortcut menu and select the Move Up 
(Move down) item. Note that you cannot move several elements at a time by using 
this method.
If you want to view the changes made, open the Surveillance environment. The 
buttons will be displayed on the User command panel exactly in the same order 
as you established.

3.6.4.3. Deleting User commands
To delete a user command:
1. In the User commands page’s tree of elements, select the computer which 

commands you want to delete; then open the command list.
2. Highlight the command in the tree of elements and click the Delete command 

button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the command name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the 

Delete command item menu.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

3. To highlight several commands at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
6. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.6.5. Sequences page
The Sequences in the VideoNet system are used for switching between the system’s 
cameras. You may add several cameras to the sequence and specify broadcast 
time for each of the cameras.
The Sequences page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and the 
Properties area of elements (3).

The tree of elements displays the computers connected to the system and the 
sequences that belong to a certain computer. The sequence properties area displays 
the General and Access panes.
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3.6.5.1. Creating and configuring sequences
To create a sequence:
1. In the Sequences page’s tree of elements, select the necessary computer.
2. Click the Add sequence button on the page’s toolbar.

• Or right-click the computer name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Add 
Sequence menu item.

3. A sequence will be added to the tree of elements for the computer.

To configure a sequence:
1. Select the sequence.
2. If necessary, change the sequence name in the General pane and click the 

Add button.
3. The Add Sources window will be opened.

Sources mean the system’s cameras that you may want to switch between in 
a certain sequence.

4. Select the sources to add to the sequence list and click the Add button.
5. The sequence list will display the added sources.
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6. Specify the duration of broadcast from each source.
7. You may change the priority of switching between sources. Highlight a source 

in the added source list and click the button  or  to change the source’s 
priority by moving it one position up or down.

To highlight several sources at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
8. Specify the rights of access to the sequence for each role of the system in 

the Access pane. You may differentiate access to sequence displaying in 
the Surveillance environment. For information about how to configure and 
differentiate access rights in the pane, see Chapter 3.9 (This chapter describes 
in detail how to create and configure roles and add users).

9. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel to save changes in 
the system configuration.

You may trigger sequences from the video window’s camera selection menu. The 
triggering of sequences is detailed in Section 4.6.4.

To delete a source from the sequence source list:
1. Highlight a source in the source list of the sequence that you want to delete 

and click the Delete button under the source list.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several sources at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
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3.6.5.2. Deleting sequences
To delete a sequence:
1. In the Sequences page’s tree of elements, select the computer which 

sequence you want to delete and open the sequence list.
2. Highlight the sequence in the tree of elements and click the Delete sequence 

button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the sequence name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the 

Delete sequence menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several sequences at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.7. Graphic plans page
The VideoNet system allows you to use graphic plans. So you can:

• load graphic plans of guarded objects on to the system from graphic format 
files with .jpg and .svg extensions;

• optionally move, rotate and scale graphic plans both when you are configuring 
and working with the system;

• place local and remote configuration devices (cameras, microphones, security 
sensors, relay output controllers and access points) into the map;

• customize the viewpoints, set for its individual parts the most convenient scale 
and position;

• perform the integrated situation monitoring in the guarded territory: The system 
informs the operator by using the appropriate indication on the plan about 
alarm and status of devices placed along the guarded object perimeter (motion 
detection, abandoned object detection, sound detection, microphone sound 
broadcasting, security sensor actuation, lost camera signal, etc.).

• carry out an alarm transition from the guarded object plan in the mode broadcast 
by camera;

• execute a transition from the object’s plan to the necessary kind of object;
• execute the integrated control over the devices located in the plan.

Graphic plans allow you to perform surveillance both along the entire perimeter of 
the guarded object and along separate segments. The VideoNet provides numerous 
plan configuration options: You may allocate all devices in the layout according to 
their location on your plan. In this case, the system will inform you about the events 
that happen, such as motion detected by the camera, an alarm object, lost video 
signal, lost connection to the camera, the start of video broadcasting from the camera 
or sound broadcasting from the microphone.

Besides, you may start emergency recording by the necessary camera; enable video 
broadcasting from the camera or sound broadcasting from the microphone, or take 
the camera “under protection” right from the Graphic plan panel. To start working 
with graphic plans, you need to perform the system pre-configuration, i.e. to load 
objects’ layouts and configure the plans.
By default, VideoNet provides a screen mode that contains a graphic plan manage-
ment window. If necessary, you may create a new screen mode and add a window 
of this type to it (see Section 3.6.1).
The guarded object plan can represent individual sites of the building, rooms, levels 
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and various territories. Their layouts should be in separate files.
You may allocate devices and graphical representations of plans and sections in 
each layout of the plan and save your customized plan viewpoint
When you work with the plan, you may rotate or move the layout as well as enlarge 
any part you need. For each plan, you can create unlimited number of viewpoints. 
This will allow you to avoid repeating the same actions over and over again if the 
plan is large enough, and you often need to manage its individual parts
The Graphic plans page contains the toolbar (1), the tree of elements (2), plan’s 
composition (3) and the element properties area (4).

The tree of elements displays graphic plans and plan viewpoints. The plan’s 
composition displays devices and graphical representations of sections that have 
been added to the selected plan. The properties area provides a demo display for 
displaying the plan layout as well as the General and Access panes.

3.7.1. Creating Graphic plans

To create a graphic plan:
1. Go to the Graphic plans page located on the VideoNet navigation panel.
2. Click the Create Graphic plan button on the page’s toolbar (4).

• Or right-click on Entire System to call up the shortcut menu and select the 
Create Graphic plan item.

3. The Create a Graphic plan dialog box will be opened.
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4. If it’s necessary, rename the graphic plan.

5. Specify the plan map file path. Click the button  to open the standard 
Windows file opening dialog box and select the directory and file name. The 
extension of the plan map file should be .jpg or .svg.

Attention! JPEG plan files should be no more than 10 MB in size and have a 
resolution of no more than 6000x6000 pixels.

6. Click the Create button.
7. In the tree of elements, a node with the created graphic plan name will appear 

in the toolbox and the plan layout will be displayed in the properties area.

You can create a nested structure in the tree of elements for plans.

To create a subsidiary graphic plan in the tree of elements:
1. Select the plan in the tree of elements on Graphic Plans page.
2. Click the Create Graphic plan button on the page’s toolbar.

• Or right-click on the plan name to call up the shortcut menu and select the 
Create Graphic plan item.

3. For adding a subsidiary plan, it’s necessary to create its graphical representation 
on the map of the parent plan, so this step will open a confirmation dialog box.

4. Click the Add button.
5. Create a graphical representation on the plan map (see section 3.7.4).
6. The new plan window will be opened. Follow steps 4-6 of the previous algorithm.
7. The plan will have the subsidiary graphic plan in the tree of elements and a 

plan layout will be appeared in the properties area.
You can change the nesting of the element tree by moving the plans. The moving 
is done by pressing and holding the left mouse button. Moving a parent plan will 
always require a graphical representation of the nested plan.
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3.7.2. Configuring Graphic plans

The graphic plan properties area contains a demo display which shows the plan 
layout and displays the plan name and the current scale.
When you configure a graphic plan, you can move, rotate and scale it. The plan will 
be opened in the monitoring environment exactly in that position, in which it was 
displayed when the configuration settings were applied. You can also save any 
positions as plan viewpoints.

To move the plan layout:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the plan layout.
2. Click the left mouse button and as you hold it down, replace the plan to the 

required area in the demo display.

To rotate the plan layout:
1. Click the button  located above the plan layout.
2. The toolbar containing the plan layout display management buttons will be 

opened.

3. Click button  enabling the rotation mode on the toolbar.
4. Place your mouse pointer over the plan layout. The mouse pointer will turn 

into .
5. Click the left mouse button and as you hold it down, rotate the plan layout.

To disable the rotation mode, click the button  once again. To return the plan 
layout to the initial position, click the button .

To change the plan layout scale:
1. Select the interested plan from the tree of elements.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the plan layout and scroll it up / down (zoom 

out/zoom in). It will be zoomed relative to the mouse pointer position.

• Or click the button  on the toolbar to zoom in, or the button  to zoom out

When you have changed the scale or if the layout has been moved, the button  
becomes available on the toolbar. Click this button if you want to return to the initial 
scale and location.

To save the plan viewpoint:
1. When you finish changing the rotation, location and scale of the plan layout, 

click Save Plan Viewpoint on the toolbar of Graphic Plans’ page.
2. The dialog box will be opened.
3. If necessary, rename viewpoint and click the button Save.
4. The plan will have the subsidiary graphic plan in the tree of elements with the 

name of created plan viewpoint.
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In addition to the demonstration display, the properties area contains General and 
Access panes
You can place the system devices as they are placed in the guarded object (see 
Section 3.7.3). If sizes of these devices don’t correspond the plan scale after you 
have added them to the plan, you can use the Relative size for maps objects slider. 
The image scale will zoom in as you move the slider to the right and it will zoom out 
as you move it to the left. In addition, you can change color of the devices’ names 
in the corresponding drop-down menu.

Attention! The size of the images and device names should be set at the scale 
of the plan equal to 100%.

The Relative size for maps text slider allows users to set sizes for the names of 
the graphical representations of partitions relative to the plan scale. For more details 
on how to add and configure graphical representations, see Section 3.7.4.
The Relative size for segments boundaries slider is available when adding a 
perimeter security device segment to the plan. It allows you to specify the size of 
the segments boundaries. For more details on how to add and configure segments, 
see Section 12.2.1.
If necessary, you can rename and replace a plan map in the General pane.

To replace the plan map:
1. Click the Change plan map file button in the General pane on the Graphic 

Plans’ page.
2. The Create plan window will be opened.

3. Specify the path to a new plan map file. Click the button  to open the standard 
Windows file opening dialog box, and then select a directory and a file name. 
The plan map file should have the .jpg or .svg extension.

4. Click Create button.
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There is a possibility to open plan on the map pop-up video window in the Surveil-
lance environment, see Section 4.12. Flag Limit the duration of the display of 
video windows on the graphic plan enables the option to automatically close any 
previously opened video windows on the plan after a specified interval has elapsed 
since the opening of the last video window. You can set a time from 1 to 60 minutes
In the Access pane, you may differentiate access to graphic plan display in the 
Surveillance environment for each role of the system.
For information about how to configure and differentiate access rights in the pane, 
see Chapter 3.9 (This chapter describes in detail how to create users and configure 
their roles).

After you have created a graphic plan and allocated devices in the layout (see 
Section 3.7.3), added graphical representations of sections (see Section 3.7.4) you 
can start working with plans. To do this, you need to add a graphic plan panel to one 
of the screen modes (mode creation is described in Chapter 3.6). Then you should 
go from the Configuration environment to the Surveillance environment (VideoNet 
Control Menu –> Surveillance) and switch to the screen mode that contains a 
graphic plan panel.
Also the execution of the system schedule’s reaction to switch to the mode that 
contains the graphic plan panel may initiate working with graphic plans. Schedule 
configuration is the administrator’s responsibility (Section 3.4.1; Select Screen Mode 
reaction). For more details about how to work with graphic plans, see Section 4.12.

3.7.3. Adding and Deleting devices
You may allocate cameras, microphones, sensors, relay outputs, access points 
and presets in the plan layout according to their location in the guarded object. The 
preset is the designation of the camera’s view direction on the plan layout.

To add a device to the graphic plan:
1. Select a plan in the tree of elements on the Graphic Plans’ page.
2. Click the Add Devices button. The Devices panel that contains the system 

devices will be opened in the Plan’s composition panel.
3. Select the device and allocate it on the plan layout. To do this, place your mouse 

pointer over the device and drag it to the required place in the plan layout, by 
clicking and holding the left mouse button.

To select several devices at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
4. The devices will appear in the Plan’s composition panel.

If you left-click the device icon, it will be highlighted in blue. For the camera it’s 
display viewing direction.
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To select the camera viewing direction:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the area showing the direction. The mouse 

pointer will be as .

2. Click the left mouse button and as you hold it down, start moving the mouse 
pointer until you select the viewing direction you need.

To delete a device:
1. Select a device on the plan or in the tree of elements and click the Delete 

button on the page’s toolbar.
• Or right-click the device to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Remove 

from Plan menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several devices at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

If it’s necessary, you can go to the properties of any device on the plan.

To open the device properties:
1. Right-click the device placed on the plan or on the Plan’s composition which 

properties you want to open. Select the Properties item in the shortcut menu 
that opened.

2. You will go to the Devices page (see Section 3.1.2). The device that you have 
selected will be highlighted in the device tree and its properties will be opened.
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3.7.4. Graphical representation of partition

The graphical representation of partition makes it easier to investigate incidents 
on-the-spot (for example, to locate the exact place on the object where an alarm or 
fire has been detected) and manage devices on the plan. A graphical representation 
is a highlighted area on the plan that you create manually. You only consistently 
specify the points that the system connects to each other by lines. There are two 
types of graphical representations in the system: graphical representation of the 
plan and graphical representation of the section.

The graphical representation of the plan is added to the plan layout at the stage 
of creating the hierarchy of plans in the tree of elements. You create a relationship 
between the parent and subsidiary plans, which allows you to open the subsidiary 
plan by clicking the graphic representation that is placed on the parent plan layout.
The graphical representation of the section is added to the layout of any plan 
and allows you to connect to any guarding partition and graphic plan.

3.7.4.1. Adding a Graphical representation of partition
To add a graphical representation to the graphic plan:
1. Follow steps 1-4 of the subsudiary plan generation algorithm (see section 3.7.1).
2. Move your mouse pointer over the place on the plan layout which will be the 

starting point for drawing graphical representation. Click the left mouse button, 
move the mouse, and then release the button. This step you will start drawing 
and specify the start point, which is highlighted in red. 

When you move the mouse pointer would direct that represents the direction of 
the future of graphic representation section. Placing a pointer to the location of the 
second point and click with the left mouse button again, you commit the situation 
first hand its graphical representation. Repeat this operation several times and you 
will create a shape with any number of parties, points and their location. Creation 
of the graphical representation ends not earlier than it will be more than two points, 
one of the following ways:
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• by clicking the left mouse button on the initial red point;
• by double-clicking the left mouse button at the place of supposed penultimate 

point;
• by pressing the Enter key.

The second and third way of finishing creation of the graphical representation of the 
line, connecting the first and last point generated, is applied to the map automatically, 
thereby closing the area.
If you press Esc key while apply a graphical representation, the dots disappear, but 
the edit mode of graphical representation will remain enabled.

3. The highlighted area and the points that you have marked will become green. 
The graphical representation appears in the plan’s composition panel.

4. The Create plan window will be opened.
5. If necessary, rename plan.

6. Specify the plan map file path. Click the button  to open the standard 
Windows file opening dialog box and select the directory and file name. The 
extension of the plan map file should be .jpg or .svg.

7. Click Create button.
8. The plan will have the subsidiary graphic plan in the tree of elements and a 

plan layout will be appeared in the properties area. If you change its name 
during the plan creation process, the graphic representation will be given the 
same name.

To add a graphical representation of a section to a graphic plan:
1. Select the plan in the tree of elements on the Graphic plans’ page.

2. Enable the graphical representation editing mode, by clicking the button  
on the plan toolbar.

3. Follow the steps that are described in step 2 of the previous algorithm
4. The highlighted area and the points that you have marked will become green. 

The graphical representation appears in the plan’s composition panel.
5. Configure the properties of the graphical representation (see section 3.7.4.2).

6. Click the button  on the plan’s toolbar to exit the edit mode.
Another way to create a graphical representation of the partition is to move the 
quarding partition from the Devices panel to the plan layout. In this case, the plan 
layout creates the graphical representation that has the shape of a square, which 
you can edit as you want.
You can move and resize the graphical representation on the plan.

To move a graphical representation:
1. Select the graphic plan in the tree of elements.

2. Enable the graphical representation editing mode, by clicking the button  
on the plan toolbar.

3. Place your mouse pointer over the plan graphical representation.
4. Click the left mouse button and hold it down as you drag the graphical repre-

sentation to the required place on the plan.
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To resize a graphical representation:
1. Select a graphic plan in the tree of elements.

2. Enable the graphical representation editing mode, by clicking the button  
on the plan toolbar.

3. Place your mouse pointer over a graphical representation plotting point.
4. Click the left mouse button and hold it down as you drag the point to the required 

place on the plan. By repeating this operation with other points you can scale 
the graphical representation area up or down.

You need more plotting points to create complex forms of graphical representations.If 
necessary, you can add or delete some points even after the graphical representation 
has been created.

To add a graphical representation point:
1. When you are in the graphical representation editing mode,right-click a graphi-

cal representation plotting point next to which you need to add another point.
2. Select the Add item in the shortcut menu that opened.
3. A new point will appear on the straight line between the selected point and the 

neighboring point.

To delete a graphical representation point:
1. When you are in the graphical representation editing mode, right-click the 

graphical representation plotting point that you want to delete.
2. Select the Delete item in the shortcut menu that opened.
3. The graphical representation point will be deleted and the two neighboring 

points will get connected with a straight line.

3.7.4.2. Configuring Graphical Representation Properties
After the graphical representation has been created, it is necessary to configure 
its properties.
The graphical representation can be connected to the guaring partition. Therefore, 
it will be able to display the current partition state as well as to transmit commands 
to it in the Surveillance environment.

To connect a graphical representation to the guarding partition:
1. Select the graphical plan in the tree of elements.
2. Select the graphical representation on the plan’s composition or on the plan 

layout.
3. Select the necessary guarding partition from the Link to partition drop-down 

list in the properties area on the Graphical representation Properties panel.
• Or right-click the graphical representation on the plan layout or on the plan’s 

composition panel to call up a shortcut menu. Select the Link to partition 
menu item. If you use the shortcut menu, a dialog box will be opened. Select 
the guarding partition and click Select.
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4. In the plan’s composition panel, the name of the guadring partition is assigned 
to the graphic representation. The same name will appear in the graphical 
representation on the plan.

If guarding partition hasn’t been assigned to the graphical representation, the 
default name is the graphical representation.

The graphical representation can be connected to another graphic plan. Therefore, 
you can switch from one plan to another in the Surveillance environment right from 
the plan itself. For example, if you have a building plan and plans of its individual 
premises, you can open some premise plan, by clicking the required graphical 
representation in the building plan.

To connect a graphical representation to the graphic plan:
1. Select a graphical representation in the tree of elements or on the plan.
2. Select the graphical representation on the plan’s composition or on the plan 

layout.
• Or right-click the graphical representation on the plan layout or on the 

plan’s composition panel to call up a shortcut menu. Select the Link to 
partition menu item.

3. The name of the plan that this graphical representation refers to will appear in 
the plan graphical representation.
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To delete connection to the partition:
1. Select the subsidiary partition of the graphical representation in the tree of 

elements, and then click the Delete button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the graphical representation on the plan layout or on the plan’s 

composition panel to call up a shortcut menu. Select the Delete connection 
to partition menu item.

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

To delete connection to the graphic plan:
1. Right-click the graphical representation on the plan layout or on the plan’s 

composition pane to call up a shortcut menu. Select the Delete connection 
to plan menu item.

If the name of the partition or of the plan does not fit within the graphical representa-
tion boundaries, you can resize it using the Relative size for maps text parameter 
on the General pane.

3.7.4.3. Deleting a Graphical representation
To delete a graphical representation:
1. Select a plan in the tree of elements on the Graphic plans’ page.
2. Select a graphical representation of the graphic plan on the plan layout or 

on the plan’s composition panel and click the Delete button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the graphical representation on the plan layout or on the plan’s 

composition panel to call up a shortcut menu. Select the Delete menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To select several graphical representations, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

3.7.5. Deleting Graphic plans

To delete a graphic plan:
1. Select a plan in the tree of elements on the Graphic plans’ page.and click 

the Delete button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the graphic plan name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the 

Delete menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To select several graphic plans at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
4. Click Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.8. Guarding partitions page
Guarding partitions are used to organize your work with the VideoNet system in a 
user-friendly way. Typically, a guarded site consists of separate zones, so you can 
add guarding partitions in the VideoNet system according to guarded zones. The 
structure of partitions looks like a tree and it can be used in all VideoNet system 
environments. 

You may add devices to the partitions according to their location on the guarded site.
Partitions are especially useful when you group devices or monitor their status. They 
also allow you to enable guarding for a device group or the entire system. Apart from 
that, the partition structure is used for creating graphic plans.
The Guarding partitions page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) 
and the Properties area of elements (3).

The tree of elements displays guarding partitions. The properties area includes 
the General, Structure and Access panes.

3.8.1. Creating and configuring Guarding partitions

To create a guarding partition:
1. Go to the Guarding partitions page located on the VideoNet navigation panel.
2. Click the Add Partition button on the page’s toolbar (3).

• Or right-click the Entire System root partition to call up the shortcut menu. 
Select the Add partition menu item.
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3. A new guarding partition will be added to the Entire System root partition in 
the tree of elements.

You may create a nested structure for partitions. To do this, you need to highlight the 
parent partition and click the Add partition button on the page’s toolbar.
You may change the nesting in the tree of elements, by moving partitions. You can 
move them by clicking and holding down the left mouse button. To highlight several 
partitions at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

To configure a guarding partition:
1. Select the necessary partition.
2. If necessary, change the partition name in the General pane and select the 

parent partition that will contain the current partition.

3. Now you may get started with configuring the guarding partition structure. 
Open the Structure pane.

4. Add devices to the guarding partition. To do this, highlight the necessary device 
(device group) in the Elements to be Added to partition(s) and click the button 

. The device will move to the Added to partition(s) list.
To delete a device from the list, highlight it and click the button . 
To highlight several devices at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
The elements of the lists may be displayed by type or by connection.
If you select Display only unallocated elements in the Elements to be Added to 
partition(s) list, only the elements that do not belong to any partition will be displayed.
You may configure the structure for several partitions at a time. To do this, you need 
to highlight the partitions in the tree of elements (1), by holding the Ctrl or Shift key.
The Elements to be Added to partition(s) list will display all the system’s devices, 
while the Added to partition(s) list will display the general structure of all selected 
partitions. Meanwhile, the devices that do not belong to all partitions are more 
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dimmed in both lists.
5. In the Access pane, set the rights of access to the guarding partition for each 

role of the system. For information about how to configure and differentiate 
access rights in the pane, see Chapter 3.9 (This chapter describes in detail 
how to create and configure roles and add users).

6. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel to save changes in 
the system configuration.

3.8.2. Deleting Guarding partitions

To delete a guarding partition:
1. In the Guarding Partition page’s tree of elements, highlight the partition and 

click the Delete partition button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the partition name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the 

Delete menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several partitions at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
4. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.9. Access to the VideoNet page group

In order to ensure the effective operation of the system, you also need to restrict 
access to the system features. You may specify several users and system groups 
and configure their access rights. It is very important to correctly configure the 
system security parameters. Computer security is of great importance not only 
for ensuring data protection on the computer, but also for security of the entire 
network.

The VideoNet system enables you to assign access rights to every user in your 
system. The access control system is similar to the Windows operating system 
security model. When a user is accessing resources, the system verifies his / her 
identity, protects certain resources from unauthorized user access, and provides 
simple yet effective tools for configuring and maintaining security on the computer.
To differentiate access rights, the VideoNet system uses the Access to the VideoNet 
page group. The group includes the Roles, Users and Access to Computers pages.
On the Roles pages, the system allows you to configure access rights for a user or 
user group. The VideoNet system’s rights are divided into system rights and device 
rights. System rights are a set of rights of access to the system features; Device 
rights are a set of rights of access to controlling the system’s devices.
The VideoNet system allows you to create an unlimited number of users and 
assign necessary rights to each of them. The system identifies a user by name and 
password. If the user’s account has been disabled or deleted, the VideoNet system 
will prevent any attempts to get access using this account, thus granting access to 
authorized users only.
You may unite users with equal rights of access to the system’s features into user 
groups and configure access rights for the whole group at a time.
VideoNet system security parameters include automatic logon control for certain 
users. This is done on the Access to Computers page.

3.9.1. Roles page
The Roles page contains a list of access rights that you can assign to any user or 
user group in your system.
The role allows you unite the users to whom you want to assign equal rights into 
one group and grant necessary rights to this group in general, rather than assign 
these rights to each user individually.
The Roles page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and the Proper-
ties area of elements (3).
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By default, a built-in Administrator role possesses all the rights and the users 
assigned to this role may entirely administer the system. The built-in Administrator 
role cannot be deleted.
Besides, the system provides a built-in ACS Administrator role. The ACS Admin-
istrator role is by default granted with the rights necessary to work in the ACS 
environment. The users assigned to this role may administer the ACS environment 
only and see the VideoNet system hardware and partitions, too.

3.9.1.1. Adding and configuring User Roles
To add a user role:
1. Open the Access to the VideoNet page group and go to the Roles page.
2. Click the Add button on the page’s toolbar (3).
3. A new user role will be added to the Entire System root partition in the tree 

of elements.

You may create nested structures for user roles. To do this, you need to highlight the 
existing role and click the Add button on the page’s toolbar, or call up the shortcut 
menu and select the Add Role menu item.
You may change the nesting in the tree of elements, by moving the roles. To move 
the roles, click and hold down the left mouse button. To highlight several partitions 
at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
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To configure a user role:
1. Select the role in the tree of elements to open the properties area (2).
2. If necessary, change the role name and add a description.
3. In the Rights pane, you need to specify the rights that a user role must have.

This pane contains two panels. The left panel shows groups of rights and devices; the 
right panel includes the custom access rights table. The access rights table content 
depends on the element selected on the left panel. You may find the structure of 
the rights groups and description of the rights in Section 3.9.1.3.
For a new role, rights are not configured and they have a default Prohibited status. 
Note that if you add a role as nested element to the existing role, it inherits the 
parent role’s rights settings. The same happens when you move a role within the 
tree of elements.
To configure rights, highlight the left panel element, then select the Permit right or 
Prohibit right check boxes on the right panel.
By using the Permit all or Prohibit all buttons, you may either permit or prohibit 
all rights given in the table at once. These buttons apply to the entire content of the 
selected group of rights and all nested elements. Permit all or Prohibit all buttons 
are available for All rights, General system rights, Surveillance, Configuration, ACS 
and Analytics groups of rights.
When configuring rights for the Devices and partitions group, keep in mind that 
by default, devices will have the same permitted and prohibited rights as the entire 
system or the partition that includes these devices. At the same time, for each device, 
you can specify individual permissions and prohibitions that differ from those specified 
for the entire system or partition by setting a flag in the corresponding column. If you 
later need to return to the default values (matching prohibitions and permissions for 
the entire system or partition and its devices), select the Entire system item or the 
desired partition, and then click Reset rights of child elements.

4. Click the Add button in the Users pane.
5. The Add User dialog box will be opened.
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6. Click the Create user button.
7. The dialog box will be opened.

Enter the name of the new user and click OK.
If you need to create more users, make Steps 5 through 7 again.

Attention! When you create a new user, his account is automatically created 
in the Users page.

8. Click the Add button.
9. The Add User dialog box will close, and the users appointed to this role will 

appear in the list.

To delete a user from the list:
1. Highlight the user in the list and click the Delete button.

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
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To highlight several users at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

You may copy user roles while saving the custom access rights.

To copy a user role:
1. In the Roles page’s tree of elements, highlight the role and click the Copy 

button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the role name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Copy 

menu item.
2. A new user role will appear in the tree of elements on the same level as the 

original role. The copied role name will be the same as the original role name, 
yet with a “_copy” mark (e.g. Role 1_copy).

3.9.1.2. Deleting User Roles
To delete a user role:
1. In the Role page’s tree of elements, highlight the role and click the Delete 

button on the toolbar. Or right-click the role name to call up the shortcut menu. 
Select the Delete menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several roles at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
4. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

3.9.1.3. Access Rights
Each role in the VideoNet system grants access rights that can be assigned to the 
role users. All access rights are shown in the Rights pane. By default, all rights are 
assigned to the Administrator role.
The Rights pane contains two panels. The left panel includes the System Rights 
groups and the Devices and Partitions group. The right panel contains a custom 
access rights table which content depends on the element selected in the left panel.
System Rights are a set of rights of access to the system functions. They comprise 
the following groups: General System Rights, Surveillance, Configuration, and 
Analytics. Some groups may contain subgroups. The structure of these groups and 
the rights configured for them are given in Table 3.9.1.3-1.
The Devices and Partitions group contains devices and partitions for which you may 
configure access rights. When you use this feature, you are able to avoid undesirable 
user actions on devices. You may configure access to each device added to the 
system or to the guarding partition that contains devices. Devices, partitions, and 
the rights configured for them are described in Table 3.9.1.3-2.
For each right in the table the Status is displayed - permitted or prohibited. If the 
box is not checked, neither in the Permit column nor in the Prohibit column, then in 
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order to understand the existing permissions/prohibitions you need to rely on the text 
in the Status column. If the Status of the right does not correspond to the required 
one, check the box in one of the columns (Permit or Prohibit).

Attention! If a user is assigned several roles and one of these roles has the 
Permit or Prohibit box checked for some right, and the other roles do not have 
the box checked for the same right in any of the columns, the permission or 
prohibition of the right where the box is checked has the priority.

Table 3.9.1.3-1. VideoNet system Access Rights groups
Rights group Right Description
General system 
rights

System shutdown If this right is prohibited, the System 
shutdown item will not be available 
in the VideoNet menu and you 
will not be able to shut down the 
system.

Web access If this right is prohibited, the connec-
tion to the system VideoNet via web 
access will not be available.

Web access user multises-
sion

If the right is prohibited, remote 
access to VideoNet via the web 
access, when are using several 
web browsers, will not be available.

Mobile application access If this right is prohibited, the connec-
tion to the system VideoNet via 
Mobile application will not be avail-
able.

Mobile access user multises-
sion

If the right is prohibited, remote 
access to VideoNet via the Mobile 
application, when are using several 
mobile devices, will not be avail-
able.

Surveillance Operation in surveillance 
environment

If this right is prohibited, the Surveil-
lance item will not be available in 
the VideoNet menu and you will 
not be able to start the environment.

Quit surveillance environ-
ment

If this right is prohibited, the Close 
environment item will not be avail-
able in the VideoNet menu when 
you are working with the system 
and you will not be able to quit the 
environment.

Work with records of sources 
deleted from the system

Allows the user to watch records of 
those sources, that were already 
deleted from the system configura-
tion.

• Screen mode 
selection

Screen mode display Allows the user to see the screen 
mode on the Screen Mode Panel 
in the Surveillance environment.
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Rights group Right Description
• User commands Command display Allows the user to see a command 

on the User Command Panel in the 
Surveillance environment.

• Sequences Sequence display Allows the user to see and manage 
a sequence in video windows of the 
Surveillance environment.

• Player Player management Allows the user to work with the 
player (see Section 4.2). If this right 
is prohibited, the player window 
built in the screen mode will not be 
available, and the button  in the 
pop-up window panel will not be 
available.
Attention! This right has the high-
est priority over other “Player” 
group rights.

Delete records Allows the user to delete records 
from the player.

Protect records from deletion 
during record cycle replace, 
Remove deletion protection 
from records

Allows the user to enable / remove 
deletion protection for records in the 
player (see Section 4.2.9).

Archive video fragments Allows the user to archive player 
records (see Section 4.2.7).

Export clip Allows the user to create record 
clips (see Section 4.2.6).

• Video window Manage video window Allows the user to work with a video 
window (see Section 4.6). If this 
right is prohibited, the video window 
is empty. In this case, a user may 
not perform any actions with a video 
window.

Manage sources Attention! This right has the high-
est priority over other Video Window 
group rights.

Process video Allows the user to select sources in 
the video window (see Chapter 4.6).

Change video stream param-
eters

Allows the user to use zooming 
while working with the video window 
(see Section 4.6.3).

Change window look Allows the user to change video 
stream parameters in the video 
window (see Section 4.6.2). If this 
right is prohibited, the button  
will not be available in the video 
window.
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Rights group Right Description
Display detector operation Allows the user to enable the full-

screen mode for the video window 
(see Section 4.6.9). If this right is 
prohibited, the button  in the 
video window will not be available.

Save/Print frame Allows the user to save and print a 
frame from the video window (see 
Section 4.6.10, 4.6.11). If this right 
is prohibited, the buttons  and 

 in the video window will not be 
available.

• Event logs Manage event logs Allows the user to manage the 
event log (see Chapter 4.7). If this 
right is prohibited, the event log 
window built in the screen mode is 
not available.

Log display Allows users to view the corre-
sponding log

Log search Al lows users to use search 
w h e n  w o r k i n g  w i t h  E v e n t 
logs (see section 4.7.5). If the 
right is prohibited, the use of 
the toolbar search will be unavail-
able, and the log will always work 
in auto-refreshment mode.

Edit licence plates Allows to edit licence plates in the 
Passages.All log (see 4.7.1.4)

Saving and printing event 
details

Allows you to save and print event 
details in the Passages (see section 
4.7.1.4) and Faces (see section 
4.7.1.5) logs

• Device window Manage device window Allows the user to manage the 
device window (see Section 4.3). 
If this right is prohibited, the device 
window built in the screen mode is 
not available and the button  on 
the pop-up window panel will not 
be available.

Change window look Allows the user to use a filter while 
working with the device window 
(see Section 4.3.1). If this right is 
prohibited, the filter field will not 
be available on the device window.

• Graphic plan 
window

Manage graphic plan window Allows the user to manage graphic 
plan window (see Chapter 4.12). If 
this right is prohibited, the graphic 
plan window built in the screen 
mode is not available.
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Rights group Right Description
Change window look Allows the user to use a filter while 

working with the graphic plan 
window (see Section 4.12.2).

• Access point 
window

Manage access point window Allows the user to manage access 
point window (see Chapter 4.15). If 
this right is prohibited, the access 
point window built in the screen 
mode is not available.

Select access point Allows the user to select an access 
point to access point window.

View event log Allows the user to view event history 
panel in the access point window.

• Access gate 
point window

Working with an access gate 
point

Allows the user to manage access 
gate point window. If this right is 
prohibited, the access gate point 
window built in the screen mode is 
not available.

Access gate point selection Allows the user to select an access 
gate point to access point window.

Access registration Allows the user to grant access to 
the car with registering its number.

Access gate point opening Allows the user to open an access 
gate point without additional condi-
tions.

• POS window View POS window Allows the user to see POS window 
in the Surveillance environment. 
(see Chapter 4.18). If this right is 
prohibited, the POS window built 
in the screen mode is not available.

Manage POS window Allows the user to manage POS 
window (see Section 4.18.1).

• Long-running 
operations

View long-running operation 
window

Allows the user to view the long-run-
ning operation window. If this right 
is prohibited, the button  in the 
pop-up window panel will not be 
available. Working in the long-run-
ning operation window is described 
in Section 4.4.

Manage long-running opera-
tions

Allows the user to manage long-
running operations. If this right is 
prohibited, you will not be able to 
manage long-running operations 
triggered on schedule or running on 
another computer. Managing user-
triggered long-running operations is 
permanently available.
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Rights group Right Description
• Command panel Manage command panel Allows the user to work with the 

command panel (see section 4.17). 
If this right is prohibited the integrat-
ed in the screen mode command 
panel is absent.

• Working with 
tags

Working with tag window Allows the user to work with the 
tag window (see section 4.5). If 
the right is prohibited, then the tag 
window built into the monitor mode 
is absent.

Adding tags Allows the user to add tags.

Editing own tags Allows the user to edit tags he 
created.

Deleting own tags Allows the user to delete tags he 
created.

Viewing and using other 
people’s tags

Allows the user to view and use tags 
created by other users.

Deleting other people’s tags Allows the user to delete tags 
created by other users.

Configuration Operation in Configuration 
environment

If this right is prohibited, the 
Configuration menu item will not 
be available in the VideoNet menu, 
and you will not be able to start the 
environment.

• Device setup and 
configuration

Configure device tree Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Devices page.
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Rights group Right Description
• Archive
• Record types
• Recording func-

tions
• Emergency 

recording
• Preliminary 

recording
• Archiving
• ACS databases
• Licence plate 

databases
• Schedule
• Mail servers
• Detectors
• Recognition
• PTZ
• Event panel
• Trade journal
• Network
• Web access
• Integration
• Screen modes
• Subtitle settings
• Spot channels
• User commands
• Sequences
• Roles
• Users
• Access to 

computers
• Updates instal-

lation
• Update rules

Edit Allows the user to view and edit 
the content of the page. You may 
enable a user or user group to 
view and edit only those config-
uration pages that he needs
for working with the system.

• Licence plate 
database 
Number

View database Allows the user to view this data-
base of vehicle licence plates

Export database Allows the user to export this 
database of vehicle licence plates

Edit database Allows the user to edit this database 
of vehicle  licence plates

• ACS database 
Name of the 
computer

View and edit database Allows the user to view the ACS 
database in the Configuration envi-
ronment and view its contents in the 
ACS environment. Also allows to 
edit the name of the ACS database 
in the Configuration environment, 
assign ACS servers, define comput-
ers for facial recognition, and edit 
the contents of the ACS database 
in the ACS environment
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Rights group Right Description
Create and restore a backup 
copy

Allows the user to create a backup 
copy of the ACS database

Export and import copy of 
ACS DB

Allows the user to create a copy of 
the ACS database

• API ЕТС View Allows the user to view content in 
API settings

Edit Allows the user to edit content in 
API settings

• Graphic plans Configure graphic plan tree Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Graphic plans page.

• Partitions Configure partition tree Allows the user to view and edit 
the content of the Partitions page.

A c c e s s  c o n t r o l 
system (ACS)

Operation in ACS environ-
ment

If this right is prohibited, the ACS 
menu item will not be available in 
the VideoNet menu, and you will 
not be able to start the environment.

• Employees Working with the page Allows the user to work with the 
Employees page (see Section 
6.1.1).

Employee info editing Allows user to edit employee infor-
mation

Downloading an employee’s 
photo

Allows user to download an employ-
ee’s photo to the computer

Key and biometric data 
display

Allows the user to view employee 
keys and biometrics

Key and biometric data edit-
ing

Allows the user to edit employee 
keys and biometrics

Access rights display Allows user to view employee 
access rights 

Editing access rights Allows user to edit employee 
permissions

Work time logging editing Allows the user to edit employee 
work time logging parameters

• Organisational 
structure

Configure departments Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Departments page 
(see Section 6.1.2).

Configure positions Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Positions page (see 
Section 6.1.3).

Access rights display Allows user to view department and 
position access rights

Editing access rights Allows user to edit department and 
position access rights
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Rights group Right Description
• Schedule 

Templates
C o n f i g u r e  s c h e d u l e 
templates

Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Schedule templates 
page (see Section 6.1.6).

• Access groups Configure access groups Allows the user to view and edit 
the content of the Access Groups 
page (see Section 6.1.5).

• Keys Configure keys Allows the user to view and edit 
the content of the Keys page (see 
Section 6.1.4).

• Pass designer Configure pass templates Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Pass designer page 
(see Section 6.1.7).

• Anti-passback Configure anti-passback 
areas

Allows the user to view and edit 
the content of the Anti-Passback 
zones page (see Section 6.1.8).

• Calendars Configure WTTS calendars Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Calendars page (see 
Section 6.2.1).

• Cars Working with the page Allows the user to work with the 
Cars page (see Section 6.1.9)

Car info editing Allows the user edit car information

Access rights display Allows user to view car access 
rights 

Editing access rights Allows user to edit car permissions

• Gateways Configure gateways Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Gateways page (see 
Section 6.1.10)

• Work modes Configure work modes Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Work modes page 
(see Section 6.1.11)

• Waybills Working with the page Allows the user to work with the 
Waybills page (see Section 6.1.12)

• Work schedules Configure WTTS schedules Allows the user to view and edit 
the content of the Schedules page 
(see Section 6.2.3).

• Access point 
groups

Configure WTTS access 
point groups

Allows the user to view and edit 
the content of the Access point 
groups page (see Section 6.2.4).

• Reasons of 
absence

Configure WTTS reasons of 
absence

Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Reasons of absence 
page (see Section 6.2.5).

• Absences Configure WTTS absences Allows the user to view and edit the 
content of the Absences page (see 
Section 6.2.6).
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Rights group Right Description
• Timetables Configure WTTS timetables Allows the user to view and edit the 

content of the Timetables page 
(see Section 6.2.2).

Analytics Operation in analytics envi-
ronment

If this right is prohibited, the Analyt-
ics item will not be available in the 
VideoNet menu, and you will not 
be able to start the environment.

Table 3.9.1.3-2. The Devices and Partitions Rights group
Devices and 
Partitions

Right Description

Camera, IP 
camera

Display devices If this right is prohibited, this camera will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments. The 
exception is the Configuration environment.

Playback Allows the user to playback video records (emer-
gency records included) made from this camera. 
If this right is prohibited, the button  will not be 
available for the camera in the video window, and 
the camera will not be included in the To playback 
list of the Select Camera menu.

Emergency record-
ing

Allows the user to perform emergency recording from 
this camera. If this right is prohibited, the emergency 
recording button  will not be available for the 
camera in the video window.

Broadcast Allows the user to broadcast the image from this 
camera. If this right is prohibited, the camera will 
not be available in the To playback list of the Select 
Camera menu.

Enable / Disable 
guarding

Allows the user to send a command to this camera 
to enable / disable guarding.

Alarm handling Allows the user to send a command to this camera 
to discard alarm.

Configure PTZ Allows the user to create, edit or delete PTZ presets 
and patrols for this camera in the Configuration 
environment.

Manage PTZ Allows the user to manage PTZ for this camera. If this 
right is prohibited, the button  will not be available 
in the video window in the Surveillance environment.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this camera 
in the Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the 
Devices page) panes will be unavailable for editing 
in the Configuration environment.

Microphone Display devices If this right is prohibited, this microphone will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments (the 
exception is the Configuration environment).
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Devices and 
Partitions

Right Description

Playback Allows the user to playback audio records from this 
microphone. If this right is prohibited, you will not 
be able to playback the microphone record.

Emergency record-
ing

Allows the user to perform emergency recording from 
this microphone. If this right is prohibited, you will 
not be able to make a record from this microphone.

Broadcast Allows the user to broadcast sound from this micro-
phone. If this right is prohibited, the sound enabling 
button  in the video window will not be available. 

Enabling / Disabling 
guarding

Allows the user to send a command to the micro-
phone to enable / disable guarding.

Alarm handling Allows the user to send a command to the micro-
phone to discard alarm.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this microphone 
in the Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the 
Devices page) panes will be unavailable for editing 
in the Configuration environment.

Sensor Display devices If this right is prohibited, this device will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments (the 
exception is the Configuration environment).

Alarm handling Allows the user to send a command to the sensor 
to discard alarm.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this device in the 
Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the Devices 
page) panes will be unavailable for editing in the 
Configuration environment.

Enabling / Disabling 
guarding

Allows the user to send a command to the sensor to 
enable / disable guarding.

Remote  con t ro l 
executing

Allows the user to send the “Remote control” 
command to the sensor (for TREZOR devices).

Relay Display devices If this right is prohibited, this relay device will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments (the 
exception is the Configuration environment).

Send commands 
to relay

Allows the user to send a command to this relay 
device to close / open the relay.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this relay device 
in the Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the 
Devices page) panes will be unavailable for editing 
in the Configuration environment.

System 
controller

Control the system 
u s i n g  s y s t e m 
controller

Allows the user to control the system using system 
controller.

Control the system 
u s i n g  s y s t e m 
controller over the 
network

Allows the user to control the computers over the 
network using system controller.
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Devices and 
Partitions

Right Description

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this system 
controller in the Rights (the Roles page) and 
Access (the Devices page) panes will be unavail-
able for editing in the Configuration environment.

Access point Display device If this right is prohibited, this device will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments (the 
exception is the ACS environment).

Manage access 
points

Allows the user to send commands to the device 
(open, emergency opening, close, lock, unlock).

Alarm handling Allows the user to send a command to this access 
point to discard alarm.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this access point 
in the Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the 
Devices page) panes will be unavailable for editing 
in the Configuration environment.

Access gate 
point

Display device If this right is prohibited, this device will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments (the 
exception is the ACS environment).

Manage access 
gate points

Allows the user to send commands to the device.

Alarm handling Allows the user to send a command to this access 
gate point to discard alarm.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this access gate 
point in the Rights and Access panes will be unavail-
able for editing in the Configuration environment.

Passage 
point

Display devices If this right is prohibited, this device will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments (the 
exception is the ACS environment).

Manage passage 
points

Allows the user to send commands to the device.

Alarm handling Allows the user to send a command to this passage 
point to discard alarm.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this passage 
point in the Rights and Access panes will be unavail-
able for editing in the Configuration environment.

Terminal Display devices If this right is prohibited, this terminal will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments 
(the exception is the Configuration environment).

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this terminal 
in the Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the 
Devices page) panes will be unavailable for editing 
in the Configuration environment.

Segment Display devices If this right is prohibited, this device will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments (the 
exception is the Configuration environment).
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Devices and 
Partitions

Right Description

Alarm handling Allows the user to send a command to the perimeter 
segment to discard alarm.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this device in the 
Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the Devices 
page) panes will be unavailable for editing in the 
Configuration environment.

Enabling / Disabling 
guarding

Allows the user to send a command to the perimeter 
segment to enable / disable guarding.

Tamper Display devices If this right is prohibited, this device will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environments (the 
exception is the Configuration environment).

Alarm handling Allows the user to send a command to the tamper 
to discard alarm

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this device in the 
Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the Devices 
page) panes will be unavailable for editing in the 
Configuration environment.

Partition Display partition If this right is prohibited, this partition will not be 
displayed in the VideoNet system environment 
(the exception is the Configuration environment). 
However, if the Display devices right is permitted 
for a device included in this partition, this device 
will be displayed in the root partition of the system.

Display devices If this right is prohibited, all partition devices 
will not be displayed in the VideoNet system 
environment (the exception is the Configuration 
environment). However, if the Display devices 
right is permitted for a device included in this 
partition, it will still be displayed in this partition.

Playback Allows the user to playback (emergency playback 
included) any records made from cameras or 
microphones of this partition.

Emergency record-
ing

Allows the user to make emergency recording from 
cameras or microphones of this partition.

Broadcast Allows the user to perform broadcasting from 
cameras or microphones of this partition.

Manage door Allows the user to manage the access points of this 
partition manually. If this right is prohibited, the control 
button will not be available of this partition in the 
access point window in the Surveillance environment.

Enable / disable 
guarding

Allows the user to send commands to devices of this 
partition to enable / disable guarding. 

Alarm handling Allows the user to send commands to devices of this 
partition to discard alarm.

Configure PTZ Allows the user to create, edit or delete PTZ control 
presets and patrols for cameras of this partition in 
the Configuration environment. 
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Devices and 
Partitions

Right Description

Manage PTZ Allows the user to manage PTZ for cameras of this 
partition. 

Manage relay Allows the user to send commands to relay devices 
of this partition to close / open the relay. 

Control the system 
u s i n g  s y s t e m 
controller

Allows the user to control the system using the 
system controllers included in this partition.

Display graphic plan If this right is prohibited, graphic plans of this 
partition will not be displayed in all VideoNet system 
environments.

Edit partition rights If this right is prohibited, all rights of this partition 
in the Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the 
Devices page) panes will be unavailable for editing 
in the Configuration environment.

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, you will not be able to edit 
the rights of device included in this partition on the 
Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the Guarding 
Partitions page) panes. 

Entire system
(root parti-
tion)

Display partition If this right is prohibited, no partitions contained in the 
root partition are available in all VideoNet system’s 
environments (the exception is the Configuration 
environment). The devices included in the root 
partition will be available. 

Display devices If this right is prohibited, no devices of the root 
partition will be displayed in all VideoNet system’s 
environments (the exception is the Configuration 
environment). However, these devices will be 
displayed in the partitions belonging to the root 
partition.

Manage door Allows the user to manage the access points of the root 
partition manually. If this right is prohibited, the control 
button will not be available of the root partition in the 
access point window in the Surveillance environment.

Playback Allows the user to playback (emergency playback 
included) any records made from cameras or 
microphones of the root partition. 

Emergency record-
ing

Allows the user to perform emergency recording 
from cameras or microphones of the root partition. 

Broadcast Allows the user to perform broadcasting from 
cameras or microphones of the root partition. 

Enable / Disable 
guarding

Allows the user to send commands to the root 
partition devices to enable / disable guarding.

Alarm handling Allows the user to send commands to the root 
partition devices to discard alarm.

Configure PTZ Allows the user to create, edit and delete PTZ control 
presets and patrols for the root partition cameras in 
the Configuration environment. 
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Devices and 
Partitions

Right Description

Manage PTZ Allows the user to manage PTZ for the root partition 
cameras.

Manage relay Allows the user to send commands to the root 
partition relay devices to close / open the relay.

Display graphic plan If this right is prohibited, the root partition graphic 
plans will not be displayed in all VideoNet system’s 
environments. However, graphic plans will be 
displayed in the partitions belonging to the root 
partition.

Edit partition rights If this right is prohibited, you will not be able to edit 
the rights of partitions included in the root partition 
on the Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the 
Guarding Partitions page) panes. 

Edit device rights If this right is prohibited, you will not be able to edit 
the rights of device included in the root partition 
on the Rights (the Roles page) and Access (the 
Guarding Partitions page) panes.

Control the system 
u s i n g  s y s t e m 
controller

Allows the user to control the system using the 
system controllers included in the root partition.
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3.9.1.4. Roles rights report
In order to simplify the reception of information about the rights granted to certain 
roles and about the roles that are allowed certain rights, the VideoNet system 
provides the possibility of generating a rights report.

To generate rights report:
1. Click the Create report button on the toolbar of the Roles page.
2. Rights report generation wizard will be opened.
3. Select the type of report that you want to generate - by roles or by rights. 

Click Next.

4. At the second and third steps of the wizard, you must select the roles and 
rights that should be taken into account in the generated report. The selection 
sequence depends on the selected report type. When choosing a report by 
role, you must first select the role, then the right. When choosing a report by 
rights, the reverse order is used.
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5. After selecting roles and rights, in the third step of the wizard, click the Generate 
report button.

6. Report generation progress is displayed in the wizard window. You can cancel 
the generation in the process by clicking the Close button.

7. Upon completion of the report, the Report preview window will open. From 
the preview window, you can print or save the report.
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8. When you click the Print button, the standard Windows print window opens, 
in which you can select a printer and configure print settings.

9. When you click the Save button, the standard Windows save window opens, 
in which you can choose one of the following file formats:
• PDF;
• CSV;
• HTML;
• RTF;
• XLS;
• XLSX.

10. After completing working with the report, click the Close button.

3.9.2. Users page
The Users page contains information about all VideoNet system users. The system 
will not identify anyone other than the users of the accounts listed on the Users page. 
So all VideoNet’s users who are granted access to the system must be specified 
on the Users page. Each user may have his/her own restrictions and privileges. 
When you run the system for the first time, the user list includes only the built-in 
Administrator (admin) account.
The Users page contains the Toolbar (1), the Tree of elements (2) and the Proper-
ties area of elements (3).
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You may not delete the built-in Administrator’s account from the VideoNet 
system; you may only change the full user name or password. Any other accounts 
may be added or deleted by any user who has the relevant rights to do so.

3.9.2.1. Adding and configuring Users
To add a new user:
1. Open the Access to the VideoNet page group and go to the Users page.
2. Click the Add button on the page’s toolbar (3).

• Or right-click on the tree of elements panel (1) to call up the shortcut menu. 
Select the Add menu item.

3. This will add a new user to the tree of elements.
Besides, you may add a user by importing an account from the Windows Active 
Directory. To do this:

1. Click the Import button on the page’s toolbar (3).
• Or right-click the tree of elements (1) to call up the shortcut menu. Select 

the Import menu item.
2. The Windows standard Select: Users dialog box will be opened. Select the 

user and click OK.
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Fig. 3.9.2.1-1. Active Directory dialog box
3. The window that informs that the user account has been successfully imported 

and added to the VideoNet database will be opened. Click Close.
4. This will add a new user to the tree of elements.

In the Select: Users dialog box, you may select several users at a time. Each of 
them will be added to the tree of elements.

If the system determines when importing that such user account already exists 
in the VideoNet database, this account will not be added.

Once imported, an account for every imported user is automatically added to the 
Active Directory Account pane in the properties area. For more details about the 
pane, see below.

To configure a user account:
1. Select the user in the tree of elements to open the properties area (2).
2. If necessary, change the user name (login) and enter the full name.
3. Set the user password.

The password may contain from 6 to 32 symbols.
4. Re-enter the password into the Password Verification field.

Attention! If you have selected the Change the password on the first logon 
check box, the user will be asked to set a new password upon his first logon.

5. In the VideoNet system there are four user priorities, intended for controlling 
Pan Tilt cameras: highest, high, normal, low. The user with higher priority can 
recapture controlling Pan Tilt cameras from the user with lower priority, who is 
controlling Pan Tilt camera at the present moment.

By request for recapture of controlling Pan Tilt camera in VideoNet system the 
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following is meant:
• selecting Pan Tilt camera in video window;
• selecting Pan Tilt item in video window menu;
• in case of successful recapture of controlling, appearance of active Pan Tilt 

control menu on video window for this camera; in case of denial of request 
for controlling – Pan Tilt control menu will be inaccessible.

In more detail controlling Pan Tilt cameras and recapture of controlling are described 
in 4.6.12 section.

6. Select the VideoNet interface language for the user (see section 3.9.2.3 for 
details).

7. In the Active Directory Account pane, you may add the Active Directory 
users to enable them to log on the VideoNet system automatically by using 
their user accounts.

First click the Add button.
8. The Windows standard Select: Users dialog box will be opened (see Fig. 

3.9.2.1-1). Select the user and click OK.
9. The selected user will be added to the list.

You may not re-add user accounts that are already associated with other 
VideoNet’s users.

To delete a user account, highlight it in the list and click Delete. Click Yes in the 
dialog box that opened to confirm the deletion.

10. In the Roles pane, click the Add button.
11. The Add role dialog box will be opened.

12. Select the role from the list. To highlight several roles at a time, hold down 
the Ctrl or Shift key.

If the role you need is not available on the list, you may add this role in the same 
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dialog box by clicking the New role button.

Attention! Before you click the New role button, select the level of nesting for 
the role.

13. Click the Add button.
14. The Add role dialog box will close and the roles you have appointed the user 

to will appear in the list.

To delete a role from the list:
1. Highlight the role in the list and click Delete.

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several roles at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Attention! When you create a role on the Users page, it automatically creates 
a role on the Roles page.

3.9.2.2. Deleting Users
To delete a user:
1. In the Users page’s tree of elements, highlight the user and click the Delete 

button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the role name to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Delete 

menu item.
• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several roles at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
4. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.9.2.3. VideoNet Interface language settings
For each user, you can specify the language of the VideoNet interface. Language 
settings specified at installation are used by default.

To change the language, do the following:
1. In the tree of elements on the Users page, select the user which language 

settings you want to change.
2. In the Interface language field of the user properties area, select the desired 

language from the drop-down list.
3. Click Apply to apply the changes made to the configuration.

Attention! Modified language settings will be applied to the user profile at the 
next logon of this user to the VideoNet system.

3.9.2.4. Configuring access to the interactive LCD interface and Axis 
T8310 and Hikvision DS-1005KI system controllers

Interactive LCD interface is supplied with the professional workstations manufac-
tured by SKYROS Corporation and is designed to manage this workstation without a 
visual display unit and a mouse pointing device. After the interactive LCD interface is 
enabled, the user must enter the password to get access to the menu. This password 
can be set in the VideoNet Configuration environment.
In addition, the password is used when you connect system controllers Axis T8310 
and Hikvision DS-1005KI to the VideoNet system. The user must enter the password 
on the system controller keyboard. For more details about how to work with system 
controller, see Section 4.13.

To set the password, the user must do the following:
1. In the elements tree on the Users page select the user that will be granted 

access.
2. In the properties section of the Digital password pane set the flag to the Use 

the digital password checkbox.

3. Specify the password for the user.
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Attention! The password must be unique, contain not less than 4 numbers and 
cannot start with 0.

If the password is not unique, the system will mark the corresponding field with 
a red frame, and the Check password field will be disabled.

4. Enter the password one more time in the check password field.
5. Click Apply button on the toolbar of the Configuration environment.

If you want the system to generate a password, click the Generate password button. 
The generated password will be displayed in the new window. Write the password 
down and click Apply button on the toolbar of the Configuration environment.

3.9.2.5. Configuring access to Panasonic WV-CU650 system controller
If you connect the Panasonic WV-CU650 system controller to the VideoNet system, 
then you should enter user name and password from system controller keyboard for 
authorization of the user. These credentials are created and stored in the memory 
of the system controller (refer to device manual).
In addition, the user name must be specified in the VideoNet system and with the 
same user name that is stored in memory of the system controller.

To specify the user name:
1. In the elements tree on the Users page select the user that will be granted 

access to the system controller.
2. In the properties section of the Access to the Panasonic WV-CU650 system 

controller pane set the flag to the Specify the login to connect the Panasonic 
WV-CU650 system controller checkbox.

3. Specify the Login for the user. Login must contain only the numbers from 1 
to 99999.

For more details about how to work with Panasonic WV-CU650 system controller, 
see Section 4.13.
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3.9.2.6. Users rights report
In order to simplify the reception of information about the rights granted to certain 
users and about users who are allowed certain rights, the VideoNet system provides 
the possibility of generating a rights report.
Generating a rights report for users is similar to generating a rights report for roles 
(see section 3.9.1.4).

3.9.3. Access to Computers Page
To configure security parameters, use the Access to Computers page. On this page, 
you may configure Automatic Logon to VideoNet for each computer in the system.
The Access to Computers page contains the tree of elements (1) and the element 
properties area (2).

The tree of elements displays the system’s computers. When you select a computer, 
the properties area displays the field to enable the Automatic Logon option. This 
option allows you to specify the default user account to log on to the system. In this 
case, the Logon dialog will not appear and everyone will be permitted to log on to 
the system using the account specified in this option.

Attention! Remember that enabling the Automatic Logon option may affect 
the system’s security. It is recommended to connect VideoNet user accounts 
with the Windows Active directory user accounts.

To assign Automatic Logon for the system’s user:
1. Select the necessary computer from the tree of elements to open the proper-

ties area (2).
2. Select the Enable automatic logon check box.
3. Select the account from the User drop-down list.
4. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

To cancel automatic logon for the system’s user:
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1. Select the necessary computer from the tree of elements to open the proper-
ties area (2).

2. Clear the Enable automatic logon check box.
3. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
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3.10. Updating the VideoNet System

In order to ensure automatic updating of the system, it is necessary to configure 
parameters of scanning for a new version of the system, its loading and 
installation.

To make the VideoNet updating process automatic, manageable and fast, the 
Update Center page group should be used. This page group serves to configure 
both automatic and manual updating for the system. It contains the Update rules 
and Updates installation pages.
On the Update rules page, you are required to configure the parameters for automatic 
system updating and assign some computer as an update server. This means that 
you can select a computer that will be scan for updates, load and distribute them 
across the entire VideoNet network. For more details on configuring parameters of 
this page, see the next section.
On the Updates installation page, you can get the information about the current 
version of the VideoNet systems installed on the network computers as well as to 
carry out actions relating both to the system updating and system recovery from 
an access point.
Before you start working with the Update center, you need to get installed the service 
responsible for automatic software updating onto your computer. This process 
involves software obtainment, updating, distribution, and backup. The service is 
installed when installing the VideoNet system. In order for the service to work, you 
must have at least 10 GB of free space on the local disk and the incoming ports 
must be set on the Network configuration page (see Section 3.5.1.2).
To manage the updating sevice, a user must have relevant rights.

3.10.1. Update rules page

The Update rules page contains the tree of elements (1) and the properties area 
of elements (2).
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The tree of elements displays the VideoNet network computers. These computers 
are update servers. The server child nodes are the computers that receive updates 
from this parent node.

To configure update parameters:
1. Highlight the computer for which you need to configure the system update 

parameters in the tree of elements on the Update rules page.
2. In the computer’s properties area, select the Turn on Automatic Updates 

check box. After you do so, you will be able to configure the updating parameters 
on the following panes: Update server, Update management and Notification 
properties.

3. In the Update server pane, you can enable the option allowing you to use this 
computer as an update server. Therefore, the computer will be able to receive 
software updates and distribute them to other computers.

Specify the path to the updates folder (by default, the system suggests using the 
Installer folder located that is in the same directory as the VideoNet system). Click 

the button  to open the standard Windows file opening box and select the folder.
In the Simultaneous downloads limit field, specify the number of the clients this 
update server can simultaneously send a distribution package to.

4. On the Update management pane, select an update source. The source can 
be either a computer configured as an update server. The list of update servers 
available may also include the computer configured, if it is an update server. 
You can assign a computer as a server in the Update server pane.

By default, the server provides an opportunity for maximum speed update download-
ing. To avoid using the entire channel capacity while downloading, you can limit the 
speed, by using the respective field.
To configure an automatic update scanning schedule, select the respective check 
box and select the scanning frequency from the drop-down list.

5. Select the Download updates check box and select the time to download 
updates from the drop-down list. Updates can be downloaded either right 
after they have been detected or on schedule within the time interval you have 
specified on another day.

6. Select the Install updates after downloading check box and select the time 
to install updates from the drop-down list. Updates can be installed either right 
after they have been downloaded or on schedule, within the time interval you 
specify on another day.

7. The system permits you to enable automatic e-mail notification about the 
events that occurred while scanning for updates and during update loading or 
installation. To do this, you need to enable the relevant options in the Update 
management pane and configure the parameters in the Notifications proper-
ties pane that becomes available every time any of the notification options is 
enabled.
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On the Notifications properties pane, enter the recipient’s e-mail address in the 

To field. Then click the   button to the right of the Mail server field and select 
the required server in the window that will be opened. For details on e-mail servers, 
see section 3.4.7.
Also you can choose notification Language - Russian or English.

3.10.2. Updates installation page
The Update Center permits users to receive information about the VideoNet system 
versions installed on the computers in the network, manage the system updates, 
and create recovery points for them.
To manage and install update packages onto the network computers, the Updates 
installation page is provided. It contains the toolbar (1), the list of computers (2) 
and the properties area (3).

The toolbar contains the buttons Check, Download, Install and Restore from 
recovery point.
Clicking the Check button starts checking for an update of the current version of the 
VideoNet system. The Download button starts downloading the update package 
from the update source, and the Install button starts installing the downloaded 
version of the system update on the local computer.
The Restore from recovery point button allows you to restore the system from 
the current recovery point.
The Apply licence button allows you to accept the license agreement on the 
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selected computer.
The list of computers contains a list of computers available in the VideoNet network, 
which have the auto-update function enabled. For each computer, provides informa-
tion about its current state, the current and loaded versions of the system as well 
as about the updates source. The first line of the list is always fixed. It displays a 
local computer information.
As you are working with the list, you can use sorting. You can sort it relative to any 
column. To do this, you need to left-click one of the column headings in the list. The 
list will be sorted by the type that corresponds to the selected column. The sorting 
direction in the list can be either ascending or descending. It is shown with an arrow 
next to the column heading. This method permits to assign sorting by one column only.
The properties area contains the properties of the computer selected in the list. 
The computer properties include the following panes: Update management and 
Backup and Restore of VideoNet. For more details on how to work with these 
panes, see below.
If necessary, you can change the width of the properties area by pulling its top 
border or hide it by left-clicking the button . To re-display the panel, click the 
button .

3.10.2.1. Managing Updates
In the Update management pane of the Updates installation page, you can get 
the information about the latest update checking, the system version downloaded 
and installed on the computer as well as to update VideoNet on your own.

To check for updates:
1. Highlight the computer for which you want to check for updates availability in 

the list of computers.
2. Click the Check button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the computer in the list and select the Check item in the shortcut 
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menu that opened.
• Or click the Check button in the Update management pane.

Attention! It is necessary to start checking for updates with some delay after 
adding the update file to the Installer folder, because the VideoNet system takes 
some time to find and analyze the new file.

3. Check for updates will start. You will see the Checking status in the respective 
column of the list. If any update package is found as a result of checking, the 
status will change to Update available.

4. The information about the version of the software detected while checking 
and checking date will appear in the Available update field of the Update 
management pane.

To download an update:
1. Highlight the computer that you want to load an update for in the list of comput-

ers. The computer’s state must be Update available.
2. Click the Download button on the toolbar or in the Update management pane.

• Or right-click the computer in the list and select the Download item in the 
shortcut menu that opened.

3. Updates downloading will start. You will see the Downloading status in the 
respective column of the list.

If necessary, you can stop the downloading. To do this:
a. Right-click the computer in the list and select the Pause item in the shortcut 
menu that opened

• Or click the Pause toggle button in the Update management pane that 
replaced the Download toggle button when the downloading began.

b. In the list of computers, the Pause status will be shown for the selected computer.
To continue updates downloading:
a. Right-click the computer in the list and select the Continue item in the shortcut 
menu that opened.

• Or click the Continue toggle button in the Update management pane that 
replaced the Pause toggle button when the downloading stopped.

4. After the updates have been downloaded, the computer status will change to 
Ready to install updates. The information about the version of the downloaded 
software, downloading date will appear in the Downloaded version field of 
the Update management pane.

To install an update:
1. Highlight the computer you want to install an update onto in the list of computers. 

The computer’s state must be Ready to install.
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2. Click the Install button on the toolbar or in the Update management pane.
• Or right-click the computer in the list and select the Install item in the shortcut 

menu that opened.
3. Updates downloading will start. You will see the Downloading status in the 

respective column of the list.
4. Once the installation is complete, the computer status will change to Updated. 

The information about the version of the software installed and installation date 
will appear in the Downloaded version field of the Update management pane.

The outcomes of all checking, downloading and installation activities are recorded 
to the event log. Click the Show last 10 events button in the Update management 
pane. This will open a window where you can view ten latest log events.
Click the Save log button in the Update management pane or in the event log 
messages view window, if you need to save a complete message history to the file. 
In the standard Windows file opening dialog box, select a catalog, file name, and 
then click Save.
• Accepting the terms of the license agreement
When updating the VideoNet system, you should take into account the need to 
accept the license agreement, in case of changes in its terms.
It is recommended that you first accept the terms of the license agreement on the 
computer that is the update server. In this case, on computers using this update 
server, there will be no need to accept the terms of the license agreement individually 
and the VideoNet system on them can be updated both manually and on a schedule.
If an attempt is made to install an update on one of the system computers, and the 
terms of the license agreement on the computer that is the update server have not 
yet been accepted, then:

1. When you start the update manually, a window with the license agreement will 
be opened on the computer and, if its terms are accepted, the system update will start;

2. When you start the update on a schedule, an update error will appear on the 
computer and the system update will need to be started again manually from the 
update server.

3.10.2.2. System Backup and Recovery
The recovery point is the state of the installed VideoNet system, including all files 
and components, saved to the archive and required to return the system back to 
this state on demand. As a rule, a recovery point is used to cancel faulty actions 
performed when working in the system that have resulted in unstable operation. 
Therefore, the first thing that is recommended to be done in case of troubles in 
the system is to try to restore the system back to the recovery point preceding this 
trouble. The recovery point is automatically created by the system when the update 
is installed. The information about the system version and the current recovery point 
creation date and time will appear in the Recovery point field on the Backup and 
Recovery of VideoNet pane of the Updates installation page.

To restore the system from the current recovery point:
1. Highlight the computer which system you want to restore in the list on the 

Updates installation page.
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2. Click the Restore from recovery point button in the Backup and Recovery 
of VideoNet pane.

3. The system will check for the possibility of the VideoNet system recovery. If 
the recovery point file has been found, the system’s notification of shutdown 
to restore the system will appear on the computer on which the user session 
has been running and the shutdown to restore the system has been initiated. 
It is highly recommended not to shut down the computer!

4. After the system has been restored, VideoNet’s operation will continue.
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4. SURVEILLANCE ENVIRONMENT
This section describes exactly how to work with the system’s Surveillance 
environment: to perform video/audio data broadcasting and emergency recording 
and record playback, start software switches and PTZ patrols, create video/
audio clips and export video frames, or work with graphic plans of guarded 
sites. If you are the system’s operator, you are highly recommended to read all 
sections of this chapter.

The Surveillance environment is the place where operators immediately work with 
the system.

To get started:
1. Call up the VideoNet control menu in the upper left corner of the screen and 

select the Surveillance menu item.

• Or click the icon  in the Windows taskbar to call up the VideoNet 9 Process 
Control Manager menu and select the Surveillance menu item.

2. The Surveillance environment window will be opened.

The Surveillance environment window consists of the VideoNet control menu 
(1), screen mode panel (2), user command panel (3), floating window panel 
(4), date and time area (5), display screen mode area (6).
Display screen mode area may contain the following windows: video windows, 
event panel, event log, graphic plan panel, player, long-running operations 
window, tag window, device window, command panel, face window, POS 
window, access point window, access gate point window.
To perform any action in the environment, the operator issues control commands in 
the video window, screen mode panel, user command panel, floating windows panel 
as well as uses ‘hot keys’ on the keyboard or from system controller.
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From the
video window

select the system’s cameras for broadcasting in the video window
broadcast image from the local computer cameras
broadcast image from remote computers over the network
adjust broadcast quality
enable synchronous sound
switch to the full-screen mode
perform emergency video and audio data recording
perform emergency video and audio data playback
print images
export frames
switch cameras in the video window
run PTZ patrols and position cameras at PTZ presets
enable guarding for the system
make up the Favorites list consisting of video data sources and the 
network computers to work with in the video window

From the screen 
mode panel

switch between screen modes

From the user 
command panel

give user commands to the system

From the user 
command panel

broadcast sound from local and remote computer microphones
record sound from local and remote computer microphones
record video data
manage relay outputs
enable guarding for the system
monitor running archivation and clip export processes and manage them 
in the long-running operations window

Using ‘hot’ keys 
on the keyboard

select a screen
switch between screen modes
activate the video window and select cameras to broadcast in the active 
video window

As mentioned above, you may manage the VideoNet system using the ‘hot’ keys 
on the keyboard of your computer:
Ctrl + Funckeys 
(Ctrl + F1/F2/.../F12) or
Ctrl + Shift + Digitkeys
(Ctrl + Shift + 1/2/...)

Activate the screen which number corresponds to the function 
key number to capture control.

Ctrl + D Free the selected video window (reset focus).

Alt + Funckeys 
(Alt + F1/F2/.../F12) or
Alt + Shift + Digitkeys
(Alt + Shift + 1/2/...)

Select a screen mode which number corresponds to the function 
key number.

Alt + Digitkeys
(Alt + 1/2/...)

Activate the video window which number corresponds to the 
digit key to execute control. The active window is highlighted 
in red.

Ctrl + Digitkeys
(Ctrl + 1/2/...)

Select a source in the active window which number corresponds 
to the digit key.

Alt + P Open a floating player window.

Alt + D Open the floating device window.

Alt + L Open the floating long-running operations window.
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Alt + T Open the floating tag window.

Esc Close an active floating window.

Attention! If you select a screen or a screen mode which number is greater 
than 12, you need to use the Ctrl+Shift+Digitkeys (Ctrl+ Shift+13/14/...) 
keyboard shortcut.

To be able to control the system by using the keyboard, you need to specify advanced 
settings for screens, screen modes, video windows and cameras: You need 
to assign access numbers to them (for assigning screen, screen mode and video 
window numbers, use the Screen Modes page; Section 3.6.1; for assigning numbers 
to cameras, use the Devices page, Section 3.1).

Attention! It is important to realize that no system operator’s actions in the 
video window menu and on the screen mode panel can change the system 
configuration settings; particularly, they cannot affect the system schedule 
execution, if access rights are configured correctly (access rights differentiation 
is to be performed by the system administrator, see Section 3.9.1).
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4.1. Environment Control panel. Working with the 
Surveillance

The Surveillance environment control panel is designed for switching between 
screen modes as you work, issuing commands to the system according to the 
configured events as well as for controlling the system.

The Surveillance environment control panel consists of the VideoNet control 
menu (1), screen mode panel (2), user command panel (3), floating window panel 
(4) and date and time area (5).
VideoNet’s control menu (1) is used for opening VideoNet’s environments, switch-
ing between them as you work, closing them, changing users, and shutting down 
VideoNet. Besides, you may get general information about the system (the About 
and Licenses menu items) by using the environment control menu.
The screen mode panel (2) is used to select a screen mode. If your computer 
configuration includes multiple screens, an additional button for screen selection 
appears on the panel. Each screen has its modes configured in the Configuration 
environment.
The user command panel (3) will be displayed on the Surveillance environment 
control panel, if at least one User Command event is added to the system configura-
tion. By using the panel buttons, you may quickly issue commands for the system to 
perform certain actions configured in the system’s schedule. Adding and configuring 
user commands as well as adding User Command events to the system’s schedule 
and configuring reactions should be performed by the system administrator.
If the screen mode panel or user command panel is not large enough to display 
the entire content, you will see the button  on the right side of the panel to drop 
down the list of elements. If this drop-down list is not long enough and you cannot 
see some elements on it, you may either enlarge the list by pulling its lower border 
or scroll the list using the vertical scroll bar or a mouse wheel until you see the 
necessary element.
You may fix the drop-down list open. To do this, left-click the pin button  in the 
lower right corner of the drop-down list. The button will be pushed  and the 
drop-down list will be fixed open.
You may use the pin button to hide/fix the Surveillance environment control panel. 
If the pin button is not pushed, the panel will hide at the top of the environment 
window. When you place your mouse pointer over the top border of the environment 
window, this panel will re-appear.

You can find a split bar  between the screen mode panel and the user command 
panel which you may move to the left/right to resize visible areas of these panels.

To resize the visible area of the panel:

1. Place your mouse pointer over the split bar .
2. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the split bar to the 

left/right. The visible area of one panel will become larger, while the other panel 
area will shrink.

The floating window panel (4) contains buttons used to open the player window, 
device window, long-running operations window and tag window. The floating window 
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panel is permanently available on the Surveillance environment control panel.
Buttons Functions

Opens the built-in VideoNet system player used for working with video and 
audio records.

Opens the device window used for managing the system’s devices and 
monitoring their status.

Opens the long-running operations window used for monitoring and controlling 
archivation and clip export.

Opens the tag window used for creating and viewing custom text entries that 
are tied to a selected time.

4.1.1. Screen Mode panel
The screen mode panel is permanently available on the Surveillance environ-
ment control panel. It is a set of buttons which you may use to select a certain 
screen mode. The number of buttons on the panel, their sequence and screen mode 
names depend on the Configuration environment settings. To access the screen 
mode switching buttons outside the panel, use the button  to drop down the list 
of screen modes.

If your computer configuration includes multiple screens selected in the Configura-
tion environment for working in the Surveillance environment, the screen mode 
panel will display a screen selection button. The button displays the name of the 
selected screen. To manage another screen, you need to select it from the drop-
down list. If needed, you may fix the drop-down list open by using the pin button.
After you have selected the screen, the buttons for switching between the modes of 
this screen will appear on the right side of the screen mode panel.

To select one of the screens to control:

1. Click the button .
2. The drop-down list of the screens available for selection will be opened.
3. Select the screen that you want to control from the list.

To switch to one of the screen modes:
1. Click the button on the screen mode panel that corresponds to the screen 

mode you need.
2. The selected screen will switch to the selected screen mode.
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4.1.2. User command panel
Every time a dangerous situation arises, a system operator may promptly react to 
it by issuing commands to the system from the user command panel located on 
the Surveillance environment control panel.
The operator’s commands may trigger the execution of certain actions, depending 
on the system’s schedule configuration.
For example, the system’s schedule works as follows:

• if the operator issues a command to turn on floodlight from the user command 
panel, it is necessary to turn on the floodlight (open the relevant relay output) 
and register this event in the event log. It is important to realize that if you do 
not click the Turn on Floodlight button, the relay output will not be closed 
and the floodlight will not be turned on.

To issue a command to the system:
1. Click the necessary button on the user command panel to trigger the 

command.

The number of buttons on the user command panel depends on your system 
configuration settings. To access the command buttons outside the panel, use the 
panel button  to drop down the list of commands.

If the button of the command that you want to issue to the system is not available 
on the user command panel, it is most likely that either you have no right to see 
this button or no task has been created in the schedule for this command (see 
Section 3.4.1, “The Schedule Page”).

 To ensure correct command control, it is necessary to add the relevant User Command 
events to the system configuration. Adding and configuring user command parameters, 
adding the User Command events to the schedule and configuring reactions should 
be performed by the system administrator (see Section 3.6.4, “The User Commands 
Page”, Section 3.4.1, “The Schedule Page”).

4.1.3. Floating window panel
In the Surveillance environment control panel, you may find the floating window 
panel. This panel contains the buttons which you may click to open the player 
window, the device window, the long-running operations window or the tag window. 
The floating window panel is permanently available on the Surveillance environ-
ment control panel.
You may place floating windows on the screen the way you like by moving them from 
one screen area to another. It is allowed to move the windows to other screens, if 
they are available in your system configuration.
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To reposition a floating window on the screen:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the window title bar.
2. Click and hold down the left mouse button, and then move the window over 

the screen.
When you open several floating windows, each newly opened window may fully or 
partially overlap the windows opened before.

To bring a floating window to front on the screen:
1. Click the button on the floating window panel that corresponds to the window 

that you want to bring to front.
• Or click the visible part of the window with any mouse button.

2. This will bring the window to front.
If a floating window overlaps the main Surveillance environment window, you may 

close the floating window by clicking the button  on the window title bar. If you 
open the window again by clicking the access button, it will appear in the same area 
where it was before you closed it. Even if you close the Surveillance environment 
and then re-start it, the floating window will maintain its position.
You may not only change positions of floating windows, but also resize them.

To resize a floating window (make it larger or smaller):
1. Place your mouse pointer over any border or corner of the window.
2. When a mouse pointer turns into a double-headed arrow , drag the border 

or corner to make the window smaller or larger.
When you close the window and exit the Surveillance environment and then re-start 
it, the floating window size will remain unchanged.
The floating player window, unlike other windows, may have a compact view.

To minimize the player window:

1. Click the button  on the window title bar.
2. The player window will be minimized.

The minimized window contains the main player control buttons. You may specify 
the date and time you need and control the playback using control buttons. For 
more details about control buttons and player window elements, see Sections 4.2.1 
and 4.2.2.
You cannot resize a minimized window, unlike a normal view window. However, you 
may place it anywhere on the screen.

To go back to the normal player window view:

1. Click the button  on the window title bar.
2. The player window will change back to the normal view. For more details about 

this window type, read the following sections.
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4.2. Player
The VideoNet system’s player is an application intended for working with video 
and audio records.
While using the player, you may:

• play back audio and video records;
• select records to view based on their types (use filtering by record type);
• select the records to view that are located on certain volumes (use filtering 

by volumes);
• select the records to view that are made from certain sources or at a certain 

time;
• protect records from deletion during cyclic volume cleanup;
• archive records;
• export clips;
• arrange the sources selected for playback in video windows by using the 

built-in automatic camera arrangement feature;
• set an active time interval while working with records;
• delete records from the archive;
• retrieve data from the internal memory of the source.

You may either add the player to any screen mode as one of the windows or open 
it as a ‘floating’ window. Adding the player to the screen mode allows you to assign 
a fixed screen position to the built-in application, if necessary (configuring screen 
modes is to be performed by the system administrator, see Section 3.6.1).

To run the player:

1. Click the button  on the right side of the Surveillance environment control 
panel.

2. The VideoNet system’s floating player window will be opened.

Attention! You may start the player by pressing Alt+P on your keyboard 
(provided that the Surveillance environment window is active).
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4.2.1. Player window interface
The player contains seven main components (see Fig. 4.2.1-1): 

1. source list area;
2. playback control buttons;
3. toolbar;
4. date and time menu;
5. record map;
6. scale control element;
7. playback speed control buttons.

Fig. 4.2.1-1. Player
• Source list area
The source list area contains names of sources and tools to work with them. The 
source list contains the names of all cameras and microphones which video/audio 
records are stored on the video archive volumes. When you log on to the system 
for the first time, this list is empty.
You may select the sources to play back and the system will automatically allocate 
them in the video windows when you trigger the Automatic Arrangement of Sources 

function. To do this, left-click to select the check box  next to the source name.
To cancel this function, you need to left-click the check box again to clear it.
You will see the list of control buttons above the source list.

Create new list This button calls up a dialog menu to create a new 
list of the player’s cameras and microphones (see 
Section 4.2.2).

Edit list This button calls up a dialog box to add new video/
audio data sources to the existing list and edit it (see 
Section 4.2.2).

Remove highlighted 
sources

This button deletes the video/audio data sources 
you no longer need to work with from the existing 
list (see Section 4.2.2). 
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Move sources selected 
for allocation to the top of 
the list

This button allows you to arrange the necessary 
sources at the top of the playback list. To do this, 
select the check boxes of these sources in the list, 
and then click this button.

Display detailed list This button enables a detailed playlist view in which 
the name, archive owner and source owner are 
displayed for each source (see Fig. 4.2.1-2). The 
archive owner is a computer on which volume the 
record is located. The record owner is a computer 
that made the record from this source. The source 
owner is a computer the sources are connected to

Fig. 4.2.1-2. Detailed source list view
• Toolbar
The toolbar contains the buttons used to control and configure the player.

Allocate sources This button triggers automatic arrangement of 
cameras in video windows. Based on this function 
settings, the system creates a temporary screen 
mode (or allocates cameras in the current mode) that 
includes an optimal number of video windows (see 
Section 4.2.4). If the number of cameras is restricted 
(Player settings > Monitors to display screen modes), 
you may allocate only the limited number of cameras 
(see Section 4.2.4).

Cancel source allocation This button calls back the screen mode that existed 
before the automatic camera arrangement function 
was applied (see Section 4.2.4). 

Tag window This button allows you to open the Tag window, 
designed for creating and viewing custom text entries 
that are tied to a selected time (see section 4.5).

Working with fragments This button opens/hides the toolbar buttons used 
to work with recording fragments that are described 
below. 

Protect from deletion 
during record cycle 
replace

This button allows you to protect the selected 
recording fragment from being deleted during cyclic 
cleanup. A special marker will be displayed next to 
the protected recording fragment on the player map 
(see Section 4.2.9).

Remove deletion protec-
tion

This button allows you to remove protection from 
the record to delete it during cyclic volume cleanup 
(see Section 4.2.9).
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Remove selected frag-
ments

This button deletes the selected recording fragment. 
A special marker will be displayed next to the deleted 
recording fragment on the player map (see Section 
4.2.8).

Archive selected frag-
ments

This button allows you to archive selected records 
to the volume intended for archiving. When you click 
this button, the Archivation Wizard will be opened 
(see Section 4.2.7).

Create a clip using the 
selected fragments

This button allows you to export the selected record 
to a clip. When you click this button, the Create Clip 
Wizard will be opened (see Section 4.2.6.1).

Fast clip creation This button allows you to start fast export of the 
selected record to the clip (see Section 4.2.6.2).

Set active interval This button allows you to switch the player to the 
active interval mode. Use appropriate pointers on the 
record map to specify the active interval boundaries. 
In this case, the player will work only with the records 
made in this time interval (active interval).

Types of fragments This button allows you to filter the records displayed 
on the player map by type, and apply the filter that 
you configured (see Section 4.2.3).

Configure fragment filter 
by volumes

This button allows you to configure parameters of 
filtration by volume for the records displayed on the 
player map and apply the filter that you configured 
(see Section 4.2.3). 

Player settings This button allows you to configure automatic 
arrangement of cameras in video windows and set 
playback parameters (see Section 4.2.4)

• Record map
The record map consists of recording tracks. Every camera/microphone (on the 
source list) has its own recording track.
The camera/microphone recording track (a) is the time range which displays the 
archived records (d) from the selected cameras and/or microphones.

The records on tracks are shown as markers. The marker length on the track 
corresponds to the record duration (based on the time scale selected on the map). 
The colors of markers are the same as the colors of record types.
You may perform the following operations for records on the track:

• select a record;
• protect selected recording fragments from deletion;
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• archive selected recording fragments;
• create a clip using the selected recording fragments;
• play back records;
• delete selected recording fragments.

The statuses of records on the track may vary depending on the actions performed 
on them (normal, protected, deleted, currently recording). Therefore the following 
special markers are assigned to all records on the tracks, as shown in the table 
below:
Record marker type Status

Normal fragment

Protected fragment

Fragment deleted on the operator’s command

Currently recording fragment
(the last fragment marker is marked with a ‘triangle’)

You will see a map ruler (c) that specifies the time above the record map. All 
records (d) are allocated on the tracks according to their creation time and duration.
The record map uses a red vertical cursor (b) that specifies the record playback 
start. You may use the left mouse button to move this cursor to the right or to the 
left to specify the point you want to start playing back the record from. To do this, 
you need to left-click anywhere on the record map and the cursor will automatically 
move to the point you have specified.

To move horizontally on the record map, use one of the following methods:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the record map and move it to the left/right by 

pressing and holding down the mouse wheel.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the record map and scroll it up/down using the 

mouse wheel.
3. Use the scrolling arrows (d) on the map ruler edges.

To change the map scale, use one of the following methods:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the record map and scroll it up/down using the 

mouse wheel as you press and hold down the Ctrl key. The map will be zoomed 
relative to the mouse pointer position.

2. Use the Scale Control element to change the scale using a zoom slider.
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To use this slider, you need to place your mouse pointer over it and move it to the 
left/right by clicking and holding down the left mouse button.

Attention! Since the scale control element zooms in/out in the center of the 
time scale, you need to place the area in question in the center before you 
start zooming.

The current scale is shown next to the scale control element for all the methods 
listed above. The scale may vary from 15 seconds to 96 hours. The default scale 
value is one minute.
• Date and Time menu
You may set the date and time accurate to a second in the player window. In this 
case, the vertical cursor will move to the respective point on the record map.

To set date and time, use one of the following methods:
1. Double-click the necessary field with the left mouse button and type the value.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the required field and scroll it up/down using 

the mouse wheel. The field value will decrease or increase.
3. Use the arrows that appear when you point at the respective field.

4. To set the date, you may use the calendar button .

Once the date and time have been set, a vertical cursor will automatically move 
to the specified position on the track.
• Playback control buttons

Button Name Description

Playback When you press this button, video/audio data 
playback starts from the position the player cursor 
is in. After you press it, it will change into Pause.

Pause When you press Pause, the playback stops. After 
you press it, it will change into Playback.
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Button Name Description

Previous frame/Next 
frame

When you press this button, you stop rewinding 
and playback (the Pause mode is enabled) and 
all sources go one frame back/forward. Frame-
to-frame transition will occur only if the source is 
located in the video window.
If the active interval mode is enabled in the player, 
the source will go to the next frame within this 
interval.

Previous fragment/
Next fragment

When you press this button while rewinding, the 
rewinding (but not the playback) discontinues 
and all sources go to the previous/next recording 
fragment.
When you press this button while playing back, the 
sources go to the previous / next recording frag-
ment and playback continues from this fragment. 
If the active interval mode is enabled in the player, 
the source will go to the next / previous frame 
within this interval.

Attention! You need to allocate a source in the video window before you start 
managing video record playback (see Section 4.2.4).

• Playback speed control
When you play back records, you may speed up or speed down the playback 
(rewind). To do this, use the player’s playback speed control buttons.

Each button has a drop-down list of rewind speeds. The speed values   are set in 
the range from 1/4 to 24. The selected speed in the list is displayed above the 
corresponding button. When the rewind button is pressed, the player starts playback. 
Playback is performed in the specified direction at the specified speed. You may set 
speed values ranging from 1/4 to 24.
When rewinding is on, you may watch the vertical cursor moving with a specified 
speed and in the specified direction on the record map. The current speed is displayed 
above the Pause button.
If the active interval mode is enabled while rewinding, rewinding will be performed 
within this active time interval. Note that the actual maximum rewind speed may be 
explicitly limited (Player Settings > Playback Parameters).
• Managing playback in the player by using hot keys
To manage record playback in the player, you may use the following hot keys:
Action Control Hot Keys

Playback/Pause  / Space

Rewind /Fast forward Back / forward arrows 
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Action Control Hot Keys

Speed down/speed up rewind 

Speed down/speed up fast forward 

Go to previous/next frame on the 
track  / 

Up / down arrows

Go to previous/next recording 
fragment on the track  / 

Page Up / Page Down

Attention! You may rewind using hot keys as long as they are pushed. When 
you release the keys, the player returns to the pre-rewind state.

Attention! If rewinding was off before you pressed the hot keys, the rewinding 
speed will be set as 2x.

Attention! You can use the hot keys in the active player window only.

4.2.2. Selecting sources for playback and managing playlists
To play back records in the player, you need to pre-select sources (cameras and 
microphones) which records you want to playback. When you select sources and 
add them to the list to play back, you generate the so-called playlist.

By using the buttons , , ,  and  (described in Section 4.2.1), you may:
• create a new playlist;
• add additional sources to the playlist you have configured/selected;
• delete sources from the playlist you have configured/selected;
• save the playlist you have configured;
• set up source sorting in the playlist;
• enable a detailed playlist view.

You may create playlists and configure them as you need. When you are viewing 
records, you may easily switch between the lists and you do not need to configure 
them again.

To create a new playlist (1):

1. Click the button  on the player’s source list toolbar.
• Or select the Create Playlist item from the drop-down list above the source 

list area.
2. The Create new playlist dialog box that contains the By source and By archive 

panes will be opened. Each page in the panes is structured as a tree. All source 
records in the By source pane are grouped so that the sources are parent 
nodes of the tree, while their records are child nodes.
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All source records in the By archive pane are grouped so that the volumes are 
parent nodes of the tree, while the records located on them are child nodes.

Attention! The pages in the panes display only the sources from which at least 
one record exists. If a source, computer or partition has no records, it will not 
be displayed on the pane’s page.

3. Select the pane you need.
4. Select the required sources.

If necessary, you may use page search. When you type the text into the search box, 
the source tree will display only the elements that satisfy the search conditions. The 
text found will be highlighted.

5. Type the playlist name into the respective field and click the Create button.

Attention! When working with large amounts of data, creation new playlist may 
take some time.

All the source lists that you have created are available in the respective drop-down list.

To select a playlist (2):
1. Left-click the drop-down list field located above the source list area.
2. The list containing the names of the source lists you have added will be opened.
3. Select the Playlist. If you want to allocate all sources that video and audio 

data were recorded from on the source list, select the All Sources item from 
the drop-down list.

4. The name of the selected playlist will appear in the drop-down list field.

To rename a playlist (3):

1. Click the button  on the player ‘s source list toolbar.
• Or open the drop-down list that contains the names of the source lists. Place 

your mouse pointer over the name of the required list and click the button .
2. The Edit List dialog box will be opened.
3. Type a new name for the list into the respective field and click the Modify List 

button.

To remove a playlist (4):
1. Open the drop-down list that contains the names of the source lists.
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2. Place your mouse pointer over the name of the list you need to remove and 

click the button .
3. The Remove Playlist dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

You may edit the playlists that you have added by adding or deleting sources. You 
need to pre-select a playback list which parameters you want to edit.

To add sources to the source list (5):

1. Click the button  on the player ‘s source list toolbar.
• Or right-click the source list and select the Add Source item from the shortcut 

menu.
2. The Edit List dialog box will be opened.
3. Select the pane you need.
4. Select the required sources from the list and click the Modify List button.
5. This will add the sources to the selected playlist.

To remove sources from the source list (6):
1. In the playback list, highlight the source that you want to delete and click the 

button  on the player‘s source list toolbar.
• Or right-click the source in the source list and select the Remove from list 

item in the shortcut menu.
To highlight several devices to be deleted at a time, use the left mouse button while 
holding down the Shift key (if you want to highlight several sources in succession) 
or the Ctrl key (if you want to highlight several sources selectively).

2. The Delete Source dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

4.2.3. Filtering records in the player
When you select the records to display in the player, you may filter them either 

by type (the button ) or by volume (the button ) they are located on. By 
default, the player map displays all-type records located on all volumes of the local 
computer and of all remote computers.

To configure record filtration by type:

1. Click an arrow next to the button  on the player’s toolbar.
2. The drop-down list of record types configured in the system will be opened on 

the Record Types page (see Section 3.2.3).
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Unless you have added new record types to the configuration, the list contains 
standard record types (alarm, user, permanent, retrieved and unknown) only.

3. Select the check boxes against the record types that you want see on the 
player’s map. The records of various types will be marked with respective 
colors on the map.

4. To close the list, click anywhere outside the list.
To configure record filtration by volume:

1. Click the arrow next to the button  on the player’s toolbar.
2. A tree-like list will drop down.

3. Select the check boxes against the volumes which records you want to see 
on the player’s map.

4. To close the list, click anywhere outside the list.

4.2.4. Arranging cameras in video windows for playback
To play back records in the player, you may allocate cameras in the video windows 
manually or automatically, i.e. by using the feature of automatic arrangement of 
cameras.

To allocate cameras in video windows manually:
1. Open the player.
2. Open the necessary source list to play back in the player (see algorithm (2) 

in Section 4.2.2).
3. Select a camera from the list. To do this, place your mouse pointer over the 

camera name and move it to the necessary video window by clicking and 
holding down the left mouse button.

4. You will see the caption “Recording on ‘Camera Name’” in the upper left 
corner of the video window as well as the caption “Waiting” in the middle of 
the video window which will be displayed until video appears.
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Repeat the camera selection algorithm, if you need to allocate several cameras in 
video windows.
As mentioned above, the player features automatic arrangement of cameras that 
allows you to automatically allocate sources to play back in video windows.

To allocate cameras in video windows automatically:
1. Open the player.
2. Select the necessary source list to play back from the player (see algorithm 

(2) in Section 4.2.2).
3. Select the respective check box next to the name of each source to be allocated.

4. Click the button  on the player’s toolbar.
5. Depending on the automatic camera arrangement feature settings, the system 

will create a temporary screen mode (or allocate cameras in the current mode) 
which includes the optimal number of video windows.

To restore the state of your screen you worked with before the automatic camera 

arrangement was enabled, click the button  on the player’s toolbar.

To configure automatic arrangement of cameras:

1. Click the button  on the player’s toolbar.
2. The Player Settings dialog box will be opened.

3. In the Monitors to Display Screen Modes pane, specify the screens that the 
system will use to allocate cameras: All Local or Choose local.

4. If you have selected Choose local as screens to allocate cameras, you need 
to select relevant check boxes for the screens to be used for allocation. Then 
select the screen mode to be used for camera allocation on each screen, such 
as current, temporary or one of the existing modes.

Besides, you may select the Not used item, if you do not want to use the screen 
for camera allocation.
The temporary mode of screen allocation is used by default both for All local and 
Choose local.

5. Specify the maximum number of video windows that the system will create 
in the temporary mode.

If the number of sources to allocate is greater than the maximum number of video 
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windows, only a limited number of sources will be allocated in video windows when 
you are creating the temporary mode. For example, if the maximum number of video 
windows is specified as 4 and you have selected 6 sources to allocate, the system 
will create a temporary mode that will allocate only 4 sources.

6. Click OK.
When you trigger the function of automatic arrangement later, the system will arrange 
the sources selected from the playlist on the specified screens by allocating them 
in the windows of the modes you have selected.

To allocate selected sources, you need to click the button  in the player (see the 
algorithm above).

4.2.5. Playing back video/audio records in the player

To play back (play) a video/audio record:
1. Switch to a screen mode you would like to work with.
2. Open the player.
3. Open the necessary source list to play back in the player (see algorithm (2) 

in Section 4.2.2).
4. Allocate the required sources in video windows (see the algorithm in Section 

4.2.4).
5. If necessary, specify the active interval for the player. In this case, the player 

will play only the source records in this time interval. To do this:

a. Click the button  on the player’s toolbar.
b. This will highlight an area (active interval) on the record map. Outside this area, 
the record map will be grayed. You may increase / decrease the active interval by 
moving its boundaries using the respective pointers.
c. The player’s vertical cursor will move to the beginning of the interval.

6. Set the player’s vertical cursor to the playback start time you need.
7. If you want the system to automatically arrange the selected cameras in video 

windows, click the button  on the player’s toolbar.
8. The system will arrange the cameras according to the automatic camera 

arrangement configuration (see Section 4.2.4).

9. Click the button  in the player.
This will start the playback. You may control playback using the respective player 
buttons (see Section 4.2.1).

Attention! When a client computer attempts to play back a record made on the 
server computer in case of mal-synchronization between the server computer 
and the client computer, the following situation may occur.
If the server computer’s time is ahead of the client computer’s time, rewind/
fast forward will not be available within the malsynchronized interval no matter 
whether there is a record in this interval on the server computer or not. Fast 
forward will be available only up to the mal-synchronized interval boundary.
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Sometimes when you play back an audio record from an IP camera-connected 
microphone, you may hear a monotonous sound signal consisting of periodic 
short low-frequency beeping signals. This can be due to the following reasons:
• when sound from this microphone was recorded, there was no network 

connection with the IP camera this microphone was connected to;
• when sound from this microphone was recorded, the IP camera that this 

microphone was connected to was off.

If there are long empty gaps between fragments (i.e. no recording was made at that 
time) when you play back records from some source in the player, you may enable 
automatic passing to the next recording fragment. In this case, video/audio records 
from this source will be played back continuously. This feature greatly saves the time 
you spend on viewing long interval recording and you do not need to use rewinding 
or the button to pass to the next recording fragment on the track.

To enable automatic passing on to the next recording fragment:

1. Click the button  on the player’s toolbar.
2. The Player Settings dialog box will be opened.

3. In the Playback Parameters pane, select the Automatically pass on to the 
next fragment check box.

Attention! The “Constraints on operation with video recording” parameter group 
allows you to specify the maximum number of sources to play back ranging from 
1 to 256. If you attempt to allocate more sources for playback and exceed the 
restricting value, the system will give a notification that you are unable to do so. 
By default you are allowed to play back no more than 64 sources.

Attention! The default rewind speed is restricted as 24 (that means the rewinding 
with 24-time acceleration is possible). You may set any other value from the 
2x... 24x range.
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4.2.6. Clips creation
The VideoNet system allows you to create clips from the video and audio data you 
have earlier recorded. Clips are AVI, MP4 files for video recordings and WAV files 
for audio recordings. You can view the clip you created without using the VideoNet 
system tools, for example, by using Windows Media Player.

You can create clips in several ways: using the Clip Creation Wizard (see section 
4.2.6.1), by fast export (in the background mode, without Clip Creation Wizard, 
see section 4.2.6.2) or using the VNCommandInterface.exe application (see 
section 11.2)

The system stores created clips in the folder selected for them on the hard drive.

4.2.6.1. Clips creation using the Clip Creation Wizard
To start The Clip Creation Wizard:
1. On the player track highlight a record from the camera/microphone you want 

to create a clip from. You can include several selected parts of the records in 
the clip you are creating by selecting each of them with the left mouse click 
and holding down the Ctrl key.

Attention! Clips can be created only from the fragments of one stream. Clips 
creation is impossible, when fragments from more than one stream or total 
stream of multi-stream camera are selected.

2. On the player toolbar, click Working with fragments  button, then click 

Create a clip using the selected fragments  button
• Or, by right-clicking on the selected interval, open the context menu and select 

Create a clip using the selected fragments.
3. The Clip Creation Wizard will start.

On this page of the wizard, you set the encoding options for records stored in 
DVPACK2 format. This step of the wizard is only present when you first run the Clip 
creation wizard. The parameters specified on this page will be used by default during 
the subsequent runs of the wizard.
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To set the default settings for DVPACK2 records:
1. The Use codec field is used to select the compression program that will be 

used for video compression. The default codec is x264vfw. To use a different 
compression program, you must open the Video compression format dialog 
box by clicking Select. To display a list of all codecs installed on the operating 
system, you must uncheck the Display only recommended codecs box. 
Clicking on the Details button will bring up the window provided for setting up 
the selected codec by its developers. It is also possible to adjust the quality of 
the compressed video using the Quality slider. To apply video compression 
settings, click the Select button.

2. In the Image size setting, the default setting is proposed by the resolution of 
the video, which stores video data selected to generate the clip fragment. You 
can choose the default size of the image or set the size yourself.

3. Specify whether it is required to add a caption to the clip image. To do this, 
you need either to clear or select the corresponding check box. When adding 
a caption, its settings are specified in the corresponding fields: Caption format, 
location and color
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4. To save the encoding settings and go to the next page of the Clip creation 
wizard, click Next.

The Clip creation wizard will take you to the next page. On this page of the wizard, 
you set the encoding options for records stored in H264 format. This step of the wizard 
is only present when you first run the Clip creation wizard. The parameters specified 
on this page will be used by default during the subsequent runs of the wizard.

To set the default settings for H264 records:
You can select one of two ways to create a clip:
When you select Direct stream, you can quickly create a clip, but only with the 
original size of the image. It is also possible to export each selected fragment to a 
separate file (if several fragments are selected).
The second way Use the codec allows you to adjust the size of the video image 
and add a caption to the image.

When you select Direct stream to create a clip:
1. You can choose the format of the file (media container) AVI or MP4 default, 

the MP4 format is set.

Attention! If you choose the AVI format, you will not be able to add sound track 
during the next step.

2. In addition, you can Save all the fragments in one file (glue the fragments). 
This option provides the ability to place individual fragments on a user-selected 
interval in a single file.

3. You can specify whether it is required to add subtitles to the clip image. To do 
this, you need either to clear or select the corresponding check box. When you 
add subtitles, Format of the label should be specified in the corresponding 
text box.

4. To save the settings and go to the next page of the Clip creation wizard, click 
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Next. This will open the dialog window on which you need to specify the 
parameters of the clip file.

When you select Use codec to create a clip:
1. You need to configure similar settings to those that were configured on the 

previous page for DVPACK2 records.
2. To save the settings and go to the next page of the Clip creation wizard, click 

Next. This will open the dialog window on which you need to specify the 
parameters of the clip file.

To specify the parameters of the clip file:
1. In the Fragments of the recording included in the clip group, by default 

are selected Fragments of the selected source within the range, that is, all 
the records that were made on the selected camera/microphone for a certain 
period of time are included in the created clip. By default, the values of the time 
interval selection items “from” and “to” are equal to the beginning and end of 
the time of the selected fragments in the player. You can select All selected 
fragments to include only those fragments that have been selected on the 
track in the player in the clip.

2. If it’s necessary, you can add sound track to the clip. If you want the system 
to add audio to the video clip, select the Add sound check box, then select 
the microphone which audio records you want add to the video clip from the 
drop-down list. The drop-down list is generated from the microphones added to 
the player playlist. If you create an audio clip only from the audio, Add sound 
track flag is unavailable.

3. You must specify a folder to save the clip you want to create. Default value 
for this field: “System drive”:\Users\Public\Videos. To specify a different location 

for the clip, click , in the Windows dialog box that opened, select the desired 
folder, and click OK.
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Attention! If you save clip to a network folder, you must have access to it for 
everyone. If necessary, contact your system administrator.

4. You should also specify File name. By default, the file name is specified in the 
Source name, Record start date and time, Record date and time format. You 
can select other items that will determine the default File name format. To do 
this, click the Change button and in the File name format window, check the 
boxes next to the required elements, then click Select.

5. You must specify the maximum file size:
• If you have selected the method of creating a clip Direct stream, then you 

can specify a value in the range from 100 to 64000 Mb;
• If you have selected the method for creating a clip using a codec, then you 

can specify a value in the range from 10 to 64000 Mb.

If the clip size exceeds the maximum file size you set during creation, the clip 
will be split into several files. Moreover, additional index will be added to the 
name of every subsequent file created.

6. In addition, on this page of the Clip creation Wizard, you can change the encod-
ing settings that were set on the first two pages of the wizard settings and will 
be used by default in this and subsequent runs. To initiate change you should 
click Change default encoding settings. The first page of the Clip creation 
wizard will be opened, so you can re-configure the default settings of the wizard.

7. You should click Next to proceed to the next page of the Clip creation wizard.
A box listing the final clip creation settings specified for this clip will be displayed.
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8. On this page it is possible to Change encode settings for this particular clip. 
Clicking the button will open a dialog box that allows you to reconfigure the 
encoding settings.

9. In user mode, you can observe the process of creating a clip, but you will not be 
able to continue working with the system. To continue working with the system 
you can choose the background mode of creating a clip, by selecting the Run 
in background mode option. Also the background clip creation mode allows 
you to initiate the next exporting operation before the previous one is finished.

Creating a clip is a long-running operation, and VideoNet provides the ability to 
monitor and manage it in the long-running operations window (see section 4.4).
Clip creation operations are performed in strict sequence; the queue of operations 
is determined by the order of their initiation and their status.

10. Making sure your settings are correct, press the button to Start clip creation. 
The process of creating the clip will begin.

In the Exporting and Saving file fields, you can see real-time clip creation. If you 
want to switch to the background mode of creating a clip, click the Switch to the 
background mode button.
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In the background mode, you can continue to work with the VideoNet system and 
simultaneously monitor the process of clip creation in the long-running operations 
window.
When the process of clip creation is completed, the system will display the results 
in the event log (see Chapter 4.7). If in the process of clip creation a fatal error will 
occur, next in the queue clip creating operation will be started (if available).
When you click Finish, work with the Clip creation wizard will be over.

4.2.6.2. Fast clip creation
If it’s necessary, you may create a clip from the selected player records in the 
background mode without using the Clip Creation wizard. This functionality is known 
as Fast Creation. In this case, all creation settings except for the file name and clip 
creation mode will be the same as the settings that the user specified when the Clip 
Creation Wizard was running for the last time. Note that initializing fast clip creation 
requires that the Clip Creation Wizard has been started at least once before. If the 
Clip Creation Wizard has never been started, it will be triggered when you start the 
fast clip creation for the first time.

Attention! If the user has started fast clip creation, the long-running creating 
operation is executed with the same settings as the previous creating operation. 
However, if video fragments have been selected as source data, only video 
data will be exported (no matter whether the sound track was added during the 
previous run or not).

To start Fast clip creation
1. Highlight the video/audio record that you want to create a clip from on the 

player’s track.
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2. Click the Working with the fragments  button on the toolbar of the player 

and then click Fast clip creation .
• Or, by right-clicking on the selected interval, open the context menu and select 

B using the selected fragments.
3. The Fast Clip Creation window will be opened.

The window contains information about the Fast clip creation settings from the 
selected fragments. These parameters are the same as the parameters the 
user has specified when the Clip Creation Wizard was running for the last time.

The result of Fast clip creation is a long-term export operation with medium priority. 
You may monitor the exporting processes running and manage them in the long-
running operations window (see Section 4.4).

4.2.7. Archiving video/audio records
If you want to store the most important records for a longer period, you may archive 
them to a longer-term storing volume.

To archive video/audio records:
1. Highlight one or more records that you want to archive on the player’s track by 

holding the left mouse button.

2. Click the button  on the player’s toolbar to display the buttons used for 

recording fragments. Click the button .
• Or, by right-clicking on the selected interval, select Archive selected frag-

ments in the context menu that opens.
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You may archive only the volumes selected in the filter (see Section 4.2.3). By 
default, the All Volumes filter is applied.

If this button is unavailable, it is most likely that you are not permitted to archive 
records from the player. Configuring and differentiating access rights is to be 
performed by the system administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

3. The Archive Wizard will start.
The page on which you need to type the name of a new archivation process into 
the respective edit field will be opened. This name will be displayed in the long-
running operations window’s Operation Name column (see Section 4.4). The default 
archivation process name is “Archivation from the Player”. Click Next.

4. The Target volume page will be opened. Specify the target volume the data 
will be copied to. Click Next.

5. The Start Archivation Wizard page that contains the archivation parameters 
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you have configured on the previous wizard pages will be opened. Make sure 
these settings are correct.

Select the Perform archivation in background mode option, if you want to keep 
on working in the system while archiving. Once archivation is completed, the system 
will display the archivation results in the event log (see Chapter 4.7) and in the long-
running operations window (see Section 4.4). In this case, a medium priority will be 
assigned to the archivation in the long-running operations window (see Section 4.4).
You may monitor the archivation progress unless you select the Perform archiva-
tion in background mode option. In this case, high priority will be assigned to the 
archivation in the long-running operations window (see Section 4.4). Click Start 
Archivation.

6. The Perform Archivation page will be opened.
This page displays the archivation progress. In the Archivation in Progress field, 
you may see the archivation completion percentage.

To interrupt the archivation, click the Pause button. To resume this process, click 
Continue. If you want to switch to the background archivation mode, click the 
Switch to the background mode button. The archivation wizard page will close 
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and you will be able to monitor the process in the long-running operations window 
(see Section 4.4).

7. Once the wizard operation has been successfully completed, the page 
containing the caption “Archivation has been successfully completed” will 
be opened.

If failed, the page containing the caption “Cannot Archive Selected Fragments” 
will be opened. Click Close.
When you start archivation from the player, it generates a high or medium priority 
long-running operation (depending on the archivation mode—background mode or 
monitored archivation) with a 24-hour lifetime (i.e. if this operation is not completed 
in 24 hours, it will be automatically deleted from the system). You may monitor the 
archivation processes running and manage them. For this purpose the system 
features the long-running operations window (see Section 4.4).

4.2.8. Deleting video/audio records
Typically, video/audio records are deleted automatically during the cyclic volume 
cleanup (Configuring volume parameters is to be performed by the system admin-
istrator, see Chapter 3.2).
Yet, you may manually delete the video/audio records that you no longer need from 
the player, if you have appropriate rights (Configuring and differentiating access 
rights is to be performed by the system administrator, see Section 3.9.1).

To delete a video/audio record:
1. Highlight one or more records on the player’s map that you want to delete by 

holding down the left mouse button.

2. Click the button  on the player’s toolbar to display the buttons for recording 
fragments.

3. Click the button .
4. The record deletion dialog box will be opened. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
5. The record will be deleted and marked with the relevant marker on the track 

(see Section 4.2.1).
You may neither play back nor protect deleted records nor export a clip from them.

Attention! You may delete or move the archive files only in the VideoNet player 
window. It is prohibited to perform any operations on the archive files using 
third-party software other than VideoNet.
Deleting, moving or copying the archive files manually by using the operating 
system tools or third-party software may result in incorrect archive operation.

4.2.9. Enabling and removing protection from video/audio records
If you want to protect a video/audio record from deletion during cyclic volume cleanup, 
you may enable protection for this record. Protected records cannot be deleted at 
cyclic cleanup; you may play them back and export clips from them. You may later 
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remove protection from protected records.

To protect a video/audio record:
1. Highlight one or more records that you want to protect on the player’s map by 

holding the left mouse button.

2. Click the button  on the player’s toolbar to display the buttons for recording 
fragments.

3. Click the button .
4. The record on the track will be marked with the relevant marker (see Section 

4.2.1).

To remove deletion protection from a video/audio record:
1. Highlight the protected record or several records that you want to unprotect 

from on the player’s map by holding down the left mouse button.

2. Click the button  on the player’s toolbar to display buttons for recording 
fragments.

3. Click the button .
4. This record will be unprotected and marked as normal recording (see Section 

4.2.1).

Attention! You may delete protected video/audio records manually from the 
player (see Section 4.2.8).

4.2.10. Retrieve and store remote recording from a source
VideoNet system supports IP devices that have internal memory and support Profile G. 
If disconnecting from the device happens, the system can automatically retrieve 
the lost data from the device’s internal memory after the connection is restored. A 
special stream is used in the player for the retrieved data. Its records are displayed 
in gray on the record map. If the automatic data retrieve option is disabled, then you 
can perform this operation manually.

To retrieve data from the source memory:
1. Open the player.
2. Open the necessary source list to play back in the player (see algorithm 

(2) in Section 4.2.2).
3. Right-click the source in the source list and select Retrieve data from source 

item in the context menu that will be opened.
4. The dialog box will open.
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5. Specify the time interval for which you want to retrieve the data.
6. Click the Start retrieve and store button.
7. In the source list, the Retrieved record child element appears at the source. 

A record will appear on the recording track. The size of the record will increase 
depending on the performance of the operation to retrieve the data. When you 
repeat retrieving the data, the records are saved to the already created stream.
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4.3. Device window
The Device window is a list of the system devices which you may use to control 
them and monitor their status.

To start working with the Device window:

1. Click the button  on the floating window panel.
• Or click the Alt+D keyboard shortcut.

2. The Device window will be opened.

The Device window contains the Select Filter field (1), the Partition and Device 
Search field (2) and the list of elements (3).
The elements of the list may be represented by partitions, cameras, microphones, 
sensors, relay devices, access points, passage points and access gate points. Each 
element of the list is designated with an icon that corresponds to its type. To work 
with the list of element, use the By type and By partition panes. The page of each 
pane is structured as a tree. All devices in the By type pane are grouped so that 
device types are parent nodes of the tree, while devices are child nodes. All devices 
in the By partition pane are grouped so that guarding partitions are parent nodes 
of the tree, while devices present in this partition are the child nodes.
When you right-click on the parent node, a context menu will be opened, with which 
you can expand or collapse the parent node.
The devices and partitions are displayed in the tree of elements, if the user has the 
appropriate permissions and these devices have been added to the system’s configu-
ration. You may configure the structure of guarding partitions in the Configuration 
environment. It may contain an unlimited number of nested elements (see Chapter 
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3.8). It should be noted that the partition will be displayed only if any devices are 
added to it.

Attention! The Device window includes only the devices and partitions that you 
have the appropriate permissions to work with. Configuring and differentiating 
access rights should be performed by the system administrator.

Each element on the list may be in a certain state, thus informing you about the 
events that occur.
Various states are displayed in different places on the list. The device’s icon will 
change depending on the characteristics of the guarded site (alarm), of the device 
itself (failure), the system’s state (no connection) or the state of the environment 
(fire), determined by the system. 
For example, in case of alarm (or breaking alarm or duress alarm), the icon will 

be highlighted with a red pulsating square . If other states arise, an additional 
sign appears on the device’s icon. Possible states and their icons are given in the 
table below:

Status Icon

No signal, Capture error, Authorization 
error, Communication error, Controller error

Communication error, No connection, No 
connection to a computer, Malfunction

Fire, Attention

When you place you mouse pointer over the device’s icon or its name, you are able 
to see additional information about the device.
If the device’s state depends on user-specified operations (guarding, recording, 
broadcast, etc.), they are displayed on the right of the device. Possible states and 
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their respective icons are given in the table below:

Status Icon Element type

Recording Camera 
Microphone

Broadcast Camera 
Microphone

Guarding is enabled Camera, Microphone, Sensor

Partially on guard Partition

Failed guarding BOLID sensor
Partition

Triggered/normal
 / 

Sensor (Alarm input only)

Open/Closed
 / 

Relay

Locked/Emergency unlocked  / 

Access point
Access gate point
Passage point

The appearance of the recording and broadcast icons may vary depending 
on the computer that the operation is running on. If recording is running on the 
local computer, the icon will be red , while it will be gray  on the remote 
computer. If broadcast is running on the local computer, the icon will be green 

, and it will be gray on the remote computer .

Note that the status is also displayed for the partition. Its state is determined by the 
state of the devices that belong to it. If a partition includes devices with different 
states, it will display multiple states.
However, if there are multiple devices in a partition that have states indicated by 

icons  and  the partition should display only one of the two icons in the 
following priority:

1. Communication error, No connection, No connection to a computer, Malfunc-
tion;

2. No signal, Capture error, Authorization error, Communication error, Controller 
error.
For example, when one partition device is in the Alarm state, another is in the No 
connection state, and the third is in the Capture error state, the partition icon will 

only display the  and  states .
If you need to find a partition or a device on the list of elements, you may use the 
element list search.
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To search for a partition or device:
1. Place you mouse pointer in the partition and device search box.
2. Enter the text to search.
3. If the system finds the text you entered in the names of the elements in the list, 

the list will be filtered so that only elements containing this text will be displayed 
in it, and the text will be highlighted.

If several elements are found, then you can move from element to element by 
pressing the up or down arrows on the keyboard.
If the system finds no elements on the list that satisfy the search conditions, the 
search will be discontinued.

To reset the search, use the button .

4.3.1. Configuring the Device window element filter
You may filter the list of elements by device type.

To configure the element list filter:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the Select Filter field (1) and left-click on it.
2. Select the Configure Filter... item from the drop-down list.
3. The Configure Filter dialog box will be opened.
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4. Select devices and partitions that you want to see on the list of elements.
By default, all devices and partitions are selected. If you make any changes, the 
Apply button will become available.

5. Type the Filter Name into the respective field. By default, the system offers 
the name Filter#, where # is a figure.

6. Click the Apply button. As a result, the list of elements will take the form which 
corresponds to the created filter settings, and the filter name will appear on the 
Select Filter field’s drop-down list.

To edit the element list filter:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the Select Filter (1) and left-click on it.
2. On the drop-down list, place your mouse pointer over the name of the filter 

that you need to change.

3. Click the button  next to the filter name.
4. The Configure Filter dialog box will be opened.
5. Make the necessary changes and click the Apply button.

To delete the filter from the list of elements:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the Select Filter (1) field and left-click on it.
2. In the drop-down list, place your mouse pointer over the name of the filter that 

should be deleted.

3. Click the button  next to the filter name.
4. The filter will be deleted from the general filter list.

4.3.2. Managing devices

The Device window allows you to manage the system devices. Use the shortcut 
menu to execute commands on elements of the Device window.

To execute a command:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the necessary element of the list and right-click.
2. In the opened shortcut menu, select one of the items which corresponds to the 
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action that you want to perform.
The shortcut menu command set depends on the type and current state of the 
element. The commands that can be applied to a certain element on the list are 
given in the table below:
Element type Command
Partition Discard alarm

Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding
Block access / Unlock access

Camera Start / Stop alarm recording
Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding

IP camera Start / Stop alarm recording
Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding

Microphone Start / Stop broadcast
Start / Stop alarm recording
Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding

Sensor Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding
Remote control

Relay Close / Open

Access point
Passage point

Discard alarm
Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Open pass
Block access / Unlock access

Access gate point Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Open pass
Block access / Unlock access

Attention! The shortcut menu displays the commands for which you have 
appropriate permissions. Configuring and differentiating access rights should 
be performed by the system administrator.

Some items of the shortcut menu become active only if a certain state of the device 
exists. For example, the Discard alarm is active in case of alarm.
You may simultaneously select several elements from the list of elements. To do 
this, click the left mouse button, by holding down the Shift (if you want to highlight 
several elements in succession) or Ctrl (if you want to highlight several elements 
selectively) key.
When you select several elements, only the commands that are common for the 
elements are available in the shortcut menu. For example, if you select relays and 
cameras, there will be no commands that are applicable to cameras only (Start alarm 
recording) or to relays only (Open) in the shortcut menu.
If the menu item is applicable to all selected elements which are though in the 
opposite states, both commands will be available in the menu, for example, Enable 
guarding and Disable guarding.
You may move any element from the Device window to another Surveillance 
environment window. The feature of moving elements between windows allows you 
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to quickly allocate cameras that you need to broadcast in the video window as well 
as add cameras or microphones to the player’s playlist.

To move a camera from the Device window to the video window:
1. Select the video window display mode on the screen mode panel.

2. Click the button .
3. The Device window will be opened.
4. In the list of elements, place your mouse pointer over the camera and by clicking 

and holding down the left mouse button, drag it to the required video window.
5. You will see the name of the selected source in the video window’s upper left 

corner and the caption “Waiting” in the center of the video window which will 
be displayed until video image appears.

If necessary, repeat this operation. In this case, the element you move will be saved 
on the Device window.

To move an element from the Device window to the player window:

1. Click the button  on the Floating Window Panel.
2. The player window will be opened.

3. Click the button  on the Floating Window Panel.
4. The Device window will be opened.
5. On the Device window’s list of elements, place your mouse pointer over the 

camera (microphone) and by clicking and holding down the left mouse button, 
move this element to the source list area on the player’s window.

6. Release the mouse button. The element you have moved will appear at the 
bottom of the player window’s source list.

If necessary, repeat the operation. In this case, the element you move will be saved 
on the Device window.
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4.4. Long-running operations window
The Long-Running operations window is used for monitoring and managing 
long-running operations. Long-running operations can be of the following types:

• Archiving;
• Export of clips;
• Retrieve data from the source’s internal memory.

In this window, you may:
• view operations triggered by the current operator (from the player), triggered 

on the current computer, executed on the current computer or executed on 
the remote network computer;

• view finished operations;
• learn the operation progress percentage;
• learn the operation status, priority and state;
• pause the operation;
• resume the operation;
• delete the operation;
• get information about execution errors.

To start working with the long-running operations window:

1. Click the button  on the Floating Window Panel.
• Or click the Alt+L keyboard shortcut.

2. The Long-Running Operations window will be opened.

The lifetimes of the Long-running operations differ. The operation lifetime means a 
time period in which the operation may be either successfully completed or finished 
with an error.
The exporting operation lifetime is equal to 72 hours. The lifetime of archivation 
operations may vary depending on whether they are triggered manually by the 
operator, i.e. from the player, or executed automatically by system, i.e. on the system’s 
schedule, namely by the “Archive Data” reaction. The lifetime of the archivation 
operation triggered from the player is equal to 24 hours. The lifetime of the archivation 
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operation triggered upon the schedule’s reaction is 30 days.
If the operation has not been completed during the lifetime, it will be automatically 
deleted when the lifetime expires. The notification about the automatic operation 
deletion will be displayed in the event log.
In this case, the event log will specify the number of attempts the system has made 
to restart the operation.
It is important to realize that automatic operation deletion causes the operation to 
terminate in a forced manner. The operation’s status will change into “Completed 
with error” or “Error” (operation statuses are described below). 
The Long-Running Operations window consists of two main components: the 
toolbar (1) and operations tables (2).

The toolbar (1)
The toolbar includes the following buttons and controls to manage operations and 
configure the displaying of operations in the operations table:

Pause operation When you click this button, you may pause the execution 
of the selected operation, if possible. The operation’s 
status will change into “Paused”.

Resume operation When you click this button, you may resume the execu-
tion of the selected operation. The operation’s status 
will change into “Running”. If it is currently impossible to 
start the operation, the status will change into “Queued”.

Delete operation When you click this button, you may delete the operation 
that you no longer need from the operations table. 
Attention! You may not delete finished operations from 
the Operations table.

Display f inished 
operations

When you click this button, all operations that have been 
completed during the last 12 hours will be displayed on 
the list. Namely, these are the operations having the 
“Completed”, “Completed with error”, or “Error” statuses.

Show details When you click this button, the long-running operations 
window shows details in the extended view. The extended 
view displays more columns. The number and types of 
columns are described below.

You may pause the exporting operation only if any media, other than CD / DVD, 
is specified as target media for this operation.

In addition to the above-listed buttons, the toolbar (1) contains the Display Opera-
tions drop-down list. You may use it to filter the list of operations that you want to 
see in the operations table. This drop-down list contains the following filtration types:

• started by current user;
• started on current computer;
• started locally;
• started remotely.

By default, the “Started by current user” filter applies to the operations table.

To filter the operations list:
1. Click the button  next to the drop-down filter list.
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2. Select the filtration type you need from the opened drop-down list.
3. The operations that meet the conditions of the selected filter will appear in the 

operations table.
Selecting the “Triggered on the remote computer” filter opens the dialog box where 
you need to check the remote computer which operations you want to see in the table.

Operations table (2)
The operations table may contain the following columns:

• Operation name;
• Status;
• Priority;
• Author;
• Running on;
• Starting time;
• Details.

The number of columns varies depending on the selected filter and view (normal/ 
extended) as shown in the table below.
“Started by current user” 
filter

In the normal view, the operations table contains the following 
columns: “Operation name”; “Status”; “Priority”;
“Running on”; “Starting time”.

“Started on current comput-
er” filter 

In the normal view, the operations table contains the following 
columns: “Operation name”; “Status”; “Priority»; “Author”; 
“Running on”; “Starting time”.

“Started locally”/ “started 
remotely” filter 

In the normal view, the operations table contains the following 
columns, according to their order in the list: “Operation name”, 
“Status”; “Priority”; “Author”; “Starting time”. 

Extended Window View In extended view, whatever the filter is selected, the opera-
tions table contains the following columns: “Operation name”; 
“Status”; “Priority”; “Author”; “Running on”; “Starting time”; 
“Details”

Note that if the Archive Data reaction which creates a long-running archivation 
operation with the same parameters as other operations in the Long-Lasting 
Operations window have is triggered several times in succession, it does not 
create a new long-running operation.
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Attention! It is highly recommended to configure the Archive Data reaction in the 
schedule of the computer on which the target volume for archivation is located. 
This is due to the fact that a long-running archivation operation is created on 
the computer that the target volume is located on. If there is no connection to 
that computer when the reaction is triggered, the system will be unable to inform 
you that it is impossible to start the reaction. In this case, no attempt to re-start 
the reaction will be made, because the Start Archivation reaction is one-time 
(unlike the Video/Audio Recording reaction).

The shortcut menu that contains the Pause, Resume and Delete items is available 
in the operations table. These menu items work exactly as the operations control 
buttons on the toolbar. To call up the menu, place your mouse pointer over the line 
that contains the operation you need and right-click.
To highlight several operations, use the left mouse button by holding down the Shift 
key (if you want to highlight several operations in succession) or the Ctrl key (if you 
want to highlight several operations selectively).

Operation name
Each line of the Operation Name column contains the process name and the icon 
that corresponds to this process type.
The following default operation names are set for each type of operations: 

• for archivation from the player – Archivation from the Player (unless it has 
been changed in the archivation wizard); 

• for archivation on schedule, the name is the same as the archivation function 
name;

• for the export operation, a long-running operation name is generated based 
on the name and extension of the first created clip file. If such operation name 
already exists, the symbol ‘_’ and the first number available (starting from one) 
are added to the initial operation name. It helps generate a totally new name.

When loading a record using the ECHD portal, the name of a long-term operation 
displayed in the Operation name column may differ from the standard one.

You may sort the operations on the list by process name. To sort, click the left mouse 
button on the column title.

Status
Each line of the Status column contains the status icon and operation completion 
percentage. The status icon may denote one of seven status types provided in the 
table below:
Status Type Icon

Done

Done with error

Error

Running
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Status Type Icon

Temporarily inoperable 

Queued

Paused

For the Done status, completion percentage is always 100%.

The Temporarily Inoperable status may apply to the exporting operation only. This 
status means that for some reason the exporting operation cannot continue, as 
a temporary error occurred. The user may have to eliminate this error. After the 
temporary error is eliminated, this operation will continue.
You may sort the operations on the list by decreasing/increasing “significance” of 
their status (the most significant status is Done). To sort the operations, left-click 
the column title.

Priority
Each line of the Priority column contains the name of the priority assigned to this 
operation: low, medium or high. 
Only one long-running operation of one type can be performed at a time. Parallel/
simultaneous execution of two long-running operations of different types is allowed 
in the following combinations:

• Archiving + clip export;
• Retrieving data + clip export.

The execution order of operations depends on their creation time as well as priority.
The following priorities may be assigned to operations:

• low priority is assigned to operations launched from the schedule (see sections 
3.4.1.3.3 and 3.4.1.3.8);

• medium priority is assigned to operations launched from the player and 
performed in the background (see sections 4.2.6 and 4.2.7);

• high priority is assigned to operations launched from the player and carried 
out in the mode of tracking the progress of the operation (see section 4.2.7).

You may sort operations on the list by decreasing/increasing priority. To sort the 
operations, left-click the column title. Equal priority operations are sorted by the 
latest date and time of running, for example:

Author
Each line of the Author column may contain the name of this operation’s author. This 
may be either the name of the user who triggered the operation or the system. The 
Author of exporting operations is always the user. For archiving operations running 
by the schedule reaction, the Author is the system; for archiving operations triggered 
from the player, it is the user. You can see icons that correspond to one of these two 
types next to the author’s name:
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Author type Icon

User

System

You may sort the operations on the list “top to bottom” or “bottom to top”. When you 
left-click the Author column title for the first time, all operations on the list should be 
sorted “top to bottom”: the list will display first user-triggered operations and then 
system-triggered operations. For example:

If necessary, you may reverse the sorting direction by left-clicking the column title 
once again. You may also sort the operations on the list “bottom to top”: first the 
system-triggered operations and then the user-triggered operations will be displayed.
Running on
Each line of the Running on column contains the computer name that the opera-
tion is running on and the computer icon. The computer icon corresponds to one 
of three types:
Computer type Icon

Local computer

Remote computer

Remote computer with no connection

You may sort operations on the list by computer name. Left-click the column title to 
sort. If there are two operations running on one computer on the list (i.e. computer 
names are identical), the operations will be sorted by date and time of the last run 
from newest to oldest, for example:

Starting Time
Each line of the Starting Time column contains the time and date of the last opera-
tion’s run. You may sort the operations on the list by the earliest / latest date and time 
of the last run. When you left-click the Starting Time column title for the first time, the 
operations will be sorted by the latest run date, and then by the latest run time. When 
you click the Starting Time column title again, the sorting direction will be reversed.
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Details
Each line of the Details column contains information about the operation execution 
errors as well as the internal status of the operation.
In the “Details” column, in case of an error during archiving operations, the following 
information should appear:

• Target volume error;
• Target volume run out of space;
• Error on all source volumes;
• Error on one or more source volumes;
• No connection to the computer the source volume is connected to.

In the “Details” column, in case of an error during export operations, the following 
information should appear:

• no space on the disk;
• no connection to the archive.

If some error occurs while the operation is running, the system will register this 
error in the event log.
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4.5. Tag window
Tag window is a window for creating and viewing custom text entries that are tied 
to a selected time.

To start working with the tag window:

1. Click the  button on the floating window panel.
• Or click the Alt+T keyboard shortcut;
• Or click the Tag window button on the Player toolbar (see section 4.2.1).

2. The Tag window will be opened.
Tag window consists of a toolbar (1) and a tag table (2).

• Toolbar
The toolbar contains the following buttons and controls for managing tags and for 
setting the display of tags in the table:

Computer 
selection

This button allows you to select the 
computer on which the tags are 
created. By default, the local computer 
is selected.

Add tag This button allows you to add a tag.

Delete tag This button allows you to delete the 
selected tag.

Open tag 
details

This button allows you to open the Tag 
details window.

Open 
player

This button allows you to open the 
player on the date ant time of the tag

Filter This button allows you to enable the 
filtering feature in the tag table.

Search 
line

The search bar is for entering the text 
that you want to find in the available 
tags
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Search This button allows you to search for 
the text entered in the search bar in 
the available tags

• Tag table
The tag table may contain the following columns:

• Date and time;
• Tag name;
• User;
• Computer;
• Description (the column is hidden by default).

To add a new tag:

1. Click the Add tag  button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click on an existing tag to bring up a context menu. Select the Add 

tag menu item.
In addition, you can add a tag through the context menu item Add tag using the 
following windows:

• Video window;
• Player (when choosing a timeline);
• Logs (when choosing an event);
• Event panel (when choosing an event);
• Access gate point (when choosing an event);
• Access point (when choosing a photo from the list);
• POS window (when choosing an event).

2. Empty Tag details window will be opened.

3. Enter the Date and time of a tag. By default, the current date and time are 
set, but you can set any time (for example, if you create a tag some time after 
the incident).
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If you add a tag through the context menu of one of the windows listed in 
paragraph 1, its date and time will have a default value, depending on the window 
used. For example, when adding a tag from a player, the tag date and time will 
be equal to the date and time on the mouse pointer on the map of entries, and 
when adding from an event panel - date and time of the event.

4. Enter the Tag name, which includes a brief description of the event (for example, 
“Fight in the warehouse”, “Fall of a person”, etc.).

If you add a tag through the context menu of one of the windows listed in 
paragraph 1, its text will have a default value, depending on the window used. 
For example, when adding a tag from an access gate window, the tag name will 
contain the vehicle’s licence plate, and when adding from a video window - the 
name of the camera.

5. You can also add a detailed Description of the event.
6. Click the Add button. The tag will appear in the tag table.

For each existing tag, you can open the Tag details window for detailed informa-
tion. This window is opened by double-clicking on the selected tag in the list (or by 

clicking the Open tag details  button on the toolbar). You can also edit the tag 
in the Tag details window.

To edit a tag:
1. Select a tag in the list and double-click on it with the left mouse button.

• Or click the Open tag details  button on the toolbar.
2. Tag details window will be opened.

3. Click the Edit button.
4. The Tag name and Description fields will become active and available for 

editing. The date and time of the tag cannot be changed.
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5. After editing the tag, click Finish.

To delete a tag:
1. Select the tag you want to delete in the list.

2. Click the Delete tag  button on the toolbar.
• Or right-click on a tag to bring up a context menu. Select the Delete tag 

menu item.
To select several tags for deletion at once, use the left mouse button while holding 
down the Shift key (if you want to select several tags in a row) or the Ctrl key (if 
you want to select several tags selectively).

3. The Tag deleting dialog box opens. Click Yes to confirm.

4. Tag will be deleted.

4.5.1. Using tags
Tags are used in the windows of the surveillance environment to view videos or events 
closest in time to the time of the tag. Time positioning is carried out by dragging a 
tag into one of the following windows.
• Video window
When you drag a tag into the Video window, playback starts at the source selected 
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in the video window at the time specified by the Date and time of the tag parameter.
• Player
When you drag a tag to the Player, the cursor will be positioned on the Date and 
time of the tag. You can also select the desired tag in the Tags window, right-click 
on it and select Open player in the context menu.
• Logs
When you drag a tag into one of the Logs, the log will exit the auto-update mode, 
and the events in it will be filtered by the Date and time of the tag.
• Access point, access gate point and POS window
When you drag a tag into this windows, the system behavior is similar to the behavior 
described for Logs.
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4.6. Working with the Video window
The video window is intended for displaying video data received during camera 
broadcast or video record playback both from a local computer or over the network. 
When you broadcast video, you may enable synchronous sound for it or start 
emergency recording; while broadcasting over the network, you may adjust the 
broadcast quality in the video window.
If video recording was on while broadcasting, you may play back video, if needed. 
When you broadcast or play back video, you may print or save frames to a file, switch 
to the full-screen video window mode, change positions of cameras, located in 
video windows, stretch the image, if its proportions do not fit the video window size 
as well as switch cameras from one guarding state to another. Besides, you may 
run switches, PTZ presets and patrols in the video window.
The video window includes the video window menu (1), a button to switch to 
playback mode (2), a source state indicator (3) and control buttons (4).

By using these controls, you may perform any actions in the video window listed at 
the beginning of this chapter. The video window may be disabled, broadcasting, 
switching, guarding, playing back, selecting sources for broadcast or playback.
If no source for broadcast or playback is selected in the video window, the video 
window is disabled.

To enable the video window:

1. Click the Select camera button  in the center of the video window.
• Or place your mouse pointer over the caption “No camera selected” in the 

top left corner of the video window and click the left mouse button.
2. The camera selection menu will appear in the video window.
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The camera selection menu is located only within the video window and it may 
not be located beyond its borders. Therefore, when choosing a monitor mode, the 
video windows in which are small in size, the menu acquires one of the options for 
a reduced view (depending on the size of the video window).

In the first option, the buttons of the Cameras for broadcast , Sequences for 

broadcast , For playback , Favorites , Turn off the camera, as well 
as the buttons of the selection panel of the list of sources and search bar (b) are 
displayed by icons.

In the first option, the buttons of the Cameras for broadcast , Sequences for 

broadcast , For playback , Favorites , as well as the buttons of the 
selection panel of the list of sources and search bar (b) are not displayed. Turn off 
the camera button is displayed by an icon. The Title area in the table with the list 
of cameras is also not displayed.

Attention! With a minimum video window size (250x142), the camera selection 
menu is not displayed.
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The camera selection menu is a dialog box that consists of the source type selec-
tion panel (a), source list view selection and search box panel (b), source list (c) 
and control buttons (d).
The panel (a) contains the following buttons: Cameras for broadcast , 

Sequences for broadcast , For playback , Favorites .

When you click the button , the source list (c) will display cameras available for 
broadcasting in the video window.

When you click the button , the source list displays sequences available for 
camera switching in the video window.

Attention! The Sequences for broadcast button will not be available on the 
source type selection panel, unless relevant sequences have been added to 
the system configuration. Adding and configuring sequences is to be performed 
by the system administrator (see Section 3.6.5).

When you click the button , the source list displays the cameras which video 
records are available for playback in the video window.

When you click the button , the source list displays cameras and switches that 
you have selected as used most often. Viewing the list of cameras and switches, 
configuring the Favorites folder and viewing video from cameras are described 
below.
On the panel (b) you may select the source list view: by partition, by name or by 
connection.
You may select the source list view only for the Cameras for broadcast and To 
playback menu items.
To work with the source list more efficiently, you may use the search box. When you 
type a text into the search box, the source list displays only the records that satisfy 
the condition. The text found will be highlighted. Searching is performed across all 
menu items. To cancel the search, click the button .
From the video window You can also execute user commands linked with the selected 
camera (see section 3.6.4.1). For this right-click the video window and in the opened 
context menu select the necessary user command.

4.6.1. Viewing the list of cameras, switches, and configuring the 
Favorites folder

As mentioned above, each video window contains the camera selection menu.

To view the list of cameras and switches available for broadcast and play-
back:
1. Call up the camera selection menu.
2. If you want to view the list of sources available for broadcast, click the button 

.
3. On the source list, the cameras available for broadcast will appear.
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4. To view the list of sources available for playback, click the button .

If you want to view the list of sources added to Favorites, click the button . For 
information about how to configure the Favorites folder, see below.
Favorites is a folder to which you may add your own references to the sources 
which you want to quickly access for broadcast.

To configure the Favorites folder:
1. Call up the camera selection menu.

2. Click the button  or , if you want add a camera or a switch to Favorites, 
respectively.

3. Place your mouse pointer over the source and by clicking and holding down the 

left mouse button, drag it to the button , and then release the mouse button.
• Or right-click the source to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Add to 

Favorites menu item.
4. The reference to the source will be added to Favorites.

You may place not only sources, but also partitions and computers to the Favorites 
folder. In this case, the references to the sources that relate to them will be added 
to this folder.

Attention! You may add cameras connected both to the local computer and 
other network computers to the Favorites folder.

You may add new sources to the Favorites folder and delete already added sources.

To delete a source from the Favorites folder:
1. Call up the camera selection menu.

2. Click the button .
3. Highlight the source to delete on the appeared list and click the Delete key on 

the keyboard.
• Or right-click the source to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Delete from 

Favorites menu item.
To highlight several sources to delete at a time simultaneously, use the left mouse 
button, by holding down the Shift key (if you want to highlight several sources in 
succession) or the Ctrl key (if you want to highlight several sources selectively).

4. The dialog box will be opened. Click Yes to confirm.

5. The source will be deleted from the Favorites.
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4.6.2. Viewing video image from cameras
You may start video broadcast in the video window from any of the cameras located 
both on your computer and other computers of the network.

To start broadcasting video image from cameras:
1. Call up the camera selection menu.

2. Click the button  or , if you want to select a camera from the Favorites 
folder (see Section 4.6.1).

3. Select the camera from the list you want to broadcast video from by left-clicking. 
Click Select.
• Or double-click the camera using the left mouse button.

After you have selected a camera and before you receive a signal from it, the caption 
“Waiting” may appear in the video window.

Note that you may allocate cameras for broadcast in the video windows from 
the Device window (see Section 4.3.2)

4. The video from the selected camera will start broadcasting in the video window. 
The name of the broadcasted camera will appear in the upper left corner of 
the video window.

5. If necessary, you may set frame rate per second (FPS) in the video window. 

To do this, click the button  in the video window.
6. The FPS Settings field will be opened.

7. Set the frame rate per second that you need (from 0.1 to 30 fps) by using the 
arrows or enter a numeric value. Default is 25 fps.

8. To hide FPS settings field, place your mouse pointer anywhere in the video 
window and click the mouse button.

Attention!
• if the caption “No signal” appeared in the video window after you have 

selected the camera, it is most likely that there is no video signal because 
this camera is either turned off or not connected to the video capture board, 
or the connecting cable is out of order. Consult your system administrator.

• if the caption “Capture Error” appeared in the video window after you have 
selected the camera, it is most likely that this error has resulted from incorrect 
device settings: the camera may be disconnected from the video capture board 
input on the Devices configuration page. Consult your system administrator.

• if the caption “Error: License restriction” appeared in the video window 
after you have selected the camera, it is most likely that this error has resulted 
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from this camera is beyond the allowed number of cameras to be connected 
according to your license. The event of exceeding the camera number limita-
tion set out in the license is registered in the system’s event log at startup or 
during the configuration synchronization. Consult your system administrator.

• If the caption “Access denied” appeared in the video window after you have 
selected the camera, it is most likely that you do not have the permission to 
broadcast image from this camera. Consult your system administrator.

 To perform broadcast in the video window, it is required that at least one IP device or 
video capture device has been added to the system configuration. Cameras must be 
added and connected to the video capture device (this is to be performed by the system 
administrator, see Section 3.1.2.2). Besides, it is necessary to differentiate the rights of 
access and camera control (this is to be performed by the system administrator, see 
Section 3.9.1).

The video window image may be distorted due to the following reasons:
1. The color depth less than 32 bits is set on the desktop (see Control Panel –> 
Display –> Screen Settings –> Advanced Parameters, “Screen” pane, “Color 
quality” field);
2. Incorrect video signal format has been selected in the digitizer properties’ 
Settings pane; digitization levels have been specified incorrectly in the 
Digitization pane;
3. Cameras that have different signal/sensitivity levels, or color and black and 
white cameras are connected to the same digitizer;
4. The camera signal level is outside the digitizer’s allowable range;
5. The video adapter’s local video storage volume is not sufficient, or the 
video adapter chipset / driver have some software / hardware problems (it is 
recommended to use a video adapter with a local video storage of 128 MB or 
more; supporting DirectX 9).

To start broadcasting video from an IP camera or IP server cameras:
1. Call up the camera selection menu.

2. Click the button  or , if you want to select a camera from the Favorites 
folder (see Section 4.6.1).

3. Select an IP camera / IP server camera you want to broadcast video from on 
the list by left-clicking. Click the Select button.
• Or double-click the camera using the left mouse button.

After you have selected the IP camera / IP server camera and before you receive a 
signal to the video window from it, the caption “Waiting” may appear.

4. Broadcasting video from the selected IP camera / IP server camera will start in 
the video window. The name of the broadcasted IP camera / IP server camera 
will appear in the upper left corner of the video window.

Attention!
• If the caption “No Signal” appeared in the video window after you have 

selected an IP camera, it is most likely that there is no video signal because 
this IP camera is either turned off, or a connecting cable is out of order, or 
the memory used to process the video stream is not sufficient. Consult your 
system administrator.

• If the caption “Capture Error” appeared in the video window after you have 
selected an IP camera, it is most likely that this error is due to incorrect IP 
camera settings. Consult your system administrator.

• if the caption “Error: License restriction” appeared in the video window 
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after you have selected the IP camera, it is most likely that this error has 
resulted from this IP camera is beyond the allowed number of IP cameras 
to be connected according to your license. The event of exceeding the IP 
camera number limitation set out in the license is registered in the system’s 
event log at startup or during the configuration synchronization. Consult your 
system administrator.

• If the caption “Access denied” appeared in the video window after you have 
selected the IP camera, it is most likely that you do not have the permission 
to broadcast image from this IP camera. Consult your system administrator.

Attention! When you broadcast video from an IP camera or over the network, 
you should take into consideration the following information: If you start viewing 
video from the camera which is currently recording (according to the recording / 
pre-recording function or on your command to start emergency recording), the 
recording parameters for this camera during the simultaneous broadcast and 
registration will be set according to the “maximum quality” principle, i.e. recording 
while broadcasting will be performed with the maximum requested quality.
The camera’s recording quality that is higher than the broadcast quality may 
affect the system’s performance.

Attention! When you broadcast video simultaneously from both lens of a Mobotix 
two-lens IP camera using different quality rates, the maximum broadcast quality 
will be selected.

5. If necessary, you may adjust the quality of the image broadcasted from an IP 
camera or IP server camera and also set the frame rate per second. To do this, 

click the button  in the video window.
6. The quality control will be opened.

7. Set the required broadcast quality using the slider. The default quality is High. 
Set the frame rate per second that you need (from 0.1 to 30 fps) in the field 
located on the right by using the arrows or enter a numeric value.

Attention! For IP cameras that use IP.DelayLess technology (see Section 

3.1.2.10) the button  is not available.

The quality rates for an IP camera / IP server cameras are determined dynamically 
based on the list of resolutions that this IP camera / IP server camera support.

8. To hide the adjuster, place your mouse pointer anywhere in the video window 
and click the mouse button.

The video window image distortion which occurs when an IP camera is 
broadcasting may be due to reasons No. 1 and 5, described above in this Section.

You can also adjust the image quality in the video window while broadcasting over 
the network.

To start broadcasting video from cameras over the network:
1. Call up the camera selection menu.

2. Click the button  or , if you want to select a camera from the Favorites 
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folder (see Section 4.6.1).
3. Select the remote computer camera you want to broadcast video from on the 

list, by left-clicking. Click Select.
• Or double-click the camera using the left mouse button.

After you have selected the camera and before you receive a signal to the video 
window from it, the caption “Waiting” may appear.

4. The video window starts broadcasting video from the selected camera. The 
name of the broadcasted camera will appear in the top left corner of the video 
window.

Attention!
• If the caption “No Signal” appeared in the video window after you have 

selected an IP camera, it is most likely that there is no video signal because 
this IP camera is either turned off or a connecting cable is out of order. Consult 
your system administrator.

• If the caption “No connection” appeared in the video window after you 
have selected an IP camera, it is most likely that you have no connection to 
the computer that the camera you need is connected to. Try to restore the 
network connection to the computer and repeat steps of the algorithm again.

• If the caption “Capture Error” appeared in the video window after you have 
selected an IP camera, it is most likely that this error results from incorrect 
device settings. Consult your system administrator.

• If the caption “Access denied” appeared in the video window after you have 
selected the IP camera, it is most likely that you do not have the permission 
to broadcast image from this IP camera. Consult your system administrator.

5. If necessary, you may adjust the quality of the image broadcasted from the 
remote computer cameras, by making Steps 5-9 of the above algorithm.

If the broadcast quality control button is not available, it is most likely that you 
do not have the permission to change broadcast quality for remote cameras. 
Consult your system administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

If IP camera can work with multiple streams (refer to Section 3.1.2.10.1 for more 

details), then a new button  will appear on the toolbar of the video window. If you 
click on the button, a list of available for broadcast video streams will be opened. The 
list contains only the streams that are permitted to broadcast (see Section 3.1.2.10.1). 
The button is available when two or more streams are configured to broadcast.
To improve system performance, a lower video quality is usually selected for broad-
cast, and the higher quality is left for recording. So the possibility to switch between 
video streams with different quality can be useful if it turns out to be necessary to 
pay more attention to the details on the displayed video.

4.6.3. Zooming video image in the video window
If you need to view a particular object in the video window in more detail, you may 
use the zooming mode. Zooming allows you to change the scale only in the selected 
video image area. When zooming, software image magnification which does not 
affect the original frame quality is applied to achieve maximum camera resolution. 
The zooming mode is available in the broadcast, playback, and switching modes.
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To zoom in/out on a video image area:
1. By holding down the right mouse button, highlight the object you need in the 

video image, either broadcasted or played back in the video window.
2. The object will be highlighted with a blue frame.
3. Now you may zoom in / zoom out the video image in the selected area by 

scrolling the mouse wheel or using the Shift + / Shift - keyboard shortcuts on 
the keyboard.

When highlighting for the first time, a 2x zoom is applied inside the zooming area. 
The maximum is 10x zooming; the minimum zoom value will correspond to the image 
outside the highlighted area.
You may move the area in the video window or resize it by moving its boundaries. In 
this case, the scale you have selected will be maintained within this area. To move, 
you the left mouse button.
To exit the zooming mode, you need to remove the zone highlighting in the video 
window. To do this, place your mouse pointer anywhere in the video window outside 
the highlighted area and click the mouse button.

4.6.4. Switching cameras in the video window
If necessary, you may start switching cameras in the video window according to 
the settings of the selected sequence.

 To be able to switch cameras in the video window, it is necessary to add the relevant 
sequences to the system configuration. Adding and configuring sequences is to be 
performed by the system administrator (see Section 3.6.5).

To start switching cameras in the video window:
1. Call up the camera selection menu.

2. Click the button Sequences for broadcast .
3. Specify the sequence which settings you want to use to switch between 

cameras in the list, and then click Select.
4. After you have selected the sequence, switching between cameras will start 

according to the sequence specified in the switch settings. The switch delay 
time for each camera is configured individually in the switch properties. After 
you have selected the sequence and before you receive a signal from the 
camera, the caption “Waiting” may appear in the video window.

5. In the upper left corner of the video window, you will see the name of the 
running switch and currently broadcasted camera. In the center of the video 
window bottom, the switch control buttons will be displayed.

pausing camera switching and going to the broadcast mode for the camera on 
which switching has been paused

forced switch passing to the previous camera

forced switch passing to the next camera
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resuming camera switching

In the lower right corner of the video window, the following controls will appear:

Save frame

Print frame

Expand image

Enable full-screen video window mode

In the full-screen video window mode, you will see the button  used to exit this 

mode, instead of the button .
In addition to the control buttons displayed while switching in the video window, you 
may right-click to call up the shortcut menu to access other operations.
Besides, you may pause switching and go to the broadcast mode on the camera. 
In this case, all controls available for this mode will appear in the video window.

Attention! When you are switching to another camera while the switch is running, 
the caption “Waiting” may be present in the video window until you receive a 
video signal from the camera.
• If the caption “No Signal” appears when you are switching to another camera 

while the switch is running, it is most likely that this camera is turned off or a 
connecting cable is out of order. Consult your system administrator.

• If the caption “Capture Error” appears when you are switching to another 
camera while the switch is running, it is most likely that one of the devices 
is configured incorrectly. The cause of the error is typically given under this 
caption. Consult your system administrator.

• If the caption “Access denied” appears when you are switching to another 
camera while the switch is running, you do not have the permission to broad-
cast video from cameras. Consult your system administrator.

4.6.5. Synchronous sound
Synchronous sound is used for fast enabling sound broadcast from the micro-
phones assigned to the camera broadcasted in the video window. The microphones 
assigned to the camera are known as synchronous for this camera. Configuring the 
microphones synchronous with the camera is to be done by the system administra-
tor (see Section 3.1.2.9, 3.1.2.10). The same microphones may be simultaneously 
synchronous with several cameras. You may also use synchronous microphones 
for normal sound broadcast from the Device window, see Section 4.3.

To enable synchronous sound for a camera:
1. Select the camera that you want to start the broadcast from in the video window 

(see Section 4.6.2).

2. Click the button in the video window .
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• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 
Enable Sound item.

3. Sound broadcast from the microphones synchronous with the camera will 
start.

If the button  is not available in the video window, it is most likely that no 
synchronous microphone is assigned for the broadcasting camera. Consult your 
system administrator (see Section 3.1.2.9, 3.1.2.10).

If you do not hear sound from some microphones when the synchronous sound 
is on, it is most likely that you do not have the permission to broadcast sound 
from the microphone. Consult your system administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

To disable synchronous sound for cameras:

1. Release the button  in the video window.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Disable Sound item.

Attention! If the microphone is synchronized with several cameras, disabling 
sound broadcast for one of these cameras will disable sound broadcast for all 
other cameras.

4.6.6. Emergency video recording
You may record video data in the VideoNet system both on the system’s schedule 
and on the operator’s command. The schedule is configured by the administrator 
and it does not depend on the operator’s actions (see Section 3.4.1.3, Reactions: 
Video/Audio Recording).
If necessary, the operator may start emergency recording for the camera broad-
casted in the video window while broadcasting.

To start emergency recording while broadcasting from a camera:

1. Click the button  in the video window that is broadcasting video from a 
camera.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Start alarm recording item.
2. Emergency recording will start. In the upper right corner of the video window, 

you will see the camera recording indicator .

3. Click the button  again to discontinue emergency recording.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Stop alarm recording item.
The recording will be performed with the emergency recording parameters (qual-
ity, frame rate per second limitation, resolution, volume) configured by the system 
administrator on the Emergency recording page (see Section 3.2.5).
If synchronous microphones are assigned to the camera, the system automatically 
starts emergency recording on its synchronous microphones too when emergency 
recording from this camera is triggered.
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If the emergency recording button is not available in the video window, it is 
most likely that you do not have the permission to record from this camera. 
Consult your system administrator.

Attention! If no volumes for recording have been added to the system 
configuration, the system will have no space to store video data to. Therefore, 
the emergency recording button will not be available. Consult your system 
administrator.

 For the operator to be able to perform correct emergency recording, it is necessary 
to add volumes to record from sources to the system configuration and configure 
emergency recording parameters (to be done by the system administrator, see Chapter 
3.2). Besides, it is necessary to differentiate the camera control rights (to be done by the 
system administrator, see Section Besides, it is necessary to differentiate the camera 
control rights (to be done by the system administrator, see Section 3.9.1).

4.6.7. Emergency video playback
You may start emergency playback in the video window, if it is necessary to 
urgently play back video while broadcasting.

Attention! You can start emergency playback only if the camera was recording 
video on the system’s schedule or performing emergency recording on the 
operator’s command.

To start emergency playback from a local camera:

1. Click the button  in the video window that broadcasts video from the camera.
2. The video window will switch to the Playback mode.

3. The emergency playback will start.
The system will start playing back the fragments recorded 15 seconds before the 
command was issued. If recording was off at that moment, the video window will be 
displaying the caption “No record” until the recording fragment appears.
In the upper right corner, you will see the date and time field that you can edit as 
well as the recording fragment map.
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To set emergency playback start date and time in the video window:
1. Left-click the date and time field that appeared in the upper right corner of the 

video window after you clicked the button . The date and time settings 
menu will appear.

2. Place your mouse pointer over the necessary field containing the value and 
scroll the wheel up/down. The field value will decrease or increase.

You may also use the arrows that appear when you place your mouse pointer over 
the respective field.

To set the date you may use the button  that opens the calendar.

3. Once edited, set the mouse pointer in any area of the video window and click 
the mouse button.

4. Emergency playback will start from the moment that you have specified.
While broadcasting video from a remote camera, you may also play back the video. 
This is possible only if the current or remote computer has been recording video 
from this camera.

To start emergency playback from a remote camera:

1. Click the button  in the video window that is broadcasting video from a 
remote camera.

2. Emergency playback will start.
In case of emergency playback, the system starts searching for records in the video 
archive on the current computer made 15 seconds before the command has been 
issued. If the current computer was not recording video from this camera, the system 
will start searching for a record on the remote computer (i.e. in the video archive 
of another computer this camera belongs to). After the system finds the record, 
emergency playback from a remote camera will start. The system will start playing 
back the fragments made 15 seconds before the command has been issued.
During emergency playback, you may control the playback using the control buttons 
located in the video window.

Stop emergency playback from the camera and go to the broadcast mode 
for this camera
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Pass to the previous / next recording fragment

 
Pass to the previous / next frame

Resume playback from the camera

Pause playback from the camera in forced manner

Rewind / fast forward

When you play back records, you may increase or decrease the playback (rewind) 
speed using the playback speed control buttons.

When the rewind button is pressed, the player starts playback. Playback is performed 
in the direction specified on the button. The initial rewind speed is always 2x. The 
rewind speed is increased when the button is pressed again. To decrease the speed, 
press the opposite direction button. If the speed is equal to 0, a pause is activated.
When rewinding is on, you may see the cursor moving with a specified speed and 
direction on the record map located at the top of the video window. The current 
speed rate and direction are displayed on the right of the rewinding buttons. The 
speed values may range from 1/4 to 2. When performing fast forward, the sign “>>” 
appears next to the speed value; in case of rewinding, it is the sign “<<”.
Records on the record map are presented as markers. The marker length corre-
sponds to the record duration (according to the selected time scale). The colors of 
markers correspond to the color of the type of each record.

To rescale the map, use one of the following methods:
1. Left-click the record map, thus specifying the position of the pointer, and scroll 

your mouse wheel up / down. The map will be scaled relative to the position 
the pointer is in.

2. Use the scale control element (1) that allows you to change the scale using 
the scale slider.

To use a scale control element, you need to call up the date and time settings 
menu by left-clicking the date and time field in the video window.
To use the slider, you need to place your mouse pointer over it and by clicking and 
holding down the left mouse button, move it to the left /right.

To move horizontally on the record map, use one of the following methods:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the record map and by clicking and holding 

down the mouse wheel, move it to the left / right.
2. Use the scroll buttons located on the record map edges.
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3. Use the buttons used to go between record map graduations (2) located 
in the date and time settings menu.

On the record map, you may highlight a recording fragment and export a clip.

To record a clip in the video window playback mode:
1. By holding down the left mouse button highlight the area you need on the 

record track.

2. Click the button .
3. The Clip Creation Wizard window will be opened (see Section 4.2.6).

You may change the sequence of steps in this algorithm. First press the clip 
export button, and then highlight the desired area on the record track.

4.6.8. Playing back video in the video window
You may start playing back video records in the video window from any of the 
cameras located both on your computer and other network computers.

To start playing back a video record from the camera:
1. Switch to the screen mode you want to play back video in.
2. Select the camera you want to play back the video record from. You can do it in 

several ways: (use the method that you consider to be the most convenient one).

Option 1.
(This method is good, if you want to view a record only from one camera in the 
selected video window)

1. Call up the camera selection menu in the video window. To do this, click the 
Select camera button in the center of the video window.
• Or place your mouse pointer over the caption “No camera selected” / ”Camera 

name” in the upper left corner of the video window, then left-click it.

2. Click the button . The list of cameras from which records have been made 
will be opened.

3. Click the name of the camera you need on the list and click Select.
• Or double-click the camera name using the left mouse button.

4. The video window will switch to the playback mode. Use control buttons to 
control the playback (see Section 4.6.7).

Option 2.
(This method is good, if you want to view records from several cameras simultane-
ously; though it can also be used to view one of the cameras)

1. Open the player.
2. Open the necessary source list for playback (see algorithm 7 of Section 

4.2.2) in the player.
3. Select the camera from the list. To do this, place your mouse pointer over the 

camera name and by clicking and holding down the left mouse button drag it 
to the necessary video window.
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4. In the upper left corner of the video window, the caption “Recording on 
‘Camera Name’ will appear. In the center of the video window, the caption 
“Waiting” will be displayed until the video image appears.

Repeat the camera selection algorithm, if you need to allocate several cameras in 
video windows.
To ensure operator-friendliness, the player features automatic arrangement of 
cameras in video windows. Select the check boxes for the cameras to play back 

which the system should automatically allocate in video windows. Use the button  
to make the system arrange the cameras (according to the arrangement algorithm 
in the player; see Section 4.2.4).

5. Now you are ready to control the playback. To do this, user the player buttons 
(see Section 4.2.1).

Attention! When you close the player window, all video windows the cameras 
from the player were allocated to will go back to the states they were in before 
camera allocation.

Option 3.
(This method is good, if you want to view a record from the camera that is being 
broadcasted in the video window. This method is similar to switching to the 
emergency playback)

1. Click the button  in the video window that is broadcasting video from the 
camera.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu. Select the Go 

to Playback menu item.
2. The video window will go to the playback mode. Use control buttons to control 

the playback (see Section 4.6.7).

Attention! If you see the captions “Access denied” when you attempt to 
select a camera from the playlist or play back, it is most likely that you do not 
have playback rights for this camera. Consult your system administrator (see 
Section 3.9.1).

4.6.9. Switching to the full-screen video window mode
If some emergency situation occurs or you need to view the video image in more 
detail, you may enable the full-screen mode for the video window. The video 
window may be running, in this case, in the broadcast, playback or switching mode.

To enable the full-screen video window mode:

1. Click the button  in the video window.
• Or double-click on the video window.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Expand to Full-Screen item.
2. The full-screen mode will be enabled.

To exit the full-screen video window mode:
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1. Click the button  in the video window mode.
• Or double-click on the video window.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Exit full screen item.
2. The system will switch to the screen mode that was used before the full screen 

mode was enabled.
You may also exit the full-screen mode by double-clicking the video window with 
the left mouse button.

4.6.10. Saving frames from the video window
If necessary, you may save the frame you need from the video window to the file, 
while the camera is broadcasting or playing back.

To save a frame to the file:

1. Click the button  in the video window.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Save frame item.
2. The Save Frame window will be opened. In this step, you may select the 

name of the file and directory to save the frame to. By default, the system 
saves the file in C:\Users\Public\Pictures\Frames\ with the name of format 
Source name_Date (in ddmmyy format)_Time (in hhmmss format), for example 
IP-Camera 2_211021_154838. The saved frame file format is .jpg.

To make changes, click the button  next to the field displaying the frame saving 
path.
In the dialog box that opened, specify the directory and enter the file name. Click 
Save. Then the path will automatically appear in the respective field. Click More.
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3. The dialog box for selecting image caption parameters and compression 
format will be opened.

Specify whether it is necessary to place a caption over the saved image. You may 
specify the caption format, position and color. Select the compression format to 
be used when saving the frame. When you select the JPEG compression format, the 
wizard will offer you to select the JPEG quality from 1 to 10. Click OK to save settings.

4. Click Save to close the Save Frame window.
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4.6.11. Printing images from the video window
While the camera is broadcasting or playing back, you may print a video image 
frame from the video window. To ensure correct printing, you need to have a printer 
connected to your computer.

To print a video image frame:

1. Click the button  in the video window.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select Print 

frame item.
2. The Print Frame window will be opened. Specify the size of the displayed image 

in percent to the sheet width and select the printer. Click Print.

Attention! It is not recommended to use the Microsoft Office Documents Imaging 
Writer printer to print the image.

3. The image that was broadcasted in the video window when the Print function 
was enabled will be sent to print. In addition to the image, the computer name, 
camera name, printing time and date will be printed.

If you fail to print the video image, it is most likely that your printer settings are 
incorrect. Consult your system administrator.

4.6.12. Managing PTZ control in the video window
In the video window, you may control a PTZ camera by using the PTZ control 
menu. Besides, you may need to start PTZ patrols and switch to PTZ presets from 
the PTZ control operation menu.

To manage a PTZ camera from the video window by using the menu:

1. Click the button  in the video window broadcasting the camera which you 
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want to start working with the PTZ control from.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu; then select the 

Open Menu in PTZ Control submenu item of the PTZ Control item.

The button  will not be displayed in the video window, unless the PTZ 
control has been configured for the camera in the Configuration environment. 
The system administrator configures PTZ control in the Devices page’s PTZ 
control pane (see Section 3.1.2).

If the PTZ control menu item is not available when you click the button , 
it is most likely that you do not have the permissions to manage PTZ control. 
Differentiating the rights of access to devices is to be performed by the system 
administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

2. The PTZ control menu will appear in the video window.

Fig. 4.6.12-1. PTZ control menu
The PTZ control menu contains the following controls (see Fig. 4.6.12-1):

• pan and tilt device control buttons (1);
• autofocusing button (2);
• zoom control buttons (zoom) (3);
• button to control focal distance, camera rotation speed and sharpness (4);
• When you click this button, the focus (a), step (b) and iris (c) controls appear 

on the PTZ control menu.
• the Minimize / Expand button on the PTZ control menu (d);
• button to enable PTZ camera control by video image (e);
• button to open the Start Presets and Patrols Menu on the broadcasting 

camera (f).
Element Description

Pan and tilt device Up, down, left, right, up left, down left, up right, down right. 
Press the respective buttons to control the device

zoom Zoom out “-“, zoom in “+”

focus Increase focal distance “-“, decrease focal distance “+”, 
autofocusing “a”

iris Close aperture “-“, open aperture “+”

step Increase rotation speed “+”, decrease rotation speed “-“

If the camera does not support PTZ control, the PTZ control buttons (e.g., zoom or 
focus) will still be available for this camera, but not working when you press them.

In the VideoNet system there are four user priorities, intended for controlling PTZ 
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cameras: highest, high, normal, low. The user with higher priority can recapture 
controlling PTZ cameras from the user with lower priority, who is controlling PTZ 
camera at the present moment.

To recapture controlling PTZ camera:
1. Select PTZ camera in video window.
2. Switch Pan Tilt option by selecting the corresponding item in video window 

menu, which can be opened by click in  button.
3. If you have succeeded in recapture of controlling PTZ camera, then PTZ control 

menu on video window will become active for this camera, if you have failed 
to do recapture controlling – the menu will be inaccessible and an inscription, 
containing the name of Pan Tilt owner, will be displayed in place of it.

Attention! Every fact of PTZ device control capture by a user is registered 
in the Event Log, if «Log PTZ control capture» check-box is selected in the 
corresponding PTZ camera properties (refer to Sections 3.1.2.9 and 3.1.2.10). 
A message about PTZ control capture, containing user name and computer, on 
which the capture took place, will be added into the Event Log of the computer, 
into configuration of which the camera is added.

Let’s consider recapture of controlling PTZ camera by the examples.

1. Let’s assume that priority of “User 1” higher than priority of “User 2”: “User 1” 
has high priority, “User 2” – normal. Let’s assume that “User 2” controls PTZ camera 
at the present moment.
When “User 1”, who has high priority, tries to recapture controlling this camera, the 
controlling will pass to “User 1”, as his priority higher than that of “User 2” (“high” 
> “normal”). During that, PTZ control menu for this camera will become active on 
computer of “User 1” and will become inaccessible on video window of “User 2”. 
Inscription “Used by User 1” will be displayed on video window of “User 2” in place 
of PTZ control menu.

2. Let’s assume that priority of “User 1” is high, and priority of “User 2” is low. 
Let’s assume that “User 1” controls PTZ camera at the present moment.
When “User 2” tries to recapture controlling this camera, the controlling won’t pass 
to “User 2”, as priority of the latter lower than that of “User 1” (“low” < “high”).
During that, PTZ control menu for this camera will be active on video window of 
“User 1” and will be inaccessible for “User 2”. Inscription “Used by User 1” will be 
displayed on video window of “User 2” in place of PTZ control menu.
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3. Let’s assume that priorities of “User 1” and “User 2” are normal. Let’s assume 
that “User 1” controls PTZ camera at the present moment.
When “User 2”, who also has normal priority, tries to recapture controlling this 
camera, the controlling won’t pass to “User 2”, as priorities of both users are equal.
During that, PTZ control menu for this camera will be active on video window of 
“User 1” and will be inaccessible for “User 2”. Inscription “Used by User 1” will be 
displayed on video window of “User 2” in place of PTZ control menu.
When simultaneous attempt of two users with equal priorities to recapture controlling 
PTZ camera the controling passes to the user, who was the first to request controlling.

Configuring user priorities is described in 3.9.2 section.

4.6.12.1. Starting presets in the video window
To start a preset in the video window:
1. If the PTZ control menu is active in the video window broadcasting the camera 

which you want to use to go to the PTZ preset, go to Step 2 of this algorithm. 
Otherwise call up the shortcut menu by right-clicking the video window, place 
your mouse pointer over the PTZ control menu item and select the Open 
PTZ control menu item in the opened submenu. The PTZ control menu will 
appear in the video window. Besides, you may call up the PTZ control menu 

by clicking the button .
2. Click the button (f).
3. The Start Presets and Patrols menu will be opened.

Fig. 4.6.12.1-1. Start Presets and Patrols menu
4. Select the preset you want to go to for this camera from the drop-down list.
5. The camera will switch to this preset.

If the the button (f) used to open the start presets and patrols menu is not 
available, the reasons may be as follows:
• you are not permitted to manage PTZ control for this camera.
Differentiating rights of access to devices should be performed by the system 
administrator (see Section 3.9.1).
• no PTZ preset has been added to the system configuration for this camera. 

Adding PTZ presets is to be performed by the system administrator (see 
Section 3.4.4.4).
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4.6.12.2. Starting patrols in the video window
To start a patrol in the video window:
1. If the PTZ control menu is active in the video window broadcasting the camera 

which you want to use to start a PTZ patrol, go to Step 2 of this algorithm. 
Otherwise call up the shortcut menu by right-clicking on the video window, 
place your mouse pointer over the PTZ control menu item and select the Open 
PTZ control menu item in the opened submenu. The PTZ control menu will 
appear in the video window. Besides, you may call up the PTZ control menu 

by clicking the button .
2. Click the button (f) (see Fig. 4.6.12-1).
3. The Start Presets and Patrols menu will be opened (see Fig. 4.6.12.1-1).
4. Select a patrol that you want to start for this camera from the drop-down list.
5. The patrol for this camera will start running in the video window.

If the button (f) used to start presets and patrols menu is not available, the 
reasons may be as follows:
• you are not permitted to manage PTZ control for this camera.
Differentiating rights of access to devices is to be performed by the system 
administrator (see Section 3.9.1).
• no PTZ patrol has been added to the system configuration for this camera. 

Adding PTZ patrols is to be performed by the system administrator (see 
Section 3.4.4.6).

4.6.12.3. Managing PTZ control by video image
To control a PTZ camera in the video image by using a mouse (Target-
ClickTM technology):

1. Click the button  in the video window broadcasting the camera which you 
want to use to start PTZ control.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu. Place your mouse 

pointer over the PTZ control menu item and select Open PTZ control menu 
item in the opened submenu.

2. Click the button (e) (see Fig. 4.6.12-1) to enable the feature of PTZ control by 
video image.

3. Specify the target in the video image where the camera should turn to. To do this, 
left-click the video image in the video window while holding down the Ctrl key.

4. To zoom in / zoom out the object, use the mouse scroll wheel or the keys +/- on 
the keyboard.

5. To control the rotation speed, use the buttons +/- in the PTZ control menu’s 
STEP section.

Attention! If you specify a minimum or maximum value of the Step parameter, 
the camera rotation may be either insufficient or excessive. For more accurate 
camera motion, you need to avoid specifying the minimum and maximum values   
of the Step parameter.
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4.6.13. Displaying detection in the video window

To enable detection displaying in the video window:

1. Click the button  in the video window.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and place your 

mouse pointer over the Show Detectors item.
2. Select the detector you need from the opened menu.

Menu item Description

Adaptive object 
detector

Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
track moving objects using indication in the video window. If the system 
registers motion by the broadcasting camera, it will highlight the entire 
moving object in the video window with red boxes rather than only the 
moving parts of this object.

Motion detector Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
track moving objects using indication in the video window. If the system 
registers motion in one or more zones by the broadcasting camera, it will 
highlight the moving parts of this object in the video window.

Direction 
detector

Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
react to an object moving in the specified direction. When the detector is 
triggered, the object will be enclosed in a red box in the video window.

Abandoned 
object detector

Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
inform you about abandoned foreign objects or disappeared guarded 
objects by indication in the video window. If system registers an alarm 
object by the broadcasting camera, this object will be highlighted with 
green boxes in the video window.

Crossing 
detector

Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
display an object’s motion relative to the crossing line in the video window. 
When an object is between the alarm line and the attention line or crosses 
the alarm line from a specified unauthorized direction, the object will be 
enclosed in orange boxes.

Sabotage 
detector

Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
inform you about sabotage by the broadcasting camera. If the system 
detects sabotage by the broadcasting camera, you will see the caption 
“Sabotage” in the video window.

Object counter Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
display the number of objects registered by the broadcasting camera in 
the video window. You can see the number of registered objects in the 
upper left corner of the video window.

Face detector Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
register human faces in the video window. When the detector is triggered, 
the human faces will be enclosed in a red box in the video window. If the 
detector pre-analyzes the object, then the object is enclosed in an orange 
box. If the object counter was included in the detector settings in the 
Configuration environment, you can see the number of registered faces 
and the detection zone number in the upper left corner of the video window.
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Menu item Description

Smoke detector Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
detect smoke using indication in the video window. If the system registers 
smoke in one or more zones by the broadcasting camera, it will be 
highlighted with red boxes in the video window.

Fire detector Select the check box against this menu item, if you want the system to 
detect fire using indication in the video window. If the system registers fire 
in one or more zones by the broadcasting camera, it will be highlighted 
with red boxes in the video window.

Object type 
detector

Set the flag next to this menu item if you want the system to detect 
objects of a certain type by means of an indication in the video window. 
The types of objects to detect are set in the Configuration environment 
(see section 3.4.2.16).
If the system detects an object of a given type in one or more zones by 
the broadcasted camera, it will be highlighted in the video window (with 
a mark about its type):

• by a green rectangle if the object type is selected only in the  
(detection) column in the settings for types of detected objects;

• by a red rectangle if the object type is selected in the  (alarm) 
column in the settings for the types of objects to be detected.

Queue length 
detector

Set the flag next to this menu item if you want the system to detect the 
formation of a queue by indicating it in the video window. Object types for 
detection are set in the Configuration environment (see section 3.4.2.17).
If the object type is selected only in the  (detection) column in the 
settings for the types of detected objects, then when it is detected by the 
system, it will be highlighted with a green rectangle (with a note about its 
type and queue number).

If the object type is selected in the  (alarm) column in the settings for 
the types of detected objects, then when it is detected by the system, it 
will be highlighted in the video window (with a note about its type and 
queue number):

• by an orange rectangle;
• by a red rectangle if the number of objects has reached the value of 

the Number of objects in the queue parameter set in the detector 
settings.

Attention! If a motion detector and adaptive object detector are configured and 
running on the camera, the system will highlight moving objects with red boxes 
for both detectors simultaneously.

For information about how to configure camera detectors and detection 
parameters on the Detection page, see Section 3.4.2.

4.6.14. Sending sound to IP device
To some IP devices (IP camera / IP server) can be connected the speakerphone. 
This allows you send the sound from the microphone to this device.

To enable sending sound to the camera:
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1. Select the camera that you want to start the broadcast from in the video 
window.

2. Click the button  in the video window.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Send sound to camera item.

3. The button  will change into and sending sound from a microphone to the 
speakerphone of the camera will start.

If the button  is not available in the video window, then maybe, IP device 
doesn’t have the required functionality, or a microphone for sending sound is 
not selected in the Configuration environment.

If the IP camera (the IP server’s camera) images are broadcasted in the video 

window and the button  is pressed, then the button is pressed in other 
video window will have the same state, if you select the same IP-camera (the 
IP server’s camera). The button will not disabled in the video window, if you 
change the source in another video window.

For playback the sound through the IP server speakerphone, at least one camera 
must be added to the IP server in the «Configuration» environment.

To disable sending sound to the camera:

1. Click the button  in the video window.
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Stop sending sound to the camera item.

2. The button will change to  and stop sending sound to the camera.

4.6.15. Moving cameras between video windows

If necessary, you may interchange cameras located in video windows.

To interchange cameras between video windows:
1. Decide which cameras in the video windows should change their places.
2. Place your mouse pointer over one of the video windows containing the 

broadcasting camera.
3. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the mouse pointer 

to another video window and release the mouse button.
4. The cameras will exchange their positions in video windows.

Thus, you may allocate cameras in video windows at your option.
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4.6.16. Disabling the video window
If you want to stop broadcast or playback from the camera in the video window or 
hide the caption in the video window, disable this video window.

To disable a video window:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the upper left corner of this video window.
2. Call up the Select Source menu and click the Remove the Camera from the 

Video Window control button .
• Or right-click the video window to call up the shortcut menu and select the 

Stop broadcasting of camera item.
3. The video window will be disabled.
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4.7. Event logs
The event logs contain all events that have occurred in the system while VideoNet 
was in operation. If it’s necessary, you can easily find and view the events that have 
occurred in the system for any period of time. Each computer of the system has its 
own event logs that you can view right on your computer (provided that you have 
appropriate rights).
In one screen mode (creating a screen mode see section 3.6.1.2) you can host 
more than one event log window in which you can select different log types (see 
sections 4.7.1.1 – 4.7.1.4).

To start working with the event log:
1. Switch to the screen mode that contains the event log window. It is the system 

administrator who configures screen modes and adds windows to them.
2. The event log window will be opened. 

Attention! To display system computers in event logs, on the Roles page, the 
Display devices right for the Entire system partition must be permitted (see 
section 3.9.1.3).

The event log window includes the toolbar (1) and the event list (2).
The event list can display either all events or the events filtered with a certain filter 
(for more details about how to work with filters, see section 4.7.2). They can be 
either with the events for a certain time period, or of certain types, or that contain 
a particular text in the description.
The VideoNet system features automatic event list refreshment in the event log. 
The events that have just occurred in the system are immediately displayed on the 
list unless they are in conflict with the conditions of the filter applied.
You can disable automatic event refreshment (by default, this option is permanently 

enabled). To do this, you need to click the button  on the event log toolbar. In 
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this case the event list will not be automatically refreshing when the application is 
running and you will be able to refresh the event log manually. To do this, click the 

button  on the event log toolbar or press the F5 key on the keyboard.
When you disable automatic refreshment, you will be able to select a date range by 
using the calendar on the toolbar. In this case, the event list may display only the 
events that occurred within a specified time interval.
You can specify the number of events to be displayed in the event log on the panel 
located at the bottom of the window. To specify the limit, use the buttons Decrease 

 and Increase . The limit step is 1,000.
There is a technical restriction on the number of events to be simultaneously displayed 
in the event log: There should be no more than 10,000 events. Note that the number 
of sampled events may be greater than the maximum number of events displayed 
in the event log. Therefore it is advisable to apply advanced filters to view only the 
information you need.
Also when you disable automatic refreshment, filter option becomes available in 
the toolbar.

When the event log window is closed, the system remembers the last filter 
settings and sorting.

You can open a Details window for each event to get more detailed information.

To get information about the event in question:
1. Select the event from the list and double-click it by using the left mouse button.

• Or click the button  on the toolbar.
• Or press the Enter key on the keyboard.
• Or right-click the event on the list and select the Open event details item 

from the shortcut menu that opened.
2. The Event Details dialog box will be opened.

This dialog box displays the information you see in the list of event logs more clearly.
3. If you want to view the information about other events without closing this dialog 

box, use the arrow keys to move up / down to the next event.
• Or highlight the event you want to start viewing from on the list, not closing 

the dialog box. Use the “”/“” arrow keys on the keyboard to move up / 
down to the next event.

The toolbar (1) contains elements that perform the following functions:
• Log selection;
• Computer selection;
• Refreshment mode selection;
• Displaying event details;
• Switch to the player;
• Event search;
• Setting the time interval;
• Filter enabling;
• Microsoft Excel export.
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4.7.1. Selecting the Event log to view
You can view the event log of any computer added to the VideoNet system 
configuration.
Event logs include System, ACS Configuration, Access to the archive, Passages 
and Faces logs.
Passages logs include:

• “PASSAGES.ALL”
• “PASSAGES.ACS”
• “PASSAGES. FOR REMOVED DATABASES”
• “PASSAGES. LICENCE PLATE DATABASE”, where «LICENCE PLATE 

DATABASE« is the name of the configured licence plate database in the 
Configuration environment (see section 3.3.2.1).

To select a log to view events:

1. On the left side of the event log toolbar (1), click Select log , ,  or 

.
2. A drop-down list containing a list of logs will be opened. By default, System 

log is selected.

3. Select the log you need.
4. The event log window displays events related to the selected log.

To select a computer to view the event log:

1. Click the button  on the event log’s toolbar.
2. The drop-down list of computers which events you can view will be opened.
3. Select a computer from the list.

4. In the event log window, you will see the events that have occurred on the 
selected computer.
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4.7.1.1. System Log
The system log contains all events related to the operation of ACS, FIAS and video 
surveillance devices.

To limit the output of events based on source functionality:

1. Click All events  button on the toolbar.
2. A drop-down list will open containing the following categories: ACS, FIAS, 

video surveillance, System.

3. Select categories you need.
4. The event log window will display only events related to the selected categories.

The system log contains the following columns:
• Number;
• Event type;
• Message text;
• Date and time;
• Message title;
• Event by;
• Source type;
• Computer.

You can filter and sort each column accordingly (see sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.3).
Events in the system log are also divided into several types: information, error, 
warning, security events, alarm, user event.
The event Details dialog box of the selected event (see section 4.7) of the System 
Log contains:

• Text and type of event;
• Date and time;
• Name and type of the source, by which the event is logged;
• Name of the computer, on which the event is logged.

Effectively the window more clearly displays the information that is in the list of events.
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4.7.1.2. Access to the archive log
Access to the archive log contains all events related to the archive operation:

• Play from the player, including rewind and easy positioning on the timeline;
• Export (creation) a video clip from the player;
• Export (creation) clips from a schedule;
• Play an archive from the iOS, Android and WEB mobile client;
• Video archive playback in the video window (emergency playback);
• Play video clips in the Analytics environment;
• Playback of video archive to external application using VideoNet Integration 

Module (VIM);
• Record deletion.

Access to the archive log contains the following columns:
• Number;
• Event type;
• Message text;
• Date and time;
• Message title;
• Event by;
• Source type;
• Computer.

You can filter and sort each column accordingly (see sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.3).
The event Details dialog box of the selected event (see section 4.7) of the Access 
to the archive Log contains:

• Number (in the header)
• Text and type of event;
• Date and time;
• Name and type of the source, by which the event is logged;
• Name of the computer, on which the event is logged.
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4.7.1.3. ACS Configuration Log
ACS Configuration log contains all events related to changes in configuration.
ACS Configuration log contains the following columns:

• Number;
• Date and time;
• Event;
• Object type;
• Object name;
• Description;
• User;
• From the computer;
• Computer;
• ACS database.

You can filter and sort each column accordingly (see sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.3).
Events in the ACS Configuration log are also divided into several types: editing, 
adding, deleting.
The event Details dialog box of the selected event (see section 4.7) of ACS 
Configuration Log contains:

• Description, type, date and time of the event;
• The type and name of the object with the computer on which the event is logged;
• User name and computer from which the user made changes;
• The name of the ACS database to which the object belongs..
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4.7.1.4. Passages Log
Passages log contains all events related to the results of the Automatic number 
plate recognition module. The passage events are recorded on the computer where 
the camera with the recognition module is installed (see section 3.4.3.1 for details). 
The events are distributed in the Passages log as follows:
Log name Description

PASSAGES.ALL Display of all recognized licence plates 
(without any additional conditions of checking 
for match).

PASSAGES.ACS, PASSAGES <NAME OF 
LICENCE PLATE DATABASE> (If the licence 
plate database is created in the system, see 
section 3.3.2)

Display of recognized licence plates which 
were compared to match the active/existing 
licence plates in the database.

PASSAGES. FOR REMOVED DATABASES Display of recognized licence plates which 
were compared to match the deleted licence 
plates in the database.

All entries for licence plate recognition events are directly related to one of the 
following events:

Licence plate recognized (Licence plate is recognized automatically)

Licence plate recognized not exactly (licence plate is recognized automati-
cally, but part of symbols wasn’t recognized)

Licence plate defined by operator (licence plate was entered by operator 
during passage in the moment of decision making or it was edited by the 
operator after automatic recognition fixating)

Records that are formed when the number matches the licence plate database or 
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ACS database can have only one type of message: «Licence plate is found in licence 

plate database» . These records are displayed only in the PASSAGES.ACS and 
PASSAGES <NAME OF LICENCE PLATE DATABASE> logs.
Passages log contains the following columns:

• Message number;
• Type of message;
• Date and time;
• Licence plate;
• Direction of movement;
• Source;
• Direction name;
• Computer;
• Reliability;
• Message text;
• Car model (in all of the logs except PASSAGES.ALL);
• Car color (in all of the logs except PASSAGES.ALL);
• Comment (in all of the logs except PASSAGES.ALL);
• Database of licence plates (only in the PASSAGES. FOR REMOVED DATA-

BASES log).

Each event in the passages logs has its own unique message number, i.e. the 
message number in all passages logs and in the access gate points window 
does not repeat.

The event Details dialog box of the selected event (see section 4.7) of Passages 
Log contains:

• An icon, type, text, date and time of the event;
• Direction name;
• Source (the camera with the recognition module);
• Name of the computer, on which the event is logged;
• Reliability of recognition of a licence plate;
• Photo of the car with a licence plate, photos from additional cameras;
• Print frame and Save frame buttons located inside the photo area;
• Licence plate (as a frame);
• Field with a magnified image of a licence plate from the photo;
• Buttons for previewing and saving to a file;
• Car model, color, comment (in all of the logs except PASSAGES.ALL).

You can print or save the details of the event you are interested in to a file. To print 
event details, click the preview button located at the bottom of the Event Details 

window, and in the preview window that opens, click the button . If you want to 
save event details to a file, click the save button located at the bottom of the Event 
Details window, or click the  button in the preview window. You can save event 
details to PDF, HTML, and RTF files.
You can also separately print or save a photo of the car whose number was recog-
nized. To do this, use the Print frame and Save frame buttons located inside the 
photo area. The settings for saving and printing the frame are carried out similarly 
to the procedure described for the video window in sections 4.6.10 and 4.6.11, 
respectively.
Besides that, for the PASSAGES.ALL log licence plate editing is available. You can 
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edit licence plate in the event Details dialog box.

Attention! You can edit the licence plate if you have the appropriate rights.

To edit the licence plate:
1. Double-click the left mouse button on the frame with the licence plate. The 

frame will be converted to an input field that displays the current value of the 
licence plate.

2. In the input field, change the value of the licence plate.
3. To complete editing, you should click the left mouse button outside of the input 

field.
• Or you can push Enter on the keyboard

4. You can cancel editing (the change process will not be completed) by pushing 
Esc on the keyboard.

The new licence plate will be recorded and displayed with the changed values in 
the Event details window and in the PASSAGES.ALL log:

• The name of the event will be changed to the Number defined by the operator;
• The Validity field will change to «-»
• The message Text field will change to The X number defined by the Y 

operator, where X is the value of the number and Y is the operator’s name.

4.7.1.5. Faces Log
Faces log contains all events related to the results of the Face recognition module. 
Recognition events are recorded on the computer where the camera with the 
recognition module is installed (see section 3.4.3.2 for details).
All entries for recognition events are directly related to one of the following events:
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Face is recognized

Database match

Face substitution

Records that are formed when the face matches the ACS database can have only 

one type of event: «DB match» .
Faces log contains the following columns:

• Event type;
• Date and time;
• Face image from the camera;
• Photo from the DB;
• Camera;
• Computer;
• Full name;
• Position;
• Department;
• Age;
• Name of face DB;
• Comment;
• Gender;
• Similarity level;
• Emotion;
• Temperature;
• Mask.

The event Details dialog box of the selected event (see section 4.7) contains:
• Source (the camera with the recognition module);
• Face image from the camera;
• Print frame and Save frame buttons located inside the photo area;
• Photo from the DB;
• Gender;
• Age;
• Emotion;
• Computer;
• DB of faces;
• Full name;
• Department;
• Position;
• Comment;
• Temperature (displayed only if data is available);
• Buttons for previewing and saving to a file.

You can print or save the details of the event you are interested in to a file. The 
procedure for printing and saving event details is similar to the procedure described 
for the Passages Log (see section 4.7.1.4).
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In the Faces Log there is a possibility to search for events by the image. For more 
information on searching for events in logs see section 4.7.5.

4.7.2. Filtering the Event list
Sometimes it becomes quite difficult to analyze all system events simultaneously, 
especially when the number of events is constantly growing. To make analyzing 
simpler and easier, you can use filters. By using various filtering methods adapted to 
your needs, you can leave only the events that need to be analyzed on the event list.

To enable the event filter:

1. Click the button  on the toolbar.
• Or right-click the column title in the shortcut menu that opened and select 

the Set Filter item.
2. You will see a filter string under the event list titles which you may use to filter 

any column.
3. Left-click the filter field of any column you need.
4. Set up the filter. The filter parameters and behavior depend on the column to 

be filtered. In the filter field, you can either type the text or open the drop-down 
list or menu. You can simultaneously use several filtering types at your option 
to get the desired result.
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Column name Filter applying description

Event number If you want the list to display only the events 
with certain numbers, type the number in 
the filter field. As you type, you will see a 
drop-down list containing the options that 
satisfy the search criteria and begin with the 
characters you are typing. The filter allows 
for typing numeric values only  .

Event/message type If you want the list to display only the events 
of a particular type, select the type in question 
from the drop-down list.

Message title, Message text, Description, 
Event

If you want the list to display only the events 
that contain a particular text, type this text or 
its part in the filter field. If the system finds a 
match, these events will appear on the list.

Date and Time If you want the list to display only the events 
for a particular date, enter the date in ques-
tion by using the calendar.

Accuracy If you want the list to display only the events 
with certain recognition accuracy, enter the 
accuracy percentage in the filter field.

Message by, Object type, Object name If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain source, enter source name in the 
filter field.

Source type If you want the list to display only the events 
that belong to a particular source type, select 
the type in question from the drop-down list.

Photo If you want the list to display only the events 
with the certain photo, insert the photo in the 
filter field using the menu.

Computer If you want the list to display only the events 
that belong to the event log of a particular 
computer, enter the text into the filter field. 
As you type, you will see a drop-down list 
containing the options that satisfy the search 
criteria and begin with the text you are typing.

User If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain user, enter user name in the filter 
field.

By computer If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain computer, enter computer name 
in the filter field.

Licence plate If you want the list to display only the passage 
events with the certain licence plate, enter 
licence plate in question in the filter field.

Direction of movement If you want the list to display only the passage 
events with the certain direction, select 
direction in question from the drop-down list.
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Column name Filter applying description

Direction If you want the list to display only the passage 
events with the certain direction name, enter 
direction name in question in the filter field.

Car model, color, comment If you want the list to display only the passage 
events with the certain car, enter character-
istics in question in the filter field.

Camera If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain camera, enter camera name in 
the filter field.

Name of face DB If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain face DB, enter name of face DB 
in the filter field.

Similarity level If you want the list to display only the events 
with certain similarity level, enter similarity 
level in the filter field.

Full name If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain full name, enter full name in the 
filter field.

Position If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain position, enter position in the filter 
field.

Department If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain department, enter department in 
the filter field.

Age If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain age, enter age in the filter field.

Gender If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain gender, select gender in the filter 
field.

Emotion If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain emotion, select emotion in the 
filter field.

Descriptor ID If you want the list to display only the events 
by certain descriptor ID, enter descriptor ID 
value in the filter field.

Temperature If you want the list to display only the 
events with certain temperature value, enter 
temperature value in the filter field.

Mask If you want the list to display only recognition 
events with a certain type of mask on the face, 
select the value you want in the filter field.

5. Then only the events that satisfy the conditions specified will appear on the 
event list.
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4.7.2.1. Configuring the Event log filter

When you click the button , the filter status bar will appear simultaneously with 
a filter string at the bottom of the event log window.
It contains the option of enabling / disabling the current filter (1), current filter 
display field (2), Edit Filter button (3) and Reset Filter button (4).
The option of enabling / disabling the filter (1) allows you to temporarily disable 
the filter applied and quickly enable it when necessary.
The filter display field (2) shows the filtering condition which is currently in progress. 
When you click this field or the button , you can see a list of recently used filters 
and select the appropriate filter, if necessary.

When you click the button , it resets all filter settings and the filter status bar will 

look as follows: 
In this case, the option of enabling/disabling the filter becomes inactive and you may 
open the list of recently used filters only by clicking the button .

When you click the button , a dialog box in which you can either edit the current 
filter condition or configure a more advanced filter will be opened.
The filter is structured as a tree which nodes are the logical AND or OR operations 
which in turn include filtering conditions as their nested elements. To configure the 
filter, use the logical operation selection button (1) and the filtering conditions 
field (2).

To configure the event filter:

1. Left-click the logical operation selection button (1).
2. The shortcut menu will be opened. Select the menu item you need – AND or OR.

When you select the AND logical operation, it means that the system will search 
for the events in the event log which will satisfy all the criteria you have specified.

When you select the OR logical operation, it means that the system will search for 
the events in the event log which will satisfy at least one of the search criteria you 
have specified.
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3. Click the button  to add a filtering condition.
• Or click the logical operation selection button again and select the Add a 

condition item from the shortcut menu.
In the filtering conditions field (2), a new configuration form will appear. This form 
consists of three parts.

4. Left-click the field (a) and select the name of the event list column to filter from 
the menu.

5. Left-click the field (b) and select the condition to be fulfilled from the menu. The 
menu items directly depend on the filtered column.

Event 
number, 
Reliability, 
Similarity 
level, Age, 
Tempera-
ture, 
Descriptor 
ID

Message text, Event by, 
Message title, Computer, 
Event, Object type, Object 
name, Description, User, From 
the computer, Licence plate, 
Direction, Car model, Car color, 
Comment, Camera, Name of 
face DB, Full name, Position, 
Department

Date and 
time

Source 
type, 
Message 
type, 
Direction of 
movement, 
Gender, 
Emotion, 
Mask

Photo

equal equal equal equal empty

not equal not equal not equal not equal not empty

greater than contains greater than one of
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Event 
number, 
Reliability, 
Similarity 
level, Age, 
Tempera-
ture, 
Descriptor 
ID

Message text, Event by, 
Message title, Computer, 
Event, Object type, Object 
name, Description, User, From 
the computer, Licence plate, 
Direction, Car model, Car color, 
Comment, Camera, Name of 
face DB, Full name, Position, 
Department

Date and 
time

Source 
type, 
Message 
type, 
Direction of 
movement, 
Gender, 
Emotion, 
Mask

Photo

greater than 
or equal

does not contain greater than 
or equal

more  than 
one of

less than starts with less than empty

less than or 
equal

ends as less than or 
equal

not empty

between empty between

not between not empty not between

starts with 
one of

yesterday

one of today

more than 
one of

last week

empty

not empty

6. Left-click the field (c) to enable it. Specify the filtering value in this field. The 
principle used to specify the field value is similar to that described in the Table 
of Section 4.7.2.

7. Click the Apply button to enable the settings you have specified.
8. The event list will display the events filtered with the specified filter. Click OK 

to close the dialog box.
Next to the specified filter condition line, you can see the button  which deletes 
the condition when you click it.
When you specify a logical operation and related filtering conditions, you create a 
condition group. The VideoNet system allows you to set a more advanced event 
filter by using these groups. The filter is structured as a tree which allows you to 
nest one condition group into another.

To create a condition group in the event filter:

1. Left-click the button  in the filter status bar.
2. The filter dialog box will be opened.
3. Left-click the logical operation selection button.
4. On the menu that appeared, select the Add group item.
5. In the filtering conditions field, a new logical operation will appear as a nested 

element to the existing operation.
6. Repeat the steps of the above event filter configuration algorithm to add filtering 

conditions.

To delete a condition group from the event filter:
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1. Left-click the logical operation selection button of the condition group that 
you want to delete.

2. On the menu, select the Delete Group item.
3. This will delete the condition group together with all nested elements.

Attention! A condition group will be deleted together with all nested elements 
including the condition groups inside it.

To delete all conditions specified in the event filter:
1. Left-click the first logical operation selection button in the filter’s tree.
2. On the menu that opened, click the Clear all item.
3. This will delete all condition groups and filtering conditions.

After the event log window is closed, the system stores the latest filter settings 
and sorting.

4.7.3. Sorting Events on the list
To analyze events more efficiently, you may sort events on the list, if necessary. You 
can sort by any column on the list.

To sort events on the list:

1. Right-click the title of the column in question.
2. This will open the shortcut menu on which you may specify how to display 

events: in ascending order or in descending order.
This method allows you to specify sorting by several columns at once.

In this case, sorting is performed by columns in the order in which the user 
sets the sorting: first, the first column in which the sorting is configured, then 
the next column, etc.

You can also carry out the sorting without using the event log shortcut menu. To 
do this, you need to left-click one of the column titles on the event list. The event 
list will be sorted by type which corresponds to the selected column. The event list 
sorting direction –either ascending or descending – is indicated with an arrow next 
to the column title. This method allows you to specify the sorting by one column only.

To cancel event sorting on the list:
1. Right-click the sorted column title.
2. Select the Cancel Sorting item from the appeared shortcut menu.

Attention! Event list sorting is available only in the manual list updating mode.
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4.7.4. Configuring the Event log view
You can customize the list view at your option in the event log. You can either hide 
the columns that you do not need or add them again if necessary, or exchange 
positions of columns, or alter their width.

To add a column to the event list:
1. Right-click any column title.
2. On the shortcut menu that opened, click the Add Columns item.
3. In the lower right corner of the event log window, you will see the Drag columns 

dialog box. This window contains the titles of the columns that are hidden in 
the event log list and are available for adding.

4. In the dialog box, place your mouse pointer over the column title in question 
and drag it to the desired location in the list title area by clicking and holding 
the left mouse button.

5. The column you have added will appear on the event list.
Note that you can arrange the columns on the event list in any order you need by 
moving their titles. To do this, use the left mouse button.

To hide an event list column:
1. Right-click the title of the column in question.
2. Select the Hide Column item from the shortcut menu that opened.
3. The selected column will no longer be displayed on the event list. If the Drag 

columns dialog box is open at this point, the hidden column title will appear in it.
You can also hide an event list column by moving it to the Drag columns dialog box. 
To do this, place your mouse pointer over the column title in question in the list title 
area and move this title to the column selection dialog box by clicking and holding 
down the left mouse button.
Once you have configured column displaying on the event list, you may close the 

Drag columns dialog box by clicking the button .
You can adjust column width on the event list.

To modify a column’s width by its content (Best fit):
1. Right-click the title of the column which width you want to modify.
2. On the shortcut menu that opened, select the Best Fit item.
3. The column’s width will be fitted by the contents of cells.

To modify a column’s width by using the mouse:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the right border of the column title.
2. The mouse pointer will change into .
3. By holding down the left mouse button, move the column title border to the left 

/ right until you get the desired column’s width.
To modify the column’s width by its content using the mouse, double-click the right 
border of the column title.

Attention! The system allows you to adjust the width of any event list column, 
except the Message Type, Source Type and Photo columns, as their width 
is fixed.
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4.7.5. Searching for an Event on the list
If you need to find some event among the selected events, you can search for it 
among the text descriptions of all events selected for viewing.

To find the event you need by a text description:
1. Place your mouse pointer in the search box.

2. Type the text to search and click the button .

3. If the system finds the text you have typed, it will be highlighted in color on 
the event list.

New controls will appear in the search box.

If the event list contains several events that satisfy the search criteria, you may pass 

from one event to another by clicking the  and  buttons to scroll up or down 
the list. In this case, the whole event line will be highlighted.
If the system has not found any element that satisfies the search criteria on the list, 

the search will be completed. To reset search, use the button .
In addition, in the Faces Log there is a possibility of searching for events by the image.

To find the event with a person you need by the image:

1. Click on the  button in the upper left corner of the Faces Log. The image 
search panel will be opened.

2. Click the Add button or drag an image from the face log/window. When you 
click the Add button, the Add photo window opens.
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3. You can add an image in two ways - from a file or from a webcam.

4. When you click the Add from file  button, a standard Windows dialog window 
for opening files will be opened. Select a JPEG, PNG or BMP photo file and 
click the Open button. The system will add the photo to the appropriate area.

5. When you click the Create photo  button, a broadcast from the webcam 
connected to the computer will appear.

6. Select the appropriate moment when the person’s face is clearly visible and click 

the button with the image of the camera . The system will add the photo to 
the appropriate area. You can crop the image so that only the face you need 
for the search is left on it.

7. In addition, you should configure the desired similarity level of the face on the 
added image with faces on the images in the events.

8. Click the Search button.
9. The system will filter the events. Only the events in which the face on the photo 

has the necessary similarity level with the face on the added photo will be shown.

4.7.6. Switching from Event log to Player
If you want to watch a video record (if any) made at a certain time when some event 
displayed on the list occurred, you can switch to the player.

To switch to the player for an event:
1. Highlight the event you need on the event log list.

2. Click the button  on the event log toolbar.
• Or click Ctrl+Enter on the keyboard.
• Or right-click the event on the list and select the Open Player item in the 
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shortcut menu.
3. The player will be opened. The mouse pointer will be set to the time when the 

event that you have selected occurred.
To display the required video, you must configure the playlist to select the source 
(see section 4.2 for details).

4.7.7. Event export

When you click the  button in the area, the standard file saving dialog box 
will open. You can save the displayed table to the .xls format file compatible with 
Microsoft Excel 2003 or a later version.
After you specify file name and location, click Save to record all the data to the file. 
The resulting file will be structured as a table that contains information about the 
selected events.

Attention! If in the exported Excel file, the Date and Time column does not 
contain seconds, select a field format for that column that displays seconds.
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4.8. Sound
You may broadcast and record sound from microphones and play the records created.
You may enable sound broadcast from the microphones that are synchronous for 
the broadcasting camera in the video window (For more details about how to work 
with synchronous sound, see Section 4.6.5; configuring camera-synchronized 
microphones is to be performed by the system administrator; it is described in 
Sections 3.1.2.9, 3.1.2.10).

 To ensure correct sound operation, it is necessary to add audio capture devices and 
microphones to the system configuration. Microphones should be connected to the 
inputs of an audio capture device or of an IP device. Adding, connecting and configuring 
microphones should be performed by the system administrator (see Section 3.1.2.8). 
You should also have appropriate rights of access to microphones to be able to work 
with sound (Differentiating rights of access to devices is to be performed by the system 
administrator, see Section 3.9.1).

To start working with sound:

1. Click the button  on the floating window panel.
• Or click the Alt+D keyboard shortcut.

2. The Devices window will be opened.
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4.8.1. Microphone sound broadcast

To start broadcasting sound from a microphone:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the microphone which you want to broadcast 

on the Devices panel and right-click it.
2. Select the Start broadcast item on the shortcut menu.
3. Sound broadcast from the microphone will start. You will see the status icon 

 on the right of the device.

A status icon appearance may vary depending on the computer the broadcast 
is running on. If the broadcast is running on the local computer, the icon will be 
green , while it will be gray on the remote computer .

You can simultaneously broadcast sound from several microphones. To do this, you 
need to repeat the steps of the above algorithm for other microphones.
You can simultaneously broadcast and record audio from one or more microphones.

If you cannot hear sound from the microphone connected to the IP camera that 
you have selected to broadcast, the reasons may be the following:
• No connection to the computer the IP camera is connected to;
• The system was unable to find a codec used by this microphone to decompress 

audio stream. In this case, a respective “error”-type message is generated 
in the event log.

• The microphone is connected to the IP camera that is beyond the restriction 
on the number of IP cameras that may be connected under your license (see 
Chapter 2.3). The event of exceeding the IP camera number limitation set out 
in the license is registered in the system’s event log at startup or during the 
configuration synchronization.

If the Enable Broadcast item is not available on the shortcut menu for the 
microphone you want to broadcast sound from, you have no right to broadcast 
sound from this microphone. Consult your system administrator.

If you hear a monotonous sound signal consisting of periodic short low-frequency 
beeping signals after you have selected a microphone connected to an IP camera 
for broadcast, the reasons may be the following:
• No network connection to the IP camera this microphone is connected to;
• The IP camera is not connected to power supply;
• Some hardware error occurred.

To stop broadcasting sound from a microphone:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the microphone which you want to stop broad-

casting on the Devices panel and right-click it.
2. Select the Stop broadcast item from the shortcut menu.

3. Sound broadcast from this microphone will discontinue. The status icon  
will disappear.
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4.8.2. Emergency microphone sound recording
To start emergency microphone sound recording:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the microphone you want to start recording from 

on the Devices panel and right-click it.
2. Select the Start alarm recording item from the shortcut menu.
3. Sound recording from this microphone will start. You will see the status icon 

 on the right of the device.

The appearance of status icons may vary depending on the computer the 
recording is running on. If recording is running on the local computer, the icon 
will be red , while it will be gray  on the remote computer.

The recording parameters will correspond to the emergency recording settings 
(volume for recording, record type, recording quality, etc.). Configuring emergency 
recording parameters is to be performed by the system administrator on the Emer-
gency Recording page; it is described in Section 3.2.5).
You can simultaneously record sound from several microphones. To do this, you 
need to repeat the steps of the above algorithm for other microphones.
You can simultaneously broadcast and record sound from one or more microphones.

If the Start alarm recording item is not available on the shortcut menu for the 
microphone you want to record sound from, the reasons may be the following:
• You do not have the right to record audio from this microphone. Consult your 

system administrator.
• There is no volume for recording in the configuration and the system has no 

space to store audio information to. For information about how to create and 
configure volumes, see the Archive page (see Section 3.2.2). Consult your 
system administrator.

If recording from the microphone connected to an IP camera does not start after 
you have selected it, it is likely that the system could not find the codec that 
this microphone uses to decompress audio stream. In this case, the respective 
‘error’-type message will appear in the event log.

If a recording fragment does not appear on the player’s track after recording 
has started, it is likely that there is no connection to the computer to which 
configuration the microphone belongs to. After the connection is restored, 
recording from this microphone will continue.

 In addition to emergency recording from microphones, you can record sound on the 
system’s schedule. Configuring the system’s schedule and creating recording functions 
should be performed by the system administrator. For information about how to configure 
recording functions, see Section 3.2.4, the system’s schedule – Section 3.4.1.3, “Audio/ 
Video Recording” Reaction.

To stop recording sound from a microphone:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the microphone which recording you want to 

stop in the Devices window and right-click it.
2. Select the Stop alarm recording item from the shortcut menu.

3. Recording sound from the microphone will stop. The status icon  will 
disappear.
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4.8.3. Playing back microphone sound
Playing sound from microphones and managing playback is carried out in the 
VideoNet system player (see Section 4.2.5). For information about how to select 
microphones to play back and manage playlists, see Section 4.2.2.

If you hear a monotonous sound signal consisting of periodic short low-frequency 
beeping signals when an audio record from the microphone connected to the 
IP camera is played back, the reasons may be the following:
• No network connection to the IP camera the microphone was connected to 

when sound from this microphone was recorded;
• the IP-camera the microphone was connected to was disconnected from 

power supply when sound from this microphone was recorded.
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4.9. Guarding
The VideoNet system has two states: guarding enabled and guarding disabled. 
You can enable guarding for the system either on the system schedule or on the 
operator’s command. When the system switches to the guarding state, it may trig-
ger various events and reactions depending on the system schedule configuration.
For example, if the system’s schedule provides for the following:
a. 1) If a door opens on the guarded site during the working day, the schedule reac-
tion is triggered which enables 10-minute guarding for the system; 2) if guarding 
is enabled for the system, motion detection starts in some sector. For information 
about how to configure the system schedule, see Section 3.3.1.
b. an operator may at any time enable guarding for the system manually in case of 
a dangerous situation; In this case, all the actions listed in Paragraph a-2 will start 
executing after guarding is enabled.
c. an operator may either enable or disable guarding for the system as needed. In 
this case, the configured schedule events, e.g. those listed in paragraph a-2, will 
not be executed.
You may enable guarding both for the entire system and separate devices.

To enable guarding for a device:

1. Click the button  on the floating window panel.
• Or press the Alt+D keyboard shortcut.

2. The Devices panel will be opened.
3. On the Devices panel list, place your mouse over the device you want to enable 

guarding for and right-click.
4. Select the Enable Guarding item from the shortcut menu.

5. The system will enable guarding for the device. You will see the status icon  

on the right of the device. It should be noted that the guarding state  will 
also be displayed for a partition or a node of elements which unites same-type 
devices, because their states are determined by the states of devices that 
belong to them.

If you enable guarding for a video camera which is broadcasting in the video 

window, you will see the enabled guarding indicator  in the upper right corner 
of the video window.

To enable guarding for several elements on the list, use the left mouse button while 
holding down the Shift key (if you want to highlight several elements in succession) 
or the Ctrl key (if you want to highlight several elements selectively).

To disable guarding for a device:
1. Place your mouse over the device that you want to disable guarding for on the 

Devices panel list and right-click.
2. Select the Disable guarding item from the shortcut menu.

3. The system will disable guarding for the device. The status icon  will 
disappear.
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If you simultaneously highlight guarded and non-guarded devices, the shortcut 
menu will contain both commands – Enable guarding and Disable guarding.

If you fail to enable guarding for the system because the Enable guarding shortcut 
menu item is not active, it is most likely that you do not have the permissions to 
enable guarding for the system. Consult your system administrator.

 To ensure correct guarding enabling and disabling on the network computers, you should 
have the appropriate permissions. Configuring and differentiating access rights should 
be done by the system administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

The system allows you to enable guarding for the camera which is broadcasting in 
the video window right there.

To enable guarding for a camera in the video window:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the video window which is broadcasting the 

camera you want to enable guarding for and right-click.
2. Select the Guarding item from the shortcut menu that opened.
3. Select the Enable Guarding item from the submenu.
4. The system will enable guarding for the camera. You will see the status indicator 

 in the upper right corner of the video window.

To disable guarding for a camera in the video window:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the video window which is broadcasting the 

camera you want to disable guarding for and right-click.
2. Select the Guarding item on the shortcut menu that opened.
3. Select the Disable guarding item from the submenu that opened.

4. The system will disable guarding for the camera. The status indicator  will 
disappear from the right upper corner of the video window.
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4.10. Managing relay outputs
For example, when a controller’s relay output opens / closes, a door may open or 
close. The controller’s relay may close or open both on the system’s schedule and 
on the operator’s command.
Depending on how the schedule is configured, the relay may close / open in response 
to various alarm events that occur in the system.
For example, if the system schedule provides for the following:

• If a notification is received from other computers of the system, it is necessary 
to close the door (close the relay output 2) for 10 minutes and 15 seconds. 
Configuring the system schedule is described in Section 3.4.1.

You may close and open the relay output manually at any time when a dangerous 
situation occurs;

To close a device’s relay output:

1. Click the button  on the floating window panel.
• Or press the Alt+D keyboard shortcut.

2. The Devices panel will be opened.
3. Place your mouse pointer over the name of the controller’s relay output on the 

Devices panel list and right-click.
4. Select the Close item from the shortcut menu. You can see the status icon 

 on the right of the relay output name, which changes into  when the 
relay closes.

To open a device’s relay output:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the name of the controller’s relay output on the 

Devices panel list and right-click.
2. Select the Open item from the shortcut menu.

3. The device’s relay output will be opened. The status icon will change into .
To open / close several relay outputs, use the left mouse button while holding down 
the Shift (if you want to select several relays in succession) or Ctrl (if you want to 
select several relays selectively) key.

When you simultaneously highlight closed and opened relay outputs, the shortcut 
menu displays both commands – Close and Open.

 To manage relay outputs correctly, it is necessary that the relay output controller is physi-
cally present in the system and added to its configuration. Adding and configuring devices 
should be performed by the system administrator (see Chapter 3.1, Section 3.1.2.2).
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4.11. Event panel
The event panel contains alarm messages for various events occurring in the 
VideoNet system and requiring special attention. These messages are displayed 
as a list.

To start working with the event panel, switch to the screen mode that contains the 
event panel window. It is the system administrator who configures screen modes 
and adds windows to them.
The event panel displays alarm messages that contain the relevant text. Configur-
ing displayed messages should be performed by the system administrator on the 
Configuration environment’s Event panel page (see Section 3.4.5).
In addition to the message text, for each message, the event panel contains the 
entry date and time, type, name of the source which registered the alarm event 
as well as the buttons to confirm or close the message. There are two types of 

alarm messages: requiring mandatory confirmation  and not requiring mandatory 

confirmation . Assigning a certain type to the message should be performed by 
the system administrator on the Configuration environment’s Event panel page 
(see Section 3.4.5).
When the alarm message settings require mandatory reading confirmation, this 
message will not be removed from the event panel until you confirm it. Such 
messages are highlighted with a red pulsating frame on the event panel and their 
number on the list is indicated at the bottom of the toolbar.
To confirm a message of this type, you need to click the Accept button on the 
right of the message text, or highlight the message and press the Enter key on the 
keyboard. The message will be removed from the event panel. The event log displays 
information about the processing of the alarm event by the operator. Every such 
message needs to be confirmed. Only in this case the messages will be removed 
from the event panel.
When the alarm message settings do not require mandatory reading confirmation, 

you will see the button  on the right of the message.

Click the button  or highlight the message and click the Enter key on your 
keyboard to remove the message from the event panel. The event log will display 
the relevant information.
To remove all messages not requiring “mandatory confirmation” from the event panel, 
click the respective button at the bottom of the toolbar.
Alarm messages on the event panel are sorted by date and time when they appeared, 
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starting with the latest date/time.
If the event panel lacks free space to display messages and there is at least one 
message that does not require “mandatory confirmation”, the earliest message 
not requiring “mandatory confirmation” will hide when a new message of any type 
appears on the list. The hidden message not requiring “mandatory confirmation” will 
re-appear on the list when the space for displaying is available.
Messages requiring “mandatory confirmation” have a high priority and do not hide 
on the list.
In the situation where all messages not requiring “mandatory confirmation” are 
hidden, because the list contains only the messages that require “mandatory 
confirmation”, you will see a vertical scroll bar on the right side of the window which 
you may use to view the entire list. To scroll up / down the message list, you can 
also use your mouse wheel or the Up / Down arrow keys.
It should be noted that this vertical scroll bar will not appear as long as the event 
panel contains at least one message not requiring “mandatory confirmation”

The event panel may not be available in the screen mode. Adding the event 
panel is to be performed by the system administrator in the Configuration 
environment, on the Interface Settings page group’s Screen Modes page 
(see Section 3.6.1).

Attention! The event panel displays alarm events only from the sources you 
have the rights for.

You can move alarm messages from the event panel to the event log window, the 
player window, or the video window.
When you move the alarm message to the event log window, it enables the event list 
filter. The name of the source this alarm message has been received from is entered 
into the Event by column’s filter field and the list is then filtered by this column.
You can move only the messages that have been received from video or audio 
devices to the video window or player window. When you do this, a record to play 
back in which the vertical cursor position corresponds to the alarm message date 
and time opens in the window.
To move the alarm message, first select the screen mode which contains the event 
panel and all the windows required, and then click and hold down the left mouse 
button while moving the alarm message.

Note that you can move messages not only to the windows that the screen mode 
contains, but also to the floating player window.
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4.12. Working with Graphic plans
By using graphic plans, you can perform surveillance for the entire perimeter of 
the quarded object.
The system will inform you about:

• motion detected and an alarm object on the camera and the sound recorded 
from the microphone;

• loss of the camera’s video signal;
• loss of connection to the camera;
• alarm;
• a fire;
• failure;
• start of the audio broadcast from the microphone.

In addition, you can do the following right from the graphic plan window, if needed:
• start emergency recording from the camera you need;
• enable audio broadcast from microphone;;
• enable or disable protection for a device;
• open / close a relay;
• discard alarm;
• start emergency broadcast from the camera;
• manage ACS and FIAS devices.

 To be able to work with graphic plans, you need to pre-configure the system configura-
tion parameters:
• download graphic plans of guarded objects;
• configure the plans;
• configure a screen mode to work with the graphic plan window;
• if necessary, set up the Select screen mode reaction.
Setting up the configuration parameters is performed by the system administrator (see 
Sections 3.6.1 and 3.7).

It is allowed to allocate several windows containing graphic plans in one screen 
mode which will allow you to work with them simultaneously. Adding windows to 
the screen mode is to be performed by the system administrator (see Section 3.6.1)
If you use the screen mode which contains the graphic plan panel as well as video 
windows or the event log window, you can move the icons of the devices that the 
graphic plan panel contains to any of these windows.
When you move a device to the event log window, it enables the event list filter. 
The name of the device that you moved will be entered into the Event by column 
filter field and the list will then be filtered by that column.
You can move only the camera’s icon to the video window. Right after it has been 
moved, broadcasting from this camera will start in the video window.
However, if you move the device icon from the device window to graphic plan panel, 
you will see the device on the graphic plan.
You can move device icons by clicking and holding down the left mouse button.
The graphic plan panel consists of the navigation panel (1), graphic plan layout 
window (2) and the toolbar (3).
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• Navigation panel

The navigation panel (1) contains a list of loaded graphic objects plans and plan’s 
composition. The list is structured as graphic plans and plan viewpoints (2).
Plan’s composition panel contains the devices that belong to plan.
Graphic plans may represent individual object sites, rooms, levels, etc. To open 
the graphic plan layout to view, you need to select this graphic plan from the tree. 
Its layout will be opened in the window (2).
If the device you are looking for is not in the graphic plan layout window, select 
the device on the plan’s composition, and the selected device will appear on the 
plan layout. This operation is called positioning on the plan.
You may select several devices. To do this, use the left mouse button while holding 
down the Shift (if you want to highlight several devices in a row) or Ctrl (if you want 
to highlight several devices selectively). In this case, the scale will be selected so 
that all selected devices are clearly visible in the Plan window.
If necessary, you can change the navigation panel width by pulling its right border, 

or hide it by left-clicking the button . To re-display the panel, click the button .
• Graphic plan layout window

Depending on the configuration, you may allocate the following devices in the 
graphic plan layout: cameras, microphones, relay output controllers, security 
sensors and access points.
Each device allocated in the plan is indicated with its icon. The device can be one 
of several states, thus informing you about the events that occur. When the device 
state changes, the icon changes its appearance For example in case of alarm, the 

icon is highlighted with a red square, which pulsate .
For other states, an additional icon appears on the device icon. The possible states 
and their respective icons are given in the table below:
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State Icon

Failure

No connection

Fire

If the status of the device is determined by the operations that the user sets (security, 
recording, broadcasting, etc.), they are displayed on top of the device icon. The 
possible states and their corresponding symbols are presented in the table:
State Symbol Device's type

Record Camera
Microphone

Broadcast Camera
Microphone

Guarding is enabled Camera, Microphone, 
Sensor

Sensor operation/Reset drawdown
 / 

Sensor

Opened / closed
 / 

Relay

Locked/Emergency unlocked
 / 

Access point
Access gate point
Passage point

If you left-click the device icon, it will be highlighted in blue. For the camera is 
displayed viewing direction.The direction should be set by the system administrator 
in the Configuration environment.
You may select several devices from the layout. To do this, use the left mouse 
button while holding down the Shift or Ctrl. When you use select devices in this 
way, the highlighting will be cleared if you click the device icon again. If you need 
to completely cancel your selection, click anywhere in the layout or press the Esc 
key on the keyboard.
When you place your mouse pointer over the device icon, you will see the device 
name and its current state.
If you double-click on the camera icon, a pop-up video window will be opened and 
broadcast on this camera will begin. You can also open the pop-up video window 
from the context menu of the camera by selecting Show broadcast.
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The pop-up video window has all the properties of the embedded video window, 
but please note that PTZ control is only available when the video window is in full 
screen mode. The work in this mode is described in the section 4.6.9.
To close the window, click the button  in the title bar of the window. To close all 

the windows in the plan, click the button  on the Plan toolbar.
If the operator is inactive, the open windows are closed automatically if there are 
restrictions on the duration of the display of the windows in the Configuration 
environment.
The plan may display graphical representations depending on the setting. A 
graphical representation is a highlighted area on a plan layout that is connected 
with another plan and a guarding partition. The area occupied by the graphical 
representation is configured by the system administrator in the Configuration 
environment (see section 3.7.4).
If you have set up a link to an another plan for a graphic representation, double-
clicking the graphic representation opens the plan it references. For example, the 
first floor plan of a building contains graphical representations that have references 
to floor space plans.

When you double-click the graphical representation with the left mouse button, the 
plan of the room containing the devices will open.

For convenience, the lower-left corner of the plan window displays a minimized 
image of the parent plan with a graphic representation of the open plan placed on 
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it. If necessary, you can minimize the image by clicking the button  in the top 
right corner. To redeploy the minimized image, click the button . Single left-click 
on the minimized image allows you to return to the parent plan.
The current state of the graphical representation is indicated by its color. When 
several states occur simultaneously, the color is chosen according to their priority. 
The possible states, their respective colors and their priority ranking are given in 
the table below:

State Color Priority

Normal state BlueBlue 4
Guarding enabled GreenGreen 3
Guarding partially enabled OrangeOrange 3
No connection GrayGray 2
No signal / Failure YellowYellow 2
Alarm (fire) RedRed 1

If a graphical representation is configured to link to a guarding partition, any change 
in the state of the devices that are part of the guarding partition, even if they are 
not placed on the plan, is reflected in the status of the partition and, as a result, its 
graphical representation on plan. The current state of the graphic representation 
is signaled by its color. When multiple states occur simultaneously, the color is 
displayed according to the priority. The possible states, their corresponding colors 
and priorities are presented in the table above.
You can select several graphical representations assosiated with a guarding parti-
tion in the plan layout. To do this, use the left mouse button while holding down the 
Shift or Ctrl. Multiple selections can be useful for sending a common command, 
such as arming.
When the mouse pointer is over the graphical view, information about the title of the 
section that owns the graphical representation, the current state of the section, and 
the name of the plan referenced by the graphical representation appear.
• The toolbar

The toolbar includes the buttons used to manage the graphic plan layout displaying.

Zoom in / out the graphic plan layout

Return to default scale

Enable / disable graphic plan layout rotation mode

Close the video windows on the plan

Also on the toolbar there is a field of selecting and setting the filter of displayed 
devices on the layout, as well as the option to enable clusterization mode. For more 
details about the application of the filter and the use of searching, see Sections 
4.12.1 and 4.12.2.
If necessary, you may hide the toolbar by left-clicking the button . To display 
the panel again click the button .
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4.12.1. Managing Graphic plan displaying
In the graphic plan panel, you can change the scale of the plan layout, move it 
within the window and rotate. It’s also possible to navigate to a plan viewpoint that 
is preconfigurated in the Configuration environment, which opens a part of the plan 
layout with a predefined scale, rotation. This is useful if the plan layout is large 
enough and you need to manage it in separate parts frequently.

To change the scale the graphic plan layout:
1. Select the graphic plan you need from the navigation panel tree.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the graphic plan layout and scroll the mouse 

wheel up / down (zoom in / out). The layout will be rescaled relative to the point 
your mouse pointer is at.
• Or click the button  on the toolbar to zoom in or the button  to zoom out.

When rescaling, the button  becomes available on the toolbar which you may 
click to return to default scale.

You may see the current scale in the upper left corner of the panel.

When you open a graphic plan for the first time, its scale is always the same as 
that saved in the Configuration environment.

To move the graphic plan layout:
1. Place your mouse pointer over any device-free place in the layout and drag 

it to the place you need by clicking and holding down the left mouse button.
When you click the left mouse button in the layout, the mouse pointer changes into 

.

To rotate the graphic plan layout:

1. Click the button  to switch to the rotation mode on the toolbar.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the graphic plan layout window and move it 

smoothly to the left / right or up / down by clicking and holding down the left 
mouse button.

3. The layout will start rotating relative to its center to the direction you are moving 
your mouse pointer in.

When you place your mouse pointer over the graphic plan layout, it changes into .

To return to the initial layout position, click the button .

To open the plan viewpoint:
1. Select the graphic plan you need from the navigation panel tree and expand 

its nested viewpoints.
2. Select the plan viewpoint.
3. Graphic plan layout will be opened in the window with a preset scale, rotation 

angle and offset
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4.12.1.1. Clusterization mode
Clusterization mode is designed to combine images of devices that are close enough 
to each other while reducing the scale of a plan to one graphical representation 
(cluster).
A cluster is a circle within which the number of devices that are combined is specified.

To enable clusterization mode:
1. Select the graphic plan you need from the navigation panel tree
2. Check the clusterization flag in the plan toolbar.

When clusterization mode is enabled and the plan scale changes, the size of the 
device icons does not change. This size is set by the system administrator in the 
Configuration environment when designing the plans and corresponds to the plan 
size at a scale of 100% (see section 3.7.1). If you disable clusterization, the size of 
the device icons will change as you zoom in or out of the plan.
Any change to the state of devices that are combined in the cluster is reflected 
on the cluster state. The current state of the cluster is signaled by its color. When 
multiple states occur simultaneously, the color is displayed according to the priority. 
The possible states, their corresponding colors and priorities are presented earlier 
in the table where graphical representations are described.

To get information about the composition of a cluster:
1. Hover over the cluster and right-click the mouse.
2. The context menu box will be opened with the list of devices contained in the 

cluster. The current status is displayed for each device.

Now, if you select a device, it will be positioned on the plan layout. This is similar to 
how the device is positioned when it is selected in the plan’s composition panel.
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4.12.2. Configuring the Graphic plan panel filter
The system features filtering by type for devices located in the graphic plan layout.

To configure a filter:
1. Select the graphic plan you need from the navigation panel.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the filter selection field on the toolbar and 

left-click it.

3. Select the Configure filter item from the drop-down menu.
4. The Configure Filter dialog box will open.

5. Select the devices and partitions you want to be displayed in the graphic plan 
layout.

By default, all devices, graphical representations and partitions are selected. If you 
make any changes, the Apply button will become active.

6. Type the filter name into the appropriate field. By default, the system offers the 
name Filter #, where # is a figure.

7. Click the Apply button. As a result, only the icons of the devices that you have 
specified in the filter settings will remain in the layout, and the filter name will 
appear on the filter selection field’s drop-down list.

To edit a filter:
1. Select the graphic plan you need from the navigation panel.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the filter selection field on the toolbar and 

left-click it.
3. Place your mouse pointer over the filter name you need to modify on the 

drop-down list.
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To edit a filter:
1. Select the graphic plan you need from the navigation panel.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the filter selection field on the toolbar and 

left-click it.
3. Place your mouse pointer over the filter name you need to modify on the 

drop-down list.

4. Click the button  next to the filter name.
5. The Configure Filter dialog box will be opened.
6. Make the necessary changes and click the Apply button.

To delete the filter:
1. Select the graphic plan you need from the navigation panel.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the filter selection field on the toolbar and 

left-click.
3. Place your mouse pointer over the name of the filter you need to delete on the 

drop-down list.

4. Click the button  next to the filter name.
5. The filter will be deleted from the general filter list.

4.12.3. Device search on the Graphic plan panel

If necessary, you may search for devices in the graphic plan panel. To do this, use 
the search box. There are two search boxes: One of them is used for searching 
for devices on the navigation panel, while the other is intended for searching for 
devices in the graphic plan layout and is located on the toolbar.

To search for a device:
1. Place your mouse pointer in the device search box.
2. Type the text to search.
3. If the system finds the text you have typed among device names, it will highlight 

it. If it finds several devices, you will be able to pass from one device to another 

by clicking the buttons  and  to scroll up and down the list.
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When you are searching on the navigation panel and passing from one device to 
another, the current list line will be highlighted and the respective device will be 
highlighted in the graphic plan layout at this point.
Note that the search boxes are independent from each other. The text entered in the 
navigation panel’s search box is highlighted only in this panel’s list.
If the system finds no devices that meet the search criteria, the search will be 
discontinued.

To reset the search, click the button .

4.12.4. Configuring devices on the Graphic plan panel
You may control the system devices on the graphic plan panel. To execute commands, 
use the shortcut menu. You may open the device’s shortcut menu either on the 
navigation panel or in the graphic plan layout.

To execute a command:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the element and right-click.
2. Select one of the shortcut menu items that corresponds to the action you want 

to perform.
The shortcut menu command set depends on the element type. The commands that 
you can apply to a particular element are shown in the Table below:
Element type Command
Camera Start / Stop alarm recording

Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding

IP camera Start / Stop alarm recording
Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding

Microphone Start / Stop broadcast
Start / Stop alarm recording
Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding

Sensor Discard alarm
Enable guarding/ Disable guarding
Remote control

Relay Close / Open

Access point Discard alarm
Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Open pass
Block access / Unlock access

Access gate point
Passage point

Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Open pass
Block/ Unlock
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Graphical representation of 
partition

Discard alarm
Emergency unlocking / Discard emergency
Open pass
Block pass / Unlock pass

Attention! The shortcut menu displays the commands that you have the rights 
for. Configuring and differentiating access rights should be performed by the 
system administrator.

Some shortcut menu items become active only when a certain device state exists. 
For example, the Discard alarm item is active when there is alarm.
You can select several devices simultaneously. To do this, use the left mouse button 
while holding down the Shift (if you want to highlight several devices in succession) 
or Ctrl (if you want to highlight several devices selectively) key.
When you select several devices, the shortcut menu includes only the commands 
that are common for them. For example, if relays and cameras have been selected, 
there will be no commands applicable either to cameras only (Start alarm recording) 
or to relays only (Open) on the shortcut menu.
If the menu item applies to all selected devices but they are in their opposite states, 
the menu will include both commands. For example, Enable guarding or Disable 
guarding.
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4.13. Controlling VideoNet using system controller
You can control VideoNet system, using system controller. Depending on system 
controller model you can:

• switch between monitors;
• select necessary screen modes;
• select necessary video window and camera in it;
• control Pan Tilt camera;
• call Pan Tilt presets and start patrol programs.

 Before starting work with system controller make sure that system controller is connected 
to your computer (refer to device manual), and is added to system configuration (see 
Section 3.1.2.12).
Also make sure that there is a user, added to system configuration with corresponding 
access rights to system controller, digital password is specified (see Section 3.9.2.4) and, 
if necessary, access rights to system functions should be configured (see Section 3.9).

Working with system controller and set of command, which can be given from 
system controller, depends on a device model.

4.13.1. Working with AXIS T8310 system controller
Using AXIS T8310 system controller you can switch between screen modes, select 
Pan Tilt cameras for controlling, control the player, call Pan Tilt presets and start 
patrol programs. AXIS T8310 system controller is a modular system with three 
separate AXIS T8311 joystick, AXIS T8312 keypad and AXIS T8313 jog dial units.

4.13.1.1. Starting working with system controller
To add system controller to the system use a standard procedure to add devices to 
the VideoNet configuration (see Section 3.1.2.2).
After system controller adding to the configuration you need to configure its param-
eters (see Section 3.1.2.4). System controller parameters can be configured on 
General, Control settings, Computers and Access panes (see Section 3.1.2.12).
To start working with system controller it is necessary to log on the system as user, 
which has right to control the system from system controller. After you connect the 
system controller to the computer, you must enter the digital password and press 

 button on keypad.
During that, it’s important to understand the following:

1. If VideoNet session isn’t opened («LogOn» window is open), then after entering 
password on the system controller, user authorization in the system will be performed 
and the Surveillance environment will be opened.

2. If VideoNet session has been already opened by user for which the digital 
password in the system was specified, the password entry is not required when you 
connect the system controller to the computer.

3. If VideoNet session has been already opened by any user, after entering the 
password on the system controller will logoff the current user, new user authorization 
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in the system with the corresponding access rights. The Surveillance environment 
will be opened.

Configuring access rights to system controller is performed by system 
administrator. Refer to system administrator, if you don’t know, how you should 
log on the system for working with system controller.

General principles of working with the system controller:
For effective work with system controller it is recommended to keep the following 
sequence of actions:

1. Choose monitor you want to start to work with.
2. If it is necessary, switch to desired screen mode.
3. Select in the screen mode the video window you want to work with. This video 

window will become active.
4. Select needed camera in the active video windows. After you select camera 

you can take control over Pan Tilt by this camera, thus you can start controlling Pan 
Tilt by this camera, call preset by camera and start patrol programs.

4.13.1.2. Selecting monitor from system controller
To select monitor:
1. Enter monitor number on the controller keypad. Monitor numbers in the 

VideoNet system are set by Administrator in the monitor properties on the 
Interface Settings page group’s Screen Modes page (see Section 3.6.1).

2. Press  button on the controller keypad.
3. Selected monitor will become active.

4.13.1.3. Switching between screen modes from system controller
To switch to screen mode from system controller:
1. Enter screen mode number on the system controller keypad.

Screen modes numbers are set by Administrator in the screen mode properties 
on the Interface Settings page group’s Screen Modes page (see Section 3.6.1.2).

2. Click  button on the system controller keypad.

To switch to the next/previous screen mode:

1. Press  button on the controller keypad to switch to the next screen mode, 
or  button — to switch to the previous mode.

2. System will successively select on the current monitor next or previous mode 
number.
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4.13.1.4. Selecting video window in the screen mode
To select video window in the screen mode:
1. Enter window number on the controller keypad.

Window numbers are set by Administrator in the screen mode window properties 
on the Interface Settings page group’s Screen Modes page (see Section 3.6.1.3).

2. Press  button on the controller keypad.
3. Specified video window will become active. You will see broadcasted image 

from selected camera (if it was previously selected). Pan Tilt control will be 
captured by this camera.

Attention! If the Follow the active video window checkbox is selected in the 
properties of the system controller in the Configuration environment, the video 
window can be selected using the mouse (see Section 3.1.2.12). This function 
does not work for monitors of remote computers!

4.13.1.5. Selecting camera from the system controller
To select camera for controlling:
1. Enter camera number on the controller keypad you want to control. Camera 

number is set by Administrator in the camera properties.
2. Press  button on the controller keypad.

By selecting camera, you are capturing Pan Tilt control for this camera, i.e. you 
can start Pan Tilt controlling for this camera, call different presets and start patrol 
programs.
You can successively select next or previous camera in the video window in accord-
ance with a unique number. To do this you need to select the buttons and assign 
them the CameraNext/CameraPrev commands in the properties of the system 
controller (see Section 3.1.2.12).

4.13.1.6. Controlling Pan Tilt device
You can control the Pan Tilt using a AXIS T8311 joystick, which is part of the system 
controller. Commands of Pan Tilt controlling from system controller are given in the 
table:

Command Element Description

Pan and tilt device Joystick Up, down, left, right, up left, 
down left, down right, up 
right..

Zoom Wheel on the joystick Zoom out / zoom in

Focus  /  / Increase focal distance/
decrease focal distance/ 
autofocusing
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Command Element Description

Iris  / Close aperture / open aper-
ture

4.13.1.7. Calling Pan Tilt presets and starting patrol programs
To switch to the Pan Tilt preset from the controller:
1. Enter preset number on the controller keypad. Presets number in VideoNet 

system corresponds to numbers, set in properties on the Pan Tilt configuration 
page.

2. Press  button on the controller. Camera will be positioned to the specified 
preset.

To switch to the Pan Tilt preset this preset should be added and set on the Pan 
Tilt configuration page. Adding and setting up of the presets are perfomed by 
system administrator (see Section 3.4.4).

To start Pan Tilt patrol program from the controller:
1. Enter patrol program number on system controller keypad.

Patrol programs number in VideoNet system corresponds to numbers, set in 
properties on the Pan Tilt configuration page.

2. Press  button on the controller.

To stop patrol program, press  button on the joystick unit.

The system can start patrol program only if such program was added and set 
on the Pan Tilt configuration page. Adding and setting of the patrol programs 
are perfomed by system administrator (see Section 3.4.4).

4.13.1.8. Controlling player using system controller
You can control the player using a AXIS T8313 jog dial, which is part of the system 
controller. Commands of Pan Tilt controlling from system controller are given in the 
table:
Command Element Description

Open player This button opens the VideoNet system player 
used for working with video and audio records.

Playback/Pause When you press this button, video/audio data 
playback starts from the position the player 
cursor is in. If you press the button again, the 
playback stops.

R e w i n d / F a s t 
forward

Jog wheel Performs rewind / forward at the speed of 2x.
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Command Element Description

Go to the previous/ 
next frame on the 
track

Shuttle wheel When you press this button, all sources go one 
frame back/forward. Frame-to-frame transition 
will occur only if the source is located in the 
video window.
If the active interval mode is enabled in the 
player, the source will go to the next frame 
within this interval. 

Go to the previous/ 
next recording frag-
ment on the track

 / 
When you press this button while rewinding, 
the rewinding (but not the playback) discon-
tinues and all sources go to the previous/next 
recording fragment. 
When you press this button while play-
ing back, the sources go to the previous/ 
next recording fragment and playback contin-
ues from this fragment. 
If the active interval mode is enabled in the 
player, the source will go to the next / previous 
frame within this interval.

Allocate sources/ 
Remove sources

This button triggers automatic arrangement 
of cameras in video windows. Based on 
this function settings, the system creates a 
temporary screen mode (or allocates cameras 
in the current mode) that includes an optimal 
number of video windows (see Section 4.2.4). 
If you press the button again, calls back the 
screen mode that existed before the automatic 
camera arrangement function was applied 
(see Section 4.2.4).

Clear Playlist This button allows to clean the playlist player.

4.13.1.9. Completion of work with system controller
To complete working with system controller:

1. Press  button on system controller.
2. VideoNet system will set free current monitor, video window and camera control.
3. VideoNet system will close current user session.
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4.13.2. Working with Panasonic WV-CU650 system controller
Panasonic WV-CU650 system controller enables select monitors for working, switch 
modes on these monitors, select video windows and switch cameras for surveillance 
in them. You can capture Pan Tilt cameras control, position these cameras into 
presets an start patrol programs by these cameras.

Attention! Starting with the VideoNet 9.1 SP3 version, technical assistance and 
updates related to the support of the functioning of the Panasonic WV-CU650 
system controllers are unavailable. We recommend using AXIS T8310 system 
controllers for working in the VideoNet system.

4.13.2.1. Starting working with system controller
To add system controller to the system use a standard procedure to add devices to 
the VideoNet configuration (see Section 3.1.2.2).
After system controller adding to the configuration you need to configure its param-
eters (see Section 3.1.2.4). System controller parameters can be configured on 
General, Computers and Access panes (see Section 3.1.2.12).
After switching on system controller there will be «NO USER» inscription on it. To 
start working with system controller it is necessary to log on the system as user, 
which has right to control the system from system controller. After you connect the 
system controller to the computer, user name and password from system controller 
keyboard for authorization of the user.
The user name must coincide with the user name that is specified on the Access to 
the Panasonic WV-CU650 system controller pane belonging to the Users page 
in the Configuration environment (see Section 3.9.2.5).
During that, it’s important to understand the following:

1. If VideoNet session isn’t opened («LogOn» window is open), then after entering 
user name and password on the system controller, user authorization in the system 
will be performed and the Surveillance environment will be opened.

2. If VideoNet session has been already opened by user, which has access to 
the system controller, then after entering user name and password on the system 
controller to work with the system will continue.

3. If VideoNet session has been already opened by any user, after entering the 
password on the system controller will logoff the current user, new user authorization 
in the system with the corresponding access rights. The Surveillance environment 
will be opened. 

Configuring access rights to system controller is performed by system 
administrator. Refer to system administrator, if you don’t know, how you should 
log on the system for working with system controller.

If system logon wasn’t performed and «Unit Error» inscription was displayed on 
system controller, then possibly there is no connection with VideoNet or system 
controller is incorrectly set up in the system.
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4.13.2.2. Controlling system from system controller
General principles of working with the system controller:

For effective work with system controller it is recommended to keep the following 
sequence of actions:

1. Choose monitor you want to start to work with.
2. If it is necessary, switch to desired screen mode.
3. Select in the screen mode the video window you want to work with. This video 

window will become active.
4. Select needed camera in the active video windows. After you select camera 

you can take control over Pan Tilt by this camera, thus you can start controlling Pan 
Tilt by this camera, call preset by camera and start patrol programs.
Monitor selection 1. On the system controller keyboard enter number of monitor, which you 

want to control, and press «MON» button on system controller.
2. The system will set free the monitor, the video window and Pan Tilt 
camera, which has been controlled until this moment.
3. Selected monitor will become active, and there will be information 
about current mode of this monitor, current active video window and 
camera, selected in it, on system controller display.
If there is no specified monitor number in configuration or this number 
is busy, the last correctly entered monitor number is displayed on the 
system controller display, and the system continues to work with the 
current monitor.

S c r e e n  m o d e 
selection

1. Enter number from 1 till 9 of the screen mode, which you want to 
switch on selected monitor, and press «MULTI SCREEN» button on 
the system controller.
2. The system will switch on specified mode and set free the video 
window, which was active in the previous mode, and the camera, 
controlling by which was captured.
3. There will be information about selected monitor and mode on system 
controller display.
Attention! If you haven’t selected monitor preliminarily, then it’s impos-
sible to select a screen mode.

Selection of the 
next screen mode

If monitor is selected, then on clicking «MULTI SCREEN» button on 
system controller keyboard switching to the next by number screen mode 
will be performed. Screen modes selection is performed cyclically (i.e. 
after the last screen mode there will be selected the first one).

Video window 
selection

1. Enter number of the video window, which you want to make active 
for subsequent working with it, and press «UNIT» button on system 
controller keyboard.
2. The system will set free current video window and selected camera, 
for Pan Tilt controlling.
3. There will appear number of selected video window and number of 
the camera, selected in it, on system controller display. Controlling for 
the camera in the active video window will be captured.
If there is no specified video window number in the current screen mode, 
the system will set free current video window and camera, selected in 
it. The number entered of the video window appears on the system 
controller display, but the system does not perform any action.
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Camera selection 
in active video 
window

1. Enter number of the camera, which you want to select in current 
video window, and press «CAM» button on system controller keyboard.
2. The system will set free current camera for controlling (if it was 
captured).
3. Then the system will display image for selected camera in active video 
window and will capture controlling by it. 
If there is no specified camera number in configuration, the system will 
set free current camera for controlling. The last correctly entered camera 
number is displayed on the system controller display, and the system 
continues to work with the current camera.

Selection of the 
n e x t / p r e v i o u s 
camera in active 
video window

If video window is selected, then on clicking «+» button on system 
controller keyboard selecting of the next by number camera will be 
performed in current video window. On clicking «-» button – selecting of 
the previous camera will be performed. Camera selection is performed 
cyclically (i.e. after the last camera there will be selected the first one)..

S e l e c t i o n  o f 
preset by active 
camera

1. Enter number of preset, into which you want to position camera, and 
press «PRESET» button on system controller keyboard.
2. The system will call specified preset by camera.

Start ing patrol 
p r o g r a m  b y 
selected camera

1. Enter number of patrol program, which you want to start by selected 
camera, and press «TOUR» button on system controller keyboard.
2. The system will start patrol program by active camera. To stop started 
patrol program, press «Shift +SEQ STOP» button on system controller 
keyboard.

Switching ful l -
screen mode by 
camera

Click button on system controller joystick. To return to the previous video 
window state click specified button.

Controlling Pan 
Ti l t  dev ice by 
camera (zoom, 
focus, iris, rota-
tion control)

Buttons, intended for Pan Tilt device controlling, are described in system 
controller operating manual.

Attention! If the Follow the active video window checkbox is selected in the 
properties of the system controller in the Configuration environment, the video 
window can be selected using the mouse (see Section 3.1.2.12). This function 
does not work for monitors of remote computers!

4.13.2.3. Completion of work with system controller
To complete working with system controller:
1. Press «LOGOUT» button on system controller.
2. VideoNet system will set free current monitor, video window and camera control.
3. VideoNet system will close current user session, if logon was executed from 

system controller. Otherwise, VideoNet system will continue working in current 
session.

4. «NO USER» inscription will appear on system controller display.
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If there was VideoNet logout without using system controller, the system will set 
free current monitor, video window and camera, and there will appear «UNIT 
ERROR» inscription on on system controller display.

4.13.3. Working with Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller
Using Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller You can:

• switch between monitors;
• select monitor modes;
• select video windows and cameras in them;
• control selected Pan Tilt camera;
• call Pan Tilt presets and start patrol programs.

4.13.3.1. Starting working with system controller

Attention! Before you start working with the Hikvision DS-1005KI system 
controller, you need to switch it to the joystick mode.

To switch between system controller modes (keyboard mode and joystick mode), 
press the button marked with number 3 in Fig. 4.13.3.1-1, and keep it pressed for 5 
seconds. The number 7 in the figure denotes the system controller mode indicator:

• If only one light is on, the system controller is in keyboard mode;
• If both lights are on, the system controller is in joystick mode.

To add Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller to the system use a standard 
procedure to add devices to the VideoNet configuration (see Section 3.1.2.2).
After system controller adding to the configuration you need to configure its param-
eters (see Section 3.1.2.4). System controller parameters can be configured on 
General, Control settings, Computers and Access panes (see Section 3.1.2.12).
To start working with system controller it is necessary to log on the system as user, 
which has right to control the system from system controller. 
For the Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller in the VideoNet system, the default 
button for executing the login command directly from the remote control (Login 
command) is not specified. You can assign a button convenient for you in the control 
settings of the controller in the Configuration environment (see Section 3.1.2.12). 
Then, in order to log into the system, you will need to enter a digital password on 
the system controller keyboard and press the button you have assigned.
Password is set on the Digital Password tab of the Users page in the Configuration 
environment (see section 3.9.2.4).
It’s important to understand the following:

1. If VideoNet session isn’t opened («LogOn» window is open), then after entering 
password on the system controller, user authorization in the system will be performed 
and the Surveillance environment will be opened.

2. If VideoNet session has been already opened by user for which the digital 
password in the system was specified, the password entry is not required when you 
connect the system controller to the computer.
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3. If VideoNet session has been already opened by any user, after entering the 
password on the system controller will logoff the current user, new user authorization 
in the system with the corresponding access rights. The Surveillance environment 
will be opened.

Configuring access rights to system controller is performed by system 
administrator. Refer to system administrator, if you don’t know, how you should 
log on the system for working with system controller.

General principles of working with the system controller:
For effective work with system controller it is recommended to keep the following 
sequence of actions:

1. Choose monitor you want to start to work with.
2. If it is necessary, switch to desired screen mode.
3. Select in the screen mode the video window you want to work with. This video 

window will become active.
4. Select needed camera in the active video windows. After you select camera 

you can take control over Pan Tilt by this camera, thus you can start controlling Pan 
Tilt by this camera, call preset by camera and start patrol programs.
The appearance and description of the system controller buttons are presented below.

Fig. 4.13.3.1-1. Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller

No. 
in the 

picture

Button Button name 
in VideoNet

VideoNet command (default)

1 0-9 KEYPAD_
BUTTON_0-9

0-9 (buttons allows you to enter numbers)

2 Enter KEYPAD_
BUTTON_E

PTLChoosePreset (the button allows you to select 
a telemetry preset, see section 4.13.3.7)
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No. 
in the 

picture

Button Button name 
in VideoNet

VideoNet command (default)

3 Mode 
switch 
button 

(Select)

KEYPAD_
BUTTON_A

Monitor (the button allows you to select a monitor, 
see section 4.13.3.2)

4 Right 
joystick 
button

JOYSTICK_
BUTTON_2

PTLZoomIn (the button allows you to zoom in)

5 Left 
joystick 
button

JOYSTICK_
BUTTON_1

PTLZoomOut (the button allows you to zoom out)

6 KEYPAD_
BUTTON_F1

ScreenMode (the button allows you to select the 
screen mode, see section 4.13.3.3)

 
KEYPAD_

BUTTON_F2
Window (the button allows you to select a video 
window, see section 4.13.3.4)

KEYPAD_
BUTTON_F3

Camera (the button allows you to select a camera, 
see section 4.13.3.5)

The number 8 in Fig. 4.13.3.1-1 indicates the display showing the value entered by 
the numeric buttons.
The command assigned to each button on the system controller can be redefined 
(see section 3.1.2.12).

4.13.3.2. Selecting monitor from system controller
To select monitor:
1. Enter monitor number on the controller keypad. Monitor numbers in the 

VideoNet system are set by Administrator in the monitor properties on the 
Interface Settings page group’s Screen Modes page (see Section 3.6.1).

2. Press the button for switching modes (Select) on the controller keypad.
3. Selected monitor will become active.

4.13.3.3. Switching between screen modes from system controller
To switch to screen mode from system controller:
1. Enter screen mode number on the system controller keypad.

Screen modes numbers are set by Administrator in the screen mode properties 
on the Interface Settings page group’s Screen Modes page (see Section 3.6.1.2).

2. Click  button on the system controller keypad.
If you want to be able to go to the next/previous screen mode according to their 
numbers, you need to assign buttons for these commands (ScreenModeNext and 
ScreenModePrev) in the system controller settings in the Configuration Environ-
ment (see section 3.1.2.12).
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4.13.3.4. Selecting video window in the screen mode
To select video window in the screen mode:
1. Enter window number on the controller keypad.

Window numbers are set by Administrator in the screen mode window properties 
on the Interface Settings page group’s Screen Modes page (see Section 3.6.1.3).

2. Press  button on the controller keypad.
3. Specified video window will become active. You will see broadcasted image 

from selected camera (if it was previously selected). Pan Tilt control will be 
captured by this camera.

Attention! If the Follow the active video window checkbox is selected in the 
properties of the system controller in the Configuration environment, the video 
window can be selected using the mouse (see Section 3.1.2.12). This function 
does not work for monitors of remote computers!

4.13.3.5. Selecting camera from the system controller
To select camera for controlling:
1. Enter camera number on the controller keypad you want to control. Camera 

number is set by Administrator in the camera properties.
2. Press  button on the controller keypad.

By selecting camera, you are capturing Pan Tilt control for this camera, i.e. you can 
start Pan Tilt controlling for this camera, call different presets and start patrol programs 
(subject to the assignment of buttons for the respective commands).
If you want to be able to go to the next/previous camera according to their numbers, 
you need to assign buttons for these commands (CameraNext and CameraPrev) 
in the system controller settings in the Configuration Environment (see section 
3.1.2.12).

4.13.3.6. Controlling Pan Tilt device
You can control the Pan Tilt using a joystick located on the system controller.

Command Element Description

Pan and tilt device Joystick Up, down, left, right, up left, 
down left, down right, up 
right.

Zoom Wheel and buttons on the 
joystick

Zoom out / zoom in
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4.13.3.7. Calling Pan Tilt presets and starting patrol programs
To switch to the Pan Tilt preset from the controller:
1. Enter preset number on the controller keypad. Presets number in VideoNet 

system corresponds to numbers, set in properties on the Pan Tilt configuration 
page.

2. Press Enter button on the controller. Camera will be positioned to the specified 
preset.

To switch to the Pan Tilt preset this preset should be added and set on the Pan 
Tilt configuration page. Adding and setting up of the presets are perfomed by 
system administrator (see Section 3.4.4).

For the Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller in VideoNet, it is possible to execute 
commands to start and stop patrol programs, but there are no default buttons for 
these commands.
If you want to be able to start and stop patrol programs from the system controller, 
you need to assign buttons for these commands (PTLTraceStart and PTLTraceStop) 
in the system controller settings in the Configuration Environment (see section 
3.1.2.12).

The system can start patrol program only if such program was added and set 
on the Pan Tilt configuration page. Adding and setting of the patrol programs 
are perfomed by system administrator (see Section 3.4.4).

4.13.3.8. Controlling player using system controller
For the Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller in VideoNet, it is possible to control 
player, but there are no default buttons for these commands.
If you want to be able to control player from the system controller, you need to assign 
buttons for these commands (PlayerOpen, PlayerPlayPause, etc.) in the system 
controller settings in the Configuration Environment (see section 3.1.2.12).

Attention! Control by the system controller is possible only in the active window 
of the player.

4.13.3.9. Completion of work with system controller
For the Hikvision DS-1005KI system controller in the VideoNet system, the default 
button for executing the logoff command directly from the remote control (Logoff 
command) is not specified. You can assign a button convenient for you in the control 
settings of the controller in the Configuration environment (see Section 3.1.2.12).
By pressing the button assigned by you, the VideoNet system will release the current 
monitor, video window, camera control and end the current user session. 
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4.14. Working with Faces
In the VideoNet system, it is possible to detect and recognize people’s faces.
Face detection allows the system to detect images of people’s faces on video and 
save them to a database. At the same time, only the face of the person is saved, and 
other parts of the body, objects and background are ignored. For the face detection 
in the system, the Face detector is used.
The configuration of face detection parameters is performed in the Configuration 
Environment (see sections 3.4.2.13 and 3.6.1).
Face recognition allows the system to detect people’s faces on a video, form a face 
descriptor and match it with reference image descriptors stored in a database to 
obtain data on the full name, position and department of a person. In addition, the 
system can recognize the gender, age and emotion of a person in a video. For face 
recognition in the system, the Face recognition module is used.
The configuration of face recognition parameters is performed in the Configuration 
Environment (see sections 3.4.3.2 and 3.6.1).

 To work with face detection and/or recognition, you need to preset the system 
configuration parameter:
• configure a face detector or face recognition module by required cameras;
• configure a screen mode for working with the face window;
• configure face window properties.
The configuration parameters should be set up by the system administrator.

After setting the parameters, the results of the recognition module work can be seen 
in the Surveillance environment, and the results of the face detector work - in the 
Surveillance and Analytics environments.
In the Surveillance environment, you can track the results of face detector and face 
recognition module work:

• in the video window – by the camera selected in it only;
• in the face window – by all cameras selected in it.

In the Analytics environment, you can view and analyze the detected faces, as well 
as events associated with them.

4.14.1. Face window
The face window is designed for displaying detected and recognized faces by the 
selected cameras. This window consists of the faces area (1) and the toolbar (2).

The faces area (1) contains frames with faces, that are placed from left to right and 
prioritized by their detection or recognition time. By default, the face window uses a 
frame autoupdate mode. This means that a new frame with a face will be the rightmost 
frame. Therefore, you can always see the latest detected or recognized faces. 
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When you place your mouse pointer over the frame, the autoupdate is suspended 
until you move the mouse away from the frame. At this time, the rightmost frame is 
always the latest frame received, whatever the scrolling position.
To view all faces in the window, you can use a scroll bar or a mouse wheel. To 
return to the autoupdate mode later on, you need to move the scroll bar slider to 

the rightmost position or click the button  on the toolbar.
On the frame, the camera name and detection date and time are shown by default 
for each detected face. For the recognized face, in addition to these data, the full 
name and department can also be displayed. 
Date and time, full name and the department are displayed on the frame if the 
corresponding option is enabled in the Configuration environment.
If detection/recognition occurs on a single camera, then the name of the camera is 
shown only on the toolbar. 
If the recognized face matches the image of the face in the database, then the frame 
with this recognized face is highlighted with a green frame.

By clicking the pin button  that appears when you place your mouse pointer over 
the frame, you can pin the selected frame in the left-handed part of the window. The 
frame will be enclosed in an orange box.

Each subsequent frame pinned will be added to the right of the latest earlier pinned 
frame.

The ability to pin frames can be convenient if it is necessary to control the appearance 
of a specific person or person with similar facial features in the frame.

The pin button becomes unclickable, if there is just one last unpinned frame left 
in the face window for viewing newly detected faces.

To cancel frame pinning, place your mouse pointer over this frame in the selected 
frame area or faces area, and then click the pin button .
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You can load photos from a file in the selected frames area. To do this:

1. Click the button  on the toolbar.
2. The standard Windows file opening dialog box will be opened.
3. Select a file to load photos from and click Open.
4. The photo will appear in the selected frames area. The frame loaded from the 

file is enclosed in a purple box; it has a caption corresponding to the file name, 

and it is denoted with the icon .

To delete the photo loaded, place your mouse pointer over it and click the button .

The selected frames retain their position in the face window both after detection/
recognition cameras have been changed and after the user has been changed 
and the system rebooted.

If you right-click the frame containing the detected/recognized face, a full frame 
pop-up window will appear.

The full frame displaying allows you both to assess if detection/recognition is correct 
and to see the detected/recognized face and the environment. You can save or print 
a full frame, and also play the recording of the moment, if it is available.
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4.14.2. Selecting cameras in the face window
By default, cameras in the Face window are not selected. Cameras can be pre-
defined in the Configuration environment when configuring the Face window or 
selected directly in the window itself during operation.

To select cameras in the face window:

1. Click the button  on the toolbar (2).
2. The Select cameras window that contains a list of cameras for which the face 

detector or face recognition module has been configured will be opened.
3. Select the cameras from the list and click Select.
4. If you have selected several cameras from the list, then the Multiple cameras 

selected caption will appear next to the button . If you have selected just 
one camera, the name of this camera will appear. 

4.14.3. Emergency playback from the face window
You can switch to the emergency playback mode (see Section 4.6.7) from a full-

frame display window, by clicking the button . The system will start playing the 
video fragment recorded 15 seconds before the time of the command. If there is no 
record made at that time, you will keep seeing the “No record” caption in the window 
until a record fragment appears. Another way to switch to the emergency playback 
mode is to move a frame from the detection window to the video window. To do this:

1. Place your mouse pointer over the frame you are interested in.
2. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the pointer to the 

video window and release the mouse button.
3. The emergency video record playback will start in the video window.

4. To exit the emergency playback mode, click the button .

4.14.4. Comments
You can add and edit comments in the full frame window. It allows, for example, 
viewing all unknown people and monitoring clock-in and clock-out times of a number 
of employees.

To add /edit a comment:
1. Right-click the frame to call up a full frame window.
2. Left-click the respective field at the bottom of the window and type the text.

When you place your mouse pointer over a commented frame, the icon  appears 
in its area. When you place your mouse pointer over the icon, a pop-up tooltip with 
the comment text appears.
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4.14.5. Saving and printing a frame from the face window
If necessary, you can save the required frame to the file or print out the image. To do 

this, the respective buttons  and . appear in any frame area in the detection 
window. For information on how to configure frame saving and printing parameters, 
see Sections 4.6.10 and 4.6.11, respectively.

4.14.6. Enabling and disabling frame protection
If you want to protect a face frame from deletion during cyclic face database cleanup, 
you can enable protection for this frame. When you do so, the protection of the 
record fragment (if any) from this source is automatically enabled on all volumes 5 
seconds prior to the time this frame appeared and 5 seconds after. If you disable 
(enable) protection for this fragment in the player, it will not affect the face frame 
protection status.

To protect a frame:
1. Right-click the frame that you want to protect.
2. The full frame pop-up window will appear.
3. Select the Protect from deletion check box and close the full frame window.

4. In the detected faces area on the protected frame, the icon  will appear.

To disable protection for the frame:
1. Right-click the protected frame.
2. The full frame pop-up window will appear.
3. Clear the Protect from deletion check box and close the full frame window.
4. In the detected faces area, the protection for this frame will be disabled.
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4.15. Working with the Access point window
With the Access Control System (ACS) connected, VideoNet allows you to monitor 
both employees passing through an access point and other employee-triggered 
events at access points. The access point may be a door or a turnstile.
The Surveillance environment provides the Access point window for the operator 
to be able to work with access points. By using this window, you can:

• monitor the latest event and the access point state;
• view events from the access point;
• send commands to the access point.

To configure access point parameters, use the Configuration environment (see 
Section 3.1.2.14.5 and 3.6.1).

 To be able to work with the access point window, you need to preset the system 
configuration parameters:
• add an access point to the system configuration;
• configure parameters of the access point;
• configure a screen mode for working with the access point window;
• configure the access point window properties.
The configuration parameters should be set up by the system administrator.

For working with an access point, the system provides standard screen modes that 
include the following elements:

• one or more video windows;
• one or more Access point windows;
• event panel.

Besides, you can configure the modes according to your requirements, by relocating 
the windows or completing the modes with required window types. Creating screen 
modes is described in Section 3.6.1.2.
Using the screen modes that contain access point windows and video windows makes 
it possible to verify employees visually, i.e. to compare the information received from 
video surveillance cameras with the information stored in the system.
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4.15.1. Access point window
The access point window consists of the access point selection box (1), event 
panel (2), information bar (3), event history panel (4), access point control 
buttons (5).

• Access point selection box (1)
The access point selection box contains the name of the access point, which 
events are displayed in the window.

To select an access point:
1. Left-click the access point selection box.
2. The list containing the names of the access points existing in the system will 

be opened.
3. Select an access point.
4. The name of the selected access point will appear in the access point selection 

box.
• Event panel (2)
The event panel displays brief information about the event:

• time;
• date;
• brief description of the event.

To attract the operator’s attention, the status indicator  that changes to  when 
receiving an event requiring greater attention appears on the event panel.
• Information bar (3)
The Information bar contains a detailed description of the event or the information 
about a key owner.
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If the event is associated with an employee’s access, his/her photo and personal 
data will appear on this bar.

The way the information about an employee is displayed depends on the settings in 
the Configuration (see Section 3.6.1.3) and the ACS environments (see Chapter 6).
If the event is not associated with an employee’s access, then the event icon and 
its detailed description will appear on this bar.
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• Event history panel (4)
This panel contains events of a selected access point. The number of events 
displayed depends on the access point window settings in the Configuration 
environment (see Section 3.6.1.3).

If you select an event on the event history panel, you will see the information about 
it on the information bar. The Access point window will switch to the View Event 
History mode (see Section 4.15.2).
You can navigate to events, by using a scroll bar, a mouse wheel, or right and left 
keyboard arrows for this purpose. As you do so, the event currently displayed in 
the Access point window will also be enclosed in a box on the event history panel.
You can resize the event history panel. To do this:

1. Place your mouse pointer over top border of the event history panel.

2. When the mouse pointer turns into a double-headed arrow , pull the border 
to make it bigger or smaller.
If necessary, you can hide the event history panel. To do this, left-click the top border 
of the panel. To re-display the panel, click it again.
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4.15.2. Access point window modes
The access point window may exist in two visual modes: monitoring mode and event 
history viewing mode. It depends on whether the monitoring is on or the preceding 
events are being viewed.
The monitoring mode is the basic one. In this mode, the access point window 
displays the information about the latest event for the selected point. The event 
may either be associated with any person accessing though the access point or 
with a change in the access point state not connected with access of any person. 
For example, it can be automatic emergency opening in case of fire.
The information will be updated automatically at the time the event occurs at the 
access point.
Switching to the event history viewing mode occurs automatically when an operator 
selects events to view on the event history panel.

When switched to this mode, automatic event playing discontinues and the selected 
event opens in the access point window. Then the operator may view the events 
manually.
To switch back to the monitoring mode, click the Return to current event button.
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4.15.3. Managing an access point
Depending on the event type, an access point can be managed either automatically 
by the system or manually by the operator. It depends on the ACS system configura-
tion and the operator’s rights.
To manage an access point manually, the following buttons are used:

Button Command Description

Block access/ 
Unblock access

Clicking this button blocks the access at the 
selected access point. To unblock the access, 
click the button again.
This command does not apply to Gate control-
lers of a parking type.

Emergency unlocking /
Discard emergency

Clicking this button opens the selected access 
point for permanent passing. To cancel this 
command, click the button again.
This command does not apply to Gate control-
lers of a parking type.

Open Clicking this button causes one-time opening of 
the selected access point for passing.

Close Clicking this button causes closing of the 
selected access point.
This command applies only to Gate controllers 
of a parking type.

Besides, the operator may give commands from the Device window, using the 
Access Point element’s shortcut menu (see Section 4.3).
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4.16. Working with the Access gate point window
To work with the access gate point in the Surveillance environment, the Access 
gate point window is provided. The Access gate point window is designed to 
monitor and control the admission of vehicles to the selected access gate point.
Using this window, the operator can:

• monitor the status of the access gate point;
• view events with recognized vehicle licence plates;
• send control commands to the access gate point;
• manually enter an unrecognized vehicle licence plate to make a decision 

about its access;

The purpose of this function is, if necessary, to provide access to the territory 
to vehicles whose licence plates cannot be correctly recognized due to 
circumstances unrelated to the operation of the licence plate recognition module 
(dirt, insufficient light level, etc.).

• allow one-time passage to vehicles for which access is not configured, with 
registration in the system of the fact of their admission.

The buttons used to enter the number manually and register the passage are 
described in section 4.16.1.
To work with the Access gate point window, it is necessary to pre-configure the 
system configuration parameters:

• add an access gate point to the system configuration (see section 3.1.2.2);
• configure the parameters of the access gate point (see section 3.1.2.14.6);
• configure the screen mode to work with the Access gate point window (see 

section 3.6.1);
• configure the properties of the Access gate point window.

Configuration parameters are configured by the system administrator.
To work with the access gate point, the system provides the Car checkpoint stand-
ard screen mode, which includes two video windows and two Access gate point 
windows. In addition, you can customize the modes according to your needs by 
changing the location of windows or supplementing the modes with the necessary 
types of windows.
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4.16.1. Access gate point window
The Access gate point window consists of an access gate point selection field 
(1), an event panel (2), an information panel (3), access gate point control 
buttons (4), a toolbar (5) and a list of events (6).

• Access gate point selection field
The access gate point selection field is a drop-down list that contains all the access 
gate points of the system to which the user is allowed access. After selecting an 
access gate point in the list, its name will be displayed in the selection field, and its 
events will be displayed in the Access gate point window.
• Event panel
The event panel displays brief information about the vehicle access event selected 
in the list:

• Event icon
• Event time
• Event date
• Event name

The list of events with a list of names and icons is described later in the section.
Also, above the information about the access event a dynamic indicator of the status 
of the access gate point is displayed, if it goes into one of the following states:

• Access blocked
• Emergency open
• Break-in alarm
• Silent alarm

• Information panel
The information panel is designed to display an image with a recognized number 
and contains:

• The area for images of the moment of recognition (from the camera with the 
recognition module, which is selected in the settings of the access gate point 
and additional cameras, if they are selected in the settings of the recognition 
module);

• An enlarged image of the licence plate at the time of recognition, taken by the 
camera selected in the settings of the access gate point;

• A frame with the decryption of the recognized licence plate;
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• Information about the car and the employee associated with the car (if any), 
determined when setting up the window (for a description of configuring the 
Access gate point window, see section 3.6.1.3).

• Access gate point control buttons
Depending on the type of event, the control of the access gate point can be performed 
by the system automatically or manually by the operator. It depends on the system 
configuration and operator rights.
The following buttons are used to manually control the access gate point:

Button Command Description

Block/unblock Pressing the button blocks access to the selected 
access gate point. To unlock the passage, click on 
the button again.

Emergency unlocking/
Discard emergency

Pressing the button opens the selected access gate 
point for free access (for example, in case of a fire 
or other emergency). To cancel the command, click 
the button again.

Open Pressing the button leads to a one-time opening of 
the selected access gate point.

Register a passage This button is used in situations when it is necessary 
to open an access gate point one-time for a vehicle 
that does not have a configured access permit, and 
at the same time register its passage in the system. 
All vehicle passages registered by the operator are 
also taken into account in analytical reports.
Pressing the button opens a pop-up window for 
entering the vehicle licence plate and further one-
time opening of the selected access gate point with 
registration of the vehicle licence plate.

Enter licence plate manu-
ally

This button is used in situations when the vehicle 
licence plate cannot be correctly recognized due 
to circumstances unrelated to the operation of the 
licence plate recognition module, but it is neces-
sary that the decision to grant access is made by 
the system (as when the licence plate recognition 
module).
Pressing the button opens a pop-up window for 
entering the vehicle licence plate and further 
decision-making by the system on granting access to 
the vehicle, in accordance with the access settings.
This button is displayed only if the access order 
using licence plate recognition is configured for the 
access gate point.

Attention! To be able to register vehicle passages, the user must have the 
appropriate right (see section 3.9.1.3).

To register a passage or enter licence plate manually:
1. Click Register a passage or Enter licence plate manually button (depending 

on your needs). A window will be opened for entering the vehicle licence plate.
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2. Enter the vehicle licence plate in the window.
3. Click Ok.

• If the window was called by the Register a passage button, the access gate 
point will be opened, and the entered vehicle licence plate will be logged in 
the Passage Log event log.

• If the window was called by the Enter licence plate manually button, then the 
entered vehicle licence plate will be checked by the system and the vehicle 
will be allowed or denied passage, depending on the access settings.

In addition to using the buttons in the Access gate point window, the operator 
can also issue commands from the Device window using the context menu of the 
Access gate point element (see section 4.3).
• Toolbar
The toolbar allows you to perform the following actions in the Access gate point 
window:

• Update the list of events manually (see section 4.16.1.2);
• Enable and disable automatic updating of the list of events (see section 

4.16.1.2);
• Switch to the player at the time specified in the event selected in the list (see 

section 4.16.1.3);
• Search for events (see section 4.16.1.4);
• Display events in the list based on the selected time interval (see section 

4.16.1.2);
• Filter events (see section 4.16.1.5);
• Export a list of events (see section 4.16.1.6).

• List of events
The list of events contains a table with access events for the selected access gate 
point with the following columns:

• Event number (hidden by default);
• Event icon;
• Licence plate;
• Date and time;
• Event;
• Direction.

The events in the access gate point window can be as follows:
• Access is granted ;
• Operator allowed access ;
• Access by button ;
• Access denied ;
• Access blocked ;
• Entry ; 
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• Entry by emergency unlocking ; 
• Exit ; 
• Exit by emergency unlocking ; 
• Unknown licence plate ;
• Unknown key ;
• Identification error .

The number of output events is set on the panel located at the bottom of the Access 
gate point window. To set the limit, use the decrease  and increase  buttons. 
The limit is set in increments of 1000.
There is a technical limitation on simultaneous display of events – no more than 
10000. Please note that there may be more events in the selection than the maximum 
number of output events, and therefore it is recommended to use additional filters 
to view only the information you need (see section 4.16.1.5).
You can navigate through the list of events using the scroll bar on the right side of 
the list, the mouse wheel or the keyboard arrows. At the same time, information 
about the currently selected event will be displayed in the event panel and the 
information panel.

For more information about setting up the list of events, see section 4.16.1.1.

4.16.1.1. Configuring the list of events
In the Access gate point window, you can customize the appearance of the list 
of events according to your needs. In the list, you can sort events, add and hide 
columns, swap columns, and change their width.
For more efficient event analysis, you can sort the events in the list. Sorting can 
occur relative to any column in the list.

To sort the events in the list:
1. Make sure that automatic updating of the list of events is disabled (see section 

4.16.1.2).
2. Right-click on the header of the column you are interested in. The context 

menu will be opened.
3. In the context menu that opens, select in which order you want to display the 

events: ascending or descending. This method allows you to set sorting by 
several columns at once.

You can also sort without using the context menu. To do this, left-click on one of 
the column headers in the list of events. The list of events will be sorted by the type 
corresponding to the selected column. The sorting direction in the list of events 
(ascending or descending) is indicated by an arrow next to the column header. This 
method allows you to set sorting by only one column.

To add a column to the list of events:
1. Right-click on the header of any column.
2. In the context menu that opens, select Add columns.  The Drag columns dialog 

box will appear in the lower right corner of the Access gate point window. This 
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window contains column headers that are hidden in the list of window events 
and are available for adding.

3. In the dialog box, hover the mouse pointer over the column type you are 
interested in and, by pressing and holding the left mouse button, move it to the 
desired location in the list headers area. The column you added will appear in 
the list of window events.

To hide a column of the list of events:
1. Right-click on the header of the column you are interested in.
2. In the context menu that opens, select Hide column.
3. The selected column will no longer be displayed in the list of events. If the 

Drag columns dialog box is open at this moment, the hidden column header 
will appear in it.
• You can also hide a column in the list of events by moving it to the Drag 

columns dialog box. To do this, hover the mouse pointer over the column 
heading you are interested in in the list headers area and, by pressing and 
holding the left mouse button, move the heading to the column selection 
dialog box. After you have finished configuring the display of columns in the 
list of events, you can close the Drag columns dialog box by clicking .

You can also change the order of columns in the list of events by moving their 
headers. Use the left mouse button to do this.

You can also adjust the width of columns in the list of events.

To change the width of a column according to its contents (auto-selection 
of width):
1. Right-click on the column header whose width you want to change.
2. In the context menu that opens, select Best fit.
3. The column width will be set according to the contents of the cells.

To change the width of a column using the mouse:
1. Hover the mouse pointer over the right border of the column header.
2. The mouse pointer will change its appearance to .
3. By pressing and holding the left mouse button, move the border of the column 

header left/right to the desired column width.
• To change the width of a column with the mouse in accordance with the 

contents of its cells, double-click on the right border of the column header.

4.16.1.2. List of events update parameters
The list of events in the Access gate point window can be updated either automati-
cally or manually.
By default, automatic updating of the list of events is enabled in the window and the 
events that occur appear in it immediately. To disable automatic updating of the list, 
click the  button on the toolbar of the window.
When automatic updating of the list is disabled, an option appears in the toolbar 
to select a date range to filter the list. In this case, only events that occurred in the 
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specified time interval can be displayed in the list.
To update the list of events manually, press the  button on the window toolbar or 
the F5 button on the keyboard.

4.16.1.3. Switching to the player by the time of the event
If you want to view the video (if there is one) according to the time of the event 
selected in the list, you can switch to the player.

To switch to the player by event:
1. Select the event you are interested in from the list of events.
2. Click the  button on the list of events toolbar.

• Or press Ctrl+Enter on the keyboard.
• Or right-click on an event in the list and select Open player in the context 

menu that will be opened.
3. The player window will be opened. The player cursor will be set to the time at 

which the event you selected occurred.
In order to display the desired video, you need to configure the playlist to select the 
source (for more information, see section 4.2.2).

4.16.1.4. Event search
If you need to find an event in the list of events, you can search for it among all the 
events selected for viewing.

To find the event you are interested in by the text description:
1. Place the mouse pointer in the search bar.
2. Enter the text to search for and click .

3. If the system finds the text you entered, it will highlight it in color in the list of 
events. New controls will appear in the search bar.

If there are several events in the list of events that meet the search conditions, then 
you can move from one event to another up or down the list by clicking  and . 
In this case, the entire event line will be highlighted.

If the system does not find a single item in the list that meets the search conditions, 

the search will be ended. To reset the search, use the button .

4.16.1.5. Filtering events
To simplify the analysis of the list of events, you can use filters to reduce the selec-
tion according to your needs.
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To filter the list of events:
1. Make sure that automatic updating of the list of events is disabled (see section 

4.16.1.2).
2. Click the  button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click on the column header and select Show filter in the context 
menu that will be opened.

3. A filter bar will appear below the headers of the list of events, with which you 
can filter by any column.

4. Left-click on the filter field of the column you are interested in.
5. Configure the filter. The parameters and behavior of the filter depend on the 

column being filtered (the table below shows all the columns of the access 
gate point window). The filter field allows you to either enter text or open a 
drop-down list or menu. You can apply several types of filtering at once to get 
the desired result.

Event number If it is necessary that only events with certain numbers are displayed 
in the list, you need to enter a number in the filter field and events 
whose number includes this number will be displayed in the list of 
events. The filter allows you to enter only numeric values.

Event icon If it is necessary that only events of a certain type are displayed in 
the list, you need to select the type of interest in the drop-down list.

Licence plate If it is necessary for the list to display only the passage events with 
a certain vehicle licence plate, you need to enter the vehicle licence 
plate of interest in the filter field.

Date and time If it is necessary that only events for a certain date are displayed in 
the list, you need to specify the date of interest using the calendar 
located in the filter drop-down list.

Event If it is necessary that only certain events are displayed in the list, you 
need to select the event name you are interested in from the drop-
down list.

Direction If it is necessary that only events with a certain direction of movement 
are displayed in the list, you need to select the direction of interest in 
the drop-down list.

4.16.1.6. Exporting events
To export a list of events:
1. Make sure that automatic updating of the list of events is disabled (see section 

4.16.1.2).

2. Click the Export to Excel  button on the toolbar. The standard file saving 
dialog will be opened. You can save the displayed table with events and 
selected columns to a format file .xlsx or .xls (compatible with Microsoft Excel 
2003 or newer).

3. Select the location and file name and click Save. The data will be written to a 
file. The structure of the resulting file is a table containing information about 
the events displayed in the list at the time of export.
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4.17. Working with the Command panel
The command panel is a specialized panel in the Surveillance environment that 
displays commands to devices and partitions selected in the Device window or in 
the Graphic Plan window. This panel may be added to any screen mode as one 
of its windows (configuring screen modes should be performed by the system 
administrator, see Section 3.6.1).
The command panel window consists of the list of devices and partitions (1) 
and the list of commands (2).

The list of devices and partitions (1) displays the names of devices and partitions 
selected in the device window or in the graphic plan window. If the panel is not big 
enough to display the names of all selected elements, the Selected devices: # 
caption appears in the list, where # is the number of selected elements.

The list of commands (2) displays the commands that can be applied to the selected 
elements. A set of commands depends on the type and current status of the element.

Attention! The command panel displays the commands for which you have 
relevant rights. Configuring and differentiating access rights should be performed 
by the system administrator.

Some commands appear in the list only if a certain device state exists. For example, 
the Discard alarm command is displayed only when there is an alarm.
In the device window and in the graphic plan window, you can select several elements 
at a time. To do this, use the left mouse button, by holding down the Shift key (if 
you want to highlight several elements in succession) or the Ctrl key (if you want to 
highlight several elements at random).
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When you select several elements, the command panel displays only identical 
commands of the selected elements.
If the command is applicable to all selected elements, but they are in opposite states, 
then the commands list will include both commands.
Let’s take, for example, Enable guarding and Disable guarding.
Sometimes, it may happen that the command panel is not big enough to display 

the entire commands list. In this case, the button appears on the panel. When 
you click it, a drop-down list containing the commands that did not fit into the main 
commands list will be opened.
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4.18. Synchronizing video stream and transaction data
When you use an external point-of-sale system (see Section 3.1.2.16), it is possible 
to display transaction check data next to one or more video image windows within 
standard screen modes.
This functionality permits users to simultaneously display on the screen the video 
stream and the information about terminal transactions and operations synchronized 
with it. This mode functions both during broadcast and record playback.
The records coming from the terminal are stored in the database that is available 
for searching and filtering by users. It is possible to set sampling parameters, save 
them as ready-made templates (filters) and output the required information about 
cash register transactions. The sampling results are exportable to the Microsoft 
Excel format.
Apart from that, there is a feature of searching for an archive video record by the 
respective element of the check (transaction), with the record player positioned to 
the respective area.
The VideoNet’s operation in the check data and video stream synchronization mode 
implies a special screen mode, in which the video window / quad, terminal operations 
log window (POS window), and the record player are simultaneously displayed. The 
operational procedure for this mode is described below.

Attention! Before you start working with VideoNet in the terminal data and 
video stream synchronization mode, make sure that you have connected and 
configured the external point-of-sale system, added terminals, specified related 
cameras and configured a list of check fields to be displayed for the video 
window. For more details about configuration, see Sections 3.1.2.16 and 3.6.2.
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4.18.1. Working in the terminal operations and video stream syn-
chronization mode

The configured external point-of-sale system allows users to monitor terminal opera-
tions synchronously with video surveillance. For this functionality, standard screen 
mode are provided. It include the following elements:

• video window;
• terminal operations log window (POS window);
• player;
• event panel.

The screen mode look as follows:

This mode is standard for working with the point-of-sale system. However, you can 
configure mode according to your requirements, by relocating elements and specify-
ing the required number of video windows. Creating screen modes is described in 
Section 3.6.1.2.

4.18.2. “POS Window” screen form
The “POS window” screen form consists of three areas:

• Area for specifying terminal operations filter parameters (1);
• Area for displaying results of terminal operations sampling by a user-specified 

filter (2);
• Area for displaying check details (3).
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Area 1 may contain autoupdate parameters or search parameters.
When you change filtration parameters in Area 1, Area 2 will display the terminal 
operations that meet the specified criteria. When you do so, Area 3 displays all the 
operations for the check selected in Area 2.
If necessary, you can minimize Area 1, by left-clicking the button . To maximize 
the area again, click the button . You can change the height of Areas 2 and 3 
as you require. To do this:

1. Place your mouse pointer over the boundary between Areas 2 and 3.
2. By holding down the left mouse button, move this boundary at your choice.

4.18.2.1. Setting filter parameters area
This area offers the controls that you can use to filter terminal operations the way 
you need. The changes you make affect the behavior of the entire POS window 
screen form.
Element Description

Clicking this button enables/disables the autoupdate mode. When this 
mode is enabled, operations coming from the cash register module will 
be displayed in Area 2 immediately, and Area 2 itself will be updated 
on real-time basis, with a new operation automatically becoming active 
(highlighted). In case of a large number of operations, the list scrolls 
automatically so that you can always see the latest operation added. 
The operations data are displayed according to the pre-selected filter.
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Element Description

This button functions similarly to the autoupdate button, however, it is 
meant for the manual mode. Clicking this button applies the current 
parameters and forms a single-time list of terminal operations accord-
ing to the current parameters. The button is clickable only when the 
autoupdate mode is disabled.

Clicking this button opens a dialog box for exporting data from Areas 
2 and 3 to the Microsoft Excel file format. You can specify the target 
.xls file and its location.

Attention! To be able to export data to the Microsoft Excel format, you need to 
have MS Office 2003 or a later version installed.

In the autoupdate mode, Area 1 displays the Filter name fields.
The drop-down list in the Filter name field contains names of the filters configured 
earlier in the Configuration environment on the Trading journal page (see Section 
3.4.6). When you use it for the first time, you will be offered a set of default settings 
as a standard filter named All terminals, All operations.
When you disable autoupdating in Area 1 will display the settings for the filter settings 
in the manual mode.

To configure the filter:

1. Click the button  next to the drop-down filter list.
2. The dialog box will be opened.

3. Enter the filter name and click OK.
4. In the Period field, specify the time interval you need, in which terminal opera-

tions have occurred.
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5. Click the button  next to the Terminals field. The Edit terminals filter 
dialog box will be opened. You can select one or more terminals that you are 
interested in by selecting check boxes.

6. In the Check field, you can select the Text option. In this field you can enter 
arbitrary alphanumeric information to search the text of the check. For example, 
in this field you can enter a banknote number to search for transactions with a 
specified banknote and view video recordings of these operations.

7. The Products option allows you to make sampling by some product, or a list of 
products, or all products. By default, no limitations on products are applied. To 

edit the parameters, click the button  next to the field. The following product 
list configuration dialog box will appear:
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Enter a list of the products that you are interested in in the left column and set the 
and/or condition in the right column. To add / delete lines, use the buttons +/–. After 
you have filled in the list of products and set the conditions, click OK.

8. You can select the With condit element check box to activate an additional 
group of filtration parameters. Following that, you will be able to select filtration 
by price or by discount per item. Using the “from” and “to” fields, specify the 
necessary range of values.

9. You can select the Total check element check box, which you will be able 
to select filtration by discounted check total. Using the “from” and “to” fields, 
specify the necessary range of values.

10. You can select the Contain checked operations check box. You can select 
one or more standard terminal operations that you are interested in by selecting 
check boxes in the drop-down list. Alternatively, you can select all the operations 
by checking the All item at the top of the list.

11. You can specify the terminal operations that are to be displayed in the POS 
window in the Operations not linked with a cheque field.

To delete a filter from the list of filters:
1. Select the filter that you want to delete from the list of filters.
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2. Click the button  located next to the list of filters.
To rename a filter:

1. Select the filter that you want to rename from the list of filters.

2. Click the button  located next to the list of filters.
3. The Filter name dialog box will open.
4. Type a new name for the filter in the respective field and click OK.

4.18.2.2. Sampling output area
This area represents a table consisting of the following columns:

Column Description

Terminal Name and number of the terminal, from which the check comes.

Date, time Date and accurate time when the operation has been registered.

Operation The list of operations displays only check opening/closing and a series of 
bookkeeping operations with the terminal. Intermediate check operations 
are not displayed.

Check number Sequence number of the check.

Terminal operations in this area are automatically sorted by the date and time they 
have been generated. You can switch sorting from ascending to descending time 
or vice versa, by clicking the Date column name.

4.18.2.3. Check details area
After you select an opening or closing operation for some check in Area 2, Area 3 
will display detailed information about this check.
The detailed information about the check appears as a multi-page text that is logically 
divided into three components:

• check header;
• check body;
• check footer.

The number of zones in the multi-page text depends on the number of operations 
within this check.
Here is an example of check details displaying in Area 3 of the POS Window screen 
form:
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4.18.2.4. Positioning in the video window by a check
By using the data in the sampling output window (Area 2), you can see a video record 
fragment, time-associated with a particular operation on the check.

To do this, make the following steps:
1. Right-click the check opening/closing transaction in Area 2. Select the camera 

associated with the current terminal, for recording playback in the video window, 
from the context menu.
• Or, by clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the terminal 

operation to the necessary video window. If the terminal is connected multiple 
cameras, the context menu to select the camera will be opened when you 
release the mouse button..

2. The emergency playback will start in the video window. The system will start 
playing back the fragments recorded 15 seconds before the terminal operation 
appears. If recording was off at that moment, the video window will be displaying 
the caption “No record” until the recording fragment appears.

4.18.2.5. Exporting data to the Microsoft Excel format

When you click the button  in the area for specifying the terminal operations 
parameters, the standard file saving dialog box will be opened. You can save data 
from Areas 2 and 3 to the .xls format file compatible with Microsoft Excel 2003 or 
a later version.
After you specify file name and location, click Save to record all the data to the 
file. The resulting file will be structured as a table that contains information about 
receipts and transactions.

The data lines are displayed in chronological order of the respective terminal 
operations.
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5. ANALYTICS ENVIRONMENT
This section describes exactly how to work with the Analytics environment in the 
system by selecting a report type and setting parameters to analyze, viewing 
results, saving and editing templates and reports.

The Analytics environment is an efficient tool for post-analysis of information. It 
allows users to search by video and audio data as well as text records obtained 
from the VideoNet system and stored in databases. The sources of these data are 
the video surveillance system (VSS), fire and intrusion alarm system (FIAS) and 
access control system (ACS).
This environment is mainly designed for:

• information search across databases by requested parameters;
• simultaneous analysis of events from multiple sources;
• displaying query results in custom formats with an extensive set of playback 

and navigation tools;
• generation of reports of various types and forms: working time estimation, work 

schedule violations registration etc.
The features of this environment may be helpful in various situations, such as, for 
example:

• detection of speeding objects;
• investigation into an object relocation circumstances (car theft, break-in, 

robbery etc.);
• objects identification by their color;
• search for suspicious strangers;
• analysis of suspicious situations recorded within a certain period of time;
• simultaneous event viewing from all the sources available (for example, a 

breaking glass sound and the movement recorded at that time etc.);
• matching work time logging reports of a company’s employees with reports 

on the VSS, FIAS and ACS events;
• traffic intensity assessment, identification of major customer streams.
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5.1. Working with the Analytics Environment
The Analytics environment allows you to analyze data by using four types of reports, 
such as an integral report, events report, analytical report, and a heat map.
Before you start working with the Analytics environment, you need to take into 
consideration the following conditions:

1. In the settings of the sources (cameras, IP cameras, microphones) in the 
Configuration environment, the Collect data for analytics check box must be 
selected.

2. To be able to analyze the ACS and FIAS devices, you must add and configure 
them in the Configuration environment.

To start working with the Analytics environment:
1. Call up VideoNet control menu in the top left corner of the screen and select 

the Analytics menu item.
• Or click the icon  in the Windows taskbar to call up the VideoNet 9 Process 

Control Manager menu and select the Analytics menu item.
2. The Analytics environment window will be opened. When you run the environ-

ment for the first time, an Events report will be opened. Later on, the system will 
open the last report you have been working with during your previous session.

The Analytics environment includes the VideoNet control menu (1), the report 
selection panel (2), the date and time area (3), the report generation area (4) 
and the toolbar (5).
VideoNet system provides the ability to work with multiple ACS databases in the 
Analytics environment. There are following options for how the Analytics environ-
ment behaves when opened:

• If the Analytics environment has already been used before, ACS databases 
that were used the previous time will be available for work;

• If the Analytics environment is opened for the first time and there is only one 
ACS database in the system available to the user, this database data will be 
loaded;

• If the Analytics environment is opened for the first time and there are several 
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ACS databases in the system available to the user, then when opening any 
Analytical report (see section 5.1.6) the Select ACS database window will 
be opened (see the description of selecting a database in section 5.1.5.1).

Users who have access to several databases can select multiple databases for work.

5.1.1. Creating a report

Right after you have run the environment or while you are working, you can create 
a new report.

To create a new report:
1. Select the type of the report of interest on the report selection panel.
2. The report’s query generation box will be opened.

To create a new report of this type later on, click the button  on the report toolbar. 
Note that if you decide to create a new report of the current type or switch to creat-
ing a report of another type and you have made any changes in the report before 
that, you will see an alert. The system will suggest to you proceed either saving or 
ignoring these changes.

5.1.2. Saving a report and template of a report
If necessary, You can save a report containing the results of the search, or the 
template that contains customized settings for the search. This way you can view 
the search results an unlimited number of times, or restore your settings and use 
them immediately or make minor changes.
After you run the search and get the results, you can save them as a report. Search 
results for Analytical reports, Events reports and Heat map reports can be saved to 
your computer in various file formats.

To save a report to a file:

1. After building the report click the button  on the toolbar or in the preview 
mode.

2. The Windows standard file saving window will open. Specify a directory and 
type the file name. For saving Analytical reports and Events report the following 
file types are available: csv, html, pdf, rtf, xls, xlsx. Heat map report is saved 
as a doc file.

3. Click Save.
You can save the search results for the Integral report to the VideoNet database.

To save an Integral report:

1. After building the report  click the Save  button on the toolbar or the button  

next to the button  and select Save report as... from the drop-down menu.
2. The dialog box will be opened.
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3. Type the report name and click OK.
You can also save the report template before it was built and the results were 
received.

To save a template:

1. Click the Save  button on the toolbar or the button  next to the button  
and select Save template as... from the drop-down menu.

2. The dialog box will be opened.

3. Type the template name and click OK.
All templates and Integral reports that you save as you work with the environment 
appear in the Select report window (see Section 5.1.3).

When you click the button  (or when you select the Save item from the button 
drop-down menu) while you are working with an active template (report), it saves all 
current (since the latest change) changes under the active template (report) name.
If you select the Save template as... item (in the Integral report, it is called Save 
as...) from the drop-down menu of the button , you can save the template under 
a specified name. When saving, a new or existing name can be specified.
If the template (report) name coincides with the name of an earlier saved template 
(report), you will see the “Item with the same name exists. Overwrite?” alert when 
you try to save it. If you agree, the system will save the active template (report) 
under the specified name.
If this name coincides with the active template (report) name, but the saving type is 
different, it will be saved under the selected name and respective type.

5.1.3. Opening, copying and deleting a template (report)
Sometimes you may need to use a template with already configured parameters for 
the query or view a previously compiled Integral report.

To open an earlier saved template (report):
1. Select the necessary report type by clicking the button on the report selection 

panel.
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2. The report window will be opened.

3. Click the button  on the toolbar.
4. The Select report window will be opened. This window contains a list of 

templates and reports (for Integral report only) that you save when you work 
with the environment. There is a separate list for each type of report.

The template contains query parameters that can be used again later. Using a 
template saves the time you spend on creating a new report because it allows you 
to skip the stage of data search parameter setting.
The report contains query parameters and data obtained from the query.
For each template (report), the list displays the name assigned, type (Report or 
Template), creation date, and modification date.
If necessary, you may search across all the fields in the list. If the system finds the 
text typed in the search field, it will highlight it in the list.
To make it easier to work with the list, use a set of filters that allows you to limit the 
amount of the information shown in the list. You can apply several types of filtration:
All This button serves to show all elements in the list.

Reports This button serves to show reports only.

Templates This button serves to show templates only.

The toolbar of the Select report window contains the list control buttons:
Button Description
Open Opens a report or report template from the list of saved reports.

Copy Copies a report or report template selected in the list.

Delete Deletes a report or report template from the list.
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5. Highlight the necessary template (report) in the list of saved reports.
6. Click Open on the window toolbar.

• Or double-click the line containing the template (report) in the list.
7. If you have selected a report at Step 5, you switch to viewing the report data 

just as they have been saved, without running a query and updates.
If you have selected a template at Step 5, you switch to configuring the parameters 
just as they have been saved.
In the Select report window, you can make copies of the existing templates (reports).

To make a copy of a template (report):
1. Highlight the required template (report) in the list.
2. Click Copy on the window toolbar.
3. A copy that has the current creation date and the name of the original element 

will appear in the list, yet, it will have an additional index (for example, “Report 
(1)”). When you copy an original element again, the first free index will be 
added to its name.

To delete a template (report):
1. Highlight the required template (report) in the list.
2. Click Delete on the window toolbar.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.

4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
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5.1.4. Integral report
This type or report allows users to analyze all data types of the VideoNet system, 
based on data selection from archives, the event log, and the face database.
The query generation box contains the toolbar (1), the tree of elements (2) and 
the parameter setting area (3).

The toolbar (1) contains the following control buttons:

Button Description

Starts search by specified parameters. It is clickable, if the current 
parameter values have been changed.

Serves to go back to the previous search results. It is clickable after 
the first search run.

Serves to create a new report.

Serves to open an earlier saved report or template report.

Serves to save a report template under the current name. If the template 
has not been saved before, the Save dialog box in which you can 
specify the name and save it will automatically open. Besides, you 
can do the same, by clicking the button , next to the Save button. It 
will open a drop-down menu that contains the respective commands.

Opens a window for importing data of the sources from earlier saved 
reports to the active one.

The tree of elements (2) displays the sources that can be used to search for the 
data to analyze.
The parameter setting (3) allows you to specify the required data search criteria. 
For more details on parameter setting, see Section 5.1.4.2.
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5.1.4.1. Source selection
The search sources in the tree of elements may be represented by devices and 
partitions added to the configuration. In this case, the partition will be available only 
if devices are added to it.
Note that you need to observe the following conditions to make a source selectable 
and display it in the window:

• In the settings of the sources (cameras, IP-cameras, microphones) in the 
General pane of the Configuration environment, the “Collect data for 
analytics” check box should be selected.

• There should be at least one record from these sources (you can check if such 
record is available by using a player in the Surveillance environment) or at 
least one event in the log.

The data can belong to the following types:
• Video;
• Audio;
• Events;
• Faces.

The displaying of a given data type depends on the source type selected at the 
previous step. The table given below presents sources and data types available 
for analysis.
Data type Source

Video Analog camera 
IP-camera

Audio Microphone

Events Analog camera 
IP-camera
Microphone
Relay
Tamper
Access point
Access gate point
Passage point

Faces Analog camera
IP-camera

To select elements to search for, use check boxes . You can select both a partition 
and individual devices and data types.

Note that when you select the parent node, all of its child elements will be 
selected and when you select the root partition, all the elements in the tree will 
be selected. Only selected elements will be searched for.

You can also copy, delete, and rename child nodes. To do this, right-click on the 
desired child node and select an action.

When copying a node, you must specify a name for the copy. You can only delete 
copies of child nodes or child nodes for which there are copies.
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5.1.4.2. Configuring analysis parameters
The search parameters configuration area contains filters. They are represented as 
panes, each containing filter configuration parameters.

• Search interval
You can specify a time span to be analyzed in this area.
In the “Search interval” field, you can select the following values: specified time 
interval, specified month, specified day, specified day interval.
If you select the “specified month” item, you can specify a month and year to be 
searched through. When you select the “specified day” or “specified day interval” 
item, you can specify a particular date or date interval.
If you select the “specified time interval” item, two areas for specifying a time span 
will appear.

To set date and time, you may use one of the following methods:
1. Left-click the necessary field and enter the value.

2. Place your mouse pointer over the necessary field and scroll the mouse wheel 
up / down. The field value will increase or decrease.

3. Use the arrows that appear when you place your mouse pointer over the 
respective field.

4. To set the date, you may use the calendar button .
• Filtering
In addition to time restrictions, additional filters can be used for report generation. 
These filters are shown in the Available Filters area. The filters are represented 
as panes, each containing filter configuration parameters. You can organize these 
panes as you wish. To do this, you need to place your mouse pointer over the pane 
and drag it to the required place by clicking and holding down the left mouse button.
To use a filter for report generation, you need to move it from the Available Filters area 
to the Active Filters area by using your mouse. You can also make a filter active by 
clicking the button  next to the filter pane. The active filter has a green indicator.
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To delete a filter from the active filters area, you need to move it to the available 
filters area or click the button  next to the filter pane.
You can minimize/maximize any filter pane by clicking its heading.
The displaying of a given filter depends on the element selected in the tree of 
elements. The exception is the Data filter that is displayed for each element.
If you simultaneously select elements of different types, a common set of filters will 
become available. In this case, the parameters that correspond to the element type 
will be applied to each element.
If you highlight in the tree of elements several elements that differ just in one of 

the parameters, the icon  will appear next to this parameter. If you change this 
parameter later again, it will become valid for all the elements highlighted.
Parameters specified for a certain partition apply to all of the elements belonging 
to this partition.

Attention! Parameters selected for the parent partition are high-priority ones 
and the changes made to it apply to all the elements belonging to it.

The Object parameters pane
In the Object Parameters pane, you may specify search criteria: the object search 
area, object size and proportions, object motion speed and direction, and color.

By default, the system searches for objects throughout the entire frame region. You 
can limit the search area by selecting the appropriate parameter.

To set the object search area:
1. Select the check box next to the name of the Set object search area parameter.
2. The frame which will highlight a certain area will appear in the saved frame. 

The area outside the area will be gray. The object search will be performed 
only within this frame.
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You can move and resize the object search area in the frame.

To resize the object search area (make it larger or smaller):
1. Place your mouse pointer over the frame element in question.
2. The mouse pointer will change into a double-headed arrow . Drag the 

boundary or corner to resize the area.

To move the object search area:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the area inside the frame.
2. Click and hold down the left (middle or right) mouse button.

3. The mouse pointer will change into .
4. Move the object search area to the required position in the frame.

When you disable and then re-enable the Specify search area parameter, the system 
stores the last search area size and location settings for each source.
Enabling the Size and Proportions parameter allows you to specify an object’s size 
and proportions by using presets denoted by the following images:

Object Image Description

Person.
Search for objects with a 1:3 aspect ratio.

Walking person
Search for objects with a 2:3 aspect ratio.

Box.
Search for objects with a 1:1 aspect ratio.

Bicyclist.
Search for objects with a 3:2 aspect ratio.

Car
Search for objects with a 3:1 aspect ratio.

Truck
Search for objects with a 2:1 aspect ratio.

The default system preset is Box.
When you select a preset, the image of an object with appropriate proportions 
appears in the saved frame (For more details about how to configure a saved frame, 
see Section 3.1.2.9).
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Depending on the preset selected, the object images in the frame will change too.

Additionally, you can use the frame to specify the object’s size and proportions 
manually as well as to test the motion speed and direction.
You can set the size range for an object by specifying its lower and upper boundaries. 
To do this, you need to pull the respective object frame elements by using the mouse. 
In this case, the image which corresponds to this preset will also change.

If the Set object search area and Size and Proportions parameters are enabled, 
the buttons  and  below the saved frame become available. They will allow 
you to switch between the parameters to edit them in the saved frame.
You may specify the object’s motion direction by using the circle sector. By moving 
the sector boundaries using the sliders , you specify the object’s motion direction. 
The minimum angle is 45 degrees; the maximum is 315 degrees. The default angle 
is 90 degrees.

It is possible to change the sector position. To do this, place your mouse pointer over 
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the sector. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, rotate it circle-wise.
To specify the object’s motion speed, use two sliders . The distance between them 
determines the speed range. When searching, the system is trying to find all objects 
which speed falls within this range. The default is the maximum range.

For you to be able to test the object’s motion direction and speed parameters that 
you have configured, the system features the testing mode. Click the Test button 
to trigger the testing. The cyclically repeating testing will start in the saved frame. 
The object that has the specified size and proportions will be moving at a specified 
speed and in a specified direction. To stop testing, click the Test button again.
If you specify the motion direction, but do not select the speed, the object will be 
moving in a specified direction at an average speed. If you specify the speed, but 
do not select the motion direction, the object will be moving from left to right at a 
specified speed.
When you select several sources or a partition, you are unable to see the saved 
frame and, accordingly, to trigger testing.

The Test button is available only if the Size and Proportions parameter as well 
as the Specify Direction or Specify Speed Range parameters are specified.

By using the Select color parameter, you may specify the colors that the system will 
search for among moving objects in the video. There are eleven colors to select from.

Each of these colors except white, gray and black, is represented by three shades. 
To select the required color, click the color by using the left mouse button. To delete 
a color from the color range, click it again.

The Sound parameters pane
To set searching for recorded audio fragments, two parameters are used:

1. Alarm threshold;
2. Sound volume exceeds the threshold for.

The alarm threshold is the sound volume level which triggers the Alarm reaction 
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when exceeded. You may set the alarm threshold values   between 0 and 100 percent. 
The default is 20%.
You can set the Alarm threshold in two ways:

• by using the slider (in this case, you will see the selected value next to the 
scale).

• by using the drop-down list.
The Sound Volume Exceeds the Threshold for means the time period in which 
the signal exceeds the specified alarm threshold.
This parameter is measured in seconds, and the value   may vary from 0.005 to 20 
seconds. Default is 0.08 seconds.
To select the value, use the drop-down list.

Face Search parameters filter
In the Face search parameters pane, you can specify such parameters as search 
zone in which the face appeared and face size and proportions to be able to search 
for the frames containing the faces detected. The parameter setting is the same as 
described for the Object parameters filter.

Comments filter
In the Comments pane, you can type a text in the edit field and the system will 
search for it among the comments added to the detected faces frames.

To add comments, use the Surveillance environment (see Section 4.14.4).

Events filter
In the Events pane, you can configure event search. You can use a tree of events 
and select check boxes of the events to be searched for among the events existing 

in the system. You can hide non-selected elements by clicking the button . If you 

need to display all the elements in the list, click the button .

Event text filter
In the Text pane, you can configure filtering by a specified key word.
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The system suggests entering a key word, so that you could find a report with the 
results which description includes this word.
You may search not only for words, but also for phrases (for example, register the 
state).

5.1.4.3. Search results view modes
After you have selected the required sources and configured the parameters you 

need, click the Start search button  on the mode toolbar. Once completed, the 
search results view window will open.
You may view the results either in the Timeline (comparative data analysis) or Photo 
Album (viewing video record fragments and detected face fragments only) modes. 
Default is the Timeline mode. 
When working with search results, you can switch to the Surveillance environment. 
To do this, you need to click and hold the left mouse button and drag the source 
and time information from the integral report (list of sources, fragment map or 
data display window) to the desired area of the Surveillance environment (video 
window, player or log).
Also, while you are working, you can return to the query generation box at any time, 

by clicking the button  on the mode toolbar.

5.1.4.3.1. Timeline mode
This mode is designed for working with video records, pictures, audio records and 
events found. It allows users to simultaneously view and analyze data from various 
sources.
All records and events found are displayed on the fragment map and each of them 
corresponds to its source. The fragments (markers) are allocated as a sequence, 
according to the time they were recorded to the archive.
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The Timeline mode window includes the source list (1), toolbar (2), fragment 
maps (3), data display windows (4) and playback control buttons (5).
• A list of sources
The list of sources contains names of the sources for which the fragments that meet 
the search criteria have been found. Fragments of various data types can be found 
for the same source. In this case, a separate series will be displayed for each of 
them. For more details on how to work with series, see Section 5.1.4.3.1.1.

Attention! If no fragments that meet the query criteria have been found for the 
source while searching, it is not shown in the list of sources.

• Fragment map

The fragment map consists of fragment tracks. The fragment track is an area that 
contains time-ordered data fragments (b) from a source.
Fragments on the track are displayed as markers. The length of the marker corre-
sponds to the record duration (according to the map time scale). The color of the 
marker depends on the record type: light blue for video, dark blue for audio, red for 
alarm events, and grey for all other types.

Above the fragment map, you will see the map ruler (a) which indicates time. All 
fragments are allocated on the tracks according to their creation time.
You will see a vertical orange cursor (c) on the fragment map. This is the current 
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record playback time pointer. You can move the cursor to the right or to the left by 
using the left mouse button to specify the point you want to start record playback 
from. To do this, you need to left-click the location in the map that you need, and 
the cursor will automatically move to the specified location.

Attention! If some video fragment has been selected in the Photo Album mode, 
the vertical playback cursor will be at the beginning of this fragment on the 
fragment map when you switch to the Timeline mode.

To move horizontally over the fragment map, you may use one of the fol-
lowing methods:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the fragment map and move it to the left / right 

by clicking and holding down the mouse wheel.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the fragment map and scroll the mouse wheel 

up / down.
3. Use the scroll arrows (d) located at the map ruler edges.

To rescale the map, you may use one of the following methods:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the fragment map and scroll the mouse wheel 

up / down as you click and hold down the Ctrl key. The map will be rescaled 
relative to the mouse pointer position.

2. Use the scale control element that modifies scale by using the slider.
To use the slider, you need to place your mouse pointer over it and move it to the 
left / to the right by clicking and holding down the left mouse button.

Attention! Before you start scrolling or zooming in/out the map by using the 
mouse wheel, place your mouse pointer over the fragment map.

Also on the fragment map it is possible to view a separate video frame in a pop-up 
window. To do this, hold down the Ctrl key and move the mouse cursor over the 
video fragment.
• Data display windows

Data display windows serve to play back the records and events that you select.

To place a fragment into a data display window:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the fragment of interest in the fragment map.
2. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the fragment to the 

required data display window.
If you move a video record, a saved frame will appear in the window. If you move 
an audio record and it has a synchronous video record, the window will display a 

saved frame with the image  in the right bottom corner. If the respective video 

record is not available, the window will display the image .

Attention! You can play back just one audio fragment at any given time.

When you move a fragment with a face detected, the No record caption will appear in 
the window. If this source has a video record, a saved frame will appear in the window.
If you are moving an event, you will see the whole event log of the selected source 
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with the event highlighted in the window. While playing the log events, the events 
that the current position of the vertical cursor on the fragment map points at will be 
highlighted in the window containing the event log.
When you enable playback, all the sources arranged in the windows start to play.
When the fragment stops playing, the source continues to play, provided that there 
is a record from the source in the archive.
When you place your mouse pointer over the data display window (if there is a video 

record in it), the buttons , , ,  and  appear on it. 

You can save a frame to a file and print the image by using the buttons  and 

. For more details on frame saving and printing parameter setting, see Section 
4.6.10 and 4.6.11, respectively. If the data source is an IP camera that can work with 

multiple streams (refer to Section 3.1.2.10.1 for more details), then a new button  
will appear on the toolbar of the video window. If you click on the button, opens a 
list of available video streams for broadcast. The list contains only the streams that 
are permitted to broadcast (see Section 3.1.2.10.1).

Using the button , you can display the frame proportionally, and using the button 

, expand the image to full screen. To maximize the window, you can also double-
click it using the left mouse button. To exit the full-screen mode, do the same.
When playing a video fragment with a synchronous audio record, you can enable/

disable sound playing for the selected source using the button .
If you change your vertical cursor position in the record map while playing, the 
playback will continue from the point you have moved your cursor to.
• Playback control buttons
The playback control buttons operate similarly to the video fragment view mode 
controls.

Button Name Description

Play When you click this button, you enable the record 
playback. After you click it, the button will change into 
Pause.

Pause When you click the Pause button, playback stops and 
the button changes into Play.

Go to the previous 
/ next frame

When you click this button, playback stops (the Pause 
mode is enabled), and the record goes one frame back 
/ forward. This button is available only for video records.

Go to the previous 
/ next fragment

When you click this button, the record goes to the 
previous / next fragment. When you click this button 
while playing back, the record will go to the previous 
/ next fragment, and the playback will continue from 
this fragment.

Display time and 
date

When you click this button, you enable / disable the time 
and date displaying in data display windows
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5.1.4.3.1.1. Working with series
A series is a set of query parameters and data of a certain type from a particular 
source. You can edit the series no matter which operations are performed on other 
series belonging to the same source. Multiple series can be received from a single 
source if values for various data types (for example, video and events) have been 
specified in the query parameters.

If necessary, you can copy series. A copy of the series may exist either in the source 
or data mode.
The source series is a series that contains the parameters that it can use to update 
its data at each request.
The data series is a series containing the data that can be optionally updated by 
the parameters, but the filtration will be carried out within the saved data.

To create a source series:

1. Click the button  next to the name of the series copied.
2. The dialog box will open.

3. Type the name of a new series and click OK. By default, the system offers the 
name of the original series, yet, with an additional index (for example, “Video: 
Camera 1 (Volume 1) (2)”).

4. The copy will appear under the series being copied. When you copy the series 
again, the first free index will be added to its name.

To create a data series:

1. Click the button  next to the name of the series copied first, and then click 

the button  in the menu that appeared.
2. Type the name of the new series and click OK in the dialog box that opened. By 

default, the system offers the name of the original series, yet, with an additional 
index (for example, “Video: Camera 1 (Volume 1) (2)”).

3. The copy will appear under the series being copied. The copy icon has a label 

. When you copy the series again, the first free index will be added to its 
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name.

The series copy is automatically added as a source to the tree of elements of the 
query generation box. You can configure time and the parameter that corresponds 
to the series data type for this source. For example, if the series copy has contained 
any events, you can set parameters for the source copy in the Data and Event 
category panes.
If you need, you can hide any series displayed in the Timeline mode, except for 
those belonging to the reference group (see Reference Filter below).

To hide a series:

1. Click the button  next to the name of the series.
2. The dialog box will open. Click Yes to confirm.

Hiding the series copy does not delete the source related to it in the query generation 
box tree of elements.

To delete a source of the series:
1. Right-click the source in the tree of elements.
2. Select the Delete copy of the source item in the shortcut menu that opened.

Note that hiding the original series (not a copy) does not delete the source related 
to it, but only disables the option of adding search parameters to the query. The 
option can be disabled in the pane that corresponds to the series data type (video, 
events etc.). For example, if the series has contained video fragments, the option 
in the Object parameters pane will be disabled.

• Reference filter
When you work with series, you can use a reference filter. This filter makes it 
possible to display only the data that correspond to the time interval of another series 
for a series on the fragment map.
To configure a filter, you can use a reference group. The group includes reference 
and dependent sources. Any displayed series can be a source, but you can add it 
just to one sub-group and only as a reference or dependent source. Each subgroup 
must contain at least one source.
Using the data of reference sources, the system automatically detects the reference 
filter that is applied to the series of dependent sources.

To create a reference group:
1. Click the Create group button on the toolbar.
2. The Reference setting window will open.
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3. Add the series to sub-groups of reference and dependent sources. To do 
this, select the necessary series (a group of series) in the Available series 
list and click the button  of the respective subgroup. The series will move 
to this sub-group.

To delete a series from the sub-group, select it and click the button .

You can also add and delete series, by moving them using your mouse. You can 
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also use this method to move series from one sub-group to another.
In the Configuring group window, the Allow for structure of partitions option is 
available. If it is enabled, only the filter of the reference sources that belong to at 
least one common partition with the dependent source, rather than the filter of all 
the reference sources, is applied to the dependent source.

4. Specify a time shift that extends the reference source fragment limits due to 
specifying an offset for each of its time limits. You can set values ranging from 
0 to 500 seconds for each limit.

5. Click Select.
6. The group in which the reference source is displayed as the parent node and 

dependent sources are displayed as child nodes will appear in the list of sources. 
The record fragments of the dependent sources that go beyond the reference 
source time interval will be hidden.

Before a reference group has been created

After a reference group has been created

To modify a reference group setup:
1. Highlight this reference group.
2. Click the Edit group button on the toolbar.
3. The Reference Settings window will open.
4. Make necessary changes in the setup of subgroups.
5. Click Select.
6. The filter will be updated.

To split a reference group:
1. Highlight this reference group.
2. Click the Edit group button on the toolbar.
3. The Reference settings window will open.
4. Click the Split button. All the series will appear in the available series list and 

the subgroups will be empty.
5. Click Select.
6. The series will resume the appearance that they had before the group has 

been created.
• Highlighting mode
The highlighting mode is a graphic filter that you can use for working with series 
in the Timeline mode. It allows you to hide and restore record fragments on the 
fragments map.

To go to the highlighting mode, click the button  on the Timeline mode toolbar. 
The fragment map will turn green. To exit the mode, click this button again.
Then you need to highlight the area on the fragments track. To do this, place your 
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mouse pointer over the track and then highlight the required area by clicking and 
holding down the left mouse button. As you highlight it, the mouse pointer will change 
into . You can highlight as many areas as you need; you can do it individually 
for various tracks.
You can move or resize the highlighted area.

To resize the area (make it bigger or smaller):
1. Place your mouse pointer over the area border. The mouse pointer will change 

into a double-headed arrow.

2. Drag the border to zoom the area in or out.

To move the area (to the right/to the left):
1. Place your mouse pointer over the area.
2. Click and hold the mouse button.
3. The mouse pointer will change into .

4. Move the area to the required point on the track.
You can unite several areas into a single area.

To merge highlighted areas:
1. Highlight the areas that you want to unite. When highlighting these areas, hold 

down the Ctrl key.
2. Right-click any highlighted area and select the Merge Highlights item in the 

shortcut menu that opened.

To remove the highlight:
1. Right-click the highlighted area and select the Remove selection item in the 

shortcut menu that will be opened.
After you highlight and determine the size and position of the area, you can hide 
record fragments inside the area. To do this, right-click anywhere in the fragment 
map and select Hide in the shortcut menu that opened. You can do the same to 
hide fragments of the records that are outside the highlighted area, by selecting the 
Hide not highlighted item in the shortcut menu.
The system will then automatically create a data series that contains the source 
fragments, but part of them will be hidden according to the filter. In this case, the 
source that the filter has been applied to is excluded from the search results.

Attention! When you hide a data series fragments, a new series is not created.
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To restore hidden record fragments:
1. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, highlight the required area.
2. Right-click anywhere in the fragment map and select Add in the shortcut menu 

that opened.
3. The highlighted area will become a single fragment. To see fragments of the 

source belonging to this fragment, you need to go back to the set search page 
and run the search for this series again.

You can use the highlighting mode, for example, as a pre-filter before switching to the 
Photo album mode (see Section 5.1.4.3.2). You can highlight the video fragments 
you are interested in and view them only, rather than analyze all video fragments.
This mode is useful when you work with reference groups. Suppose that an event 
series contains an access point data and is a reference one and a video data series 
contains fragments of the records from the camera located near the access point 
and is a dependent one. By using the highlighting mode, you can hide the fragments 
you do not need and leave only those fragments that you are currently interested 
in. You can also add fragments to find out, for example, what has been happening 
some minutes before and after the event.

5.1.4.3.2. Photo album mode
The Photo album mode is designed for working with video record fragments and 
detected face fragments only.

To switch to this mode, you need to click the button  on the toolbar. The button 
is clickable if there is a series containing detected faces fragments in the Timeline 
mode or if at least one series containing video data has been selected for viewing in 

the Photo album mode. To select the series, you may use the button , next to the 
name of the series. By default, all the series with photo and video data are selected.
While you are working, you can go back to the query generation box at any time, 

by clicking the button  on the mode toolbar or switch to the Timeline mode by 

clicking the button .
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The Photo album mode window includes the source list (1), video fragment area 
(2), data display windows (3) and playback control buttons (4).
• List of sources

The list of sources displays names of the series. They are placed in the same order 
as in the Timeline mode.
• Fragments area

All fragments of detected faces and video fragments in this area are displayed as 
sketches, each corresponding to its own source. The first frame of the fragment or 
a frame containing a detected face is used for displaying. The fragments are placed 
successively, according to the time they have been recorded to the archive. The date, 
starting time and duration are shown on each fragment. The date, time and duration 
of the face presence in the frame are shown on the fragments with faces detected. 
When you point your mouse pointer over the fragment with the face detected, the 

buttons ,  and  appear on it. You can use these buttons to save the frame 
to the file, print the image and add tag. For information on how to configure frame 
saving and printing parameters, see Sections 4.6.10 and 4.6.11, respectively.

To add a tag:

1. Left-click the Add tag  button.
2. The Add tag window will be opened.
3. Type the text of the tag and close the window.

• Data display windows

The data display windows are designed for playing back the video fragments that 
you have selected.

To allocate a video fragment in the data display window:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the fragment in question in the video fragment 

area.
2. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the fragment to the 

necessary data display window.
While a video fragment is playing back in the window, its sketch in the video fragment 
area (2) is highlighted.
The playback continues until the last video fragment of the source is played back.
In the video fragment viewing mode, only one record located in the selected window 
may be playing at any given time. That means that if you select another window while 
the record is playing in the first window, the first record playback will be interrupted 
and the second window’s source will start playing. If the second window contains 
no source, the playback in the first window will still be interrupted.
In the data display window, you may enable / disable a video fragment time and 

date information by using the button . When the video fragment is playing, the 
time is changing accordingly.
If a video record is allocated in the data display window, you may switch to the full-
screen mode. To expand the window to the full screen, just double-click it by using 
the left mouse button. To exit the full-screen mode, do the same.
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• Playback control buttons
Playback controls are used for managing playback of video fragments allocated in 
data display windows.

Button Name Description

Play When you click this button, a record starts playing in the 
selected window. After you click, the button switches to the 
Pause position.

Pause When you click the Pause button, playback stops and the 
button switches to the Play position.

Go to previous/
next frame

When you click this button, playback stops (the Pause mode 
enabled) and the record goes one frame back/forward.

Go to previous/
next fragment

When you click this button, the record goes back to the 
previous/next recording fragment. When you click this 
button while playing back, the record goes to the previous/
next recording fragment, and the playback continues from 
this fragment.

Repeat fragment When you click this button, you enable/disable cyclic 
playback for the selected fragment.

Display time and 
date

When you click this button, you enable/disable time and 
date displaying in data display windows

5.1.4.3.3. Importing data
When you work with the integral report type, you can import data from saved reports 
into it.

To import data:

1. Click the button  on the toolbar of the query generation box.
2. The dialog box that contains earlier saved reports with the sources data types 

that they have will open.

3. Select the necessary report or the data type that you want to import into the 
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active report, by selecting their check boxes. Click Ready.
4. The data from the saved report will appear in the tree of elements of this source.

You can work further with these imported series just as you work with other data 
series.
In the results viewing mode, the imported series added appear under the active 
report series.

5.1.5. Events report
This type of report allows users to analyze only the VideoNet text data based on 
data selection from the event log.
The Events report query generation box includes the toolbar (1), the parameter 
setting area (2) and search results viewing area (3).

The toolbar (1) contains the following control buttons:

Button Description

Starts search by specified parameters.

Serves to create a new report.

Serves to open a report template saved earlier.
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Button Description

Serves to save a report template under the current name or 
report. If the template has not been saved before, a dialog 
box in which you can specify its name and save it will auto-
matically open. By clicking the button , next to the Save button 
you can open a drop-down menu that contains Save, Save 
template as..., Save report as... commands (see Section 5.1.2).

Serves to switch to the document preview mode.

Serves to switch to the Timeline mode of the integral report with 
transferring the data of the active «Events» report session.

Serves to select or add a new template for printing a report.

In the parameter setting (2) area, you can specify the required data search criteria. 
For more details on how to set the parameters, see the following section.
The viewing area (3) displays the data obtained from search.

5.1.5.1. Configuring Events report parameters
To configure parameters, the three areas, such as ACS DB for search, search 
interval, active filters and available filters, are used.
• ACS DB for search
This area is used for selecting ACS databases for search and is only displayed for 
users who have rights to view multiple ACS databases.

To select a database for search:

1. Click  button in the ACS DB for search area.
2. Select ACS Database window will be opened with a list of databases available 

for viewing.
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3. Select the required for work databases and click Select.
4. Data from selected database will be loaded.

• Search interval
You can specify a time span to be analyzed in this area.
In the “Search interval” field, you can select the following values: specified time 
interval, current month, current week, today, yesterday.
If you select the “specified time interval” item, you can specify the area of search 
by date and time.

You can use one of the following methods to set date and time:
1. Left-click the necessary field and enter a value.

2. Place your mouse pointer over the necessary field and scroll your mouse wheel 
up/down. The field value will increase or decrease.

3. Use the arrows that appear when you place your mouse pointer over a respec-
tive field.

4. You can also use the calendar button  to set the date.
• Filtering
In addition to time restrictions, additional filters can be used for report generation. 
These filters are shown in the Available Filters area. The filters are represented 
as panes, each containing filter configuration parameters. You can organize these 
panes as you wish. To do this, you need to place your mouse pointer over the pane 
and drag it to the required place by clicking and holding down the left mouse button.
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To use a filter for report generation, you need to move it from the Available Filters area 
to the Active Filters area by using your mouse. You can also make a filter active by 
clicking the button  next to the filter pane. The active filter has a green indicator.

To delete a filter from the active filters area, you need to move it to the available 
filters area or click the button  next to the filter pane.

Please note that when several filters are selected, the search results are summed 
up, except for combinations of filters. Devices - Others and Employees - Keys 
- Departments.

Devices filter
In the Devices pane, you need to select devices or partitions which data will be used 
while searching. Select the check boxes of the tree elements that you are interested 

in. You can hide non-selected elements by clicking the button . If you need to 

display all the elements in the list, click the button .
The search sources in the tree of elements can be analog cameras, IP cameras, 
microphones, sensors, relays, access points and partitions added to the configura-
tion. In this case, the partition is available, only if any devices have been added to it.
To be able to work with the tree of elements, use the By partition, By type and By 
connection panes.
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The page of each pane is structured as a tree of elements. All the devices in the 
By partition pane are grouped in such a way that the parent nodes of the tree are 
guarding partitions and the child nodes are the devices belonging to this partition. 
All the devices in the By type pane are grouped in such a way that the parent nodes 
of the tree are device types and the child nodes are the devices. All the devices in 
the By connection pane are grouped in the same way as they are connected to 
each other.

Attention! You can select the devices and partitions for which you have relevant 
rights. Configuring and differentiating access rights should be performed by the 
system administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

Note that when you select a partition, all of its nested partitions and devices are 
also selected. Only the selected sources will be used for searching.

If you need to find a device in the tree by its name, you can use search. If the system 
finds the text that you have typed, it will highlight it in the list of events.

Others filter
On The Others pane You can choose from a list of computers that are sources of 
events that are available for analyzing.

Events filter
In the Events pane, you can configure event search. You can use a tree of events 
and select check boxes of the events to be searched for among the events existing 
in the system.
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Events text filter
In the Events text pane, you can configure filtering by a specified key word.

The system suggests entering a key word, so that you could find a report with the 
results which description includes this word.
You may search not only for words, but also for phrases (for example, register the 
state).

Employees filter
The Employees pane contains a list of all employees available in the system. The 
list displays full names of employees and their personnel numbers.
As you work with the list, you can sort it. You can sort it relative to any column. To 
do this, you need to left-click one of the column headings in the list. The list will be 
sorted by type that corresponds to the selected column. The sorting direction in the 
list can be either ascending or descending; it is shown with an arrow next to the 
column heading. This method allows sorting by one column only.
If you need to find an employee in the list, you can use search. All the fields in the 
list are searched through.
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Select check boxes of the employees to search for. By default, all employees are 
selected.

Keys filter
The Keys pane contains a list of all the keys available in the system. The list displays 
key ID numbers and full names of the employees/departments these keys have 
been given to.

When you work with the list, you can sort it and search for. This is similar to the 
Employees pane (see above).
Select the check boxes of the keys to search for. By default, all keys are selected.

Departments filter
The Departments pane displays all the departments available in the system. The 
departments are structured as a tree.

Select check boxes of the departments to search for. By default, all departments 
are selected.
If you need to find a department by its name, you can use search.

Cars filter
The Cars pane contains a list of all the cars available in the system. The list displays 
information about the licence plate, car model, color and its owner.
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When you work with the list, you can sort it and search for. This is similar to the 
Employees pane (see above).
Select the check boxes of the cars to search for.

System computers filter
On the System computers pane, you can select from the list computers in the event 
logs of which you need to search.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the «Events» report allow you to enable line numbering and 
also to instruct the system which template to use for printing a report. 
Enable line numbering parameter allows you to add the “№” column to the report. 
This parameter is active by default.

To select a template to print:

1. Click the button  on the report’s toolbar.
2. The Additional settings window will open.

3. Select a template from the drop-down list and click OK.
The system provides a standard default template, but you can add a new one, if 
necessary.

To add a new template to print:
1. In the Additional settings window, open the Template to print drop-down list 

and select Add new template to print.
2. The Windows file opening dialog box will open.
3. Select the file that contains the template. The file extension should be .repx.
4. Click Open.
5. The template named “New Template #”, where # is a sequence number, starting 

from 1, will appear in the list. If the template is deleted or renamed later on, the 
next template added will be assigned the released number.
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To rename a template:
1. Open the Template to print drop-down list.

2. Place your mouse pointer over the template and click the button .
3. The dialog box will open.

4. Type a new name for the template in the respective field and click OK.

To delete a template:
1. Open the Template to print drop-down list.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the name of the template to be deleted and 

click the button .

Attention! The standard template for printing cannot be renamed or deleted.
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5.1.5.2. Viewing Events report search results
After you have configured the required parameters, click the button  on the toolbar. 
If the system finds the data that meet the query while searching, a spreadsheet 
containing the respective records will appear in the search results viewing area.

Each record in this spreadsheet contains the following information:
• date and time of this record in the event log;
• the source that this record relates to;
• description of the event contained in the event log.

You can sort the spreadsheet records. To do this, you need to left-click one of the 
column headings. This will sort the records by the type that corresponds to the 
column selected. The sorting direction in the spreadsheet can be either ascending 
or descending; it is shown with an arrow next to the column heading. This method 
allows sorting by one column only.

5.1.5.3. Previewing, saving and printing a report
VideoNet allows users to use the report preview mode as well as to print and save 
a report as a file.

To switch to the preview mode:

1. Click the button  on the toolbar.
2. The preview window will open.
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You will see the report image the way it will look on an A4 sheet.
The system automatically fits the report width to page so that all the information 
could be displayed in the spreadsheet cells.
The number of the document pages is shown in the left bottom corner of the window.
If necessary, you can re-scale the page. To do this, you need to place your mouse 
pointer over the page image and scroll your mouse wheel up/down while clicking 
and holding down the Ctrl key.
Note that records are included in the report when you are previewing it, if the check 
boxes against these records in the Include in report column of this spreadsheet 
have been selected earlier.

To exit the preview mode, click the button  on the toolbar.
In preview mode, you can save the report as a file. Saving a report to a file is 
described in section 5.1.2.

To print a report:

1. In the preview mode, click the button  on the toolbar.
2. The Print dialog box will open. Select the printer to be used and printing 

parameters. Click Print.

If you cannot print a report, your printer is most likely to be misconfigured. 
Consult your system administrator.
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5.1.5.4. Switching to Integral report
VideoNet allows users to switch to the Timeline mode of the integral report with 
transferring the data of the active «Events» report session.

To switch to the integral report:

1. Click the button  on the toolbar.
2. If the «Events» report has been modified, the alert dialog box will appear.

Click Yes, if you want to go to the Save Session dialog box and save the session. 
Click No to proceed without saving.

3. The Timeline mode window will open. The data from the «Events» report are 
placed in the mode series. There is a separate series for each source.

5.1.6. Analytical report
This type of report allows users to analyze all the data relating to access management 
and control based on data selection from the event log. There exist the following 
types of the analytical report:

• Who was in the room;
• Movement of employees on the site;
• Working time;
• Overtime;
• Working time and overtime;
• T13;
• About violations;
• Arrival and departure of employees;
• Time spent on the site;
• Cars in the territory;
• Parking time;
• Movement of cars on the territory;
• Access to the rooms;
• Employees access;
• Alcohol test results.

The analytical report query generation box includes the toolbar (1), the parameter 
setting area (2) and search results viewing area (3).
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The toolbar (1) contains the following control buttons:

Button Description

Starts search by specified parameters.

Serves to create a new report.

Serves to open a report template saved earlier.

Serves to save a report template under the current name or report. 
If the template has not been saved earlier, the Save dialog box in which 
you can specify its name and save it will automatically open. You can 
also do it, by clicking the button  next to the Save button. This will 
call up a drop-down list that contains the respective commands.

Serves to switch to the document preview mode (see Section 5.1.5.3).

Serves to open the additional settings window of the report.

In the parameter setting (2) area, you can specify the required data search criteria. 
Search criteria may vary depending on the analytical report type.
The viewing area (3) displays the data obtained from search.
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5.1.6.1. “Who was in the room” analytical report
“Who was in the room” analytical report allows you to view data about the presence 
of employees in a particular room in a certain period of time.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB; 
• specify a time interval;
• select access devices (access points, passage points and access gate points) 

and passage events.

To configure report parameters:
1. Specify which ACS databases are needed to be used for the search if You have 

access to view several databases. For a description of selecting ACS databases, 
see section 5.1.5.1. If only one ACS database is available to you, proceed 
straight to step 2.

2. Specify the time search interval, similar to how it is described for the Events 
report (see section 5.1.5.1). Following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:
• specified interval (from date and time to date and time);
• today;
• yesterday;
• specified day;
• exact date and time.

Also specify a time that increases the boundaries of the specified search interval. 
The system allows you to set a value between 1 and 96 hours.

3. Select access devices you are interested in from the corresponding list. 

To hide other access devices click the button  next to the device search field. 

To display all access devices in the list, click the button .
Select Entry or Exit for each selected device in the Pass type column. This way, the 
system will select all entry/exit events for the specified access devices.
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Adding and configuring access devices is performed by the system administrator 
in the Configuration environment (see section 3.1.2.2).

While working with the access devices list, you can sort and search in it. These 
actions are performed in the same way as described for the Employees pane of 
the Events report (see section 5.1.5.1).
• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Who was in the room” analytical report allow you to:

• enable line numbering;
• select print template. 

Enable line numbering parameter allows you to add the “№” column to the report. 
This parameter is active by default.
Selecting and configuring a print template is similar to how it is described 
for the Events report (see section 5.1.5.1).
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area. The search results viewing 
area looks as follows:

The report displays the employees who have been inside a particular room 
of the enterprise at the specified time point.
You can sort the results table entries. To do this, you need to left-click one 
of the column headings. As a result the records will be sorted by the type that corre-
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sponds to the column selected. The sorting direction in the table: ascending 
or descending, is indicated by an arrow next to the column heading. This method 
allows sorting by one column only.

5.1.6.2. “Movement of employees on the site” analytical report
“Movement of employees on the site” analytical report allows you to analyze the 
movement of employees across the territory of the enterprise.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• select access devices (access points, passage points and access gate points) 

and passage events;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

Selecting the ACS database, setting the time interval and selecting access devices 
and passage events are described for the “Who was in the room” report (see 
section 5.1.6.1).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified month (including year);
• previous month;
• previous week;
• yesterday;
• specified interval of days;
• specified interval (from date and time to date and time).

To configure filters:

1. Add the Employees filter to the active list by clicking the  button, to search 
for information about individual employees.

2. Select from the list those employees whose movements you are interested in. 
If necessary, you can apply sorting and use search.

3. You can also use the Departments filter, which allows you to filter information 
about the passages of all employees of the department you are interested in. 
Working with this filter is similar to the Employees filter.
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4. If you want to remove one of the filters from the active list, click the  button.
• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Movement of employees on the site” analytical report 
are similar to the additional settings of the “Who was in the room” report (see 
section 5.1.6.1).
• Search results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.

If you simultaneously use the Employees and Departments filters, the search 
results are cumulative.

The search results area looks as follows:

The report displays the information about the employee’s entry/exit through 
the access devices and also specifies the date and time.
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5.1.6.3. “Working time” analytical report
“Working time” analytical report allows you to view the intervals of presence 
and absence of employees at the workplace and their working hours counted for 
each day of the reporting period.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

ACS DB selection and specifying a time interval are described for the “Who was in 
the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1) and configuring the Employees and Depart-
ments filters — for the “Movement of employees on the site” report (see section 
5.1.6.2).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified interval (from date and time to date and time);
• specified month (including year);
• previous month;
• previous week;
• yesterday;
• specified interval of days.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Working time” analytical report allow you to:

• enable line numbering;
• select passage correction mode;
• exclude days without schedule from the report;
• select print template.

Enable line numbering and Print template parameters are described for the “Who 
was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
Passage correction mode parameter is used to indicate to the system how an incor-
rect sequence of entry/exit events should be interpreted.
The incorrect sequence of events should be understood as a situation where 
the event log contains information about two or more consecutive passages 
of the same employee in the same direction. It can occur, for example, when two 
successive employee’s passages through the access device have been registered 
(interpreted as “entry”). In practice, such situations are impossible, i.e. the employee’s 
passage through the access device in the opposite direction must have occurred. 
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Thus, the fact of detection of repeated passages indicates that the employee’s 
passage in the opposite direction was not registered for some reason. 
In the Passage correction mode field, select one of the following values:

• first entrance and first exit;
• last entrance and last exit;
• first entrance and last exit;
• last entrance and first exit.

In this case, if two or more repeated passages are detected in the event history, only 
one of them will be taken into account. All other passages in this sequence will be 
ignored and they will not affect the report results.
Exclude days without schedule from the report parameter allows you not to include 
information about the following days in the report:

• weekend days;
• working days for which the daily schedule intervals are not defined in the work 

schedule;
• days of the year for which no timetable is set in the work schedule.

• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.
The results viewing area of this report has two modes of information representation: 
brief and full.

Brief mode

The brief mode of the report displays:
• a time period that the employee has actually spent at his/her workplace during 

the day, i.e. without reference to the daily schedule for this day (Actual time 
column);

• a time period that the employee was present for (Time of presence column) 
during the working time established by the work schedule (daily schedule 
intervals are configured on the Schedules page, see Section 6.2.3);

• a time period that the employee was absent for (Time of absence column) 
during the working time established by the work schedule;

• a time period that has been counted to the employee as working time (Tran-
sition time column) when an employee moved from one access device to 
another access device (acceptable transition interval specified in the Access 
point groups page, see Section 6.2.4.1).

• a time period that has been counted to the employee for this day (Time 
counted column). The time counted is a sum of the time of presence during 
the working time and the time of absence for a good reason (specified in the 
Absence from Work page, see Section 6.2.6).
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Full mode

In the full mode of the report, you can view the information about the employee’s 
working time broken down by days. The totals for all the report columns within 
a requested interval are shown at the bottom of the table. Also, the full report mode 
shows the Day type (depending on the work schedule configured in the Work time 
logging system of the ACS environment), the First entrance and the Last exit.

5.1.6.4. “Overtime” analytical report
“Overtime” analytical report allows you to view a list of all employee overtimes and 
their duration for each day of the reporting period. The report results depend on over-
time allowances specified for work schedules (see Section 6.2.3.2). Overtime periods 
which duration is less than the allowed for overtime are not included in the report.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

ACS DB selection and specifying a time interval are described for the “Who was 
in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1) and configuring the Employees 
and Departments filters — for the “Movement of employees on the site” report 
(see section 5.1.6.2).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified interval (from date and time to date and time);
• specified month (including year);
• previous month;
• previous week;
• yesterday;
• specified interval of days.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Overtime” analytical report allow you to:

• enable line numbering;
• select passage correction mode;
• exclude days without events of interest from the report;
• exclude employees without overtime from the report;
• exclude days without schedule from the report;
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• select print template.

Enable line numbering and Print template parameters are described 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1) and Passage correc-
tion mode and Exclude days without schedule from the report parameters 
— for the “Working time” report (see section 5.1.6.3).
Exclude days without events of interest from the report parameter allows you not 
to include information about the days on which no overtime was recorded.
Exclude employees without overtime from the report parameter allows you not 
to include information about the employees for which no overtime was recorded.
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.
The results viewing area of this report has two modes of information representation: 
brief and full.

Brief mode

The brief mode of the report displays an overtime period duration, i.e. the total time 
of the employee’s presence at his/her workplace outside the working time interval.

Full mode
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The full mode of the report includes:
• start of overtime (a time point starting from which the employee was present 

at his/her workplace before the working time interval began or after the working 
time interval specified in the daily schedule ended);

• end of overtime (a time point at which the employee left his/her workplace after 
ending of the working time interval specified in the daily schedule, or a starting 
point of the interval);

• overtime period (overtime duration, i.e. the total time of the employee’s pres-
ence at his/her workplace outside the working time interval, which is a difference 
between the values in start of overtime and end of overtime columns).

5.1.6.5. “Working time and overtime” analytical report
“Working time and overtime” analytical report allows you to view the intervals 
of presence and absence of employees at the workplace and their working hours 
counted for each day of the reporting period as well as overtime for each day 
of the reporting period. The report results depend on overtime allowances specified 
for work schedules (see Section 6.2.3.2). Overtime periods which duration is less 
than the allowed for overtime are not included in the report.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings 

(if necessary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

ACS DB selection and specifying a time interval are described for the “Who was 
in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1) and configuring the Employees 
and Departments filters — for the “Movement of employees on the site” report 
(see section 5.1.6.2).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified interval (from date and time to date and time);
• specified month (including year);
• previous month;
• previous week;
• yesterday;
• specified interval of days.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Working time and overtime” analytical report are similar 
to the additional settings of the “Working time” report (see section 5.1.6.3).
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.
The results viewing area of this report has two modes of information representation: 
brief and full.
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Brief mode

The brief mode of the report displays:
• a time period that the employee has actually spent at his/her workplace during 

the day, i.e. without reference to the daily schedule for this day (Actual time 
column);

• a time period that the employee was present for (Time of presence column) 
during the working time established by the work schedule (daily schedule 
intervals are configured on the Schedules page, see Section 6.2.3);

• a time period that the employee was absent for (Time of absence column) 
during the working time established by the work schedule;

• a time period that has been counted to the employee for this day (Time counted 
column). Time counted is a sum of the time of presence during the working 
time and the time of absence for a good reason (specified in the Absences 
page, see Section 6.2.6).

• overtime period duration, i.e. the total time of the employee’s presence at his/
her workplace outside the working time interval (Total overtime).

Full mode

In the full format of the report, you can view the information about the employee’s 
working time broken down by days. The totals for all the report columns within 
a requested interval are shown at the bottom of the table. Also, the full report mode 
shows the Day type (depending on the work schedule configured in the Work time 
logging system of the ACS environment), the First entrance and the Last exit.

5.1.6.6. “T13” analytical report
“Т13” analytical report is a timesheet for working hours in a unified form T-13. 
Thistimesheet contains an employee’s presence and absence marks by month days.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:
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• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

ACS DB se lect ion and spec i fy ing a  t ime in terva l  are  descr ibed 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1) and configuring 
the Employees and Departments filters — for the “Movement of employees 
on the site” report (see section 5.1.6.2).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• current month;
• previous month;
• specified month (including year).

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “T13” analytical report allow you to:

• select passage correction mode;
• select print template.

Print template parameter is described for the “Who was in the room” report 
(see section 5.1.6.1) and Passage correction mode parameter — for the “Working 
time” report (see section 5.1.6.3).
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area. The search results viewing 
area looks as follows:

The report displays:
• marks of weekend and holidays according to the work schedule (“В” symbol). 
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The “В” symbol also marks the days for which no work schedule is specified.
• marks of the employee’s presence and absence from work for each day 

of the reporting period (“Я” and “НН” symbols, respectively). If the difference 
between the time established by the work schedule and the time counted 
exceeds the minimum total time of the employee’s absence from his/her 
workplace, this day is treated as unjustified absence. The unjustified absence 
is also denoted with the symbol “НН”.

• the number of hours that the employee has worked for during each day 
of the reporting period. If the employee has worked for some time during 
the day that has been counted to him as unjustified absence, the time that he/
she has worked for will not be counted to him/her, i.e. there will be a “0” value 
in the number of hours column.

• the number of hours counted to the employee for a half-month and a month 
(the worked for half-month/month column).

5.1.6.7. “About violations” analytical report
“About violations” analytical report allows you to view a list of all employee  
working schedule violations and their duration for each day of the reporting period. 
The report results depend on violation allowances specified for work schedules 
(see Section 6.2.3.2). The violations that are shorter than the violation allowance 
are not included in the report.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

ACS DB selection and specifying a time interval are described for the “Who was 
in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1) and configuring the Employees 
and Departments filters — for the “Movement of employees on the site” report 
(see section 5.1.6.2).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified interval (from date and time to date and time);
• specified month (including year);
• previous month;
• previous week;
• today;
• yesterday;
• specified interval of days.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “About violations” analytical report allow you to:

• enable line numbering;
• select passage correction mode;
• enable the use of out-of-hours arrival at work correction interval;
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• configure out-of-hours arrival at work correction interval, in minutes;
• exclude days without events of interest from the report;
• exclude employees without violations from the report;
• exclude days without schedule from the report;
• add information about premature exit to the report;
• configure minimum total time of absence from work during working hours, 

considered as truancy, in minutes;
• select print template.

Enable line numbering and Print template parameters are described 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1), Passage correction 
mode and Exclude days without schedule from the report parameters — 
for the “Working time” report (see section 5.1.6.3) and Exclude days without 
events of interest from the report parameter — for the “Overtime” report 
(see section 5.1.6.4).
Enable the use of out-of-hours arrival at work correction interval parameter 
allows you to specify how the system should interpret employees ‘ out-of-hours 
visits to work. The out-of-hours visits should be understood as a situation where 
an employee comes to his/her workplace and then exits during the non-working 
time right before the beginning of the working day according to the daily schedule. 
When this employee comes back to his/her workplace later during his/her working 
time, the system will register his/her entry as the first passage since the beginning 
of the working day.
This situation should be corrected for the system not to count a time interval starting 
from the beginning of the working day (according to the daily schedule) till the time 
point when the employee passes again as lateness.
If you enable this option you must specify the interval of time that defines what time 
before the start of the day employees passages will be considered by the system 
when building the report (in addition to the passages made by employee during work-
ing time) in the Out-of-hours arrival at work correction interval (min.) edit field.
If at least one passage of the employee in any direction (i.e. entry or exit) has been 
detected during the specified time interval, it will serve as confirmation of the out-
of-hours employee’s entry and, therefore, a reason to exclude a “false” lateness 
of this employee from the report.
Exclude days without events of interest from the report parameter allows 
you not to include information about the days on which no violations were recorded.
Exclude employees without violations from the report parameter allows you not 
to include information about the employees for which no violations were recorded.
Add information about premature exit parameter allows you to count 
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premature departures of employees as violations and include information about 
them in the report.
You can also configure Minimum total time of absence from work during working 
hours, considered as truancy (min). 
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.
The results viewing area of this report has two modes of information representation: 
brief and full.

Brief mode

The brief mode of the report displays the total time of the employee’s violations 
for a requested time period.

Full mode

The full mode of the report includes:
• Type of violation (“Delay”, which is being late for the beginning of the working 

time interval; “Early leave”, which is leaving the workplace before the working 
time interval is over; “Absence”, which is missing the whole interval; “Unjustified 
absence”, which is the total time of absence periods during the whole working 
day that exceeds a certain value);

• Working interval, during which a violation has been registered;
• Scheduled time (the time point at which a employee was absent from his/her 

working place, though he/she must have been present there in accordance 
with his/her daily schedule);

• Actual time (the time point at which a employee’s coming to his/her workplace, 
in case of delay, or leaving his/her workplace, in case of early leave, has been 
registered);

• Duration (violation duration, which is a difference between the values 
in the scheduled time and actual time columns);

• Total per day (the total time of violations per day).
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5.1.6.8. “Arrival and departure of employees” analytical report
“Arrival and departure of employees” analytical report allows you to view informa-
tion about the time and place of arrival and departure of employees.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• select access devices (access points, passage points and access gate points) 

and passage events;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

ACS DB selection, specifying a time interval and selection of access devices and 
passage events are described for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 
5.1.6.1) and configuring the Employees and Departments filters — for the “Move-
ment of employees on the site” report (see section 5.1.6.2).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified month (including year);
• previous month;
• previous week;
• today;
• yesterday;
• specified day;
• specified interval of days;
• specified interval (from date and time to date and time).

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Arrival and departure of employees” analytical report 
allow you to:

• enable line numbering;
• select print template;
• enable displaying extended information about arrival and departure of employ-

ees;
• configure sorting.

Enable line numbering and Print template parameters are described 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
Extended information about arrival/departure allows to add Point of arrival 
and Point of departure columns to the results viewing area.
Sort parameter allows you to set up sorting of results in the results viewing area by 
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date, department, or employee. After creating the report, you can sort the information 
in the results viewing area by any of the report columns. In this case, the sorting 
selected in the advanced settings will stay and will have a second priority (for exam-
ple, if you select sorting by employee in the advanced settings and by the Position 
column in the results viewing area, the information will be sorted first by position, 
and then by the employee’s name within each position).
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.

If you simultaneously use the Employees and Departments filters, the search 
results are cumulative.

The search results viewing area looks as follows:

The report displays the information about the department, position, employee, date, 
time of arrival and departure, and also points of arrival and departure if the Extended 
information about arrival/departure setting is enabled.

5.1.6.9. “Time spent on the site” analytical report
“Time spent on the site” analytical report  allows you to view information about  
the time spent  by employees on the site.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• select access devices (access points, passage points and access gate points)  

and passage events;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

ACS DB selection, specifying a time interval and selection of access devices and 
passage events are described for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 
5.1.6.1) and configuring the Employees and Departments filters — for the “Move-
ment of employees on the site” report (see section 5.1.6.2).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified month (including year);
• previous month;
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• previous week;
• today;
• yesterday;
• specified day;
• specified interval of days.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Time spent on the site” analytical report allow you to:

• enable line numbering;
• select print template;
• configure sorting.

Enable line numbering and Print template parameters are described 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
Sort parameter allows you to set up sorting of results in the results viewing area 
by date, department, or employee.
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.

If you simultaneously use the Employees and Departments filters, the search 
results are cumulative.

The search results viewing area looks as follows:

The report displays the information about the department, position, employee, date 
and duration of stay on the site.
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5.1.6.10. “Cars in the territory” analytical report
“Cars in the territory” analytical report allows you to view information about 
the presence of cars on a particular territory in a certain period of time. 
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• select access gate points and passage events;
• configure the Cars filter.

ACS DB se lect ion and spec i fy ing a  t ime in terva l  are  descr ibed 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified interval (from date and time to date and time);
• today;
• yesterday;
• specified day;
• exact date and time.

Access gate points selection is similar to the access device selection for the “Who was 
in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
Select Entrance or Departure for each selected point in the Entry as... column. 
This will make the system select all events of entry/departure for the access gate 
points specified.
While working with the access gate points list, you can sort and search in it.

Adding and configuring access gate points is performed by the system 
administrator in the Configuration environment (see Section 3.1.2.14.6).

To configure the Cars filter:

1. Add the Cars filter to the active list by clicking the  button, to search 
for information about individual cars.

2. Select from the list those cars which movements you are interested in. If neces-
sary, you can apply sorting and use search.

3. If you want to remove the filter from the active list, click the  button.
• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Cars in the territory” analytical report allow you to:

• enable line numbering;
• select passage correction mode;
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• select print template.

Enable line numbering and Print template parameters are described 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
Passage correction mode parameter is used to indicate to the system how an incor-
rect sequence of entry/departure events should be interpreted.
The incorrect sequence of events should be understood as a situation where 
the event log contains information about two or more consecutive passages 
of the same car in the same direction. It can occur, for example, when two succes-
sive car’s passages through the access gate point have been registered (interpreted 
as “entry”). In practice, such situations are impossible, i.e. the car’s passage through 
the access gate point in the opposite direction must have occurred. Therefore, 
the detection of repeated passages itself shows that the car’s passage in the opposite 
direction has not been registered for some reason. 
In the Passage correction mode, select one of the following values:

• first entrance and first departure;
• last entrance and last departure;
• first entrance and last departure;
• last entrance and first departure.

In this case, if two or more repeated passages of cars are detected in the history 
of events, only one of these passages will be counted. All other passages 
in this sequence will be ignored and they will not affect the report results.
• Results viewing area
If the system finds the data that meet the query while searching, the respective 
records with the total number of cars in the selected area will appear in the search 
results viewing area. The search results viewing area looks as follows:
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If more than one employee is associated with the car, the Employee/Owner 
field will remain empty.

The report displays the cars which have been in the selected area at the specified 
time point.
By double-clicking on the line of the list of cars, you can open the window, where 
the table contains the basic data on the car and detailed information about 
the passages.
Detailed information about the passages shows date, time, point of  entry and depar-
ture, and also the total parking time.

You can sort the results table entries. To do this, you need to left-click 
one of the column headings. As a result the records will be sorted by the type 
that corresponds to the column selected. The sorting direction in the table: ascending 
or descending, is indicated by an arrow next to the column heading. This method 
allows sorting by one column only.
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5.1.6.11. “Parking time” analytical report
“Parking time” analytical report allows you to view information about the time spent 
by a car in a selected area in a certain period of time.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• select access gate points and passage events;
• configure the Cars filter.

ACS DB se lect ion and spec i fy ing a  t ime in terva l  are  descr ibed 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1) and access gate 
points and passage events selection and configuring the Cars filter — for the “Cars 
in the territory” report (see section 5.1.6.10).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified interval (from date and time to date and time);
• specified month (including year);
• today;
• yesterday;
• specified day;
• previous month;
• previous week.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Parking time” analytical report are similar to the additional 
settings of the “Cars in the territory” report (see section 5.1.6.10).
• Results viewing area
If the system finds the data that meet the query while searching, the respective 
records with the total number of cars in the selected area will appear in the search 
results viewing area. The report displays the parking time of cars that were 
in a selected area in a specified time interval. If the car made entry / departure more 
than once in the specified period of time, each parking time of the car is summed.

If more than one employee is associated with the car, the Employee/Owner 
field will remain empty.

If the time of entry/departure is outside of the specified time interval and outside 
of the parameter “Takes into account the passages that go beyond 
the specified value of time”, Parking time is calculated from the extreme 
values of the period.

The results viewing area of this report has two modes of information representation: 
brief and full.
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Brief mode

The brief mode of the report displays the total cars parking time for the requested 
period of time.

Full mode

The full report mode contains information from the short mode and detailed informa-
tion about the car’s time of entry/departure together.
You can sort results table entries in the same way as described for the “Cars 
in the territory” report (see section 5.1.6.10).

5.1.6.12. “Movement of cars on the territory” analytical report
“Movement of cars on the territory” analytical report allows you to view data about 
the movement of cars on the territory of the enterprise.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify a time interval;
• select access gate points and passage events;
• configure the Cars filter.
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ACS DB se lect ion and spec i fy ing a  t ime in terva l  are  descr ibed 
for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1) and access gate 
points and passage events selection and configuring the Cars filter — for the “Cars 
in the territory” report (see section 5.1.6.10).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified interval of days;
• specified month (including year);
• today;
• yesterday;
• specified day;
• previous month;
• previous week.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Movement of cars on the territory” analytical report 
are similar to the additional settings of the “Who was in the room” report 
(see section 5.1.6.1).
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.
The search results viewing area looks as follows:

The report displays the information about the car’s entry/departure through the access 
gate points and also specifies the date and time.
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5.1.6.13. “Access to the rooms” analytical report
“Access to the rooms” analytical report allows you to get information about which 
employees have the right to access certain rooms.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• configure the Employees, Departments and Access points filters. 

ACS DB selection is described for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 
5.1.6.1) and configuring the Employees and Departments filters — for the “Move-
ment of employees on the site” report (see section 5.1.6.2).
Access points filter allows you to filter access information by specific access devices. 
It is configured in the same way as the Employees and Departments filters.
• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Access to the rooms” analytical report are similar 
to the additional settings of the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.

When using multiple filters at the same time, the search results are summarized.

The results viewing area of this report has two modes of information representation: 
brief and full.

Brief mode

The brief mode of the report displays access device, schedule template, time 
restriction, employee ID, employee, department and position.
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Full mode

The full report mode displays information from the brief mode grouped by access 
devices.

5.1.6.14. “Employees access” analytical report
“Employees access” analytical report allows you to get information about which 
rooms employees have access rights to.
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• configure the Employees, Departments and Access points filters.

ACS DB selection is described for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 
5.1.6.1) and configuring the Employees and Departments filters — for the “Move-
ment of employees on the site” report (see section 5.1.6.2).
Access points filter allows you to filter access information by specific access devices. 
It is configured in the same way as the Employees and Departments filters.
• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Access to the rooms” analytical report are similar 
to the additional settings of the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.

When using multiple filters at the same time, the search results are summarized.

The results viewing area of this report has two modes of information representation: 
brief and full.
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Brief mode

The brief mode of the report displays employee ID, employee, department, position, 
access device, schedule template and time restriction.

Full mode

The full report mode displays information from the brief mode grouped by employ-
ees.

5.1.6.15. “Alcohol test results” analytical report
“Alcohol test results” analytical report allows you to view information about 
the results of alcohol testing of people passing through the access point to which 
the breathalyzer is connected. 
To build a report, configure the search parameters, additional report settings (if neces-

sary), and click the Start search  button on the toolbar.
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• Parameter configuration area
This area allows you to configure the following parameters for searching data:

• select ACS DB;
• specify search criteria (time interval and the blood alcohol range);
• select access points and passage points where testing for alcohol is performed;
• configure the Employees and Departments filters.

Selecting the ACS database, setting the time interval and selecting access/passage 
points are described for the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
When setting a time interval, the following values are available in the Search field 
for selection:

• specified month (including year);
• previous month;
• previous week;
• today;
• yesterday;
• specified day;
• specified interval of days;
• specified interval (from date and time to date and time).

When configuring report parameters, you must specify the minimum and maximum 
blood alcohol content for the test results. You can set values from 0 to 5.

• Additional settings
Additional settings of the “Alcohol test results” analytical report are similar 
to the additional settings of the “Who was in the room” report (see section 5.1.6.1).
• Results viewing area
If, during the search, the system finds the data that meets the query, the respective 
records will appear in the search results viewing area.

When using multiple filters at the same time, the search results are summarized.

The report results viewing area displays date and time, result, access/passage point, 
employee, employee ID, department and position.

Attention! The values in the Result column correspond to the blood 
alcohol content readings from the breathalyzer. Pay attention to the units of 
measurement set in the breathalyzer, since the device supports measurement 
in both milligrams per liter and ppm.
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5.1.7. Heat map
The heat map is the graphical representation of the objects activity. It is a graphic 
layer that overlays an image from the camera. VideoNet can analyze objects motion 
intensity and duration of their staying in a certain zone, count unique objects, and 
then use colors to display this information on the heat map.
The heat mapping permits retailers, bankers and shopping & entertainment centers 
owners to identify areas where people stay longest, such as the most popular shop 
windows and shelves, the most crowded areas, and many other areas. The map also 
serves to identify the most prospective spots to allocate goods and advertisement. 
Apart from that, it turns business owners’ attention to “blind” areas and provides 
data for analyzing their sales area planning efficiency.
The heat map generation box includes the parameter setting area (1) and the 
toolbar (2).

In the parameter setting (1) area you need to select a source (camera or IP camera) 
by which you plan to perform the analysis. Search for the data to analyze is possible 
by the sources for which the following conditions are met:

1. In the sources settings in the General pane of the Configuration environment, 
the “Collect data for analytics” check box must be selected.

2. The sources should have at least one record (you can check if a record is 
available by using the player in the Surveillance environment).

Also the parameter setting (1) allows users to specify the required data search crite-
ria. For more details on how to configure the parameters, see the following section.
The toolbar (2) contains the following control buttons:
Button Description

Starts search by specified parameters.

Serves to create a new report.

Serves to open an earlier saved report template.

Serves to save a report template under the current name or a report to a 
Microsoft Office Word format file. If the template has not been saved earlier, the 
Save dialog box in which you can specify the name and save it will automatically 
open. You can do the same by clicking the button  next to the save button. It 
will call up a drop-down list that contains the respective commands.
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5.1.7.1. Configuring analysis parameters
The parameter setting area contains an area for configuring data search parameters 
and a saved frame on which the heat map will be displayed.

To configure heat mapping parameters:

1. Select a data source for analysis. To do this, click the  button next to the 
Camera field. A window opens with a list of sources (cameras and IP cameras).

2. Next, select a type of detection from the list, such as Action Intensity, Duration 
of the object in the zone or Number of unique objects.

3. Specify the time interval for which you want to analyze the data. In the “Search” 
field you can select the following values: specified time interval, today, yesterday, 
last N days and last period.

When you select the “specified time interval” two areas will appear to set the time 
interval.
If you have selected the “last N days” option, you must specify the value of the N 
parameter (the number of days). If you select the “last period” option, an area will 
appear for setting the time period in days, hours or minutes.

4. If you have selected Duration of the object in the zone at Step 2, specify the 
Analysis window. When you make a heat map, the objects that stay in this 
zone for a shorter period than specified will be ignored.

The default analysis window value is 30 seconds. You must remember that the 
analysis window value must always be less than or equal to the time interval value.

5. By default, the system searches for objects throughout the whole frame area. 
You can limit the search area. To do this, enable the Set object search area 
option. The frame that encloses a certain zone will appear in the saved frame. 
The object search area configuration is similar to area configuration in the 
integral report (see Section 5.1.4.2).

5.1.7.2. Viewing search results
After you have configured the required parameters, click the Start search  button 
on the toolbar. If the system finds that data that meet the query while searching, a 
heat map will be displayed in the saved frame.
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The Marginal Notes field displays a correlation between colors and the number of 
detected objects. Therefore, when you analyze the traffic intensity, the spots in the 
saved frame in which the traffic during the specified time interval was the busiest will 
be colored red. When you analyze the duration of objects’ staying in the detected 
zone, the spots in which the objects stayed longest will be colored red. And when 
you analyze the quantity of unique objects, the spots in which the largest number 
of unique objects was present during the specified time period will be colored red.

When you are working with the heat map, you can use the button  to switch from 
black-and-white to color image. If necessary, you can also enable/disable a heat 

map layer by using the button .
You can save the analysis results to a Microsoft Office Word format file. This file 
will contain a heat map and fields and values of the parameters configured. Saving 
a report to a file is described in section 5.1.2.
The content of this file will look as follows:
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6. ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM
This chapter describes exactly how to work with the ACS environment: create 
departments, employees’ accounts and access groups; assign access keys 
to employees and configure schedules for passing through barriers to a site; 
configure employees’ work time logging and monitoring.

Access control system (ACS) is the VideoNet system environment designed for 
organizing access management on multi-scale sites (from a small office to multiple 
buildings). ACS permits users to keep record of and classify the company’s personnel 
as well as to configure the system for work time logging.

To start working with the ACS environment:
1. Call up the VideoNet control menu in the top left corner of the screen and 

select the ACS menu item.

• Or click the icon  in the Windows taskbar to call up the VideoNet 9 Process 
Control Manager menu and select the ACS menu item.

2. The ACS environment window will be opened.

The ACS environment window consists of the navigation panel on which the 
configuration pages (1) are located, the VideoNet control menu (2), the configura-
tion control panel (3), the toolbars (4), a list of elements (5), the date and time 
area (6), areas of element properties (7).
VideoNet system provides the ability to work with multiple databases in the ACS 
environment. There are following options for how the ACS environment behaves 
when opened:

• If the ACS environment has already been used before, the ACS database 
that was used the previous time will be opened;

• If the ACS environment is opened for the first time and there is only one ACS 
database in the system available to the user, this database will be opened;

• If the ACS environment is opened for the first time and there are several ACS 
databases in the system available to the user, the Select ACS database 
window will be opened (see the description of selecting a database below).

Users who have access to several databases can switch between them.
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To select a database for working in the ACS environment:
1. If the ACS environment is opened for the first time, see step 3. If you have 

already worked with one of the available databases, make sure that the system 
configuration is applied. All unsaved changes will be lost when you change 
the database.

2. Hover your mouse over the DB of ACS Name of the computer label located 
in the center of the configuration control panel. The label will take form of a 
button for selecting an ACS DB.

3. Click on the appeared button.
4. Select ACS DB window will be opened.

5. Select the required database and click Select.
6. Selected database will be opened in the ACS environment.

To set up and configure parameters in the ACS environment, there are the Access 
Control System (ACS, see section 6.1) and Work time logging system (WTLS, 
see section 6.2) page groups.
The WTLS page group includes the following pages: Employees, Departments, 
Positions, Keys, Access groups, Schedule templates, Pass designer, Anti-
passback zones, Cars, Gateways, Work Modes, Waybills.
The WTLS page group includes such pages, as Calendars, Timetables, Schedules, 
Access point groups, Reasons of absence and Absences.
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6.1. Access Control System page group
VideoNet allows users to create groups of access through barriers and include a 
company’s employees in them as well as to keep record and classify them. To solve 
these tasks, there is the Access Control System (ACS) page group.
Access to employees is granted as follows. Employees are identified by keys. The 
controller reads a key code for which access is granted; it identifies the employee 
whom this key has been assigned to; and then, based on the access groups this 
employee belongs to, it decides whether to grant or prohibit access. Therefore, the 
system protects a guarded site from unauthorized employees’ access. The visual 
interface of the system provides simple and efficient means for configuring employee 
access parameters.

6.1.1. Employees page

VideoNet allows users to keep record of and classify employees of the company. 
The operator identifies an employee in the system by his/her last name, first name 
and a patronymic. Besides, an employee has additional parameters such as, for 
example, Position, Access groups and Department.
To configure properties of employees and generate a list of employees, the Employ-
ees page should be used. It contains the toolbar (1), the list of employees (2) and 
the properties area (3).

On this page, you can add or delete accounts of employees; if necessary, modify 
parameters of some of the employees added; print passes; hand out keys to employ-
ees for access through barriers; and include each employee in necessary access 
groups that determine his/her access mode.

If necessary, the Employees page can be used to add apartments to the system, 
to further customize their interaction with the Intercom. To do this, an employee 
is created with the apartment number used instead of the last name and its 
parameters are configured on the Connection with the intercom pane.
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The toolbar (1) contains the Add, Delete, Block, Import, Synchronize and Print 
pass buttons.
The list of employees (2) contains a list of all employees present in the system 
and brief information about them.
As you work with the list, you can use sorting. You can sort it relative to any column. 
To do this, you need to left-click one of the column headings in the list of employees. 
The list will be sorted by the type that corresponds to the column selected. The sort-
ing direction in the list can be either ascending or descending. It is shown with an 
arrow next to the column heading. This method allows sorting by one column only.
You can also hide unnecessary columns in the list of employees or display columns 
that are hidden by default. To do this, right-click on the header of any column 
in the table and in the context menu that will be opened, put the checkmark next 
to the desired columns. The following columns are available for display:

• Employee ID;
• Employee (impossible to hide);
• Department;
• Position;
• Access groups;
• Blocked;
• Special modes (hidden by default);
• The key is given out;
• Fingerprint;
• Face descriptor;
• Work time schedule (hidden by default);
• Access point group (hidden by default).

Besides, you can select a representation of the list of employees: By name, By 
department, or By access group. If the By department representation is selected, 
the list contains the panes that group employees by departments. If the By access 
group representation is selected, the list contains the panes that group employees 
by access groups.
The properties area (3) contains the panes for configuring parameters of employee 
accounts. For more details on how to configure these parameters, see Section 
6.1.1.2.
If necessary, you can modify the width of the properties area, by pulling its top border, 
or hide it by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click the button .

6.1.1.1. Adding a new employee
To add a new employee:
1. Open the Employees page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of employees and the panes for configuring 

the employee’s properties will appear in the properties area.
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4. Fill in the fields of the panes (the panes are described below, see Section 
6.1.1.2).

5. Click Apply on the environment control panel.
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6.1.1.2. Configuring employee parameters
You can configure the properties of employees in the General information, Personal 
information, Access, Access GATE, Connection with the intercom, Keys, Cars, 
Fingerprints, Face recognition, Biometrics ZKTeco, Pass template and Work 
time logging panes.

The General information pane
In the General information pane, you need to specify the last name, first name 
and patronymic of the employee for the operator to identify this employee by them 
in the respective edit fields.

In the next field, you can add a link to the account in the Active Directory service, 
if available for this employee. To do this:

1. Click the button  next to the edit field.
2. The standard Windows Select: “User” dialog box will be opened.

3. Select the user and click OK.
4. The link to the account will appear in the edit field. The values of the Surname, 

Name, Position, Department and Work phone fields (in the Personal informa-
tion pane) will be replaced with information from Active Directory.
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Attention! If the system determines that the employee’s account being added 
already exists in the VideoNet database, an alert box will appear and the link 
will not be added.

To delete a link to the Active Directory account:

1. Click the button  next to the edit field.
2. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

As soon as you have added a link to the Active Directory account, the Synchronize 
button becomes clickable on the toolbar. When you click this button, the informa-
tion about the employee gets updated based on the data from the Active Directory 
database. The information entered manually is replaced with the information from 
the Active Directory database.
If the employee’s account in Active Directory is deleted later on, you will be offered 
to delete the link to the user account from the employee’s information when you try 
to synchronize the data.
Next, select the employee’s position and the department he/she belongs to from 
drop-down lists. Besides, you can specify the employee’s personnel number. To 
add positions and departments to the system, you have to use the respective pages. 
For more details, see Sections 6.1.3, 6.1.2.
In addition, you can specify the individual access code of the employee, which will be 
used when passing through access points, for which the access by code is available.

Attention! Specifying the individual access code is unavailable for employees, 
who have more than one key handed out to them (see the Keys pane).

Attention! When working with CAME equipment, the access code must consist 
from 4 to 8 digits.

In the Comment field, you can specify some additional information about the 
employee.
If there are ZKTeco devices connected to the servers of ACS database selected in 
the ACS environment, the PIN for ZKTeco and the Access code for ZKTeco fields 
will be displayed under the comment field.
By default, the PIN for ZKTeco field does not contain values for all employees.
When an employee whose PIN for ZKTeco field is empty is added to an access 
group containing an access point connected to the ZKTeco controller, the system 
will automatically insert the first free PIN into this field.
The PIN for ZKTeco field is non-editable, except in the following cases:

• When adding a new employee, before applying the configuration, you can 
left-click in the PIN for ZKTeco field and set the desired PIN. At the same 
time, by default, when you click in the field, the system will automatically insert 
the first free PIN;

• If the values of the PIN for ZKTeco field match for several employees, you can 
edit the PIN for an employee whose data is not saved in the ACS database.

The value of the PIN for ZKTeco field must be unique for each person in the ACS 
database.
The Access code for ZKTeco field is optional and editable. You can enter from 1 
to 8 characters (both numbers and letters of the Latin alphabet) in this field. The 
value of the Access code for ZKTeco field may not be unique.
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The values of the PIN for ZKTeco and the Access code for ZKTeco fields can be 
used to identify a person when passing through an access point connected to the 
ZKTeco controller (see section 3.1.2.14.3).
You can also add a photo for an employee. You can add or change a photo in two 
ways.

To add a photo for the employee:
1. Click the Update employee photo button.
2. When you click the Add button, the Adding a photo window opens.

3. You can add an image in two ways - from a file or from a webcam.

4. When you click the Add from file  button, a standard Windows dialog window 
for opening files will be opened. Select a JPEG, PNG or BMP photo file and 
click the Open button. The system will add the photo to the appropriate area. 
You can crop the image so that only the employees face is left on it.

5. When you click the Create photo  button, a broadcast from the webcam 
connected to the computer will appear.

6. Select the appropriate moment when the person’s face is clearly visible and 

click the button with the image of the camera . The system will add the photo 
to the appropriate area. You can crop the image so that only the employees 
face is left on it.

7. Click the Add button.

To delete a photo:
1. Click the Delete photo button.

If an employee has a photo added, you can download it to your computer.

To download a photo:
1. Click the Download an employee’s photo button.
2. Standard Windows dialog window for saving files will be opened. Specify file 

name (by default - employee’s full name).
3. Click the Save button. Employee’s photo will be saved to the computer.
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Personal information pane
In the Personal information pane, you can specify the date of birth of the 
employee, contact telephone numbers, select the type of the identity document 
from the drop-down list and type the data.

Access pane
In the Access pane, you need to specify access groups the employee can be 
added to. The parameters of the access groups are configured on the Access 
groups page (see Section 6.1.5).
The table on this pane shows both access groups that were added directly to the 
employee (in white) and access groups that the employee inherits from the depart-
ment/position (in gray).

To add an employee to the access group:
1. Click the Add button, located below the table.
2. The Access group assignment dialog box will be opened.
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3. Select one or more access groups to include the employee in.
4. Click the Select button.
5. The access groups added will appear in the list in the Access pane.

To delete an access group from the list of the employee’s access groups:
1. In the Access pane, highlight one or more access groups in the list of access 

groups that you want to delete from the list (to select several access groups, 
use the Ctrl or Shift key).

2. Click the Delete button.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

You can not only add an access group to the employee, but also permit it to inherit 
access parameters of the department he/she belongs to or his/her position, by 
enabling the respective option. In this case, the access rights are cumulative. Access 
parameters for departments are configured in the Access pane on the Departments 
page (see Section 6.1.2.2). Access parameters for Positions are configured the 
same way.
You can also restrict access time for an employee in one of the following ways:

• Check the Inherit the time restriction from the department box, which is 
available if for the employee inheritance of department access parameters 
has been enabled;

• Check the Inherit the time restriction from the position box, which is 
available if for the employee inheritance of position access parameters has 
been enabled;

• Configure the Time restriction manually.

Attention! An employee can only have one time restriction set at a time.

In case of the inheritance of the time restriction from the department or position, the 
settings set for them on the access pane of the Department (see section 6.1.2.2) 
and Positions (see section 6.1.3.2) pages will be used.
To configure the Time restriction manually, enable the appropriate option and select 
the start and end dates for granting access.
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At the same time, you should consider which models of ACS controllers are used in 
Your system, since not all models support time restriction periods with accuracy to 
the minute. Models that do not support accuracy to the minute work with the Time 
restriction option according to the following principle:

• the “from” restriction applies starting from the date specified in this field, 
regardless of the time;

• the “till” restriction applies including the date specified in this field, regardless 
of the time.

The following models of ACS controllers support the time restriction to the minute:
• Bolid C2000-2 controllers versions 2.00-2.50;
• Hikvision 26xx and 28xx series controllers.

The following models of ACS controllers support a time restriction with accuracy 
only up to the date:

• Bolid C2000-2 controllers versions 1.10-1.21;
• Quest controllers;
• Gate controllers;
• ZKTeco controllers.

Access GATE pane
Access GATE pane is displayed on the Employees page if at least one of the access 
points connected to the GATE vendor’s ACS controller has one of the identification 
modes enabled - accompany, confirmation or code entry. This pane is intended 
for forming exceptions to identification modes.
If an Accompany/Confirmation mode is active for at least one of those access 
points, then the pane has “Access points for which an employee doesn’t need 
accompanying (confirming)” and “Access points for which an employee can 
accompany others (or confirm access)” tables.

Clicking the Add button opens a window for selecting access points where you can 
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specify several access points for which an employee can pass unaccompanied or 
for whom he himself will be accompanying.

Attention! In the table “Access points for which an employee doesn’t need 
accompanying (confirming)”, the access point connected to the parking type 
of the GATE controller cannot be selected. The confirmation mode for this type 
of controllers applies to all loaded keys and has no exceptions.

If an Code entry mode is active for at least one of those access points, then the 
pane has “Access points, passing through which, an employee has a right for access 
without the code entry”.

Clicking the Add button opens a window for selecting access points where you can 
specify several access points through which an employee can pass without the 
code entry.

Connection with the intercom pane
The Connection with the intercom pane is displayed only if there are Intercoms 
in the VideoNet system configuration.
The Employees page can be used to add apartments in the apartment building, not 
employees in the company. An employee is created for this, instead of whose last 
name you can register an apartment number (For example: “Apt. 1“, “1”, “Apt. 1, 
Green family”). For the indication of the apartment building in which this apartment 
is located, the Department field can be used (for more details on the Departments, 
see section 6.1.2).
The Connection with the intercom pane is used to configure the parameters of 
interaction of this apartment with an intercom at the entrance.
On the Connection with the intercom pane you can configure the following 
parameters:
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Use apartment 
number

Check the box if you want to specify an apartment number and 
configure parameters of interaction with an intercom. 
This parameter is available only if the system configuration contains 
VIZIT intercoms.
When enabled “Apartment number index”, “Individual code“, 
“Allow call from intercom”, “Enable callback to the apartment 
parameters”, access point selection and field for entering an apart-
ment number (no more than 4 digits) become active.

Apartment number 
index

The value of this parameter is transmitted to the Intercom to commu-
nicate with the apartment.
If the Ordinary numbering of apartments is selected for the used 
Intercom in the Configuration environment, the value of this param-
eter is calculated automatically taking into account the values of the 
parameters Use apartment number, Number of apartments and 
Beginning of hundreds.
When you select the value 200 for the parameter Number of apart-
ments, the system sets the index value in the range from 1 to 200.
For example: for apartment 118 - index is 118, for apartment 209 - 
index is 9, for apartment 598 - index is 198.
When you select the value 400 for the parameter Number of apart-
ments, the system calculates the index value using the following 
formula: the value of the Use apartment number - (the value of the 
parameter Beginning of hundreds * 100). The index value will be 
in the range from 1 to 400.
For example: if the number of apartments is 400 and the beginning of 
hundreds is 6, than for the apartment 632 - index is 32, for apartment 
756 - index is 156, etc.
If the Hotel numbering of apartments is selected for the used Inter-
com in the Configuration environment, the value of the parameter 
Apartment number index is editable (its value could not consist of 
more than 4 digits).

Individual code Specify an individual code, entering which allows access (no more 
than 4 digits).

Allow calls from 
intercom

Check the box if you want to allow calls from intercom to this apart-
ment.
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Enable callback to 
the apartment

Check the box if you want a sound signal in the apartment when 
there is an entry using a key belonging to the tenant of the apartment.

Access point Select access points appropriate for the apartment (entrance door, 
etc.). Only access points connected to the VIZIT BUD-485 type 
intercoms and CAME intercoms are available for selection. 
When you select an access point connected to the CAME intercom, 
the keys with access permission added in the Keys pane will be 
loaded into the corresponding intercom.

Keys pane
In the Keys pane, you need to specify the keys handed out to the employee (for 
adding keys to the system use the Keys page, see Section 6.1.4).

To add a key to the list of the keys handed out to the employee:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add key dialog box will be opened.

The list of vacant keys in the Add key dialog box gets updated automatically 
every time a key is handed out to the employee.

3. Select one or more vacant keys to assign them to the employee. If necessary, 
you can use the filter.

4. Click the Add button.
5. The keys added will appear in the list on the Keys pane.

To delete a key from the list of the keys handed out to the employee:
1. On the Keys pane, highlight in the list one or more keys that you want to delete 

(to select several keys, use the Ctrl or Shift key).
2. Click the Delete button.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
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4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
If there are ZKTeco devices in the configuration of the main ACS database server, 
a column For ZKTeco will be displayed in the table. The enabled checkbox in this 
column indicates that the key related to the row of the table with the enabled checkbox 
will be used for access using ZKTeco devices. The checkbox in the column For 
ZKTeco can be enabled for only one row of the table.

Cars pane
On the Cars pane you can specify cars assigned to the employee (adding cars to 
the system is carried out on the page Cars, see section 6.1.9).

To add a car to the list of cars assigned to the employee:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add car dialog box will open.
3. Select the one or several cars which you want to assign to employee (To select 

several cars at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key).
4. Click the Add button.
5. The selected car will appear on the Car pane

You can also assign a car to an employee on the Cars page (see section 6.1.9) 
by selecting the owner from the list of employees when adding the car to the 
system. In this case, the list of cars of the selected employee on the Cars pane 
of the employee’s page will be updated automatically.

To delete a car from the list of cars assigned to the employee:
1. On the Cars pane, select the one or several cars which you want to delete (To 

select several cars at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key).
2. Click Delete button.
3. The Delete dialog box will be appeared.
4. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

You can check the box in the Log the employee’s passage during the passage by 
vehicle column for cars, for which when entering the territory, employee’s passage 
must also be logged. You can only check this box for vehicles that are associated 
with one employee.
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Fingerprints pane
On the Fingerprints pane, you can add fingerprints to an employee. For each finger, 
several descriptors can be added.

Attention! To organize access using fingerprints, not only fingerprint descriptors, 
but also keys must be added to the employees (regardless of the default 
identification modes selected for access points). However, if it is not possible 
to issue a physical key to an employee, you can add a key that exists in the 
VideoNet system only virtually to the employee.

To add fingerprints descriptors to the employee:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add fingerprint descriptor dialog box will be opened.

3. Select the finger whose descriptor you want to add to the system. Click Launch 
the scanning of the fingerprint button.

4. A timer will start, during which you need to press your finger to the fingerprint 
scanner.
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5. After that, you need to remove your finger from the fingerprint scanner and 
repeat the procedure (press-remove) several times. In case of an error (for 
example, due to improper application of the finger or the expiration of the time 
to press), the process must be restarted.

6. A message will appear indicating that the fingerprint descriptor has been 
successfully formed with an indication of its quality.

7. Click the Add button.
8. The added descriptor will appear in the table with the name (for example, “right, 

1st”), the date and time of entry, as well as the quality assessment.
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Face recognition pane
On the Face recognition pane, you can add photos to the employee, according to 
which descriptors will be built (in the case of assigning a recognition server to the 
ACS database) or access performed using ZKTeco controllers.

A descriptor is a digital descriptor of a face image.

The table on the Face recognition pane contains columns №, Date and time of 
entry, Face recognition module and Photo for ZKTeco.

The enabled checkbox in the Photo for ZKTeco column indicates that the photo 
belonging to the table row with the enabled checkbox will be used for face recognition 
using ZKTeco devices. The checkbox in the Photo for ZKTeco column can only be 
enabled for one row of the table.

Attention! For correct work of face recognition using ZKTeco devices, the 
following parameter values must be set in the device settings:
• Face tilt – at least 35;
• Face rotation – at least 25.
Also, when preparing photos, the Recommendations for images used for building 
descriptors specified in this section should be taken into account.

You can add a photo to an employee in one of three ways:
1. From the employee’s photo (see the General information pane);
2. From a JPEG / PNG / BMP file;
3. From a Web-camera connected to a computer.

Computer with face recognition module for forming a descriptor is specified when 
configuring the parameters of the ACS database (see section 3.3.1.1).

Each time you add a descriptor, 3 descriptors being added generated by different 
Tevian modules - Tevian-ALG1, Tevian-ALG2, and Tevian-PRECISE. You can 
add up to 5 descriptors of each type for the employee.

If the recognition server is not set for the ACS database, then clicking the Add button 
opens the Adding a photo window and the process will be carried out in the same 
way as described for the General information pane.
If a recognition server is set for the ACS database, then clicking the Add button 
opens the Add face descriptor window. The process of adding descriptors is 
described below.
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• Recommendations for images used for building descriptors
1. When creating descriptors, it is recommended to obtain reference images 

of faces solely by photographing, rather than cutting faces from the video stream. 
Only in this case it is possible to achieve maximum accuracy in face recognition;

2. The position of the face should be frontal. The rotation, tilt and deflection of 
the head should be less than 5 degrees in any direction from the frontal position at 
each angular coordinate;

3. The expression should be neutral (without a smile), both eyes should be open 
(but not wider than normal) and look into the camera, mouth closed;

4. A person’s hair should not cover his eyes, the presence of a covering on his 
head (headgear, headscarf, etc.) is not recommended;

5. If the image is a person with glasses, their rim should not cover part of the 
eyes. The glasses must have clear and transparent lenses so that the pupils of the 
eyes and the irises are clearly visible;

6. A person’s shoulders should face the camera. It is not allowed to use images 
on which a person looks “over the shoulder”;

7. The background in the image should be without shadows, even and should not 
contain textures with straight or curved lines that can distort the results of automated 
processing of the face;

8. The background should have a uniform color palette or be monochrome, with 
a consistent change in brightness from light to dark in only one direction;

9. A person’s face should be evenly lit, without shadows. Presence of the primary 
direction of illumination and the presence of “bright spots” on the face image (glare) 
are not allowed;

10. The presence of dark eyebrow shadows in the eye sockets are not allowed. 
The irises and pupils of the eyes must be clearly visible;

11. The distance from the photographing device to a person should be at least 
1.5 m;

12. The image should clearly show the texture of the skin in each area of the face. 
At the same time, there should not be areas with saturation on the face (insufficient 
or too large exposure);

13. All points of the received face image should be in focus (from nose to ears 
and from chin to top of head);

14. The use of unnatural lighting is not allowed: yellow, red, etc .;
15. Lighting should not distort the natural color of the skin when viewed in natural 

conditions. Red-eye effect is not allowed;
16. It is not allowed to edit a color or black and white image in order to improve 

the appearance of the depicted face or to artistic process it;
17. The resolution of a face photo should be at least 256x256 pixels.

To add a descriptor from an employee photo:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add face descriptor dialog box will be opened.
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3. Click the From employee’s photo  button. The system will add a photo of 
the employee to the corresponding area to the left of the button. If the selected 
employee does not have a photo, the From employee’s photo button will be 
unavailable.

4. Click the Add button. By clicking the Add button, a face descriptor is being 
formed.

5. The added descriptor will appear in the table indicating the unique number, date 
and time of forming, quality assessment, as well as the used face recognition 
module. If the quality of the formed descriptor is low, we recommend forming 
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the employee’s descriptor in another way (for example, use another JPEG / 
PNG / BMP photo).

To add a descriptor from a file:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add face descriptor dialog box will be opened.

3. Click the Add from file  button. A standard Windows dialog window for 
opening files will be opened.

4. Select a JPEG, PNG or BMP photo file and click the Open button. The system 
will add the photo to the appropriate area. You can crop the image so that only 
the employee’s face is left on it.

5. Click the Add button. By clicking the Add button, a face descriptor is being 
formed.

6. The added descriptor will appear in the table indicating the unique number, date 
and time of forming, quality assessment, as well as the used face recognition 
module. If the quality of the formed descriptor is low, we recommend forming 
the employee’s descriptor in another way or use another photo.

To add a descriptor from a Web-camera:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add face descriptor dialog box will be opened.

3. Click the Create photo  button, and then a broadcast will appear from a 
web-camera connected to the computer. This button will be unavailable if a 
web-camera is not connected to the computer.

4. Select the appropriate moment when the person’s face is clearly visible and 

click the button with the image of the camera . The system will add the photo 
to the appropriate area. You can crop the image so that only the employee’s 
face is left on it.
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5. Click the Add button. By clicking the Add button, a face descriptor is being 
formed.

6. The added descriptor will appear in the table indicating the unique number, date 
and time of forming, quality assessment, as well as the used face recognition 
module. If the quality of the formed descriptor is low, we recommend forming 
the employee’s descriptor in another way (for example, use another JPEG / 
PNG / BMP photo).

To delete a descriptor:
1. Highlight in the list one or more descriptors that you want to delete (to select 

several descriptors, use the Ctrl or Shift key).
2. Click the Delete button.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Biometrics ZKTeco
The Biometrics ZKTeco pane is intended to indicate the storage of palm descriptors 
for access using ZKTeco controllers (see section 3.1.2.14.3).
This pane is displayed only when at least one ZKTeco controller is added to the 
server of the selected ACS database or at least one of the identifiers recorded in 
this pane is present in the ACS database.

Adding palm descriptors is only available for employees stored in the ACS database. 
When adding new employees, in order to be able to add palm descriptors to them, 
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you need to apply the configuration.

To add a palm descriptor:
1. Click the Add button. The Import biometrics from device window will be 

opened.

2. Select the access point from which you want to import the palm descriptors, 
and click Next.

3. A window will be opened with a warning about data replacement. Click Next.
4. The system will import palm descriptors. Click Close.

Pass template pane
If you plan to print a pass for this employee, you can select a pass template from 
the drop-down list in this pane. The list displays only earlier created templates which 
parameters should be specified individually. For more details, see Section 6.1.7.
Also, if multiple keys are assigned to this employee or multiple cars are associated 
with him, you can choose which key and which car should be displayed in the 
printed pass.

Work time logging pane
Work time logging pane is intended for selection of a working schedule assigned 
to the employee and an access point group used for work time logging when 
passed through.
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To select employees working schedule:

1. Click the  button to the right of the Working schedule field.
2. Select schedule dialog box will be opened.

3. Select the desired working schedule.
4. Click the Select button.
5. Selected working schedule will be displayed in the corresponding field.

To delete the selected working schedule, click the  button located to the right of 
the Working schedule field.
To select an Access point group for an employee, use the corresponding drop-
down list.
The parameters of the working schedule and access point group are configured 
on the respective pages in the Work time logging system page group (see Sections 
6.2.3 and 6.2.4 respectively).

6.1.1.3. Editing parameters of and deleting an employee
To edit an employee’s parameters:
1. Open the Employees page.
2. Select the employee’s account whose parameters you want to edit.
3. In the properties area, the panes for configuring the employee’s parameters 

will appear.
4. Change the required parameters (for configuring parameters in the panes, see 

Section 6.1.1.2).
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5. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete an employee’s account:
1. Open the Employees page.
2. Select an employee’s account that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the account and select the Delete item in the shortcut menu 
that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several employees at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.1.1.4. Data import
The VideoNet system allows you to import into the ACS database employee data 
from the Active Directory database and from TXT, CSV or VNEDE (VideoNet 
Employee Data Exchange) files, as well as biometric data from devices to ensure 
employee access using ZKTeco devices.

VNEDE files are generated when exporting data from the QUEST2 application.

To import an employee’s data from the Active Directory database:
1. Click the Import button on the toolbar of the Employees page.
2. The standard Window Select: “User” dialog box will be opened.
3. Select the user and click OK.
4. The employee’s account will appear in the list of employees. In the properties 

areas in the General Information and Personal information panes, the 
Surname, Name, Position, Department and Work phone from the Active 
Directory database will appear.

5. If necessary, complete the employee’s information and configure parameters 
in other panes (see Section 6.1.1.2).

Attention! If during import the system determines that the imported employee 
account already exists in the VideoNet database, a window will be opened with 
a warning that the account will not be added again.

To import an employee’s data from a TXT or CSV files:
1. Click the Import button on the toolbar of the Employees page.
2. In the shortcut menu that opened, select the From file item.
3. The Windows standard file opening dialog box will be opened.
4. Select a TXT or CSV file to be imported and click Open.
5. The Import Data Wizard dialog box will be opened. At this step of the wizard, 

you need to specify parameters for parsing the text data contained in the 
imported file.

In the File encoding field, select from the drop-down list the encoding used in the 
imported text file. The system uses the default UTF-8 encoding.
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In the Delimiter character field, select the check box against the symbol that splits 
the values in the file into separate columns. You can select several delimiters at once. 
You can see the changes made in the spreadsheet at the bottom of the wizard’s box.

If the delimiters offered do not contain the one that is used in the imported file, select 
the Other check box and specify the symbol in the respective field.
If you need to unite consecutive delimiters and delete empty fields, select the Count 
consecutive delimiters as one check box. This option gets enabled automatically 
if more than one delimiter character is selected.
Specify a line terminator. You can select such values as «“», «‘», «no». By default, 
the quotation marks (“) are selected.
If the system detects a quotation mark delimiter (“), the whole text until the following 
line terminator is imported as one value, even if it contains delimiters. For example, 
if a delimiter is a comma (,), the text “manager, leader” will be imported into one 
cell as manager, leader.
If no line terminator is specified or an apostrophe (‘) is set as such, the “manager, 
leader” text will be imported into two adjacent cells as “manager and leader”.
If there are no delimiters between terminators, the delimiters are included in the 
imported value (for example, “manager, leader”).
To go to the next step, click Next.

6. At this step, you need to specify a correspondence between the imported data 
and the employee’s parameters.

The wizard’s page contains a spreadsheet that provides an example of the imported 
data parsing. The spreadsheet column headings can be either numbers, starting 
from 1, or data values from the first line of the file. For the latter case, the respective 
option at the top of the page should be enabled.
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The first line of this spreadsheet consists of the cells containing the employee’s 
parameters that you need to match with the data from respective columns, by 
selecting an appropriate value from the drop-down list in each cell.

When you select the employee’s parameters, please note that they cannot be 
repeated. The cells in which the same parameters are selected are enclosed in 
red boxes.
To go to the next step, click Next.
If the compulsory data correspondence requirements are not observed, you will see 
the following message as you click Next:
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7. Double-check the correspondence between the employee’s parameters and 
the spreadsheet data. Select a data import option and click Next.

When you select Item 1 (Adding data about new employees from a file), the matching 
of new data from the file and data already available in the system is not checked until 
the import is completed. Thus, some data may be duplicated and it will be necessary 
to eliminate the existing errors before applying the configuration.
When you select Item 2 (Executing the import rule when the employees’ data in the 
system and the data in the imported file coincide), you can go to the next step of the 
algorithm and configure replacement rules for cases where employees’ data coincide.
When you select Item 3 (Total replacement of the employees’ data in the system 
with the data from the file), all the data about the employees, their positions and 
departments will be deleted. They will be replaced with the data selected from the file.
If you select Item 1 or 3, you will go to Step 9.

8. The Set Import Rule wizard will be opened.
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Select the employee’s parameters that require a value replacement rule to be applied 
to other parameters in case these employees’ parameters coincide with the data 
from the file. The list of parameters for selection consists of the parameters selected 
at Step 7 and matched with the file data. In this case, the parameters relating to the 
first name, last name and patronymic are presented as a single parameter.
Select the parameters value replacement rule and click Next.

9. This will start data importing from the file.
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10. Click Close to close the wizard.

To import an employee’s data from the VNEDE file:
1. Click the Import button on the toolbar of the Employees page.
2. In the shortcut menu that opened, select the From file item.
3. The Windows standard file opening dialog box will be opened.
4. Select a VNEDE file to be imported and click Open.
5. The Import Data Wizard dialog box will be opened. The data structure is as 

follows:

<Employees version=“1.0” culture=“en”>
 <Employee>
 <Number>1</Number>    (Employee ID)
 <WorkPhone>+123123123</WorkPhone>  (Work phone)
 <PersonalPhone>123123</PersonalPhone>  (Personal phone)
 <DateOfBirth>10.10.2000</DateOfBirth>  (Birthdate)
 <Commentary>no comments</Commentary>  (Comment)
 <Name>Name</Name>    (Name)
 <Surname>Surname</Surname>   (Surname)
 <Patronymic>Patronymic</Patronymic>  (Patronomic)
 <DocumentType>1</DocumentType>  (Document type)
 <DocumentData>nodata</DocumentData>  (Information document)
 <Position>Employee</Position>   (Position)
 <Department>Department2</Department>  (Department)
 <Sid>S-1-5-21-2637262523-2247651001-700438562-5277</Sid> (ID Active Directory)
 <Photo>C:\Users\Public\Pictures\employee1.jpg</Photo> (Path to the photo file)
 <Keys>
 <Key>
 <Code>111</Code>    (Key code)
 <KeyType>Wiegand-26</KeyType>  (Key type)
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 </Key>
 </Keys>
 </Employee>
</Employees>

<DocumentType> can have a value from 0 to 4.
0 – passport;
1 – birth certificate;
2 – driving license;
3 – military records book;
4 – other.

To import biometric data from a device:
1. Click the Import button on the toolbar of the Employees page.
2. In the context menu that will be opened, select Biometrics from device.

Attention! The Biometrics from device item is available only if a device 
from which the import of biometric data is supported is connected to the ACS 
database servers.

3. The Import biometrics from device window will be opened.

4. Select the access point from which you want to import the palm descriptors, 
and click Next.

5. A window will be opened with a warning about data replacement. Click Next.
6. The system will import biometric data for employees. The wizard window will 

display a report on the number of employees from the ACS database for whom 
biometric data has been obtained. Click Close.

7. Click Apply on the control panel of the ACS environment to save the imported 
biometric data.
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6.1.1.5. Blocking/unblocking an employee
VideoNet permits users to prohibit the employee to use the access keys that he/
she has.

To block the employee’s access keys:
1. Highlight the employee’s account in the list of employees.

To highlight several employees at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Block button on the toolbar.

3. In the list of employees, the blocking icon  for the selected account will 
appear in the respective column.

To unblock the employee’s access keys:
1. Highlight the blocked employee’s account in the list of employees.

To highlight several blocked employees at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Release the Block button on the toolbar.

3. In the list of employees, the blocking icon  will disappear from the selected 
account in the respective column.

6.1.1.6. Printing passes
VideoNet permits to print passes for the employee provided that pre-configured pass 
template has been selected in his/her properties.

To print out a pass for an employee:
1. Highlight the employee’s account in the list of employees.

To print out a pass for several employees at once, highlight their accounts, by holding 
down the Ctrl or Shift key.

2. Click the Print pass button on the toolbar.
3. The pass preview window will appear. Make sure that you have the printer 

parameters configured correctly and click the Print button.

Note that for the employees, in whose properties no template has been selected, 
the pass is neither displayed in the preview window nor printed later on.

6.1.1.7. Searching for an employee in the List
If you need to find an employee in the list of employees, you can use searching. 
The search is carried out across all the fields in the list.

To find an employee in the list of employees:
1. Place your mouse pointer in the search box.
2. Type the text to find.
3. If the system finds the text you have typed, it will highlight it in the list of 

employees.
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To reset the search, use the button .

6.1.2. Departments page
Departments in the VideoNet system serve to represent the organizational structure 
of the company.
To configure departments, use the Departments page. It contains the toolbar (1), 
the tree of elements (2) and the properties area (3).

On the Departments page, you can add or delete departments as well as change 
properties of some of the added departments, if necessary.
The tree of elements (1) displays the departments created in the system. You can 
create a multi-level structure consisting of parent and child departments.
The root node of the tree of elements is the Entire System node. The properties area 
(2) of this node displays a list of child departments and brief information about them.
The department properties area displays the name of the department as well as the 
panes that allow configuring its properties. For more information on how to configure 
properties of departments, see Section 6.1.2.2.

To start working with the Departments page:
1. Select the Departments item on the navigation panel.
2. The Departments page will be opened.
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6.1.2.1. Adding a new department
To add a new department:
1. Open the Departments page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. In the tree of elements, a new Department will be added.

4. In the properties area, type the name of the department.
5. Fill the fields of the panes (panes are described below, see Section 6.1.2.2).
6. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.1.2.2. Configuring department parameters
You can configure properties of departments in the Employees and Access panes.

Employees pane
In the Employees pane, you need to specify the employees assigned to a department 
(to add employees to the system, use the Employees page, see Section 6.1.1.1).
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To add an employee to the list of employees:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add employee dialog box will be opened.

3. Select one or more employees to assign them to a department. If necessary, 
you can use searching.

4. Click the Add button.
5. The employees added will appear in the list in the Employees pane.

If the employee has individual access rights that are different from the rights of the 
department, then for such an employee a flag will be set in the Special permissions 
column of the employees list.

To delete an employee from the list of employees:
1. In the Employees pane, highlight one or more employees in the list who you want 

to delete from the list (to select several employees, use the Ctrl or Shift key).
2. Click the Delete button.

If the department being configured has child divisions, You can enable the option 
Show employees from subdivisions. This option will become active for the parent 
and all child divisions, and the parent division table will display the employees of 
all the child divisions.
If necessary, you can use searching within the list of employees. The search proce-
dure is similar to that described in Section 6.1.1.7.

Access pane
In the Access pane, you need to specify access groups, in which a department 
may be included. Parameters of access groups are to be configured on the Access 
groups page (see Section 6.1.5.2).
The table on this pane displays both access groups that were added directly to 
the department (in white) and access groups that the department inherits from the 
parent department (in gray).
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To include a department in an access group:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Access group assignment dialog box will be opened.

3. Select one or more access groups to include the department in.
4. Click the Add button.
5. The access groups added will appear in the list of the Access pane.

To delete an access group from the list of access groups, in which a depart-
ment is included:
1. In the Access pane, highlight one or more access groups in the list of access 

groups that you want to delete from the list (to select several access groups, 
use the Ctrl or Shift key).

2. Click the Delete button.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

You can not only add an access group to the department, but also permit it to inherit 
access parameters of the parent department. In this case, the access rights are 
cumulative. 
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You can also restrict access time for a department in one of the following ways:
• Check the Inherit the time restriction from parent department box, which 

is available if inheritance of parent department access parameters has been 
enabled;

• Configure the Time restriction manually.

Attention! A department can only have one time restriction set at a time.

To configure the Time restriction manually, enable the appropriate option and select 
the start and end dates for granting access.

Attention! When setting up the Time restriction option, you should consider 
which models of ACS controllers are used in Your system, since not all models 
support time restriction periods with accuracy to the minute. For more information, 
see section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.2.3. Editing parameters of and deleting departments
To edit parameters of a department:
1. Open the Departments page.
2. In tree of elements, select a department which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the required parameters in the properties area (for information on how 

to configure the parameters, see Section 6.1.2.2).
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete a department:
1. Open the Departments page.
2. In the tree of elements, select the department that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the name of the department and select the Delete item in the 
shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several departments at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

Attention! The parent department will be deleted together with child departments.
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6.1.2.4. Blocking/unblocking department employees
VideoNet allows you to prevent employees from using their existing access keys.

To block access keys of department employees:
1. Open the Department page.
2. Select the department, whose employees you want to block, in the tree of 

elements.
To select several departments at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.

3. On the Employees pane, select the employees you want to block.
To select several employees at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. Click the Block located under the table.

5. Blocked icon  will appear for the selected employee in the Blocked column 
of the table.

To unblock access keys of department employees:
1. Select the department with blocked employees in the tree of elements.

To select several departments at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. On the Employees pane, select the employees you want to unblock.

To select several employees at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
3. Click the Unblock located under the table.

4. Blocked icon  will disappear for the selected employee in the Blocked 
column of the table.

6.1.3. Positions page
The Positions in VideoNet serve to keep record of and classify employees depend-
ing on their employment duties.
To configure the positions, the Positions page should be used. It contains the the 
toolbar (1), the list of positions (2) and the properties area (3).

On this page, you can add or delete positions as well as rename some of the positions 
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added, if needed. On the Positions page, you can also find out how many employees 
holding a certain position are registered in the system. The system automatically 
registers the number of employees sharing the same position based on the positions 
assigned to them on the Employees page (see Section 6.1.1).
The list of positions (2) contains a list of all the positions existing in the system.
The properties area (3) specifies the position name and description, when needed.
If necessary, you can modify the width of the properties area, by pulling its top 
boundary, or hide it, by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click 
the button .

To start working with the Positions page:
1. Select the Positions item on the navigation panel.
2. The Positions page will be opened.

6.1.3.1. Adding, renaming, and deleting a position
To add a new position:
1. Open the Positions page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of positions and the parameters to configure 

will appear in the properties area.

4. Enter the name of the position and add a description, if necessary.
5. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To rename a position:
1. Open the Positions page.
2. Select the position which properties you want to change.
3. Rename the position in the Name field.
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete a position:
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1. Open the Positions page.
2. Select the position that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the position name and select the Delete item in the shortcut 
menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several positions at once, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

If an account is being imported from the Active Directory on the Employees 
page and it contains the information about the employee’s position, the position 
will be automatically added to the list on the Positions page.

6.1.3.2. Configuring position parameters
You can configure properties of the position in the Access pane.

Access pane
In the Access pane, you need to specify access groups, in which a position may 
be included. Parameters of access groups are to be configured on the Access 
groups page (see Section 6.1.5.2).

To include a position in an access group:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Access group assignment dialog box will be opened.
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3. Select one or more access groups to include the position in.
4. Click the Add button.
5. The access groups added will appear in the list of the Access pane.

To delete an access group from the list of access groups, in which a posi-
tion is included:
1. In the Access pane, highlight one or more access groups in the list of access 

groups that you want to delete from the list (to select several access groups, 
use the Ctrl or Shift key).

2. Click the Delete button.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

Besides, you can limit an access period for a position, by enabling the Time limita-
tion option and selecting the start and end dates and time of the access permission 
validity.

Attention! When setting up the Time restriction option, you should consider 
which models of ACS controllers are used in Your system, since not all models 
support time restriction periods with accuracy to the minute. For more information, 
see section 6.1.1.2.

6.1.4. Keys page
To get access through barriers, keys are used. A key is a unique access identifier. 
They may be contact Touch Memory keys, proximity cards, magnetic stripe cards 
etc. To be able to work with keys in the VideoNet system, the Keys page should be 
used. It contains the toolbar (1), the list of keys (2) and the properties area (3).
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On this page, you can add or delete keys as well as change parameters of some 
of the keys added, if necessary. On the Keys page, you can also find out which 
employees hold each of the keys. For handing out keys to employees, use the 
Employees page (see Section 6.1.1.2).
The list of keys (2) contains a list of all keys existing in the system database.
As you work with the list, you can use sorting and search for keys. These actions 
are similar to those described in the Employees page (see Section 6.1.1).
The properties area (3) is designed for configuring parameters of keys.
If necessary, you can modify the width of the properties area, by pulling its top 
boundary, or hide it, by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click 
the button .

To start working with the Keys page:
1. Select the Keys item on the navigation panel.
2. The Keys page will be opened.

6.1.4.1. Adding a new key
To add a new key:
1. Open the Keys page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of keys will be added and parameters to 

configure the key will appear in the properties area.
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4. Configure parameters of the key (see Section 6.1.4.2).
5. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.1.4.2. Configuring parameters of the key
To configure parameters of the key:
1. In the properties area, select a key type Wiegand-26, Wiegand-34 or 1-Wire 

from the drop-down list.
2. Enter the key code.

3. Add a description for the key to the respective field, if necessary.
4. Check the Guest key box if the key that is being configured will be used as a 

guest key. This option is relevant when using the ACS Gate equipment with 
the function of collecting one-time guest cards.

If an employee is assigned a key later on, the key issued to field will appear below 
the description field. This field displays the key owner. Keys are assigned to 
employees on the Employees page (see Section 6.1.1.2).You can delete the key 

assigning to a certain owner, by clicking the button .
5. In the Access pane, you need to assign access groups for the key. Parameters 

of access groups are configured on the Access groups page (see Section 
6.1.5.2).
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Attention! When assigning access groups to keys, it should be taken into 
account that keys not associated with employees are not granted access through 
access points connected to the ZKTeco controller.

Also on the Access pane you can configure the Time restriction. Configuring the 
time restriction is similar to the procedure described for the Employees page, see 
Section 6.1.1.2.
If the key is later associated with an employee, the access parameters and time 
restriction of the key will be equal to the access parameters and time restriction of 
the employee. On the Access pane of the Keys page, configuring parameters will 
not be available, and the table will display the employee’s access groups (in gray).

6.1.4.3. Adding a key from the reader
To add a key from the reader:
1. Open the Keys page.
2. Click the Add from reader button on the toolbar.
3. The Add key dialog box will be opened.

4. Select an access point from the drop-down list.
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Attention! Adding a key from the reader of the access point connected to the 
VIZIT intercom is not supported.

5. Apply the key to the card reader of the selected access point.
6. Make sure that the key type and code have appeared in the adding list.

7. To read several keys, repeat Steps 5-6.
8. Click Close to close the box.
9. In the list of keys, new keys will be added.
10. Configure parameters of the key (see Section 6.1.4.2).
11. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.1.4.4. Editing parameters of and deleting a key
To edit parameters of the key:
1. Open the Keys page.
2. Select a key which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the necessary parameters in the properties area (for configuring 

parameters, see Section 6.1.4.2).
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete a key:
1. Open the Keys page.
2. Select the key that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the line containing the key and select the Delete item in the 
shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
4. To highlight several keys at once, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
5. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
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6. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.1.5. Access groups page
An access group in the VideoNet system is a set of the following pairs: access 
device – access schedule template. The access device can be an access point, a 
passage point or an access gate point. You can include each employee or car either 
in one or more access groups that determine it passing through certain access 
devices according to certain schedules.

To configure access groups, the Access groups page should be used. It contains 
the toolbar (1), the list of access groups (2) and the properties area (3).
On this page, you can add or delete access groups as well as change parameters of 
some of the access groups added, if necessary. On the Access groups page, you 
can also find out the composition of the access groups and the number of employees 
included in some of the access groups. The number of employees included in the 
access group is recorded automatically by the system, based on the properties of 
the employees configured on the Employees page (see Section 6.1.1). To include 
an employee in access groups, also use the Employees page.
The list of access groups (2) contains a list of access groups existing in the system.
The properties area (3) displays the names of the access group as well as the 
panes that allow configuring its properties. For more details about configuring the 
properties of the access group, see Section 6.1.5.2.
If necessary, you can modify the width of the properties area, by pulling its top 
border, or hide it, by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click the 
button .

To start working with the Access groups page:
1. Select the Access groups item on the navigation panel.
2. The Access groups page will be opened.
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6.1.5.1. Adding a new access group
To add a new access group:
1. Open the Access groups page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of access groups and parameters to configure 

will appear in the properties area.

4. Fill in the fields of the panes (panes are described below, see Section 6.1.5.2).
5. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.1.5.2. Configuring parameters of the access group
You can configure properties of the access group in the General information, 
Access, Employees, Cars, Positions, Departments and Keys panes.

General Information pane
In the General Information pane, you can type the name of the access group and, 
if necessary, add a description.

Access pane
In the Access pane, you need to add the “access device  – schedule template” pair 
to the access group. The access device can be an access point, a passage point 
or an access gate point.
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Attention! Access points connected to a CAME intercom cannot be added to 
access groups. For CAME intercoms, access is defined on the Employees page 
in the Connection with the intercom pane (see section 6.1.1.2).

To add the “access device – schedule template” pair to the access group:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Select access devices and schedule dialog box will be opened.

3. Select the necessary access device/s in the list, passing through which you 
want to permit to this access group. If necessary, you can use the search.

The list of available access devices will be empty if there are no access points, 
passage points and access gate points in the system configuration.

4. Select a Schedule template from the drop-down list, for which you want to 
allow passing through the selected devices.

The list of schedule templates available will be empty if no template has been 
added to the Schedule Templates page.

5. Click the Select button.
6. A new line will appear in the list for adding devices with passing schedules.
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To change parameters of the “access device – schedule template” pair:
1. Highlight in the list the “access device – schedule template” pair that you want 

to edit.
2. Click the Edit button.
3. The Select access devices and schedule dialog box will be opened.
4. Change required parameters and click the Select button.

To delete the “access device – schedule template” pair from the access 
groups:
1. Highlight in the list the “access device – schedule template” pair that you want 

to delete.
2. Click the Delete button.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

The system allows you to set the priority of using access groups for a certain period. 
Thus, you can apply a special access mode without changing the access settings 
and schedule.
Usage example
For employees working on weekdays, it is necessary to provide access during the 
holidays both on weekdays and weekends. These employees should be assigned an 
additional access group (with access on weekdays and weekends) and assign priority 
to it for the holiday period. As a result, before and after the holidays, employees will 
have access only on weekdays, and during the holidays on all days of the week.
If an employee will belong to several access groups (for example, for day and night 
shifts) with the priority mode turned on, and the priority periods of these groups will 
fully or partially match, then during the matching period the access rights set by 
these groups will be summed up.

To assign priority for access groups:
1. Select the Priority access mode check box.
2. Click the Add Period button.
3. The calendar dialog box will be opened.

4. Highlight the required time period of the access mode validity, by clicking and 
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holding down the left mouse button. Using this method, you can select a period 
of no more than 6 weeks.

To highlight a longer time period in the calendar, select the initial date, and then 
select the final date, by holding down the Shift key.
To highlight several dates in the calendar at random, use the Ctrl key.

5. Click the Add button.
6. The selected period will appear in the edit field.

To delete a priority access mode validity period:
1. Highlight the period in the edit field.
2. Click the Delete key on the keyboard.

• Or click the button  next to the period.

Employees pane
In the Employees pane, you need to specify the employees who will be included 
in the access group (to add employees to the system, use the Employees page, 
see Section 6.1.2.2). Configuring properties of access groups in this pane is similar 
to the properties configuration in the Employees pane of the Departments page 
(see Section 6.1.2.2).
The table on this pane shows both employees who were added directly to the access 
group (in white) and employees who inherit access from a department/position (in 
gray).

Cars pane
In the Cars pane, you need to specify the cars that will be included in the access 
group (to add cars to the system, use the Cars page, see Section 6.1.9.1).
The table on this pane shows both cars that were added directly to the access group 
(in white) and cars that inherit access from the associated employee (in gray).

Positions pane
In the Positions pane, you need to specify the positions that will be included in 
the access group (to add positions to the system, use the Positions page, see 
Section 6.1.3.1).
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Departments pane
In the Departments pane, you need to specify the departments that will be included 
in the access group (to add departments to the system, use the Departments page, 
see Section 6.1.2.1).
The table on this pane shows both departments that were added directly to the access 
group (in white) and departments that inherit access from the parent department 
(in gray).

To include a department to the access group:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add Departments dialog box will be opened.

3. Select one or more departments to include in the access group.
4. Click the Add button.
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5. The departments added will appear in the list on the Departments pane.

To delete departments from the list of the access group departments:
1. In the Departments pane, highlight one or more departments in the list that 

you want to delete (to select several departments, use the Ctrl or Shift key).
2. Click the Delete button.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

Keys pane
In the Keys pane, you need to specify the keys that will be included in the access 
group (to add keys to the system, use the Keys page, see Section 6.1.4.1).
The table on this pane shows both keys that were added directly to the access group 
(in white) and keys that inherit access from the associated employee/car (in gray).

6.1.5.3. Editing parameters of, copying, and deleting access groups
To edit access groups parameters:
1. Open the Access groups page.
2. Select the access group which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the necessary parameters in the properties area (for configuring 

parameters, see Section 6.1.5.2). You can add new “access device – schedule 
template” pairs, delete the “access device – schedule template” pairs, or assign 
another schedule template to the added access devices.

4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.
You can make copies of the existing groups in the list of access groups.

To make a copy of an access group:
1. Select an access group in the list of groups.

To highlight several groups at a time for copying, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Copy button on the toolbar.
3. In the list of access groups, a copy containing the name of the copied group 

and mark “_Copy (#)” will appear, where # is the sequence number, starting 
from 1 (for example, Access group 1_Copy (1)). If this copy is deleted later on, 
the next copy will be assigned the released number.

To delete an access group:
1. Open the Access groups page.
2. Select the access group that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the name of the access group and select the Delete item in the 
shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several access groups at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.
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6.1.6. Schedule templates page
Schedules in the VideoNet system serve to describe the time zones during which 
access is allowed.
To configure schedules, the Schedule templates page should be used. It contains 
the toolbar (1), the list of schedules (2) and the properties area (3).

On this page, you can add or delete schedules as well as to change parameters of 
some of the schedules added, if necessary. On the Schedule templates page, you 
can also find out how many times this schedule has been added to access groups. 
You can include a schedule in an access group on the Access groups page (see 
Section 6.1.1.2). A set of the access device – schedule pairs forms an access group. 
The access device can be an access point, a passage point or an access gate point.
The list of schedules (2) contains a list of all schedules existing in the database. As 
you work with list, you can sort it. The sorting is similar to the procedure described 
on the Employees page (see Section 6.1.1).
Besides, you can select a schedule list representation: By name or By access group. 
If the By access group representation is selected, the list contains the panes that 
group schedule templates by access groups.
The properties area (3) is designed for configuring parameters of the schedule 
template.
If necessary, you can modify the width of the properties area, by pulling its top border, 
or hide it, by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel click the button .

To start working with the Schedule templates page:
1. Select the Schedule templates item on the navigation panel.
2. The Schedule templates page will be opened.
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6.1.6.1. Adding a new schedule template
To add a new schedule template:
1. Open the Schedule templates page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of schedules, and parameters to configure 

schedule templates will appear in the properties area.

4. In the properties area, type the name of the schedule templates.
5. Add a description of the template to the respective field, if necessary.
6. In the drop-down list, select a schedule: weekly or flexible. For the flexible 

schedule, you will need to additionally specify a period of its recurrence in 
days and the starting date of the cycle.

7. Specify time zones in the respective table (see Section 6.1.6.2).
8. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.1.6.2. Configuring time zones
For a weekly or flexible schedule, you need to specify time zones. The time zone is 
a time span within a certain day that has a fixed starting and ending points. Zones 
are to be specified in a special table.
Headings of the table columns form the time span expressed in hours from 00:00 
to 24:00. Headings of the table columns form days of week (Monday, Tuesday etc.) 
in case of the weekly schedule (see Fig. 6.1.6.2-1) or days not connected to week 
days (Day 1, Day 2 etc.) in case of the flexible schedule (see Fig. 6.1.6.2-2).
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Fig. 6.1.6.2-1. Weekly schedule

Fig. 6.1.6.2-2. Flexible schedule

To add a time zone:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the table cell in which you want to specify the 

starting time.
2. By clicking and holding down the mouse button, move the mouse pointer to 

the place where you want to specify the stopping time and release the mouse 
button. The resulting time zone will be colored green.

Note that you can create time zones for several days at once.

3. By using the Time zone start and Time zone end edit fields, correct starting and 
stopping times of the time zone, if necessary. These fields become available, 
only if the time zone has been highlighted in the table.

The Day start option permits to set the left boundary of the time zone to 00:00. 
The Day end option permits to set the right boundary of the time zone to 24:00.
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Besides, you can manually resize and relocate the time zone in the table.

To resize a time zone (make it bigger or smaller):
1. Place your mouse pointer over the border element of the time zone.
2. The mouse pointer will change into a double-headed arrow .

3. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the boundary to 
the left/to the right until you reach the necessary time mark. The increment/
decrement is 15 minutes.

To relocate a time zone:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the time zone.

2. The mouse pointer will change into .

3. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the zone to the 
required place in the table.

If you want to resize or move several time zones at once, you need to pre-highlight 
them, by holding down the Ctrl or Shift key.

To delete a time zone:
1. Highlight a time zone.

To highlight several zones at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Delete key on the keyboard.
3. When you delete all or the last time zone from the table, the deletion dialog 

box will be opened.

4. Click Yes to confirm deletion.
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6.1.6.3. Editing parameters of, copying, and deleting schedule templates
To edit parameters of schedule templates:
1. Open the Schedule templates page.
2. Select the template which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the required parameters in the properties area (for configuring param-

eters, see Section 6.1.6.1).
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

You can make copies of the existing schedule templates in the list of schedules.

To make a copy of the schedule templates:
1. Select a schedule template in the list of templates.

To highlight several templates to copy, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
2. Click the Copy button on the toolbar.
3. In the list of templates, the copy containing the name of the template copied 

and the mark “_Copy (#)” will appear, where # is the sequence number, starting 
from 1 (for example, Schedule template 1_Copy (1)). If this copy is deleted later 
on, the next copy will be assigned the released number.

To delete a schedule template:
1. Open the Schedule Templates page.
2. Select the template that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the line containing the template and select the Delete item in 
the shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several templates at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.1.7. Pass designer page
VideoNet provides a feature of creating pass templates for employees and cars. This 
feature reduces the time required for producing a large number of passes and allows 
you to prepare easy-to-use templates for employee and car groups beforehand.
To configure templates, the Pass designer page should be used. It contains the 
toolbar (1), the list of pass templates (2) and the properties area (3).
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On this page, you can add, delete and change pass templates as well as preview 
them. You can specify a pass printing format; select the fields to add to the pass; 
assign a background image, font; and configure pass issuing parameters. Later on, 
a pre-configured template may be used both for newly-added and current employees 
and cars, through the Pass template pane on the Employees (see Section 6.1.1) 
and Cars (see Section 6.1.9) pages. Besides, you can preview the pass on the 
Employees and Cars pages and print it out, if necessary.
The list of pass templates (2) contains a list of all pass templates existing in the 
system.
The properties area (3) serves to configure the pass template parameters. For 
more details about configuration, see Section 6.1.7.1.
If necessary, you can modify the width of the properties area, by pulling its top 
boundary, or hide it, by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click 
the button .

To start working with the Pass designer page:
1. Select the Pass designer item on the navigation panel.
2. The Pass designer page.

6.1.7.1. Adding a pass template
To add a new pass template:
1. Open the Pass designer page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of pass templates, and then an empty template 

and parameters to edit it will appear in the properties area.
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4. In the properties area, type the name of the pass template.
5. In the drop-down list, select the template type - Employee pass or Car pass.

Attention! If you change the type of an existing pass template, fields that do 
not match the new template type will be deleted.

6. Add a template description to the respective field, if necessary.
7. In the drop-down list, select Print size and specify physical sizes of the pass in 

the Width and Height fields. The maximum possible pass size you can specify 
is 210x296 mm. The default print format is A7 (74x105 mm).

8. Optionally, you can select the pass background. To do this, click the Select 
backing button and select the catalog and the file name in the window that 
opened. The photo file format may be .jpeg, .bmp, or .png; the maximum size 
is 200 Kb. To remove the backing, click the respective button.

9. Edit the pass template (see Section 6.1.7.2).
10. Click Apply on the environment control panel.
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6.1.7.2. Editing a pass template
The template edit region displays an empty template of the specified format at a 
scale of 100%. If the screen size is not sufficient to display the template in full at this 
scale, then horizontal and vertical scroll bars appear in the edit region.

When you click the button , the data field appears on the template.

You can add and resize data fields as well as position them as you wish in the 
required place in the template.

To move a data field:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the data field. The mouse pointer will change 

into .
2. By clicking and holding down the left mouse button, move the data field to the 

required place in the template.

To resize a data field:
1. Place your mouse pointer over any data field boundary or corner marker. The 

mouse pointer will change into .
2. By moving the boundary or corner, scale the field up or down until you reach 

the required size.
The data field may contain heterogeneous data. The data type is selected in the 
Data Type field that appears next to the template when the data field is added. When 
you specify the data type, only the text designation of this data type appears inside 
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the data field. You can see the pass containing the employee’s and car’s data in the 
Pass template pane of the Employees and Cars pages, if you select the template.
The following data types are available to select from:

Employee pass Car pass
Full name Licence plate

Employee ID Model
Position Color

Department Full name
Employee’s photo Position

Text Department
Key
Car

When you select Full Name, Key or Car data types, the Print as field appears in 
which you can select the displaying format:

Full Name Key Car
Last name First name Patronymic Number Licence plate

Last name Initials Model
Name Last name Color

Licence plate Model
Licence plate Color

Licence plate Model Color

When you select the Text data type, an additional edit field appears in which you 
can type the required text.

When you highlight the data field, the control panel appears above the template. 
The control panel contains text formatting elements for the data field, such as color, 
font, font size, bold, italic, underlined, align left, center, align right, horizontal text 
orientation, and vertical text orientation.

6.1.7.3. Editing and deleting a pass template
To edit an existing pass template:
1. Open the Pass designer page.
2. Select the pass template which parameters you want to edit.
3. Make the required changes in the properties area.
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete a pass template:
1. Open the Pass designer page.
2. Select a pass template that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the name of the template and select the Delete item in the 
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shortcut menu that opened.
• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.

To highlight several templates at once, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.
4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.1.8. Anti-passback zones page
Sometimes companies may need to strengthen control over motions of their 
employees to avoid cases of key transfer to other people, passing through access 
points without showing a key, or other violations of the established access mode. 
For this purpose, you can use the mode prohibiting passback in the same direction 
(Anti-Pass-Back, hereinafter “APB”). To allow you to work with the APB mode, the 
system provides anti-passback zones.
The anti-passback zone consists of any access points (not only APB controllers 
access points), but the APB mode can function only if supported by the controller. 
Every access point may belong either to a single anti-passback zone or not belong 
to any anti-passback zone at all.
The global APB mode function is to analyze the events coming from access points 
belonging to anti-passback zones and then to send respective notifications to 
the APB access points belonging to the same zone. When an employee enters 
an anti-passback zone through any point of the zone, other APB access points 
receive a system notification that they need to count this employee as being inside 
the anti-passback zone. The same holds true for exiting. Since one employee may 
have several keys, the system takes into account all his/her keys when sending 
notifications. The employee may use any of his/her keys at random when he enters 
or exits. The global anti-passback restriction is valid for an employee, rather than 
for each of his keys.
The unimpaired operation of the global APB mode requires the availability and stability 
of communication between all the controllers that belong to the anti-passback zone 
and the computers that the ACS devices are connected to. When the unimpaired 
operation of the global APB mode is not ensured, the APB controllers operate in 
the local APB mode. Each access point tracks employees’ motions individually. The 
local APB cannot take into account the fact that one employee may have several 
keys and it treats each key individually.
Note that re-exiting in one direction is not prohibited. It is accounted for by fire safety 
requirements so that all the people allowed to pass through the access point may 
leave the site despite possible APB mode violations. Therefore, APB for controllers 
should be interpreted as re-entry prohibition.
To configure anti-passback zones, the Anti-passback zones page is provided. It 
contains the toolbar (1), the list of APB zones (2) and the properties area (3).
On this page, you can add or delete anti-passback zones as well as change param-
eters of any of the added zones when needed. In the Anti-passback zones page, 
you can also learn how many access points (doors) belong to some of anti-passback 
zones as well as to find out whether automatic reset for anti-passback is set. If set, 
you can also find out the automatic APB reset time.
The list of APB zones (2) contains a list of all existing anti-passback zones.
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When you work with this list, you can sort it. It can be sorted relative to any column. 
To do this, you need to left-click one of the column headings in the list of APB zones. 
The list will be sorted by the type that corresponds to the selected column. The 
sorting direction in the list can be either ascending or descending. It is shown with 
an arrow next to the column heading. This method permits you to assign sorting 
by one column only.

The properties area (3) serves to configure parameters of anti-passback zones. For 
more details on how to configure these parameters, see the next section.
When needed, you can modify the width of the properties area, by pulling its top 
border or hide by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click .

To start working with the Anti-passback zones page:
1. Select the Anti-passback zones item in the Access Control System page 

group on the navigation panel.
2. The Anti-passback zones page will be opened.
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6.1.8.1. Adding an anti-passback zone
To add a new anti-passback zone (APB zone):
1. Open the Anti-passback zones page.
2. Click Add on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of APB zones and parameters for configuring 

the zone will appear in the properties area.

4. In the properties area, type the name of the anti-passback zone.
5. Add a zone description to the respective field, if needed.
6. If you use the access control system belonging QUEST vendor, you can select 

the Automatically reset anti-passback check box for the APB zone and the 
automatic APB reset time. When this checkbox is selected and the automatic 
reset time comes, the APB system sends APB reset commands to all APB 
access points in this zone. It helps start keeping record of employees’ zones 
anew and resolve possible collisions.

If you use the access control system belonging BOLID vendor, you can select the 
Unblock Antipassback after the expiration of the time check box for the APB 
zone and specify the automatic APB reset time. When this checkbox is selected and 
the specified time expires, the APB system sends APB reset commands to all APB 
access points in this zone. It helps start keeping record of employees’ zones anew.

7. Open the Contents pane and click Add.
8. The Access points belonging to the zone dialog box will be opened.

This dialog box contains access points. The access points can be added to the 
system and their properties configured on the Devices page (see Section 3.1.2.14.5).
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9. Select the access points that you want to include in the APB zone.

Attention! It is impossible to use the BOLID access points to organize an APB 
zone if it also includes access points of other manufacturers.

10. Click Select.
11. The access points added will appear in the list of the Contents pane.

12. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete an access point from the APB zone:
1. In the Contents pane, highlight one or more access points in the list that you 

want to delete from this list (to select multiple access points, press Ctrl or 
Shift key).

2. Click Delete.

6.1.8.2. Editing parameters of and deleting an anti-passback zone
To edit parameters of the anti-passback zone:
1. Open the Anti-passback zones page.
2. Select the anti-passback zone which parameters you want to edit.
3. Make the required changes in the properties area.
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.
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To delete an anti-passback zone:
1. Open the Anti-passback zones page.
2. Select the anti-passback zone that you want to delete.
3. Click Delete on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the name of the zone and select Delete from the shortcut menu 
that opened.

• Or press the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several zones key at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.

6.1.9. Cars page
The Cars page in the VideoNet system is designed to keep track of the cars, the 
access control of which is provided in the VideoNet system.
It contains the toolbar (1), the list of cars (2) and the properties area (3).

On this page, you can add or remove cars, search for added cars, change the 
properties of any of the added cars, if it’s necessary, assign the car to the employee, 
assign keys and pass templates to the car and include it in the necessary access 
groups that define access modes.
The toolbar (1) contains buttons to add/delete cars and export/import car database.
The list of cars (2) contains a list of all cars present in the system and brief informa-
tion about them.
Properties area (3) contains the panes for configuring properties of the car. For 
more details on how to configure these parameters, see Section 6.1.9.
If it’s necessary, you can modify the height of the properties area, by pulling its top 
border, or hide it by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click .
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6.1.9.1. Adding a car
To add a car
1. Open the Cars page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of cars and the panes for configuring the 

car’s properties will appear in the properties area.

4. Fill in the fields of the panes (the panes are described below, see Section 
6.1.9.2).

5. Click the Apply button on the environment control panel.
To quickly transfer the list of cars from other systems to VideoNet, the ability to import 
data from a text file in CSV or TXT format is implemented. It is also possible to export 
the list of cars from VideoNet. Importing and exporting a list of cars occurs in the same 
way as importing and exporting databases of licence plates (see Section 3.3.2.2).

6.1.9.2. Configuring car parameters
You can configure the properties of car in the General information, Keys and 
Access and Pass Template panes.

The General information pane
In the General information pane, you need to specify the model, licence plate and 
color of the car for the operator to identify this car by them in the respective edit fields.

The licence plate field is mandatory.

In the Comment field, you can specify some additional information about the car, 
for example, “Cracked windshield, dent on door”.
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In the Employees list you can specify employee to whom the car is assigned (adding 
employees to the system is carried out on the Employees page, see section 6.1.1.1).

To add an employee:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add employee dialog box will open.

3. Select the employee for whom you want to assign this car. If necessary, you 
can use searching.

4. Click the Add button.
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5. The selected employee will appear in the Employees list.
To delete the car association with the employee, click the Delete button at the 
bottom of the list.

When you select an owner from the list of employees, the car is assigned to the 
employee and the data of the Cars pane of Employee’s properties is updated 
automatically.

Keys pane
In the Keys pane, you need to specify the keys assigned to the car (for adding keys 
to the system use the Keys page, see Section 6.1.4).

To add a key to the list of the keys assigned to the car:
1. Click the Add button.
2. The Add key dialog box will be opened.

The list of vacant keys in the Add key dialog box gets updated automatically 
every time a key is assigned to the car.

3. Select one or more vacant keys to assign them to the car. If necessary, you 
can use the filter.

4. Click the Add button.
5. The keys added will appear in the list on the Keys pane.

To delete a key from the list of the keys assigned to the car:
1. On the Keys pane, highlight in the list one or more keys that you want to delete 

(to select several keys, use the Ctrl or Shift key).
2. Click the Delete button.
3. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
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Access pane
In the Access pane, you need to specify access groups, in which a car may be 
included. Parameters of access groups are to be configured on the Access groups 
page (see Section 6.1.5.2).
The table on this pane shows both access groups that were added directly to the 
car (in white) and access groups that the car inherits from its associated employees 
(in gray).

To add a car to the access group:
1. Click the Add button, located below the table.
2. The Access group assignment dialog box will open.

3. Select one or more access groups to include the car in.
4. Click the Add button.

The access groups added will appear in the list in the Access pane.

To delete an access group from the list of the car’s access groups:
1. In the Access pane, highlight one or more access groups in the list of access 

groups that you want to delete from the list (to select several access groups, 
use the Ctrl or Shift key).
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2. Click Delete button.
3. The Delete dialog box will be appeared.
4. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

You can not only add an access group to the car, but also permit it to inherit access 
parameters of the associated employees, by enabling the respective option. In 
this case, the access rights are cumulative. Access parameters for employees are 
configured in the Access pane on the Employees page (see Section 6.1.1.2).
You can also restrict access time for a car in one of the following ways:

• Check the Inherit the time restriction from the employee box, which is 
available if for the car inheritance of employee access parameters has been 
enabled and only one employee is associated with the car;

• Configure the Time restriction manually.

Attention! A car can only have one time restriction set at a time.

In case of the inheritance of the time restriction from the employee, the settings set for 
him on the access pane of the Employees page (see Section 6.1.1.2) will be used.
To configure the Time restriction manually, enable the appropriate option and select 
the start and end dates for granting access.

Attention! When setting up the Time restriction option, you should consider 
which models of ACS controllers are used in Your system, since not all models 
support time restriction periods with accuracy to the minute. For more information, 
see section 6.1.1.2.

Also, if you use the exchange of data with the ETC using the API (see section 
3.5.3.1), then you can check the boxes Departure if there is a waybill and Entry if 
with a waybill to associate the entry and departure of the car with the presence of a 
waybill on the Waybills page (see section 6.1.12). When these boxes are checked, 
the vehicle will be allowed to enter and/or depart only if there is a waybill and the 
current time falls within the interval between the Departure and Return parameters 
specified in the waybill.

Pass template pane
If you plan to print a pass for this employee, you can select a pass template from 
the drop-down list in this pane. The list displays only earlier created templates which 
parameters should be specified individually. For more details, see Section 6.1.7.
Also, if multiple keys are assigned to this car or it is associated with multiple 
employees, you can choose which key and which employee should be displayed 
in the printed pass.

Printing Car passes is similar to printing an Employee’s pass (see Section 6.1.1.6).
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6.1.10. Gateways

The VideoNet system provides the ability to create Gateways. This feature helps 
you to combine access points. The basic principle of operation of the gateway - if 
one of the doors (access points) that are part of the gateway is open, there is no 
possibility of opening any other door (access point) of the gateway.

You can only include access points that are added to the configuration to the 
Hikvision ACS controllers of DS-K26** series (see section 3.1.2.14.3) and not 
used as an actuator for a Passage or Access gate point in the gateway contents.

To configure the gateway, the Gateways page should be used. It contains the toolbar 
(1), the list of gateways (2) and the properties area (3).

On this page, you can add or delete gateways as well as to change parameters of 
some of the added gateways, if it’s necessary. On the Gateways page, you can 
also find out the contents of the gateway.
The list of gateways (2) contains a list of all the gateways existing in the system.
Properties area (3) displays gateway name, its description and settings, and also 
contains the pane Content for adding or deleting access points.
If it’s necessary, you can modify the height of the properties area, by pulling its top 
border, or hide it by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click .

To start working with the Gateways page:
1. Select the Gateways item on the navigation panel.
2. The Gateways page will open.

6.1.10.1. Adding, renaming, and deleting gateways
To add a new gateway:
1. Open the Gateway page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
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3. A new line will be added to the list of Gateways and parameters for configuring

4. Enter the name of the gateway and add a description, if it’s necessary.
5. Specify the Pass timeout for the gateway you are configuring.
6. On the Content pane add the necessary access points to the gateway.
7. Click the Apply button on the environment control panel.

To rename a gateway:
1. Open the Gateway page.
2. Select the gateway which properties you want to change.
3. Rename the gateway in the Name field.
4. Click the Apply button on the environment control panel.

To delete a gateway:
1. Open the Gateway page.
2. Select the gateway that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the name of the gateway and select the Delete item in the 
shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard. To highlight several gateways at a 
time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The Delete dialog box will be appeared.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.1.11. Work modes
The VideoNet system provides the ability to create Work modes. The basic principle 
of the Work modes page operation is to configure the pass modes for time intervals. 
Using the Work modes, you can configure exceptions for the authentication mode 
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set by default for the access point. For example, if the identification mode by key 
and code is set for the access point, using the Work modes, you can also set the 
identification mode only by key in the period specified by the selected schedule 
template.

You can only include access points that are added to the configuration through 
the adapter Hikvision (see section 3.1.2.14.1) in the Work modes contents.

You can configure the work modes on the Work modes page. It contains the toolbar 
(1), the list of Work modes (2) and the properties area (3).

You can use this page to add or delete work modes as well as change parameters 
of some of the added work modes, if it’s necessary. On the Work modes page, you 
can also find out the contents of the work mode.
The list of work modes (2) contains a list of all the work modes existing in the system.
Properties area (3) displays Work mode name, its possible description, setting 
of pass and schedule template, and also contains the pane Content for adding or 
deleting access points.
If it’s necessary, you can modify the height of the properties area, by pulling its top 
border, or hide it by left-clicking the button . To redisplay the panel, click  .

To start working with the Work modes page:
1. Select the Work modes item on the navigation panel.
2. The Work modes page will open.

6.1.11.1. Adding, renaming, and deleting Work modes
To add a new work mode:
1. Open the Work modes page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of Work modes and parameters for configuring
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4. Enter the name of the Work mode and add a description, if it’s necessary.
5. Set the required type of pass (by card, by password, by card and password) 

for the selected schedule template (see section 6.1.6.1 for creating a schedule 
template).

Attention! When creating Work modes, only schedule templates with a weekly 
schedule are available for selection. Schedule templates for which the flexible 
schedule is selected can not be used to create Work modes.

6. On the Content pane add the necessary access points to the work mode.
7. Click the Apply button on the environment control panel.

To rename a work mode
1. Open the Work modes page.
2. Select the work mode which properties you want to change.
3. Rename the Work mode in the Name field.
4. Click the Apply button on the environment control panel.

To delete a work mode
1. Open the Work modes page.
2. Select the work mode that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the name of the Work mode and select the Delete item in the 
shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard. To highlight several Work modes at 
a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The Delete dialog box will be appeared.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.
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6.1.12. Waybills page
The Waybills page is designed to display the waybills of vehicles received from 
the ЕТС. Setting up data exchange with the ЕТС is described in section 3.5.3.1.
The Waybills page contains a list of waybills (1) and the properties area (2).

The list of waybills (1) contains a list of all waybills available in the system and 
brief information about them. After 24 hours from the planned date of return of the 
vehicle, the waybills are automatically deleted from the ACS database.
While working with the list, you can use search, apply sorting and hide unneeded 
columns in the list (or display columns that are hidden by default) similarly to the 
Employees page (see section 6.1.1).
The following columns are available for display:

• Number (impossible to hide);
• Waybill ID (hidden by default);
• Car (impossible to hide);
• Departure;
• Return;
• Full name of the driver;
• Driver ID (hidden by default);
• INN (hidden by default);
• Organization (hidden by default);
• Received;
• Vehicle added to the DB.

In addition, you can choose the type of presentation of the waybills list: By numbers 
(numbers of waybills), By cars, By departure date or By return date.
The properties area (2) displays information contained in all available columns of 
the table, except for the Vehicle added to the DB. The information is not available 
for editing.
The VideoNet system allows you to prohibit vehicles from arriving and/or departing 
if there is no waybill (see section 6.1.9.2).
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6.2. Work Time Logging System page group
VideoNet makes it possible to maintain records of the company employees’ work 
time, control their presence, absence, delays, and overtime hours. To configure 
the work time logging system, VideoNet provides the Work time logging system 
(WTLS) page group.

6.2.1. Calendars page
The calendar is a sequence of calendar days for one year in which the days are 
structured by days of week and months. The calendar can be used for creating a 
timetable (see Section 6.2.2). To configure the calendar, the Calendars page should 
be used. It contains the toolbar (1), the list of сalendars (2) and the properties 
area (3).

On this page, you can add or delete calendars as well as change parameters of 
any of the calendars added, if necessary.

To start working with the Calendars page:
1. Select the Calendars item in the Work time logging system page group on 

the navigation panel.
2. The Calendars page will be opened.

6.2.1.1. Adding a calendar
To add a new calendar:
1. Open the Calendars page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. The Create calendar dialog box will be opened.
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4. Specify the year for which the calendar is being made. The default is the current 
year. If necessary, you can select any other year between 1900 and 2100.

5. Click Add.
6. A new line will be added to the list of calendars and in the properties area, 

the calendar for the selected year will appear. You can assign one of the four 
types (working, weekend, holiday, pre-holiday) to each day of the year in this 
calendar. By default, each calendar week includes five working days (Monday 
to Friday) and two weekend (Saturday and Sunday).

7. If necessary, you can specify other types for some days. To do this:
a. Right-click the day which type you want to change. If you need to change the type 
of several days, highlight these days, by using the left mouse button and holding 
down the Ctrl or Shift key, and then right-click any of them.
b. Select the necessary type, such as working, weekend, holiday, or pre-holiday, 
from the list that opened.
c. The background color of the selected days will change in accordance with the 
agreed notation.

8. Type the name of the calendar created in the Name field.
9. If necessary, enter the description of the calendar.
10. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.2.1.2. Editing the parameters of and deleting a calendar
To edit parameters of the calendar:
1. Open the Calendars page.
2. Select the calendar which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the required parameters in the properties area (for configuring param-

eters, see Section 6.2.1.1).
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4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete a calendar:
1. Open the Calendars page.
2. Select a calendar/s that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the line containing the calendar and select the Delete item in 
the shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several calendars at a time, hold the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.2.2. Timetables page
The timetable is a calendar for one year in which one of the seven types (working, 
weekend, holiday, pre-holiday and 3 special types) is assigned to each day of the 
year. When you create a timetable, you can use one of the calendars configured on 
the Calendar page (see Section 6.2.1). To configure timetables, the Timetables 
page should be used. It contains the toolbar (1), the list of timetables (2) and the 
properties area (3).

On this page, you can add or delete timetables as well as to change parameters of 
some of the timetables added, if needed.

To start working with the Timetables page:
1. Select the Timetables item in the Work time logging system page group on 

the navigation panel.
2. The Timetables page will be opened.
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6.2.2.1. Adding a timetable
To add a new timetable:
1. Open the Timetables page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. The Create new timetable dialog box will be opened.

4. Specify the year for which the timetable is being made.
5. Select a type of the selected schedule, such as with a weekly work schedule, 

with a flexible schedule, or based on the calendar created.
When you select the weekly work schedule type, the timetable in which every week 
contains five working days (from Monday to Friday) and two weekend (Saturday and 
Sunday) is created. When you select the flexible work schedule type, the timetable 
in which all days are working days by default is created.
When you select a timetable based on the existing calendar, a timetable is created 
based on the calendar for the respective year with specified day types configured 
on the Calendars page.

6. Click Add.
7. A new line will be added to the list of timetables and the calendar for the selected 

year will appear in the properties area. There you can assign one of the seven 
types (working day, weekend, holiday, pre-holiday and 3 special types) to each 
day of the year. The notation is provided on the right of the calendar. By default, 
the timetable type corresponds to the type selected on Step 5.

8. If necessary, you can specify other types for some days. To do this:
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a. Right-click the day which type you want to change. If you need to change the 
type for several days, left-click to highlight these days while holding down the Ctrl 
or Shift key, and then right-click any of them.
b. Select the required type, such as working, weekend, holiday, pre-holiday, special 
No.1, special No. 2, special No. 3, in the list that opened.

c. The background color of the selected day will change in accordance with the 
agree notation.

9. You can copy a sequence of the specified day types several times. To do this:
a. Highlight one or more of consecutive using the left mouse button. To highlight 
several days, hold down the Shift key.
b. Right-click the highlighted area.
c. In the list that opened, go over to the Copy selected day types item.
d. Select a copying method, such as N times, For entire year, Till year end. When 
you select the N times copying method, the Repeat times dialog box will be opened, 
where you need to specify how many times it is necessary to repeat the selected 
sequence of day types. The output will appear in the calendar. The sequences copied 
will be placed after the highlighted sequence.
When you select the For entire year copying method, the selected sequence of 
day types will be copied for the entire year.
When you select the Till year end copying method, the selected sequence of day 
types will be copied till the end of the year.

10. Enter the name of the timetable created in the Name field.
11. If necessary, type a description for the timetable.
12. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.2.2.2. Editing parameters of and deleting a timetable
To edit parameters of the timetable:
1. Open the Timetable page.
2. Select a timetable which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the required parameters in the properties area (for configuring param-

eters, see Section 6.2.2.1).
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete a timetable:
1. Open the Timetable page.
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2. Select a timetable/s that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the line containing the timetable and select the Delete item in 
the shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several calendars at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.2.3. Schedules page
For the work time logging system to function, a work schedule specifying time 
periods when an employee should be present at his/her workplace must be set 
for each employee. To make a work schedule, the timetable configured on the 
Timetables page is used (see Section 6.2.2). To configure work schedules, the 
Schedules page is provided. It contains the toolbar (1), the list of work schedules 
(2) and the properties area (3).

You can use this page to add or delete work schedules as well as change parameters 
of some of the work schedules added, if needed.

To start working with the Schedules page:
1. Select the Schedules item in the Work time logging system page group on 

the navigation panel.
2. The Schedules page will be opened.

6.2.3.1. Adding a work schedule
To add a new work schedule:
1. Open the Schedules page.
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2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. The Timetables dialog box will be opened.

4. Select one of the timetables (preset in the system configuration; see Section 
6.2.2), based on which the work schedule is being made. Later on, you can 
add other timetables to the work schedule, if needed.

5. Click Add.
6. A new line will be added to the list of work schedules and in the properties area, 

a timetable for the selected year (specified on Step 4) will appear in which one 
of the seven day types (working, weekend, holiday, pre-holiday and 3 special 
types) is assigned to each day of the year.

7. Configure the work schedule parameters. Configuring is described below, see 
Section 6.2.3.2.

8. Enter the name of the work schedule created in the Name field.
9. If necessary, type a description of the work schedule.
10. Click Apply on the environment control panel.
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6.2.3.2. Configuring work schedule parameters
A work schedule can be made for several years. The Work schedule year field to 
the right of the calendar contains a list of years added to this work schedule.

If necessary, you can add or delete years from the work schedule.

To add a year to the work schedule:
1. Click the Add button in the Work schedule year field.
2. The Timetables dialog box will be opened.

3. Select the timetable that you want add to the work schedule created.
4. Click Add.

To delete a year from the work schedule:
1. In the Work schedule years field, highlight the year that you want to delete 

from the work schedule.
2. Click the Delete button.
3. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

In the work schedule’s properties area, you can also configure time allowance for 
schedule violations and overtime hours of employees. This allowance permits to 
leave out of the schedule violations and overtime report those schedule violations 
and overtime hours that are shorter than the specified value in minutes (schedule 
violation and overtime reports are described in Section 5.1.6). This allowance is 
valid for the work schedule for which it has been configured. The allowance may 
vary from schedule to schedule.
To configure the allowance, specify the maximum time intervals in minutes which the 
system will not count as schedule violations and overtime hours in the respective 
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edit fields.

Now you need to configure the daily schedule intervals describing working hours 
of the employees.

Attention! You can either configure the daily schedule intervals for each day 
of the timetable individually or you can configure intervals for each of the day 
types, and then assign the configured schedule of daily intervals to all the days 
of the same type.

To start configuring daily schedule intervals:
1. Select the day for which you want to configure the daily schedule intervals, 

by clicking it.
2. The selected day will be highlighted in gray and its type and date will be shown 

to the right of the calendar in the Information about selected day field.

To add a daily schedule interval to the work schedule:
1. Click the Add button in the Information about selected day field.
2. The Interval dialog box will be opened.

3. Enter the name of the interval into the Name field.
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4. Specify the starting time of the interval in the Interval starting time field.
5. Specify the stopping time of the interval in the Interval stopping time field (the 

starting and stopping times must not overlap).
6. Specify an interval type, such as working time or non-working time, in the 

Interval Type field.
7. Click OK.

The day for which the daily schedule intervals have been configured will be marked 
in the calendar with .

To delete a daily schedule interval from the work schedule:
1. Highlight the interval that you want to delete from the work schedule in the 

Information about selected day field.
2. Click the Delete button.
3. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

To edit parameters of the interval:
1. Highlight the interval which parameters you want to change in the Information 

about selected day field.
2. Click the Change button.
3. The Interval dialog box will be opened.
4. Change the required parameters.
5. Click OK.

You can assign the configured daily intervals schedule to all the days of the same 
type as the day for which this schedule has been configured. To do this:

1. Select the day which daily intervals schedule you want to assign to other days 
of the same type.

2. Click the Assign this schedule to all days of selected type button.
All days of this type will have the selected daily schedule and will be marked with 
the same marker.
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6.2.3.3. Editing the parameters of and deleting a work schedule
To edit parameters of a work schedule:
1. Open the Schedules page.
2. Select the work schedule which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the required parameters in the properties area (for configuring param-

eters, see Section 6.2.3.2).
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete a work schedule:
1. Open the Schedules page.
2. Select the work schedule/s that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the line containing the work schedule, and then select the Delete 
item in the shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several work schedules at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.2.4. Access point groups page
The actual starting and stopping work times of employees in the system may be 
determined by their passing through system-controlled access/passage points. To 
do this, you need to specify an access point group containing a list of access/
passage points, passing through which will mean the starting or stopping times of 
employees’ actual working time. For each access/passage point in the access 
point group, the rule for registering employees’ passing (entry and exit) through 
this access/passage point is specified.
To configure an access point group, the Access point groups page should be used. 
It contains the toolbar (1), the list of access point groups (2) and the properties 
area (3).
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On this page, you can add or delete access point groups as well as change param-
eters of some access group added, if necessary. On the Access point groups page, 
you can also find out how many access points (doors) and passage points belongs 
to some access point group as well as the number of employees that this access 
point group has been assigned to. The system automatically registers the number 
of employees sharing the same access point groups based on the properties of the 
employees configured on the Employees page (see Section 6.1.1).

To start working with the Access point groups page:
1. Select the Access point groups item in the Work time logging system page 

group on the navigation panel.
2. The Access point groups page will be opened.

6.2.4.1. Adding an access point group
To add a new access point group:
1. Open the Access point groups page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of access point groups and properties to edit 

will appear in the properties area.
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4. Enter the Name of the access point groups.
5. If necessary, enter a description for the access point group.
6. Also, if necessary, check the Consider the time of transition box and specify 

an acceptable transition interval. The time during which the employee moved 
from one access device to another will be reflected in the Working time report 
in the Analytics environment (see Section 5.1.6.3) and taken into account as 
a working time.

7. Click the Add button on the Contents pane.
8. The Add sources dialog box will be opened.

9. Select the access devices (access points, passage points and access gate 
points) for which you want to set passing registering rules. If necessary, you 
can use searching.

10. Click Add.
11. The access devices you have selected will appear in the list of this pane.
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12. Select the type of work time logging at entry and at exit, such as “+working 
time”, “-working time”, or “ignoring”. The “+working time” option at entry (at 
exit) means that every time an employee enters (exits) the site through this 
access device, the system starts to count his/her working time. The “-working 
time” option at entry (at exit) means that every time an employee enters (exits) 
the site through this access device, the system stops counting his/her working 
time. The “ignoring” option at entry (at exit) means that the work time logging 
system does not take into account the employee’s entry (exit) through this 
access device. To delete an access device from the list, highlight the line that 
corresponds to the access device and click the Delete button.

13. If earlier You checked the Consider the time of transition box then in the 
table on the Structure pane, an additional column Accounting for transition 
will be displayed. In this column, select those access devices transition times 
between which must be taken into account as working.

14. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.2.4.2. Editing parameters of and deleting an access point group
To edit parameters of an access point group:
1. Open the Access point groups page.
2. Select the access point group which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the required parameters in the properties area (for configuring param-

eters, see Section 6.2.4.1).
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.
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To delete an access point group:
1. Open the Access point groups page.
2. Select an access point group/s that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the line containing the access point group and select the Delete 
item in the shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several access point groups at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.2.5. Reasons of absence page
Absence reasons in the ACS environment serve to explain absence of employees 
from their workplaces. The examples of absence reasons are as follows: sick leave, 
business trip, compensatory time-off, holiday leave etc. Absence reasons are used 
for configuring absence records on the Absence periods page (see Section 6.2.6).
To configure absence reasons, the Reasons of absence page should be used. It 
contains the toolbar (1), the list of absence reasons (2) and the properties area (3).

On this page, you can add or delete absence reasons as well as change properties 
of some of the absence reasons added, if necessary. On the Reasons of absence 
page, you can also find out the time percentage counted by default as working time 
for each of the absence reasons.

To start working with the Reasons of absence page:
1. Select the Reasons of absence item in the Work time logging system page 

group on the navigation panel.
2. The Reasons of absence page will be opened.
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6.2.5.1. Adding an absence reason
To add a new absence reason:
1. Open the Reasons of absence page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
3. A new line will be added to the list of absence reasons and properties to edit 

will appear in the properties area.

4. Enter the Name of the absence reason.
5. If necessary, type a description for the absence reason.
6. In the Reason abbreviation field, specify which type of an employee’s pres-

ence/absence mark the T-13 report must contain, if the employee is absent from 
work for this reason. The T-13 report is a timesheet conforming to the unified 
T-13 form. The timesheet contains employees’ presence and absence marks 
by month days. For more details about the T-13 reports, see Section 5.1.6.

7. In the Time percentage counted field, specify the time percentage to be 
counted by default as working time for this absence reason.

8. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

6.2.5.2. Editing parameters of and deleting an absence reason
To edit parameters of an absence reason:
1. Open the Reasons of absence page.
2. Select an absence reason, which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the required parameters in the properties area (for configuring param-

eters, see Section 6.2.5.1).
4. Click the Apply button on the environment control panel.

To delete an absence reason:
1. Open the Reasons of absence page.
2. Select an absence reason/s that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the line containing the absence reason, and then select the 
Delete item in the shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
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To highlight several absence reasons at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.

6.2.6. Absences page
Absence from work is a record about an employee’s absence from his/her work place. 
For each period of absence, one of the absence reasons configured on the Reasons 
of absence page should be specified (see Section 6.2.5). When the employee is 
absent for a good reason (for example, sick leave, holiday or a business trip), his/
her absence time may be counted as working time for work time logging purposes.
To configure absence from work, the Absences page should be used. It contains 
the toolbar (1), the list of absences (2) and the properties area (3).

On this page, you can add or delete records about absence from work as well 
as change properties of some of the absence records added, if necessary. On 
the Absences page, you can also find out the time percentage to be counted as 
working time for this case of the employee’s absence as well as the reason of the 
employee’s absence.

To start working with the Absences page:
1. Select the Absences item in the Work time logging system page group on 

the navigation panel.
2. The Absences page will be opened.

6.2.6.1. Adding an absence
To add a new record of absence from work:
1. Open the Absences page.
2. Click the Add button on the toolbar.
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3. A new line will be added to the list of records of absence from work, and proper-
ties to edit will appear in the properties area.

4. In the properties area of the Employee drop-down list, select the employee 
whose absence record you want to add.

5. In the Absence reason drop-down list, select the reason why this employee 
is absent.

6. In the Absence starting time field, enter the starting date and time of his/her 
absence.

7. In the Absence stopping time field, enter the stopping date and time of his/
her absence.

8. In the Time percentage counted edit field, the default is the value set for this 
reason on the Reasons of absence page (see Section 6.2.5.1). If necessary, 
you can change this value.

9. If necessary, type a description for the absence.
10. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

As you work with the list of records of employees absence from work, you can use 
sorting. It can be sorted relative to any column. To do this, you need to left-click one 
of the column headings. The list will be sorted by type corresponding to the selected 
column. The sorting direction in the list can be either ascending or descending. It is 
shown with an arrow next to the column heading. This method permits to sort the 
list by one column only.
Besides, you can select the type of the absence records list representation, such 
as Plain list, By employee or By reason.
For convenience, the list provides panes. If the By employee representation has been 
selected, the pane unites all absence records of a particular employee. Therefore, 
there is a separate pane containing records for each employee.

For the By reason representation, the pane unites all employees according to their 
absence reason.
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6.2.6.2. Editing parameters of and deleting absences
To edit parameters of a record of absence from work:
1. Open the Absences page.
2. Select a record of absence from work which parameters you want to edit.
3. Change the required parameters in the properties area (for configuring param-

eters, see Section 6.2.6.1).
4. Click Apply on the environment control panel.

To delete a record of absence from work:
1. Open the Absences page.
2. Select a record/s of absence from work that you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete button on the toolbar.

• Or right-click the line containing a record of absence, and then select the 
Delete item in the shortcut menu that opened.

• Or click the Delete key on the keyboard.
To highlight several records at once, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.

4. The deletion dialog box will be opened.
5. Click Yes to confirm deletion.
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7. REFERRING TO TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICE
If you experience any difficulties when working in the VideoNet system, you can 
always contact our technical support service.
To do this, you need to fill a VideoNet user registration form and send it either by 
fax: +7-812-448-10-01 or via e-mail: support@videonet9.com. You can find the 
registration form on our installation DVD disk or download it from our website.
If necessary, our technical support service may ask you to provide the information 
about your system. Use our special Get Information about the System Wizard to 
gather information about your system.

To gather information about the VideoNet system:
1. Open the VideoNet Control Menu.
2. Select the Get information about the system item.
3. The Get Information about the System Wizard will be opened. Click Next.

4. Enter your HASP e-key number. Specify if you are a registered VideoNet user. 
Click Next.

5. If you are not registered in the VideoNet system, fill the registration form in the 
in the wizard window that opened. Fields marked with * are mandatory. After 
you fill the registration form, click Next.
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6. Enter you registration data by filling the appropriate fields. Click Next.

7. Describe the troubles that you have experienced while working with the system.
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8. Specify a set of data to be collected and the path to the file you want to store 
this information in.

If you want to specify another file path, click the button . This will open the 
Windows standard Save As dialog box. Specify the folder and file name. Click 
Save. Then click Next.

9. If you have selected the VideoNet Event Log or VideoNet9 logs data type in 
the previous step, specify the time period you need to collect information for 
in the opened Wizard window. If you have selected Crash dumps data type 
specify the last system failure date. Click Next.
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10. Collecting information about the system will start.

11. The following page that contains the path to the file you have created will be 
opened. Click Ready to close the wizard. Send the file you have created to 
our technical support service.
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Attention! If the VideoNet system fails to start or abnormally shuts down, you 
can get information about the system without booting the system. To do this, 
you need to run the VNinfo.exe application. This application is in the same 
directory as the VideoNet system.
The Get Information about the System Wizard will be opened. To collect 
information about the system, repeat all steps of the above algorithm.
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8. VIDEONET SYSTEM DATABASE BACKUP AND RE-
COVERY

Data backup is a useful procedure that allows you to quickly recover a copy of your 
database in case of failure.
This chapter describes how to back up and restore the system configuration 
database, as well as the Events and Metadata databases.

8.1. VideoNet system configuration database backup 
and recovery

You may use a special application which is installed in the same directory as the 
system (default: C:\Program Files (x86)\SKYROS\VideoNet 9) to back up and recover 
the VideoNet system configuration database.
You can recover the configuration database on a computer only if the edition of 
the VideoNet version (SP3, SP4, etc.) on the computer on which recovery is being 
performed is higher or equal to the edition of the VideoNet version of the computer 
on which the backup was created. For example, you can recover the configuration 
database from a copy made on a computer with VideoNet 9.1 SP3, on computers 
with VideoNet 9.1 SP3 and VideoNet 9.1 SP4, but not on a computer with VideoNet 
9.1 SP2.
The system configuration database copy created includes all settings that have been 
saved in the Configuration environment. Note that if the computer to be backed 
up is connected to the shared VideoNet network, the settings of other computers 
of this network are also saved in the backup.

To create the VideoNet system configuration database backup:
1. Run the DBMaintains.exe file.
2. The Database backup and recovery dialog box will be opened.

3. In the Backup data to file field, click the button  to open the Windows 
standard Save window.

Specify the database backup file name and directory to save it to and click Save.
By default, the system saves this file to C:\Users\Public\Documents\ with a name 
that includes the computer name, file creation date and the .vncb extension.
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4. Click the Start backup button.
5. The authentication page will be opened. Enter your username and password 

for the current VideoNet system.

6. This will trigger the system configuration database backup creation.

7. If some error occurs while the backup operation is running, the page informing 
you about it will be opened.
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Click Next to go back to the initial wizard page or Close to close the wizard.
8. If the database backup operation has been successfully completed, the page 

containing the caption “Backup has been successfully finished” will be 
opened. Click Close to close the wizard.

To restore the VideoNet system configuration database:
1. Run the DBMaintains.exe file.
2. The Database backup and recovery dialog box will be opened.

3. In the Recover Data from File field, click the button  to open the Windows 
standard Open window.

Select the file to restore the database and click Open.
4. If the network configuration of your system is incorrect, check the Lock the 

synchronization of the restored configuration with other computers of the 
network box. After that, it will be necessary to sequentially restore the configura-
tion from the current backup copy on each computer of the network (with the 
synchronization blocking option enabled). Otherwise, the computers will not 
exchange configurations with the corresponding message in the event log.

5. Click the Check backup file button.
6. The page that contains information about the backup file--the database versions, 

file creation time and the name of the computer this file has been created on 
– will be opened. To continue, go to Step 8.
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7. If it is discovered while checking the backup file that the current computer name 
is not the same as the computer name of the configuration to be recovered, 
the recovery wizard will display a relevant message. In this case, the system 
configuration recovery will completely replace the current configuration data. 
To continue, go to Step 8.

8. If it is discovered while checking the backup file that it contains the network 
configuration, but does not contain the current computer configuration data, 
select the computer which configuration will be used for recovery from the 
drop-down list. To continue, go to Step 9.
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9. Click the Start recovery button.
10. The authentication page will be opened. Enter your username and password 

for the current VideoNet system.

11. This will start the process of the system configuration recovery from the 
database backup file.

If it is discovered during the recovery operation that you have entered incorrect 
user credentials for the system being recovered, VideoNet will prompt you to 
re-enter your credentials.

Attention! SQL database server of the computer on which the VideoNet system 
configuration database backup was created, and the computer on which the 
database recovery is performed, must be the same.

12. Once the database recovery operation has been successfully completed, the 
page containing the caption “Data recovery has been successfully finished” 
will be opened. Click Close to close the wizard.
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8.2. Events and Metadata databases backup and re-
covery

To back up and recover the Events and Metadata databases, you can use either 
SQL Server Management Studio or a command line. Let us consider these two 
methods in detail.

Attention! The Events and Metadata databases backup and recovery procedure 
applies to local computers only.

• Database backup and recovery by using SQL Server Management Studio

To create the Event database backup file:
1. Make sure that you have installed the SQL Server Management Studio on 

your computer (not supplied in the VideoNet package).
2. Open SQL Server Management Studio.
3. Establish connection to the SQL Server instance. To do this, specify the 

name of the server instance that you have created or selected when installing 
VideoNet in the Server Name field. In the Authentication field, select either 
Windows Authentication or SQL Server Authentication and specify the 
administrator access parameters. Click the Connect button.

4. In the left part of the Object Explorer panel, right-click the VNEvent partition 
located in the Databases partition.

5. Select Tasks -> Create a backup file... from the shortcut menu that opened.
6. The Database Backup window will be opened.
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7. Click the Delete button to clear the Destination field.
8. Click the Add…button.

9. The Select Backup Destination window will be opened. Click the button .

10. In the window that opened, select the path to save the backup file and specify 
the name of the future file in the File Name field. Click OK to close the current 
window, and then click OK in the Select Backup Destination window.

11. In the Destination field, the backup file path and name will appear. Click OK.
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12. The window informing that the database backup has been successfully 
completed will be opened. Click OK.

To create the Metadata database, repeat the steps of the above algorithm, starting 
from Step 3 by selecting the VNVideoMD partition on the Object Explorer panel.

To recover the Events database from the backup file:
1. Make Steps 1-3 of the database backup algorithm.
2. In the left part of the Object Explorer panel, right-click the VNEvent partition 

located in the Databases partition.
3. Select Tasks -> Restore -> Database... from the shortcut menu.
4. The Database recovery window will be opened.

5. Select the Device option from the Sources field and click the button .
6. The window for selecting a database backup file will be opened. Click Add.
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7. Select the backup file that you have saved earlier from the opened window 
and click OK.

8. In the Backup Media field, the backup file path and name will appear. Click OK.
9. Go to the Parameters page and select the Overwrite the existing database 

option. Click OK.
10. The database recovery process will start. Once completed, the window inform-

ing about successful completion will be opened. Click OK.

Attention! If a database recovery error appears, make sure that the VideoNet 
system is not running and a third-party application is not using this database. 
If all these conditions are true, yet the error persists, restart SQL Server 
Management Studio.

To restore the Metadata database, repeat the steps of the above algorithm by 
selecting the VNVideoMD partition on the Object Explorer panel.
• Database backup and recovery by using the command line

To create the Event database backup file by using the command line:
1. Select the Execute item on the Start menu.

• Or press the Win+R keyboard shortcut.
2. The dialog box will be opened.
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3. Enter the cmd command into the Open line and click OK.
4. In the command line box that opened, enter

sqlcmd -S localhost\videonet9sql -E -Q “backup database VNEvent TO DISK 
= ‘D:\VNEvent.bak’ WITH FORMAT”, where

localhost\videonet9sql is the database server name;

VNEvent is the database name;

D:\VNEvent.bak is the backup file path.
5. Click Enter.
6. Once the database backup has been successfully completed, you will see the 

relevant notification.

7. Close the command line box.

To create the Metadata database, repeat Steps 1-7 of the above algorithm and 
specify the database name VNVideoMD in Step 4.

To recover the Events database by using the command line:
1. Make Steps 1-3 of the above database backup algorithm.
2. In the command line box that opened, type

sqlcmd -S localhost\videonet9sql -E -Q “restore database VNEvent FROM DISK 
= ‘D:\VNEvent.bak’ WITH REPLACE”, where

localhost\videonet9sql is the database server name;

VNEvent is the database name;
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D:\VNEvent.bak is the backup file path.
3. Click Enter.
4. Once the database has been successfully recovered, you will see the relevant 

notification in the window.
5. Close the command line box.

To recover the Metadata database from a backup copy, repeat Steps 1-7 of the 
above algorithm and specify the database name VNVideoMD in Step 4.
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9. WORKING WITH VIDEONET USING WEB ACCESS
You can work with VideoNet system via mobile devices or desktop personal comput-
ers that are connected to the Internet or to the local network using:

• web browser (see section 9.1);
• VideoNet mobile application (see section 9.2);
• VideoNet light software (see section 9.2).

Using web access to VideoNet, you can:
• operate the surveillance with all the cameras connected to the VideoNet 

network;
• manually operate the pan tilt/zoom devices, use presets and patrols;
• control quality and parameters of video data transmission;
• view the event logs on all the computers on the VideoNet network;
• trigger user events and user commands;
• launch video replay.

You can access VideoNet system:
• via any communication channel – Wi-Fi, EDGE, GPRS, etc.;
• from anywhere in the world, from a computer where it is not possible to install 

the VideoNet system, or from a mobile device;
• to view and control any cameras on the VideoNet network, while being 

connected to the VideoNet server only.

Fig. 9-1. Web access to VideoNet system
As shown in the picture above, web access to the VideoNet system is made by 
connecting to a computer with both VideoNet system and VideoNet Web Server 
installed.

VideoNet Server is a computer with installed VideoNet system that has the 
cameras and other devices connected and that stores the information about 
other computers on the VideoNet network.

VideoNet Web Server is a VideoNet server that has VideoNet Web Server 
installed, allowing for interaction between a web client and VideoNet system via 
web. VideoNet Web Server allows multiple simultaneous web client connections.
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A personal computer or a mobile device that gives its user access to VideoNet 
is a VideoNet web client.

The configuration of the VideoNet system for working with web access is described 
in section 3.5.2, and Appendix 14 describes the network topology for organizing 
web access.
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9.1. Working through a web browser
To connect to the VideoNet web server, type the URL of the VideoNet web server 
in your web browser Address bar and click ENTER.
The URL should be specified in the following format:

• http://hostname/VideoNet
Where the “hostname” can be:

• an IP address of a computer on the Internet or on your local network 
(http://192.168.0.123/VideoNet);

• a DNS name of a computer on your local network (http://vnserver/VideoNet; 
http://localhost/VideoNet).

9.1.1. Web browser configuring
During the initial configuration of VideoNet Web Server, it is necessary to delete 
temporary files and cookies from the browser’s browsing history.

To delete temporary files and cookies from browser history (using Internet 
Explorer as an example):
1. Open Internet Explorer.
2. Select Tools ->Internet Options in main menu.
3. Internet options page will be opened.
4. Go to General tab.
5. Click Delete button in Browsing history field.
6. Delete Browsing History dialog box will be opened.
7. In this dialog box, check Temporary Internet Files, Cookies, History, Form 

Data and uncheck Preserve Favorites website data. Click Delete button.
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For optimal performance local users are advised to disable use of proxy server 
for local addresses. This can be done in your browser’s connection settings. 
Some browsers use their own connection settings, others use Internet Explorer 
connection settings.

To configure browser connection settings (using Internet Explorer as an 
example):
1. Open Internet Explorer.
2. Select Tools ->Internet Options in main menu.
3. Internet options page will be opened.
4. Go to Connections tab.
5. Click LAN settings button in Local Area Network (LAN) settings field.
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6. LAN settings dialog box will be opened.

7. Check Use a proxy server for your LAN and Bypass proxy server for 
addresses.

8. Fill in Address and Port fields.
9. To set up exceptions for local addresses, click Advanced...
10. Proxy settings dialog box will be opened. Key in address and port of the 

proxy server you are using.
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11. Key into Exceptions field an IP address of the VideoNet web server or a 
mask for local network addresses. E.g., 192.168.*.*.

12. Click OK button in every dialog box consecutively.

Attention! For correct work with VideoNet Web Server, turn on images, cookies 
and JavaScript in your browser settings.

In order to avoid exceeding system disk volume it is advised to limit browser cache 
while VideoNet Web Server is running.

To limit browser caching (using Internet Explorer as an example):
1. Open Internet Explorer.
2. Select Tools -> Internet Options in main menu.
3. Internet options page will be opened.
4. Go to General tab.
5. Click Settings button in Browsing history field.
6. Temporary Internet Files and History Settings dialog box appears.
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7. In Temporary Internet Files and History Settings dialog box, select To check 
for newer versions of stored pages Every time I visit the web page. Next, 
limit Disk space to use (not more than 250 MB recommended). Click OK.

Attention! If you use VideoNet Web Server on mobile devices, it is advised to 
zoom the browser page to medium/150% whenever possible.

9.1.2. Authentication with VideoNet server
To gain access to the Web interface of your VideoNet system, you’ll need to perform 
authentication with the VideoNet web server first.
After you’ve entered the URL, the authentication page will be opened.
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1. Type your login and password into the corresponding text fields and click the 
Log On button.

Attention! To gain Web access to the VideoNet system the user must 
have corresponding rights. User rights are set and managed by the system 
administrator (see Section 3.9.1).

2. Select the Remember me check box if you want to perform an automatic 
authentication each time you access the Web interface using the current 
browser. In this case you will be instantly redirected to a start page of the 
VideoNet Web interface (see Section 9.1.8 to learn more about the configuration 
options available for the start page).

Attention! Please note that the enablement of automatic authentication inevitably 
decreases the security level of the system.

Attention! Please note that when you start using some other browser for the 
access to the VideoNet Web interface, you’ll need to select the Remember me 
check box once again to enable automatic authentication for this new browser 
as well.
Example:
User 1 uses Opera each time he wants to access the VideoNet Web interface. 
He logs in automatically because he has selected a Remember me check box 
at the very first logon.
If he switches to Chrome, then at the first attempt to connect to the VideoNet 
Web interface he will be prompted to enter his login and password once again. 
And he should select a Remember me check box one more time if he wants to 
continue logging in automatically.

If an error occurs during the authentication process, one of the following messages 
appears:
Error message Description

Error. Wrong login or password. Please 
try again.

Wrong login and/or password. Check the spelling

No connection to VideoNet server VideoNet system is switched and cannot authen-
ticate the user.

Error. No access rights to VideoNet 
server for this user. Refer to system 
administrator.

The user has no privileges to access VideoNet 
server using Web interface.

Error! A limit has been reached on the 
number of simultaneous connections to 
the VideoNet server. Please try again 
later.

The number of connections has reached the limit 
specified in the license. You should wait until the 
one of already connected web clients disconnects.

Error. VideoNet server synchronization 
is in progress.

VideoNet server is being synchronized. You will 
be able to connect as soon as the synchronization 
completes.

Error! License for connection to the 
VideoNet server through Web access 
is missing

The system user does not have a license to 
connect to the VideoNet server through Web 
access.
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9.1.3. Getting Started
In the Web interface look for the VideoNet Web Server Toolbar.

It contains the buttons that call in the following VideoNet Web Server menus and 
control panels:

Select Mode menu (1) contains a number of available VideoNet Web Server 
operation modes. The following modes can be accessed through this menu:

Video Surveillance mode is intended for viewing video data from 
VideoNet network cameras and for controlling camera pan-tilt-zoom 
(PTZ) settings.

Playback mode is intended for viewing video recordings made by 
VideoNet network cameras.

User commands mode is intended for sending preconfigured 
commands to the VideoNet system through the Web interface.

Event Log mode is intended for display of VideoNet system and 
network events.

Settings mode is intended for configuring of the start page of the 
VideoNet Web interface, set up the overall interface design and specify 
event log display options.

Select Window Layout menu (2) contains a set of layouts for video windows. 
The following layouts can be selected: 1x1, 2x2, 3x2, 3x3, 4x3, 4x4.

Video Quality control panel (3) helps to manage the quality of streaming video, 
both in surveilance and in playback modes.

Logout button (4) allows the user to quit the Web interface and to return to 
the authentication page. After pressing this button, the current VideoNet server 
session will be terminated without any further notice, no changes to the current 
page will be saved, and the user will be redirected to the authentication page.
If the user closes the browser without pressing Logout button, the session will 
be automatically terminated in 1 minute. To log in with the same credentials one 
more time, the user should wait until the server terminates the session.

Attention! Please note that while you’re connected to the VideoNet Web Server 
over the Internet, the webpage refreshes automatically and the Internet traffic 
is constantly consumed.
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9.1.4. Video surveillance mode
The Video Surveillance mode is intended for viewing video data from VideoNet 
network cameras and for controlling cameras’ turning gear and zooming. The follow-
ing menus, panels and controls are active in this mode: Select Window Layout 
menu, Video Quality Control panel, Show/Hide Camera Names button.

9.1.4.1. Video window
Video window displays the video stream transmitted from the camera in the real-time 
mode. There exist four possible states of this window:

• transmission on;
• no signal;
• transmission off;
• error.

Fig. 9.1.4.1-1. Possible video window states in Surveillance mode.
In the Transmission on state transmission of video stream from a selected camera 
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is performed.
In the No signal state the selected camera is switched off or malfunctioning.
In the Transmission off state no camera is selected for transmission.
In the Error state the selected camera cannot continue transmission due to some 
error.
The following error messages can be displayed on the screen:
Error message Description

VideoNet server is switched off VideoNet system is switched off on the VideoNet web 
server.

VideoNet server synchronization 
is in progress

VideoNet server is being synchronized. You will be able 
to connect as soon as the synchronization completes.

Connection to computer cannot be 
established

Connection to the computer, to which the selected 
camera is connected, cannot be established.

No signal from camera The selected camera transmits no video signal.

Capture error Some error has occurred in attempt to capture video 
from camera.

Selected camera is missing from 
the current VideoNet configuration

The selected camera is missing from the configuration 
of the VideoNet server and from configurations of other 
VideoNet network computers.

Access to transmission from the 
selected camera is denied

The user has no privileges to view video transmission 
from the selected camera.

The operation has timed out VideoNet web server is not responding.

The number of allowed simulta-
neous connections to VideoNet 
server is exceeded.

The number of connections has reached the limit 
specified in the license. You should wait until the one 
of already connected web clients disconnects.

9.1.4.2. Window layout
You can use the following window layouts: 1x1, 2x2, 3x2, 3x3, 4x3, 4x4.

1x1 layout. 1 video window. Pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) control enabled.

2x2 layout. 4 video windows. PTZ control disabled.

3x2 layout. 6 video windows. PTZ control disabled.

3x3 layout. 9 video windows. PTZ control disabled.

4x3 layout. 12 video windows. PTZ control disabled.

4x4 layout. 16 video windows. PTZ control disabled.
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Attention! Please note that 4x3 and 4x4 layouts cannot be used on mobile 
devices with less than 1024x600 display resolution.

Attention! Please note that when you choose a new layout where no cameras 
were previously selected, then in corresponding windows transmission from 
cameras from the previously used layout will be output.

Attention! If some cameras were selected for a layout, then they will be used 
each time the user chooses this layout, until the user decides to select some 
other cameras instead of the old ones.

In the Transmission on state of the video window a dynamic Video Window 
Management Toolbar appears that allows the user to perform a set of basic opera-
tions with the selected camera.

It contains the buttons that call in the following menus and actions:
Select Camera button (1) opens a menu that allows the user to select a 
camera for transmission.

Save Frame button (2) allows the user to capture and save a current video frame. 
The frame will be saved in JPG format with the file name looking like the following: 
Camera name (Host name) dd.mm.yyyy hh-mm-ss

Expand Window button (3) allows the user to expand each window to the full 
screen.

Switch to PTZ button (4) allows the user to switch to the mode where he can 
change camera pan-tilt-zoom settings.

Remove Camera button (5) disables the transmission and removes the camera 
from the corresponding video window.

When the user enters the full screen mode, the Video Window Management Toolbar 
starts looking like the following:

Collapse Window button  allows the user to exit the full-screen mode end to 
return to the previously selected multiscreen layout.Or you can double-click on the 
expanded screen with the same result.

Attention! Please note that when you select any multiscreen layout in a browser 
of your mobile device, the single Video Window Management Toolbar will appear 
at the bottom of the browser window, but in each case it will correspond to the 
currently selected screen.

Attention! Please note that the particular combination of the buttons displayed 
on the Video Window Management Toolbar depends on the selected screen 
resolution and/or browser window size. The smaller is the window, the fewer 
buttons are displayed on the toolbar.
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Attention! If the VideoNet is accessed via the Web, then for 4x3 and 4x4 screen 
modes and browser screen resolution 1256x1024 or lower a Save frame button 
will be removed from the toolbar. It will be visible only in full-screen window 
mode or with higher browser screen resolutions. In is not recommended to 
access the VideoNet via the Web if the browser window resolution is lower 
than 1024x768 for 4x3 and 4x4 screen modes, because many buttons will be 
removed from the toolbar.

9.1.4.3. Selecting cameras for video transmission
Video transmission is performed in the Surveillance mode.

To select a camera for the video transmission:

1. Click a Select Camera button  located in the middle of the video window.
2. Select Camera menu will be opened. (see Fig. 9.1.4.3-1).

Fig. 9.1.4.3-1. Select Camera menu

Select Camera menu of Surveillance mode contains the list of computers connected 
to the VideoNet system and the list of cameras (sources) connected to those comput-
ers and capable of video transmission.

3. Select the camera you want to receive transmission from.
4. If your privileges are sufficient for requesting video transmission from the 

selected source, then transmission will begin and you’ll be able to see the video.

In multiscreen layouts (2x2, 3x2, 3x3, 4x3, 4x4) this procedure should be performed 
for every screen you want to start transmission in.
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To select a different camera for transmission:

1. Click a Select Camera button  located on the Video Window Management 
Toolbar.

2. Select Camera menu will be opened.
3. Select the camera you want to receive transmission from.
4. If your privileges are sufficient for requesting video transmission from the 

selected source, then transmission will begin and you’ll be able to see the video.

To exit a Select Camera menu without making any changes, click  button.

9.1.4.4. Pan-tilt-zoom
Pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) panel in Surveillance mode is intended to control built-in 
camera PTZ gear. You can control it manually by adjusting focal length, zoom and 
tilt, or use automatic control options: activate presets or start and stop patrols.
You can switch to PTZ control at any time, even when the video transmission is in 

progress. To open PTZ control panel, click the PTZ button  on the Video Window 
Management Toolbar.

Attention! Please note that PTZ control panel is available only in a single-screen 
layout mode. If you decide to switch to PTZ control of some camera from the 
multiscreen layout (2x2, 3x2, 3x3, 4x3, 4x4), you’ll be automatically transferred 
to the full-screen mode for the selected camera.

Attention! Please note that if the camera does not contain a PTZ gear, then 
the corresponding button on the Video Window Management Toolbar will be 

disabled and will look like the following .

In a Desktop PC design mode the PTZ control panel looks like the following:

Fig. 9.1.4.4-1. PTZ control panel
PTZ control panel has a status line (1), capture button (2), panel for manual PTZ 
control (3), presets-and-patrols panel (4), and a field, where the current number 
of commands in the queue displayed (5).
Status line (1) displays information on whether the selected camera is available 
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and can be captured for PTZ control, or it is already captured by someone and is 
unavailable.
Capture button (2) allows the user to capture the control over the camera (see 
Section 9.1.4.4.1 for details).
Panel for manual PTZ control (3) allows the user to adjust focal length, zoom and 
tilt of the selected camera.
It has:
(a) a set of pan and tilt adjustment buttons;
(b) two zoom buttons: «+» to zoom in and «–» to zoom out;
(c) three focus control buttons: «+», «–» and «AutoFocus».

Presets-and-patrols panel (4) is used to activate presets and patrols for the 
selected camera.
It has:
(d) a drop-down list to switch between presets and patrols;
(e) a drop-down list to select the specific preset or patrol;
(f) a Start button to activate the preset or start a patrol and a Stop button to stop 
the patrol.

Some PTZ control commands (turn a camera, start a patrol, etc) may require more 
than 2 seconds for execution. In this case they are organized in a queue, and the 
number of commands in the queue is displayed in the specific field (5) (see Fig. 
9.1.4.4-1).
In a Mobile device design mode the PTZ control panel appearance depends on the 
screen size and on the orientation of the mobile device used to access the Web 
interface.
For small-sized screens and screens with portrait orientation the PTZ control panel 
looks like the following:
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In this case PTZ control panel has a status line (1), a field, where the current 
number of commands in the queue displayed (2), capture button (2), buttons 
for manual pan-tilt control (3), buttons for manual zoom control (4), buttons 
for manual focus control (5) and a button to switch to the presets-and-patrols 
panel (6).
This “mobile” version of the PTZ control panel functions in the same way as the 
“desktop” version.
Manual pan-tilt adjustment buttons are located directly on the video screen.
Button  (6) allows the user to switch to the switches to the presets-and-patrols 
panel.

The presets-and-patrols panel has a status line (1), a field, where the current 
number of commands in the queue displayed (2), a drop-down list to switch 
between presets and patrols (3), a drop-down list to select the number of the 
specific preset or patrol (4), a Start button to activate the preset or start a 
patrol and a Stop button to stop the patrol (5) and a button to switch to the 
PTZ control panel (6).
Button  (6) allows the user to switch to the switches to the PTZ control panel.
For Tablet PC with landscape orientation the PTZ control panel looks like the 
following:
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PTZ control panel has a status line (1), capture button (2), panel for manual PTZ 
control (3), presets-and-patrols panel (4) and a field, where the current number 
of commands in the queue displayed (5).
For screens with landscape orientation the PTZ control panel looks like the panel 
in the Desktop PC design.
For Tablet PC with portrait orientation the PTZ control panel looks like the following:

In this case PTZ control panel has a status line (1), a field, where the current 
number of commands in the queue displayed (2), capture button (2), buttons 
for manual pan-tilt control (3), buttons for manual zoom control (4), buttons 
for manual focus control (5) and a button to switch to the presets-and-patrols 
panel (6).
This version of the PTZ control panel functions in the same way as the “mobile” 
version.
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9.1.4.4.1. Capturing PTZ control
To capture the control over the camera:
1. Open a Select Camera menu and select the camera you want to control.
2. Open the PTZ control panel.
3. An attempt to capture a camera will be made automatically.

In case of success you’ll regain a PTZ control and Camera is available for control 
message appears in the status line. You’ll be able to control PTZ either using the 
panel for manual PTZ control or using the presets-and-patrols panel.
In case of failure a Capture button will appear, and one of the following messages 
will be displayed in the status line:
Error message Description

Camera control option is not 
available. Control timeout.

If you had captured a control over the camera, but did not use 
it over a one minute period (control timeout), then this camera 
will be automatically released. Also the Capture button will 
appear, and a corresponding message will be displayed in the 
status line. To capture the camera one more time, you should 
click the Capture button again.

Camera is controlled by the 
user with higher priority.

Camera cannot be captured because some user has already 
captured it and performs a PTZ control. You can repeat your 
attempt to capture this camera later.

VideoNet server is switched 
off.

VideoNet system is switched off or doesn’t respond.

Access to PTZ control is 
denied.

The user has no privileges to access PTZ control for this 
camera. Refer to the system administrator.

PTZ device is not connected 
to the selected camera.

PTZ device is not connected to the selected camera or a PTZ 
controller is not added to the camera’s configuration. Refer to 
the system administrator.

VideoNet server synchroni-
zation is in progress.

VideoNet server is being synchronized. You will be able to 
capture the camera as soon as the synchronization completes.

9.1.4.4.2. Manual PTZ control
To control the camera manually use the buttons on the panel for manual PTZ control.
With this buttons you can tilt the camera (right/left, up/down, up left/down right, up 
right/down left) and control the variable magnification zoom lens adjusting focus 
and distance.

To tilt the camera:
1. Press the corresponding tilt button on the PTZ panel and hold it for a period of 

time necessary for a camera to acquire a desired position.
2. Release the button.
3. The camera will start tilting in the specified direction, and this process will last 

for the period of time used on the stage 1.

Please note that it can take about five seconds for a command to be executed. 
This delay may vary against the Internet bandwidth. The video transmission 
might be delayed as well, even if the PTZ command had been executed in time.
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If you don’t have privileges to control PTZ gear of the camera, buttons on the 
panel for manual PTZ control will be disabled. Ask your system administrator 
to grant you necessary privileges. (Setting up the permissions to access the 
devices is described in the Section 3.9.1).

9.1.4.4.3. Automatic PTZ control: presets and patrols
Automatic PTZ control can be performed using the presets and patrols that had been 
previously added to the VideoNet configuration for this camera.
To control the camera, use the buttons in presets/patrols panel.

To call a preset for the selected camera:
1. Select Preset in Action type drop-down list.
2. Select the name of the preset or its number (in case the access to the Web 

interface is performed using the mobile device) in Preset/Patrol drop-down list.
Presets are created and their names and/or numbers are stored in the VideoNet 
configuration of the computer the camera is connected to. Numbers of presets are 
set up by the administrator as described in Section 3.4.4.

3. Click Start button.
4. The camera will be positioned according to the selected preset.

To start a patrol for the selected camera:
1. Select Patrol in Action type drop-down list.
2. Select the name of the patrol or its number (in case the access to the Web 

interface is performed using the mobile device) in Preset/Patrol drop-down list.
Patrols are created and their names and/or numbers are stored in the VideoNet 
configuration of the computer the camera is connected to. Numbers of patrols are 
set up by the administrator as described in Section 3.4.4.

3. Click Start button.
4. The camera will start patrolling.
5. To stop the camera, click Stop button. If you click Start button again, the patrol 

will start from the very beginning.
You don’t need to stop the current patrol in order to start a new patrol. You may select 
a new patrol name or number in the Preset/Patrol drop-down list and click Start button.

Please note that it can take about five seconds for a command to be executed. 
This delay may vary against the Internet bandwidth.

If you don’t have privileges to control PTZ gear of the camera, buttons on the 
presets-and-patrols panel will be disabled. Ask your system administrator to grant 
you necessary privileges. Setting up the permissions to access the devices is 
described in the Section 3.9.1.

9.1.4.5. Video quality configuration
With the Video Quality control panel the user can manage the quality of the 
transmitted video. Video Quality management can be started at any moment. In a 
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multi-screen layout you will not be able to apply separate quality settings to each 
video window; video quality settings can be applied only to the whole layout.
To adjust the quality of video transmission, in Surveillance mode click the Video 
Quality button. The Video Quality control panel will be opened.

To adjust the video transmission quality:
1. Open the Video Quality control panel.
2. In the Quality drop-down list, select a suitable video quality level.
3. In the Rate limitation drop-down list, select a suitable frame rate limit (corre-

sponding values vary from 1 to 25 frames per second).
4. Click Apply.

Video quality settings are saved for each window layout separately. These settings will 
be used each time the user logs into the system using the same browser. However, 
if the user changes his browser, he’ll have to adjust the video quality settings one 
more time, for this new browser.

Attention! Please note that if you select a «Fixed stream» option on the Web 
access tab of the Network panel, corresponding video quality settings will be 
applied to each video stream requested using the Web interface, regardless 
of the specific user settings. Setting up the Fixed stream is described in the 
Section 3.5.2.

9.1.5. Replay mode
The Replay mode is intended for replaying video recorded from VideoNet network 
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cameras. The following menus, panels and controls are active in this mode: Select 
Camera menu, Video Quality Control panel, Show/Hide Camera Names button.
You can select recorded video fragments, start and stop replay by using a Replay 
panel.

7
Fig. 9.1.5-1. View of the playback control panel

Replay panel has a set of buttons (1) to manage video fragments, a field, where 
the current number of commands in the queue is displayed (2) and a field, where 
the date-and-time can be specified (3).

“Play” button allows the user to start replay.

“Stop” button allows the user to stop replay.

“Back” button allows the user to go to the beginning of the 
previous video fragment.

“Forward” button allows the user to go to the beginning of the 
next video fragment.

Some Replay control commands (go to the previous/next fragment, start/stop replay) 
may require more than 2 seconds for execution. In this case they are organized in 
a queue, and the number of commands in the queue is displayed in the specific 
field (2) (see Fig. 9.1.5-1).
Date-and-time field allows the user to switch to the certain point in time when the 
required recordings were made. To specify the certain time range, click “Calendar” 
button , select the required values and click OK. To go to the video fragment, 
which has been recorded at the specified time, click GO.
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To start video replay:
1. Switch to the Replay mode using the Select Mode menu of the VideoNet Web 

Server Toolbar .
2. Select the camera you want to view recordings from. (the same as in Section 

9.1.4.3).
3. If you want to view recordings that were made at a specific period of time, use 

the Date-and-Time field settings. If there were no recordings, a corresponding 
message will be output, and you’ll be able to go to the nearest recorded fragment 
using the “Back” and “Forward” buttons.

4. If your privileges are sufficient for viewing video recordings from the selected 
source, then the last recorded video fragment will be output.

5. To start replay, click the Start button .
In the Replay mode the video window has the same dynamic Video Window Manage-
ment Toolbar as in the Surveillance mode. And it allows the user to perform almost 
the same set of basic operations with the selected camera (excluding PTZ control). 
The Set of operations of dynamic Video Window Management Toolbar is described 
in Section 9.1.4.2.
Video quality adjustment can be performed in the same way as it is described in 
Section 9.1.4.5.

9.1.6. User commands
User commands mode is designed for execution of user commands set up on the 
VideoNet Web Server. User commands are created in the Configuration environment 
on the User commands page (see Section 3.6.4 for more details), and reactions 
for these commands are specified on the Schedule page (see Section 3.4.1.3).
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To start working with user commands:
1. Switch to the User Commands mode using the Select Mode menu of the 

VideoNet Web Server Toolbar .
2. User Commands window will be opened.

3. Select the required command and press the corresponding button on the screen.
4. Result of the command execution will be displayed on the log pane at the 

bottom of the screen.
When there are no user commands configured on the VideoNet Web server, the 
corresponding message will be displayed: “User commands were not found”.
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9.1.7. Event log
The Event log mode provides access to the list of events that has occurred in the 
process of operation of the whole VideoNet system.
Each computer connected to the VideoNet network has its own event log. If you have 
sufficient privileges, you can browse through the list of events for each computed 
using the Web interface.

To start working with the event log:
1. Switch to the Event Log mode using the Select Mode menu of the VideoNet 

Web Server Toolbar .
2. Event log window will be opened.

Event log window has a number of filters that make the navigation through the logged 
events easier: Computer drop-down list (1), Date/Time fields (2) and Event type 
drop-down list (3).

3. In Computer drop-down list, select the specific computer which event log you 
want to browse.

4. Configure filter parameters by date and time. By default event list performes 
all current day events. To create a filter, click calendar  button, select date 
and time an click OK button. Click Apply button to apply new filter parameters.

5. Select the type of events you are most interested in. The available types are: 
alarm, warning, error, information, success audit, refusals audit. Click Apply 
button to apply the filters.

Each event in the list has its unique number and a time stamp. By default events 
are sorted by date and time in a descending order.
If necessary, you can sort the events by any field in the table: unique number, type, 
date, description. This option is available only for Desktop PC design mode. To 
change the sorting principle, click the header of the corresponding column or a  

picture near it. The direction of the arrow  specifies the order of sorting.
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9.1.8. Settings
The Settings mode provides access to the list of options that affect the look and 
feel of the Web interface itself.

To configure Web interface settings:
1. Switch to the Settings mode using the Select Mode menu of the VideoNet Web 

Server Toolbar .
2. Settings window will be opened.

Settings window has a number of parameters that affect the appearance of the Web 
interface and some of its pages. You can select a start page (1), specify the number 
of lines in the events log (2), allow the user to have separate settings for each 
device (3), select a design mode (4) and show camera name (5).

3. Specify which mode you prefer to open first, when you access the Web interface. 
Available options are: Surveillance, Replay, User Commands, Event log, Use 
the last selected mode.

4. Select the number of lines to be output in the Event log.
5. Select the checkbox to enable a possibility to have custom settings for each 

device. The following settings will be preserved:
• window layout;
• video quality settings for transmission and replay;
• start page;
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• number of lines in the event log;
• design mode.

6. Select the preferred design mode. Available options are: Automatic detection, 
Desktop PC, Mobile device.

7. Select Show camera name checkbox to enable display of camera-related 
information in video windows.

If this checkbox is not selected, then no camera-related information will be displayed 
to users accessing Web interface from mobile devices. When access to Web interface 
is performed from a desktop PC, camera-related information will be displayed after 
the user positions the mouse pointer over the video window.

8. Click Save button to apply the changes or click Default button to restore 
default settings.
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9.2. Working through a mobile application and Vid-
eoNet Light

The VideoNet system provides the ability to work with the system using a mobile 
application and VideoNet Light program, via web access.
VideoNet mobile application is available for mobile devices (smartphones and 
tablets) based on Android and iOS operating systems.

You can download VideoNet mobile app from Google Play Store or App Store.

VideoNet Light is a software designed to work with part of the functions of the 
VideoNet system on a computer that does not have the full version of VideoNet 
installed. VideoNet Light works on computers with the following operating systems:
Operating system Required OS version

Windows Windows 7 and higher

MacOS Sierra and higher

Linux Ubuntu 16.04 and higher

You can download VideoNet Light distributions for all supported operating 
systems at www.videonet9.com.

Working with VideoNet through a mobile application and VideoNet Light in general 
is similar to working through a web browser (see section 9.1).

http://www.videonet9.com
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10. WORKING WITH DIAGNOTEX SYSTEM
Diagnotex monitoring and diagnostics system is an application that allows for 
remote monitoring of video surveillance infrastructure consisting of a large amount 
of distributed video systems. It can be used for centralyzed performance monitoring 
of the entire infrastructure and its separate elements.
Diagnotex allows for monitoring operating conditions of VideoNet video stations and 
informing operator about all the malfunctions and errors that have emerged during 
their operation. Diagnotex operator can monitor a large amount of video stations 
from a single console.
Video station is a computer where the VideoNet is installed.
Embedded report system allows for generation of reports about each connected 
video station containing its performance parameters for a selected time period.
Diagnotex also controls operator’s action by tracking the response time for each 
incident.
Diagnotex monitoring system can be supplied as a part of the out-of-the-box solution 
and as a separate application. It can work with VideoNet 8.8 SP3 and later versions 
of the VideoNet.
If Diagnotex is used as a separate product, then only software (VideoNet) operating 
parameters will be monitored. If it is supplied as a part of the out-of-the-box solution, 
then the hardware parameters of the video station (CPU temperature, CPU cooler 
rotation speed, etc) will also be monitored.
Diagnotex can be used in two modes: in the monitoring mode and in the reporting 
mode.
In the monitoring mode the operator can monitor video stations and events on a 
real time basis. To switch to this mode, open the Monitoring tab (see Fig. 10-1).

Fig. 10-1. Monitoring tab
The monitoring tab contains four panes: monitoring pane (1), statistics pane (2), 
equipment status pane (3), events pane (4).
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On the Monitoring pane all the monitored parameters of the controlled video stations 
are displayed in a list.
On the Statistics pane general monitoring information is displayed.
On the Equipment status pane the detailed information about the selected video 
station is displayed.
On the Events pane the event log is displayed, where all the events in the monitored 
infrastructure are recorded.
In the reports mode the user can work with statistics collected from all the controlled 
video stations during the whole period of monitoring.

Detailed instructions on working with Diagnotex can be found in Diagnotex User 
Manual.
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11. VNCOMMANDINTERFACE
The VideoNet system implements a function that allows an external application to 
send the system VideoNet text messages or initiate the creation of video clips.You 
can send messages and export a clip by using VNCommandInterface.exe, which 
is installed on the computer together with the system in one directiry (default: C:\
Program Files (x86)\SKYROS\VideoNet 9).

Attention! Sending messages and export clips from an external application 
is only possble if the VNCommandInterface.exe application runs locally on a 
computer with the installed VideoNet system.

11.1. Sending messages through VNCommandInterface
In the VideoNet schedule you can configure the reactions (actions or sequance of 
actions) that will be performed when a specific message arrives from the external 
system. For example, start recording on the camera, send an alarm message, etc.

To implement the function you should:
1. Configure a corresponding schedule event. For more information see 3.4.1.2.8 

(Configuring Log events);
2. Configure the system to respond when receiving a message from an external 

application through the response of the VideoNet system schedule.
3. Run the VNCommandInterface.exe application with the parameter –publish: 

“text”, where the text is the text of the message passed to VideoNet.

 Example
It is necessary to fix the fact of receipt of the message in the eveng log from the 
external application and when the event will be fixed, the camera should be armed.

1. Add the Event log into the tasks tree. Specify the system in the properties of 
the event on the Computer pane the name of the computer on which the application 
VNCommandInterface.exe is called, and on the Message pane in the Text field, 
enter the message VNCommandInterface: Enable guarding of camera 1,

2. Add Send command reaction for the event, set the device’s properties to 
Camera 1 and put “Enable guarding” command.
In case all the steps are done correctly, the following should appear in the task tree:

3. Launch the Windows command line and enter the following: “C:\Program 
Files (x86)\SKYROS\VideoNet 9\VNCommandInterface.exe” –publish:“Enable 
guarding Camera 1”, where:
C:\Program Files (x86)\SKYROS\VideoNet 9\VNCommandInterface.exe – the 
path to the application;
Enable guarding Camera 1 – message text.

4. Press Enter on keyboard.
As a result, the VideoNet event log will record the message VNCommandInterface: 
Enable guarding Camera 1, which leads to the arming of the device.
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11.2. Creating video clips through VNCommandInter-
face

You can configure the VideoNet system to export a video clip that will be executed 
when a specific command arrives from the external system.

To implement the function you should:
1. Make sure that you have necessary videos for export (for more information, 

see 3.2.4);
2. Run VNCommandInterface.exe application with the following parameters:

• «-execute»;
• «-command:» - command’s name (currently only export is supported);
• «-source:» - source name for export;
• «-stream:» - stream name (may be absent);
• «-from:» - recording start time and date for export;
• «-to:» - recording finish time and date for export;
• «-filePath:» - path and name of the created clip;
• «-case:» - container type(avi, mp4), default avi (may be absent);
• «-split:» - maximum file size in bytes (may be absent).

Attention! The date and time in the “-from:” and “-to:” parameters must 
be specified in the format corresponding to the settings of the operating system. 
For example, “01.11.2021 10:41:00” or “2021-11-01 10:41:00”.

 Example
You should export a video clip from a specific camera and stream to a specific date 
and time.

1. Launch the Windows command line.
2. Enter: C:\Program Files (x86)\SKYROS\VideoNet 9\VNCommandInterface.

exe -execute -command:Export -source:“IP-Camera 6” -stream:“Stream 
2” -from:“17.01.2018 09:52:00” -to:“17.01.2018 09:54:00” -filePath:“D:\
Temp\file.avi” -case:AVI -split:1024000, where:
• C:\Program Files (x86)\SKYROS\VideoNet 9\VNCommandInterface.

exe - application path;
• Export - command name;
• IP-Camera 6 - source name for Export;
• Stream 2 - stream name (may be absent);
• 17.01.2018 09:52:00 - Recording start time and date;
• 17.01.2018 09:54:00 - Recording finish time and date;
• D:\Temp\file.avi - path and name of the created clip;
• AVI - container type (may be absent);
• 1024000 - maximum file size (may be absent).

3. Press Enter on keyboard.
As a result, the clip is created by the specified parameters in VNCommand-Interface.
exe.

A message about the start and end of video clip export will be recorded in the 
VideoNet event log in the Surveillance environment.
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12. PERIMETER SECURITY SYSTEMS (PSS)
VideoNet is capable of interaction with following perimeter security systems:

• Intrepid™ II, by Southwest Microwave, Inc;
• TREZOR, by Trezor Ltd.

These systems fixate intrusion and locate the spot of 
intrusion. Also systems ignore background noise, such 
as vibrations, caused by weather conditions (wind, 
rain) and heavy vehicles.
VideoNet system allows to control perimeter secu-
rity devices directly from graphical plans window 
of VideoNet system, and completely to automatize 
monitoring of guarded object state through:

• possibility of adding perimeter security devices to 
system configuration and subsequent configur-
ing their parameters;

• possibility of loading graphic schemes of guarded object – files with .jpg and 
.svg extensions, and arranging cables, taking into account their division into 
segments and microwave perimeter intrusion sensors. During configuring 
you can arrange all perimeter security devices on a graphic plan in exactly 
the same way as they are arranged at your object for the purpose of system 
controlling convenience.

• possibility of controlling perimeter security devices from graphic plans window: 
receive information about state of perimeter security devices (alarms, device 
cover removals, etc.);

• possibility of configuring VideoNet system schedule so that in response to 
events in Intrepid™ II system VideoNet system can perform a number of 
pre-defined actions. For example, in case of alarm by sensor to turn the camera 
towards the spot of intrusion, start recording by camera and microphone and 
also to produce sound signal (or any other actions);

• possibility of sending notifications about occurred alarms at guarded object of 
VideoNet system and analysis of events, occurred in the system, using Event 
Log of VideoNet system.
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12.1. Configuring VideoNet system parameters for 
working with Perimeter Security Systems

 Further in the section for description of configuring and controlling the system 
we use terminology, used in the IntrepidTM II system itself. With any questions 
regarding used terminology, refer to IntrepidTM II System Installation and 
Operations Manual.

Before starting to control Intrepid™ II perimeter security system using VideoNet, 
it’s necessary to set up VideoNet configuration parameters. System configuration 
parameters setup, as was already mentioned in the chapter 3, is a multistage 
procedure that in the end enables to configure parameters and system working in 
accordance with your tasks and requirements. Thereby it’s strongly recommended 
to set up system parameters in the sequence, which is recommended in this section.
In the VideoNet system perimeter security systems have the following structure of 
elements used to control devices:

Adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups perimeter security systems 
belonging to one vendor. Perimeter security devices are controllers that receive and 
interpret signals from sensors and security cables, as well as control relays. These 
devices also include microwave perimeter intrusion sensors that physically consist 
of a receiving and transmitting part, but represented in the system as one device 
with a sensor connected to it. Cable element of the perimeter security systems 
serves as an intrusion detection sensor. In the VideoNet system, by analogy with 
the Intrepid™ II system, cable is divided into virtual parts - segments. The use of 
segments allows to localize perimeter sections, which are under cable protection and 
to assign them understandable names (For example: Post 1 border, South facade, 
etc.). Dividing the cable into several segments is supported only when working with 
the Intrepid ™ II equipment.
For working with perimeter security systems it is necessary to configure the 
following:
on the Devices page add perimeter security devices into configuration and to set up 

their parameters [see sections 12.1.1 and 12.1.2];

on the Graphic plans page load and set up graphic plans of guarded object [see section 
12.2];
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arrange perimeter security devices and, if necessary, other 
devices (cameras, microphones, etc.) on plans [see section 
12.2];

on the Schedule page configure schedule so that the system would establish the fact 
of alarm receiving from perimeter security devices and would 
perform a number of predefined actions in response to such 
an event [see section 3.4.1];

Attention! To be able to work in VideoNet system with perimeter security systems 
Intrepid™ II and TREZOR, you should have a licence to use the appropriate 
PSS, written in your HASP key.
To view your HASP key licence:
1. Click the VideoNet control menu button in the upper left corner of the screen.
2. Select Licenses->Computer... item in the main menu.
3. License page will be opened for the selected computer.
For more information refer to technical support service: support@videonet9.com.

12.1.1. Adding and configuring Intrepid™ II perimeter security sys-
tem devices

For working with a Intrepid™ II perimeter security system in the VideoNet system 
it is necessary to add Intrepid™ II adapter and Intrepid™ II system devices into 
configuration and to connect PSS devices to it. When connecting PSS devices to 
inputs of Intrepid™ II System device, it is important to take into account physical 
setup of these devices in Intrepid™ II system.
VideoNet system supports the following Intrepid™ II system equipment:

• MicroPoint Processor II
• MicroTrack Processor II
• Relay Output Module II-8
• Relay Output Module II-16
• Alarm Input Module II
• MicroWave 330
• Link Unit II

It is important to understand that by adding Intrepid™ II PSS devices into 
VideoNet system configuration and connecting sensors to its inputs, you 
specify for the system the order of physical connection devices to each other. 
If you don’t add perimeter security devices to configuration and don’t connect 
them, you won’t be able to control perimeter security systems from VideoNet 
(and therefore, the whole Intrepid™ II system), because VideoNet will know 
nothing about these devices.

Fig. 12.1.1-1 provides a Intrepid™ II PSS hardware connection diagram as shown 
in the tree on the Devices page.
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Fig. 12.1.1-1. Intrepid™ II PSS hardware connection diagram as shown in the tree on 
the Devices page

12.1.1.1. INTREPID II adapter
INTREPID II adapter is an element of the device tree, which groups PSS devices 
belonging INTREPID II vendor. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the 
computer.
The INTREPID II adapter can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the PSS device 

group –> INTREPID II adapter item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the computer in the device tree, select the Add –> INTREPID II 

adapter in the appeared shortcut menu.
When viewed by type in the device tree, the INTREPID II adapter appears in the 
Adapters partition. When viewed by connection, the adapter is displayed as a 
nested element of the computer.
Adapter type is displayed in the INTREPID II adapter properties area.

12.1.1.2. INTREPID II Perimeter Security System
The INTREPID II perimeter security system (PSS) is connected to the computer 
using the RS-422 connecting cable. When doing so, multiple PSS can be connected 
to the same computer.
INTREPID II system is an element of the device tree, which groups all INTREPID 
II PSS devices.
In the device tree, the INTREPID II system connects to the INTREPID II adapter.
The INTREPID II system can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:
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• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the PSS device 

group –> INTREPID II System item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the INTREPID II adapter element in the device tree, select the Add 

–> INTREPID II System in the appeared shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the INTREPID II system appears in the Perimeter Security System 
(PSS) partition when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the INTREPID II 
system is displayed as a nested element of the INTREPID II adapter it connects to. 
You can connect up to 240 INTREPID II devices to the inputs of INTREPID II system.
In the INTREPID II system properties area, you can change the device name, under 
which it will appear in the system. To do that, enter selected name for INTREPID II 
system in the edit box.
Click Add in the list of COM ports. This will open the ports selection window. Select 
the port to which the INTREPID II system is connected in your computer.

If the PSS uses the “Fault Tolerant” configuration, you can select multiple COM ports.
The possibility or impossibility to use the “Fault Tolerant” configuration to the 
VideoNet system depends on the license recorded in your electronic key.

12.1.1.3. MicroPoint Processor II
MicroPoint Processor II (PM II) is a processor module that provides the system 
with information for signal processing, distributes power supply and organizes data 
transmission network. One PM II serves two 200 meters sections, connected to 
different ends of it. In the device tree, the PM II connects to the INTREPID II system.
The PM II can be added to the system configuration using following methods:

• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the PSS device 

group –> INTREPID II devices item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the INTREPID II system element in the device tree, select the Add 

–> INTREPID II devices in the appeared shortcut menu.
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In the device tree, the PM II appears in the Perimeter Security System (PSS) parti-
tion when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the PM II is displayed as a 
nested element of the INTREPID II system it connects to.
In the PM II properties area, you can change the device name, under which it will 
appear in the system. Specify the PM II module address in the Address field. The 
address must match the configuration settings of this module in the Intrepid™ II 
system.

The following devices can be connected to the MicroPoint Processor II:
• 2 cables. They determine the connection sides to PM II (see Section 12.1.1.9);
• 4 sensors;
• tamper (see Section 12.1.1.10).

12.1.1.4. MicroTrack Processor II
MicroTrack™ Processor II (MTP II) provides electronic processing for up to two 
200 m sensor cable sets for a total perimeter length of 400 m. In the device tree, 
the MicroTrack™ Processor II connects to the INTREPID II system.
The MTP II addition and configuration is similar to the procedure described for the 
PM II module (see Section 12.1.1.3).
The following devices can be connected to the MicroTrack™ Processor II:

• 2 cables. They determine the connection sides to MTP II;
• tamper.

12.1.1.5. Relay Output Module II
The Relay Output Module II (ROM II) is used to control external devices using the 
relays of the Intrepid™ II system. It provides Normally Open (N.O.) and Normally 
Closed (N.C.) relay contacts and analog channels for connecting external devices 
(control panels, Pan Tilt cameras, barriers, etc.). It is connected to network interface 
module through RS422.
In the device tree, the Relay Output Module II connects to the INTREPID II system.
The ROM II addition and configuration is similar to the procedure described for the 
PM II module (see Section 12.1.1.3).
Depending on the modification, the following devices can be connected to the Relay 
Output Module II:

• 8 relays (ROM II-8)/16 relays (ROM II-16);
• tamper.
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12.1.1.6. Alarm Input Module II
The Alarm Input Module II (AIM II) is part of the INTREPID™ Series II family of 
products. The AIM II accepts contact closures from other devices such as microwave 
sensors, infrared sensors and gate switches that can be programmed to outputs 
by an INTREPID Series II system controller. In the device tree, the Alarm Input 
Module II connects to the INTREPID II system.
The AIM II addition and configuration is similar to the procedure described for the 
PM II module (see Section 12.1.1.3).
The following devices can be connected to the Alarm Input Module II:

• 8 sensors;
• tamper.

12.1.1.7. MicroWave 330
INTREPID™ MicroWave 330 is a microwave perimeter detection system for 
fencelines, open areas, gates, entryways, walls and rooftop applications. Intrusion 
detection, using a modulated amplitude sensitive system (not Doppler), takes place 
within the invisible pattern of microwave energy existing between transmitter and 
receiver. Changes in signal amplitude at the receiver are directly related to the object’s 
size and density, allowing the sensor to discriminate between objects. In the device 
tree, the MicroWave 330 connects to the INTREPID II system.
The MicroWave 330 addition and configuration is similar to the procedure described 
for the PM II module (see Section 12.1.1.3).
In the device tree, the MicroWave 330 contains:

• MicroWave 330 sensor;
• receiver tamper;
• transmitter tamper.

12.1.1.8. Link Unit II
Link Unit II (LU II) is used to merge processor modules when organizing extended 
perimeter defending lines. In the device tree, the Link Unit II connects to the 
INTREPID II system.
The LU II addition is similar to the procedure described for the PM II module (see 
Section 12.1.1.3).
In the Link Unit II properties area, you can change the device name, under which 
it will appear in the system.
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Specify the cable inputs of the PM II that connect to the inputs B and A of the LU II.
In the device tree, the one tamper connects to the Link Unit II.

12.1.1.9. MicroPoint cable
MicroPoint cable is used as intrusion detection sensor. Also it can connect all 
components of the system, providing transmission of power supply, controlling and 
alarm signals. In the device tree, the MicroPoint cable connects to the processor 
module (PM II or MTP II). For this purpose, the module has two cable inputs A and B.
So, if the cable is connected physically, then you need to add the cable to the system 
configuration. You can add the sensor in two ways:

In order to add the cable to the configuration and connect it to the proces-
sor module:
1. Highlight the processor module to which the cable should be added, or a free 

cable input of the processor module in the device tree. In the first instance, 
the cable will be automatically added to a free input with the lowest number. 
In the second instance, the cable will be added to the highlighted free input.

2. Right-click the cable input and select Add device: Cable in the shortcut menu.
• Or start the Add New Hardware Wizard and add the cable.

Cable is not detected by automatic device search tools when adding devices.
Inputs 1 and 2 of the cable correspond to inputs A and B of the processor module.

In the cable properties area, you can change the device name. When you add a 
cable in the device tree, it automatically has a child element - Segment. Segments 
allow you to virtually divide the cable into parts. You can add up to 216 segments. 
Adding is similar to adding a cable.
In the Segment properties area, you can change the device name, under which it 
will appear in the system. To do that, enter selected name for segment in the edit 
box. In the start cell and end cell fields specify the cell numbers, which correspond 
to cell cell numbers in the segment beginning and ending in Intrepid™ system 
correspondingly.
If the cable is connected to the PM II, the maximum value for the end of the segment 
is 216. If the cable is connected to the MTP II, the maximum value of the end of the 
segment is 144.
In the Partitions pane, you may set the partitions to which the configured segment 
relates. Select the check boxes against those partitions from the list to which it 
should be related.
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured segment, which 
consists of the tables containing access rights for each role of the system. In order 
to assign access rights, highlight the system’s user role, and select the check boxes 
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for the actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.

12.1.1.10. Tamper
The Tamper allows you to receive an alarm signal when the cover of the PSS device is 
removed. In the device tree, Tamper automatically connects to the following devices:

• MicroPoint Processor II;
• MicroTrack Processor II;
• Alarm Input Module II;
• Relay Output Module II-8;
• Relay Output Module II-16;
• Link Unit II;
• MicroWave 330.

The tamper properties may be defined in the Partition and Access panes. In the 
Partitions pane, you may set the partitions to which the configured tamper relates. 
Select the check boxes against those partitions from the list to which it should be 
related.
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured tamper, which 
consists of the tables containing access rights for each role of the system. In order 
to assign access rights, highlight the system’s user role, and select the check boxes 
for the actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.
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12.1.2. Adding and configuring TREZOR perimeter intrusion  
detection system devices

For working with a TREZOR perimeter security system in the VideoNet system it is 
necessary to add TREZOR adapter or TREZOR-IP adapter and TREZOR system 
devices into configuration and to connect PSS devices to it. When connecting PSS 
devices to inputs of TREZOR System device, it is important to take into account 
physical setup of these devices in TREZOR system.
VideoNet system supports the following TREZOR system equipment:

• Linear block TREZOR-BL
• Vibration detection device TREZOR-V04
• Microwave detection device TREZOR-M50
• Microwave detection device TREZOR-M100
• Microwave detection device TREZOR-M200
• Microwave detection device TREZOR-M300
• Radio wave detection device TREZOR-R01
• Radio wave detection device TREZOR-R02

It is important to understand that by adding TREZOR PSS devices into VideoNet 
system configuration and connecting sensors to its inputs, you specify for the 
system the order of physical connection devices to each other. If you don’t add 
perimeter security devices to configuration and don’t connect them, you won’t 
be able to control perimeter security systems from VideoNet (and therefore, 
the whole TREZOR system), because VideoNet will know nothing about these 
devices.

Fig. 12.1.2-1 provides a TREZOR PSS hardware connection diagram as shown in 
the tree on the Devices page.

Fig. 12.1.2-1. TREZOR PSS hardware connection diagram as shown in the tree on the 
Devices page
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12.1.2.1. TREZOR adapter
TREZOR adapter is an element of the device tree that groups the TREZOR-K control-
lers and the TREZOR vendor’s PSS devices connected to them. The TREZOR-K 
controller in the VideoNet system is represented as an element of the device tree 
TREZOR system. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.
The TREZOR adapter can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the PSS device 

group –> TREZOR adapter item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the computer in the device tree, select the Add –> TREZOR adapter 

in the appeared shortcut menu.
When viewed by type in the device tree, the TREZOR adapter appears in the 
Adapters partition. When viewed by connection, the adapter is displayed as a 
nested element of the computer.
Adapter type is displayed in the TREZOR adapter properties area.

12.1.2.2. TREZOR-IP adapter
TREZOR-IP adapter is an element of the device tree that groups the TREZOR-K02 
controllers and the TREZOR vendor’s PSS devices connected to them. The TREZOR-
K02 controller in the VideoNet system is represented as an element of the device 
tree TREZOR system. In the device tree, the adapter connects to the computer.
The TREZOR-IP adapter can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the PSS device 

group –> TREZOR-IP adapter item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the computer in the device tree, select the Add –> TREZOR-IP 

adapter in the appeared shortcut menu.
When viewed by type in the device tree, the TREZOR-IP adapter appears in the 
Adapters partition. When viewed by connection, the adapter is displayed as a 
nested element of the computer.
In the properties area of the TREZOR-IP adapter, you can configure the following 
parameters:
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IP-address Specify the IP-address of the TREZOR-IP adapter.
This field is required.

IP-port Specify the IP-port of the TREZOR-IP adapter (55550 by default).
This field is required.

Login Specify thу login of the TREZOR-IP adapter. 
This field is required.

Password Specify the password of the TREZOR-IP adapter.
This field is required.

12.1.2.3. TREZOR Perimeter Security System
TREZOR perimeter security systems (PSS) connect to the computer using following 
ways: 

• TREZOR-K - using «RS485-USB» interface converter;
• TREZOR-K02 - using Ethernet cable. 

When doing so, multiple PSS can be connected to the same computer.
TREZOR system is an element of the device tree, which groups all TREZOR PSS 
devices.
In the device tree, the TREZOR system connects to the TREZOR adapter (if 
TREZOR-K controller is being used) or to the TREZOR-IP adapter (if TREZOR-K02 
controller is being used).
The TREZOR system can be added to the system configuration using following 
methods:

• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the PSS device 

group –> TREZOR System item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the TREZOR adapter element in the device tree, select the Add –> 

TREZOR System in the appeared shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the TREZOR system appears in the Perimeter Security System 
(PSS) partition when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the TREZOR 
system is displayed as a nested element of the TREZOR or TREZOR-IP adapter 
it connects to. 
You can connect up to 255 TREZOR devices to the inputs of TREZOR system.
In the properties area of the TREZOR system, connected to the TREZOR adapter, 
you can configure the following parameters:

Name Specify the name of the TREZOR system.
This field is required.
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COM port number Specify the COM port number to which the TREZOR perimeter 
protection system is connected on your computer (default 1)

Speed Specify the speed of the COM port to which the TREZOR perimeter 
protection system is connected on your computer (default 9600)

In the properties area of the TREZOR system, connected to the TREZOR-IP adapter, 
you can configure the following parameters:

Name Specify the name of the TREZOR system.
This field is required.

Address Specify the address of the TREZOR system.
This field is required.

12.1.2.4. Linear block TREZOR-BL
Linear block TREZOR-BL is a receiving and monitoring device designed to receive 
signals from security and other detectors, control of executive devices and security 
lighting, and the formation of an alarm notification, with its subsequent transfer to a 
system for collecting and processing information. In the device tree, the TREZOR-BL 
connects to the TREZOR system.
The TREZOR-BL can be added to the system configuration using following methods:

• using the Add New Hardware Wizard (see Section 3.1.2.2);
• click the button  next to the Add button on the toolbar, select the PSS device 

group –> TREZOR devices item in the appeared shortcut menu;
• right-click the TREZOR system element in the device tree, select the Add –> 

TREZOR devices in the appeared shortcut menu.
In the device tree, the TREZOR-BL appears in the Perimeter Security System 
(PSS) partition when viewed by type. When viewed by connection, the TREZOR-BL 
is displayed as a nested element of the TREZOR system it connects to.
In the TREZOR-BL properties area, you can change the device name, under 
which it will appear in the system. Specify the TREZOR-BL module address in the 
Address field. The address must match the configuration settings of this module 
in the TREZOR system.
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The following devices can be connected to the TREZOR-BL:
• 4 relays or sensors;
• tamper (see Section 12.1.2.9).

12.1.2.5. Vibration detection device TREZOR-V04
Vibration detection device TREZOR-V04 is designed to detect the intrusion 
through an obstacle located along the perimeter of the protected object, as well as 
the formation of an alarm notification. In the device tree, the TREZOR-V04 connects 
to the TREZOR system.
The TREZOR-V04 addition and configuration is similar to the procedure described 
for the TREZOR-BL module (see Section 12.1.2.4).
The following devices can be connected to the TREZOR-V04:

• 4 cables;
• tamper (see Section 12.1.2.9).

12.1.2.6. TREZOR-M series microwave detection devices
TREZOR-M series microwave detection devices are designed to protect flat, 
open areas of the terrain, the formation of the alarm signal when an intruder crosses 
the guarded area and transmission of an alarm signal to the security panel. In the 
VideoNet system you can connect TREZOR-M50, TREZOR-M100, TREZOR-M200 
and TREZOR-M300 devices. In the device tree, the TREZOR-M series devices 
connect to the TREZOR system.
The TREZOR-M series devices addition and configuration is similar to the procedure 
described for the TREZOR-BL module (see Section 12.1.2.4).
The following devices can be connected to the TREZOR-M series devices:

• microwave perimeter intrusion sensor;
• tamper (see Section 12.1.2.9).
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12.1.2.7. TREZOR-R series radio wave detection devices
TREZOR-R series radio wave detection devices are designed for signal control 
of open areas of the terrain, as well as the perimeter of the object. In the VideoNet 
system you can connect TREZOR-R01 (single-channel) and TREZOR-R02 (two-
channel) devices. In the device tree, the TREZOR-R series devices connect to 
the TREZOR system.
The TREZOR-R series devices addition and configuration is similar to the procedure 
described for the TREZOR-BL module (see Section 12.1.2.4).
The following devices can be connected to the TREZOR-R series devices:

• 1 (for TREZOR-R01) or 2 (for TREZOR-R02) cables;
• tamper (see Section 12.1.2.9).

12.1.2.8. Cable
Cable is used as intrusion detection sensor, transmitting alarm signals. In the device 
tree, the Cable connects to the TREZOR-V04 and TREZOR-R detection devices. 
In order to add the cable to the configuration and connect it to the detection 
device:

1. Highlight the detection device to which the cable should be added, or a free 
cable input of the detection device in the device tree. In the first instance, 
the cable will be automatically added to a free input with the lowest number. 
In the second instance, the cable will be added to the highlighted free input.

2. Right-click the cable input and select Add device: Cable in the shortcut menu.
• Or start the Add New Hardware Wizard and add the cable.

Cable is not detected by automatic device search tools when adding devices.
In the cable properties area, you can change the device name. When you add 
a cable in the device tree, it automatically has a child element in the VideoNet 
system - a Segment. But unlike the Intrepid™ II system, the cable connected to 
the TREZOR equipment can have only one segment in the VideoNet system.
In the Segment properties area, you can change the device name, under which it 
will appear in the system. 
In the Partitions pane, you may set the partitions to which the configured segment 
relates. Select the check boxes against those partitions from the list to which it 
should be related.
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured segment, which 
consists of the tables containing access rights for each role of the system. In order 
to assign access rights, highlight the system’s user role, and select the check boxes 
for the actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.
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12.1.2.9. Tamper
The Tamper allows you to receive an alarm signal when the cover of the PSS device is 
removed. In the device tree, Tamper automatically connects to the following devices:

• TREZOR-BL
• TREZOR-V04
• TREZOR-M
• TREZOR-R

The tamper properties may be defined in the Partition and Access panes. In the 
Partitions pane, you may set the partitions to which the configured tamper relates. 
Select the check boxes against those partitions from the list to which it should be 
related.
In the Access pane, there is a matrix of access to the configured tamper, which 
consists of the tables containing access rights for each role of the system. In order 
to assign access rights, highlight the system’s user role, and select the check boxes 
for the actions which are permitted and prohibited to it in the access rights table.
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12.2. Configuring graphic plans for controlling pe-
rimeter security system

To control perimeter security system from graphic plans window, it is necessary 
to set up parameters of VideoNet system configuration beforehand. To do that, 
you should load scheme of guarded object and arrange PSS device segments, 
microwave sensors, connected to its inputs, and tampers on it together with cameras, 
microphones, relay, sensors and other devices.
On graphic plans perimeter security devices are displayed as follows:

Segment of a cabel. Segment beginning is marked by filled triangle, 
segment end is marked by vertical bar.

Microwave sensor

Tamper

System graphic plans configuring consists of several subsequent stages: plan 
construction and screen mode configuring.
On the plan construction stage it is necessary to load files with building layouts and 
configure the plans.
To start configuring graphic plans, go to the Graphic plans page located on the 
VideoNet navigation panel.
The Graphic plans page contains the the toolbar (1), tree of elements (2), plan’s 
composition (3) and the element properties area (4).

The tree of elements displays graphic plans and plan viewpoints. The plan’s 
composition displays devices and graphical representations of sections that have 
been added to the selected plan. The properties area provides a demo display for 
displaying the plan layout as well as the General and Access panes.
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12.2.1. Constructing graphic plans for working with perimeter 
 security system

To start constructing graphic plans:
1. Click the Create a Graphic plan button on the page’s toolbar.

• Or right-click anywhere in the tree of elements to call up the shortcut menu 
and select the Create a Graphic plan item.

2. The Create a Graphic plan dialog box will open.

3. If needed, rename the graphic plan.

4. Specify the plan map file path. Click the button  to open the standard 
Windows file opening dialog box and select the catalog and file name. The 
extension of the plan map file should be .jpg or .svg.

5. Select the guarding partition to add the plan to. For more details about guarding 
partitions, see Section 3.8.

6. Click the Create button.
7. In the tree of elements, a node with the created graphic plan name will appear, 

while the plan layout will be displayed in the properties area.
You can move, rotate, scale, and perform additional parameter settings. For infor-
mation about how to configure and working with graphics plans, see Section 3.7.
You can arrange the following devices on a graphic plan scheme:

• cable (segments);
• Microwave sensors;
• cameras, microphones, sensors, relays, access points and presets (refer to 

3.7 section)
according to their positions in the guarded building.

To add a device to the graphic plan:
1. Highlight a plan in the Graphic Plans page’s tree of elements.
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2. Click the Add Devices button. The Devices panel that contains the system 
devices will open under the tree of elements panel.

3. Select the device and allocate it in the plan layout. To do this, place your mouse 
pointer over the device and drag it to the required place in the plan layout, by 
clicking and holding the left mouse button.

To highlight several devices at a time, hold down the Ctrl or Shift key.
To place the microwave sensor on the plan, move its icon to the place where the 
initial point for drawing the sensor has to be situated, and release the mouse button. 
A window will appear explaining the next steps. Click Close.

As you move the mouse, a straight line. By moving the pointer to the location of 
the second point and left-clicking once again, you fix the position of the microwave 
sensor on the plan.
To place a cable with segments on the plan, move the icon of one of the segments 
to the place of the plan where the initial point for drawing the segment has to be 
situated, and release the mouse button. A window will appear explaining the next 
steps. Click Close. 

By moving the pointer to the location of the second point and left-clicking once 
again, you fix the position of the second point of the segment. By reiterating these 
operations, you create a geometrical figure having an arbitrary number of sides, 
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points, and their locations. To complete the operation, double-click the left mouse 
button on the plan or press Enter on the keyboard.
On the figure you have drawn (cable) you will see the boundaries of the segments. 
The boundaries of the cable segments are set by the system in accordance with the 
number of cells that each segment consists of. Adding and setting Intrepid™ II system 
segment properties are performed on the Devices page (see Section 12.1.1). After 
adding any segment to the plan, all cable segments will appear in the element tree.

Example of PSS devices arranging is shown in the picture below.

The segment of the MicroTrack Processor II cable is drawn on the graphical 
plan with a dotted line.

4. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.
You can move and resize the cable on the plan.

To move the cable:
1. Place your mouse pointer over the cable.
2. Click the left mouse button and hold it down as you drag the cable to the 

required place on the plan.

To size the cable:
1. Select the cable on the plan using the left mouse button. The plotting points 

will be displayed on the cable.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the cable plotting point.
3. Click the left mouse button and hold it down as you drag the point to the required 
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place on the plan. Reiterate this operation for other points if you need to scale 
the cable up or down.

In addition, you can change the location of the segments boundaries.

To move a segment border:
1. Select the cable on the plan using the left mouse button.
2. Place your mouse pointer over the segment boundary.
3. Click the left mouse button and hold it down as you drag the boundary to the 

required place on the cable.

To reset the boundary to the initial state:
1. Select the cable on the plan using the left mouse button.
2. Click the right mouse button on any segment and select Align segment 

boundaries item item in the shortcut menu that will be opened.
When necessary, you can resize the segments boundaries using the Relative size 
for segments boundaries option on the General tab.
To create complex cables, more plotting points are required. When necessary, you 
can add or deleted some points even after the cable has been created.

To add a cable plotting point:
1. Select the cable on the plan using the left mouse button. The plotting points 

will be displayed on the cable.
2. Click the right mouse button on the cable where you want to add another point, 

and select Add point item in the shortcut menu that will be opened.
• Or click the left mouse button on the cable where you want to add a new point, 

holding down the Alt key.
3. A new point will appear on the cable.

To remove a cable plotting point:
1. Select the cable on the plan using the left mouse button. The plotting points 

will be displayed on the cable.
2. Click the right mouse button on the plotting point that you want to delete.
3. Select the Remove point item in the shortcut menu that opened.
4. The cable point will be removed and the two neighboring points will get 

connected with a straight line.
Once you have created a graphic plan and allocated devices in the layout, you may 
start working with plans. To do this, you should go from the Configuration environ-
ment to the Surveillance environment (VideoNet Control Menu –> Surveillance) 
and switch to the screen mode that contains a graphic plan panel. By default, 
VideoNet provides a screen mode that contains a graphic plan management window. 
If necessary, you may create a new screen mode and add a window of this type to 
it (see Section 3.6.1).
Besides, the execution of the system schedule’s reaction to switch to the mode 
that contains the graphic plan panel may initiate working with graphic plans. 
Schedule configuration is the administrator’s responsibility (Section 3.4.1; Select 
Screen Mode reaction).
For more details about how to work with graphic plans, see Section 4.12.
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12.3. Working with perimeter security system from 
VideoNet

Controlling perimeter security system is performed from graphic plans window. For 
correct system working it is necessary to configure and connect graphic plans of 
guarded territory (refer to 12.2 section). As was already mentioned above, perimeter 
security devices (segments, microwave sensors and tampers) are displayed on 
plans as follows:

Segment of a cable. Segment beginning is marked by filled triangle, 
segment end is marked by vertical bar.

MicroWave sensor

Tamper

PSS devices can be in one of the following states:
State Color Priority
Normal state BlueBlue 4
Guarding enabled GreenGreen 3
No connection GrayGray 2
No signal / Failure YellowYellow 2
Alarm (fire) RedRed 1

Operator can be informed about PSS device state with colour indication on graphic 
plan. When state change PSS device changes its colour to the colour, correspond-
ing to new state. Correspondence of colours and states is given in the table above.
During working with perimeter security system an operator can enable or disable 
guarding any PSS device, placed on the plan.

To enable guarding for the segment/sensor:
1. Select needed segment/sensor on the plan and right-click it.
2. Select the Enable guarding item from the shortcut menu that opened.
3. Segment/sensor will pass to guarding enabled state and change its colour 

to green.

To disable guarding for the segment/sensor:
1. Select necessary segment/sensor on the plan and right-click it.
2. Select the Disable guarding item on the shortcut menu that opened.
3. Segment/sensor will switch to normal state and change its colour to blue.

In case of alarm – when intrusion through the sensor, it will be marked in red on 
the plan. When intrusion through the segment, the segment will be marked in red 
on the plan and the red dot will be displayed on it,thereby informing an operator 
about approximate place of intrusion. In this case the system will consider this as 
event with intrusion reason.
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When receiving message about alarm an operator can process it by resetting from 
the event panel.
The intrusion points can be several on the segment. The points will be displayed as 
long as the alarm is disabled.
In case of alarm on the tamper, that is, when the cover of the PSS device is opened, 
the tamper will be marked in red on the graphical plan.
In case of alarm by any perimeter security device the alarm event is registered in the 
Event Log of the computer, which is connected to the perimeter security system. 
Working with the Event Log is described in 4.7 section.

12.3.1. Remote control of the TREZOR devices working capacity
VideoNet system allows remote control of the working capacity of TREZOR-V04 and 
TREZOR-R devices connected to the TREZOR-IP adapter (see section 12.1.2.2).

Attention! Interpretation of signals received from devices as a result of remote 
control is outside the area of responsibility of the VideoNet system.

To perform remote control:
1. Select the Segment of the cable (see section 12.1.2.8) connected to the 

TREZOR-V04 or TREZOR-R device in the device window (see section 4.3) or 
on the graphic plan (see section 4.12).

2. Right-click on the Segment and select Remote control from the context menu.
3. Upon successful completion of the remote control, the selected Segment and 

all other Segments that are connected to the device will go into the Alarm 
state. It is necessary to clear the alarm and enable guarding.

4. If the device detects a malfunction in one or more of its Segments, they will go 
into the Malfunction state. Also, a sign of a possible malfunction is considered 
a situation in which not all Segments of the device go into the Alarm state as 
a result of remote control.

Attention! The devices do not distinguish between alarm and malfunction 
signals received during remote control and during real intrusion or malfunction.

Attention! If the remote control is started from the TREZOR device itself, the 
Alarm and Malfunction states will be displayed on the Segments of the device 
in VideoNet.
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13. OPC CLIENT
VideoNet system supports OPC Data Access 2.0 specification. OPC Technology 
(OLE for Process Control) is the standard of equipment cooperation in process 
control systems. OPC Data Access 2.0 specification is a subset of OPC standard 
and is intended for data communication with automation objects.
For OPC DA 2.0 support in VideoNet system is realized Total.SCADA platform 
that administrates OPC client subsystem functioning. You can add to VideoNet 
and setup several subsystems of that kind. OPC client enables to receive values 
of equipment technological parameters (tags) from defined SCADA that has OPC 
server. The received information can be used in scheduler as an Event from OPC 
server. Thereby after OPC client was set up and the task was added to scheduler, 
it’s possible to monitor the process.

SCADA – the system of collection, processing, displaying and archiving 
of automation object information. Any device, controller or other industrial 
equipment can be an automation object.

13.1. OPC client setup
OPC client must be created for each OPC server from which it’s necessary to set up 
data organization to VideoNet. The system creates OPC client when you add new 
OPC server. You can add OPC server and configure OPC client on the Devices 
page of the Configuration environment.

13.1.1. Connecting to OPC server

To add new OPC server:
1. Do Steps 1 through 3 of a new device addition algorithm. On Step 3, select the 

Select type and model of added device from the list option to add a device.
• Or click the button  in the toolbar next to the Add button to call up a list 

of devices. The list of devices to add manually and the Add New Hardware 
Wizard start item will be displayed.

2. A page for selecting the device type will open. Select the OPC server and 
click Next.

3. OPC server page will be opened.
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4. Specify the Name, Host and Program ID of the added OPC server. You can 
do this in two ways:
• Select the check-box Manual input and enter values manually;
• Click  and select OPC server from available server list in Browse OPC 

servers dialog box.

Attention! Selecting OPC server from list is preferable because it eliminate the 
possibility of entry errors. Manual value entering is useful in case of situation 
when existing OPC servers aren’t available. If OPC server parameters are 
configured incorrectly, OPC client wouldn’t connect and in Event log would be 
registred an error message.

In case of selecting OPC server from the list, the system will fill all necessary 
fields (including Class ID) automatically.

Attention! If the check-box Connect to server for OPC server was selected, 
then after you apply configuration, OPC server will establish the connection 
with given OPC server and will begin to receive preset tag values (tag setup 
is described in 13.1.3 Section). If you want to set up OPC server parameters, 
but not to receive tags, you need to deselect the check-box Connect to server.
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5. To apply changes click Next button in OPC server dialog box.
6. Click Close to close the wizard. The system will add server to the device tree 

of the Devices page.

To modify OPC server settings:
1. In the device tree of Devices page, select the OPC server that you need to 

configure.
In the properties area, the properties of the selected OPC server will be displayed.

2. Repeat steps 4-5 of fore-mentioned Add new OPC server instruction.
3. Click the Apply button on the configuration control panel.

To delete an OPC server:
1. In the device tree of Devices page, select the OPC server that you need to 

delete.
2. Press the Delete button on the page toolbar.

• Or right-click the OPC server that you need to delete and select the Delete 
item in the shortcut menu.

• Or press Delete on the keyboard.
3. The device deletion dialog box will open.
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4. Click Yes to confirm deletion of the selected OPC server.

13.1.2. Groups of tags
For configuring convenience tags in VideoNet can be grouped. It provides group 
control possibility of tags refresh period.

To add new group of tags:
1. Open the Devices page on the Configuration environment’s navigation panel.
2. In the device tree, select the OPC server that you need to add a tag group.
3. In Groups list on the Groups and Tags pane of the server properties, click 

the Add group button.

4. The group is added to the list of tag groups.
5. Select the group.
6. Enter Name of group and Update rate (in ms).

If necessary, you can activate or deactivate a specific tags group using the 
Active group option. The option is enabled by default.

Update rate parameter sets up time interval in which OPC client will receive 
tags values of this group from OPC server.
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To remove a tag group:
1. In the list of server tag groups, select the group that you need to remove.
2. Press the Remove group button.

13.1.3. Tags
You can add tags to group either one by one or several at once.

To add several tags to group:
1. Open the Devices page on the Configuration environment’s navigation panel.
2. In the device tree, select the OPC server that you need to add a tag.
3. In Groups list on the Groups and Tags pane of the server properties, select 

the group that you want to add a tag.
4. Click the Select tags button in the Tags list.

5. Add tags dialog box will be opened.
In left top field of Add tags window is situated tags address space of OPC server, 
selected in step Selecting a folder in address space will show in right top field of 
Add tags window tag that selected folder contains.
In the bottom field of Add tag window is displayed the list of tags selected for adding 
to group.
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VideoNet supports the following data types: VT_I1, VT_I2, VT_I4, VT_UI1, 
VT_UI2, VT_UI4, VT_INT, VT_UINT, VT_DECIMAL, VT_BSTR, VT_R4, VT_R8.

Add tags window contains following buttons:
Button Description

Update Updates the address space of the OPC server tag.

Add Selects the current tag for adding to group. The button 
 next to the Add button to call up a list of commands.

Add Selects the current tag for adding to group.

Add all Selects all tags of the current folder for adding to group.

Remove Removes the current tag from tags list for adding to 
group. The button  next to the Remove button to 
call up a list of commands.

Remove Removes the current tag from tags list for adding to 
group.

Remove all Removes all tags of current folder from tags list for 
adding to group.

6. Select tags for adding to group.
7. To confim selected tags adding to group click OK in Add tags dialog box. The 

system will add tags to Tags list.
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To modify tag settings:
1. Select the tag in the list of tags that you want to configure.
2. Specify Name, Internal name, Identifier and Data type of tag you add. You 

can do this in two ways:
• Select the check-box Manual input and enter values manually;
• Press the Change tag button and select a tag from the list of available tags 

in Select tag dialog box.
In Select tag dialog is situated tags address space of selected OPC server.

Attention! Selecting tag from list is preferable because it eliminate the possibility 
of entry errors. Manual value entering is useful in case of situation when OPC 
server is unavailable. If you select tag from the list the system will specify all 
fields automatically.

If necessary, you can activate or deactivate a specific tags using the Active tag 
option. The option is enabled by default.

Attention! If you set tag data type incompatible with data type of this tag on 
OPC server, the attempt to receive values for the tag may lead to an error that 
will be fixed in Event Log.

To remove tag:
1. Select the tag in the list of tags that you want to remove.
2. Press the Remove tag button.
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APPENDIX 1. VIDEO SURVEILLANCE. BASIC CON-
CEPTS AND TERMS
Video Signal Format
There are three main video formats: PAL, NTSC and SECAM. In security video 
surveillance, the PAL cameras are typically used (in the video / audio capture board 
settings, it is designated as “PAL (B, D, G, H, I)”). Therefore, all further calculations 
are given specifically for this format.

Digitization
We will interpret the term “digitization” as the transfer of video from an analog to 
digital form the VideoNet system works with.

Frame and Field
The video signal is a sequence of frames. In the PAL format, 25 frames are transmit-
ted every second. The maximum frame resolution (size) is 768 pixels horizontally 
and 576 pixels vertically. We will call an image of this size a ‘full frame’. Each frame 
consists of two fields: an even field and an odd field. The even field means the 
even image lines (2, 4, 6, etc.), an odd field means odd image lines (1, 3, 5, etc.). 
The camera shoots the fields and transmits them serially--first odd, then even, then 
odd again, etc. A TV screen displays the fields in the same sequence. However, 
computer screens differ from TV screens: They are unable to display even-numbered 
image lines first, then odd lines. Therefore, when computer digitizes frames, both 
fields are “added” together into a single image, and then the screen displays them. 
If some motion occurs in the camera’s field of view, the moving object can move for 
an insignificant, yet visible distance during the exchange of fields (20 milliseconds). 
As a result, the object will be a little bit “fuzzy” and will have ragged edges. This 
effect is known as “interlacing”. To eliminate this effect, the VideoNet system features 
a special VNInterlaceFilter™, compensating filter that allows you to restore the 
natural image view.

If you want to digitize an image which height is less than 288 pixels, it is sufficient 
to use the lines of only one (either even or odd) field. In this case, the interlacing 
effect is not observed.
The maximum resolution of one field is 768×288 pixels. This image is called the “full 
field”. The full field is a half of the full frame. The image which is equal to a quarter 
of the full frame (384x288) is known as CIF. The image equal to a sixteenth of a full 
frame (192x144) is called QCIF.

Contrast Normalization
The contrast normalization feature allows you to “stretch” the image histogram till 
it reaches the maximum range. This improves the visual image quality: Too dark 
or too bright images in which it is hard to discern details are brought back to the 
“normal” state. Additional gamma correction allows you to maintain the natural color 
distribution in this case.
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Frame Rate
All video / audio capture boards can operate either in the real time mode or in the 
switching mode.
In the real time mode, each chip uses one input. The maximum frame rate in this 
case is 25 FPS.
In the switching mode, each chip can use all inputs. The maximum frame rate in this 
case will depend both on the number of cameras connected to this chip and video 
signal synchronization by these cameras. However, we can estimate the approxi-
mate frame rate by using the following formula: 12 FPS divided by the number of 
cameras. For example, if two cameras are connected to the TinyVN4 Pro3 board, 
the approximate frame rate for each camera will be equal to 6 FPS; for 3 cameras - 4 
FPS; for 4 cameras - 3 FPS.
It should also be taken into consideration that the VideoNet license may limit the 
frame rate to 6 FPS no matter which hardware configuration is used.
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APPENDIX 2. VIDEONET LICENSE UPDATING
HASP key for older VideoNet systems can be used with VideoNet 9 as well. The 
HASP key will be to work in compatibility mode. To extend the functionality of the 
system, you can perform a commercial license update. 

To update the license, you can to do the following:
• You can provide your HASP key to the SKYROS technical support service 

or to one of our corporation’s dealers. In this case, the key’s license will be 
updated by the employees of these companies.

• You may get a file containing a new license either from the SKYROS technical 
support service or the corporation’s dealer. The file extension will be .rslic. To 
get this file, you need to provide the information about your current license. 
When the file is received, you need to do the following:

1. Install the latest version RSLM Tools software package, which you can be 
found on the VideoNet website in the Download section.

2. Close all the applications that use HASP key.
3. Open Explorer or any other file manager. Find the saved license file and 

double-click it. The window containing the description of the license will be opened.

4. Insert the HASP key into the computer’s USB port. The Install to HASP 
button will become available. This button may be unavailable due to one of 
the following reasons:
• USB port is broken, or the corresponding USB drivers are not installed.
• HASP key with the another number is inserted into the USB port.

5. Click the Install to HASP button and wait until the download license to the key.
You can update the license of HASP key on VideoNet website. 

To do this, perform the following steps:
1. Click the link https://www.videonet9.com/hasp on VideoNet’s website. 

Use the Internet Explorer browser or Google Chrome browser. Install the 
IE Tab application for Google Chrome browser.

2. Open On-line service for license updating page. To use the operation of 
the service requires an additional ActiveX component. Install it if necessary.

3. Install the HASP key in the USB port on your computer and click Check. The 
service will check your license. If necessary, click Update information.

https://www.videonet9.com/hasp
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/ie-tab/hehijbfgiekmjfkfjpbkbammjbdenadd/related
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Attention! Make sure that only one HASP key is installed in the computer before 
updating the license. If you have multiple keys or third-party software keys, you 
can not change the license key.

4. If the license update is available, click Download and Update button and wait 
until the download license to the key.

Attention! Restart your computer before using the HASP key with a new license.
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APPENDIX 3. VOLUME RECOVERY
You may recover a damaged volume in case of archive failures or damage caused 
by the abnormal VideoNet system shutdown or abnormal rebooting of the computer, 
physical faults of the disk subsystem (for example, failing sectors on the hard disk), 
or logical failures of the file system as well as by many other reasons.
If the volume damage is insignificant, the VideoNet system will perform automatic 
recovery at startup. While the system start-up window is open, you will be able to 
see a notification about the volume recovery in progress in the status bar.
Once the recovery is successfully completed, the VideoNet system will start running 
and you will be able to normally work with the volume. In case of serious volume 
damage, the VideoNet system will start, but the volume will not be available for 
working. The relevant entry will be made   in the event log. In this case, use the 
Volume Recovery Wizard.
The signs of a serious archive failure are as follows:

• incorrect volume information gathering (see Section 3.2.2.2);
• the system “hanging-up” at the archiving completion (logout, application of the 

configuration changes, synchronization of the configuration versions);
• no fragment map or sources in the player (when it is known that the recording 

has been definitely made);
• information about the VideoNet event log errors (unable to record, volume 

mounting error, etc.);
• a sharp CPU load increase while VideoNet is running together with the 

abnormal disk subsystem activity;
• archive capacity loss.

By using the Volume Recovery Wizard, you may do the following:
• recover volumes from the VideoNet configuration in case or errors described 

above;
• recover the volume if one or more components, including a master component, 

are not available;
• add an existing component;
• if necessary, remove the component from the list of volume components.

Attention! The Videonet-Trial license does not support volume recovery.

Attention! The Volume Recovery Wizard recovers only the volumes recorded 
by using the VideoNet 8.0 Service Pack 2 system or newer.

Attention! It is not recommended to recover volumes which data volume 
exceeds 10 TB.

Please note that when restoring a volume, the information about which data was 
protected from deletion during cyclic recording and which was not will be deleted.

When you recover a volume, you need to create a list of components which should 
obligatorily include a master component. This can be either an existing master compo-
nent or, if lost, a new master component that you can create by using the wizard.
When you add a volume component, the system will automatically detect its master 
component (if other component than a master component is added) and all other 
components. If the system failed to recover the volume component list automatically, 
you can do it manually.
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To recover the volume by using the wizard:
To recover a volume or volume components:

1. Start the Volume Recovery wizard (Start–>Programs–>VideoNet 9–> Applica-
tions).
• Or run the StorageRecoveryWizard.exe file (by default located in the folder 

C:\Program Files (x86)\ SKYROS\VideoNet 9).

Attention! Before running the application, make sure that a HASP key containing 
the license for VideoNet 9 is inserted in the computer’s USB port. To update the 
key’s license please contact the technical support service. To ensure the correct 
Volume Recovery Wizard operation, the HASP key must be kept installed in 
the USB port during the entire wizard operation time.

The Volume Recovery Wizard may run independently of VideoNet, i.e. it may 
also run on the computer on which the VideoNet system is not installed.

2. The Volume Recovery Wizard will be opened. Click Next.

3. The Volume Component List Wizard will be opened. On this page, you 
can import a volume from the VideoNet configuration together with all its 
components or add one component manually. Then the search for other volume 
components will be performed automatically.
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If you want to import a volume, click the Import volume button. If you want to create 
a list of components manually, click the Add component.

4. If you have clicked the Import volume button in the previous step, the Select 
Volume for Importing dialog box will be opened.

Select the volume that you want to import from the list and click the Import button.
If you clicked the Add component button in the previous step, the Windows standard 
Open Document dialog box will be opened.
Select the component you want to add from the list and click the Open button.

5. The List of Volume Components Wizard page will be opened.
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The Volume Components field displays the components of the imported volume 
or selected components accordingly.
If necessary, you can remove a component from the list. To do this, highlight it on 
the list and click the Delete component button.
If for some reason not all the components have been added to the list of the recovered 
volume, you can add the missing components manually. To do this, click the Add 
component button and add components (see Step 4).
If the master component is not on the list, you can create it. To do this, click the 
Create a master component button. The Create a master component dialog box 
will be opened. Specify the new master component file name and size. Click Create.

If a password has been set for the volume being recovered, select the Use password 
check box and enter the password in the corresponding field.
Click Next.

6. The Volume Recovery Parameters wizard page will be opened. This page 
contains information about the components to be recovered, the approximate 
volume recovery duration and the recovered volume size.
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Attention! The approximate volume recovery duration is calculated based on 
the fact that the volume is full. If the volume is not completely filled, the recovery 
time will be shorter. In this case, the standard CheckDisk utility operation time 
will not be taken into consideration.

If you select the Recover bad sector during hard disk check check box, the volume 
recovery wizard will check the hard disk surface for physically damaged sectors by 
using the standard service of the operating system.

Attention! The damaged sector recovery operation performed while checking 
the volume’s hard disk may be quite time-consuming.

When you select this check box, the following notification will appear:

7. The Volume Recovery Wizard page will be opened.
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Simultaneously in the console window, the standard CheckDisk disk utility will start 
running in the background mode. If the user does not react when the software 
requests him to confirm certain actions, the CheckDisk utility suspends its execution 
until it receives a response. Once completed, the console window will close.

8. The volume recovery process will start.

In this case, the Volume Recovery wizard will display information about the general 
recovery operation progress and the operation status.

9. The Volume Recovery Results Wizard page will be opened. This page 
contains information on the volume recovery results, the volume size, and the 
size of recovered and non-recovered data in the volume (if any). If you want to 
see the volume recovery statistics file, select the appropriate check box at the 
bottom of the page. The system creates the statistics file during the volume 
recovery operation and stores it to the system disk’s root directory.
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Click Ready to close the wizard.
If you selected the View the volume recovery log file check box, the statistics 
file will be opened. The file name contains information about the volume recovery 
date and time.
This file contains the following information:

• the CheckDisk utility operation results for each disk which has components;
• paths to the components that were recovered by this utility;
• the volume size;
• the recovered data volume;
• the amount of non-recovered data in the volume;
• the volume has been successfully recovered / not recovered / incomplete 

recovery.
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APPENDIX 4. SETTING UP REMOTE MEASUREMENT 
OF HUMAN BODY TEMPERATURE
Dahua DH-TPC-BF5421-T and Dahua DH-TPC-BF2221P-TD IP cameras can be 
added to the VideoNet system configuration. In combination with the reference “black 
body” (DH-TPC-HBB-AHW or JQ-D70Z), they can be used for remote measurement 
of human body temperature. To configure temperature measurement in VideoNet:

1. Connect the Dahua thermographic camera to an Ethernet network via a network 
cable and place the reference “black body” in its viewing area in accordance with 
the camera manufacturer’s documentation.

2. Set the camera’s network settings using a proprietary utility or web interface.
3. Using a proprietary utility or web interface, you must specify the location of the 

“black body” in the camera frame. You must set the maximum and minimum size 
of the person’s face in the camera control area, so that the difference between the 
maximum and minimum size does not exceed 25%.

4. Manually add the Dahua thermographic camera as an IP server to the 
VideoNet system configuration. Manually adding devices is described in section 
3.1.2.2. At the Select protocol of the connected IP device stage, you must select 
the Dahua protocol.

5. Configure the parameters of the added device. For a description of configuring 
IP servers, see section 3.1.2.11. On the Connection pane, select TCP network 
protocol.

6. Add the camera to the first channel of the device (IP server). The camera 
on its first channel transmits a normal video image, and on the second channel - 
a thermal image.

7. On the Detectors page of Configuration environment add a built into 
the source body temperature detector to the camera of the first channel. Tempera-
ture data will not be sent from the camera to VideoNet without enabling this detector. 
For a description of working with detectors see section 3.4.2 and its subsections.

8. On the Recognition page of Configuration environment add a face recogni-
tion module to the camera of the first channel. Without using face recognition it will 
be impossible to record which person the temperature measurement result belongs 
to. For a description of working with the face recognition module see section 3.4.3.2 
and its subsections. In the settings of the recognition module, you must set the 
maximum and minimum size of the person’s face in the control area, so that these 
dimensions match those specified when setting up the camera (see paragraph 3).

9. If you need to provide any system response to the temperature measurement 
results, on the Schedule page of Configuration environment, you must configure the 
Detector event and the required system reaction to this event. Configuring detector 
events is described in section 3.4.1.2.6. For description of working with reactions in 
the VideoNet system see section 3.4.1.3 and its subsections.
After adding and configuring body temperature detector and face recognition 
module results of temperature measurement could be seen in the Faces Log. If 
necessary, data from the Face Log can be exported to a file format .xls for later 
viewing and printing in Microsoft Excel. For description of the Faces Log see section 
4.7.1.5 and for description of working with the log, see sections 4.7.2 - 4.7.7.
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APPENDIX 5. SETTING UP ALCOHOL TESTING  
FOR EMPLOYEES
VideoNet system allows you to organize testing of employees for alcohol using the 
Alcobarrier device of LLC “Alcotector” (hereinafter - breathalyzer) connected to the 
ACS equipment. To set up alcohol testing in VideoNet:

1. Connect a breathalyzer to the ACS equipment in use, according to the connec-
tion scheme shown in the figure below.

2. Configure the following parameters in the breathalyzer:
• prefix of the key number (access card) unique to the VideoNet system, which 

is not present in any key in the system;
• interval/pause for transmitting the user’s key number to the ACS controller 

after transmitting the key number with the result;
• the allowed value of alcohol in the exhaled air at which the object is allowed 

to enter.
3. On the Devices page of the Configuration environment, add the ACS equip-

ment in use (adapter, controller, access point) to the VideoNet system configuration 
and configure it. Adding devices to the system configuration is described in section 
3.1.2.2, and configuring ACS devices in section 3.1.2.14 and its subsections.

4. Also, on the Devices page of the Configuration environment, select the added 
access point and set the Testing for alcohol (prefix of the key) flag on the Special 
capabilities pane. In the field that appears, enter the value of the prefix of the key 
number that was previously configured in the breathalyzer.
To view the results of employee testing, the analytical report Alcohol test results is 
provided. For a description of working with this report, see section 5.1.6.15.
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APPENDIX 6. ORGANIZING VIDEO/AUDIO RECORD-
ING BY DETECTION
VideoNet system allows you to organize video and audio recording of events that 
triggered a specific detector. To configure this function, you must:

1. Add source (camera or microphone) that you plan to use to record to the 
VideoNet system configuration. Adding devices to the system configuration is 
described in section 3.1.2.2.

2. Configure the parameters of the added device. For a description of device 
settings, see the following sections:

• Microphone - 3.1.2.8;
• Analog video camera - 3.1.2.9;
• IP camera - 3.1.2.10;
• IP server - 3.1.2.11.

3. On the Detectors page of the Configuration environment, add the required 
type of detector to the required source. Adding detectors is described in section 
3.4.2.2.

4. On the Detectors page of the Configuration environment configure the added 
detector. Configuring various detectors is described in sections 3.4.2.6 - 3.4.2.18.

5. On the Archive page of the Configuration environment, create a volume for 
storing information and configure its parameters. Creating a volume is described in 
section 3.2.2.2, and configuring its parameters in section 3.2.2.3.

6. On the Recording functions page of the Configuration environment, add 
a recording function for the source and volume. Adding a recording function is 
described in section 3.2.4.1.

7. On the Schedule page of the Configuration environment, add a new task to 
the system schedule. Adding tasks is described in section 3.4.1.1.1.

8. On the Schedule page of the Configuration environment, add a detector 
event (configure them taking into account previously added source and detector, 
see section 3.4.1.2.6) and a Start video/audio recording reaction (configure them 
taking into account previously added recording function, see section 3.4.1.3.2) to 
the task. 
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APPENDIX 7. ACCESS CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT 
OF VEHICLES REGISTERED IN THE SYSTEM BASED 
ON LICENCE PLATE RECOGNITION (WITH AN ACS LI-
CENSE)
VideoNet system allows automated access of vehicles to a protected area using 
licence plate recognition and the possibilities provided by the ACS license. To 
configure this function, you must:

1. During the installation of the VideoNet system, using a Custom installation type, 
install the licence plate recognition module component (AutoMarshal, AutoUragan 
or Base, depending on your license). For a detailed description of the VideoNet 
installation process, see the Installation manual.

2. Add source (analog or IP camera) that you plan to use for licence plate 
recognition to the VideoNet system configuration. Adding devices to the system 
configuration is described in section 3.1.2.2.

3. Configure the parameters of the added device. For a description of device 
settings, see the following sections:

• Analog video camera - 3.1.2.9;
• IP camera - 3.1.2.10;
• IP server - 3.1.2.11.

4. On the Recognition page of the Configuration environment, add the licence 
plate recognition module to the source by which licence plate recognition is planned 
for vehicles access, and then configure it. Adding a licence plate recognition module 
is described in section 3.4.3.1.1, and configuring it in section 3.4.3.1.2.

5. Add the hardware that you plan to use for access to the territory (controller 
and access point) to the VideoNet system configuration, and configure it. Adding 
devices to the system configuration is described in section 3.1.2.2, and configuring 
ACS hardware in section 3.1.2.14.
A relay can also act as an actuator for access. Setting up the relay is described in 
section 3.1.2.7.

6. Add an access gate point to the VideoNet system configuration. Setting up 
an access gate point is described in section 3.1.2.14.6. When setting up an access 
gate point, select one of the access orders using licence plate recognition (for 
example, “by licence plate” or “by key and licence plate”). Then select a camera 
with a connected licence plate recognition module, and on the Actuator pane select 
previously added access point or relay.

7. On the ACS databases page of the Configuration environment, create an 
ACS database and then configure its parameters. Working with ACS databases is 
described in section 3.3.1 and its subsections.
To continue working with a previously added access gate point in the ACS environ-
ment, make sure that the computer that the access gate point is connected to is 
selected as the main or backup server of the ACS database.

8. On the Schedule templates page of the ACS environment, create a schedule 
template and configure its parameters. Creating and configuring a schedule template 
is described in section 6.1.6 and its subsections.

9. On the Access groups page of the ACS environment, create an access group 
and include a previously configured access gate  point in it. Creating and configuring 
an access group is described in section 6.1.5 and its subsections.
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10. On the Cars page of the ACS environment, add cars that you plan to allow into 
the territory, and then configure their parameters. Adding cars and configuring their 
parameters is described in section 6.1.9 and its subsections. When configuring cars 
parameters, on the Access pane add them to the previously created access group.
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APPENDIX 8. ACCESS CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT 
OF VEHICLES REGISTERED IN THE SYSTEM BASED 
ON LICENCE PLATE RECOGNITION (WITHOUT AN 
ACS LICENSE)
VideoNet system allows automated access of vehicles to a protected area using 
licence plate recognition, even without an ACS license. To configure this function, 
you must:

1. During the installation of the VideoNet system, using a Custom installation type, 
install the licence plate recognition module component (AutoMarshal, AutoUragan 
or Base, depending on your license). For a detailed description of the VideoNet 
installation process, see the Installation manual.

2. Add source (analog or IP camera) that you plan to use for licence plate 
recognition to the VideoNet system configuration. Adding devices to the system 
configuration is described in section 3.1.2.2.

3. Configure the parameters of the added device. For a description of device 
settings, see the following sections:

• Analog video camera - 3.1.2.9;
• IP camera - 3.1.2.10;
• IP server - 3.1.2.11.

4. On the Recognition page of the Configuration environment, add the licence 
plate recognition module to the source by which licence plate recognition is planned 
for vehicles access, and then configure it. Adding a licence plate recognition module 
is described in section 3.4.3.1.1, and configuring it in section 3.4.3.1.2.

5. Add the relay that you plan to use for access to the territory to the VideoNet 
system configuration, and configure it. Adding relay to the system configuration is 
described in section 3.1.2.7.

6. On the Licence plate databases page of the Configuration environment, 
create a licence plates database for vehicles that you plan to allow into a protected 
area, and then configure its parameters. Working with licence plates databases is 
described in section 3.3.2 and its subsections.

7. On the Schedule page of the Configuration environment, add a new task to 
the system schedule. Adding tasks is described in section 3.4.1.1.1.

8. On the Schedule page of the Configuration environment, add a licence plate 
recognition event and a Send command reaction to the task, and then configure 
them. For a description of the licence plate recognition event, see section 3.4.1.2.9, 
and for a description of the Send command reaction, see section 3.4.1.3.12.
When you configure the event source, specify the camera with a connected licence 
plate recognition module, check the Licence plate box, select the Coincidence 
with condition and as a licence plate database select previously created licence 
plates database. When configuring the reaction, select a previously added relay 
as the device.
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APPENDIX 9. ACCESS CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT 
OF EMPLOYEES BASED ON FACE RECOGNITION
VideoNet system allows automated access of employees to a protected area using 
face recognition. To configure this function, you must:

1. Install the Tevian face recognition module. For a detailed description of the 
module installation process, see the VideoNet Installation manual.

2. Add source (analog or IP camera) that you plan to use for face recognition to 
the VideoNet system configuration. Adding devices to the system configuration is 
described in section 3.1.2.2.

3. Configure the parameters of the added device. For a description of device 
settings, see the following sections:

• Analog video camera - 3.1.2.9;
• IP camera - 3.1.2.10;
• IP server - 3.1.2.11.

4. On the Recognition page of the Configuration environment, add the face 
recognition module to the required source, and then configure it. Adding a face 
recognition module is described in section 3.4.3.2.1, and configuring it in section 
3.4.3.2.2.

5. Add the hardware that you plan to use for access to the territory (controller and 
access point or relay) to the VideoNet system configuration, and configure it. Adding 
devices to the system configuration is described in section 3.1.2.2, and configuring 
ACS hardware in section 3.1.2.14.

6. Add a passage point to the VideoNet system configuration. Setting up a 
passage point is described in section 3.1.2.14.7. When setting up a passage point, 
select one of the access orders using face recognition (for example, “by face” or “by 
key and face”). Then select a camera with a connected face recognition module, and 
on the Actuator pane select previously added access point or relay.

7. On the ACS databases page of the Configuration environment, create an 
ACS database and then configure its parameters. Working with ACS databases is 
described in section 3.3.1 and its subsections. When configuring the ACS database, 
on the Face recognition server pane, select the computer that the camera with the 
configured face recognition module is connected to. This computer will be used to 
build digital reference face image descriptors, with which the recognized faces are 
compared.

8. On the Schedule templates page of the ACS environment, create a schedule 
template and configure its parameters. Creating and configuring a schedule template 
is described in section 6.1.6 and its subsections.

9. On the Access groups page of the ACS environment, create an access group 
and include a previously configured access gate  point in it. Creating and configuring 
an access group is described in section 6.1.5 and its subsections.

10. On the Employees page of the ACS environment, add employees and then 
configure their parameters. Adding employees and configuring their parameters 
is described in section 6.1.1 and its subsections. When configuring employees 
parameters, on the Access pane add them to the previously created access group.

11. On the Face recognition pane of the Employees page of the ACS environ-
ment, add digital reference face image descriptors to employees. Adding descriptors 
and recommendations for images used for building descriptors are described in 
section 6.1.1.2.
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APPENDIX 10. ACCESS CONTROL AND MANAGE-
MENT OF EMPLOYEES USING HIKVISION HARD-
WARE WITH MULTI-FACTOR IDENTIFICATION
The VideoNet system allows you to configure access to the territory using multi-factor 
identification (for example, using a key and fingerprint). Please note that fingerprint 
identification is only possible when using Hikvision equipment. To configure this 
function, you must:

1. Add the  Hikvision ACS hardware that you plan to use for access to the territory 
(controller and access point) to the VideoNet system configuration, and configure 
it. Adding devices to the system configuration is described in section 3.1.2.2, and 
configuring ACS hardware in section 3.1.2.14.
When configuring the access point, select the default authentication mode that 
uses fingerprints (for example, “by key and fingerprint” or “by key, fingerprint and 
password”).

2. On the ACS databases page of the Configuration environment, create an 
ACS database and then configure its parameters. Working with ACS databases is 
described in section 3.3.1 and its subsections.

3. On the Schedule templates page of the ACS environment, create a schedule 
template and configure its parameters. Creating and configuring a schedule template 
is described in section 6.1.6 and its subsections.

4. On the Access groups page of the ACS environment, create an access group 
and include a previously configured access gate  point in it. Creating and configuring 
an access group is described in section 6.1.5 and its subsections.

5. On the Employees page of the ACS environment, add employees and then 
configure their parameters. Adding employees and configuring their parameters 
is described in section 6.1.1 and its subsections. When configuring employees 
parameters, on the Access pane add them to the previously created access group.

6. On the Fingerprints pane of the Employees page of the ACS environment, 
add digital fingerprint descriptors to employees. To do this, connect the Hikvision 
fingerprint reader to the computer’s USB port. Adding descriptors is described in 
section 6.1.1.2.

7. If you have selected the authentication mode using the password, on the 
General information pane of the Employees page of the ACS environment, specify 
access codes for employees.

8. On the Keys page of the ACS environment add keys and assign them to 
employees, regardless of the default identification mode selected for the access 
point. However, if it is not possible to issue a physical key to an employee, you can 
add a key that exists in the VideoNet system only virtually to the employee. Adding 
and configuring keys is described in section 6.1.4 and its subsections.

9. If It’s necessary on the Work modes page of the ACS environment configure 
the pass modes for time intervals. Work modes allow to configure exceptions for the 
authentication mode set by default for the access point. For example, if the 24-hour 
identification mode by key and fingerprint is set for the access point, using the Work 
modes, identification mode only by key during working time can be set.
Also you can use fingerprint identification and face recognition together. To do this, 
select the configured Hikvision access point as the passage point’s actuator, and 
for the passage point, select the access order using the key and face. In this case, 
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the key will be the default identification mode selected for the access point (for 
example, “by key and fingerprint”). Working with the access based on face recognition 
is described in Appendix 9.
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APPENDIX 11. ACCESS CONTROL AND MANAGE-
MENT USING CAME HARDWARE
The VideoNet system allows you to configure access to the territory (for example, 
entrances of residential buildings) using CAME equipment. To configure this func-
tion, you must:

1. Add the  CAME ACS hardware that you plan to use for access to the territory 
(intercom and access point) to the VideoNet system configuration, and configure 
it. Adding devices to the system configuration is described in section 3.1.2.2, and 
configuring ACS hardware in section 3.1.2.14.

2. On the ACS databases page of the Configuration environment, create an 
ACS database and then configure its parameters. Working with ACS databases is 
described in section 3.3.1 and its subsections.

3. On the Keys page of the ACS environment add Wiegand-34 type keys from 
the reader or manually. Adding and configuring keys is described in section 6.1.4 
and its subsections.

4. On the Employees page of the ACS environment, add access objects (people, 
apartments, entrances, etc.), the fact of passage for which you need to control or 
track in the future, and then configure their parameters. Adding access objects (in 
the form of an object of the “Employee” type in the VideoNet system) and configuring 
their parameters is described in section 6.1.1 and its subsections.

5. On the Keys pane of the Employees page of the ACS environment, assign 
keys to the added access objects.

6. On the Connection with the intercom pane of the Employees page of the 
ACS environment select the access point of the CAME intercom, through which 
access is allowed using the keys related to this object.

7. In addition to access by key, CAME intercoms allow access by the entered 
code. At the same time, it should be taken into account that an access code can only 
be assigned to an object (resident, apartment, entrance, etc.) with which no more 
than one key is associated. Thus, for example, for the passage to the entrance, it 
is advisable to create a separate object for organizing the passage by the code.
To specify an access code for an object, open the General information pane of the 
Employees page of the ACS environment and enter the desired code in the Access 
code field. The access code must consist of numbers from 4 to 8.
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APPENDIX 12. SYSTEM UPDATE USING THE UPDATE 
SERVICE
VideoNet update service allows you to update the system remotely on all comput-
ers in the network in manual mode as well as in automatic mode, according to the 
schedule. To configure this function, you must:

1. On the Network configuration page of the Configuration environment, 
combine computers with the installed VideoNet system into a single network. Working 
with the VideoNet network is described in section 3.5 and its subsections.

2. On the Update rules page of the Configuration environment, select the 
computer that will be the update server and configure its parameters. This computer 
will check for updates, download them, and distribute them throughout the VideoNet 
network. Working with the Update rules page is described in section 3.10.1.

3. On the Update rules page of the Configuration environment, configure 
the update settings for other computers in the network and select the previously 
configured computer as the update server.

4. Download the new version of the VideoNet system (in the Download section 
on the www.videonet9.com website) and place the file with the new version in 
the update folder configured for the update server. After that, the update server will 
distribute it over the network, according to the schedule and settings configured for 
it and the rest of the network computers on the update Rules page.

5. If you need to update the system manually, on the Updates installation page 
of the Configuration environment, select the computer where you want to install the 
update and click Check on the Update management pane. The system will check 
if an update is available. If it is available, also on Update management pane, click 
Download to download the update file from the update server. After the download is 
completed, on the same pane the Install button will be available. When this button 
is pressed installing the updates for the selected computer will begin. For more 
information about working with the Updates installation page, see section 3.10.2.

6. If there are problems with the system after updating it, you must recover the 
system using the recovery point. A recovery point is automatically created by the 
system before installing the update. Backup and recovery of the VideoNet system 
is described in section 3.10.2.2.
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APPENDIX 13. VERIFICATION OF ACCESS OBJECTS 
USING VIDEONET AT FACILITIES EQUIPPED WITH 
PERCO ACS
Based on the identification of persons and vehicle licence plates using the VideoNet 
system, it is possible to provide verification of access objects (employees and/or cars) 
at facilities equipped with PERCo ACS. To configure this functionality you need to:

1. Make sure that you have an Access verification support for PERCo ACS 
license on your computer. See the list of VideoNet licenses in the section 2.3.

2. Configure the VideoNetPVerify program, according to the instructions included 
in the program package. The VideoNetPVerify program can be downloaded from 
the official VideoNet website.

3. Place the perco.json configuration file containing parameters for communica-
tion with the VideoNetPVerify program in the folder where VideoNet is installed on 
the computer that is used to identify persons and/or vehicles. The perco.json file is 
included in the VideoNetPVerify package.

4. Configure the following parameters for communication with the VideoNetP-
Verify program, in the perco.json file:

• Address - address of the computer on which the VideoNetPVerify program 
is installed;

• Port - port configured in VideoNetPVerify program for communication with 
VideoNet.

5. Depending on the required verification method, configure in VideoNet:
• Recognition of license plates and the license plate recognition event  

with comparison with the ACS database, if verification by the vehicle  
licence plate is required (see Appendix 7, steps 1-4, 7, 10 and section 
3.4.1.2.9);

• Face recognition and face recognition event with comparison with the ACS 
database, if verification by employees’ faces is required (see Appendix 9, 
steps 1-4, 7, 10, 11 and section 3.4.1.2.10);

• Recognition of human faces and remote measurement of human body 
temperature, as well as a face recognition event with comparison with the ACS 
database, if verification is required by the faces of employees with control of 
their temperature (see Appendix 4 and Appendix 9, steps 1-4, 7, 10, 11 and 
also section 3.4.1.2.10);

• Remote measurement of human body temperature, if a decision is required 
on the access of employees based on body temperature data (see Appendix 
4, steps 1-7).

Attention! All access objects (employees and/or cars) must be assigned keys 
in the VideoNet system. Key numbers in the ACS database of the VideoNet 
system and the PERCo software must match.

6. Configure the parameters of the external verification program in the PERCo 
software:

• Verification COM-server - PERCoExeServer.ComServer;
• Server function name - Verify;
• Transmitted information - ID, name of the reader.

For more details on setting up an external verification program, see the section 
External verification program of the document Unified system S-20. Network 
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software. Administrator’s Guide (https://www.perco.ru/download/documenta-
tion/rus/S-20_AdminGuide.pdf).

https://www.perco.ru/download/documentation/rus/S-20_AdminGuide.pdf
https://www.perco.ru/download/documentation/rus/S-20_AdminGuide.pdf
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APPENDIX 14. NETWORK TOPOLOGY FOR VIDEONET 
WEB ACCESS
Web access to VideoNet system can be organized both via Internet and local 
network. In general, web access to VideoNet system is set up as follows. A user 
connects his personal computer or his mobile device to VideoNet Web Server. 
VideoNet Web Server is a computer with VideoNet system and additional web 
server software installed. Web server configuration must list all the cameras, the 
ones directly connected to it and the cameras on the local network.
VideoNet Web Server supports HTTP protocol. If your local network or a single 
computer is already configured to work with web applications, no additional configura-
tion is required.
In open information networks, such as the Internet, the security of the transmitted 
data plays an important role. The significant use of SSL has led to the formation of 
HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure), which supports encryption.
VideoNet Web Server also supports HTTPS protocol, ensuring security and integrity 
during the data transfer and enabling authentication. The data that is transmitted 
using this protocol is “packed” in the cryptographic protocol SSL or TLS, thereby 
ensuring the protection of this data.
To learn more about IIS (Internet Information Services) configuration neces-
sary to access Web applications using HTTPS, please refer to the Windows 
documentation or web site of Microsoft (http://technet.microsoft.com/ru-ru/library/
cc771438(v=ws.10).aspx).

Attention! Your VideoNet network may turn out to have more than one 
VideoNet server. When you choose one of your servers to become a web 
server, please consider the following. Only the cameras of the web server itself 
and the cameras of those servers that have a working network connection with 
this web server will be available for viewing and management. For example, 
viewing and controlling cameras of Computer 1 (see Fig. 13-1) from VideoNet 
Web Server is impossible.

Option 1. Network topology for web access over the Internet
To set up operation over the Internet, you should allow HTTP external connections on 
the computer that has VideoNet Web Server installed. It is done using the computer 
firewall (HTTP uses port 80 by default, HTTPS uses port 443 by default). In case a 
dedicated computer (gateway/proxy server) is used for Internet connection, it also 
has to be configured.

http://technet.microsoft.com/ru-ru/library/cc771438(v=ws.10).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/ru-ru/library/cc771438(v=ws.10).aspx
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Fig. 13-1. Network topology for web access over the Internet
To connect using web access, one must know a public Internet-address of the 
VideoNet Web Server (e.g., http://www.stargate.ru/videonet, http://199.123.43.24/
videonet, https://199.123.43.24/videonet).

Option 2. Network topology for web access over LAN

Fig. 13-2. Network topology for web access over LAN
To connect using web access in this case, one must know a local Internet-address 
of the VideoNet Web Server (e.g., http://localhost/videonet, http://192.168.1.24/
videonet, http://vn.startline.ru/videonet, https://vn.startline.ru/videonet). If a separate 
computer is used for Internet connection, it is advised to configure users’ web 
browsers not to use proxy server for local network connections (see Section 9.1.1).
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Option 3. Network topology for web access both over the Internet and over LAN
Web access can be organized so that VideoNet system could be operated both via 
the Internet and LAN.

Fig. 13-3. Network topology for web access both over the Internet and over LAN
To connect using web access in this case, remote users use external Internet 
address of the VideoNet Web Server (e.g., http://www.stargate.ru/videonet, 
http://199.123.43.24/videonet, https://199.123.43.24/videonet), while local users 
(in the local network) use local Internet address (e.g., http://localhost/videonet, 
http://192.168.1.24/videonet, http://vn.startline.ru/videonet, https://vn.startline.ru/
videonet).Configure the local users’ web browsers the same as in Option 2.

For any option of connection to the VideoNet web server described above, you 
can use a domain name as the address (see section 3.5.1.2).
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